
THE PICTURE OF THE TAOIST GENII PRINTED ON THE COVER 
of 也is book is part of a painted temple scroII, recent but traditional, given to 
Mr BrÌan Harland in Szechuan pro世nce (1946). Concerx血g these four divinities, 
of respectable r田lk in the Taoist bureaucracy, the foIIowing particulars have been 
handed down. The tide of the first of the four signifies ‘ Heavenly Prince', that 
。f the other thr四‘ Mysterious Commander'. 

At the top, on the left, is Liu Thien Chü饵， ComptroIIer-General of Crops and 
Weather. Before his deification (so it w描 said) he w田 a rain-making magician 
and weather forecaster named Liu Chün, bom in the Chin d归础ty about + 340. 
Among his attributes may be seen the sun 缸ld moon, and a measuring-rod or 
C缸penter's square. The two great luminaries imply the making ofthe calendar, so 
important for a primarily agricultural society, the effo纣s， ever renewed, to reconcile 
celestial periodicities. The carpenter's square is no ordinary tool, but the gnomon 
for measuring the lengths of the sun's solstitial shadows. The ComptroIIer-General 
also carries a beIl because in ancient and medieval times there w脑 thought to be 
a close connection between calendrical calculations and the arithmetical acoustics 
of beIls and pitch-pipes. 

At the top, on the right, is Wên Yuan Shuai, Intendant of the Spiritual Officials 
of the Sacred Mountain, Thai Shan. He w臼 taken to be an incamation of one of 
the Hour-Presidents (Chia Shen) , i.e. tutelary deities of the twelve cyclical characters 
(see p. 262). During his earthly pilgrimage his n缸ne was Huan Tzu-Yü and he w:臼
a scholar and 踊tronomer in the Later Han (b. +问2). He is seen holding an 
arxniIlary ring. 

Below, on the left, is Kou Yuaη Shuai， Assistant Secretary of State in the Ministry 
of Thunder. He is therefore a late emanation of a very ancient god, Lei Kung. 
Before he became dei且ed he was Hsin Hsing, a poor woodcutter, but no doubt an 
inc町nation of the spirit of the consteIIation Kou-Chhen (the Angular Arranger), 
part of the group of stars which we know as Ursa Minor. He is equipped with 
hammer and chisel. 

Below, on the right, is Pi Yuan Shuai, Commander of the Lightning, with his 
flashing sword, a deity with distinct alchemical and cosmological interests. According 
to tradition, in his earthly Iife he was a count巧man whose name was Thien Hua. 
Together with the coIIeague on his right, he controIIed the Spirits of the Five 
Directions. 

Such is the legendary foIkIore of common men canonised by popular acclamation. 
An interesting scroII, of no great artistic merit, destined to decorate a temple wall, 
to be looked upon by humble people, it symboIises something which this book has 
to say. Chinese art and literature have been so profus~， Chinese mythological 
imagerγso fertile, that the West has often missed 。也er aspects, perhaps more 
important, of Chinese civiIisation. Here the graduated scale of Liu Chün, at first 
sight unexpected in this setting, reminds us of the ever-present theme of quanti
tativeme臼urement in Chinese cuIture; there were rain-gauges already in the Sung 
( + 12th century) and sIiding caIipers in the Han (+ 1St). The arxniIlary ring of 
Huan Tzu-Yü bears witness that Naburiannu and Hipparchus, al-Naqqãs and 
Tycho, had worthy counterparts in China. The tools of Hsin Hsing symboIise that 
great empirical tradition which inforxned the work of Chinese artisans and technicians 
aII through the ages. 
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FOREWORD 

It was in 1948, some thirty-six years ago, that the writing of this series of volumes 
began, after I came back from China and from Unesco. My first collaborator was 
Wang Ling! (Wang Ching -Ning2); and then eigh t years later Lu Gwei-Dj en 3 came 
over from Paris to occupy the same position of Adjutant-General of the Project 
which she still fills. While Wang Ling's background was rather mathematical and 
chemical, Lu Gwei-Djen's is more medical and biological. Then, some fifteen years 
ago, we found ourselves faced with a great dilemma, whether to peg aw<j.y alone for 
the rest of our lives, or whether to associate with ourselves a group of collaborators, 
who would bring us nearer to seeing the conclusion in our own lifetime. We decided 
on the latter course. It was a veritable turning-point. 

Now, with the present Volume, we see the first-fruits of this plan. We were able to 
persuade our dear friend Professor T. H. Tsien (Chhien Tshun-Hsiin4), of the 
University of Chicago, and one of the world's most eminent authorities on the 
subject, to accomplish this task in our series. We greatly admire what he has done. 
Of course, the book ofT. F. Carter (I) has long been a classic, but it is now quite 
old, having seen the light first in 1925 and not revised since 1955; since then many 
archaeological finds, and many literary perspectives, have intervened, so that a 
new synthesis was urgently necessary. 

We expect that in due course other Volumes not written personally by us will be 
appearing in our series; notably next Vol. 6, pt. 2, on the 'History of Agriculture in 
China', which has been written by Ms. Francesca Bray. This again deals with a 
subject of the highest importance for the general theme of the history of science and 
technology in China, and we feel fortunate that her work for some ten years past on 
our staffhas proved so successful. We now anticipate that still further Volumes will 
be contributed by our collaborators. 

I suppose that no theme could be more important for the history of all human 
civilisation than the development of paper and printing. Francis Bacon, 'the bell 
that call'd the wits together', fully recognised this. a In the present Volume readers 
will be able to follow all the vicissitudes of paper and printing during those Chinese 
centuries when Europe knew nothing of such arts. I always suspected that the 
Chinese Buddhists may have had something to do with the technique of documen
tary reproduction, because of their mania for the infinite replication of images, as I 
had plenty of opportunity to observe on the walls of the Thang cave-temples at 
Chhien-fo-tung5 (Tunhuang6). b 

a cr. VO!. I, p. 19. b Vo\. I, p. 106. 
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It has always b~en extremely hard to believe that Johann Gutenberg about 
+ 1454 knew nothmg (even by hearsay) of the Chinese printed books which had 
been circulating in large numbers in China for five previous centuries-and there 
~re some sources fairly contemporary which aver that he did.a It seems perhaps less 
lIkely that he ever knew of his predecessor Pi Sheng\ the artisan who had antici
pated him as the inventor of movable type by some four centuries. We have already 
allud~d to the celebrated passage about Pi Sheng in the Meng Chhi Pi Than 2, and we 
have Illustrated a rotating 'case' for the type sorts depicted by Wang Chen3 later.b 
Many printers in Korea as well as China, subsequently made use of this invention 
but of course it was much more inviting to use movable type for the alphabeti~ 
languages needing only twenty-six letters, than for the ideograp4ic ones where as 
many as 53,500 characters, with some 400 radicals, would be involved. 

Be that as it may, however, there is plenty of evidence that Chinese printing and 
book-production were the envy of the whole world that knew about them before 
Gu tenberg's time.c Even long afterwards we have Jesuit relations which show thei~ 
great admiration for the books of China, which enshrined so much of human 
learning and knowledge.d True it is that, as Francis Bacon again said: 'The wits 
and knowledges of men remain in books, exempted from the wrong of time, and 
capable of perpetual renovation.' Let us pray that no evil fire-storm will be let loose 
upon the world to destroy in an instant much, if not all, of the accumulated culture 
of the ages, and put ~n ~nd to that most glorious of human achievements, printing 
and the paper on whIch It may be done. So let us wish all success to this story told by 
Tsien Tsuen-Hsuin. 

Cambridge 
January 1984 

a Cf. VO!. I, p. 244 (b). 

J OSEPH NEEDHAM 

b Vo!. 4, pt. 2, pp. 33, 533 (Fig. 685). We also came across Pi Shengin Ihe context of chemical industry; Vo!. 5, 
pt. 3, p. 187. 

: For example the Arabic scholar Dawiid al-Banakiti in + 1317; Needham (88) repr. in (64), pp. 22-4. 
See vo!. 4, pt. 2, p. 439. The words were those of Matteo Ricci himself. 

AUTHOR'S NOTE 

This volume is devoted to the study of the origin and development of paper making 
and printing in Chinese culture from their earliest known beginnings to the end of 
the 19th century, when both handicrafts had gradually been replaced by modern 
technology. It is intended to be a comprehensive study, covering all periods in their 
history and all aspects of their techniques, aesthetics, applications, and worldwide 
spread and influence, based on extensive investigation of literary records, ar
chaeological discoveries, scientific reports, as well as artifacts available for 
examination. Previous contributions to the field are either limited in scope or 
outdated in many respects. Numerous Chinese documents concerning paper had 
not been explored and many important topics had not been covered in Western 
scholarship. Details of printing, on the other hand, are rarely documented in 
Chinese literature, but hundreds and thousands of items printed from the + 8th 
century onward are available for investigation. The present work tries to bring up 
to date or fill gaps in previous studies; it also offers new interpretations based on 
fresh data and new evidence. An attempt in this direction is briefly explained at the 
end of the Introduction. 

The project started in late 1968 at the request of Dr Joseph Needham to 
contribute a section on 'Paper and Printing' to his great series of volumes Science and 
Civilisation in China. His proposal actually suggested a sequel to my previous work on 
pre-paper and pre-printing records of China. a A travel grant from the American 
Council of Learned Societies for 1968-9 enabled me to visit Cambridge and many 
libraries and museums in Europe and America for a preliminary exploration of 
opportunities. During the next few years, basic sources were collected and 
screened, a series of lecture-discussion sessions was held on several university 
campuses, and three sections on paper were then drafted. To pursue further the 
stu~y ?fprinting, a seminar was set up at the University of Chicago in 1972 and 
agam m 1974 for a systematic examination of the sources and a discussion of various 
problems involved. But the actual writing of subsequent sections was interrupted 
by the increasing load of my duties at the University. With the generous support of 
the U. S. National Science Foundation and National Endowment for the 
Humanities from 1977 to 1980, I was relieved of part of my teaching and ad
ministrative responsibilities at the University. This allowed me to devote more time 
to research. Additional support from the East Asian History of Science Trust in 
Cambridge made it possible for me to complete the entire work by the end of I 982. 
The original plan was to write a section of about 100 pages, but subsequent studies 

a Written on Bamboo and Silk: The Beginnings <if Chinese Books and Inscriptions. University of Chicago Press, Chicago 
1962 . ' 
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went deeply into the sources, and this resulted in a volume much broader in scope 
and size and one which consumed more time than originally planned. 

The present work consists of ten sections, with a bibliography of nearly 2000 

entries and about 200 plates and figures for illustration. Three sections each ·deal 
separately with paper, printing (including inkmaking and bookbinding), and their 
worldwide spread and influence, in addition to an Introduction as a summary and 
orientation. The last section on the contributions of paper and printing to World 
civilisation serves as a conclusion. Each part on paper and printing is treated both 
chronologically and topically. Special attention is given to technical and artistic 
aspects of each subject as well as to their role in society. Where previous studies are 
available, a brief description of the topic or events is usually given; where gaps exist 
in earlier scholarship, fuller discussion is provided. For special editions of works in 
Chinese and Japanese cited in this volume, their publisher, date, or inclusion in a 
series are given in parentheses following the specific title in the footnotes and 
bibliographies. Abbreviations for titles of journals, large collections, symposia, and 
tshung-shu are found in a list preceding the bibliography. 

In the preparation of this volume, many of my friends, colleagues, and former 
students have contributed significantly. I am especially indebted to three eminent 
scholars and specialists in the field who served as consultants of the project, 
Professor L. Carrington Goodrich, Professor Howard W. Winger, and Dr K. T. 
Wu\ for their constant advice, reading and criticism of the entire manuscript. 
Professor and Mrs H. G. Creel also gave generously of their time to read over the 
final draft. All their comments from different perspectives have been most useful in 
improving this work. I wish also to express my gratitude for the valuable help in 
many ways from Dr Poon Ming-Sun2, Mr James K. M. Cheng3, Mr Ma Tai-Loi4, 

MrJohn Grobowski, Dr Michael Finegan, and MissJune Work, who served at one 
time or another as research assistants in the project. 

To all my colleagues at the University of Chicago, especially in the Center for 
Far Eastern Studies, the Department of Far Eastern Languages and Civilisations, 
the Graduate Library School, and the University Library, I am grateful for advice 
and continuing support. In the course of my writing, I made use of several excellent 
papers and theses developed in my seminars by Miss Constance Miller, Mr 
Edward Martinique, Mrs Lily Chia-Jen Kesckes, and Dr Poon Ming-Sun, whose 
contr:Jutions are acknowledged at various points in the book with reference to 
their respective works in the bibliography. 

For supply of materials for my study and photographs for illustrations, I am 
indebted to the librarians and curators of the British Museum and British Library, 
the Cambridge and Oxford University Libraries, the Bibliotheque Nationale, the 
Musee Guimet, the Austrian National Library, the Museum fUr Volkerkunde, the 
Royal Ontario Museum, the Dard Hunter Paper Museum, the Field Museum of 
Natural History, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Fogg Art Museum, the 
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Printing Department of New berry Library, the Asian Division of the Library of 
Congress, the Spencer Collection of New York Public Library, the Harvard
Yenching Library, and the East Asian Library of Columbia University. However, 
the basic sources of information for my study were drawn largely from the Far 
Eastern Library of the University of Chicago. All credits to figures in this volume 
are acknowledged. 

During my travel to the Far East in 1979, I benefited greatly from visiting 
libraries and museums, meeting and discussing with specialists, and collecting 
additional materials for my final revision of the draft. Certain old paper specimens 
and samples of rare printing were examined in China and Japan. Valuable 
experience was gained by my visits to the printing shops of Jung-Pao-ChaP in 
Peking and Tuo-Yun-Hsien2 in Shanghai, where woodblock cutters and printers 
were interviewed and tools and accessories collected. I am grateful to Mr Ku 
Thing-Lung3, Director of Shanghai Library, for his advice and cooperation in 
making a series of photographs and drawings, based on my interviews, showing 
step-by-step procedures for carving and printing. My thanks are also due to Mr 
Phan Chi-Hsing4 of the Institute of the History of Science, Academia Sinica, for his 
expert advice and reading of the three sections on paper; to Mr Chang Hsiu-Min 5 

formerly of the Peking Library and Mr Hu Tao-Ching6 of Shanghai, for their 
counsel and information; and to Mr Chhang Pi-Te7 of the Palace Museum in 
Thaipei for his generous assistance in sending me many photographs of old and 
rare samples of printing now kept in Taiwan. 

I feel particularly fortunate to have been associated with the East Asian History 
of Science Library in the Needham Research Institute at Cambridge, where my 
hardworking friends have been patiently watching the slow progress of my study. 
My gratitude goes to Dr Lu Gwei-Djen for her gracious advice, Dr Michael Salt for 
sending me useful materials, Dr Colin Ronan for his skilled editing of the manu
script, and Mr Peter Burbidge and the staff of the Cambridge University Press for 
their helpful advice in the publication of this volume. My deepest debt is due to the 
architect of the project, Dr Joseph Needham, who provided timely help and advice 
on many problems in the process of my writing. Without his inspiration, guidance, 
and constant support, this enterprise would not have been accomplished. 

Finally, I owe a debt of gratitude to my wife, Hsu Wen-Chins, who has not only 
given her encouragement and support to my study over many long years, but also 
contributed a piece of her calligraphy for the oldest poem on 'Paper' appearing in 
Figure 1230, which adds a special feature to this volume. To many others who 
cannot be named here, I wish to offer my thanks for help of various kinds. 

The University of Chicago 
October 1983 
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32. PAPER AND PRINTING 

(a) INTRODUCTION 

OF all the products from the ancient world, few can compare in significance with 
the Chinese inventions of paper and printing. Both have played a profound role in 
shaping world civilisations; and both have exerted a far-reaching impact for a very 
long time on the intellectual as well as the daily lives of countless people every
where. Paper has proved to be the most satisfactory material on which human 
thoughts are committed to writing, and when printing came to be allied to it, the 
ideas of one individual could be communicated to a multitude of others separated 
across great stretches of space and time. In short, the printed message has brought 
about changes in the intellectual mode of the human mind, and paper has provided 
the most economical and convenient means for its transmission. But of course paper 
has other uses than for writing and publishing; it has penetrated into every corner 
of ancient and contemporary society to become an indispensable article in daily 
life. Even though new media of communication have developed in recent times, the 
unique combination of paper, ink and printing are still the basic, permanent, 
portable, and perhaps the least expensive and most accessible communication 
device known to us today. 

(r) ORIGIN, DEVELOPMENT, AND MIGRATION OF PAPER AND PRINTING 

It is common knowledge that paper was invented in China some time before the 
Christian era. From early in the + 2nd century its manufacture became improved, 
using new materials and superior techniques. By the + 3rd century it had become 
widely used in China itself and had begun to migrate across the Chinese borders; it 
reached the Western world only just prior to the modern age. Printing from 
woodblocks was first practised by the Chinese around + 700, and movable type 
several centuries earlier than Gutenberg. Even the indelible ink of lampblack, 
prized by scholars and artists throughout the centuries in the East as well as the 
West, and which has been manufactured in the West under the misnomer 'Indian 
Ink', can be traced back to antiquity in Chinese civilisation. It was the introduction 
of these ingenious elements that made possible mass productiQn of written records 
for wide circulation. Of the materials and techniques for the modern book, 
printed with black ink on white paper, the Chinese have contributed most to its 
development. 

Paper is a felted sheet of fibres formed from a water suspension process using a 
sieve-like screen. When the water escapes and dries, the layer of intertwined fibres 
becomes a thin matted sheet which is called. paper. Over the span of the two 
millennia which have elapsed since the inception of the idea of papermaking, the 
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craft has changed and the tools have become more complex, yet the basic principles 
and processes remain the same. 

Traditionally, the invention of paper was attributed to Tshai Lun early in the 
+ 2nd century, but recent discoveries of very ancient paper fragments in North and 
Northwest China have pushed back the date of this invention at least some two to 
three centuries before him. Indeed, as we shall see, the invention of paper in China 
is now believed to have originated from a process of pounding and stirring rags in 
water several centuries before the start of our Era. It is very likely that an accidental 
placing of fibres from the rags on a mat with water draining away, may have 
suggested the idea of making a thin sheet of paper. But paper was not invented 
expressly for writing, as has often been presumed. It was extensively used in 
China in the fine and decorative arts, at ceremonies and festivals, for business 
transactions and records, monetary credit and exchange, personal attire, 
household furnishings, sanitary and medical purposes, recreations and entertain
ments, and so on. What is more, all these non-literary applications were common in 
Chinese society before paper was introduced into Europe in the +gth century. 

Paper was not used for writing until perhaps early in the + 1st century, and even 
then did not entirely replace the more cumbersome bamboo and wood slips as the 
chief materials for making books until the + 3rd century. But when it came, the use 
of paper enabled books to be cheaper and more portable, though their extensive 
production and wide distribu tion was not possible until the invention of printing. It 
is uncertain when and where the first book was printed in China and who was the 
earliest printer, but probably the process developed gradually. 

There is a long history ofpre-printing techniques in China, including the use of 
seals for stamping on clays and later on silk and paper, of ste'ncils to duplicate 
designs on textiles and paper, and of the inked impressions taken from stone 
inscriptions. All these processes gradually led to more efficient methods of the 
mechanical multiplication of copies and, as archaeological and literary evidence 
indicates, by the + 7th century or around + 700, printing began in China. 
Movable type was introduced by the middle of the I I th century and multi-colour 
printing some time in or before the 12th century. The movable type was first made 
of earthenware, but later various other materials, including wood, metal, and a 
variety of ceramics, were also adopted repeatedly and intermittently in the follow
ing centuries. 

Because of the great number of characters in written Chinese, woodblock 
printing was used far more often than movable type for book production in China 
until recent times. Wood blocks were simpler and more economical, and could be 
stored easily and were readily available when a reprint was needed; movable type 
was preferred only for large-scale production of voluminous books. Nevertheless, 
both wood blocks and movable type have gradually given way, since the mid-lgth 
century, to the modern printing press. 

After papermaking was perfected, it not only became popular in China but 
spread in all directions throughout the world, first eastwards in the + 2nd century, 
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then westward during the + 3rd century. However, it did not reach India until 
the + 7th century, and only became popular there in the 12th. Paper arrived in 
Western Asia in the middle of the 8th century, and to Africa in the 10th. The Arabs 
monopolised paper-making in the West for some five centuries. Only in the 12th 
century was it manufactured in Europe, and it did not reach America until the 16th 
century and Australia in the Igth. Thus ittook more than fifteen hundred years for 
paper to spread from China to almost every part of the world. 

Whether or not typography in Europe was influenced by the Chinese is con
troversial, but it is certain that Chinese printing and printed materials from China 
were known in Europe before printing began there. As might be expected, there are 
many theories about how printing reached Europe. Some suggest that it travelled 
from China to Europe along routes similar to those taken by paper, others, 
emphasising the differences between European and Chinese printing, suggest that 
European typography was independent in origin. However, there is strong evi
dence from cultural considerations of a close connection between them. Certainly 
there is no doubt that paper-making originated in China, and was already a fully 
developed craft before it spread over the rest of the world. It is probably the most 
complete of all the inventions China has given to civilisation. 

(2) FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE EARLY INVENTION OF 

PAPER AND PRINTING IN CHINA 

The prerequisites for' a useful invention include both the physical and the mental 
readiness for the event; besides a creative mind and a popular demand, proper 
materials and the essential basic techniques must be available. Since all the 
material facilities for the invention were present in Europe as well as in China, 
several questions arise. Why did the invention occur in one civilisation but not the 
other? What were the factors responsible for such development? What was it that 
made these two great inventions appear very early in Chinese culture but only after 
a long delay in the West, at least a thousand years for paper, six hundred years for 
wood-block printing and four centuries for movable type? In an attempt to find the 
answer, we shall discuss and compare the conditions that led to these 
developments. 

The key elements for the manufacture of paper are water, fibres, and a mould. 
The first was present almost everywhere and fibres were available from rags or 
hemp Or linen just as soon as textiles were woven in the ancient world. The use of 
the two together was common enough, but not so the process of turning rags into 
separate fibres through maceration, and using a screen mould to hold these fibres 
while allowing the water to drain away. Perhaps, as will become evident later, a the 
Chinese tradition of washing rags in water and allowing the fibres to form a felted 
sheet on the mat was responsible for this discovery in ancient times. The earliest 

a See pp. 36 ff. below. 
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mould is believed to have been made of a piece of cloth stretched with frames to 
support the macerated fibres and to let the water escape through its meshes. 

The invention of paper-making was, of course, a continuing process rather than 
a single event. An important step came with the introduction of new and fresh raw 
fibres, allowing unlimited production. Here the discovery of the suitability of the 
paper mulberry (Brousonetia papyriJera) was certainly significant. It is a plant that is 
native to China, though it has been cultivated extensively in many other temperate 
and tropical zones throughout the world. Its bark, after being beaten into a cloth, 
was used for clothing in China as well as in other regions along the equator, and 
ancient Chinese literature provides evidence that it was manufactured and traded 
by native tribes in the southern part of China, as we shall see. a The invention of 
paper-making with tree bark attributed to Tshai Lun in the early + 2nd century 
was possibly influenced by the acquaintance of the people in his area with the paper 
mulberry.b Tshai Lun was a native of Lei-yang in what is now Hunan province, 
and it was here that the bark was made into cloth by beating and then into bark 
paper after maceration. C Since, then, the maceration process of turning rags into 
pulp was already known in China, it was very likely that the people in the south of 
the country were the first to convert paper mulberry bark into a pulp for paper
making. Neither paper mulberry nor bark cloth was, it seems, used in Europe, 
where its cultivation appears to have been unknown, even in the + 18th century; 
indeed among the numerous kinds of plant tested for paper-making by European 
scientists at this time, paper mulberry was not included.d Furthermore, it was 
described with curiosity by the early Jesuit missionaries to China, and they 
suggested its transplantation to France" 

The popular demand for a better writing material was another important factor 
leading towards the invention and utilisation of paper. In China, paper was a 
much cheaper and more ideal writing medium than expensive silk and the clumsier 
bamboo or wood. But in Europe, paper did not have too many advantages over 
papyrus or parchment. Papyrus was plentiful, simple to prepare, inexpensive, and 
perhaps as light and convenient as paper. Parchment, although it cost more,f had a 
smoother surface and was more durable than paper. Indeed, in the early days, 
paper was not much cheaper than parchment, in contrast to silk, and not any more 
portable than papyrus, in contrast to bamboo and wood. Because of its fragility, 

• See pp. 56 ff. below. 
b See Ling Shun-Sheng (7), pp. I fr. 
, Lu Chi of the + 3rd century said that the bark of paper mulberry was used by the people south ofthe Yangtse 

River to make cloth or was pounded for making paper; see discussion of tap a and paper clothing, pp. 109 below. 
d Searching for new materials for paper-making, Dr] acob Schaffer (I 718-go) tells of how he tested over thirty 

kinds of raw material including moss, asbestos, potato, wood, and various other plants, for use in paper making to 
be mentioned in his six-volume work published between 1765 and 1771, but he did not include paper mulberry or 
bamboo, which had been major raw materials used in paper making in China and other nations in east and south 
Asia; see Hunter (g), pp. 309 fr. 

, See Batteux & Briquigni (I), ed., Mbnoires ... (IS vols., Paris, 1776-gI), vol. II, p. 295. 
f In 1367, 31 quires of parchment, each containing three dozen sheets, cost 76livres, 5 sous, 8 deniers in Tours; 

in 1359, two quires of paper cost 18 deniers; and in 136o, four quires of paper cost 2 shillings, 4 deniers; see Blum 
(I), pp. 62-3, note 2. 
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paper was even banned for official documents in Europe.a It was also not a 
welcome commodity when it was first introduced to Europe from the Arab world, 
since Europeans were distrustful of anything from a hostile land during and after 
the Crusades; its use was even attacked by clergymen like the abbot ofCluny.b Not 
until the spread of printing in Europe during the second half of the fifteenth century 
did a great demand for paper arise, although it had gradually come into use for 
manuscripts and household records before then. The situation was so diH'erent in 
China, where paper established its supremacy as a popular medium for writing 
even before it was officially adopted by the court in the early +2nd century. 

The basic materials needed for block printing included wood, ink, and paper. 
The same kinds of wood, including pear, boxwood, or other deciduous trees, were 
used for wood blocks for prin ting in both China and the West. Ink oflampblack was 
probably discovered very early by people of all civilisations, since soot was natur
ally collected when fire was controlled. The use of black ink or a carbon mixture in 
China can be traced back to remote antiquity,C and a similar ink of lampblack 
mixed with an aqueous solution of vegetable gum was used by Egyptian scribes as 
early as - 1300; it spread to Western Asia a little later.d The Greeks also made an 
ink of soot consisting of the same basic ingredients oflampblack and gum and in the 
same solid form as the Chinese ink.e 

Of the three basic necessities for printing, paper was perhaps the most important. 
Without a soft and absorbent medium, it would have been impossible for printing 
to develop, and the prior use of paper by the Chinese certainly contributed to the 
early invention of printing in China. Clearly, the late introduction of paper to 
Europe had a significant effect on the slow development of printing in the West. 

However, paper was certainly not the only essential prerequisite for this inven
tion, for printing did not appear in China until paper had been used for writing for 
at least six or seven hundred years, and there were still four printless centuries after 
the arrival of paper in Europe. Printing developed quite naturally from techniques 
developed in making and using seals and stamps, engraving on stone and metals, 
and taking inked rubbings from stone and other inscriptions. Religious and secular 
demand for a great numbers of copies, however, called for some mechanical means 
to replace hand copying. 

Seal inscriptions in a mirror image, from which a correct position was obtained 
by stamping on clay and later on paper, embody the technique closest to that 
which eventually led to the invention of printing. The use of seals began in 
antiquity in both Chinese and Western civilisations. In China, seals cast in bronze 
with designs and inscriptions in relief survive from the Shang dynasty. Other seals 

• Paper was forbidden for official use by King Roger of Sicily in 1145 and again by Emperor Frederick II of 
Germany in 1221; cf. Blum (I), pp. 23, 30. 

b Cf. Blum (I), p. 30. 
, See further discussion on pp. 233 ff. below. 
d Cf.]. H. Breasted (I), pp. 230-49; Wiborg (I), p. 7. 
, Cr. Wiborg (I), pp. 71-2. 
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made of metals or carved on stone,jade, ivory, horn, earthenware, and wood have 
continued in use until this day. They are characterized in general by a flat surface, 
square, oblong, or occasionally in other shapes, bearing inscriptions of characters 
in relief or intaglio of personal names or official titles, always in reverse. They have 
been used always to indicate ownership, authenticate documents, and establish 
authority.a 

The use of seals in Western culture began and flourished in Mesopotamia and 
Egypt, perhaps even before the invention of writing. b These seals made of stone, 
ivory, shell, or metals were of two principal types, cylinders and stamps. The 
cylindrical type was used in Mesopotamia and in areas under Babylonian in
fluence. Their designs, primarily of deities, heroes, animals, celestial bodies, instru
ments, and emblems, were impressed by rolling the cylinder over a flat surface of 
clay, mortar, cement, or wax. C The stamp seals have a variety of shapes. Those used 
in Egypt were of scaraboid form with a beetle on the back, a sacred symbol of 
resurrection and immortality. Their bases are flat and engraved with designs or 
inscriptions of mottoes, personal names and titles of officials.d These had strong 
religious overtones as well as practical functions. Both the cylindrical and stamp 
forms of seals were also used in Asia Minor, Syria, and Palestine. Their use was 
discontinued after the fall of the Western Roman Empire but revived in the second 
half of the + 8th century. Since then, round or oval seals engraved with designs and 
legends have been employed in the West until modern times. 

Generally speaking, the seals developed in Chinese and Western cultures bear 
some similarities and differences. They were both made of the same kinds of 
materials, impressed originally on the same kind of surfaces, and used primarily for 
the same purposes. But there were some major diversities which led perhaps to 
development in different directions. Chinese seals were mostly made in a square or 
rectangular shape with a flat base, inscribed with characters in reverse, and used to 
stamp on paper. These characteristics are very close to those of block printing. 
Although the surface and inscriptions of most seals were small or limited, some 
wooden seals were as large as printing blocks and were inscribed with texts more 
than one hundred characters long." 

The seals of the West, on the other hand, were cylindrical or scaraboid, round or 
oval, and inscribed primarily with pictures or designs and only occasionally with 
writing. The cylindrical seals used to roll over clay had no potential to develop into 
a printing surface.f While the scaraboid seals were flat-based, their primarily 
religious nature was predominant over their functional aspects as a tool of multi-

a The use of seals in China is considered to be one of the most important technical prerequisites for the invention 
of printing in China; Cr. Carter (I), pp. 11 If; see also pp. 136 If. below. 

b cr. Chiera (I), p. 192. 
, For the development of cylindrical seals, see Eisen (I), Frankfort (I), and Wiseman (I). 
d For scarab seals and their religious meaning, see Newberry (I) and Ward (I). 
, See Pao Pho Tz:u, Nei Pien (SPTK), ch. 17, p. 23a; tr. Carter (I), p. 13· 
e This could be considered as the forerunner of the rotary press, which was certainly not developed directly 

from this practice. 
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plication.a Furthermore, seal inscriptions always took a positIve pOSitIOn, the 
impressions being made primarily on stiff material such as wax, rather than on a 
flexible medium such as parchment or paper. Such different usage discouraged any 
development in the West of the idea of printing from seals. 

The use of seals as symbols of authority and authenticity was similar in standing 
to that accorded to coins. In ancient times, the circulation and acceptance of metal 
money depended upon official sponsorship, which was usually indicated by mark
ing on the coins their value, place of minting and, sometimes, the official symbol of 
approval. These numismatic inscriptions were made either by casting in a mould, 
or by stamping or punching the face of the coins. From very early times in China 
coins in spade, knife, plate, and circular shapes were cast from moulds.b But in the 
West, they were first made by stamping and later by casting, a technique which 
was subsequently borrowed by bookbinders, who cast separate metal characters for 
stamping titles on a book. This craft was eventually adopted by printers to cast 
metal type and thus was the forerunner of typography in the West.c 

The technique of engraving on stone tablets is close to that of carving on wood 
blocks, and taking inked squeezes or rubbings from stone inscriptions is very similar 
to the process of block printing. Inscribing on stone was developed very early in 
both China and the West. Chinese inscriptions on stone survive from the Chou 
dynasty, and subsequently stone became the most popular medium for 
commemorative and sacred writings, and for the preservation and standardisation 
of the canonical texts. The Mesopotamians also used stone in addition to clay 
tablets for writing, the Egyptians used it for tomb inscriptions and it was adopted 
for monuments by the Romans as well as other peoples in the ancient world,d but 
inscriptions in the West were neither as extensive nor as refined as they were in 
China, and were never in scale with those of the Chinese, where hundreds of 
thousands of characters of Buddhist, Taoist, and Confucian texts were carved on 
stone throughout many centuries." Moreover, stone was used in the West more as 
an artistic material than, as it was in China, for writing. Such differences in the 
nature, scope, and content of stone inscriptions caused them to develop in 
divergent directions in China and in the West. 

Taking inked squeezes or rubbings from stone inscriptions is similar to printing 
in principle and purpose, but different in process and end-productf Both result in 
duplication on a sheet of paper of an engraved object, but their different methods 

a See Miller (I), pp. 14-26. 
b The earliest metal coins cast with inscriptions may have first been made in the Shangor early Chou; see Wang 

Yii-Chhiian (I), p. 114; for the development of Chinese numismatic inscriptions, see Tsien (2), pp. 50 If. 
, Cr. Blum (2), p. 21. 
d Cr. Diringer (2), pp. 44-5, 82, 358. 
, Cr. Tsien (2), pp. 641f. 
t A. C. Moule, in his review or Carter (I) inJRAS (1926), p. 141, expressed doubts about the influence of 

rubbing on printing because the two processes are essentially different. However, the difference in one respect does 
not preclude influence in another, as can be seen in the fact that special reference to stone inscriptions was made 
when Confucian classics were first printed from woodblocks in the + loth century; see discussions on pp. 143 ff. 
and p. 370 below. 
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result in different kinds of reproduction. a The technique of taking inked rubbings 
from stone, and eventually from all kinds of hard surfaces, can be traced back to the 
+6th century or earlier in China. Yet it does not seem to have been used in the 
West until perhaps the 19th century, when antiquarians and artists began to 
experiment with the use of a crayon-like agent in tracing designs from memorial 
brasses, tombstones, brick walls, carved wood, and sewer-plates.b The duplications 
they obtained were, however, far less sophisticated than those of the inked squeezes 
originally made by the Chinese, and it was the combination of this skill in making 
duplications by inking and rubbing on a sheet of paper coupled with the art of 
carving seals with a mirror image in relief that resulted in the methods of block 
printing. 

Besides the necessary materials and techniques, there were also social and 
cultural factors which had a great effect on the application or rejection of printing. 
Since printing is a mechanical extension of writing, the system of writing used is one 
of the most important factors affecting the development of printing. Chinese 
writing was from the very beginning characterised by an ideographic script which 
is basically composed of numerous separate strokes of different shapes.c Since each 
character has a definite and distinct form, the writing of characters tends to be 
elevated to an art and is thus more complicated and time-consuming than 
alphabetical writing, especially when a special style is sought in a formal and 
respectable text. On the other hand, Western writing, ever since the Phoenicians 
developed the rudiments of an alphabetic language, has evolved into a system of 
symbols representing sounds. Its written components are merely substitutes for 
their spoken counterparts, and have tended to evolve into simple signs composed of 
continuous lines. d Copying in an alphabetic language is easier than in an 
ideographic script. It is likely, therefore, that the slower and more complicated 
process of copying Chinese resulted in a greater demand for mechanical aid in 
duplication in China than in the West. It is also natural that movable type was 
mare acceptable to an alphabetic language, while block printing was more suitable 
to the Chinese writing system. 

Religion is another cultural factor that has played a great part in the long history 
of the development of printing; religious zeal in spreading sacred writings to all 
believers has created a demand for a ready means of reduplication , and Buddhism, 
Islam, and Christianity all exerted an influence. Buddhism even teaches that mass 
production of its sutras is a way to receive blessing from the Buddha. Indeed, the 
Buddha is said to have remarked, 'Whoever wishes to gain power from the dharani 

• See discussion of the methods of making inked squeezes in Tsien (2), pp. 86 If., and on pp. 143 If. below. 
b Cr. K. Starr (2), p. 3. An archaeologist said in 1930 that she learned a most satisfactory method employed by 

Orientalists to make rubbings from inscriptions and decorations, 'even the finest oflines appear most distinctly'; 
see Margaret Ashley (I). 

C Chinese characters have been composed of one to more than thirty independent strokes or dots, straight or 
cursive lines, and squares since their development into the clerical and regular styles from around the advent of 
Christian era in the Chhin and Han dynasties. 

d For a comparative study of word-syllabic and alphabetic systems, see Diringer (I), Gelb (I); for development 
of written forms, see Anderson (I). 
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[ charms] must write seventy-seven copies and place them in a pagoda .... This 
dharani is spoken by the ninety-nine thousand katia of Buddhas and he who repeats 
it with all his heart shall have his sins forgiven.'b The enthusiasm of the Buddhist 
devotees for producing a great multitude of sacred texts was highly influential in 
the birth of printing in China, which occurred during the high tide of Buddhism in 
the early Thang. This religious motivation is further confirmed by the earliest 
printings of the dharani discovered in Japan and Korea. 

In the West, on the other hand, the demand for multiple copies was not strong as 
early as it was in China. Hand-copying by slave scribes could produce more texts 
than were needed in the Roman Empire. In the Middle Ages the reading public 
was very small, and the copyist tradition was carried on in monasteries and 
churches. Such demand as these was for books could be met with handmade copies 
prepared by scribes; there was no incentive to produce them in large quantity. Not 
until the renaissance and the Reformation did the demand for Bibles and other 
reading materials significantly increase. 

Another factor in the relatively slow development of printing in Europe may 
have been the influence of the growth of various kinds of craft unions and guilds. 
First organised in Greece and Rome to facilitate the sharing of common interests by 
skilled men, by the Middle Ages they had gained political power and took on the 
role of protecting the professional skills and livelihood of their members.c These 
guilds naturally became very strict and exclusive as far as their membership was 
concerned. For instance, the block printers who engraved and printed playing 
cards and religious images belonged to the company of painters or artists, which 
represented such craftsmen as scribes, illu~inators, sculptors, stonecutters, glass
makers, and wood-engravers. Typographers were not admitted as members of that 
society. d As late as 1470, guilds of scribes and illuminators in France still forbade 
multiplication of religious images by means other than by hand-copying.e And 
between 1485 and 1590, among all the early typographers of Antwerp, it seems that 
only one was probably admitted to guild membership as a wood-engraver, and this 
most likely on account of his illustrations printed with his text. f This power of the 
guilds in the Middle Ages to limit membership to certain crafts may well have had a 
negative effect on the early development of printing in Europe. g 

To sum up, then, the early use of printing in China was chiefly due to the early 
invention of paper, the specialised use made of seals and rubbings for duplication, 
the greater need for mechanical aid in duplicating texts written in a complex 
ideographic script, the standardisation of Confucian texts used for civil service 
examinations and, finally, the demand for great quantities of copies of Buddhist 

• A koti is variously put at one hundred thousand, one million, and ten million; er. Carter (I), p. 53, note 15. 
b See translation of the dharani cited in Carter (I), p. 50. 
, Cr. Frey (I), pp. 9-17. 
d Chatto & Jackson (I), p. 121. 

, Bliss (I), pp. 10-11. 

r Chat to & Jackson (I), p. 122. 
• Cr. c. R. Miller (I), pp. 53f!'. 
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scriptures which could not be met by hand-copying. In the West, paper was not 
introduced until a rather late date, seals were not used as duplication devices, 
rubbing was not known until fairly recently, while printers were restricted by craft 
unions or guilds, and added to all this, the relative simplicity of the alphabetic 
script lessened the need for a mechanical duplication aid. Thus the materials and 
techniques necessary for the invention of printing were either not developed, or did 
not lead in the direction of a printing process. Furthermore, there was no such 
incentive or demand for huge quantities of copies as developed in connection with 
Buddhism; the needs that did exist could be met by hand-copying. Until all these 
factors were changed in the middle of the 15th century, the threshold for the 
invention of printing was not reached in Western society. 

(3) INFORMATION ON PAPERMAKING AND INKMAKING IN CHINA 

Sources of information for the study of paper and papermaking include paper 
specimens, scientific and field reports, early records, and secondary sources. We 
shall take these in order. 

Paper specimens are important because they can be subjected to microscopic, 
chemical, and physical analyses for determining their composition, technique of 
manufacture, and other features. Since the turn of the century, tens of thousands of 
early paper specimens have been found within China and outside it, including 
some fragments from the -2nd century which are at present the oldest known 
papers in the world. A few specimens bearing characters of perhaps the + 2nd 
century attest to the use of paper for writing before or at this time." 

Paper fragments and documents found in modern Sinkiang by various 
expeditions were primarily products of the Three Kingdoms, Chin, and Southern 
and Northern Dynasties from the +3rd to 6th centuries, when paper began to be 
used widely and to travel across Chinese borders. b Paper rolls dating from the 4th 
to the 10th centuries discovered at Tunhuang represent the best examples of paper 
and paper books in a roll form before and during the Thang period. C From this time 
on, specimens of different varieties of paper survive in books, documents, works of 
painting and calligraphy, in stationery, paper cutting, and other paper products. 
In addition, certain old paper documents extant outside China testify to their early 
diffusion worldwide.d 

a Up to the present time (1983), at least seven discoveries of old paper fragments of the Han period have been 
reported, but only one or two said to have been dated to the Later Han bear some writing; see discussion on 
pp. 38 If. below. 

b Cf. Tsien (I), pp. 142-58; see also discussion on pp. 43 If. below. 
, A grotto library of some 30,000 rolls of paper books and documents in Tunhuang was first visited by Aurel 

Stein in 1907 and later by many others; see Stein (4), Giles (13), Pelliot (60), Chhen Yiian (5), and a summary of 
the documents by Fujieda (2). 

d Some 12,500 paper documents discovered in Egypt, dating trom +800 to 1388, are now preserved in the 
Erzherog Rainer Collection at Vienna, and many Chinese papers of the Sui and Thang periods survive inJapan 
and Korea. 

.: .. ' 
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Samples of these old papers have been scientifically analysed, and reports are 
available concerning fibre composition, surrogates used for sizing and coating, and 
such physical qualities as thickness, strength, opacity, absorbency, and watermark, 
if any. In 1885-7, Joseph Karabacek (2) and Jules Wiesner (1, 2) made the first 
analysis of Arabic paper documents from the +gth to the 14th centuries, which: had 
been found in Egypt. Then, in 1 g02- 11, Wiesner (3,4,5) studied the papers found 
by Aurel Stein in the course of his first two expeditions to Chinese Turkestan and 
Tunhuang. It had formerly been believed in the West that cotton papers were first 
made by the Arabs in the 8th century and that the making of rag papers was 
discovered by the Europeans in the 13th century, but the findings of these studies 
confirmed that paper was invented in China at least in the early Christian era, as 
recorded in Chinese histories. Moreover, using the scientific data obtained from 
these analyses and with the support of documentary sources, the history and routes 
of the migration of paper step by step from China westwards over a period of more 
than a thousand years have been reconstructed. 

The Tunhuang papers at the British Museum were further studied by Robert 
Clapperton (1) in 1934, M. Harders-Steinhauser (I) in Ig6g, and Jean-Pierce 
Drege (I) in 1981, and those in the Peking collection by Phan Chi-Hsing (2) in 
Ig66. Samples of other discoveries have also been examined by Chinese scientists. 
A piece with characters of the Later Han period found at Chii-yen in 1942 was 
analysed by Wu Yin-Chhan,l a botanist, and reported by Lao Kan (I). Specimens 
of the +4th to +8th centuries found in Sinkiang by Chinese archaeological teams 
in recent years and now at the Sinkiang Museum, as well as samples of papers used 
for calligraphy and paintings dating from the +3rd to the + 12th centuries now 
kept at the Palace Museum in Peking, have also been studied and reported on by 
Phan (4,5, 7). The data collected on their physical appearance, the fibres used in 
manufacture, and the techniques for treating them, in addition to descriptions in 
ancient literature, have been used in reconstructing the methods of old 
papermaking in China (Fig. 1052)." 

Literary sources on paper in Chinese can be divided into two major categories. 
One consists of general works, the other of chapters or books specifically on 
historical documents, local gazetteers, literary and miscellaneous writings, and 
classified encyclopedias. For instance, the beginnings of paper are recorded in such 
historical works as the Tung Kuan Han Chi, 2 a contemporary official record COL piled 
about + 120, and the Hou Han Shu,3 a standard history of the Later Han dynasty 
based on earlier sources. The subsequent development of paper and its 
manufacture in different periods are described in dynastic and other histories, and 
also in works on administrative codes of successive dynasties, such as the Thang Liu 

• Experiments of papermaking with hemp fibres according to analyses of old specimens and descriptions of the 
Han period were conducted in 1965 by the Institute of the History of Natural Sciences, Academia Sinica, and the 
results were reported to be successful; see Phan Chi-Hsing (6). 
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(a) 

(c) 

Fig. 1.052 .. Old m~thod of paper making in China. A modern drawing of the ancient process according to steps 
deSCfI?e~m early hterature? sh?wing (a) c.utting, stamping, ~nd washing; the raw material; (b) cooking, pounding, 
and mlXlng fibres; and (c) dIppIng and lIftIng the mould; drymg and sortIng the sheets. From Phan Chi-Hsing (9). 
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Tienl (c. + 738) of the early Thang period, in which official positions of those in 
charge of the manufacture, acquisition, processing, and use of paper in various 
branches of government are listed. Local materials, products, or tributes are 
recorded in local gazetteers or regional descriptions, including the Yiian-Ho Chiin 
Hsien Thu Chih2 (+814), a Thang geography; Chia-Thai Kuei Chi Chih3 (+ 1201), 
a local history of Kuei-chi, Chekiang; Chiang-Hsi Sheng Ta Chih4 

( + 1556), a pro
vincial history of Chianghsi; and many of other periods. Occasional references to 
paper are found in literary collections by noted writers of the Thang and Sung 
periods, whose poems acknowledging gifts made of paper are included. Descrip
tions of paper and paper products or the use of paper at festivals or ceremonies are 
found in such memoirs as the Tung-Ching Meng Hua Lu5 (+ I I48), about the North
ern Sung capital ofKhaifeng, and such collections of miscellaneous notes as Kai Yii 
Tshung Khao6 ( + 1750). Finally, special chapters or sections devoted to paper ~re 
found in classified encyclopedias, including the Thai Phing Yii Lan7 (+ 983) and 
the Thu Shu Chi ChhengB (+ 1726), in which quotations from histories, anecdotes, 
poems, prose, and miscellaneous items on paper are systematically arranged, even 
though they may not always agree with the original texts. 

The other category ofliterary sources consists of chapters or works exclusively on 
paper and papermaking. The earliest one, Wen Fang Ssu PhU,9 a general treatise on 
implements for writing in a scholar's studio compiled by Su I-chien (+953-96),10 
contains a section on paper which is divided into four parts: history, manufacture, 
anecdotes, and literature selected from earlier sources, chiefly of the Thang period, 
many of which have since been lost. Another work limited to local descriptions, the 
Shu Chien Phu ll on Szechuan papers written by Fei Chul2 of the I4th century, 
includes information on local products, papermakers, and designers in that 
particular province. Many similar works by noted men ofletters, such as the Phing 
Chih Thieh l3 by the Sung artist Mi FU,14 describe the qualities and appreciation of 
paper. The most important and only early work on the technology of paper making 
is included in the Thien Kung Khai WU l5 by Sung Ying-Hsingl6 (I587-c. 1660), in 
which an illustrated chapter is devoted to methods of paper making with bamboo 
and paper mulberry." Later works of a similar nature include an eyewitness 
account of papermaking by Huang Hsing-Sanl7 of c. 1850, b a systematic treatise on 
paper by Hu Yiin-YiilB(I), whose description of the manufacture of the famous 
Hsiianchih l9 in Anhui is especially useful; a technical work on papermaking with 
bamboo by Lo Chi2°(I) published in 1935; and a recent illustrated work on various 
plant fibres used in papermaking in China by Yii Chheng-Hung2l & Li Yiin22 (I). 

• Cf. tr. Sun & Sun (I), pp. 223lf. b Cited in Yang Chung-Hsi (I), ch. 5, pp. 39a-40b . 
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The contribu tions of modern scholarship to Chinese papermaking include the 
scientific studies of old papers already mentioned, and historical research into the 
origin, development, and migration of paper, and field surveys of traditional 
papermaking in modern societies. The historical studies were initiated primarily 
by sinologists like StanislasJulien (13), Friederich Hirth (29), Edouard Chavannes 
(24), Berthold Laufer (48), and especially Thomas Carter (I), whose chapter on 
paper in his book on printing is still an authority on its dissemination westwards. 
Since then, works by paper historians and experts, including Andre Blum (I); 
Armin Renker (I), Henri Alibaux (I), R. H. Clapperton (I), and especially Dard 
Hunter (9), have given the Chinese invention a proper place in the history of 
papermaking. Hunter was not an expert on China, but his field investigations of 
handmade paper mills in China, Korea, Japan, Indochina, Siam, and India, and 
his personal experience with handmade paper, have added a new dimension to the 
comparative study of traditional papermaking in Asian civilisation" 

The few articles on papermaking published by Chinese scholars during the first 
half of the 20th century largely consisted of translations of Western sources on the 
subject or expositions of traditional opinions. An early study by ~~~ao Tshung-Wu1 

(I) on the introduction of paper to Europe, published in 1928, was primarily based 
on Western scholarship supplemented with documentation from Chinese sources.b 

Lao Kan 2 (I), writing on the origin of paper in 1942, reaffirmed and further 
elucidated a theory advanced by the Chhing scholar Tuan Yii-Tshai3 (1735- I 805) 
that paper originated from the use of silk fibres and from washing rags in water, and 
this has since been followed by many Chinese and Western scholars.c 

During the second part of the 20th century, little has been added to our 
knowledge of Chinese papermaking in Western languages, but more contributions 
have been made in Chinese and Japanese. Works in three major areas may be 
mentioned. On the origin of paper, reports and studies of new discoveries of what 
are now the oldest known paper specimens, identified with the Former Han period, 
have not only pushed back the date of invention at least two or three hundred years 
before Tshai Lun, but also confirmed that early papers were made of hemp and not 
silk fibres. Also, a theory was advanced by Ling Shun-Sheng 4 (I) that the origin of 
paper might have been influenced by the tapa culture widespread in southern 
China, the Pacific, and other tropical regions in ancient times. Although this 
theory is not new and some of his conclusions are doubtful, dhis thesis, supported by 

• Hunter published some twenty monographs on paper, most of which were printed by himself on his own 
handmade paper; see partial list in Bibliography; the specimens collected during his trips are exhibited at the Dard 
Hunter Museum, Appleton, Wisconsin. 

b The article was first published under the name Yao Shih-Au 5 in 1928 and was reprinted under the 
pseudonym Shan-Ying'in 1966-7; see Bibliography B under Yao Tshung-Wu. 

, See the discussion of the definition of paper in the Shuo Wen Chieh Tzu on pp. 35 If, below. 
d Ling's theory that paper money, paper armour, and Chin-Shu paper were all made of bark cloth and not 

bark paper has been proved to be wrong; literary records or recent tests of the products confirm that they were 
made of real paper. 
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full documentation from Chinese sources, offers a new interpretation of this subject. 
The development of papermaking during different periods following its begin

nings in the Han, has been studied by Chang Tzu Kao1 (2, 7) and Yiian Han
Chhing2 (2) on the early period, Wang Ming3 (I) on the Sui and Thang, Shih Ku
Feng4 (I) on the Sung, and Phan Chi-Hsing5 (1-12) on all aspects of Chinese 
paper, especially its origin and technology. Recent discoveries of stone tablets 
inscribed with regulations for paper mills in the + 18th century have provided 
original documents for the study of the social and economic conditions of paper
making in Chinese history. a Finally, several general histories of Chinese papermak
ing have recently been published. These include a popular work by Hung Kuang6 

& Huang Thien-Yu7 (I), a brief account by Liu Jen-Chhingll (I), and a com
prehensive treatise by Phan Chi-Hsing (9). Phan's work, which consists of eighteen 
chapters on historical development in different periods, topical studies based on 
scientific analyses of old paper specimens, and field surveys of papermaking by 
Chinese minority peoples and with different materials, is by far the most complete 
and detailed study of the technology of Chinese papermaking in any language. 

Japanese sources for the study of handmade papers include artifacts, old docu
ments, and modern compilations. The Sh6s6in in N ara has a collection of many old 
paper specimens from China and Japan. b Early historical documents, including 
the Kojiki9 ( + 7 I 2), Nihongi10 ( + 720), and Engishik£ll (+ 92 7), contain records of 
the early introduction of paper into Japan, the offices in charge of papermaking, 
the transplanting of paper mulberry, the manufacture of a great variety of papers, 
and the uses of paper for writing, wrapping, garments, making screens, and 
mounting on walls and houses. Important excerpts from these documents, together 
with quotations from Chinese works, are arranged in chronological order in a 
collection edited by Seki Yoshikuni13 (2). He has also published a history of 
handmade paper, appended with sources from Korean documents,C and a com
panion volume of pictures illustrating the papermaking processes and paper shops 
of different periods and different countries.d Numerous monographs and articles on 
Japanese handmade paper by modern au thors can be found in bibliographies

e 
and 

the works ofJugaku Bunsh614 (I).Japan remains noted for its continuing manufac
ture offancy handmade papers, and specimens have been assembled and published 
in several collections, including Tindale & Harriet (I), Seki Yoshikuni (I), 
Mainichi Shimbun15 and Takeo Kabushiki Kaisha16. 'T'ne set by Mainichi 

• See report ofLiu Yung-Chheng (3) and discussion on pp. 50lf. below. __ .. . . 
b See Shosoin no Kami,12 or Various Papers Preserved in the Sh5soin, ed. by the ShosomJlmusho, wlth text m] apanese, 

specimens, plates, and English introduction. 
, See Seki Yoshikuni (4), pp. 41 1-16. 
d See Seki Yoshikuni (3), which includes over 200 illustrations from Japan, China, Korea, Europe, and 

America. 
, See, for example, a bibliography of Japanese paper compiled by Sorimachi Shigeo (I), :vhich consists of 422 

items in different languages collected by the late Frank Hawley now located In the Tenn LIbrary, Nara. 
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Newspapers, Tesuki Washi Taikan,1 or Comprehensive Collection of Handmade Japanese 
Paper, published in five large boxed sections in 1973-4 with text in Japanese and 
English, consists of samples of raw materials and some 1000 specimens of various 
kinds of handmade paper." The set by the Takeo Co., Kami,2 or Handmade Paper of 
the World, provides articles in Japanese and English and samples of handmade 
papers from twenty-three countries throughout the world, including twenty-nine 
samples from China.b 

Together with paper, there is also a great deal of information for the study of 
Chinese ink, which has been closely associated with the writing brush, the inks tone, 
and with paper, these comprising the 'four treasures of the scholar's studio'. The 
literary records include general treatises and history of ink, biographies of ink
makers, recipes and procedures for inkmaking, albums of ink designs, catalogues of 
ink dealers and connoisseurs, collections of works on ink, and modern studies in 
different languages. Besides these, artifacts, ink traces on ancient relics and on 
paintings and in calligraphy are also available for examination to help determine 
the composition of old ink. 

The first general treatise on ink, as on paper, is included in the + 10th-century 
work, Wen Fang Ssu Phu, which also contains sections on other writing materials. 
Since then, numerous monographs have been written exclusively on ink and 
inkmaking, and these include at least five or six titles written by Sung and Yiian 
authors between 1100 and 1330, and nearly two dozen such works by Ming and 
Chhing authors between 1400 and 1900. Many interesting but not easily accessible 
writings can be found in the two comprehensive collections on ink: the Shih Liu Chia 
Mo ShUO,3 which contains sixteen titles mostly by Ming-Chhing writers, compiled 
by Wu Chhang-Shou4 in 1922; and the She Yuan Mo Tshuz 5, which includes twelve 
works by authors from the Sung to the Republican period, published by Thao 
Hsiang6 between 1927 and 1929. 

Interest in ink has continued into modern times, especially in its new techniques 
and the artistic appreciation of its use. This is exemplified in two Japanese 
monographs, one by Watanabe Tadaichi7 (I) on colour pigment, crayon, and 
inkmaking which has been translated into Chinese, and another by Togari 
Soshinan8 (I) on the connoisseurship of Chinese, Korean, and Japanese inks. A 
more recent treatise in Chinese by Mu Hsiao-Thien9 (I) contains an historical 
account of ink making in She-hsien, Anhui, which has been the centre for manu
facturing the four scholar's 'treasures for writing' for many centuries. A catalogue 
offour modern ink collections in Peking was published as late as 1956. C 

The earlier studies in Western languages of Chinese ink include those by 
StanislasJulien & Champion (2) in 1833 andJ. Goschkewitsch (I) and Maurice 

a See description under Anon. (243) in Bibliography B. 
b Cf. Takeo Eiichi (2). , See Yeh Kung-Chho (2). 
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Jametel (I), who translated into German in 1858 and French in 1869 respectively 
the Chinese work on inkmaking Mo Fa Chi Yao 1 by Shen Chi-Sun of the 14th 
century. The most comprehensive translation of Chinese sources on ink was made 
by Herbert Franke (28), who in 1963 published in German the full text offour 
monographs on Chinese ink by Sung and Yiian authors, in addition to parts on ink 
in seventeen other works and verses on ink by six poets from before the 16th 
century." A few monographs on Chinese chemical arts, printing, and writing also 
contain some information on ink.b Other accounts include those by Berthold 
Laufer, who contributed five chapters on Chinese, Japanese, Central Asian, and 
Indian ink in F. B. Wiborg (I); by Wang Chi-Chen (I) on the appreciation of 
Chinese ink, based on the fine examples at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New 
York City; and by van Gulik (9, I I) on the connoisseurship of Chinese ink. Finally, 
a recent study by John Winter (I) on ink traces in old Chinese paintings, which uses 
scanning electron micrography, represents a new approach to the study of this 
subject. 

(4) SOURCES FOR THE STUDY OF CHINESE PRINTING 

Information on Chinese printing is available primarily from artifacts, printed 
materials, descriptions in book catalogues, and other literary records. The artifacts 
include printing blocks and movable types made of various materials from different 
periods and various kinds of tools for carving and printing. These objects provide us 
with details about some of the technical aspects of the craft which are not normally 
described in literary sources. Only a few such specimens pre-date the Ming period. 
One wooden block of an Amida Buddhist sutra said to have been made in the 
Northern Sung period is kept in an American collection.c Two other pieces with 
human figures, perhaps of the same period, are now kept in the Chinese Historical 
Museum, Peking (see Fig. 1053).d Over 1200 wooden blocks from the 16th century 
are in the Thien I K02 Library in Ningpo.e Many more of the Chhing and 
Republican periods are kept in various libraries and publishing houses in Peking, 
Nanking, Hangchow, Szechwan, and other places.f Bronze blocks for printing 

a Also, the Thien Kung Khai Wu, a 17th-century work on Chinese technology, includes a chapter on vermilion 
and ink; see tr. Sun & Sun (1), ch. 16, pp. 279-88. 

b For example, such works as StanislasJulien & P. Champion (2), Carter (I), Li Chhiao-Phing (I), and T. H. 
Tsien (2) include a chapter on ink. 

, The block is said to have been found in Chii-lu in Hopei. It was formerly in aJ apanese private collection and 
is now kept in the Spencer Collection of the New York Public Library; see a picture and short description in Toyo 
Kodai Hanga Shu (Tokyo, 1913). 

d Both blocks are said to have belonged to Northern Sung and also found at Chii-lu. One is a carved picture of a 
well-dressed woman in the Thang attire with two hands clasped. The other is a picture of three women in a line 
under a curtain with inscriptions on both sides. The one on the left says: 'Good luck for raising silkworms by three 
women'; the one on the right says: 'Good luck for collecting a thousand pounds and a hundred ounces.' 
Apparently this is a picture for worshipping patrons of silk culture; see WWTK, 1981 (no. 3), pp. 70-1. 

• See list of titles for the blocks in Feng Chen-Chhiin (I), ch. 6, Appendix I. 
( Information supplied by Chang Hsiu-Min in his letter of2Jan. 1980. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) (e) 

Fig. 1053. ~arliest e:ctant carv:d .blocks said to ~e of the Northern Sung period found in Chii-Iu, Hopd Province. 
(a) ~~ock Wlt~ negative ~u?dhlst Images and sCriptures, 12.5 x 43.1 cm. (b) Rubbing of the above reproduced in 
positive. (c) Picture of a sIttmg monk on the back of the block. (d) Rubbing from a block with three patroness of silk 
culture, 13.8 x 26.4cm. (e) Rubbing from another block with woman in Thangattire, 15.3 x 59.1 cm. Figures (a, 
b, c) from Spencer Collection, New York Public Library; (d, e) from Museum of Chinese History, Peking. 

paper money in the Sung and Yiian periods still survive.a Also one composite block 
made of water-buffalo horn in the late 19th century, for printing credit notes, is 
extant.b Samples of carved blocks of different periods are found in public and 
private collections throughout the world. 

As for movable type, very few Chinese specimens have survived to the present 
time, but many of non-Chinese origin have been preserved. The oldest is a font of 
several hundred wooden types in Uigur of about 1300 found in Tunhuang early in 
this· century. C Over half a million bronze, iron, wooden, and clay movable types 
made by Koreans from the late 18th century on are reputed to be kept in Korea, 
and specimens of earlier dates are collected by many libraries and museums. d The 
only types made in China known to survive include a set of earthenware types and 

, The earliest known sample extant is a copper plate of c. + 1024-1108 (see Fig. 1080). 
b Britton (3), pp. 99 If.; the block is now kept in the collection of the American Numismatic Society, New York. 
, Cr. Carter (I), pp. 218-19. According to Dr Goodrich, Mme Pelliot and her lawyer informed him several 

years after her husband's death that the Uigur type could no longer be found. 
d Cr. Carter (I), pp. 230, 235, n. 27. A collection of several boxes of early bronze movable type from Korea is 

said to have been preserved in the Museum of Natural History in New York; see Natural History (Sept. 1980), p. 74. 
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clay moulds of the early 19th century found recently in Hui-Chou, Anhui, which 
are now kept in the Institute of the History ofN atural Science, Academia Sinica, in 
Peking. a A small number of wooden types of later date are also on hand. b Aside 
from these, types made of clay, wood, or bronze are virtually no longer extant. 
Failing also to survive are the tools for carving, brushing, and printing used in 
former times, but some of those used by modern craftsmen are believed to be 
similar.c 

While few blocks and movable types survive, printed books and single sheets are 
available for study. These range in date from the earliest use of block printing to the 
early years of this century, when traditional block printing was still in use.d 

Specimens of wood block printing from the 8th to the 10th century are extant in and 
outside China." Some 2000 printed works of the Sung, colour printing from the 
Yiian/ and about thirty titles printed with bronze type from the late Ming period 
are known to be kept in public and private collections throughout the world. gIn 
North America alone, more than one-half of the four million volumes of Chinese 
books in various library collections are believed to be traditionally printed and 
bound editions, including over 100,000 volumes printed in the Sung, Yiian, and 
Ming periods. h 

Besides these original editions, many such books have been reproduced in 
facsimile using woodcut, lithography, offset, or a photo-duplication processes. The 
facsimiles provide near-exact copies of the originals, except for paper and ink, and 
permit study of their calligraphy, format, and other details. i There are also several 
compilations of selected samples of rare editions in facsimile, such as the wood
cut specimens by Yang Shou-Ching1 (I), the photolithographic Sung, Chin, and 
Yiian samples by Chhii Chhi-Chia2 (I), and Ming editions by Phan Chheng-Pi3 

andKu Thing-Lung" (I). Also notable in this regard is the Chung-Kuo Pan Kho Thu 
LU,5 an illustrated catalogue compiled by the Peking Library, which includes 

, cr. Chang Pin·Lun (1), pp. 90-2; see also Fig. 1141, the photographs for which were supplied by him. 
b A set of wooden types from Chhang-chou were sent to the Leipzig exhibit by the Peking Library in 1958. 
, Samples are found in woodblock printing shops in Peking and Shanghai; see Figs. 1135-6. 
d The craft survives on a limited scale in China today, since multicolour block prints have heen revived and 

some rare hooks are reproduced by woodcut in Shanghai and several other cities. 
, These include the dharani of c. + 704-51 from Korea, the one million dharani of c. + 770 from Japan, the 

Diamond sutra of + 868, two calendars of + 877 and + 882, over a dozen printed books, and many single sheets of 
Buddhist images from Tun-huang, another dharani in Sanskrit of c. + 850-900 from Chheng-tu, and three versions 
of an invocationsutra, dated to +956, +965, and +975, .... om the Wu-Yiieh Kingdom. All these were made prior 
to the Sung period. 

r Several colour pictures attributed to the Thang period from Tun-huang are extant, but the colour appears to 
have been added by hand to the printed outline; samples of a Kuan-yin image coloured on a printed outline and 
on the back sheet are kept at the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris. 

• For a list of the Sung editions, see Poon Ming-Sun (2), appendix; for Sung editions inJapan, see LiangTzu
Han (1); for Ming bronze movable type editions, see list in Chang Hsiu-min (9); Chhien Tshiin-Hsiin (2), 
appendix. 

h A census of rare Chinese editions in American libraries as at 1957 indicates that twenty-eight titles in 887 
volumes of the Sung, thirty-five titles in 2445 volumes of the Yiian, and 4518 titles in 92,899 volumes of the Ming 
were kept in thirteen libraries in the United States and Canada; see Tsien (11), p. 10. 

I These include large sets or rare editions such as those reprinted in the Ssu Pu Tshung Khan' and those photo
duplicated in microform. 
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samples of all kinds of Chinese printing by woodblock, movable type, and multi
colour processes from different periods. a 

Where original works no longer survive, much information about them can be 
gathered from bibliographical descriptions in catalogues of public and private 
collections, in which dates, names of printers, and descriptions of formats are 
sometimes given. Unlike the great deal of information that can be found for paper, 
there is very little on printing in Chinese literature. Almost nothing about such 
technical matters as how blocks were carved or used in printing is mentioned in any 
pre-modern documents, except for occasional records made by foreign observers.b 
Descriptions of printed editions or publishing records are often found in standard 
histories, histories of institutions, individual literary collections, miscellaneous 
writings, local histories and sometimes clan records,c but they are generally very 
scattered and sketchy. 

Two early systematic studies of Chinese printing of great influence may be 
mentioned here. One is the Shu Lin Chhing Hua1 by Yeh Te-Hui,2 first published in 
1911 and with a supplement in 1923. It consists of an initial chapter on the moral 
obligations of printing, a discussion of bibliographical terms, and topical remarks 
on manuscripts, printing, publishers, and dealers arranged under broad chronolo
gical groupings through the Chhing period. Another is the Chung-Kuo Tiao Pan 
Yuan Liu Khao3 by Sun Yu-Hsiu,4 published under the pseudonym Liu-An5 in 1916. 
This is a collection of quotations from various sources grouped under the broad 
topics of printing, paper, and bookbinding, without critical comments. Besides 
these two early monographs, information on printing is generally included in works 
on historical bibliography, or pan pen hsueh,6 such as Chhii Wan-LF and Chhang Pi
Tes (I), Chhen Kuo-Chhing9 (I), and Mao Chhun-Hsiang10 (I) and in general 
histories of books or publishing such as Liu Kuo-Chiinll (1,2,3). Concerning the 
origin and development of Chinese printing, major contributions were made by 
Hsiang Ta13 (I), Wang Kuo-Wei14 (3-7), and Li Shu-Hua15 (7-9) for the Thang 
and Five Dynasties, and by Chang Hsiu-Min16 (1-19), Chhang Pi-Te (1-7), and 
others on various subjects from the Sung to the Chhing period. As for the artistic and 
technical aspects of Chinese printing, numerous studies were made on movable 
type by Chang Hsiu-Min (7,9- I 2), on woodcuts and book illustrations by Cheng 
Chen-Tho17 (I), Kuo Wei-Chhii1S (I), and Wang Po-Min19 (I), and on the 

• See description under Anon. (229) in Bibliography B. 
b The only article on printing procedures was written by Lu Chhien12 (/) in 1947. The earliest records on 

carving and printing were made by the Persian historian Rashid-eddin in about 1300 and the Jesuit missionary 
Matteo Ricci in 1600; see discussion on pp. 306 fr. below. 

, For example, biographies of such bronze movable type printers as Hua Sui, Hua Chheng, and An Kuo of the 
15th and 16th centuries are found in their respective family records, but this is due to their political or scholarly 
influence rather than their careers as printers. 
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evolution of the physical book and book-binding by Ma Heng1 (I), Li Wen-Chhi2 

(I), and Li Yao-Nan3 (I). These represent the best of modern Chinese scholarship 
in the field. 

Japanese sources for the study of Chinese printing are more numerous and 
important than those in any other language besides Chinese. Japan's long tradition 
of collecting and reprinting books in Chinese has left us with many useful descrip
tive catalogues of Chinese books, facsimiles of old and rare Chinese editions, and 
reprints of Chinese woodcuts and book illustrations. Lists of Chinese books can be 
traced back to the +8th or 9th centuries, when large-scale importation of Chinese 
Buddhist and Confucian classics commenced. During the 17th and 18th centuries, 
several catalogues of Chinese andJapanese movable type editions were compiled. a 

However, systematic studies of Japanese and Chinese printing were not launched 
until the beginning of the 20th century, when contributions were made by such 
scholars as Shimada Kan4 (I) in 1905, Asakura Kamez05 (I) in 1909, and 
Nakayama Kyoshiro6 (1) in 1930. Their studies laid the foundation for further 
investigations in both China and Japan. Shimada's critical notes on old Chinese 
manuscripts and printing include sections on Chinese bookbinding and printing 
which are considered to be pioneer studies in the field, despite some shortcomings.b 

The work by Asakura is the first systematic study of Japanese printing and that of 
Nakayawa is still the most comprehensive treatise in the field, with rather full 
coverage of China and Japan and a brief account of Korea, although it is ou t of 
date in some respects.c The most important contributions of Japanese scholars to 
our knowledge of Chinese and Japanese printing made in the last fifty years or so 
are those of two eminent scholar-bibliographers, Kawase Kazuma' (1-5) and 
Nagasawa Kibuya 8 (3-12). Their studies are both intensive and extensive. While 
Kawase's contributions are primarily in the areas of Japanese books and printing, 
especially movable type and Goshamban printing, Nagasawa's over two dozen 
monographs and numerous articles cover more aspects of the Chinese book, 
bibliography, and printing. His works on the history of Japanese and Chinese 
printing, published in 1952, and an illustrated history of Japanese and Chinese 
printing, published in 1976, are both resourceful and critical. His studies of Sung 
and Yiian block cutters have suggested a new method for the identification of old 
printing. 

Not many Korean sources on Chinese printing are to be found, but numerous 
artifacts and several secondary sources are available for the study of Korean 
printing, especially movable-type printing. One of the modern authorities on early 
movable type in Korea is Kim Won-Yong' (I), which deals with the historical 

• See Nakasawa Kibuya (4), pp. 14ff. 
b For example, Shimada Kan insisted that printing was invented in the Sui dynasty on the basis of invalid 

evidence; see discussion on pp. I48ff. below. 
C The work was intended to consist of three volumes on a universal history of printing, but the last one, on 

Western printing, has not been published. 
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development of movable type and includes a table of different fonts and a summary 
in English. There are also collections of samples of Korean movable type printing. 
One by McGovern (I) includes twenty-two reproductions of original or facsimile 
pages, and another by Sohn Pow-Key (2) with text in Korean and English also 
includes samples offacsimile pages. Both of these were made by using deeply etched 
photo-engravings taken from original pages. Several kinds of handmade papers 
and water-based ink were used with metal plates in imitation of the original 
process. These specimens look and feel more authentic than facsimiles made by 
offset processes or photographic duplication. 

Western scholarship on Chinese printing has focused on two major aspects of this 
subject, namely its beginnings and its spread westwards. Writings on these subjects 
by early European travellers and missionaries before the end of the 18th century 
will be discussed later. a Detailed discussions and scholarly researches on Chinese 
printing began only in the 19th century.b These include works on the history of 
printing by Isaiah Thomas (I) in 1810, Robert Curzon (2) in 1858, and Theodore 
De Vinne (I) in 1876; remarks on Chinese printing in general histories of China by 
John F. Davis (I) in 1836 and S. Wells Williams (I) in 1848; and particularly the 
monograph on the history of Chinese printing by Stanislas J ulien (12) in 1847. 
Julien's studies of Chinese block printing and movable type, despite their incorpo
ration of quotations from inaccurate Chinese sources,c laid down the foundation 
for all later studies by Western scholars. 

With the discoveries of manuscripts and printed specimens in Tun-huang, 
Central Asia, and Africa around the turn of the 20th century, studies by such sino
logists as Hermann Hiille (2) in 1923, Thomas F. Carter (I) in 1925, Berthold Laufer 
(48) in 1931, and Paul Pelliot (41), whose notes were published posthumously 
in 1953, have added substantially to our knowledge of the subject. Especially 
significant was the work by Carter, which was revised by L. Carrington Goodrich 
in 1955. It synthesised all previous researches and further elucidated the subject in 
the context of Chinese-Western contacts. This work, which has had a significant 
influence on Chinese and Western scholarship on printing, remains a classic in the 
field. More than three quarters of a century following its first appearance, no work 
of comparable magnitude on Chinese printing has been published. In recent years, 
major contributions have primarily been made by Goodrich (30-32) in his critical 
studies of new discoveries and his revision of Carter; Richard Rudolph (14,15) in 
his translation and study of the Wu Ying Tien manual on movable type of the 
Chhing dynasty; and K. T. Wu (6, 7, 8, 10) in his works on the development of 
Chinese printing from the Sung to the modern period. In the fields of woodcu ts and 

• See discussion on pp. 3I31f. below. 
b Many works on printing deal also with paper; see also the recent researches on the origin and development of 

Chinese paper cited on pp. 293 If. 
, The attribution by Julien (12) of the date of the Chinese invention of printing to + 593 was based on 

unreliable secondary sources, and was followed by all later works on the subject, including the 11th ed. of the 
Encyclopedia Britannica, until a correction was made by Arthur Waley (29) in '9'9 and Carter (1),1925 ed., p. 202, 
n. '3, based on Yeh Te-Hui (2), p. 20. 
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colour printing, several monographs have been produced by Max Loehr (I),Josef 
Hejzlar (2), and especially Jan Tschichold (1-7) whose reproductions of a series of 
Chinese colour prints using modern techniques provide a new source for appreci
ation and study of this Chinese art. 

Despite the contributions to the study of Chinese paper and printing of this band 
of international scholars whose specialties cover various disciplines, many gaps in 
this field are still open. Systematic investigations of their social, economic, and 
intellectual roles and influences in Chinese history are lacking; comparativ~ studies 
of their origins in and impact on China and the West are especially needed, while 
certain questions have never been raised for discussion. For example, why were 
paper and printing invented early in China and not in other civilisations of the 
world? What effects did these inventions have on changes in Chinese society 
compared with those in the West? 

In studies of Chinese paper, local histories of manufacture and distribution are 
scarce and the origins of the various uses to which it has been put have not been 
fully and systematically covered. For example, paper clothing and furnishing have 
never been mentioned in Western literature. Wallpaper and paper-folding are said 
to have originated in China, but further evidence is needed to substantiate this 
claim. On the other hand, watermarks are said to have been invented in the West in 
the 13th century and marbled paper in the 16th, but both artifacts and documen
tary sources indicate that they were made in China several centuries earlier. Also, 
hundreds of trade-names of paper derived from materials, methods, quality, 
locality, and makers or designers, for the most part incomprehensible to laymen, 
need to be collected and explained. 

In previous studies of Chinese printing, emphasis has been placed on its origin 
and spread westwards, but its development and contributions have either been 
oversimplified or underestimated. Many technical and artistic aspects that have 
been ignored, especially the procedures involved in preparing and printing from 
both blocks and movable types, need detailed step-by-step descriptions accom
panied with illustrations. Also needed are analytical studies of calligraphy, for
mats, materials, and methods used in printing that could lead to the establishment 
of new criteria for dating and authenticating old printings. Although an attempt 
has been made here to fill some of these gaps in the present study, many questions 
are still waiting for satisfa_tory answers. 

(b) NATURE AND EVOLUTION OF PAPER 

(I) PRE-PAPER MATERIALS FOR WRITING 

BEFORE paper was used for writing at the beginning of the Christian era, the 
Chinese selected a great variety of hard and soft materials for documents, historical 
records, for personal communication. These included such animal products as 
bones, shells, ivory, and silk; minerals such as bronze, iron, gold, silver, pewter, 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. lO54. Oracle bone inscriptions of the Shang dynasty. (a) A whole tortoise plastron, c. - 12th century, 
20 x 12 cm. Academia Sinica. (b) A large piece of ox bone consisting of 25 separate divinations on harvest and 
raining, c. - 12th century, 28 cm. long. Research Institute of Humanistic Studies, Kyoto University. 

stone, jade, and clay; and vegetable matter like bamboo and wood. Although 
many of these materials were also used by the peoples of other ancient civilisations, a 

their use in China was much more common, extensive, and refined. However 
though animal skins and plant leaves were also used extensively by others, they 
were never adopted for writing by the Chinese. Generally speaking, writings on 
ceramics in China can be traced back to as early as Neolithic times; bone, shell, 
ivory, bronze, and bamboo to the Shang dynasty; stone, jade, silk, and several 
metals to the early Chou; and wood to the Han. While some of these hard and 
durable materials were used primarily for permanent records and monumental 

• For writing materials used by peoples of the ancient world, see Diringer (I). 
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inscriptions, such perishable materials as bamboo, wood, and silk were used 
extensively for books, documents, and other writings of daily life. The former grou p 
of materials was intended for vertical communication across generations and the 
latter, primarily, for communication among contemporaries. a 

Bone and shell are the oldest surviving materials on which the earliest known 
Chinese writings were inscribed. The bone primarily used was the ox scapula, 
which provides a wide, smooth surface for writing. The shells were the plastron and 
carapace of the tortoise (Fig. 1054). They were used for divination by the royal 
house of the Shang dynasty, and oracular messages were usually recorded on them 
after divination was performed. The inscribed materials so far discovered cover 
about 250 years from the early - 14th to the late - 12th century.bThe Chou court 
continued to use bones and shells for divination, C but oracular inscriptions were, in 
general, written separately on bamboo and silk, except perhaps for the early Chou 
period. C The inscriptions recorded such natural phenomena as eclipses, rain, wind, 
snow, or clear skies; forecasts of happenings during the coming evening, day, ten
day week, or year; predictions for forthcoming travel, hunting, fishing, and mil
itary campaigns; human fortunes such as birth, illness, or death, and the evidence 
of dreams, as well as sacrifices to ancestors, deities, and other spiritual beings. The 
inscriptions were carved with a stylus, but a few were written with brush and ink 
made oflampblack or cinnabar. The carved grooves were sometimes illuminated 
with pigments or inlaid with turquoise for decoration. Since very few pieces of 
literature transmitted from the Shang dynasty survive today, these inscriptions are 
the most important documents for the study of the history and institutions of 
ancient China.d 

Inscriptions were also made on various kinds of metal objects, ceramics, and clay 
materials. The most important and extensive inscriptions are found on bronzes 
dating from the Shang to the Han period. e These inscribed bronzes include 
sacrificial vessels, musical instruments, military weapons, standards of measure
ment, mirrors, coins, seals, and other articles, but most of the inscriptions of 
historical significance were cast on ritual vessels, especially those of the Chou 
dynasty. ·These contain from a few to as many as some 500 characters each; the 
latter equalling in length the chapter in an ancient book.f Bronze inscriptions of 

a For detailed discussion ofpre-paper materials, see Tsien (2). 
b A total of over 100,000 pieces were found in priyate diggings and official excava.tions from r899 to 1937; 

diggings have continued since 1950, and some 5000 pieces were found near Anyang in '973. 
, Individual pieces dated to the Chou were found in Hung-chao, Shansi, in '954, Feng-hsi in 1956, and Peking 

in '975, and a score of pieces from the early Chou period were found in Chhi-shan; Shensi, in '977; see WWTK, 
1979, no. 10, pp. 38-43, pis. 4-7; also Wen Wu Khao Ku Kung Tso San Shih Nien, [949-[979, pp. 4-5, 126. 

d For further discussion, see Creel (I), pp. I If.; Tsien (2), pp. 19 If.; Keightley (I), pp. I341f. 
, Liu Thi-Chih, Hsiao-Chiao-Ching-Ko Chin Wen Tho Pen (1935) contains about 6500 bronze inscriptions 

reproduced from rubbings; numerous inscribed objects have been found since that publication. 
r The most significant finds in recent years include a series of 64 bronze bells inscribed with some 2800 

characters on music, found in Sui-hsien, Hupei; and two Chan-Kuo bronzes containing the longest inscriptions of 
that period ever discovered: a large tripod with 469 characters and a vase with 448 characters from a tomb dated to 
c. -308, of the state ofChung-shan in modern Phing-shan, Hopei, found in '974; cf. WWTK, 1979, no. 10, p. 6; 
KKHP, '979, no. 2, pp. '471f· 
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Fig. 1055- Bronze kuei vessel of the Western Chou dynasty with cast inscription on inner surface, c. - I I th century 
(diameter 27 cm.). British Museum. 

the Western Chou include long narrative compositions such as records of military 
campaigns, covenants, treaties, appointments, rewards, cermonial events, and 
other political and social affairs (Fig. 1055). Inscriptions from the later Chou are in 
general shorter, more apt to follow a formula, occasionally composed in rhyme, 
and written in ornamental style, sometimes in 'bird script'. 

Mirror inscriptions appear on the inner or outer part of circular designs on the 
backs. The earlier ones, from the Warring States and Han periods, include 
expressions of human desires for spiritual and material satisfactions, greetings and 
good wishes, political messages, and allusions to various folk beliefs. Inscriptions of 
the Sui and Thang periods are mostly formulae consisting of a few characters.a 

Numismatic inscriptions appear on almost all early and late metal coins, which 
were shaped like spades or knives or were round with a square hole in the centre. 
These inscriptions are primarily the names of places of manufacture and numerals 
indicating denominations of the coins. b Ancient seals were of various material, 
including cast metal. They were used to stamp inscriptions on small lumps of clay 
for authentication before they were used to make impressions on silk and paper. 
Pottery, bricks, and tiles also bear inscriptions, while symbols and numerals are 
found on Neolithic pottery, with later vessels being inscribed with names of makers 
or owners, official titles, place and date of manufacture, and, sometimes, imperial 
edicts (Fig. 1056). Inscriptions on bricks consist mostly of dates, names, and 

• Cf. Karlgren (18); Liang Shang-Chhun, (J), (2); Tsien, (2), pp. 47 If. 
b Cr. Wang Yii-Chhiian (I); Tsien (2), pp. 50lf. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig .. 1056. Inscriptions on. pottery vess~ls . . (a) A m~asuring vessel with imperial decree of the First Emperor of 
Chhm, dated -22 I, ordermg standardIsatlon of weIghts and measures. (b) Rubbing from a vessel with imperial 
edict ofWang Mang, +9. . 
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miscellaneous records. Decorative inscriptions or pictures on roof tiles include 
lucky formulae, and the names of palaces, temples, mausoleums, granaries, or 
other public or private buildings, to commemorate their construction.' 

Inscriptions on bronze and stone are the two major categories of material for the 
study of Chinese epigraphy and archaeology. While bronze inscriptions may be 
more ancient, those on stone are more numerous, longer, and more readily 
accessible. This is because stone is more abundant, more permanent, and makes 
possible a wider surface for inscriptions, with the result that, from the + 2nd or 
+3rd century onwards, stone was extensively used not only for monumental and 
commemorative inscriptions but also as a permanent material for preserving all the 
canonical literature of China. 

Among the earliest inscribed stones of historical significance are the ten drum
shaped boulders known as the Stone Drums (shih ku1), dated variously from the 
-8th to -4th century.b The inscriptions were written in verse and concerned 
hunting and fishing expeditions on certain memorable occasions; they originally 
comprised some 700 characters. C In addition, during the reign of the First Emperor 
ofChhin, between -219 and -211, seven monumental stone tablets were in
scribed to praise the achievements of his administration.d All these earlier stones 
were in the form of crudely truncated rocks, but a more refined style of flat stele, 
known as a pei, 2 was used since the Han dynasty. From that time, numerous tablets 
have been inscribed to commemorate historical occasions, to preserve the memory 
of individuals, and to standardise sacred texts in correct and permanent form. 

One of the most gigantic projects for the preservation of standard texts was the 
engraving on stone of the entire collection of Confucian classics. No fewer than 
seven different editions were inscribed from the late + 2nd until the end of the 18th 
century. The first edition, of seven classics in over 200,000 characters, was carved 
on both sides offorty-six steles, from + 175 to + 180 (Fig. 1057). Thelast, including 
all the Thirteen Classics, was made from 179 I to 1794 under the Chhing dynasty. e 

Engravings of Buddhist canons on stone came later than the second century, but 
achieved much greater scope and size. The Buddhists selected stene because it was 
the best material for preservation of their sacred texts; as one devotee said: 'Silk will 
decay, bamboo is not permanent, metal seems hardly eternal, and skin and paper 
are easily destroyed.' f A grotto library, started in +605 and continued until 
+ 109 I, consisted of I 05 Buddhist sutras of over four million words carved on more 
than 7000 steles. This collection is still preserved in the Mountain of Stone Sutras 

a For inscriptions on seals, sealing clay, and pottery vessels, see Tsien (2), pp. 54ff.; also below, pp. I36ff. 
b Dating of these stones is controversial; see Kuo Mo-Jo (/4); Ma Heng (2); Thang Lan (/); Akatsuka Kiyoshi 

(I); and a summary in Tsien (I), pp. 73ff. 
C The original stones are kept in Peking, but only about 300 characters are extant. 
d Cr. Shih Chi (ESSS/TW) ch. 6, pp. I4b-27a; ch. 6, p. 30b. 
, See Chang Kuo-K.n (1); Ma Heng (3); Wang Kuo-Wei (/0); and a summary in Tsien (2), pp. 73 ff. 
r Cited in Shan Tso Chin Shih Chih (1797 ed.), ch. 10, p. 21 b. 
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Fig. 1057. Largest surviving specimen of the stone classics of the +2nd century. Text of the Kung-rang Commentary 
fragment, front 49 x 48 cm. and back 48 x 47 cm., found in Loyang, Honan province in 1934. 

(Shih Ching Shan1
), near Fang-shan, Hopei, after well over a thousand years.' The 

engraving of Taoist literature on stone was much later still. The earliest Taoist stele 
was erected at I-chou, Hopei, in + 708, and several were engraved in the following 
centuries. 

Not all the inscriptions engraved on hard materials are considered books. The 
direct ancestry of the Chinese book is in the tablets of bamboo or wood which were 
connected by thongs and used like the paged books of modern times. Bamboo and 
wood were the most popular materials for writi g before paper, and their use has 
had a most significant and far-reaching effect on the tradition of the Chinese book 
and culture. Not only are the vertical arrangement of Chinese writing and its 
movement from right to left believed to have been derived from this system, but 
also the format and terms for a physical book, used until today, are supposed to 
have originated from those for the tablets.b 

• See Chhin Ting Jih Hsia Chiu Wen Khao (1774 ed.) ch. 131, pp. 4aff.; Shun Tien Fa Chih (1885 ed.), ch. 128, 
pp. 9a-Iob; 42a-64a; V.udescal (I), pp. 375ff.; and a summary in Tsien (2), pp. 79-83. 

b For further discussion, see Tsien (2), pp. goff., 183-4. 
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The succession of various book materials in China may be divided into three 
periods: bamboo and wood from the earliest times to the +3rd or +4th century; 
silk from the -7th or -6th to the + 5th or +6th century; and paper from the + 1st 
century to the present. a Thus the uses of bamboo and of silk overlapped by about 
IOOO years, those of silk and of paper by 500 years, and those of bamboo and paper 
by 300 years. The old-fashioned materials were replaced by new ones only gradu
ally, and not until after the +3rd century were bamboo and wood entirely 
superseded by paper. 

Since the end of the 19th century, no fewer than 40,000 tablets of bamboo and 
wood have been unearthed from various locations in China.b They cover a span of 
almost 1000 years of Chinese history. The important discovery sites include those in 
Hunan, Hupei, Honan, and Shantung in the central plain of China; Tunhuang, 
Chii-yen, Chiu-chhiian, and Wu-wei in the northwest; and the ruins of Loulan, 
Khotan, and Turfan in modern Sinkiang. Among these, Chhang-sha, Hsin-yang, 
and Yiin-meng yielded the oldest bamboo tablets, dating back to the Warring 
States and Chhin periods; Chii-yen supplied the largest quantity and the most 
important core of wooden tablets of the Han dynasty; and all documents from 
Loulan belong to the Chin dynasty. These tablets include official documents, 
private letters, calendars, lexicons for beginners, laws and statutes, medical pre
scriptions, literary texts, and miscellaneous records. C The most important finds in 
recent years include a group of 490 wooden tablets, including seven chapters of the 
I Lil or Book of Rituals (Fig. I058) , recovered from a Later Han tomb at Wu-wei, 
Kansu, in 1959; over 4490 bamboo tablets on military classics from a Western Han 
tomb at Lin-i, Shantung, in 1972; 400 bamboo tablets on taxation and economic 
matters from a Western Han tomb at Chiang-ling, Hupei, in 1973; 600 bamboo 
tablets of funerary inventories from Western Han tombs at Ma-Wang-Tui, 
Chhang-sha, Hunan, in 1973; I IOO bamboo tablets of legal documents of the 
Chhin state from Y iin-meng, H upei; and some 20,000 wooden tablets dated from c. 
- I 19 to + 26, from Chii-yen, Kansu, in 1972-6. Among the most interesting items 
found in Chii-yen are some seventy-five complete or nearly complete documents on 
connected tablets strung together on two or three lines of hemp threads, and in the 
original format. d 

The preparation of tablets involved several steps. The bamboo stem was first cu t 
into cylinders of a certain length and then split into tablets of a certain width. After 
the external green skin was scraped off, the tablets were dried over a fire to prevent 
any quick decay. Writing was carried out on the outside surface and sometimes on 
the inner surface of the stem as well. Wood, on the other hand, was cut into large 

, See Ma Heng (I), pp. 201-2; Tsien (2), p. 91. 
b These include over 10,000 pieces found from 1899 to 1930, and nearly 30,000 from 1951 to 1975; see list of 

finds from ancient times to 1975 in WWTK, 1978, no. I, p. 44. 
, See a checklist in WWTK, 1978, no. I, p. 44; Loewe (14), pp. 101 ff. 
d See report in WWTK, 1978, no. I, p. 7, pI. 8, illus. 35. 
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Fig. 1058. Partial text of I-Li, or Book of Rituals, on long wooden tablets of the Later Han period found at Wu-wei, 
Kansu province in 1959. Spread out on the left and rolled up at right, each tablet ranges from 54 cm. to 58 cm. long 
and 1 cm. wide and consists of60 to 80 characters. From Wu-wei Han Chhien, 1964. 
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slabs which were split into pieces of various sizes, and the surfaces smoothed for use 
as documents. Most of the wooden tablets are of pine, willow, poplar, and Chinese 
tamarisk, all noted for whiteness, light weight, fine texture, and absorbency. Old 
tablets could be re-used after the writing on them had been removed with a book 
knife, which was also used to erase errors. a 

Bamboo tablets were narrow strips from eight inches to two feet four inches 
long,b used for classics, literary compositions, and ceremonial documents. The 
length of wooden tablets was fixed at from five inches to two feet; they were used 
primarily for official documents, personal correspondence, and short messages. 
The tablets are almost invariably narrow, in most cases not more than an inch 
wide. A single bamboo tablet was called chien1 and a wooden one tu. 2 Several tablets 
bound together with cords to form a physical unit were called tshe.3 Writing of a 
certain length which formed a literary unit comparable to a chapter was called 
phien.4 Square or rectangular wooden pieces, calledfang 5 or pan,6 were sometimes 
made with a wider surface to accommodate more than one line of characters, or for 
maps and illustrations. 

Characters were usually written with brush and lampblack ink, on one side, but 
in some cases on both sides. Each column of a tablet contains from a few to as many 
as eighty characters, but in general the average number is about thirty characters. 
The vertical arrangement of Chinese writing since very ancient times is believed to 
have been influenced by the vertical position in which the tablet was held, the grain 
of the bamboo or wood, and the soft brush which wrote more easily in a downward 
direction. Interestingly, modern studies indicate that vertical lines can be read 
faster than horizontal ones. C The habit of a right-handed person, holding a narrow 
tablet in his left hand and writing on it with a brush in his right hand, would be to 
lay the finished tablet to his left, near at first and successively farther to the left as 
later tablets were finished. This might have resulted in the right-to-Ieft direction of 
later Chinese writing and reading. d 

As we have seen, silk was first used for writing, along with bamboo, no later than 
the - 6th or -7th century, and continued in use after the + 3rd or + 4th century, 
after paper had become popular as a writing material. Yet it could have been used 
much earlier, since silk cloth, brush, and ink were available as early as Shang. Silk 
continued in use for documents as late as the Thang, being valued for its softness, 
light weight, durability, and absorbency. The term chu po, 7 'bamboo and silk,' was 

, For the use of the book knife in the Han dynasty, see Chhien Tshun-Hsiin (I), tr.John Winkelman (I), 
pp. 87 ff. 

b All measurements mentioned here refer to original standards of the Han period; for details of the system, see 
Tsien (2), pp. log-II. 

, See a UNESCO study by William S. Gray (I), p. 50; also Tsien (2), pp. 183-4; Chhien Tshun-Hsiin (5), 
pp. 176-7, 181-2. 

d For further discussion, see Tsien (2), pp. gaff., 183-4. 
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used extensively in ancient literature, to refer to written documents. a Since silk was 
much more expensive th~m bamboo, but had a wider surface, it was used only 
where bamboo or wood did not suit the special purpose. We know that silk was 
employed for the final edition of a book, while bamboo tablets served for drafts. b 
Silk was used in particular for books on divination and occultism, for illustrations 
appended to books of tablets, for maps,c for inscriptions for sacrifice to spirits and 
ancestors, for recording the sayings of kings for transmission to posterity, and for 
commemoration of meritorious achievements of great statesmen and military 
heroes. d 

Although writing on silk is frequently mentioned in ancient literature, few 
specimens survive today. Until recently, only remnants of silk materials bearing 
long or short messages had been discovered in several sites in China and in central 
Asia. e Two of the earliest specimens on silk came from Chhang-sha, one bearing an 
illustrated text and the other a drawing. The silk document consists of two 
paragraphs of text in about 600 characters. Each is upside down in relation to the 
other, and they are surrounded by strange animal and human figures in colour on 
all four sides of the piece.f The other piece is a painting depicting a woman with 
wasp waist at the centre with a strange animal over her head. Both of these seem to 
indicate the mysterious nature of the Chhu culture. The most significant find in 
recent archaeological excavations is a collection of ancient books copied on silk 
fabric with ink, in the small seal and li styles of calligraphy. These include more 
than a dozen pre-Chhin works such as the Lao Tzu (Canon of the Virtue of the Tao) 
(Fig. 1059), the Chan Kuo Tshe (Intrigues of the Warring States), and the 1 Ching 
(Book of Changes), several other titles, and some old maps. The total number of 
characters comes to over 120,000, including many parts of ancient books which 
have been long lost and are not included in the extant editions. g This is the first 
major cache of silk. documents to be discovered. 

Silk used for writing is generally called su, 1 a plain white fabric withou t design or 
dye. Its varieties included the chuan, 2 a thin and gauze-like material used especially 
for painting and calligraphy; the chien,3 a fine and closely woven textile made of 
double threads and yellowish in colour; and the tseng,4 a thicker and darker fabric 

, Pre-Chhin philosophers fre ··,ently mention that ancient sage-kings recorded their beliefs on bamboo ann 
silk; see Mo Tse, tr. Mei Yi-Pao (I), p. 167; Huai Nan Tze, ch. 13, pp. 20a-b. 

b It is said that texts by Liu Hsiang (c. -80 to - 8) were first written on bamboo and then copied on silk when 
completed; cited in TPYL, ch. 606, p. 2 a. 

, Three -2nd-century maps on silk were recently found in the Western Han tombs at Ma-Wang-Tui, 
Chhang-sha. 

d See citations on the special usefulness of silk for documents in Tsien (2), pp. 127 ff. 
, For earlier finds by Stein, see Chavannes (loa), nos. 398, 3g8A, 503. 
r For progress in the study of the silk documents from Chhangsha, see Chhien Tshun-Hsiin (5), pp. 112 ff., 

n.24· 
11: Numerous articles on the discovery, decipherment and interpretation of these silk documents have been 

published in Chinese journals; see especially those on the content, text, and historical significance by a group of 
experts in WWTK, Ig74, no. g, pp. 40ff.; Ig75, no. 2, pp. 26ff.; also a survey by Loewe (14), pp. 116-25. 
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Fig. 1059. Silk book of the Former Han dynasty from Ma-Wang-Tui, Changsha. One of two earliest extant 
versions of the Lao Tzu, c. +2nd century, written on plain silk fabric 24 cm. in height. 
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probably made from wild silk. When they were used for books and writing, they 
could be cut as needed and rolled up as a physical unit called chuan1 (roll). This 
system was inherited almost entirely by paper when it was substituted for silk for 
writing. As the historical record says, 'silk was expensive and bamboo heavy,' a and 
a light but less expensive material called chih (paper) was finally introduced as an 
ideal medium for writing. 

(2) DEFINITION AND NATURE OF PAPER 

Paper, as we have seen, is a matted or felted sheet of fibres formed on a fine screen 
from a water suspension. When the water drains away, the remaining mat of 
fibres must be removed from the screen and dried. b This definition applies to what 
'paper' is today and also to what it was yesterday. Sheets of paper were made from 
disintegrated fibre upon a flat mould before the time of Christ and paper is still 
formed in this fashion; the only difference lying in the construction of the moulds 
and the treatment of the fibre." Thus the fundamental principle of papermaking 
involves two basic factors, the fibres and the mould. These two principal elements 
were clearly given in a definition of paper contained in an old Chinese lexicon 
compiled during the time when paper was beginning to be popularly used in the 
early years of the Christian era. 

In the Skuo Wen Chiek Tzu 2 (Analytical Dictionary of Characters) , compiled by 
Hsii Shen3 around + 100, the word chih4 for paper is defined as 'a mat of refuse 
fibres' (hsu i chanyeh5).d Here the key words are hsu (refuse fibres) and chan (mat)." 
According to the definitions given in the same ancient lexicon and its commentaries 
by later scholars, hsu means fibrous remnants obtained from rags or from boiling 
cocoons, and chan meant a mat made of interwoven rushes which was used for 
covering.f Thus the fibres and the water-draining mat have been the two basic 
factors in papermaking since ancient times. The definition given in the old Chinese 
dictionary, which mentions these two basic elements, corresponds very well with 
what is described today . 

• Hou Han Shu (ESSS/TW), ch. 108, p. 5a. 
b See definitions given in American Paper and Pulp Association, The Dictionary of Paper (1940), p. 246; 3rd ed. 

(1965), p. 323; Brownit:g (I), p. I; (2), p. 18. Since materials for more recent papermaking include all kinds of 
fibres, the new edition of The Dictionary of Paper has changed its definition of paper from 'a sheet of vegetable fiber' 
to 'all kinds of matted or felted sheets offiber (usually vegetable but sometimes mineral, animal or synthetic).' We 
shall follow this new definition in our discussions below. 

, See Dard Hunter (7), p. 10. 
d See collected commentaries on the definition in Ting Fu-Pao (2), Shuo Wen Chieh Tzu Ku Lin, p. 5902. 
, The character chan' is written with the grass radical in the earlier editions of the Shou Wen Chieh Tzu (see 

reprint ofa Sung edition in the SPTK), but this was changed by later commentators to the bamboo or the bamboo 
plus the water radical in later editions, to suit their own interpretations; see Chhien Tshun-Hsiin (5), p. 127, n. 8. 

f This translation of the definition of chanG is based upon the form with the grass radical in the earlier editions; 
see forms reproduced in Ting Fu-Pao (2), p. 5902; supplement, p. 896. 

li(f; 
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It has been suggested that the manufacture of paper in China originated from 
the process of pounding and stirring rags in water, after which the wadded fibres 
were collected on a mat.a The treatment of rags in water was probably an old 
practice in China many centuries before the Christian era, for ancient literature 
frequently testifies to the washing, pounding, or stirring of rags in water by women. 
Wu Yiian1 ('::"'6th to - 5th century), a political refugee who fled from the Chhu to 
tlIe Wu state, is said to have stopped by the Lai River where a woman who fed him 
with food was pounding rags (chi hsu2). b The Chuang Tzu ( - 3rd century) says that a 
family of the Sung state had a recipe for salving chapped hands and from genera
tion to generation his family made their living by pounding and stirring rags in 
water (phingphi huang 3).c Ssu-ma Chhien also says that Han Hsin4 (d. - 196), Lord 
of Huai-ying, was fishing outside of the city where he witnessed many women 
washing rags in the Huai River; one of them worked continuously for several tens of 
days.d Apparently, the treatment of refuse silk, the re-use of old fibres in quilted 
clothes, and the washing of rags of hemp and linen required such constant activities 
with fabrics in water. It is very likely that an accidental placing and drying of refuse 
fibres on a mat suggested the idea of making a thin sheet of paper. 

Before papermaking, there were other ways of turning fibres into a sheet. It could 
be done by matting and pressing into a felt, by spinning and weaving into a textile, 
and by soaking and beating into a bark cloth or tapa. The art offelting is one of the 
oldest methods of making fabrics and earlier than that of weaving and spinning; felt 
being used for clothing and covering by the inhabitants of northern and middle 
Asia from very ancient times. e How early felt was used in China is uncertain, but 
the ChouLi 1 (- 3rd century or earlier) records that felt (chan 2) was made of animal 
hair by the officials of the Chou court in charge of leather (Chang PhP). f No 
evidence is known to suggest that the invention of papermaking in China was 
influenced by the method of felt making, but the techniques of botlI are quite 
similar. 

There is a close relationship between textiles and paper. Not only were they 
made of the same kinds of raw materials at the beginning of their manufacture, but 
they also had a similarity of physical forms and properties. Even their uses were 
often interchangeable. Textiles were sometimes employed for writing and paint
ing, while paper was substituted for textiles for clothing and furnishing. Indeed, it is 

• See commentaries on the definition ofchih by Tuan Yu-Tshai (+ 1735-(805) and others in Ting Fu-Pao (2), 
p. 5902; also discussions by Lao Kan (I), pp. 489-::92; Chhen Phan (12), pp. 257-65; and Chhien Tshun-Hsiin (5), 
pp.I26-8. 

b Yiieh Chiieh Shu (SPTK) , ch. I, p. 3h. ' Chuangg Tzu (SPTK), ch. I, p. 15h. 
d Shih Chi (ESSSITW), ch. 92, p. I h. 
, See Appendix C, 'Manufacture and Use of Felting by the Ancients,' in C. G. Gilroy (I), pp. 414if.; Laufer 

(24), pp. I if. 
r Cf. Clrou Li (SPTK) , ch. 2, p. 24a. The Chinese never utilised wool for fabrics in early times, and felt-making 

could have been learned by the Chinese from their northern neighbours. 
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generally known that silk cloth had long been used for writing before it was 
replaced by a thin sheet made of refuse fibres, which were obtained either from the 
remnants from boiling silk cocoons or by pounding rags in water. When the sources 
of raw materials expanded to include such new fibres as those of raw hemp and tree 
bark, it opened a new page of papermaking with fresh vegetable fibres for un
limited production. 

While the use of raw hemp was likely to have evolved from that of rags of hemp or 
linen, the adoption of tree bark for papermaking could have been inspired by the 
prior use of bark clo th made from the paper mul berry. This tree has been cultiva ted 
extensively in China and the bark cloth is known to have been made and used for 
clothing in south China from very ancient times. a The bark of paper mulberry, 
after it was beaten into a thin sheet, had also been used for clothing, covering, and 
hanging by primitive peoples in the temperate and tropical zones throughout the 
world. b It has been suggested that the cradle of bark cloth was in China, and that 
manufacture spread perhaps from the southern part of China by way of the islands 
in the South China Sea eastward to tlIe farthest regions of Pacific and Central 
America, and westward through the Indian Ocean to reach Central Africa, 
covering almost all areas along the equator.c 

The moistened tissue of the bark can be expanded to as much as ten times its 
original size, and several pieces can be joined together by gluing the overlapped 
edges into a very large sheet. Although it is as white, soft, and flexible as paper, its 
manufacture is much more laborious and time-consuming. Only one to three sheets 
could be made by one worker per day, while 2000 sheets of paper could be made by 
the same labour. It is very likely that the native people in south China, who were 
familiar with the making of bark cloth, made use of the same fibres for paper
making. When the beating process was replaced by maceration and felting, it was 
natural that the same material could be turned into a thin sheet of paper. 

Besides sheets manufactured from fibres, there were other natural materials such 
as animal skins, leaves, and papyrus which were all used as a medium on which to 
write, though none were ever used in China. In Europe and the Middle East from 
the - 2nd century onwards until after the arrival of paper, skins of sheep, goats, 
kids, calf and other animals were made into parchment. The most superior quality 
T)archrilent, known as vellum, was especially prized for its fineness, whiteness and 
smoothness as a writing material. d It was stronger than paper, bti t more expensive 
as the skins of some two hundred animals were needed to provide enough sheets for 
a single book. 

Of all the materials that were used for writing, probably the earliest were leaves. e 

• Paper mulberry was grown in the Yellow River valley from Shang times and the use of bark cloth for personal 
attire dates to the Chhun Chhiu period in the -6th century; see discussion of paper making with paper mulberry 
(pp. 56 If. below) and use of bark paper for clothing and furnishings (pp. 109 If. below). 

b See Dard Hunter (g), pp. 29-47. 'Cf. E. G. Loeber (2), pp. 87ff. d Cr. Diringer (2), pp. 170ff. 
, Pliny says the first Cretan writings were on palm leaves which were followed by tree barks; see Diringer (2), p. 

42 . 
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Palm leaves, which are thick, narrow, and sometimes as long as three feet, were 
used in India and other nations in South and Southeast Asia. They were incised by 
a stylus and rubbed with black ink or other pigments. The strips ofleaves were then 
bound by stringing on to cords. Papyrus was used in Egypt as early as the third 
millennium before Christ, and was made from the inner bark of the papyrus plant 
(Cyperus papyrus). The bark was split into pieces which were placed crosswise in 
several layers with an adhesive between them, and then pressed and dried into a 
thin sheet which was polished for writing" Scholars of both East and West have 
sometimes taken it for granted that paper and papyrus were of the same nature; 
they have confused them as identical, and so have questioned the Chinese origin of 
papermaking. b This confusion resulted partly from the derivation of the word paper, 
papier, or papel from papyrus and partly from ignorance about the nature of paper 
itself. Papyrus is made by lamination of natural plants, while paper is manu
factured from fibres whose properties have been changed by maceration or 
disintegration. 

(3) THE BEGINNINGS OF PAPER IN THE HAN 

A number of specimens of paper from the - 2nd century onwards have recently 
been discovered in various parts of China, a witness to the origin and development 
of paper in the Han dynasty. The oldest paper extant today is probably the 
specimens discovered in 1957 in Pa-chhiao,1 near Si an in Shensi province, in a 
tomb dated no later than the periodofWu Ti (r. - 140 to -87) of the Former Han 
dynasty. The specimens, including one large piece about 10 cm. square (Fig. 
I060a) and many fragments found under three bronze mirrors, are said to be 
light yellow, thick and uneven, coarse and crude, with some textile impressions on 
the surface.c On one of the specimens some loops of fibres are visible, and on 
another a small remnant of thin, two-ply hemp cord. These seem to indicate that 
this paper was made of rags or other previously used materials made of hemp, 
probably dried on a mat woven like a piece offabric. 

The existence of paper of vegetable fibres in the Former Han may be supported 
by several other old specimens from archaeological discoveries. d One fragment, 
10 by 4 cm., dated on circumstantial evidence to around -49, was found in the 

, Cf. Diringer (2), pp. I 26 If. 
b Joseph Edkins (18), pp. 67-8, questioned the validity of the Chinese invention; the Chinese historian Chien 

Po-Tsan (I), p. 5' I, says that paper existed in Athens and Alexandria 400 years earlier than in China; and the 
noted EgyptologistJaroslav (I), p. 3 I, n. 2, considered that the Chinese invention was influenced by acquaintance 
with Egyptian papyrus; see discussion on the Western origin of paper in Tsien (2), pp. '40-2. 

, This discovery was first reported in the WWTK, 1957, no. 7, pp. 78-9, 81; illus.; the specimens were said to 
have consisted offibres similar to silk; but later microscopic study reveals it was made of hemp; see Phan Chi-Hsing 
(3), pp. 45-7· 

d Questions concerning dating to the Former Han period of recently discovered paper specimens have been 
raised and discussed by paper specialists in China; see Wang Chii-Hua & Li Yii-Hua (I), Cheng Chih-Chhao & 
Yung Yiian-Kai (I), and Phan Chi-Hsing (12). 
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(a) (c) 

(b) (d) 

Fig. 1060. Oldest paper specimens of the Former Han period. (a) A large piece of hemp paper, 10 X 10 cm., dated 
- 2nd century from Pa-Chhiao, Shensi province. (b) Fibres of the above enlarged 4 times. ( c) Paper fragment from 
Chin~Kuan) Chii-Yen, 21 x 19 cm., c. -2nd century. (d) Paper specimen from Fu-feng, Shensi, 6.8 x 7.2 cm., 
c. - 1St century. Courtesy of Institute of the History of Science, Academia Sinica, Peking. 

ruins ofa watchtower in Lopnor by a member of the Mission of the Northwestern 
Expedition of China in 1934. a Two larger pieces dated to be of the second half of the 
- 1st century, were found in 1974 at a watchtower in Chin-kuan,l near Chii-yenb 

(Fig. I060c). A few other pieces, mostly fragments attached to a lacquer utensil 
with coins of the Hsiian Ti period (-73 to -49), were found in 1978 in an 

a See Huang Wen-Pi (I), p. 168, pI. 23, fig. 25. It is reported that this piece was destroyed during the warin the 
'930 'S. 

b See a report in WWTK, '978, no. I, pp. 1-14, pI. I-g, fig. 1-42; on the same and other nearby sites some 
20,000 wooden tablets of the same period were discovered. 
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underground vault in Chung-yen 1 village, Fu-feng, Shensi province a (Figs. ra60d; 
1064). All these pieces are oflater date but are similar in quality to the Pa-chhiao 
paper, being made of hempen fibres, yellowish, thick, coarse, and uneven with 
loops offibre visible on the surface. They provide some evidence of the beginning of 
the art, especially those discovered in the more precisely dated sites located in the 
central plain of China. 

Besides the archaeological evidence, paper before Tshai Lun's time is mentioned 
in several places in the ancient literature. In one story laid in -93, an imperial 
guard advises a prince to cover his nose with a piece of chih (paper).b Another 
relates that in a murder case in - 12 the poisonous 'medicine' was wrapped in ho
thi,2 which means a thin piece of chih of red colour, according to the commentator 
Ying Sha03 (c. + 140-206).c The official history records that, in the reorganisation 
of the imperial secretariat by Emperor Kuang-Wu (r. +25-56), 'the Assistant of 
the Right (Tu Chheng 4) was responsible for the seals and cords of the office, and for 
paper, brush, and ink.'d It also says that a scholar was summoned to the court in 
+ 76 to give instruction to twenty students, who were each given a copy of the 
classic written on tablets and chih: In + 102, an imperial consort, nee Teng, who 
was a lover ofliterature and instrumental in Tshai Lun's presumed invention, is 
said to have asked that chih be sent as tribute from various countries.r All these 
stories recorded in official histories and other documents indicate that chih existed 
before + 105, the traditional date of the invention of paper by Tshai Lun who, 
since his own time, has been credited as the inventor or sponsor of the methods of 
papermaking. 

Tshai Lun5 (d. + 121), tzu Ching-Chung,6 a native ofKuei-yang7 (modern Lei
yang, Hunan), was a eunuch who served at the imperial court in or before + 75, 
and was promoted in +89 to Shang Fang SSU,8 an office in charge ofmanufacture 
of instruments and weapons. He was described as a man of talent and learning, 
loyal and careful. His biography in the standard history says: 

In ancient times writings and inscriptions were generally made on tablets of bamboo or on 
pieces of silk called chih.9 Bu t silk being costly and barn boo heavy, they were not convenient 
to use. Tshai Lun then initiated the idea of making paper from the bark of trees, remnants of 
hemp, rags of cloth, and fishing nets. He submitted the process to the emperor in the first 
year ofYiian-Hsing [ + 105] and received praise for his ability. From this time, paper has 
been in use everywhere and is universally called 'the paper of Marquis Tshai,.g 

Similar records are included in the Tung Kuan Han Chi,lO an official history written 
by a group of contemporary historians from + 25 to + 189, h and in other sources, 

• See two reports in WWTK, 1979, no. 9, pp. 17 ff. 
b Sa. Fu Ku Shih (ErT), p. 90. ' Chhien Ha. Shu (ESSS/TW), ch. 97b, p. 13 0 • 

• Hou Hon Shu (ESSS/TW), ch. 36, p. 7b; cf. Hans Bielenstein (3), p. 55. 
, Hou Ha. Shu, ch. 66, p. 170. r Hou Ha. Shu, ch. lOa, p. I9b. 
• Ibid. ch. J08, pp. 5a-b; cf. tr. Blanchet (I), pp. 13-14; Carter (I), p. 5; Hunter (9), pp. 50-3. 
h A briefer version appears in the reconstructed text of the Tung Kuan Hon Chi (SPPY), ch. 20, p. 2 b; see tr. in 

Tsien (I), p. 136. The reconstructed text is slightly different from that cited in Pei Thong Shu Chhoo and Chhu Hsueh 
Chi. 
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concerning Tshai Lun's paper.a All provide information about the kinds of raw 
materials used, the date of the official presentation, and the life of Tshai Lun 
himself. 

The existence of paper before Tshai Lun does not necessarily contradict the story 
of his contribution as recorded in the official history. It is possible that he was an 
innovator who used new raw materials in papermaking. Indeed, the term tsao il 
used in his biography can be read as 'to initiate the idea' of introducing new 
materials, especially tree bark (shufu2 ) and hemp ends (ma thou3 ), which was not a 
second-hand material previously used for some other purpose. As to the rags of 
cloth (pho pu4) and fish nets (yii wang5), they may still have been mentioned as 
common or officially approved materials for papermaking, even if they had been so 
used before. In any case, rags and other second-hand materials were probably used 
first, but their supply was limited compared with that offresh fibres from trees or 
other plants, which made possible the large-scale production of paper. It is also 
suggested that the use of tree bark for papermaking by Tshai Lun may have been 
influenced by the bark cloth culture which existed in China before the manufacture 
of paper by a process offelting. b 

Several recent archaeological discoveries support the literary evidence of the 
official records. A specimen of paper with writing contemporary with Tshai Lun 
was found under the ruins of an ancient watchtower in Tsakhortei near Chii-yen 
(Khara-khoto) by a party from the Academia Sinica in 1942.c This remnant of 
paper, which is said to be made of vegetable fibre, is coarse and thick, with no clear 
screen marks, but it bears about two dozen readable characters in a li style (Fig. 
ra61), said to be similar to that appearing on a piece of pottery dated + 156. dFrom 
historical evidence, this piece of paper can be dated between + ra9 and 1 ra, when 
the watchtower was abandoned by Chinese defenders because of the rebellion of 
the Hsi-chhiang tribe." This was the first find and the earliest sample of paper with 
writing on it. Other specimens of the Later Han period found in recent years 
include a plain piece found near a mummy in a tomb in Min-feng,8 Sinkiang, in 
1959/ and several pieces with some writing, not all of which is legible, from a tomb 
in Han-than-pho,9 Wu-wei, Kansu province, in 1974.g Some of the latter speci
mens are said to have been nailed, in three layers, with wooden strips on both sides 
of an ox cart when they were discovered. Made of hemp, they have proved to be 
more advanced than other finds, since some of them are white, much thinner than 

• See Tung Pa' (+ 3rd century), ru Fu Chih,' quoted in TPrL, ch. 605, p. 72. 
b See Ling Shun-Sheng (7), pp. 11-16,40-3; also discussion of tap a on pp. IlO If. below. 
, Lao Kan (I), pp. 496-8. A bundle of wooden tablets dated + 93 to 98 was discovered at this site, which was 

explored earlier by the Sino-Swedish Expedition in 1930; see Bergman (4), pp. 146-8. 
• See Phan Chi-Hsing (I), p. 48. 
o Lao Kan, who found this paper, dated it around +98in his article (I) in 1948, but later changed his dating to 

+ J09 or 110 on historical grounds; see Chhien Tshun-Hsiin (5), pp. 183-4 . 
r See a report in WWTK, 1960, no. 6; the finding ofa paper specimen at this site is mentioned in Phan (9), 

p.63· •. , • 
g See Phan Chi-Hsing (10), pp. 62-3. 
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Fig. I06I. Paper specimen with writing of the Later Han period. A fragment from Chii-Yen, dated c. + I 10. 

the Pa-chhiao paper, and can be written on with brush and ink. It is the second find 
of paper specimens of the Han period with writing. 

A few artisans of the Han period are known to have contributed to the improve
ment in the quality of paper. Tso POl (+~:200), t;:,u Tzu-i,2 a man of Tung-lai in 
Shantung who lived at the end of the Han dynasty, is said to have made paper of 
'beautiful and lustrous appearance,' which matched the excellence of ink and 
brushes manufactured by other great masters.' Khung Tan,3 a legendary figure, is 
reputed to have lived in the Hsiian-chheng area in the late Han period, and to 
have discovered the value of the bark of than wood in making the high grade paper 
(hsiian chih4) for painting and calligraphy.b No other names of papermakers are 
recorded in early literature or on artifacts, but the methods of Chinese papermak
ing progressed with new materials and techniques at the advent of each new 
dynasty. 

(4) THE PROGRESS OF PAPERMAKING FROM THE CHIN 

TO THE THANG PERIOD 

While the Han dynasty witnessed the beginning of paper making, the period from 
Chin to Thang ( + 3rd to + 10th century) was probably the most important time 
for discovery of new raw materials, further improvement in techniques, wider 

a Wen Fang Ssu Phu (TSHCC), p. 53. b See Mu Hsiao-Thien (/), p. 4. 
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application, and the more widespread use of paper. Rattan, grown primarily in 
southeast China was introduced as a raw material, and marked a great step 
forward in papermaking in this period. 

The use oflocal raw materials for papermaking was perhaps conditioned by the 
political and intellectual factors of the time, especially the isolation of Eastern Chin 
following the move of its capital from Loyang to Nanking, and by the increasing 
demand for paper for writing and other uses. Although it had been used for writing 
as early as the + 1st century, it was only from this period that Chinese books on 
bamboo and wooden tablets were entirely replaced by paper. We know that one of 
the largest discoveries of bamboo books made in the - 3rd century was transcribed 
on paper to be kept in the imperial library. The Chin bibliography recorded all 
books as rolls (chiian l ) instead of tablets (phien 2) as was done in earlier 
bibliographies.' We have also found that from this time paper began to be made on 
a fine bamboo screen-mould, well sized, and treated with an insecticidal dye for 
permanence. It was made in many colours for stationery, cut into designs for 
embroideries and decorations, used to make rubbings from stone inscriptions, for 
documents and books, for painting and calligraphy, for visiting cards, and for such 
household articles as fans, umbrellas, lanterns, and kites; there were even sanitary 
and toilet papers. b 

A great many paper fragments of Chin dynasty date, discovered in Central Asia 
since the turn of this century, illustrate the spread of paper outside the domain of 
the Chinese empire. Some of them, bearing dates from +252 to 310, were found by 
Sven Hedin in the Loulan region in Ig00.c In the same region, Aurel Stein in 1914 
found hundreds of paper fragments dated + 263-80,d and a collection of paper 
documents and letters written in Sogdian in about +312-13: Some paper manu
scripts of this period were discovered in the region of Turf an and Kao-chhang by 
the Prussian Expedition of Ig02-14/ and also by the Japanese Expedition of the 
Nishi-Honganji in Ig0g-1O. g A great many paper books, documents, and artifacts 
from the +4th to the +gth century have also been found in this area by the 
Chinese archaeological excavations in more recent years (Fig. 1062). h 

On the other hand, paper made in foreign lands may have been imported to 
China in the early Chin period. One source records that in +284 Ta Chhin 5 

a About three quarters of the books were recorded as phien in the section on literature in the Chhien Han Shu, 
ch. 30; cf. Tsien (2), pp. 92-3. 

b See discussions on the uses of paper and paper products on pp. 84ff. below. 
, Conrady (I), pp. 93, 99, 101; pis. 16:1-2,20:1,22:8. 
d Stein (4), vo!. 11, p. 674; Chavannes (12a), nos. 706-8. 
, These documents were first dated to the 3rd ye.r ofYiian-Chia 3 (+ 153) through an erroneous reading of 

Yung-Chia;' a revised dating ofYung-Chia (+307-13) is generally accepted; see Henning (2), pp. 601-15. 
r Cr. Yao Tshung-Wu (/), pp. 27-9. 
• Otani Kozui (/), preface. 
h Some twenty-six dated documents of + 346 to 907 have been scientifically analysed and studied for the raw 

materials and methods of their manufacture; see Phan Chi-Hsing (4), pp. 52 If. 
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Fig. 1062. Earliest extant version of the Co,!!"ueian Analeets with commentary of Cheng Hsiian, dated + 716. Paper 
manuscript copied by Pu Thien-Shou, 27 x 43.5 cm., on the back of an account book of the Thang period, found 
in Sinkiang. 

presented 30,000 rolls of honey fragrance paper (mi hsiang chih1 ) to the Chinese 
Emperor, who bestowed 10,000 rolls on Tu Yii2 (+222-84) for writing his 
commentary on the Confucian classics. a Scholars question that this paper orig
inated in Ta Chhin (the Roman Empire), but suppose that it was made in Indo
China of garco wood (Aquilaria agallocha) , and brought to China by Alexandrian 
merchants in lieu of articles from their home.b Another story relates that Emperor 
Wu (r. +265-90), bestowed upon Chang Hua3 (+232-300), for writing his Po 
Wu Chih4 (Record of the Investigation of Things), 10,000 pieces of intricate 
filament paper (chhih li chih5 ) sent as tribute from Nan-Yiieh7 (modern Vietnam).c 
Geographic proximity makes it likely that the craft of papermaking reached 
southern neighbours rather early, and paper made oflocal materials was brought 
to China as tribute to the Chinese emperor. 

Political stability, economic prosperity, and official fostering of scholarship in the 
Thang dynasty, all encouraged the increasing production and further improve-

, See Non Fong Tshoo Mu Chuong (HWTS), ch. 2, p. 60, attributed to Hsi Han' (+263-306). A recent study 
expresses doubt of the authenticity of its author and dating and says that stories similar to that of the honey 
fragrance paper occur in two Thang works; see Ma Thai-Lai (I), pp. 239-40; (1), pp. 199-202. Nevertheless, the 
importati~:m of exotic papers from foreign lands in the +3rd century must not be dismissed. 

b Hirth (t), pp. 274-5. 
, This story appears in the + 4th-century work Shih I Chi (HWTS), ch. 9, p. 7 b; its authenticity also has been 

questioned; see Chang Te-Chiin (1), p. 88. 
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ment of paper. The government not only selected the best paper for documents and 
other official uses, but also ordered certain districts in the country to manufacture 
paper of special quality known as kung chih 1 (tribute paper). According to historical 
records, no fewer than eleven districts of the empire sent such tribute paper to the 
government from time to time.a The Imperial Library at Chhang-an and later at 
Loyang had all its books written on the best paper, manufactured in Szechuan,b 
while special official positions were established in various academic institutions at 
the court to dye, mount, and treat paper for permanent preservation. The govern
ment also established many paper factories in the south along the Yangtze. More 
than ninety such factories were operated in the districts of modern Chiangsu, 
Chekiang, Anhui, Chiangsi, Hunan, and Szechuan. A standard kind of paper, in 
uniform sheets, known asyin chih2 (printing paper), was made for keeping accounts 
by shops, monasteries, and families of officials and the gentry. Stimulated by the 
economic growth of the empire, paper was increasingly used in foreign trade, on 
ceremonial occasions, in making wearing apparel, armour, household furnishings 
and appliances, and for other decorative and recreational uses. 

Many paper documents and books from the + 4th century onwards, survive in 
good condition. The earliest and largest collection of such books is that of more 
than 30,000 paper rolls dating from the +4th to the loth century, found in a stone 
cave at Tunhuang at the beginning of this century.c The construction of this cave, 
decorated with Buddhist sculptures and fresco paintings, was begun in about + 366 
and continued for several centuries. The paper rolls found in the cave in
cluded mostly Buddhist sutras with some Taoist and Confucian texts, government 
documents, business contracts, calendars, and such miscellaneous materials as 
anthologies, excerpts, dictionaries, glossaries, and models of letter-writing and 
composition, which must have been used by children of the monastic schools. The 
greater part of these materials are in Chinese, but some are in Sanskrit, Sogdian, 
Iranian, Uigur, and especially Tibetan. Except for a few specimens of early 
printing and rubbings, most are manuscripts made during the time from the Chin 
to the Five Dynasties, a period of some six hundred years, with most belonging to 
the Sui and Thang periods (Fig. 1063).d All of them were concealed or sealed away 
behind a wall of the stone cave, perhaps in the early + I Jth century, thus escaping' 

, See Hsin Thong Shu (ESSSjTW), ch. 41; pp. 1 0-22b; raan-Ho Chiin Hsien Chih (TSHCC), ch. 26, pp. 681-94, 
ch. 28, pp. 743-63. 

b See Chiu Thong Shu (ESSSjTW), ch. 47, p. 46b. 
, About 7000 rolls and 3000 fragments acquired by Aurel Stein in 1907 are in the British Museum, London; 

more than 3500 rolls collected in 1907 by Paul Pelliot are in th,,-Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris; a rew hundred rolls 
obtained by theJapanese expeditions in 1908-14 were kept in Otani K6zui's house near Kobe and are said to have 
been transferred to the Ryojun Museum in Dairen, Liao-ning; about IO,DaD rolls were removed in I909 to the 
Imperial Library in Peking; over 10,000 rolls, mostly fragments, acquired by Sergie F. Oldenburg in 1914-15, are 
in the Institute of the Peoples of Asia, Leningrad; and certain minor collections are scattered throughout the 
world; see Fujieda Akira (I) and (2); Su Ying-Hui (4), pp. 73-83. 

d For a summary of the content of the Tunhuang rolls, see Fujieda (2); Su Ying-Hui (4), pp. 25-68; for 
description of these documents see catalogues of various collections listed in Tsien (10), pp. 436-41. 
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injury from natural or artificial causes, and have remained in perfect condition. 

The commonest papers in the Tunhuang collection were made of hemp and 
paper mulberry, with a few of ramie and mulberry" Although literary sources 
indicate that bamboo and rattan also were used at this time, these materials were 
not found in Tunhuang, probably because both bamboo and rattan were grown in 
south China and not available in this border region. The papers of earlier periods, 
especially those made in the + 7th and 8th centuries, are reported to be generally 
thin, of unvarying thickness, highly finished, well sized, and stained yellow or 
brownish. Those oflater date, especially of the + loth century, show deteriorated 
quality. With rare exceptions, they are coarse, drab-coloured, and thick.b The rolls 
are made offrom ten to as many as twenty-eight sheets of paper, pasted together to 
form a long scroll, the beginning of which was covered with a piece of thick sheet 
that was attached to a roller at the end. The individual sheets average about one 
foot wide by two feet long, while some rolls are as much as twenty-three feet long.c 

The earliest sheets of paper were narrower, but the size gradually increased in the 
Sui and Thang dynasties. Sizes were variously uneven in the Five Dynasties period. 

(5) DEVELOPMENT OF PAPERMAKING FROM THE SUNG DYNASTY 

As the supply of rattan was gradually exhausted, the Sung dynasty made extensive
use of bamboo for papermaking. During this dynasty, the major manufacturing 
centres included those in Kuei-chi and Shan-chhi in modern Chekiang; Hsi-hsien, 
Hui-chou, and Chhi-chou in modern Anhui, Fu-chou in modern Chiangsi; and 
Chhengtu and Kuang-chhing in modern Szechuan, which had been a major centre 
for papermaking since the Thang. It was said that, in the + tenth century, some of 
its skilful papermakers were recruited by Li Yii (+937-78), ruler of the Southern 
Thang, to go to Nanking to make the time-honoured paper bearing the name of his 
palace.d After the fall of the Southern Thang, however, these craftsmen migrated to 
other cities in the lower Yangtze valley, where new centres for papermaking were 
developed to compete with those in Szechuan. Fei Chu (ft. + 1265) said that papers 
manufactured in Anhui, Chiangsu, and Chekiang were sold for as much as three 
times the price of those made in Szechuan, but people liked the fine, thin sheets of 
the imported paper better than the heavy local product: 

For the various needs of the government, the levy of tribute paper continued. It is 
recorded that the prefecture of Hsin-an (modern Hsi-hsien, Anhui) sent some 
1,500,000 sheets of paper of seven varieties to the capital as tribute each year before 

• Some fifteen documents dated +-406 to + 99r in the British Museum, analysed by Clapperton (r), p. r8, are 
reported to be dominantly paper mulberry; thirty-two specimens dated +259 to +960 in the Peking collection 
are mostly of hemp; see Phan Chi-Hsing (2), pp. 40-1. 

b The average thickness of papers of early Thang is measured at -002--005 inch, and of later Thang at 
-008--or2 inch; see Clapperton (r), p. r8_ 

o See an analytical study with tabulation in Phan Chi-Hsing (2), pp. 39-42-
d For the making of the Chhen Hsin Thang paper for painting and calligraphy, see p_ 90 below. 
, See Chien Chih Phu (TSHCC) , p- 3. 
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+ I 10r. In that year, the Emperor reduced the quota because sending extra large 
sheets of paper caused a heavy burden on the people. To supply its needs for paper 
money, exchange certificates, and other uses, the government also established 
many large paper factories of its own. For the printing of paper money alone, 
several factories were operated in Hui-chou, Chheng-tu, Hangchow, and An-chhi. 
In + I 175, the Hangchow factory, for example, employed more than a thousand 
daily workers. a Fei Chu said that in Chheng-tu there was a temple to Tshai Lun 
where he was worshipped by several hundred families engaged in papermaking, all 
of whom resided in a village some five miles south of the city.b Farmers attracted by 
the profits of papermaking were leaving their fields to take employment in paper 
mills because of the increasing demand for paper to be burned for spirit sacrifices, 
and for other uses.c 

After printing became popular in the Sung, the need for large quantities of paper 
for making books further stimulated the development of the paper industry. Not 
only did the National Academy (Kuo Tzu Chien1) in Khaifeng and later in 
Hangchow engage in large-scale publishing, but many private families and trade 
agents in Chhengtu, Hangchow, and Chien-yang also engaged in printing and 
papermaking. Also popular in the Sung was the making of inked squeezes from 
stone and bronze inscriptions, since interest in traditional archaeology was de
veloping at this time. Indeed, scholars might possess as many as several thousand 
rolls of such squeezes as treasures in their collections.d To meet the special needs of 
painting and calligraphy, a kind of paper in extra large sheets, known as phi-chih, 2 

was specially made. Su I-chien (+957-95) described the making of a sheet of 
paper fifty feet long in Hui-chou. The hold ofa ship was used as a vat, and some fifty 
workers joined in lifting the screen-mould in time to the beating of a drum. This 
paper was dried over a big brazier instead of on a wall as was usual, in order to 
make the sheet even. e Many other varieties of paper were perfected in the Sung, 
including the famous Golden-Grain paper (Chin-su chien3 ) for copying Buddhist 
sutrasf Comments by the famous calligrapher Mi Fu ( + 105 I - I 107) indicate that 
papers made at this time were generally of excellent quality, white, smooth, and 
absorbent, most suitable for artistic purposes.g It was during this time that paper 
was first named as one of the four treasures of a scholar's studio (wen fang ssu pao4 ) , 

on which a famous treatise was written by Su I-chi~n in +986. 
The Mongols are credited with the further spread of paper and paper products 

, See Hsin An Chih (1888 ed.), ch. 2, pp. 30-31 a. 
b Chien Chih Phu, p. I. 
, See a memorial by Liao Kang (+ I071 to + II43) in Kao Feng Wen Chi (SKCS), ch. I, pp. 15a-qb. 
d Ouyang Hsiu' (+ 1007-72) listed a thousand rolls of rubbings in his Chi Ku Lu,' and Chao Ming-chheng' 

( + 108 I - II 2g) had some 2000 rolls in his collection, as noted in Li Chhing-chao's preface to the Chin Shih Lu.' 
, Wen Fang Ssu Phu (TSHCC) , p. 53. 
( See Chin Su Chien Shua (TSHCC), pp. 127-30. 
'. See Phing Chih Thieh, also known as Shih Chih Shuo, in MSTS, vol. 6, pp. 305-7. 
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westwards and elsewhere. Marco Polo was among the early European visitors to 
China who witnessed the wide circulation of paper money and the extravagant 
burning of paper effigies and replicas as offerings to the dead in the empire of 
Genghis Khan. An Arabian writer, Ahmed Sibab Eddin (+ 1245-1338), twice 
mentioned Chinese paper money in his book based on the eyewitness reports of 
others.a Through intermediate steps, papermaking was introduced to Europe in 
the + 12th century. Subsequent to this, Mongol conquests resulted in the first issues 
of paper money in Persia in the 13th century, and in Korea and Vietnam in the 
14th century, while Japan also used paper money during this period. About this 
time, too, playing cards and other paper products were introduced to Europe, 
possibly through the Arab world. b 

Throughout the Ming dynasty, papermaking continued to develop to meet the 
demands of the government and for general use in writing, publishing, art, and 
daily life. Bamboo became the predominant material in Ming papermaking, 
especially in the wide region bordering Chekiang, Chiangsi, and Fukien, where 
enormous bamboo groves were grown on mountains and along streams. A Ming 
gazette records that no fewer than thirty paper mills were operated in the town of 
Shih-thang (in Chhien-shan, Chiangsi), each with one or two thousand workers; a 
total of some fifty or sixty thousand people were engaged in the making of paper 
there in + 1597.c It was said that papermaking was the only profitable handicraft 
in Chhien-shan, whence paper was traded to all parts of the country. 

The various departments of the government requisitioned all kinds of paper for 
different purposes. The administrative code of the Ming dynasty records that 
314,950 sheets of all varieties of paper were requisitioned by the Board of Works. 
Paper for legal use was acquired each season and reported at the end of each year. 
For the civil service examinations, 16,800 sheets of paper known as pang chih 2 were 
requisitioned each year, with 1400 additional sheets required if an intercalary 
moon occurred. A total of 1,200,000 sheets of such paper, specified to be 4 feet 4 
inches long and 4 feet wide, were requisitioned from all provinces every ten years to 
be kept in storage for official use. If this were not sufficient, other kinds of paper, of 
irregular sizes, might be substituted. In 1537,d the price of pang chih was 0'1 tael of 
silver per 100 sheets, and of lung li 3 paper was 0'4 tael per 100. 

For printing exchange certificates for tea, salt, and other commodities, a total of 
1,500,000 sheets was required to be sent in by various producing provinces. The 
quota set in I393 included 380,000 sheets from Chihli, 250,000 from Chekiang, 
200,000 from Chiangsi, 170,000 from Hunan and Hupei, 150,000 fro'm Shensi, 
100,000 each from Shansi and Pei-phing, 55,000 each from Shantung and Honan, 

, See translation by Ch. Schefer (2), pp. 17,20. 
b See Carter (I), pp. 183-8; also pp. gglf. below. 
, See Chhien Shu' (Wan-Li cd.), ch. I; Pheng Tse-I (I), I, p. I!. 
d See Ta Ming Hu; Tien (I589 cd.), ch. Ig5, pp. 4b-S b. 
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and 40,000 from Fukien. When the papers were delivered they were carefully 
checked by the specifications and then deposited in storage until needed. In 1422, it 
was decreed that if the quality of paper did not meet the standards the same 
amount would be required for replacement. In 1424, the paper from Fukien did 
not meet the specifications, and the official responsible for requisitions was 
punished by the provincialjudge. a 

The first detailed description of the manufacturing process was made at the end 
of the Ming dynasty, when a chapter on papermaking was included in the Thien 
Kung Khai Wu (The Exploitation of the Works of Nature), written around 1637 
by Sung Ying-Hsin.b This is probably one of the most important records of the 
technology of papermaking ever made. At abou t the same time as this book, several 
albums of ornamental stationery with multi-coloured designs were produced. 
Poems, notes, private correspondence, and certain contracts were all written on 
such elegantly and beautifully designed note papers. All these testify to the progress 
toward artistic and technical excellence of papermaking in the Ming dynasty. 

Numerous books and documents written or printed on a great variety of paper in 
the Ming and Chhing dynasties survive today, as well as works of painting and 
calligraphy, and examples of articles made of various kinds of paper. For docu
mentary use in the Manchu court, highly decorated fancy papers were specified in 
detail in the administrative code of the Chhing government. In 1644, when the first 
Manchu emperor came to the throne, it was ordered that stiff yellow paper in two 
layers should be used for the announcement of successful candidates in the palace 
examination for the chin-shih degree. Three grades of ornamental paper were used 
for imperial orders: golden dragon fragrant paper in four layers mixed with 
sandalwood sawdust; painted dragon paper with fragrant ink in three layers, and 
paper of dragon edge design in two layers printed with fragrant ink. For scrolls for. 
bestowing honours to be inherited, 1000 rolls of paper were ordered in 1738. Three 
hundred of these were 30-40 feet long, 100 were 100 feet, and some were as long as 
500 feet. c The compilation and production under imperial auspices of the famous 
grand encyclopaedia Thu Shu Chi Chheng 1 in 5050 volumes, presented to the 
emperor in 1725, and of the huge collection of four branches ofliterature, Ssu Khu 
Chhuan Shu 2 in some 36,275 volumes of over two million double pages, with its 
subsequent duplication in seven hand-written copies in the 1780s, required ex
tensive supplies of high-grade paper. A special kind of fine and sturdy white paper 
made in Khai-hua, Chekiang, was especially selected for printing the books at the 
Wu Ying Tien,3 which were known as palace editions (tien pan4

). 

The recent discovery of some stone tablets containing regulations for the man
agement of paper factories has revealed working conditions and wages of paper 

a Ta Ming Hui Tien, ch. 195, pp. 4b-5b. 
b See tr. Sun & Sun (I), pp. 223-32, and discussion on pp. 69 ff. below. 
, See Ta Chhing Hui Tien Shih Li (1899 ed.), ch. 940, p. 4a,b. 
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workers in the early Chhing period. One tablet from Soochow, of 1794, says that 
some thirty-six paper factories employing more than 800 workers were operating in 
the three districts ofShang-yiian, Chhang-chou, and Wu-hsien in the prefecture of 
Soochow. Most of the workers came from nearby Chiang-ning (Nanking) and 
Chen-chiang. Every three to six factories in and outside the city were organised into 
a ward for the purpose of enforcing the regulations and inspecting the working 
conditions within each ward. The workers included permanent technicians, tem
porary employees, and apprentices, who were managed by a superintendent and 
foremen and watched over by inspectors. Workers received a monthly allowance of 
7.2 chhien1 in 1757 and I.2 tad of silver in 1794, in addition to room and board." 
Wages were counted by the piece at the rate of600 sheets per working day, not by 
the number of days in a month. A monthly bonus of '45 chhien was awarded to 
workers who put in extra hours or exceeded their quota of production. Apprentices 
received a stipend and were qualified after an indenture ofthree years. The names 
of all workers were registered in a factory roster, and they were not allowed to 
transfer to another factory if dismissed for violation of working regulations. They 
were required for moral reasons to stay in the factory dormitory at night. 

Another tablet, dated 1757, concerning an agreement by thirty-four paper 
factories of the same three districts in Soochow reveals that each paper dyer was 
paid '24 chhien per day for dyeing 700 sheets of green paper, and a bonus of'5 chhien 
for every additional 700 sheets. For loOO sheets of red paper the pay was '2 I chhien, 
with'5 chhien for every additional lOOO red sheets. The tablet records some twenty
three different rates for dyeing different kinds of paper. b 

The time-honoured handicraft of papermaking in China suffered a rapid decline 
after the market was invaded by foreign papers in the middle of the 19th century. 
As the historian Liu Chin-Tsa04 remarked, production of handmade paper was 
slow, and its price was high; it was not suitable for machine printing and could not 
compete with machine-made papers from foreign countries. The greatest con
sumption of paper at that time was for printing newspapers and for wrapping, but 
handmade paper, which could not be printed on both sides, was not suitable for 
newspapers. Moreover, imported wrapping paper at fifteen cents a pound was 
cheaper than mao-pien 5 at twenty-six cents. In Chhien-shan (in Chiangsi), for 
example, paper production was worth half a million tads of silver each year before 
the end of the 19th century. Mter the introduction offoreign papers, the business 
dropped to less than loO,OOO taels. In Shih-chheng (Chiangsi), eighty to ninety per 

a The complete text of this tablet is given in Liu Yung·Chheng (3), pp. 85-7; according to a local record of 
a bout the same period, the factory employed a team of four workers for each vat-one each to lift, pound, check, 
and dry. Another source records that monthly wages were 5 chhien in Fukien in 1769; 900 wen in Chiangsi in 1783 
and in Chekiangin 1807; and 1200 wen in Shensi in 181$ see PhengTse-I (E), pp. 396-7. In the Chhing dynasty, 
the unit chhien' equalled one-tenth of one tae! (liang,' or Chinese ounce), and 1000 pieces of cash (wen,3 or copper) 
equalled one tae! of silver. 

b See partial text reported in WWTK, 1957, no. 9, pp. 38-9; the cost of rice was mentioned in one tablet as I.5 

tael of silver per picul in + 1716. 

'li:l! 2ffi 
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cent of the handmade paper mills had closed by the beginning of the twentieth 
century. " 

(c) TECHNOLOGY AND PROCESSES OF PAPERMAKING 

THE TECHNICAL aspects of paper making include the materials, tools, and methods 
of manufacture. From ancient times Chinese papermakers had wisely selected 
almost all the kinds of plants known to the modern paper industry as producing the 
best of fibres and yet being most economical in cost. The application of chemical 
agents for sizing, loading, coating, colouring and dyeing was also known to them 
not long after paper was invented. The use of water as an inexpensive agent 
contributed not only to the swelling and bonding of the fibres but also to the 
increase of the mechanical strength of the paper. Such utensils as the vat, mould, 
and press used many centuries ago in China are still basic to modern papermaking, 
as well as the processes of maceration, washing, lifting, pressing, and drying. 
Historians of paper have agreed that the ancient principles and practices of 
papermaking are the basis upon which modern paper machines are designed and 
operated. The following pages will examine in detail some of these traditional 
ma terials, tools, and methods used before the coming of the machine age in Chinese 
papermaking. 

(1) RAW MATERIALS FOR PAPER MAKING 

According to studies of existing specimens and documentary evidence, a broad 
variety of vegetable fibres was used as raw material for papermaking in China. 
Almost all plants produce fibres, but only those rich in cellulose, abundant in 
supply, easy to treat, and cheap in cost are most suitable. Especially satisfactory 
are those plants containing higher yields of long cellulose but lower in binding 
substances, which must be eliminated in the process of maceration. These materials 
include the bast plants, such as hemp, jute, flax, ramie, and rattan; tree bark of 
mulberry and paper mulberry; grasses, such as bamboo, reeds, and stalks of rice 
and wheat; and such fibres as cotton. Hemp and cotton are probably the best, 
producing the highest yiel", of pure fibres, but as they were needed primarily for 
the textile industry, paper mulberry and bamboo became the chief raw-materials 
for papermaking in China. 

Chronologically speaking, hemp was probably the earliest material used for 
papermaking from the Former Han (-206-+8), followed by paper mulberry 
from the Later Han ( + 25-220), rattan from the Chin ( + 265-420), bamboo from 
the middle of the Thang (+618-906), and straw probably from before the Sung 
dynasty (+ 960- 1 280). Except for hemp, which was no longer used in large 
quantity after the Thang, and for rattan, the supply of which was exhausted since 

a See Liu Chin-Tsao (1), pp_ 11306, 11314-15, 11419-20-
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Fig. 1064. Hemp and its fibres ( x 67, from the Former Han specimen found at Fu-Feng, Shensi in (978). 

the early Sung, these materials have been continued in use until today. The use of 
raw fibres for papermaking varied a great deal according to the local production of 
the materials. Su I-Chien1 (+ 957-95), author of the first treatise on paper, said 
that ~emp was used in Szechuan, bamboo in Chiangsu and Chekiang, mulberry 
bark In the north, rattan in Shan-chhi, and seaweed by the people in the south. 
Paper made of wheat stalks and rice straw by the people of Chekiang was brittle 
and thin; and that of wheat stalks mixed with rattan from Yii-chhiian was the best." 
This seems to be true both of earlier as well as later times. 

(i) Hemp,jule,jlax, and ramie 

The plants which yield the richest and strongest bast fibres were the earliest 
materials used in Chinese papermaking known to us. The major varieties of the 
bast-yielding group are hemp (Cannabis saliva), known in Chinese as la ma 2 , jute 
(Corchorus capsilaris) or huang ma 3, flax (Linum perenne) ,ya ma4, and ramie or China 
grass (Boehmeria nivea) , chu ma'. They were grown in all parts of China, especially in 
the northern and western regions. Ancient Chinese documents refer to all of these 
varieties as ma, which has generally been rendered as hemp (Fig. ro64). This was 
probably the earliest fibre plant used for clothing in China before the extensive use 
of cotton fibres for textiles ever since the Ming dynasty. Ramie or China grass is a 
perennial plant. Sung Ying-Hsing (c. + 1600-60) described two varieties of ramie, 
green and yellow. Their stems could be cut two or three times each year; from these 
fibres were obtained materials for making summer clothing, curtains, and mos-

a Wen Fang Ssu Phu (TSHCC), p_ 53-
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quito nets. a Most of the ancient papers were made either of used materials or raw 
fibres from these bast plants. 

The oldest paper specimens of the Han dynasty discovered in Lop-nor, Pa
chhiao, Chii-yen, and other places were all made ofhempb. Those papers from the 
+ 3rd to the + 8th century found in Sinkiang consist of, besides mulberry bark, 
chiefly raw and fabricated fibres of hemp, flax, and China grass. C The manuscripts 
found in Tunhuang, dating from the +4th to the + loth century, were also made 
chiefly of hemp, jute, and China grass.d 

Hemp paper, which is described as pliable but tough, fine and waterproof,was 
especially popular for use in calligraphy, bookmaking, and official documents. It 
was used for writing by noted artists and for manuscripts in the Chin dynasty. 
Those produced in Szechuan in different sizes and colours were especially chosen 
by the Thang court for writing decrees, daily instructions and orders, and other 
official documents! It is said that the scholars in the Academy of Assembled 
Worthies (Chi Hsien Shu Y iianl ) were provided every month by the court with 5000 
sheets of hemp paper made in Szechuanf In the Khai-yiian period (+ 713-42), all 
the books in the imperial collections in the two capitals were written on hemp paper 
made in I-chou2 (modern Szechuan).g No specific mention of hemp paper is found 
after the Thang dynasty. It is assumed that since then hemp has not been the chief 
material for papermaking. The reason why it was the first material used in 
papermaking was the discovery that a sheet of hemp and similar fibres drained on a 
mat gave paper. Hemp was also used for papermaking in Europe before the early 
19th century, when wood pulp was commercialised, though even today, many 
high-quality papers are still made of hemp. However, being more in demand in 
China as a material for textiles, ropes, and other uses, it was gradually replaced by 
rattan and especially bamboo since the time of the Thang dynasty. 

(ii) Rattan 

The climbing rattan (Calmus rotang) (Fig. 1065) is known to have been used for 
making paper in certain regions in China, especially in the southeastern part 
corresponding to modern Chekiang and Chiangsi, where paper made of this plant, 
known as theng chih 3, was popular for almost a thousand years. The origin of the use 
of rattan for papermaking may be traced back to the + 3rd century at Shan-chhi 4 

(modern Chheng-hsien, Chekiang), where rattan plants were said to have spread 

, Thien Kung Khai Wu (KHCP), p. 39; cf. tr. Sun & Sun (I), p. 63. 
b Phan Chi-Hsing (3), pp. 47-9. 
, Cr. Hoernle (I), pp. 665ff.; Carter (I), pp. 6-7; Phan Chi-Hsing (4), pp. 54-5, reports over 90 per cent of 

paper specimens found in this area are made of hemp materials. 
d See the analytical studies ofTunhuang papers by Clapperton (I), p. 18; Giles (17); Phan Chi-Hsing (2), 

pp. 40 -1. 

, Thang Liu Tien (1836 ed.), ch. 9, p. 66a. r Hsin Thang Shu (ESSS/TW), ch. 57, p. 2b. 
• Chiu Thang Shu (ESSS/TW), ch. 47, p. 46b. 
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Fig. 1065. Rattan and its fibres (x 50). 

over hundreds of miles on the mountains along the Shan-chhi river. The old paper 
made of rattan from Shan-chhi has been called Shan theng \ or rattan paper ofShan
chhi. Fan Ning 2 ( + 339-40 I), a native ofHonan and art official who served in the 
capital, said that locally made paper was not suitable for official documents and it 
was ordered that rattan and bark paper be used instead." 

Rattan paper became most popular in the Thang dynasty and the area of its 
production was greatly extended beyond Shan-chhi to many neighbouring dis
tricts in Chekiang and Chiangsi. During the first part of the +8th century, it was 
recorded in official gazetteers and other documents that paper was an item oflocal 
tribute from some eleven districts, including Hangchow, Chhii-chou, Wu-chou (in 
modern Chekiang), and Hsin-chou (in modern Chiangsi), b from where rattan 
paper was exclusively sent, some of the districts being said to have sent as many as 
6000 sheets at one time. A special variety of rattan paper made in Yu-chhiian3 

village of Hangchow, known as 'Yu-chhiian paper' was especially popular. 
Rattan paper, described as smooth, durable, with fine texture, and in different 

colours, was selected for bookmaking, documents, calligraphy, and other uses. The 
administrative codes of the Thang dynasty specified that the white rattan paper be 
used for decrees on bestowing, requisition, and punishment; blue for sacrificial 
messages at the Taoist temple Thai Chhing Kung"; and yellow for imperial 
instructions and orders.c The famous calligrapher Mi Fu 5 (+ J051-1 107) said: 

, Quoted in Pei Thang Shu Chhao (1888 ed.), ch. 104, p. 5b. 
b See Yiian-Ho Chiin Hsien Thu Chih (TSHCC), ch. 26, pp. 681-94; ch. 28, pp. 743-63 . 
, Han Lin Chih (BCSH), p. 3 a. 

l~. 'm* 3~_ 4*.~ '*M 
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'The back of the rattan paper from Thai-chou can be written on, since it is smooth 
and hairless. It is the best in the world and can never be matched." It was also used 
for making bags to preserve tea-leaves after roasting, because its firm texture 
prevented loss offlavour.b 

Since the rattan plant grew naturally in a limited area and its growth was slow as 
compared with that of hemp, which can be harvested in one year, or of paper 
mulberry, in three years, the supply of rattan was gradually exhausted. However, 
the process was gradual, and when rattan was exhausted in Shan-chhi during the 
Sung dynasty, the centre of production shifted from the western to the eastern part 
of Chekiang. Rattan paper made in Thien-thai, known as Thai theng 2, then became 
popular, as well as that ofYu-chhiian. After the Sung there followed a gradual 
decline of the use of rattan; this was due to several reasons. One was the growing use 
of bamboo which replaced rattan and hemp as the chief raw material for paper
making after the middle of the Thang dynasty. Another was simply the exhaustion 
of the supply of the mater.ial due to excessive cutting without proper cultivation. 
Many writers lamented this, and a Thang scholar-official, Shu Yiian-Yii1 (d. 835), 
satirised people who frequently wrote millions of worthless words, thus killing the 
growth of rattan. C 

(iii) Paper mulberry and mulberry 

Paper mulberry (kU,3 chhu,4 or kOU,5d Broussonetia papyrifera) is a shrub which grows 
naturally in many parts of China (see Fig. 1066). Chinese records reveal its 
cultivation, manufacture, trade, and use for making cloth from very early times; 
indeed, Ssuma Chhien says in the Annals of Yin that 'mulberry and paper 
mulberry were grown together,.e Poems mentioning paper mulberry written in the 
-9th or -8th century are included in the Book of Poetry. f In commenting on this 
classic, Lu Chi6 ( + 3rd century) says: 

Paper mulberry was called ku sang7 or ehhu sang 8 by people in Yu-chou (in North China); ku 
in Ching, Yang, Chiao, and Kuang provinces (in South China); and ehhu in Chung-chou 
(in Central China). Both mulberry and paper mulberry were grown together during the 
Chung-Tsl'~g period [- 1637 to - 1563] of the Shang dynasty. Nowadays; the people in 
the south of the Yangtze River use its bark to make cloth and also pound it into paper, 

a Shu Shih (TSHCC), p. 20. 
b Chha ehing (HCTr) , ch.2, p. 2 b. 
, See his essay, 'The Lament of the Old Rattan ofShan-chhi' in CMiian Thang Wen (1818), ch. 727, pp. 20a-2Ib. 

d Ku, chhu , and kou (also pronounced ku) are said to be the same tree but with different names; others say they 
are different species from the same mulberry family but with slightly different shapes of leaves; see Laufer (I), 
P·558. 

, Shih Chi (ESSS{TW) , ch. 3, p. 7a. 
r See Mao Shih (SPTK), ch. I I, pp. 4a, 5b; cf. te. Legge (8), pp. 297, 301. 

'm 
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Fig. 1066. Paper mulberry and its fibres ( x 50). The stumps near the roots of the tree were made by previous 
cutting. 

called paper mulberry paper (ku phi ehih'), several tens of feet in length, pure white and 
shining." 

The earliest reference to the use of tree bark for papermaking is found in the 
biography of Tshai Lun in the History ojthe Later Han Dynasty. It does not specify 
what kind of tree bark, but Tung Pa 2 of the early + 3rd century said that 'The 
Eastern Capital (Loyang) has the paper of Marquis Tshai, which was the paper 
made by Tshai Lun; that made of used hemp is called hemp paper; that of tree bark 
ku chih 3 (paper mulberry paper); and that of used nets net paper.' b 

The earliest literature which described the methods of planting and harvesting 
the shrub and the treatment of its bark is included in an ancient work' on agricul-

• Cf. Mao Shih CMao Mu Niao Shou Chhung Yii Su (TSHCC), pp. 29-30; Chung-Tsung' is the temple name of the 
Shang ruler Thai-Wu.' 

b A quotation from Yii Fu Chih in TPYL, ch. 605, p. 72. 
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ture and farming by Chia Ssu-Hsieh l (fl. + 553-9), a magistrate of Kao-yang 
district in modern Shantung. The chapter on planting the paper mulberry says: 

The eMu (paper mulberry) should be planted in very good ground along the streams in a 
valley. In the autumn, when the fruits of paper mulberry are ripe, collect them abundantly, 
wash, clean, and dry in the sun. Till the ground thoroughly. In the second month, after the 
soil is ploughed, sow seeds of the tree mixed with those of flax and smooth the ground with 
labour. In the autumn and winter, the flax is not to be cut to keep the paper mulberry 
warm. [If this is not done, the tree will in most cases die of cold.] In the first month of the 
next year, cut the trunks close to the ground and burn them. Thus the trees will grow taller 
than a man after one year.[Ifnot burnt, it grows leaner and slower.] The tree can be cut 
for use after three years. [If cut in less than three years, the skin will be too thin and not 
suitable for use.] 

The method of cutting: The best time for cutting is in the twelfth month, or the next best, 
the fourth month. [If cut at other times, the paper mulberry usually withers and dies.] In 
the first month of every year, burn the ground with fire. [The dry leaves on the ground will 
be enough for burning. If not burnt, it will not grow luxuriantly.] In the middle of the 
second month, select and weed out the weak ones. [Weeding is to enrich the trees and to 
preserve enough strength and moisture in the ground.] Those transplanted should also be 
planted in the second month and cut every three years. [If not cut by three years, there will 
be loss of money and no profit.] 

If the trees are sold on the ground, labour is saved but profit will be less: selling the bark 
after boiling and peeling is more laborious but profitable. [The wood is useful as fuel.] If the 
bark can be used for making the paper by oneself, the profit will be even higher. Those who 
plant 30 mou2 can harvest 10 mou every year, thus the field can be rotated every three years 
and make an annual income equal to one hundred phi3• of silk. b 

This short passage points out that paper mulberry was domesticated by farmers 
who planted the tree primarily for producing raw materials for papermaking and 
that the process of boiling and peeling the tree bark was the first step in making 
paper. It was a highly profitable farm subsidiary to combine planting the tree and 
then for the farmer to manufacture paper as a handicraft. The use of paper 
mulberry bark for papermaking may have been influenced by acquaintance with 
its earlier use in China for making bark cloth.c Mulberry paper was very popular in 
the Chin dynasty and continued in the Thang and later times, since many of the 
manuscripts discovered in Tunhuang and Turfan are reported to be made of eMu 
bark. d I t was the chief paper used for paper money, known as eMu ehhao,4 for 
clothing and furnishings, for mounting windows, for book covers, and for other uses 
in all times. 

Mulberry (sang, 5 Morus alba) is ~ native of China chiefly cultivated for the culture 
of silkworms. Marco Polo said that Chinese paper money was made of ' the bark of 

• One phi equals 40 feet, according to ShUl! Wen and Wei Shu (ESSS/TW), ch. 110, p. 4b. 
b Chhz Mm .rao Shu (TSHC~), ch. 5, pp. 92-3; cc.. new commentaries and punctuation by Shih Sheng-Han (I). 

The passag:s In brackets are In smaller characters m the text, apparently explanation by the author or an early 
commentator. 

, See Ling Shun-Sheng (7), pp. 2-5, 29-31; also discussion on pp. lO9f!'. below. 
d Cf. Wang Ming (I), p. 120. 
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certain trees, in fact of the mulberry tree'. a Bretschneider argued that 'He seems to 
be mistaken. Paper in China is not made from mulberry-trees, but from the 
Broussonetia papyrifera.' b To prove that bark of the mulberry tree, as well as that of 
paper mulberry, was used as a material for papermaking, Laufer cited a number of 
authorities to prove that 'Marco Polo is perfectly correct: not only did the Chinese 
actually manufacture paper from the bark of the mulberry-tree (Morus alba), but 
also it was this paper which was preferred for the making of paper money'.c 

Chinese sources testify that the mulberry tree was and is still used for paper
making. Su I-Chien (+957-95) said that paper was made from the bark of the 
mulberry tree (sang-phi l ) by the people in the north.d The History of the Ming Dynasty 
also specifies that paper money was 'made of mulberry fibre (sang jang 2

) in 
rectangular sheets, one foot long and six inches wide, the material being of a 
greenish colour,' e and a levy of some two million catties of mulberry bark for 
manufacture of paper money in 1644, apparently because of inflation, almost 
provoked the peasants into rebellionf Sung Ying-Hsing (c. 1600-60) mentions 
that 'mulberry fibre paper (sangjang ehih) , made from the bark of mulberry trees, is 
extremely thick and smooth; that produced in east Chekiang is necessary to the silk 
producers in the lower Yangtze region for repositories for silkworm eggs'. g Even 
today, the mulberry is described as 'produced in all provinces in China and its bark 
is a very good material for papermaking'. h 

(iv) Bamboo 

This plant was extensively cultivated in China, except for the extreme northern 
part of the country (Fig. 1067). In ancient times it was grown probably as far north 
as the provinces along the Yellow River, but was later driven much farther south 
by change of climate or by deforestation. It is now abundantly grown in the 
Yangtze valley and the provinces to the south, especially Chiangsu, Chekiang, 
Fukien, and Kuangtung. Because of its long fibres, rapid growth, and low cost, it 
has been a major source of raw fibres for papermaking ever since the middle of the 
Thang dynasty. j 

a Yule (I), p. 423. b Bretschneider (ID), vo\. I, p. 4. 
, Laufer (I), pp. 560-3, cites among others S.]ulien, Ahmed Sibab Eddin, Aurel Stein,]. Weisner, and some 

Chinese works to prove that 'good Marco Polo is cleared, and his veracity and exactness have been established 
again'. 

d Wen FangSsu Phu (TSHCC), p. 53. ' Ming Shih (ESSS/TW), ch. 81, p. 1. 

r Ni Wen-Cheng Kung Nien Phu (TSHCC), p. 60; Jih Chih Lu (TSHCC), ch. 4, p. lO3. 
• Thien Kung Khai Wu (KHCP), p. 219; cf. tr. Sun & Sun (I), p. 230; Laufer (I), p. 561, n. 1-2, quotes S.]ulien 

that 'according to the notions of the Chinese, everything made from hemp, like cord and weavings, is banished 
from the establishments where silkworms are reared'; and adds 'There seems to be a sympathetic relation between 
the silkworm feeding on the leaves of mulberry and the mulberry paper on which the cocoons of the females are 
placed'. h Yii Chheng-hung & Li Yiin (I), p. 37; pI. XXXIV . 

I A theory that bamboo paper existed in Chin dynasty (+ 265-420) is generally considered invalid. It is based 
on a statement, in Tung Thien Chhing Lu by Chao Hsi-Ku (fI. + 1225-64), that 'genuine' specimens of the work of 
the famous calligraphers Wang Hsi-Chih and his son Wang Yin-Chih were written on bamboo paper with 
l:torizontal screen-marks, made in Kuei-chi ofmoclern Chekiang. But the same author mentions later in the same 
work that these 'genuine' specimens from the two Wangs were no longer extant in his time. Thus the specimens 
must actually have been imitations made later. 

1 ~Ei: 2 ~. 
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Fig. 1067. Bamboo and its fibres (x 50). Painting by courtesy ofMr N. H. Cbang, Thaipei. 

The earliest reference to the use of bamboo for making paper in China is found in 
a book by the Thang historian Li Chao1 (H. +806-20), who said that 'bamboo 
paper (chu chien 2) was made in Shao-chou3 (in modern Kuangtung),.a His con
temporary Tuan Kung-Iu4 (H. +850) also mentioned the use of 'bamboo
membrane paper' produced in Mu-chou5 of modern Chekiang. b Since the first use 
of the material must have been earlier than the recorded date, it is assumed that 
bamboo was first used in papermaking not later than the middle of the Thang, or 
the second half of the + 8th century. Apparently it was developed as a substitute for 
hemp, which was a chief material for textiles, and for rattan which, as we havejust 
seen, was almost exhausted at the end of the Thang dynasty. 

The use of bamboo probably originated in Kuangtung, where the plant grew 
abundantly in the warm and humid climate. The method had spread to Chekiang 
and Chiangsu by the Sung dynasty, but the technique of making bamboo paper 
seemed to be still in the initial stage of experiment and the product was not by then 
perfected. As Su I-Chien said, paper was made of young shoots of bamboo in the 
Chiangsu and Chekiang area in his time, but no one could fold it if written with 
small characters, as it would break when touched, and could not be refolded. c The 

, Thang Kw Shih Pu (CTPS), cb. 3, p. ISb. 
b Pei Hu Lu (HPIS), cb. 3, p. 7b. , Wen Fang Ssu Phu (TSHCC), p. 56. 
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great poet Su Shih1 (+ 1032-1 101) said, 'Modern people use bamboo for making 
paper, which was not done in ancient times." Another Sung author, Chou Mi 2 

(+ 1232-98), said that the use of bamboo paper began in the Shun-hsi period 
( + I 174-89). b This suggests that bamboo paper was unknown in his locality until 
the second part of the + 12th century. A local gazetteer of Kuei-chi 3 (in modern 
Chekiang), compiled in + 1201, records: 'The name ofi'attan paper ofShan-chhi 
was the earliest to come, seaweed paper next, and bamboo paper has become 
popular throughout the world only recently.' C 

From the literary records, we may conclude that bamboo paper was invented in 
the latter part of the +8th century and not yet perfected in the loth century, but 
the product from Shan-chhi, with many different varieties and colours, became 
popular, especially with artists, toward the end of the 12th or beginning of the 13th 
century. It is still not clear, however, how bamboo paper was developed during the 
long period between its initiation in the 8th and its perfection in the 12th century. 
But the description in the gazetteer suggests that the method of preparing the 
bamboo fibres was apparently borrowed through the long experience in the use of 
rattan. 

(v) Other materials 

Besides the major materials discussed above, many other plants were used. The 
most common fibres were from the stalks of rice and wheat. The process of making 
straw paper (tshao chih4) was much simpler than that for other materials. Since 
these fibres are tender, less time was required for beating in preparation. A Sung 
author said straw was used in Chekiang, and produced the best paper ifmixed with 
rattan.d Sung Ying-Hsing mentions the mixing of rice stalks with bamboo fibres to 
make wrapping paper. e It is said that the straw first receives a preliminary 
pounding and then, after saturation in a lime solution, is buried in a trench. When 
properly disintegrated, the straw is removed and placed in porous cloth bags, 
which in turn are suspended in a running stream so that the fibres may be cleansed 
of all particles oflime. f Straw is still one of the raw materials most used for making 
paper for wrapping, burning,and sanitary purposes. 

The blue sandalwood (Pteroceltis tartarinowii, Maxim.), known in Chinese as 
chhing than 5 (Fig. 1068), was the major material for making the famous Hsilan chih 6 

for painting and calligraphy. It is made from the bark of the than tree grown 
primarily in the Hsiian-chheng area and manufactured in Chin-hsien; both were 
under Hsiian-chou in the Thang dynasty. The quality of the paper depends upon 

, Tung-Pho Chih Lin (TSHCC), p. 43. b Kuei Hsin Tsa Shih (HCTr), ch. I, p. 32b. 
, Chia- Thai Kuei-chi Chih (1926), ch. 17, p. 42a. d Wen Fang Ssu Phu, p. 53· 
, Thien Kung Khai Wu, p. 219; cf. tr. Sun & Sun (I), p. 230. 
r Cr. Hunter(2), p. 16. 
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Fig. 1068. Blue sandalwood and its fibres ( x 50). 

the proportion of the raw material, which may either be pure bark or contain one
half or seven-tenths bark, with rice stalks making up the remainder. The more the 
bark the better the paper." A legend of the present-day Chin-hsien area, where 
Hsiian chih was made, relates that a certain Khung Tan l of the Later Han dynasty 
found by accident the bark of a than tree which had turned rotten and white after 
being soaked in a stream. b Since no older specimen is known of than bark and no 
earlier record mentions its use, it seems unlikely that the than bark was used in that 
early period. 

Another fibre often mentioned as raw material for papermaking is the bark of the 
hibiscus (Hibiscus mutabilis) , known in Chinese as jujung phi 2. I t is generally believed 
that the famous stationery designed by the courtesan Hsiieh Tha03 ( + 768-83 I) of 
Szechuan was made of hibiscus bark.c Sung Ying-Hsing reports that 'The bark of 
the hibiscus is cooked to a pulp, and aqueous extract of powdered hibiscus flower 
petals is added. This process was probably first devised by Hsiieh Thao and has 
been known by that name down to the present day. This paper is famous for its 
beauty, not for the quality of its material.' d 

The use of seaweed (Algae marina) for making intricate filament paper, known as 
tshe li chih4, appears frequently in early Chinese literature. Wang Chia5 of the + 4th 
century said: 'When Chang Hua (+232-300) presented his work Po Wu Chih 6 to 
the emperor, he was granted ten thousand pieces oftsh'e li paper, which was sent as 
tribu te from N an-Yiieh (modern Vietnam). The Chinese pronounced chih li 7 as tshe 

• The method of making Hsiian chih had never been recorded until the processes were described in Ig23 by Hu 
Yiin-Yii (/); see also Chhen Pheng-Nien (/). 

b Mu Hsiao-Thien (/), p. 4. ' Cr. Chi .. Chi Phu (TSHCC), pp. 1-2. 
d Thien Kung Khai Wu, p. 219, cf. tr. Sun & Sun (I), p. 231. 
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li by error. Since the people in the south used seaweed (hai thai l ) in the making of 
paper with intricate and crooked lines, it was so called.'" Many other authors of 
later times continued to make reference to the use of seaweed in papermaking.b Su 
I-Chien (+957-95) said that paper was made from thai in the south,C and since 
seaweed contains long, strong, viscous filaments, it is possible that this material was 
used for making paper.d It is also possible that it was used for sizing, and thus the 
intricate hairy filaments appeared on the surface of the paper as a decorative 
pattern. 

Although cotton produces the best fibre of all, it has not been used as a major 
material for paper, and even modern paper manufacturers abstain from using raw 
cotton, probably because of its importance in the textile industry. A certain variety 
called cotton paper (mien chih 2 ) was not actually made of cotton but of paper 
mulberry. Sung Ying-Hsing said: 'Torn lengthwise, the strong, hard-sized bark 
paper will show ragged edges resembling cotton fibres, hence it is called "cotton 
paper" .,e Cotton stems have been used more recently for papermaking, but 'cotton 
paper' is certainly not made from raw cotton. 

Whether silk has ever been used as a raw material for papermaking is uncertain. 
Mention of the use of silk fibres is based primarily upon philological speculation 
without sufficient evidence. It was thought that, since the character chih 3 for paper 
bears the silk radical at its left, chih before Tshai Lun's time must have been made of 
silk fibre. f It is true that silk cloth was written on before the invention of paper, and 
the word chih is thought to be derived from one for silk, but the material of chih was 
not necessarily made of silk fibres. Technically, as many experts have said, silk 
fibres do not possess the colloidal properties which contribute so essentially to the 
entanglement and binding of the vegetable fibres. g At present, no actual paper 
made of pure silk fibres is known to exist, nor is their use documented in literature. 

It is possible, however, that silk fibres have been used in a mixture with other 
fibres, or that floss silk from silk cocoons has been used. Several references have 
been made to the use of silk cocoon paper (tshan chien chih4 ): one mention, in the 
early + 8th century, says that the famous callIgrapher Wang Hsi-Chih ( + 32 I -79) 
used silk cocoon paper in writing.h The Chin-su paper made in Soochow from 

, See Shih I Chi (HWTS), ch. g, p. 7b; also quoted in TPrL, ch. 605, p. 7b. 
b See statements by Thao Hung-Ching (+ 451-536), Su Ching (+ 7th century), and others in Wen Fang Ssu 

Phu, p. 54; also Bretschneider (I), pt 3, pp. 369-70. 
, Wen Fang Ssu Ph., p. 53. 
d Seaweed was among the raw materials used by European papermakers in the 18th century; see Hunter (9), 

P·3 16. 
, Thien Kung Khai Wu, p. 2Ig, cf. tr. Sun & Sun (I), p. 2g0. 
r Chavannes (24), p. r2; Carter (r), p. 4; Lao Kan (I), pp. 489-9I; Tsien (2), pp. 133-5 . 
• Armin Renker (I), doubted the feasibility of using silk fibre for papermaking, and Henri Alibaux (I), 

President of the Chambre Sindicale du Papier de Lyon, agreed with Renker . 
h See Lan Thing Chi' by Ho Yen-Chih6 of the Thang Dynasty, cited in Lan Thing Khao (CPTC), ch. 3, p. ga. A 

Sung scholar commented: 'The so-called "silk cocoon paper" is actually silk cloth'; see Fu Hsiian reh Lu (CPTC)? 
ch. I, p. 4a. 
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+ 1068 to 1094 for copying the Tripitaka was said also to have been made of silk 
cocoons.' Sung Ying-Hsing said that entangled or broken cocoons cannot be reeled 
into ordinary silk, but are made into wadding known as 'pot-bottom silk' (kuo ti 
mien 2), used for quilting garments and bedding. bIt is likely that silk waste or floss 
silk was used to make silk paper, since cocoons contain a gum which would serve to 
bind the fibres, but which is removed when pure silk is reeled. 

The use of fresh plant fibres as raw material was apparently unknown to 
European papermakers when the craft of papermaking was introduced to Europe 
in the middle of the + 12th century. For over five hundred years after the introduc
tion, all paper of occidental origin was made from linen and cotton rags or a 
mixture of these second-hand fibres. After the beginning of the 18th century, as 
rags gradually became less plentiful and no longer economic material, European 
scientists looked for substitutes in order to meet the increasing need of the paper 
industry.c A great variety of vegetation, including hemp, bark, wood, straw, vines, 
seaweed, and grain husks, was tested and examined, even though such materials 
had already been in use in China for many centuries. Finally, wood pulp was 
widely adopted and has become, since the beginning of the 19th century, the chief 
raw material of the modern paper industry. d Because of limitations of forest 
resources in China, where most wood had to be used for construction, it was little 
utilised for paper, and even today, use of other materials than wood is encouraged: 

(2) THE INVENTION OF THE SCREEN MOULD 

(i) Functions of the mould 

When the disintegrated fibres are floating in water, they can be lifted up from it in a 
thin layer or sheet. The formation of such a layer of fibres supported on a piece of 
cloth or a mat was the very inception of the wh-ole idea of papermaking, and the 
invention of an implement capable of picking up these matted fibres and yet 
permitting the water to escape was the key to the whole process. Subsequent 
improvements with specially designed screens resulted in an advancement of the 
technique, for the mould has remained throughout the centuries the essential tool 
in making of paper by hand, and the very principle upon which the modern paper
machine is founded. Indeed, the entire development of papermaking is so closely 

• cr. Chin-Su Chien Shuo (TSHCC), pp. 1-17. Phan Chi-Hsing (9), p. 97, says his test shows it was not made of 
silk but of plant fibres. 

b Cr. Thien Kung Khai Wu, pp. 33-4; cf. tr. Sun & Sun (I), p. 48. 
, Cf. Hunter (9), pp. 3'2-40. 
d The use of wood for papermaking was suggested by the French academician Reaumur in 1719 and printing 

on paper from wood by a German, Bruckmann, in 1727-30; wood pulp was commercialised in England in 180 1-4 
and patented in + 1847. 

, Cf. Yii Chheng-Hung & Li Yiin (I), p. I. 
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Fig. 1069. Floating or woven type of mould for papermaking. A primitive type of mould found in Fu-Shan, 
Kuangtung province in the 1930'S. D,rd Hunter Paper Museum. 

connected with mould construction that it is only through a c;areful examination of 
moulds that the origin and evolu tion of paper can be understood. 

The mould could have been used in two distinct ways. In one, it was dipped 
perpendicularly into the water upon which the macerated fibres floated, and ,;as 
brought up horizontally under them, lifting the matted fibres as in a sieve, allowmg 
the water to drain through the cloth. The other way was to hold the mould flat and 
then pour the floating fibres on it. The woven material retained the fibres in a moist 
sheet and at the same time allowed the water to drain through its interstices. In this 
case the thin deposit of matted and felted fibres adhering to the mould was placed 
in the sun to dry. 

(ii) Floating type of screen 

It is generally believed that the floating or woven type of mould was the earliest 
form used by the ancient Chinese, and that the technique used was the one of 
pouring the disintegrated fibres on to the mould.' During his travels in ~h~na in t~e 
1930'S, Dard Hunter found that this kind of woven mould was sull m use m 
Kuangtung province (Fig. 1069). b The woven screen is said to have been composed 

• Cr. Hunter (g) pp. 78-9. An experiment in making paper with this kind of primitive mould was successfully 
conducted by the I~stitute of the History of Science, Academia Sinica, Peking; see Phan Chi-Hsing (6), pp. 55-:7· 

b A mould of woven material from Fa-shan, Kuangtung, is kept in the Paper Museum, Appleton, WIsconsm. 
F. A. McClure (2), pp. I '5-29, found two villages near Canton where paper was still being made by the old 
process with woven screen. 
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of ramie or China grass fastened to a square bamboo frame and stitched with 
slender bamboo strings which ran through the cloth and around the frame bars. 
After the moisture had evaporated from the sheet, the paper was easily stripped 
from the mould. The warp and woofofthe mould and the stitches could have left 
impressions in the paper, in the same way as watermarks are formed in handmade 
paper today. There is some evidence to justify this assumption, derived from 
observation of such primitive moulds in modern south China. 

Chinese sources are silent about the construction of the mould in ancient times, 
but the old definition of chih (paper) throws some light on the mould's form and the 
material of which it was made. As we have mentioned earlier, the character chan 
(mat), in the Shuo Wen Chieh Tzu, includes the radical for grass and, according to 
the early commentators, means a kind of cloth for covering (kai 1) made of woven 
rushes (pien ma0 2)." It is possible that this early mat used in Han times was made of 
some kind of grass woven into a cloth which would support the macerated fibres 
and yet let the water escape through its meshes; such an appliance could have 
retained the primitive form without much change in its basic construction. Hunter 
noted with special interest that the locality where these woven moulds were found is 
not more than 200 miles from Lei-yang, where Tshai Lun was born.b 

When Hunter made this statement he said that no + 2nd century paper of the 
woven type, showing the impressions of the woven fabric upon which it had been 
formed, had ever been discovered in Asia.c It is true that no specimens found before 
that time bear clear screen marks, but the Pa-chhiao paper discovered in 1957 and 
other old specimens found in recent years, are reported to have fabric impressions 
on the surface. If this be true, it may very well support this theory of the earliest 
form of mould used in Han times. 

(iii) Dipping type of screen 

On the other hand, all those specimens oflater periods examined show that another 
type of mould was used. This so-called dipping or laid type of mould, dipped into 
the vat of suspended fibres (Fig. 1070), must be a later invention. The idea of a 
mould from which the sheet of paper could be removed while still moist was a most 
important advance in papermaking, but the transfer of the wet substance from the 
mould to a board without damage required the construction of a very smooth and 
firm screen from which the moist sheet could be easily freed. For this purpose the 
screen was made of thin strips of rounded bamboo side by side, horizontally or 
vertically, and fastened together at regular intervals with strings of silk, flax, or hair 
from animal tail. 

a See discussion on pp. 35 ff. above. 
b Cr. Hunter (9), p. 83. It is said that fibres from the SIems of the day lily are still used for making the screen 

mould in the Hopei area; see Phan Chi-Hsing (2), p. 45, n. 5. 
o Cr. Hunter (7), p. 82. 

I~ 
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Fig. 1070. Dipping or laid Iype of mould. The screen is made of bamboo slivers fixed on the ftame. 
Dard Hunter Paper Museum. 

Nb clear description of how the mould was made nor what it looked like, is ~ound 
in early literature. The first illustration and description of a mould is found III t~e 
work by Sung Ying-Hsing of the late Ming dynasty. He said th~t the mould to hft 
fibres in papermaking was made of extremely fine bamboo stnps, and that when 
the screen was unrolled and spread out, it was supported underneath by a frame 
with vertical and horizontal bars. Apparently, though, the screen was not fixed to 
the frame. On immersion into the fibre suspension in the vat, it picked up the 
matted fibres and when the water had drained oif, the mould was inverted to drop 
the felted fibr~s onto a wooden board. The sheets were then piled together, pressed, 
and dried with heat." 

The quality of the paper depended largely on the construction of the screen, the 
techniques of which seem to have been a secre~. A late. Chhing writer noted t~at a 
Thang family in the southern Chekiang area dId not wIsh to pass on the techmques 
of screen-making to anyone outside the family.b 

(iv) Impressions of screen marks 

The bamboo strips in the screen left impressions in the paper, in the same way that 
watermarks are formed today, and these marks are useful for the determination of 
how the mould was made in early papermaking. It is reported of the paper 
specimens of the Han dynasty recently discovered in Pa-chhiao, Lopnor, and Chii
yen that the screen marks are not clear. The same is true of such papers of the + 2nd 
and 3rd centuries discovered in Chinese Turkestan and elsewhere, ?u t thousands of 
papers of the Thang and later times clearly indicate the constructIOn of the mo~ld 
at the time of their manufacture. On papers of the late + 3rd and 4th centunes 
onwards, screen marks are clearly visible, and many paper specimens from. 

a Thien Kung Khai Wu (KHCP), p. 218; cf. tr. Sun & Sun (I), p. 227· 

b See Yang Chung-Hsi (I), ch. 5, p. 39a. 
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Tunhuang are reported to have two distinct types of screen marks. Those of the 
Chin and Six Dynasties (+265-581), as well as those of the Five Dynasties 
(+907-60), have broad horizontal marks, while papers of the Sui and Thang 
periods ( + 58 I -g07) show fine, close screen lines. a Hunter reports of some of the 
Thang papers he examined that there were twenty-three impressions of bamboo 
strips to every inch, and the hair stitchings of the mould were spaced at intervals of 
approximately one and one-sixteenth inches. b 

The construction of the bamboo screen may have varied in different localities. 
One source from the Sung dynasty indicates that the screen was transversely laid in 
north China, so that the northern paper showed a horizontal grain, while in south 
China the matting was vertically laid, so that southern paper showed a longitu
dinal grain. C This theory has been used as a guideline for examination of old papers 
by artists and collectors since then, but recent analysis of surviving specimens of this 
period shows it is not necessarily true. d There is no such record for later times, 
though actual specimens exist for examination, showing that almost all papers 
from the +4th century are horizontally marked. 

One may conclude that the woven type of mould made of cloth was used before 
the + 3rd century, while the laid type of screen mould made of bamboo strips was 
introduced in the + 4th century. In the former case, paperwasdried directly on the 
woven mould and no couching was needed. For the laid mould, sheets were formed 
and dropped on the board without interleaving cloths between them, as has been 
the practice of Western papermakers. Since the damp fibres did not stick to the 
smooth bamboo screen-mould as they did to the coarse cloth, the new appliance 
made possible the continuous use of the same mould to make unlimited numbers of 
sheets WitllOut waiting for each one to dry on it. This was certainly the most 
significant step in the technique of papermaking. 

(3) PROCESSES OF PAPER MAKING 

Paper was made mostly by hand with the aid of natural resources, tools, utensils, 
and chemical agents. The workshop was usually operated in a site near a moun
tain, where the supply of raw materials and fuels was most convenient, and by a 
stream so as to make uSt of the water necessary for soaking, pounding, and washing 
the materials. The methods of papermaking varied slightly according to materials, 
periods, and locations, but the basic processes were more or less the same through
out the centuries. 

Much of the earlier literature describes the quality and format of the paper for 
various uses, but none of it discloses details of how paper was manufactured, until 

, Phan Chi-Hsing (2), p. 45. b Hunter (9), p. 86. 
, Tung Thien Chhing Lu (MSTS), p. 256. d See Phan Chi-Hsing (9), p. 63. 
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the early + 17th century when Sung Ying-Hsing1 (c. 1600-60) wrote the Thien 
Kung Khai Wu2 (The Exploitation of the Works of Nature). He devoted one entire 
chapter to the technical description and illustration of making paper with bamboo 
and paper mulberry. In Chapter 13, on 'Killing the Green', he gives step-by-step 
processes of the manufacture of paper, including preparation of raw materials by 
soaking, pounding, boiling, washing and bleaching the fibres; lifting the pulp with 
the screen; pressing the sheets to squeeze out the water; and finally drying on a 
heated wall (see Fig. 107 I). His detailed account is given as follows: a 

(i) Preparation of raw materials 

The making of bamboo paper is a craft of the south, especially popular in Fukien province. 
After the bamboo shoots have started to grow, the topography of the mountain area should 
be surveyed. The best material for papermaking is the shoots that are about to put forth 
branches and leaves. During the season of mang-chung3,b the bamboos on the mountains are 
cut into pieces from five to seven feet long. A pool is dug right there in the mountain and 
filled with water in which the bamboo stems are soaked [Fig. I07IaJ. Water is constantly 
led into it by means of bamboo pipes to prevent the drying up of the pool. 

After soaking for more than one hundred days, the bamboos are carefully pounded and 
washed to remove the coarse husk and green bark. [This is called 'killing the green' (sha 
chhing4).]C The inner fibres of the bamboo, with a hemp-like appearance, are mixed with 
high-grade lime in a thick fluid and put into a pot to be boiled over a fire for eight days and 
nights. The pot for boiling bamboo, four feet in diameter, is enclosed in a wooden cask, 
measuring fifteen feet in circumference and more than four feet in diameter [Fig. I07IbJ. 
The pot is attached to the cask with the aid of mud and lime and has a capacity of some ten 
catties of water. The cask is covered for boiling for eight days. 

After the fire has been put out for one day, the bamboo fibres are taken from the cask and 
thoroughly washed in a pool with clean water. The bottom and four sides of the pool are 
lined securely with wooden boards to keep out dirt. [This is not necessary in making coarse 
paper.] When the fibres have been washed clean, they are soaked in a solution of wood ashes 
and put again into a pot, pressed to flatten the top, and covered with about an inch of rice 
straw ashes. When the water in the pot is heated to boiling, it is poured into another cask 
and strained with the solution of wood ash. If the water cools off, it is boiled again to repeat 
the straining. After some ten days of such treatment, the bamboo pulp naturally becomes 
odorous and decayed. It is then taken out to be pounded in a mortar [water-powered 
pestles are available in mountain regions] until it has the appearance of clay or dough, and 
the pulp is then poured into a vat for use. 

, See Thien Kung Khai Wu (KHCP), pp. 2[7-[9; ef. tr. Sun & Sun ([), pp. 224-7. Original notes in small 
characters to the text are translated in brackets. 

b A solar term, 'Grain in Ear', about the sixth day of the sixth month. 
, This is an old term for removing the green skin of bamboo in preparing tablets for writing. Apparently this 

term was borrowed for this purpose since in both cases the process was part of the preparation of material for 
writing. 
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Fig. 1071. Chinese papermaking as illustrated in a 十 1 7th-century book on technology. The panels above show 
various steps ofthe process. (a) Cutting and soaking bamboo twigs. (b) Cooking inner mass ofbamboo in a pot. (c) 
Dipping the mould and lifting pulp from.a vat. (d) Pressing moist paper sheets to release water. (eτf) Drying 
paper sheets on a heated wall. From Thien Kung Khai U旬， + 1637 ed. 

(ii) Operations informing sheets 

The pulp vat is a box-shaped tank, the size of which is determined by that of the screen
mould, which in turn is determined by the size ofthe paper to be made. When the fibres are 
ready and floating in the water of the vat, a solution for treating the paper is added as the 
fibrous mass gradually 副tles about three inches below the surface of the water. [The 
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solution is made from a materia! similar to the leaves of the peach-bamboo and has no 
definite name as it varies locally.] When the paper is dried, it will turn brilliant white. 

The screen is made ofa mat woven offinely split and polished bamboo strips. When it is 
open it is supported by a rectangular frame. The screen is held with both hands and 
submerged in the vat to stir up the suspended fibres [Fig. !07IC]. When it is lifted up, the 
fibres are caught on top of the screen. The thickness of the paper depends on the way in 
which the screen is manipulated. Shallow submerging results in a thin sheet, while a deeper 
dip produces a thick one. 斗γater from the pu!p drains off around the screen's edges and back 
into the vat. The screen is then inverted and the paper is dropped onto a wooden board 
until many such sheets have been piled together 

When the number is sufficient, the sheets are covered with another board and the boards 
are tied with rope with the aid of a pole placed over the top board, as in a wine press, and all 
the water is thorough!y squeezed from the sheets [Fig. I07Id]. Then each sheet is lifted by 
means of a small pair of tweezers. 

To dry the paper, a double wall of earthen bricks is erected, with the ground between the 
two rows covered with bricks. Ho!es in the lower part of the wall are left by the spaced 
omission ofbricks. A fire is lighted at the first hole and the heat travels through the apertur创
and spreads to the wall surfaces where the bricks become hot. The wet sheets of paper are 
spread on to the wall one by one, baked dry, and then tàken off as finished sheets [Fig. 
I07Ie]. 

(iii) St.ψs in making bam必00 卢aper

About two centuries after Sung Ying-Hsing, an eyewitness description of the 
processes of making bamboo paper was again given by a scholar, Yang Chung-Hsi1 

(1850-1900) , in a supplement to his collected notes. His description is somewhat 
similar to that ofSung Ying-Hsing, except for a few remarks which may be useful to 
supplement Sung's account. Yang said that from the cutting oftwigs to the drying 
by heat, the raw paper material changes hands seventy-two times before it becomes 
paper. A proverb in the paper trade says: 'A sheet of paper does not come easily; it 
takes seventy-two steps to make.' a 

Yang also said that a man named Huang Hsing-San2 of Chhien-thang visited 
Chhang-shan3 (in modern Chekiang) , where people on the mountain told him that 
the craft of papermaking required twelve m苟or steps. The following is Yang's 
record of the processes according to the twelve steps given by Huang: 

1) Cuttiπ'g the shoots. The young and tender bamboo that has not yet sprouted twigs is 
selected. Its shoots are snapped offand, over a month, chopped into short pieces. 

2) Rdining 的e fibres. They are thoroughly soaked in !ime until the bark and husk are 
sloughed off completely and only the fibres remain, tangled up like hemp. This is the stuff 
for papermaking. b 

3) Steaming. The fibres are broken in two , arranged in bundles , and again soaked. Then 
they are put into a pot and subjected to very hot steaming. 

a See Yang Chung-Hsi (1) , ch. 5, pp. 39a-4oι 
b This process is to extract the fibr白 and to remOve impurities from the materÌal 
z 穆锺羡 2 黄舆三 3 常山
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4) Cleansing. Afterward, they are washed and cleansed with water. When the cleansing is 
done, they are sunned. 

5) Sunning. The sunning must be done on a flat area of several acres, paved with pebbles 
and sprinkled with green vitriol to inhibit the growth of weeds. For this reason, the area for 
sunning paper may not be cultivated. 

6) Soaking with ashes. After sunning they are soaked and steamed three more times, until 
the yellow turns white. For these soakings the seeds of the tung tree or wood ashes of the 
yellow thorn [Vitex negundo], known in Chinese as the huang-ching1, must be used for 
whitening. 

7) Pounding. The fibres are then put under water and pounded. In a day three catties can 
be made and the fibres turned into a pulp. 

8) Purifying. If the pulp is not pure, it is poured into a fine-meshed cloth bag and lowered 
into a deep stream. A board is projected into the bag to stir it occasionally. In this way the 
ashes are got rid of completely and the pulp is rendered as white as snow. 

9) Making the tank. The tank is made of chiselled stone. It should be slightly larger than the 
sheet of paper. 

10) Weaving the screen. The bamboo is woven into a screen, the size of which is measured by 
the size of the tank. The craft is extremely exact, and is practised only by a Thang family in 
the mountain, who do not allow it to be taught to others. When the screen is ready, the 
paper pulp is poured into the tank, and water is added, mixed with gum and the sap of the 
mu-chin 2 [Hibiscus syriacus] for binding. Two men lift the screen" from the pulp and stir it up 
as it forms into a sheet of paper. 

I I) Repelling the water. The sheet is then placed on top of a stone. After a hundred sheets 
are piled up, they are pressed together to squeeze out the moisture. 

12) Drying by heat. The sheets are then lifted and dried by heat on a wall. The centre of the 
wall is hollow and a fire is placed in it. The men holding the paper place the sheets closely 
together on the wall. By the time the next one is ready, the previous one is dried. The 
processes of straining and drying require varying degrees of timing, but once the technique 
is mastered it can be carried out easily. 

(iv) Methods of making bark paper 

For making paper of paper mulberry bark, Sung Ying-Hsing describes the cultiva
tion of the plant and the mixing of the bark with bamboo and rice stalks. Except 
for describing the cutting of paper mulberry, he gives no details of separate steps of 
the process, which apparently were similar to those for making bamboo paper. He 
only added: . 

In making bark paper, sixty catties of paper mulberry bark are added to forty catties of very 
tender. bamboo. They are soaked together in the pool, mixed with fluid lime, and boiled in a 
pot to be macerated. Recently, a more economical method uses seventy per cent of bark and 
bamboo mixed with thirty per cent of rice stalks. With a proper formula added to the pulp, 
the paper can still be brilliantly white. b 

a Only one person is required if the screen is small. 
b Thien Kung Khai Wu (TSHCC), p. 219; ef. tr. Sun & Sun (I), p. 230. 
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A similar method of making bark paper is given by Dard Hunter from his personal 
observation of the method of paper making in China. He says that before the bark 
pulp can be moulded into paper, a mucilaginous gum made from the leaves of 
deciduous trees is added." In general, the treatment of tree bark is a more arduous 
and painstaking process than that of preparing bamboo for papermaking. 

(4) TREATMENT OF PAPER 

Before the formation ofa sheet of paper, an adhesive solution and certain insoluble 
materials were usually added to the pulp, in order to improve the physical and 
chemical qualities of the finished product. After the paper was manufactured, it 
was sometimes treated with special ingredients to protect it against injury from 
insects or for arti.stic purposes. The processes included sizing, loading, dyeing, 
colouring, and coating. Different kinds of vegetable, animal, and mineral sub
stances were used as ingredients for such treatment and sometimes prepared and 
applied by elaborate procedures. All these were essential steps in the technical and 
artistic advancement in papermaking. 

(i) Sizing and loading 

Sizing is essential to make the paper suitable for writing with ink, to prevent undue 
absorption and running of the ink. It is necessary not only for artistic purposes in 
painting or calligraphy, but also for technical reasons. It helps to keep the fibres 
floating in the tank, thus making the sheet even and uniform, and also adds to the 
bonding strength of the fibres. Especially important, when the sheets are transfer
red from the screen to the board to be pressed and dried, is the fact that the sizing 
prevents the sheets from sticking together. Loading with certain finely powdered 
materials improves the opacity, texture, and weight of the finished paper. 

The earliest papers were sheets of fibres without sizing or loading, but these 
additions are believed to have been introduced as early, probably, as before the 
+3rd century. The specimens of the Chin dynasty (+265-420) found in Sinkiang 
are well sized and loaded. These papers were first coated with gypsum and later 
sized with gum or glue madeoflichen. Subsequently starch flour was user{ to make 
paper much stronger and harder.b Recent studies of ·ancient papers by Chinese 
scientists have found that specimens of the late +4th and early 5th centuries are 
coated with starch on the front side and smoothed with a stone. Those of early 5th 
century from Tunhuang and Sinkiang are sized with starch in the pulp.c Paper 
sizing in modern Kuangtung is made by boiling the leaves and twigs of an 
evergreen shrub called hsi yeh tung chhing1 (flex pubescens), or from shavings of the 

• See Hunter (2), pp. 15-16. b Clapperton (I), p. 8. 
, Phan Chi-Hsing (9), pp. 61-2. 

'$~~'jij' 
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cedar (Machilus thunbergii) known as pao huaI, which has a mucilaginous substance 
that was used by Chinese women as a pomade for the hair. a 

Another formula is found in a modern work on methods of making bamboo 
paper,b where it is said that both plant and animal materials are used in sizing' and 
loading. The animal glue is a gelatin extracted from cowhide, which is dissolved in 
hot water and added together with the fine talc powder to the prepared fibres. 
Abou t two or three ounces of cowhide and one or two ounces of powder are needed 
for every twenty catties of pulp. The plant materials, from a kind of hibiscus known 
in Chinese as huang chu khuei 2 or chhiu khuei 3 (Hibiscus abelmoschus), is preferred 
because it is cheaper than animal glue. I ts root, after being washed clean and sliced, 
is soaked in cold water for one night. The sticky juice is rubbed out with the hands, 
and strained through a fine cloth; it is then mixed with the pulp to soften the fibres. 
Other plants used for sizing are the leaves of the peach-bamboo (thao chu4 ) and mu
chin5 (Hibiscus syriacus) , as mentioned by other authorities. 

For loading in Chinese papermaking, the soya bean (huang tou6 ) was used. The 
beans were soaked in water for five to six hours and then ground into a liquid starch 
which was separated by draining the water through a fine cloth. After several 
washings, the starch was poured over the raw fibres packed tightly into a tank 
about one foot deep. Additional piles of fibres mixed with starch could be added if 
necessary. This resulted in softening the fibres and facilitated their sticking to
gether. After washing with clean water, the fibres were stamped with bare feet 
or pounded using water power.c 

(ii) Dyeing 

The process of dyeing paper to a yellowish colour, known as jan huang,7 was 
apparently used very early and was common when paper began to be extensively 
used for books in the + 2nd or 3rd century. In the old dictionary shih MingB 
(Explanation of Names) , compiled by Liu Hsi9 about +200, the word huang was 
already defined as 'dyeing paper', while Meng Khang10 of the + 3rd century 
mentioned that paper was dyed yellow in his time.d In a letter to his brother Lu 
Chill (+ 26 1 -303), the noted writer Lu Y iin12 ( + 262-303) said: 'Of the first series 
of your work in twenty rolls, ten have just been completed [copied] and will be set 
for dyeing.'e Apparently it was a general practice at that time to have ordinary 
paper dyed to prevent damage from insects and to obtain a glossy surface, before or 
after it was used for writing. The ingredient was a liquid obtained from the Amur 
cork tree, known as huangpo13 (Phellodendrum amurense) , which has a fragrance and a 

• Hunter (17), p. 24. b Lo Chi (I), pp. 8g-94. 
d CMien Han Shu (ESSSITW), ch. 97b, p. I3a. 
< Lu Shih-Lung Wen Chi (SPTK), ch. 8, p. SI. 

2~5i!J~ 
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< Lo Chi (I), pp. 77-81. 
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toxic effect in keeping insects away.a It was prepared by soaking its inner bark, 
which is yellow and bitter, to produce a liquid used for dyeing. 

The methods of preparation and application of this liquid are described by Chia 
Ssu-Hsieh1 (+ 5th century): 

The paper to be treated should be unsized, for it is tough and thick, and especially suitable 
for dyeing. When the whiteness is diminished through the treatment, it should not be dyed 
too deeply, or its colour will turn dark in the course of time. 

When the huang po is thoroughly soaked, if one throws away the dregs and uses the pure 
liquid only, it is wasteful. After soaking the huang po, the dregs should be pounded and 
boiled, pressed in a cloth sack, and again pounded and boiled, three times. The liquid is 
then added to and mixed with the pure juice. Thus four times as much liquid is saved, and 
the paper so dyed will be bright and clear. 

Writing on a book should be treated after the lapse of one summer, then the seams will 
not be loosened. Those newly written should have the seams pressed with a flat iron; only 
thereafter may they be dyed. Otherwise, the seams will become loose.b 

Many papers dyed with this liquid are found among the manuscripts from 
Tunhuang surviving today. The earliest example of known date is a sutra written in 
+ 500, which is about twenty-six feet long and dyed yellow, except at the very end, 
where the original whitish colour remains.c Other examples of such dyed paper are 
found among the manuscripts especially of the + 7th and 8th centuries some of 
which, treated by this process, are said to have been preserved in better condition 
than others which were not. In some cases, the name of the dyer is given in tlIe 
colophon, indicating the importance of such artisans in producing books. 

Some twenty sutras written in +671-7 name the dyers as Hsieh Shan-Chi2
, 

Wang Kung3, Hsii Chih4, andFu Wen-Khai5• A few mention the dyer, but omit his 
name. d The dyers, known as chuang huang chiang6, also served in various departments 
of the court, along with such other artisans as scribes, makers of inked rubbings, 
and brush-makers. The Thang administrative codes of + 723-38 and the History of 
the Thang Dynasty both record that official positions for paper mounter-dyer and 
paper-sizer existed in various academic agencies, including nine in the Chancellery 
(Men Hsia Sheng7), six in the Palace of Assembled Worthies (Chi Hsien Tien8), 

three in the Academy of Respecting Literature (Chhung Wen Yiian9) and ten in 
the Imperial Library (Pi Shu Sheng10), for duties connected with the treatment of 
paper for dO'-;lments! A decree of +675 said: 'Since the issuing of decrees and 
orders is a permanent institution and since white paper has generally been dam-

• See chemical formula in Phan Chi-Hsing (2), p. 46. 
b CMi Min rao Shu (TSHCC), ch. 3, p. 57; ef. Tsien (I), p. 152; van Gulik (g), pp. 136-7 . 
, Giles (17), p. 813; no. S. 2106. 
d See the list of colophons in Giles (13), p. xv; also discussion in Phan (2), p. 46. 
< Thang Liu Tien, ch. 8, p. 43b; ch. g, p. 3b; ch. 10, p. 2a; ch. 26, p. 4a; Chiu ThangShu, ch. 43, p. 40a; Hsin Thang 

Shu, ch. 47, pp. 8b-ga. 
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aged by insects, hereafter let the Grand Secretariat be instructed to order that 
yellow paper be used by the various government offices and all the districts and 
prefectures.' a This practice of dyeing paper was continued until some time in the 
Sung dynasty, when book format was changed. 

Another method of treating the paper with insecticide was the use oflitharge or 
red lead (hung tan I or chhien tan2), which is a mixture oflead, sulphur, and saltpetre. 
Paper treated with a solution of these chemicals turns a bright orange colour called 
wan nien hung3 (ten-thousand-years red) and is toxic to bookworms.b Many books 
printed in the Kuangtung area in the Ming and Chhing period and bound with 
such papers have been preserved in perfect condition without being damaged by 
insects. The manufacture of the red lead is described by Sung Ying-Hsing of the 
17th century, as follows: 

The ingredients for making lead litharge are: ten ounces of native sulphur, one ounce of 
nitre and a catty oflead. Melt the lead first. While it is in the molten state, add some drops of 
vinegar, then add a piece of sulphur while the molten mass is steaming. Shortly afterward, a 
small bit of nitre is added. When the steaming subsides, more vinegar is added and the 
process is repeated with the nitre and sulphur being added little by little. Litharge is 
obtained when the mass turns into powder.c 

This powder was mixed with water and vegetable glue and heated into a solution, 
which was then applied over the white paper. After drying, the treated sheets were 
used as endpapers inside the covers for the protection of the untreated paper from 
damage by bookworms.d After the book was changed from the roll to the flat 
format, it was impossible to dye the entire book in the former way. The use of paper 
treated with red lead solved this problem and proved to be much simpler, easier, 
and more effective than the old method. 

(iii) Colouring 

While dyeing of paper was primarily for insecticidal reasons and permanency, 
colour was also added for artistic purposes. The earliest known coloured paper was 
probably theho-thi of the Han dynasty, which was described by Meng Khangofthe 
+ grd century as a kind of 'silk-paper dyed red for writing, as it is dyed yellow 
today'. e If this is correct, red paper must already have been used as early as the 

• Wen FangSsu Phu (TSHCC), p. 51. 
b For a study of the litharge-treated paper, its chemical analysis, and bookworms, see a report by Chou Pao

Chung and others (I), pp. 194-206. 
, See Thien Kung Khai Wu (KHCP), p. 235; cf. tr. Sun & Sun (I), p. 256. 
d See the test report by the Study Group for Moth-Proof Paper of the Museum of Chinese History, Peking, in 

WWTK, 1977, no. I, pp. 47 ff. 
, Chhien Han Shu, ch. 97 b, p. 13 a. 
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- 1st century, and yellow came into vogue in the +3rd. At the court of the Later 
Han ( + 25-220), the princes were given 100 sheets each of maroon and bright red 
hemp papers when they were invested. The use of yellow paper continued in the 
following centuries and probably reached a peak in the Thang, as official docu
ments were ordered to be written on such papers. Other writings intended for 
permanence, such as Buddhist sutras, were written on them. 

Paper in various other colours also was used early and became plentiful and 
popular in the Thang dynasty. In the + 4th or 5th century, 'peach-blossom paper', 
in bright green, blue, and red, was used in Szechuan,a and in the Thang, the 
stationery papers of Szechuan were dyed in ten different colours: maroon, pink, 
apricot pink, bright yellow, dark blue, light blue, dark green, light green, bluish 
green (verdigris), and 'light clouds'.b Besides these, there were fancy varieties of 
artistic papers in different colours and patterns, specially made for writing and 
decorations on various occasions. C Also, a small notepaper known as 'Hsiieh Thao 
paper', dyed red, was designed in the Thang and continued to be imitated for many 
centuries. 

Some papers apparently were coloured by adding pigments in the pulp, but 
many were dyed after the paper was manufactured. One source indicates that ten 
sheets were piled in a stack, with a bamboo clip attached to one end of each sheet. 
Then the liquids of various colours were applied for dyeing on each sheet. When 
they dried, the papers looked lustrous and beautiful.d 

To imitate aged paper, especially for making forgeries of old paintings or 
calligraphy, paper might be dyed or smoked. Sometimes incense ashes were 
scattered over the surface of paper, then brushed off with a stiff-haired brush, or 
water mixed with dust was used. Thus the paper obtained a yellowish or greyish 
tinge, and looked as ifit had aged in the course of centuries. However, the colour of 
paper artificially aged by dyeing also appeared on the reverse side; thus it might be 
distinguished from the true aged paper which was discoloured only on the surface. 
The Sung connoisseur Chao Hsi-Ku (c. + 1200) says: 'Those who sell calligraphy 
often produce fakes by dyeing old paper so as to give it a dark colour. But they are 
entirely unaware of the fact that water mixed with dust will penetrate both the face 
and the back of the paper. Genuine darkened paper is discoloured only on the face, 
while the reverse is as new.' e Mi Fu (+ 1051~1 107) also commented that scrolls 
'aged by exposing them to smoke will retain an odour .The dark tinge of all genuine 
scrolls will be deep on the obverse, but shallow on the reverse. Moreover, genuine 
old paper or silk has a peculiar fragrance of its own'f 

• Win Fang Ssu Phu (TSHCC), p. 49. 
b Chien Chih Phu ( TSHCC), p. 2. 

C See discussion of ornamental stationery on pp. 9 I ff. below. 
d Win Fang Ssu Phu (TSHCC), p. 53. 
, Tung Thien Chhing Lu (MSTS), ch. 8, p. 257; cf. van Gulik (9), pp. 100-1. 
r Hua Shih (TSHCC), p. 63; cf. van Gulik (9), p. r84· 
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(iv) Coating 

To make the paper glossy, stiff, and translucent, a kind of yellow wax was applied to 
its surface. The wax was calledying huang1 (stiff and yellow), or by some scholars 
huangying.a After the application of the wax to the surface with a hot iron, the paper 
became smooth, stiff, and translucent, and could be used for tracing paintings or 
calligraphy. The process was also used to brighten paper material if darkened by 
age. It was commonly used from the Thang through several dynasties for these 
purposes; thus Chang Yen-Yiian2 (c. +840) mentioned that 'art lovers should keep 
a hundred sheets ofHsiian paper to be prepared and coated with wax for making 
traced copies'.b Later, ChangShih-Nan3 (+ 13th century) said that paper could be 
evenly coated with beeswax by means of a hot iron. Although the paper became 
somewhat stiff, it was glossy, smooth, and translucent like ming-chileh4 (translucent 
horn) so that the slightest particles could be seen through it.c A Ming scholar, Li 
Jih-Hua5 (+ 1565 to 1635) wrote: 

ring huang paper is made because people dislike the opacity and rough surface of ordinary 
paper. Therefore they heat paper over a hot flat iron, and then wax it evenly with yellow 
wax. Although the paper then becomes slightly stiff, it is glossy and translucent, resembling 
flakes of fish bone or sheets of transparent horn. If one lays a sheet of this paper over 
something, even the smallest details of such an object will be perfectly discernible. 
Generally antique autographs from the Wei and Chin periods, left by calligraphers like 
Chung Yu6 [+ 151-230], So Chhing' [+239-303], or Wang Hsi-Chih8 [+321-379], are 
treated in this way, because in the course of the centuries they have grown dark~ 

Apparently there were two kinds of stiff yellow paper. One was dyed with a 
yellowish insecticidal substance and used for writing, the other was coated with 
yellow wax and it was this that was used for tracing painting or calligraphy. Tung 
Yu9 (ft. + 1 127) wrote: 'ring huang was used by the Thang people for tracing 
writing. There was another kind of paper for copying sutras. These two kinds of 
paper were similar, but different in quality; the stiff and heavy kind was not 
[suitable] for sutra paper.' e The paper calledying huangis generally characterised as 
thick, stiff, glossy or translucent and heavy; it was to be found in smaller sheets. A 
Chhing scholar said that the ying huang paper of the Thang dynasty was two feet and 
1.7 inch long and 7.6 inches wide, weighing 6.5 ounces. f 

Besides ying huang, the term tzhu huang10 should be mentioned. As used in early 
writings it meant a mineral (As2S2), similar to hsiung huangll or orpiment (As

2
S

3
), 

• Cf. Rudolph (13), p. 15-7. 
b See Li Tai Ming Hua Chi (TSHCC), pp. 75-6; also Wen Fang Ssu Phu (TSHCC), p. 56. 
, ru Huan Chi Wen (TSHCC), ch. 5, p. 28. 
d Tzu Thao Hsiian Tsa Chu; (1768 ed.), ch. 3, p. 6b; cf. van Gulik (9), p. 137. 
, Kuang CMuan Shu pa (TSHCC), ch. 6, p. 73. f Chin Hsiang Shuo (KHHK), p. 22a. 
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poisonous and insecticidal. It is insoluble in water, and was prepared by grinding 
into powder and mixing with gum to form a solid stick. For use, tzhu huang was 
ground with water into a liquid, as solid ink is ground, and applied to paper to 
protect it from bookworms. Chia Ssu-hsieh (+ 5th century) gives a recipe for 
treating book rolls with tzhu huang,a which was also used to correct errors in writing. 
Since most documents were written on yellow paper one could easily obliterate 
erroneous characters by painting them over with orpiment. Shen Kua 
( + 1030-94) said: 'If mistakes occurred in the clean copies in the official palaces, 
they could be deleted by painting them over with orpiment.' b Thus tzhu huang was 
generally used for the purpose of erasing. 

(5) PRESERVATION OF PAPER 

Chinese paper is usually very thin, and only one side is used for writing or printing. 
Various methods have been used to increase its durability. Paper bearing artwork 
is usually mounted by attaching an additional piece or pieces of paper to its back to 
increase its weight, eliminate wrinkles, and especially to improve its artistic quality. 
When the paper becomes old, it can be remounted to freshen its appearance. If a 
sheet of paper is worn or torn, the damage can be patched, and another sheet of 
paper can be inserted between the folded leaves of a book for reinforcement. To 
protect paper from damage by insects and to increase its permanency, it may be 
exposed to light during certain seasons of the year to adjust its dryness and 
temperature. Special warnings were given by many early book collectors concern
ing careful handling of books and scrolls in order to prolong their life. Many 
examples of painting or calligraphy on paper, or of books made a thousand years 
ago are still in very good condition, and their survival is largely due to the work of 
preservation through mounting, restoration, and special care given to them. 

(i) Mounting 

The earliest known reference to the mounting of paper dates back to the +4th or 
5th century when paper was extensively used for writing and bookmaking. The 
Thang connoisseur Chang Huai-Huan1 wrote in + 760 that up to the Chin dynasty 
mounting on the back of the paper was not satisfactory because the paper used for 
backing developed creases. However, Fan Yeh2 (+398-445), author of the Hou 
Han Shu, made some progress in mounting, and the Emperor Hsiao-Wu 
(+451-64) of the Sung was able to charge Hsii Yiian3 with re-mounting scrolls 
with ten sheets of paper in one roll, limiting each roll to twenty feet.c Gradually the 

• CMi Min rao Shu (TSHCC), ch. 3. pp. 57-8; ef. van Gulik (9), p. 137, n. 2. 

b Meng CMi Pi Than (TSHCC), ch. I, p. 4. 
, Quoted in Fa Shu rao Lu (TSHCC), p. 64; see also van Gulik (9), pp. 139-40. 
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technique was improved, and mounting became one of the most important pro
cesses in the decorating and preservation of works of art on paper. In the preface to 
a work on mounting, the Ming scholar Chang Chhao1 says: 'Mounting is to a scroll 
what make-up is to a woman.' Without it, 'although this will not detract from'her 
charm, yet it will make her insignificant'.' 

Mounting is a very specialised technique that requires skill and a knowledge of 
art to handle different varieties of material-mounting of new paper stock, re
mounting of old works on paper, or restoring an antique work of art. In any case, it 
involves many steps of careful study of the work and days or weeks of working time 
to complete a piece of mounting. It is generally agreed that the quality of work
manship determines the length oflife of a picture on paper, and the mounter is said 
to be 'the arbiter of the destiny of scrolls'.b 

For mounting, a new piece of paper is usually treated with a thin alum solution 
first, to prevent the ink or pigments from running. The crystals of alum are first 
dissolved in cold water, then the solution is brushed over the coloured portion of the 
paper, on the right side. When this is thoroughly dried, the treatment is repeated on 
the reverse. Next, a thin but tough piece of backing paper is spread out and 
moistened with a large, soft-haired brush dipped in clean water, and placed over 
the original paper. A very thin layer of paste is applied with a broad pasting brush 
to attach the two sheets of paper, and they are made to adhere by softly tapping 
with a stiff-haired brush (Fig. 107'2). If one sheet of backing is insufficient, a second 
or more may be added in the same way. When the paste has had time to penetrate 
well into the paper but has not yet dried thoroughly, the scroll must be taken from 
the table, transferred to the boards on the wall, and left to dry for a week orlonger. 
When this is done, a last sheet of backing may be added before the stave, roller, and 
suspension loop are attached to complete the scroll. 

When an antique piece of art on paper is remounted, the scroll is spread face 
down on the table and thoroughly soaked by going over it repeatedly with a large, 
soft-haired brush dipped in clear water. Mter a while, the old backings are peeled 
off one by one with a bamboo spatula and tweezers while the scroll is still moist. 
Holes and tears in the paper are patched by pasting thin strips of paper of matching 
colour on the reverse. If the surface of the paper has accumulated dust in the course 
of years, this is washed off with a pure extract of acacia pods or of loquat seeds 
(Gleditschia sinensis), both of which contain detergent.c When the dust is thus 
removed, a fresh and bright surface will be obtained without fading of its colours. 
After the paper has dried thoroughly, new backing is added as is done with new 
paper, and additional work such as re-touching is done. 

For mounting sheets of inked squeezes, there are different methods: depending 

• Introduction to Chou Chia-Chou (c. + 15go-1660), Chuang Huang Chih (TSHCC); see text and translation in 
van Gulik (g), p. 28g. 

b cr. van Gulik (g), p. 8. 
o Washing with acacia pods is as early as the Thang dynasty, when Chang Y en-Yuan mentioned it in his Li Tai 

Ming Hua Chi (TSHCC), ch. 3, p. 107. The use ofthe loquat seeds is mentioned in the Chuang Huang Chih ( TSHCC), 
pp. 2-$ see van Gulik (g), pp. 114,293-4' 

15Jl'ii-$;! 
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Fig. 1072. Picture mounting in operation at Jung Pao Chai, Peking. 

on whether the original is cut or uncut, and is to be rolled in a sheet or album, or 
folded. Mounting of an uncu t piece is primarily to strengthen the sheet by backing 
with a thin layer of bark paper. A large sheet can be folded to be kept in a box, or 
made into a scroll with rollers, like a painting for hanging. Mounting of a cut piece 
requires a special technique. A sheet of inked squeezes from a large tablet may be 
cut into long vertical strips like the columns of a traditional book and then mounted 
iri book form as an album. The teclmique depends on the skill with which the strips 
are cut. Vertical cutting should be done in such a way that all pages neatly fit to 
each other in an unbroken row, while the horizontal cutting should result in a 
perfectly straight top and bottom; if this is expertly done, the work is as good as 
finished. a 

(ii) Preparation of the paste 

The success of mounting depends largely upon the proper preparation of paste, 
especially its viscosity and its insecticidal effect. The basic ingredient is flour or rice 

• For mounting of inked squeezes, see Chuang Huang Chih (TSHCC), p. 7; cf. van Gulik (9), p. 305. 
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starch, but the addition ofa plant root calledpo-chz1. (Bletillastriata) is said to be best 
for increasing viscosity. Thao Tsung-l2 (+ 1320-99) cites in his Gho Keng Lu3 a 
conversation between a scholar, Wang K u -Hsin, 4 and an 84-year-old monk, Yung
Kuang,5 the custodian of old sutras in a Buddhist temple. When he visited Wartg's 
studio, the monk was asked: 'How is it possible that the sutra rolls of former 
dynasties, although their seams are as narrow as a thread, have after so many years 
not become loose?' He answered: 'The old method was to use sap of paper 
mulberry, fine flour, and a powder of po-chi. When the three are mixed into a paste 
and used to fasten the sheets of paper together, they will never become loose, for this 
paste is as sticky as glue or varnish.' a 

The po-chi is an orchidaceous plant, which tastes bitter and contains a large 
proportion of mucilaginous substance. The sap of its root has been used in phar
macy as well as in preparing paste, as is mentioned ih the PaoPhu Tzu by Ko Hung 
(+4th century), who said in a chapter on medicine for immortality that 'the po-chi 
is for making paste'. b Sometimes other ingredients such as pepper, incense, and 
alum were added for fragrance, preservation, and an insecticidal effect. The recipe 
by Chou Chia-Chou says that the paste is made of po-chi and white alum, to which is 
added a little frankincense, yellow wax, and also hua-chiao6 (Xanthoxylum pipertum) 
andpo-pu7 (Stemona tuberosa), which were put into boiled water. Both hua-chiao and 
po-pu have the effect of keeping insects away, because the paste is never eaten by 
insects, while the paste itself will never allow the sheets to become loose or be 
subject to other deficiencies. C 

(iii) Restoration 

The methods of repairing and restoring the torn pieces of paper of a traditional 
book are similar in part to those for remounting antique art pieces. The paper of 
Chinese traditional books has usually been damaged by insects attracted by the 
rice starch paste, by fungi caused by heat and moisture, and other hazards such as 
water, dust, and smoke. Insects perforate the paper, while fungi leave discoloured 
spots, and also weaken the paper. To repair insect perforations or tears and other 
worn places, a piece of thin but strong bast paper may be pasted on the reverse. If 
the paper to be restored is yellowed, the discoloured patches may be dyed with an 
infusion of tea to which a disinfectant is added, while if the perforations are minJr, 
they may be repaired individually. The page is placed face down on a waxed board 
and paste is applied to the edges of the perforation, and the patch is applied. After 
drying, the page is carefully peeled off the board. If the perforations are com-

• Cha Kfng Lu (TSHCC), ch. 29, p. 8 a. 
b Paa Phu Tzu, Nei Pien (SPTK) , ch. It, p. 2a, b. 
, Chuang Huang Chih (TSHCC), pp. 8-g. The methods of preparing paste are translated by van Gulik (g), pp. 

307-8; also discussed in Nordstrand (.), pp. '29-30. 
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Fig .• 073. Restoration of book leaf damaged by bookworms by mounting a new sheet of paper on the back and 
cutting the superfluous edges after drying. From Nostrand (.). 

plicated, the patch may be placed on the board and the damaged page placed over 
it, face up. Then the edges of the perforations are placed in their correct positions 
on the pasted patch with a pair of tweezers. The page is worked into perfect contact 
with the patch, and is left to dry on the board (Fig. 1073), from which it is carefully 
peeled away when completely dry.a 

If the paper is weak and brittle, or extensively damaged, it is necessary to mount 
the pages on sheets of thin, strong bast paper, as described earlier for mounting 
pieces of artwork. An extra, usually longer, sheet of paper is inserted inside the fold 
of the double leaf. If a white paper is inserted into a yellow one, it is known as chin 
hsiangyiit, 'gold inlaid with jade'. 

Apparently restoration of paper was practised very soon after paper became 
used extensively for writing. Chia Ssu-Hsieh (+ 5th century) said that when book 
rolls were damaged, if thick paper were used to patch them, these patches would 
become hard like a scab or scar, which would in turn damage the book itself, but if a 

a The description here is taken primarily from Nordstrand (I), pp. I 12-28, on the restoration and conservation 
of Chinese double-leaved books. The account is generally based on traditional techniques practised by Chinese 
artisans for centuries. 
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piece of paper as thin as a scallion leaf were used, the patch could hardly be seen 
unless it were looked at against the light. If the damaged spot was curved, the patch 
should be cut to fit, but if too large a piece were used, and not cut to the shape of the 
damaged area, the torn parts of the paper would twist and shrink.a 

(iv) Conservation 

For preservation of the paper, Chi a suggested that musk and quince (Cydonia 
sinensis) be placed in bookcases to prevent insects from breeding there. During the 
humid and hot season of the fifth month, bookworms are hatched. If the books are 
not unrolled during summer, there are sure to be insects in them. Between the 
fifteenth of the fifth month and the twentieth of the seventh month, book rolls must 
be unrolled and rolled three times. This should be done on a clear day in a spacious 
house which is aired and cool, and books should not be exposed directly to the sun, 
for it will turn the paper brownish. Rolls heated by the sun quickly attract insects, 
and rainy and humid days should especially be avoided. Ifbooks were cared for in 
this way, they would last for several hundred years.b 

Chia also warned readers against carelessness in handling paper rolls. He 
suggested opening and closing the books slowly and protecting the roll with extra 
wrappings. He said: 

When a book is unrolled for reading, the extending paper at the beginning of the roll should 
not be opened in haste; ifit is it will be creased, which in turn will cause tears. If a ribbon is 
wrapped around the extending paper of the roll, it is certain to become damaged. Ifa few 
sheets of paper are added before the ribbon is wrapped around the upper and lower parts of 
the roll, the roll will be kept tight and will suffer no damage. C 

These are some of the external factors which influenced the permanence of 
paper. While the best fibres were used to ensure its durability, all the physical, 
biological, and atmospheric factors to enhance the longevity of paper were taken 
into consideration rather early in China, especially for artistic work and for graphic 
records.d 

(d) USES OF PAPER AND PAPER PRODUCTS 

Paper has always been a cheap and convenient substitute for more expensive 
materials or more clumsy objects which have other uses, and it is sometimes 
suitable for uses in which other materials will not serve. Paper was apparently not 
invented for writing, but as time went on writing on paper developed into a special 
branch of art, and for both calligraphy and painting, paper turned out to be the 
best medium for artistic expression. The use of paper made further progress where 

a Chhi Min Tao Shu (TSHCC), p. 57; cf. van Gulik (9), p. '42. 
b Chhi Min Tao Shu (TSHCC), p. 58. 
, CMi Min Tao Shu (TSHCC), p. 57; cf. van Gulik (9), p. '41. 
d See the discussion on the factors influencing the durability or permanence of paper in Browning (,), pp. 3'-3. 
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it became available in fancy colours and delicate designs as stationery and for 
decorative purposes. Being cheap and light, it has been used as a medium of 
exchange in place of heavy valuable metals, or as a substitute material for personal 
furnishings, household articles, and recreational objects. Paper has also been 
chosen for the craft of making replicas or models of treasured objects for ceremonial 
and festive occasions. Today, paper and paper products have hundreds of uses in 
communication, business, industry, and household operations; they are found 
everywhere in daily life. Yet many of these uses can be traced back to centuries ago 
when paper was used as extensively and variously in China as it is elsewhere in the 
world today. 

Generally speaking, paper was probably used for wrapping from the moment of 
its invention in the Western Han; for writing from the Later Han; for cutting into 
designs, making stationery, fans, and umbrellas from the third or fourth century 
onwards; for clothing, furnishings, visiting-cards, kites, lanterns, napkins, and 
toilet purposes no later than the fifth or sixth century; for family ceremonies in the 
seventh; for state sacrifices and making replicas of real objects from the eighth; and 
for playing cards and in lieu of metal as a medium of exchange from the ninth 
century. In other words, all these uses for the graphic and decorative arts, for 
commercial and ceremonial occasions, and for household and recreational pur
poses existed in China before paper was known to the West. 

The progress of papermaking is reflected in the increasing varieties of and names 
for paper, which have many different origins. Some of the names denote the raw 
materials from which paper was made; others refer to places where it was manu
factured; and still others are the names of designers or of the studios which the 
product has made famous. Papers are also named for methods of treatment, as 
sizing, coating, dyeing, or treating with spices; for their appearance or size; and for 
the use for which a variety is particularly made. The following pages will trace the 
origin and development of some special kinds of paper and paper products used for 
different purposes as recorded in literature or found in existing specimens or 
artifacts. 

(I) PAPER FOR GRAPHIC ARTS AND STATIONERY 
\\ 

Paper was used very early as a substitute for bamboo and silk as writing material. 
No written characters, however, are found on the earliest paper specimens so far 
discovered, and no reference to the use of paper for writing was made in the Former 
Han period, though paper was certainly used for books and writing from the Later 
Han. It is recorded that paper was used together with brush and ink at the court 
during the reign of Hsiian Ti (+25-56),a and that a copy of the Chhun Chhiu Tso 
Chuan l on paper was given to students who studied the classic at the Han court in 

a Hou Han Shu (ESSSjTW), ch. 36, p. 7b. 

'wtktc}t 
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+ 76." Some two dozen characters are found on a remnant of paper fromChii-yen 
dated around + I 10 (see Fig. 1061), and samples of the late +2nd century recently 
discovered in Han-Than-Pho, Kansu, also have a few characters on them.b 

Numerous paper documents discovered in Chinese Turkestan bear dates from the 
+3rd century onwards, while Hsiin Hsii (+231-89), custodian of the imperial 
library of the Chin dynasty, wrote that the bamboo books discovered in the Wei 
tomb in +280 were copied on paper and kept in three separate collections.c The 
increasing use of paper for books is also reflected in the records in earlier historical 
bibliographies. From such evidence, it may be concluded that paper was adopted 
for writing from the + 1st century, but not extensively used for books and docu
ments until the late + 2nd or + 3rd century. 

The earliest extant example of a complete book on paper is probably the Phi Yii 
Ching l (Parable sutra) written in + 256 on liu ho chih 2 (Fig. 1074), which is said to be 
a paper made of six different materials or in Liu-ho in northern Chiangsu.d This 
kind of paper may have continued in use in the Sung dynasty, for the noted artist 
Mi Fu (+ 1051-1107) remarked that the liu ho paper had been used since the Chin 
dynasty! Other early book rolls extant today are generally written on papers of 
hemp, paper mulberry, ramie, or a mixture of these materials. f Some of them 
survive in excellent condition (Fig. 1075). 

The most common papers used in the Thang dynasty were made of hemp, paper 
mulberry, and rattan, as is testified by both analytical studies of the paper speci
mens and literary records. Some sixty pieces of paper from Tunhuang and made 
between the + 5th and the + loth century, were photomicrographically examined 
by Clapperton, g who says that the earliest papers are all thin, transparent, and 
almost without exception made from carefully prepared and well beaten materials, 
while the sheets themselves are even and free from 'pinholes' or thick or thin 
patches. They generally exhibit a high degree of skill on the part of the vatman or 
papermaker. In addition, most are well sized and can be written on with case with 
modern ink and a steel pen. But after the middle of the + 8th century the quality of 
the paper rapidly deteriorated, becoming thick, flabby, uneven in texture, with 
poor resistance to ink. This change is generally attributed to the political and 
economic chaos during the later period of the Thang dynasty. 

The papers used during the Thang for copying sutras and other books were of two 
kinds, both made chiefly from hemp. The white kind, called pai ch,ng chien3 (white 
sutra paper), is in small sheets but made heavy by loading or coating. The yellow, 

• Hou Han Shu, ch. 108, p. sa. b See report of Ph an Chi-Hsing (9), pp. 62-3. 
, See Hsiin Hsii's preface to the Mu Thien Tzu Chuan (SPTK), p. 3 a. 
d This is one of the earliest dated paper manuscripts now in the Calligraphy Museum in Tokyo; see Nakamura 

Fusetsu (1). 
, See Phing Chih Thieh (MSTS). 
r For composition of papers used for the Tunhuang rolls, see Giles (6), (7), Harders-Steinhauser (I), and Phan 

Chi-Hsing (2), pp. 40-1. 
• Clapperton (I), p. 18. 
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Fig. 1074. Oldest surviving book on paper, + 256. Fragment of Parablesulra written in a transition form from the li 
to the khai style. Calligraphy Museum, Tokyo. 

calledying huang chih 1 (stiff yellow paper), was treated with an insecticidal liquid 
which gave a glossy surface and a strong, close texture." The thicker kind of paper 
was made in Szechuan and the thinner in Chhang-an, Loyang, and Anhui. The 
same sort of paper continued to be manufactured in the Sung dynasty, when Chin-su 

, See Kuang Chhuan Shu Pa (TSHCC), ch. 6, p. 73; also discussion of theying huang paper on pp. 78 If. above. 
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Fig. 1075. Old manuscript of the Bhadrakalpa sutra, transcribed in the Sui dynasty and preserved at Shasa-in, 
Nara, showing waterlines of the paper using light from behind. 

ehien1 (paper from the Chin-su Mountain) was specially made for copying the 
Tripitaka in the Kuang-hui Temple2 at the foot ofChin-su Mountain, Hai-yen, on 
the coast ofChekiang province. This paper, made in Soochow in the latter part of 
the + 11th century, is strong and sturdy, with no watermarks but a surface made 
very smooth and glossy by waxing both sides.a Each sheet bears a red seal with the 
inscription Chin-su-shan tsang ehing ehih 3 and some fifteen sheets of paper were joined 
into a roll,b the Tripitaka itself containing a total of over ten thousand rolls. This 
paper has become a collector's item and has been imitated throughout the 
centuries. The imitation, known as tsang ehing ehien,4 is still being used most 
commonly by calligraphers or for title labels of books and scrolls.c 

A similar well-treated, golden yellow paper, known as ehiao ehih 5 (pepper paper), 
was made in Chien-yang, Fukien, in the Southern Sung dynasty. It was dyed in a 
liquid prepared from the seeds of the pepper tree (Zanthoxylan piperitum) , which 

a The Chin-m paper is said to have been made of silk fibres, but a recent analysis indicates that it contains 
mulberry and hemp but no silk; see Phan Chi-Hsing (9), p. 97. 

b See Chin-Su Chicn Shuo by Chang Yen-Chhang (1738-1814), a native of nearby Hai-yen, who was among 
many collectors of this paper. The book gives well-documented sources and reproductions of the seals impressed on 
the front and back of the paper. 

, A sample ofa modern imitation is given in van Gulik (g), Appendix v, no. Ig. 
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contains an insecticidal substance with a spicy flavour. This paper is strong, with a 
scent which is said to last several hundred years, and books printed on it survive 
today. Other papers popular for book printing in the Sung dynasty included pei 
ehhao ehih,1 a lustrous white kind made probably from the creeping plant pei hsieh2 

(Dioseorea quinqueloba) in Fu-chou, Chiangsi; Phu-ehhi ehih,3 a medium heavy paper 
made in Phu-chhi, Hupeh; Kuang-tu ehih,4 a product of the paper mulberry from 
Kuang-tu, Szechuan; Tu-ehhuan ehih, 5 a rattan paper made in Yu-chhuan village of 
Hangchow, Chekiang; and Chi-lin ehih,6 a very smooth and heavy paper made in 
Korea." 

From the Sung dynasty on, printing became popular and papermaking made 
further progress. Publications by the National Academy and various local govern
ment agencies, monasteries, private families, and trade publishers greatly in
creased in such places as Khaifeng, Chhengtu, Hsiian-chheng, Hangchow, and 
Chien-yang, which were also known as centres for papermaking. A close exami
nation of the extant Sung, Yiian, Ming, and Chhing editions printed on various 
kinds of paper shows the high quality of the paper used for printing, which was, 
generally speaking, thin, soft, light, and fine. The raw materials were mostly 
bamboo and paper mulberry, with sometimes a mixture of rice stalks and other 
substances. In the Yiian and Ming dynasties, a kind of extra wide paper was made 
of bamboo for writing, and was known as ta ssu lien2 (large fourfold), whilst in some 
districts, fine bamboo was made into an especially heavy and sturdy paper called 
kung tu ehih3 (official document paper); it was kept primarily for official documents. 
Of the paper used for books during the Ming, the best is said to have been the white, 
sturdy mien ehih4 (cotton paper), which was actually made of bamboo from Yung
feng, Chiangsi; next was the soft, heavy ehien ehih10 (stationery paper) from Chhang
shan, Chekiang; then came the less expensive shu ehihll (book paper) from Shun
chhang, Fukien, and last was the ehu ehih12 (bamboo paper) from Fukien, which 
was short, narrow, dark, and brittle, and lowest in quality and price. b The Khai-hua 
ehih,13 a paper of extraordinary quality made in Khai-hua, Chekiang, was especially 
selected by the Chhing court for the printing at the Wu Ying Tien of the tien pen, 14 
the Palace editions. 

Most popular among the many kinds of paper for artistic uses, especially 
p<Jinting and calligraphy, has been and still is the Hsiian ehih,15 a fine, white soft 
paper: mad~ in Hsiian-chou (modern Hsiian-chheng, Anhui). This paper was first 
mentIOned In the Thang documents as an article of tribute from Hsiian-chou; since 
then it has been continuously used and praised by artists. Not all papers made in 
the Hsiian-chou area, however, were of high grade and suitable for artistic use. 

6
• F60r various titles of books printed on the diff'erent kinds of paper discussed here, see Yeh Te-Hui (2), pp. 

1 3- . 
b See Shao Shih Shun Fang Pi Tshung (Peking, Ig64), p. 57. 
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Many other kinds were made of bamboo or straw, and used for wrapping, burning, 
or such handicrafts as making umbrellas; only those of pure bark or bark and straw 
are suitable for calligraphy and painting. These high-grade papers include yii 
pan1 (jade tablet), a very large sheet of white, heavy paper; hua hsin2 (picture heart), 
one of the artists' treasures; and 10 wen3 (silk stripes) which apparently was made 
with textile patterns. Unlike writing or printing, works of art sometimes require 
very large sheets of paper, and the Hsiian chih is especially noted for its extraordinary 
size, normally twelve by eight feet, with one to three layers in one sheet. Some of the 
sheets, known as phi chih,4 were as long as fifty feet. a A sheet of one layer is made by 
lifting the screen once from the vat of pulp, of two layers by lifting twice, and of 
three layers by lifting three times, by two or more vatmen operating the large 
screen. These sheets are soft, absorbent, smooth, strong, and elastic; suitable for 
books, documents, stationery, rubbings, and especially for calligraphy and 
painting. 

Another time-honoured paper for artists is the Chheng-Hsin- Thang chih5 (paper 
from the Pure Heart Hall), especially made in Nanking for the royal poet Li Y ii 6 

(+937-78), the last ruler of the Southern Thang dynasty. The name of this paper 
is apparently derived from that of his royal palace. Its raw material was paper 
mulberry, but its fibres were made extremely pure and fine through additional 
processing. Its surface was polished and waxed after manufacture to increase its 
quality and beauty, and was described as fine, thin, glossy, smooth, and absorbent; 
it was considered the best kind of paper at that time. The Ming connoisseur Chang 
Ying-Wen7 (16th century) said that 'the paper is thin like the membrane of an egg, 
tough and clean asjade, and covered with a fine and brilliant coat'.b Another Ming 
collector, Thu LungS (1542- 1605) claimed that the paper was so extremely good 
that many famous calligraphers and painters of the Sung dynasty used it,C and 
Ouyang Hsiu9 (+ 1007-72) is supposed to have used it for his draft of the History of 
the Five Dynasties. Apparently the formula for making this paper was still used in the 
Sung and later times, even though the royal studio was no longer extant by then. 

Paper was certainly the most popular medium for artistic use by the Chinese as 
well as peoples in other nations in East Asia from very early times. They adopted it 
not only for painting and calligraphy,d but also for making rubbings from inscrip
tions and engraved designs and for many different kinds of decorative arts. One 
example was its use for reproduction of paint"ilg and calligraphy by weaving very 
fine paper strips in colour or in black and white into a sheet as ifit were made in 
fabric with other fibres. A set offorty-six pictures of the Keng Chih Thu,10 showing 
the processes of tilling and weaving, accompanied by handwrit,ten poems of the 

a The making of the extra-large paper sheets is described in Hsin-an Hsien Chih (1888 ed.), ch. 10, p. 17a;Hsiian 
chih is produced in many other places today. 

b Chhing Pi Tshang (MSTS), p. 216. ' Chih Mo Pi ren Chien (MSTS), p. 136. 
d See discussion on pp. 361 ff. below. 
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Fig. 1076. Art work made by interwining black and white paper strips. Above is one of 46 pictures on tilling and 
weaving, Keng Chih Th., with poems by Emperor Khanghsi. From Strehlneek (I). 

Emperor Khang-Hsi, was manufactured in this fashion. All the pictures were made 
by the extremely skilful and delicate intertwining oflong and thin strips of paper 
with no help from brush or ink a (Fig. 1076). 

For many centuries in China, paper has been especially designed with a variety 
of patterns, plain or coloured, for writing letters, poems, and commercial docu-

• This set of pictures, measuring 9 3/4 in. x I I 3/8 in., was acquired by a collector in Stockholm; see E. A. 
Strehlneek (I), pp. 238-57. 
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Fig. 1077. Ornamental stationery in multi-colour paper for letter writing. Handwriting of the Chhing scholar 
Phan Tsu-Ying (+ 1830-90) addressed to Li Hung-Tsao (+ 1820-91), imperial tutor of Emperor Thung-Chih. 
Far Eastern Library, University of Chicago. 

ments. These papers were dyed a single colour, printed with multicoloured paint
ings (Fig. 1077), embossed in patterns, or sprinkled with gold or silver dust, in order 
to make them as elegant and pleasing as possible. The making of such papers was 
an art in itself, and many artists and poets contributed to the advancement of 
techniques for such ornamentation. For example, violet notepaper was used by the 
famous calligrapher Wang Hsi-Chihl (+ 32 1 -79), and notepapers decorated with 
a peach blossom pattern in bright green, blue, and red were designed by Huan 
Hsuan2 (d. + 404) in Szechuan; a centre especially distinguished over many 
centuries for its decorative notepapers. 

According to early records, stationery papers in ten different colours were made 
by a Thang official, Hsieh Shih-Hou3 ofSzechuan. b There were also fancy varieties 
of paper called by such names as pine flower, golden sand, bright sand, rosy clouds, 
golden powder, dragon and phoenix (red with gold), peach-pink with golden 
spots. However, the most famous notepaper throughout the centuries was probably 
the small reddish note sheets designed byHsueh Tha04 ( + 768-83 I), a courtesan 
well versed in poetry who exchanged poems on notepaper of her own design (Fig. 
1078) with such well-known poets as Yiian Chen5 (+ 779-813) and Po Chii-I6 

, Wen Fang Ssu Phu (TSHCC), ch. 4, p. 49. 
b Chi,n Chih Phu (TSHCC), p. 2. 
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Fig. 1078. Hsiieh Thao, a Thangcourtesan, designed her own note paper for writing poetry. Drawing by Wu Yu
Ju in Pai Mei Hua Phu, printed in lithography in Shanghai, 1926. 

( + 772-846). This paper was made of hibiscus skin mixed with powdered hibiscus 
flower petals to increase its lustra. a It continued to be made, bearing the famous 
name 'Hsiieh Thao notepaper,' for many centuries, not only in Szechuan but all 
over the country. 

, Thien Kung Khai Wu (KHCP), p. 219; cf. tr. Sun & Sun (I), p. 231. 
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The earliest notepaper with multi-coloured pictures was probably developed 
before the Sung dynasty. The family ofYao Chhi1 (fl. +940) made lustrous letter 
papers in beautiful coloured designs of mountains, rivers, forests, trees, flowers, 
fruits, lions, phoenixes, insects, fishes, 'old father', 'the Eight Immortals?, and 
ancient seal characters." A poem written about this time describes the designs of a 
landscape painting of wild geese, reeds, and a setting sun on letter paper.b 

Apparently, paper with embossed designs, with watermarks, and even a marbled 
paper were also developed at this time or earlier. Su I-Chien ( + 957-95) said that 
the people ofSzechuan made stationery papers with decorations by pressing them 
on wooden blocks to make such designs as flowers, trees, unicorns, and phoenixes in 
numerous styles. He also described a 'fish-eggs notepaper' (yii-tzu chien2), made 
with starch on a piece of closely-woven cloth from which a hidden design like fish 
eggs resulted,c and in fact many specimens of paper with hidden or translucent 
designs survive from the + loth cen tury, including one example used by the noted 
calligrapher Li Chien-Chung3 (+945-1108). These translucent designs are con
sidered forerunners of the watermark.d Another kind was 'drifting sand notepaper' 
(liu sha chien4), the design of which was printed from a flour paste sprinkled with 
various colours, over which the paper was placed to become stained; thus the 
design was free and irregular. Sometimes, paste was prepared from honey locust 
pods (Gleditschia sinensif» mixed with croton oil and water, with black and coloured 
inks on its surface. Colours were scattered when ginger was added and gathered if 
dandruff was applied with a hair brush. The various designs which looked like 
human figures, clouds, or flying birds were transferred from the surface of the liquid 
to the paper, and in this way a marbled paper was made! Western authorities have 
set the origin of watermarks in + 1282 in Europe, and of marbled paper in 1550 as 
'a Persian invention', f but the literary record as well as existing specimens show that 
the Chinese made such papers at least three to five hundred years earlier. 

A close relationship between the manufacture of writing paper and the art of 
colour prints developed in the late Ming dynasty. The most famous example is the 
manual of ornamental letter papers designed at the Ten Bamboo Studio, known as 
the Shih-Chu-Chai Chien Phu, published by Hu Cheng-Yen6 about 1645.g The 
manual included various designs printed in multi colour or by embossing without 
colour from wood blocks. The earliest extant designs can be seen in the Tin Shih 

• Chhing I Lu (HYHTS), ch. 2, p. 34b. 
b Li Shao-Yen (I), pp. 135-7. 
, Wen Fang Ssu Phu (TSHCC), p. 53. 
d See examples at the Palace Museum, Peking examined by Phan Chi-Hsing (7), pp. 38-9; also Shih Tao-

Kang (I), pp. 51 If. 
o Wen Fang Ssu Phu, p. 53. 
r Cf. Labarre (I), p. 260; Hunter (9), pp. 474, 479. 
• The preface of the manual is dated + 1644, but one orchid design, in chuan 2, bears the date + 1645. The work 

was reprinted in facsimile by the Peking Society of Woodcuts in 1935; see also below, pp. 283 If. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 1079. Chinese marbled papers in various colours and designs, + 19th century. (a) 'Tiger skin' in yellow. 
(b) 'Betel-nut' in green. (c) 'Betel-nut' in pink. (d) sparkling gold. 

Chien PhUl and the La Hsiian Pien K u Chien PhU,2 published in the early 17th century.a 
They also include similar but simpler ones which make it apparent that both the 
techniques and the artistic schemes ofHu Cheng-yen were influenced by similar 
works which had appeared earlier. 

Besides letters, ornamental stationery was also used for commercial papers, in 
which case it is commonly known as chien thieh. 3 These specially designed papers 
were created by block-printers ofHuichow (in Anhui) during the late Ming and 
early Chhing dynasties. Contracts were probably first written on ordinary note 
paper, but later a special kind of stationery was manufactured with designs more in 
folk style instead of the landscapes of archaic paintings preferred by the literati. b 

• See Shen Chih-Yii (I), pp. 7-10; the second volume of this manual was reproduced in facsimile in Tokyo in 
1923. This art of making ornamental stationery has been handed down to the present day; a great deal of such 
stationery is still in use and several excellent manuals of this type have been printed by Jung Pao Chai, Peking. 

b See Lai Shao-Chhi (I), which reproduces forty colour designs of contract papers, including one written in 
1640 . 
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A piece of paper used to present the visitor's name when calling was known as 
ming tzhu 1 (name card) or pai thieh2 (visiting-card). This custom was derived from 
the use in the Han dynasty of a strip of wood on which the personal name was 
written. The wood was replaced by paper probably in the + 5th or 6th century, 
when such information as the visitor's name, native town, and official title was 
included. The card, about two to three inches wide, was white, but was replaced by 
a red one in the Thang, when the price of red paper is said to have increased over 
ten times. Also during this time, a custom was introduced of writing a note about 
the visitor's business on the card when calling on high officials in their offices or 
private residences. An endorsement was made on the back of the card before the 
visitor was admitted. a 

In the middle of the Ming dynasty, the visiting-card was enlarged, with the name 
written in big characters for a Han-lin scholar, who was privileged to use a red 
card, while the common people used white. Sung Ying-Hsing says: 'The highest 
grade of stationery paper made in Chhien-shan (Chiangsi), known as kuan chien3 

(official stationery), was used for calling cards by high officials and members of the 
wealthy class. It is thick and smooth without any fibrous ribs on the surface. When 
used on ceremonial occasions, it was dyed red with the red flower [Hibiscus rosa
sinensis] after being treated with alum.'b 

(2) PAPER AS A MEDIUM OF EXCHANGE 

The use of paper to represent money originated probably in the early +gth 
century, when increasing needs of business and government transactions en
couraged the institution of 'flying money' (jei chhien4) as a convenient way to 
obviate carrying heavy metal coins from one place to another.c Provincial mer
chants who sold their commodities in the capital could deposit their proceeds at an 
office in Chhang-an and receive a certificate for cash in the designated provinces. 
This institution was originally a private arrangement by the merchants but was 
taken over by the government in +812 as a method of forwarding local taxes and 
revenues to the capital. Since the 'flying money' was primarily a draft, it is 
generally considered a credit medium rather than a true money.d 

The system continued in the following dynasties and gradually evolved into a 
true paper currency. The inconvenience of clumsy iron coins, ,vhich weighed 
twenty-five catties per thousand led, during the period of the Five Dynasties and 
early Sung, to people depositipg cash in deposit houses and using their receipts for 
fi~ancial transactions in th~ Szechuan area. In the e~rly + 1 nh century, sixteen 
pnvate houses were authonsed by the government to Issue notes called 'exchange 

a See Kai Yii Tshung Khao ([750 ed.), ch. 30, pp. 24a-b. 
b See Thi,. Kung Khai Wu (KHCP), pp. 2[8-[9; cf. tr. Sun & Sun (I), p. 230. 
C Sources are sIlent about the material for the 'flying money', but it is believed that it must have been made of 

paper since imitation money of paper for offering to spirits was already used in the + 8th century and the wordfei 
'flying', implies a light material such as paper. " 

d Yang Lien·Sheng (3), pp. 5[-2; Sogabe Shizuo (I), pp. 6-7; Pheng Hsin-Wei (I), p. 280. 
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Fig. 1080. Earliest extant block for printing paper money. Print from block for 'Exchange Media' of the 
Northern Sung, c. + [024-[ 108. From Pheng Hsin-Wei (I). 

media' (chiao tzu1) (Fig. 1080). This also began as a private arrangement, but in 
+ 1023 the government established an official agency in I-chou (modern 
Chhengtu) to issue such notes in various denominations. A cash reserve was 
established and ~ period of three years, as well as a ceiling, was set for circulation. 
In + 1 107, a new note called a 'money voucher' (chhien yin2) was issued and printed 
with six blocks of elaborate designs in blue colours. a By the end of the Northern 
Sung period, notes worth a total of about seventy million stringsb had been issued. 

The paper money of the Southern Sung period had various names and cir
culated in a wider area of the country. Although the chiao tzu and chhien yin were 
used for a while, the most popular of the notes was the 'check media' (hui tzu3

). It 

a The earliest known copper plate for printing the paper note of c. + [024 to + [[08 survives; cf. Pheng Hsin-
Wei (I), p. 280. . 

b One string equalled 1000 pieces of cash. 

2 ~51 
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also originated as a private enterprise in the capital, Lin-an (modern Hangchow), 
but was taken over by the Board of Revenue in + 1 160, with a similar period of 
circulation and a fixed ceiling for the amount to be issued for each period. The area 
of circulation was extended from Szechuan to provinces along the sea coast and the 
lower Yangtze, as well as in the Huai River valley. As had happened before, 
increased government expenditure towards the end of the Southern Sung caused 
frightening inflation because of the unlimited issue of paper notes beyond the 
original quota and period of circulation.a 

Besides the circulation of paper money during the two Sung periods, other credit 
media made of paper were also used. There was a kind of 'exchange certificate' 
called chiao yin1 issued by a special government bureau for salt, tea, and certain 
other commodities; it was handled by the appropriate merchants, could be ex
changed for cash, and was transferable and redeemable in the provinces where the 
commodities were produced. In the Sou thern Sung, certificates issued by the Chiao 
Yin Khu2 were made of special paper and were printed in the Treasury, which was 
located in the capital, Lin-an, and supervised by an assistant of the bureau.b 

The paper notes issued from + 1167 to 1179 were described as printed in colour 
on specially made paper with very elaborate patterns. There were characters to 
indicate the instalment number of the issue, the year issued, the time limit for 
circulation, and the ceiling for the amount to be issued during the period. 
Patterned seals were stamped in blue, red, and black on both sides of the paper. C 

Paper for printing the notes was at first acquired from private paper mills, but as 
the need grew and counterfeiting increased, the government established its own 
factories in Hui-chou and Chhengtu for manufacturing special paper for the·notes. 
The material used was paper-mulberry bark, and the paper money was originally 
called chhu pi3 or chhu chhao4 (paper-mulberry money). Silk or other fibres and other 
ingredients were probably mixed in to make imitation difficult. The Chhengtu 
factory, established from + 1068, was reported to have employed sixty-one paper
makers and thirty-one other workers in 1194,d but because the shipment of 
Szechuan paper to Hangchow was inconvenient, a government factory was es
tablished in + 1 168 incorporating one already existing at An-Chhi,5 near 
Hangchow, where some 1200 workers were employed in 1175. The printing was 
done at the Treasury, called the Hui Tzu Khu,6 where 204 daily workers were 
employ"d,e and besides wood-blocks, copper plates are known to have been used. f 

The complexity of designs with additional signatures and seals printed or 

, For the circulation ofhui tzu, see Yang Lien-Sheng (3), pp. 55-7; Sogabe Shizuo (I), pp. 37-55; Pheng Hsin
Wei (I), pI. 43. 

b See Hsien-Shun Lin-An Chih (1830 ed.), ch. 9, p. 8a; Meng Liang Lu (TSHCC), p. 77. 
, Ten samples given in a Yiian work on money are illustrated in Shu Chung Kuang Chi (SKCS), ch. 67, 

pp.(l)la-2 3b. 
d Shu Chung Kuang Chi, ch. 67, p. 14b. 
, Hsien-ShunLin-An Chih (1830 ed.), ch. 9, pp, 7b-8a; Meng Liang Lu (TSHCC), p. n 
r See Wen Hsien Thung Khao (ST), ch. 100, p. 3. 
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stamped in colours on specially made paper, plus heavy penalties for counterfeit
ing, must all have tended to discourage such a crime, yet cases often occurred. One 
in 1183, memorialised by Chu Hsi l (+ 1 130-1200), involved a professional wood
block cutter, Chiang Hui,2 who had repeatedly counterfeited paper money. He was 
quoted as saying that he cut a block of pear wood from a traced master copy of the 
hui tzu note for one string of cash. The imitation note, including a picture of a 
legendary figure, was printed with serial character and number in blue and seals in 
red on special paper made in the countryside ofWu-chow (in Chekiang). It took 
him ten days to complete the cutting. In a six-month period in 1183, some 2600 
sheets were printed on about twenty occasions, 100 to 200 sheets at a time. a 

In the north, the Chin Tartars also used paper money called 'exchange notes' 
(chiao chhao3), first issued in 1 153. The idea must have been borrowed from the 
Sung. They had large and small bills in various denominations, and spoiled notes 
could be exchanged for new ones with a charge for the printing cost. At first, the 
circulation rules were carefully observed, but towards the end of the 12th century 
and early in the 13th, excessive military expenditure caused inevitable inflation, 
and the value of the depreciated notes dropped to as little as one per cent of their 
original value. 

After the Mongol conquest of China, the Yiian dynasty issued several kinds of 
paper money. It was the 'silk note' (ssu chhao4 ) issued from 1260 which was backed 
by silk yarns as reserve, and later the notes of the Chung-thung era (Chung-thung 
chhao 5) , which unified the currency system of China. Two specimens of this paper 
money were discovered in Shanyang, Shensi in 1965 b. Old notes issued earlier 
were exchanged for this new note, which not only circulated universally within 
the empire but also spread to other parts of the world. It reached the Uighur 
regions in 1280, Persia in 1294, and was introduced to many other nations in the 
following centuries. Paper currency arrived at Korea in 1296 and was used for 
circulation there in 1332. The Japanese first issued the da cha 6 (paper of copper 
coins) in 1334, the Vietnamese printed paper money in 1396, but the use of bank 
notes was not begun in Western countries until the later part of the 17th century.c 
It is probable that certain European systems of banking and accounting, as well as 
vouchers for deposited money, were also influenced by Chinese examples obtained 
by merchants and travellers to China.d 

, See Chu Hsi's memorials in Chu Wen Kung Wen Chi (SPTK), ch. 18, pp. 17a-32a; ch. 19, pp. I a-27a; tr. Yang 
Lien-Sheng (9), pp. 216-24. 

b Both are printed with Chinese characters of the Chih-Yiian reign (+ 1264-94), denomination, and issuing 
agency with seal impressions in Mongolian in red colour; see a report of the Shanyang Museum in KKWW, 1980 
(no. 3), pp. 70 fr. 

C Paper money was first issued in Sweden in 1661; America, 1690; France, 1720; Russia, 1768; England, 1797; 
and Germany, 1806. 

d Max Weber said that the accounting system (Verrechungswesen) of the old Hamburg Bank was based on a 
Chinese model, and Robert Eisler said that the old Swedish system of banking and money deposit vouchers 
followed the Chinese system; see Yang Lien-Sheng (3), p. 65· 
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Paper currency was a subject of great in terest described by many early European 
writers, who were impressed by its ingenuity as a substitute for heavy and valuable 
media of exchange. The most detailed observation was made by Marco Polo: 'The 
Khan causes every year to be made such a vast quantity of this money, which costs 
him nothing, that it must equal in amount all the treasure in the world.' He further 
remarked: 

All these pieces of paper are issued with as much solemnity and authority as if they were of 
pure gold or silver; and on every piece a variety of officials, whose duty it is, have to write 
their names, and to put their seals. And when all is duly prepared, the chief officer depu ted 
by the Khan smears the Seal entrusted to him with vermilion, and impresses it on the paper, 
so that the form of the Seal remains printed upon it in red; the Money is then authentic. 
Anyone forging it would be punished with death." 

The Mongols certainly used paper money most effectively and circulated it on a 
vast scale in a broad area, but its name and issuance changed frequently within a 
short period. The Ming government, on the other hand, had a less effective 
operation but issued only one kind of note during the entire dynasty. In 1375, a new 
note called 'Precious note of Great Ming' (Ta Ming pao chhao1) was issued, with the 
Hung-wu reign title printed on the note without further change. From the very 
beginning, the Ming note was inconvertible; but copper coins circulated along 
with the paper money. Throughout some 200 years this note was the only paper 
money in circulation, but as it gradually lost value, silver became the major 
medium of exchange, and the circulation of paper money was almost suspended 
after the end of the 15th century. Along with paper notes, exchange certificates for 
tea, salt, and other commodities were also issued during the Ming. Paper needed 
for such certificates was requisitioned from various producing provinces.b 

The revival of paper currency was attempted at the end of Ming, but it failed, 
apparently because of in fiat ion. However, a memorial by a Ming official in + 1643 
enumerated its many advantages. It could be manufactured at low cost, circulated 
widely, carried with ease, and kept in concealment; it was not liable to suffer 
impurity like silver, did not need weighing whenever it was used in transactions, it 
could not be clipped, was not exposed to thieves' rapacity and, finally, saved metals 
for other uses.C It appears, however, that the levy of some two million catties of 
mulberry bark for manufacture of paper money i" + 1644 almost provoked the 
peasants into rebellion.d 

The Manchu rulers preferred to use hard money and did not issue any paper 
currency on a large scale, except as an emergency measure. However, printed 
paper documents for commercial transactions were frequent (Fig. 108 I), and in 

• Tr. Yule (I), vol. I, p. 424. 
b See Ta Ming Hui Tien (1589 ed.)' ch. Ig5, pp. 4b-5b. 
, See Ming Chi Pei Lifeh (KHCP), ch. Ig, pp. 15-16. 
d See Ni Wen-Cheng Kung Nien Phu (TSHCC), p. 60; Jih Chih Lu (TSHCC), ch. 4, p. 103. 
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Fig. 1081. Paper note for one tad of silver issued by the Board of Revenue of the Manchu government in + 1855. 
Far Eastern Library, University of Chicago . 
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+ 1853, the military cost of suppressing the Thai-phing rebellion resulted in the 
issue by the Chhing government of paper notes called 'Official Note' (kuan chhao l ) 

and 'Precious Note' (pao chhao2 ).a Since these were not convertible, their value 
dropped rapidly and the notes ceased to be used after a short period. It was not 
until the later part of the 19th century that a Chinese bank issued a new bank note, 
which was inspired primarily by Western influence. 

(3) CEREMONIAL USES OF PAPER 

Paper has played a significant part in many Chinese ceremonies and festivities in 
connection with ancestor worship, folk religion and, to some extent, the cult of 
scholarship. Ordinary or specially made papers were cut, folded, or decorated to 
represent various objects to be used or to be burned on such occasions as family 
ceremonies and state sacrifices. This symbolic use of paper served as an economical 
substitute for real but expensive objects. The objects most commonly substituted 
for were money, garments, utensils, vehicles, servants, animals, and buildings; they 
were used at funerals, festivals, and in ancestor worship. Effigies of paper were 
made and burned as a symbol of offerings to the spirits in the other world.b 

The original ceremonial use of paper was probably in substitution for metallic 
coins at a burial. In ancient times, rich deposits of treasures as well as human and 
animal sacrifices were buried with the dead, though by the time of the Han 
dynasty, metal coins were placed in tombs as a substitute for the valuable treasures 
and living beings. Later, for economic or other reasons, among them the dis
couragement of grave robberies, paper imitations for money and real objects were 
used. 

The paper money for the spirits consisted of imitations either of metal coins or of 
real paper money, but the latter had different sets of inscriptions and patterns to 
distinguish it from counterfeit money. Coins were usually imitated by a sheet of 
plain paper with designs of coins cut into it, or a small sheet of paper coated with 
tinfoil, folded in the form of silver or gold ingots. This was sometimes dyed yellow 
with a liquid from seaweed, or from the flower of the pagoda tree (sophorajaponica).c 
The plain tin symbolised silver and the yellow represented gold. This is similar to 
what is described in a + 7th-century Buddhist work, which says: 'When sacrifice is 
offered by people, the ghosts will get silver coins if we cut the coins from white 
paper, and gold coins if we use yellow paper.' d The custom of burning paper money 
seems to have begun with imitations of metal money; only at a later date, when real 
paper money was in circulation, was mock paper money used with imitation coins 
in making offerings (Fig. 1082). Nevertheless, offerings of paper money for the 

a Cr. Pheng Hsin-Wei (I), pp. 557-8, pI. 80. 
b For ceremonial use of paper, see Hunter (2), pp. 1-79; (9), pp. 203-17. 
, Hunter (2), p. 24. This work includes illustrations of various kinds ofjoss paper and bags to contain such 

folded tinfoil, with messages to the spirits on the bags. 
d See Fa riian ChuLin (SPTK) , ch. 48, pp. 8b-19a. 
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Fig. 1082. Printed messages on paper bag containing ghost money for one's ancestors with prayers on four sides, 
address above, and a treasure pot at the lower centre. Dard Hunter Paper Museum. 

spirits existed, apparently, before real paper money was adopted in the early +gth 
century. An artifact of paper cut into a continuous string of cash has been found in 
an early Thang tomb dated +667 in Sinkiang (see Fig. 1086f); while the Thang 
scholar-official Feng Yen l ( + 726-go?) said: 'In the past silk was buried and now 
the paper money is burnt. This shows people do not understand what the spirits 
really need.' b 

a See Stein (2), IV, pI. XCIII. b cr. Feng Shih Wen Chien Chi (Peking, 1958), p. 55. 
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The burning of paper money was formally introduced to the imperial sacrifice in 
+738 by Wang Vii, who served as Commissioner of Imperial Sacrifices and 
Associate Censor, and was in charge of sacrifice at the ancestral temple.' The 
adoption of this practice for state sacrifices was a subject of controversy amorig 
many officials and scholars at the time and thereafter. Some of them condemned it 
as absurd and others were in favour of the use of paper money as a substitute for 
actual silver and copper coins. This not only made the tombs less attractive to grave 
robbers, but also kept the actual money in circulation. 

In the Sung dynasty, a minister named Liao Yung-Chung2 (c. 1101-25) memo
rialised the emperor to abolish the burning of paper money. He considered such 
vulgarised tradition an absurd delusion and an insult to the spirits.b And in 
commenting on the family sacrifice, the noted philosopher Chu Hsi (1130-1200) 
said that the Rituals of the T'ang recorded that certain officials did not originally 
burn paper money as offerings to their ancestors, and this practice was followed by 
the gentry (i kuan3 , literally, clothes and caps). At the beginning of our dynasty, it 
was said, those who studied the rituals misunderstood the passage and used paper 
clothes and caps instead of paper money in the sacrifice.c Whether the burning of 
paper objects other than money was the result of misreading the ritual is not 
certain, but Chu Hsi's statement here seems to tell us that the burning of paper 
money was practised in Thang, and of paper replicas of other objects was intro
duced early in the Sung dynasty. Since paper clothing and paper caps are known to 
have been worn by men at this time,d it would have been natural to offer them to 
the spirits in lieu of silk or other textile materials (Fig. 1083). Even though the 
intention of the offerings was questioned by many scholars, the use of paper replicas 
for funeral objects was still customary in sacrifice for many centuries after that. 

Meng Yiian-Lao5 (ft. 1126-47) recalled that paper money and paper objects 
were offered to spirits during various festivals in the Northern Sung capital, 
Kaifeng. e He said that in the spring festival, shops selling paper replicas used paper 
to make pavilions and buildings on the street. He also claimed that on the fifteenth 
day of the seventh month, during the All Souls Festival (ehungyuan6), numerous 
paper offerings such as boots and shoes, head-dresses, hats, belts with decorations, 
and colourful garments, as well as Buddhist Maudgalyayana sutras (mu lien ehing?) , 
were sold in the market. A bilmboo tripod was made, about three to five feet high, 
with a basin on top. This was called yu lan phen8;f in it paper clothes and paper 
money were burned as offerings to needy ·spirits. This was probably one of the 

a Cf. Chiu ThangShu (ESSSITW), ch. '30, p. la; a similar story is found inHJin ThangShu (ESSSITW), ch. 109, 
p. '3a, and T<u Chih Thung Chien (1956 ed.), p. 6831. 

b See Chiu Jih Lu' (SF), ch. '4, pp. 4a-b. ' Chu T<u Chhuan Shu (CHSC ed.), ch. 39, pp. I6b-I7b. 
d For the use of paper clothes and paper caps, see discussion on pp. 109 If. below. 
, Tung Ching Meng Hua Lu (TSHCC), pp. 126, ,6,-2. 
r Yii fan phen is apparently a transliteration from the Sanskrit ullanbana and refers to a Buddhist ceremony 

concerning Buddha and the hungry mother of his disciple Maudgalyayana; cf. Bodde (12), pp. 6,-2. 
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Fig. 1083. P'per robe for offering to spirits at a funeral, +20th century. From Ecke (2). 

reasons why many Confucian scholars objected to the burning of paper substitutes 
to their ancestors, because such offerings had some association with Buddhist 
ceremonies. 

The burning of paper effigies in connection with cremation of the dead was 
witnessed by Marco Polo:' 

They take representations of things cut out of cotton-paper, such as caparisoned horses, 
male and female servants, camels, armour, suits of cloth of gold (and money), in great 
quantities, and these things they put on the fire along with the corpse, so that they are all 
burnt with it. And they tell you that the dead man shall have all these slaves and animals of 
which the effigies are burnt, alive in flesh and blood, and the money in gold, at his disposal 
in the next world. 

The paper used for spirits, generally known as huo ehih1 (burnt-offering paper), was 
made of bamboo, the fibres of which were cooked and strained with a solution of 
ashes and washed with water. The process was generally the same as in making 
other paper, except that they were not baked dry but dried in the sun. The Ming 
writer Sung Ying-Hsing says:b 

• Yule (I), 11, p. 191; the word 'cotton-paper' is used in Moule & Pelliot (I), I, p. 337 and elsewhere. Similar 
customs of burning paper money .nd paper replicas in Tangut as described by Marco Polo no doubt show Chinese 
influence; see Yule (I), I, pp. 204,207, n. 4. 

b Thien Kung Khai Wu (KHCP), p. 218; cf. tr. Sun & Sun (I), p. 229. 

'*~ 
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During the high Thang period, sacrifices to ghosts and spirits were frequent and paper 
money was used to substitute for burning silk fabrics, thus the particular kind of paper 
called huo-chih was made. According to recent custom in Hupei and Hunan, as much as 
1000 catties of this paper was burnt for spirits on one single occasion. Actually, abol,lt 
seventy per cent of this kind of paper that is produced is used for burnt offerings, and thirty 
per cent for daily use. 

During the early part of this century, the manufacture of such ceremonial paper 
constituted a large portion of the handmade paper industry in China," while the 
tradition of burning paper to communicate with the spirits is probably still 
practised in certain parts of China and the Chinese communities overseas. b Indeed, 
the manufacture of the paper replicas has become a special handcraft by which 
almost every kind of object can be exactly and finely imitated. 

Paper printed or painted with colourful images offolk gods or national heroes 
has played a prominent part in many Chinese households and shops. The pictures 
of these gods which might be hung or pasted on walls or doors ofa house were used 
primarily for worship or for protection from evil spirits. Included among them were 
images of the gods of the kitchen, doors, and gates, which were among the five 
household spirits to be worshipped. C The picture of the kitchen god was hung on a 
kitchen wall and was sacrificed to with confectionary and paper money on the 
twenty-third day of the twelfth month each year. After the sacrifice, the picture 
was burnt to send the god to heaven. Then, on the New Year's eve, he was invited 
back and a new picture was put Up.d 

The most common household pictures represented the gate gods. These were 
pasted on both sides of the double gate at the entrance of the house. The figures 
were supposed to represent two military generals of the Thang dynasty, Chhin 
Chhiungl and Wei-Chhih Ching-Te,2 who wear armour and helmet and hold 
weapons (Fig. r084).e Other figures chosen for human satisfaction, such as the god 
of longevity, the god of wealth, and sometimes three gods standing together for 
happiness, prosperity, and longevity, were also painted or printed on paper to be 
pasted on walls or hung in the house. 

Many other gods or national heroes were worshipped in shops or handicraft 
factories in honour of their contribution to the profession. Thus, the drinking poet 

, Che-chiang Chih Chi reh, p. 358, says that the handmade paper produced by some 25,000 paper mills in 
Chekiang was put to four major classes of use: superstition, writing, wrapping, and others; and of the total 
production of over twenty million Chinese dollars in 1930, about thirty per cent was used for burnt offerings or 
other religious purposes, the largest of the four categories. 

b Hunter (9), pp. 207-1 I, describes what'he saw in the 1930'S: along certain streets in many cities in China as 
well as in Chinese communities elsewhere in Asia, open shops in which paper replicas were fashioned-highly 
ornate cardboard chests with shiny gold and silver paper locks, flowing robes of paper painted with golden dragons 
and complicated patterns, shoes, hats, all manner of wearing apparel made of paper, and also fullwsized carts, 
houses, and even automobiles. 

C The five tutelary gods of the house are those of the kitchen, gates, doors, centre of the room or impluvium, and 
well; see Bodde (12), p. 4. 

d Bodde (12), p. 98. 
, See Werner (I), pp. 172-4; Bodde (12), p. 100. 
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Fig. 1084. Door guards on paper printed in colour, depicting two Thang military generals, Chhin Chhiung and 
Wei-Chhih Ching-Te, with armour and weapons, + 19th century. Field Museum of Natural History. 

Li POl became the saint of wine shops; the legendary butcher Chang Fei2 was 
worshipped in meat shops; the hero of the Three Kingdoms, Kuan Yii,a the god of 
war who warded off calamities, was the most popular tutelary god in many houses. 

The most interesting god for our discussion here is Tshai Lun,4 the supposed 
inventor of paper, who has become the patron saint of the profession of papermak
ing and has been worshipped by papermakers and others since his own day. 
Legends related that a stone mortar used by Tshai Lun for papermaking still exists 
beside a pool near his home in Lei-Yang5 (in modern Hunan), where numerous 
people made papermaking their profession. Temples to him were built in his home 
town as well as in Lung-Thing6 (in modern Yang-hsien, Shensi), where he was 
buried and received the honorific title Marquis of Lung-Thing, as well as other 
papermaking centres as in Chhengtu.a His image painted or printed on paper was 
hung on the walls of m any paper mills and paper shops in both China andJapan. A 
typical example is a block-print ofTshai Lun's image, dated to the r8th centuryb 
(Fig. r08s). The picture, printed in six colours (green, red, yellow, pink, mauve, 
black), shows the hero sitting in the centre. In his hand he holds a ju-i,7 a sword-like 

, Chien Chih Phu (TSHCC), p. I. • Reproduced in Tschichold (2). 

'*IW; 
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Fig. 1085 .. P~per ~mage of Tshai Lu~ as patron saint of paper making, c. + 18th century. Picture printed in five 
colours WIth mscnpnon at top, :eading Patron Saint Tshai Lun'. Tshai with a black beard holding aju-i is 
surrounded by four attendants WIth brushes and writing tools before him as well as a pig and a chicken for sacrifice. 
Lege?d says these two animals were the first to separate the wet paper sheets with their snout or beak. From 
TschIchold (2). 
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emblem of good wishes. He is waited on by four attendants, two of them holding 
paper rolls and books, and two animals are sacrificed before him. The legend at the 
top says, 'Patron saint Tshai Lun, Marquis ofYii-Thing1

.' 

While the worship of gods drawn on paper was primarily under Buddhist 
influence, the Taoists for their part multiplied their potent charms with messages of 
good luck, written or painted on paper smeared with cinnabar to invoke protec
tion. Sometimes large charm seals were used to impress the message on clay and 
later on paper with red ink to indicate authority." It seems that paper was also used 
by Taoists as a symbol of their magic power. 

Confucians also paid respect to paper on which characters had been written. As 
Confucian scholars enjoyed high prestige in society, what they wrote represented 
the sacred words of sages, worthy of respect and preservation; thus every scrap of 
paper bearing written or printed characters was to be revered. The phrase cking hsi 
tzu ckik2 (revered spare paper bearing characters) became a pious motto in Chinese 
society, where written paper was supposed not to be trampled upon or put to any 
indecent use. We do not know how early this tradition developed, though it was 
undoubtedly suggested by Confucian scholars themselves to enhance their prestige, 
but one early reference was made in the +6th century. Then the noted scholar Yen 
Chih-Thui3 ( + 530-9 I) wrote in his family instructions that 'paper on which there 
are quotations or commentaries from the Five Classics or the names of sages should 
not be used for toilet purposes.'b The same tradition was also held in Chinese 
society by Buddhists, who taught that rewards will be given to those who care for 
and respect paper with sacred messages on it. C 

In order to dispose of the written characters reverently, brick furnaces were built 
at street corners or in courtyards of temples, where scraps of written paper could be 
collected and placed for burning. The ashes were kept in jars and finally deposited 
in a river.d Similar instructions were given on roads leading to sacred mountains. 
This practice may have been a way to avoid having litter lying about, but there is 
no doubt that it also had had a definite connection with Confucianism and the cult 
of scholarship. 

(4) PAPER CLOTHING AND FURNISHING 

Paper is mentioned in Chinese literature as having been used for various kinds of 
garments, bed furnishings, and other household articles in place of woven fabric, 
but whether these items were all made of true paper or bark cloth is uncertain! 

, See the discussion of Taoist chann seals in Carter (1), p. 13, nn. 13-14. 
b ren Shih Chia Hsfin (SPTK) , ch. 5, p. I3b; tr. S. Y. Teng (2), p. 21. 
, See Hsiu The ra Phien (TSHCC), p. Ib; Kung Meng Pu Fei Chhitn Kung Te Lu (TSHCC) , p. 2. 
d Cf. Hunter (9) pp. 78-9; for illustration ofa + 15th-century furnace for burning papers with characters on 

them, see Hunter (2), p. 213. 
e The craft of making tapa, a beaten bark paper, was almost universal throughout the Pacific, but it was used 

only for clothing and not normally for writing; see Hunter (9), pp. 27-47; cf. above, pp. 37, 56. 
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Early Chinese records reveal the existence of a material made of bark, known as tha 
pu1 or kUPU,2 which may have some affinity with tapa. Since tapa was made from a 
variety of paper-mulberry bark by a process of beating and was used for clothing, it 
has been called bark cloth instead of paper. The Chinese terms tha pu which may 
mean 'beaten cloth', and ku pu, 'paper-mulberry cloth', very probably referred to a 
sort of bark cloth or tapa. 

The earliest reference to this material is found in the Shih Lni, in which Ssuma 
Chhien (c. - 145 to -86) mentioned that a merchant in the town managed in a 
year to sell 'a thousand piculs oftha pu'.' The same material, called ku pu, appears in 
several other sources as early as the + 3rd century. Lu ChP (+ 3rd cent.) said that 
people south of the Yangtze River used the bark of ku (paper-mulberry) to make 
cloth and also pounded it to make paper, called ku phi ehih 4 (paper-mulberry bark 
paper).b Apparently, the inner bark of paper-mulberry can be prepared in different 
ways and used for different purposes. Since all these items for wearing and bedding 
are described in Chinese records as made of ehih (paper), we may assume that they 
were made of bark paper. 

There are in Han literature several references to the use of paper-mulberry for 
hats and headdress. Han Ying5 of the - 3rd century mentioned that a disciple of 
Confucius named Yiian Hsien6 (-6th century) of the Lu State wore a paper
mulberry hat (ehhu kuan 7),C which may not, of course, have been of true paper, and 
in the Later Han, it was fashionable for men to wear headbands called hsiao-thou8 or 
ehhiao-thou,9 made of paper-mulberry bark in red or other colours.d During the 
Thang and Sung dynasties, paper-mulberry hats were worn by Taoist priests and 
were fashionable among scholars and poets; indeed a poem titled 'Taoist Fashion' 
by Wang Yii-Chheng10 (+954-1001) says: 'Paper-mulberry hat, serge coat, and 
black gauze kerchief'·, and Lu Yull (+ 1 125-1210) mentions in his poems that he 
has newly had made two paper-mulberry hats, 'emphatically imitating the Taoist 
fashion'. f Many other poems testify to this Taoist habit of wearing of paper
mulberry hats at this time, while several hats of stiff paper covered with plain black 
silk were found in a Thang tomb in modern Sinkiang.g Another hat, a paper belt, 
and a paper shoe dated +418, made of hemp fibre, yellowish and thick with a 
textile pattern, were among the objects recently discovered at Turfan (Fig. 1086).h 
Paper was also widely used as lining in cloth shoes. 

a Shih Chi (ESSS/TW) , ch. 129, p. 15b. Earlier commentators called thapu a coarse or foreign cloth; B. Watson 
(I), II, p. 494, translates the term as 'fabric m"de of vegetable fiber'; Ling Shun-Sheng (7), p. 30, calls it 'bark 
cloth'; see also detailed discussion in Pelliot (47), I, pp. 445-7. 

b Mao Shih Tshao Mu Nwo Shou Chhung Yii Su (TSHCC), pp. 29-30. 
, See Han Shih Wai Chuan (SPTK), p. 4. 
d See Hou Han Shu (ESSS/ TW), ch. 7 I, p. 32 a; ch. n p. 7 a. 
, See Hsiao Chhu Chi (SPTK) , ch. 8, p. 22. r See Chien Nan Chi (SPTK), ch. 37, p. 2. 

• See Stein (2), IV, pI. XCIII. h See Phan Chi-Hsing (4), p. 54; (9), p. 135. 
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(a) 
(b) 

(e) 

(d) 
if) 

;llllllllLI11)Jll~ 
(g) 

Fig. 1086. Paper articles of the Thang dynasty found in Sinkiang. (a, b; c) Paper hat or crown; (d) Paper sh?e; (e) 
Paper coffin; (f) Paper money for spirits; and (g) Rolled paper flag WIth black stnpes. (a, dJ, g) from Stem (2), 
(h, c, e) from the Institute of History of Science, Academia Sinica, Peking. 
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The most common paper apparel included the paper clothing (chih il or chih ao 2 ), 

used as early as the Han dynasty. The History ojthe Later Han Dynasry reports that 
the native tribes at Wu-ling (in modern Hunan) made bark into cloth and dyed it 
with grass seeds; such bark cloth being a local product presented to the court as a 
tribute by the non-Chinese tribes who lived in the south and southwest regions of 
the empire. Phei Yiian3 (+3rd century), author of the Kuang Chou Chi,4 and Thao 
Hung-Ching5 (+456-540), a noted physician, also mentioned that the bark of 
paper-mulberry was used by the people in Wu-ling for clothing which was very 
durable and fine.b In the Ta-Li period (+ 766-79) of the Thang dynasty, a Zen 
Buddhist monk wore no silk or fabric other than paper and was called Zen Master 
of Paper Cloth,C while testimony by many poets of the Sung dynasty indi.cates that 
paper clothing was worn not only in summer but during all seasons by poor people 
as well as by Buddhists.d 

One Sung writer, Su I-Chien6 (+953-96), said that those who lived in the 
mountains (i.e. Buddhist and Taoist priests) often wore paper clothing, probably 
because of the Buddhist tradition against wearing silk. The clothing was very warm 
bu t, he claimed, was bad for the health because it did not allow circulation of air. 
His description of its manufacture describes how the material was boiled with one 
ounce of walnut and frankincense (gum 6libanum) for every roo sheets, or steamed 
with an occasional sprinkling of frankincense or other liquid. When cooked and 
ready to be dried, it was rolled up horizontally on a stick, and then pressed 
vertically into wrinkles, apparently to give it some elasticity to prevent it being 
easily broken. Su also said that in his time some people of the I and Hsi districts (in 
modern Anhwei) made sheets of clothing paper as large as the size of one door of the 
main gates, and that this had been worn by many scholar-officials during their 
travels as a protection against the cold! Marco Polo remarked that 'they manufac
ture stuffs of the bark of certain trees which form very fine summer clothing.'f No 
specimen of old paper clothes is known to have survived in China, but many are in 
Japan (Fig. roS7). 

Personal outfits and household articles were also made of paper, and paper 
furnishings, including screens, curtains, bed-nets, and blankets, were frequently 
mentioned in Thang and Sung poems as well as in other writings. Su I-Chien 
mentioned that Yang Hsii7 (+2nd century), who set an. example of thrift to his 
subordinates, used paper curtains (chih wei B) and cloth blankets when he was 
prefect ofNan-yang (in modern Honan).g And in a poem written in + roS5, the 
noted poet Su Shih 9 (+ 1036 to + 1 roI) said that an old monk of Chin-shan 
enjoyed the warmth of a paper curtain when he was on board a ship travelling on 

a Hou Han Shu, ch. 86, p. 1 b. 
b See quotations in Pen Tshao Kang Mu (Peking, 1975), ch. 36, pp. 78-9. 
, Thai Phing Kuang Chi (Peking, 1959), p. 2297. 
d See poems quoted in Hsiung Cheng-Wen (1), pp. 34-5. 
, Wen Fang Ssu Phu (TSHCC), p. 55. f Yule (I), II, p. 191. • Wen Fang Ssu Phu, p. 55. 
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Fig. 1087. Paper cloth of Japan (kamiko) made of specially treated sheets of paper. 

the Yangtze River between the Chin and Chiao mountains. a A Ming author, Thu 
Lungl (+ 1542-1605), related that 'paper bed-curtains (chih chang 2) are made by 
fastening rattan skin and cocoon paper on wooden sticks and tightening them with 
a string. The paper is wrinkled and then sewn together with thread without the use 
of paste. The curtain top is made of loosely woven cloth instead of paper for 
ventilation. The curtains may be painted with plum blossoms or butterflies, 
appearing extremely elegant and delightful.' b Generally, paper curtains were used 
for warmth in winter and to keep out mosquitoes in summer. 

a Chi Chu Fen Lei Tung Pho Shih (SPTK) , ch. 23, p. 424; similar poems on paper bed-curtains are found in Su 
Chhe,' Luan Chheng Chi (SPTK) , ch. 4, p. 4b, and in works ofMing authors. 

b Khao Phan Tii Shih (TSHCC), p. n 
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Paper blankets (chih pei1 ) and paper mattresses (chihju 2) were used primarily by 
Buddhist and Taoist monks, as well as by some scholars, to keep them warm in 
winter. Apparently they were cheap but not common, for acknowledgment of gifts 
of paper blankets is occasionally found in literature. Thus, the monk Hui-Hung3 

(+ ro71-1 128) of the Northern Sung dynasty wrote a poem to acknowledge the 
gift of a paper blanket from the Zen master Yii-Chhih,4 describing it as white as 
snow, soft as cotton, and better than a blanket made of exquisite white cloth (po 
tieh5 ) or one of purple fox felt (tzujung chan6 ). a In thanking the philosopher Chu Hsi 
( + II 30-1 200) for a gift of a paper blanket, the poet Lu Yu ( + 1 125-1 2 10) wrote: 
'I passed the day of snow by covering me with a paper blanket. It is whiter than fox 
fur and softer than cotton.' b He enjoyed its warmth and softness, and on several 
occasions said he had slept comfortably and soundly under a paper blanket. Both 
blankets and mattresses are said to have been produced in Fukien, Yunnan, as well 
as many other locations.c 

A defensive covering made of paper, known as chih chia7 or chih khai,8 was used to 
protect the body and arms in battle. It was light, convenient, and especially 
suitable for foot soldiers in the south, where the terrain prevented the use of such 
heavy armour as was normally worn by soldiers on horseback or on ships. Since 
paper armour is not mentioned among the thirteen kinds of armour listed in the 
Thang administrative codes, Thang Liu Tien,9 compiled in + 722-38, it is believed 
that its use began after this time. It was probably adopted from the late Thang 
dynasty,for when Hsii ShanglO (fl. + 847-94) was appointed governor ofHo-tung 
(in modern Shansi), he organised and kept an expeditionary army of one thousand 
troops in a state of readiness; they were clothed with pleated paper armour which 
could not be pierced by strong arrows.d Later, when Li Thaoll (d. + 968), a captain 
in the imperial army of the Sung dynasty, attacked the city ofHo-tung, he found 
the defenders were dressed in yellow paper armour, which appeared white in the 
light of bright flames! While paper armour was primarily for foot soldiers, it was 
also used by the navy, and Hung Kua12 (+ 1 1 17-84), a commissioner of military 
affairs, mentioned in a memorial on the amnesty of pirates , that no less than I ro sets 
of paper armour were found alongside the weapons in two ships surrendered by the 
enemy.f In another memorial, Chen Te-Hsiu13 (+ 1 178-1235), a magistrate of 
Chhiian-chou, said that weapons at his fort were sufficient for the defence of the 
coast, except that fifty sets of paper armour were needed for his navy, for which he 
would exchange one half of the 100 sets of iron armour in his possession.g 

• Shih Men Wen T;;u Chhan (TSHCC), ch. 13, p. 128; cf. discussion of po tieh in Pelliot (47), I, pp. 442-56. 
b Chien Nan Chi (SPTK), ch. 36, p. 8; see also ch. 2 I, p. 14; ch. 74, p. 8. 
o Fu-chien Thung Chih (1737 ed.), ch. I I, p. 4a. 
d Hsin ThangShu (ESSS/TW), ch. 113, p. loa. 
f Phan Chou Wen Chi (SPTK), ch. 42, p. 4a. 
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o Sung Shih (ESSS/TW), ch. 271, p. lOb. 
• Chen Hsi-Shan Wen Chi (1665 ed.), ch. 8, p. I6a. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 1088. Paper armour of the Ming dynasty, c. + 17th century. ·(a) Paper body outfit. (b) Paper arm guard. 
From Wu Pei Chih. 162 led. 

However, the best description and illustration of paper armour (Fig. ro88) 
are found in the Ming work recording armaments, written in 1621 by Mao Yiian-P 
(d. 1629), in which he says:a 

Armour is the basic equipment of soldiers, with which they are able to endure without 
suffering defeat before sharp weapons. The terrain in the south is dangerous and low, and 
where foot soldiers are generally employed they cannot take heavy loads on their backs 
when travelling swiftly. If the ground is wet or there is rain, iron armour easily rusts and 
becomes useless. Japanese pirates and local bandits frequently employ guns and firearms, 
and even though armour made of rattan or of horn "lay be used, the bullets can nevertheless 
pierce it. Moreover, it is heavy and cannot be worn for too long. The best choice for foot 
soldiers is paper armour, mixed with a variety of silk and cloth. Ifboth paper and cloth are 
thin, even arrows can pierce them, not to say bullets; the armour should, therefore, be lined 
with cotton, one inch thick, fully pleated, at knee length. I t would be inconvenient to use in 
muddy fields if too long and cannot cover the body if too short. Heavy armour can only be 
used on ships, since there soldiers do not walk on muddy fields. But since the enemy can 
reach the object with bullets, it could not be defended without the use of heavy armour. 

• WuPeiChih (1621 ed.), ch. 105, pp. I7b-I8a. 
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The same work says that for the protection of arms and hands a paper arm-and
hand cover (chih peishou1 ) was also used. Each pair of these covers used four layers of 
cloth of a certain length on both outer and inner sides, plus a certain amount of 
cotton, cocoon paper, and silk thread. The paper armour was similar to the iron 
armour made in the north, but was flexible and convenient, light and ingenious. A 
whole sleeve was generally made, thicker in the upper part and thinner in the 
lower, with a very thin place in the middle to facilitate movement of the elbow 
joint." Paper armour continued to be used by some of the native tribes in Yunnan, 
Kweichow, and Kwangsi as late as in the Chhing dynasty.b 

(5) WALLPAPER AND HOUSEHOLD USE OF PAPER 

It is generally believed that wallpaper was first brought from China to Europe by 
French missionaries in the 16th century, then later from Canton by Dutch, English, 
and French traders, and that it was imitated in Europe in the 17th century.c 
Certainly, the colourful papers from China with hand-painted designs of flowers 
and birds, landscapes, and scenes of domestic life were especially fashionable in 
Europe from the 17th to the 19th century (Fig. 1089). It was introduced to 
America in 1735 and manufactured there some fifty years later. Before the use 
around the middle of the 19th century of machinery for printing wallpaper, it was 
all made according to Chinese fashion in small sheets with unit designs printed 
successively either by stencils or by woodblocks to give a continuous pattern. As 
Laufer says: 'We owe to China in particular also our paper-hangings or 
wallpaper.'d 

The earliest mention of Chinese wallpaper was a reference in 1693 in England to 
Queen Mary's Chinese and Indian cabinets, screens, and hangings, the last of 
which is believed to refer to Chinese painted papers" Then, in about 1772, John 
Macky described the Palace of Wanstead as 'finely adorned with China paper 
[showing] the figures of men, women, birds and flowers the liveliest [the.author] 
ever saw come from that country'. Some of these papers were so accurately drawn 
that 'a man need go no further to study the Chinese than the Chinese paper. Some 
of the plants which are common in China and Java as bamboo, are better figured 
there than in the best botanical authors that I have seen.'f Even in this century, the 
Chinese hand-painted wallpapers are still considered the most excellent and 
beautiful of all, and a leading British architect has said: 'No experience could be 
more delightful than to waken in a bedroom hung with "painted paper of Pe kin".' g 

, Wu Pei Chih, ch. 105, p. 19 a-b. 
• See Kuang-Hsi Thung Chih (1801 ed.), ch. 278, p. 22b. 
, For Chinese wallpapers in Europe, see Ackerman (I), pp. 11-20; Entwisle (I), pp. 43-8; Sanborn (I), pp. 

14-29; for a chronological development of the art, see Entwisle (2), pp. I I ff. 
d Cf. Laufer (48), p. 19. • Cr. Entwisle (I), pp. 21,43-4. 
r See Entwisle (2), pp. 13,23,49. • See Sitwell (I), p. 196. 
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Fig. 1089. Old European wall-paper in five colours designed by Jean Papillon (+ 1661-1723) showing Chinese 
influence of the century. Printed in yellow, black and red with blue and green done with a brush (42 in. x 21 in.). 
From McClelland (I). 
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Fig. lOgo. Carved block with unit design for printing wallpaper. Dard Hunter Paper Museum. 

The history of wallpaper in China is not as clear as that in Europe or America. 
All writings about wallpaper by Western authors indicate that it originated in 
China, but no clear trace can be found in Chinese sources earlier than the + 17th 
century. Both wallpaper historians and sinologists agree that the so-called 'flock 
paper' made by a French printer in Rouen in 1630 and by the English at about the 
same time, was inspired by coloured papers imported from China. a Some accounts 
from later European visitors mention the use of wallpaper in North China from the 
beginning of the 17th century, when the Chhing emperors, especially Khang-Hsi 
(r. + 1662-1722), showed a great deal of interest in developing the decorative arts, 
including wallpaper. b Certainly, many Chinese wallpaper designs were similar to 
the patterns of the Chinese porcelain that came to Europe, perhaps made by the 
same group of artist craftsmen who specialised in this style primarily for the foreign 
trade, and later on, unit patterns (Fig. logo) were used to print decorative designs 
continuously on one large sheet of paper (Fig. IOgl). 

a Chinese influence is mentioned in Laufer (48), pp. Ig-21, which cites Kate Sanborn, Old Time Wallpaper 
(New York, 1905), pp. 14-16; this in turn is based on the Histaire generale de la tapisserie en Italie, en Allemagne, en 
Angleterre, en Espagne by Muntz (3 vols. Paris, 1878-84). 

b Ackerman (I), pp. 10-20. 
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Fig. 109 J. Printed wallpaperin continuous pattern of design made with unit block. Dard Hunter Paper Museum. 

No information has been found on how early wallpaper was used in Chinese 
houses. Most room partitions in Chinese buildings were wooden panels or plastered 
walls, and coloured designs were sometimes painted directly on such walls or 
ceilings. a Wallpaper must have been used in China in the 16th or 17th century, as 
indicated by Chinese works which say that paper covering on walls was vulgar and 

a See quotations on wall paintings in Tha Sha Chi Chheng (Thaipei, 1964), ch. g8, p. 56; also, painting on 
ceilings and walls in a Ming house of a Wu family was recently recovered in Hui-chou (modern Hsiu-ning, 
Anhui); cf. Chang Chung-I (1), p. 32, figs. 75-80. 
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not liked by people of good taste. Wen Cheng-Heng1 (1585-1645), a noted 
landscape artist and calligrapher, said: 'Small rooms should not be partitioned in 
the middle', and 'Walls should not be pasted with paper': his opinion was that 
neither painting nor writing directly on them could be compared with plain walls. a 

Li YiP (1611-80), another noted author and the owner of the Mustard Seed 
Garden, opposed the use of white paper for covering walls. He suggested that 
brown paper might be used as a basic wall covering, and then green writing paper 
torn into pieces and pasted on it. b This seems to be an early example of collage. 

Li further suggested that walls should neither be too bare nor too fanciful. He 
was in favour of displaying scrolls by great artists, which should be pasted directly 
on to the walls rather than hung, so that gusts of wind might not make them sway 
and so be liable to damage, but also said that the scrolls might be cut and pasted on 
a wooden board having frames on all sides. C The origin of wallpaper may possibly 
be traced to such Chinese decoration of walls with hanging scrolls of various 
subjects, such as landscapes or flowers and birds. Indeed, what the early mis
sionaries brought to Europe may have been such pictures, which were at first in 
frames but were later pasted on walls instead of being hung. One early European 
reference to applying wallpaper says that the old method was to fasten a wooden 
framework over the surface of the bare walls; this was fixed to wooden wedges 
driven into the brick or stone, thus leaving an air space between. On these frames 
canvas was stretched, and on the canvas the wallpapers were fixed, and it is for this 
reason that, in many cases, it has been possible to remove them.d These wallpapers 
may have been hanging scrolls of paintings such as were often used to decorate 
Chinese houses. 

The paper screen used as a movable partition of the room has been a very 
important item for interior decoration in Chinese houses since Thang times. There 
were two major forms of such screens, folding and stiff, both of which were 
originally made of wooden board and painted sometimes on lacquered surfaces. 
When paper became popular, the wooden panels were replaced with paper and 
decorated with calligraphy, the screens thus made known as shu phing3 (calligraphy 
screen) or, with painting, hua phing4 (painting screen). Panels with works by 
celebrated artists are said to have been extremely expensive; a Thang work 
mentions that one single panel of a folding screen cost as much as 20,000 pieces of 
gold and another of medium quality was sold for 15,000: One folding screen with 
six panels of brocade stretched over a frame oflacquered wood survives injapan,r 

a See Chhang Wu Chih (MSTS), p. 5. Thi~ information was supplied by Dr Hsia Nai, Director of the Institute of 
Archaeclogy, Academia Sinica, Peking, in a letter of 17 July 1972. 

b Li Yii Chh""n Chi (Taipei, 1970), vol. 6, pp. 3403-40. 
, Ibid. p. 2398; cf. also tr. by van Gulik (9), pp. 258-9. 
d See discussion in Chhien Tshun-Hsiin (6), p. 94. 
, These folding screens are mentioned in the Li Tai Ming Hua Chi (THCC), ch. 2, p. 81. 
c See Ishida Mosaku & Wada Gunishi (I) (ed.), Shiisiiin: an Eighth Century Treasure House (Tokyo, 1954), vol. I, 

Northern Section, pp. xvii, 36. Room partitions with paper screens have been popularly used in Japanese and 
Korean houses. 
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Fig. ~092. Designs of wooden window frames to be covered with translucent paper for houses in 
Western China, c. + 19th century. From D. S. Dye (I). 
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while a stiff screen with one panel, known as chang tzu 1 (shields), or hua chang2 
(painting shield),. was also used at this time. The pictures on mounted scrolls were 
often transferred to the screen, or from the screen back to scrolls as needed. a 

It has been common to use white paper in lieu of glass for windows and doors in 
Chinese houses ranging from imperial palaces to 'peasants' homes. Windows were 
designed with lattices b on which paper was pasted to admit a softened sunlight 
(Fig. 1092). Living room doors were similarly designed with lattice on the upper 
part and solid panels below. Gauze was used in ancient time, though later thin but 
strong paper in large sheets took its place. This was generally made of paper
mulberry bark mixed with bamboo and sometimes rice stalks, the strong and hard
sized bark paper being difficult to tear cross-wise. The highest grade of this paper, 
used for windows in imperial palaces, was called 'window-gauze paper' (ling 
chhuang chih3

). That used in the Ming dynasty was produced in Kuang-hsing (in 
modern Chiangsi); each sheet was over seven feet long and more than four feet 
wide, and some were dyed in various colours.c 

Paper used to cover windows in the imperial palaces was detailed in the 
administrative codes of the Chhing government from the beginning of the 
dynasty.d It was specified that tributary paper sent from Korea be uo"d for the 
windows off our palaces (Thai-ho, Pao-ho, Chung-ho, and Wen-hua) every year, 
and that yellow silk fabric be used to mend the seams every two years. Requisitions 
of paper for the windows and lanterns of the imperial altars and temples were made 

a Cf. van Gulik (9), p. 159. . 
b The use oflattices in windows in Chinese architecture has a long history, and some of these attached to old 

wooden buildings have survived from the Ming dynasty. For a briefhistory and designs of Chinese lattice, see D. S. 
Dye (I). 

, See Thien Kung Khai Wu (KHCP), p. 219; cf. tr. Sun & Sun, p. 230. 
d See Ta Chhing Hui Tien Shih Li, ch. 940, pp. 5 a-b. 
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by the Court of Sacrificial Worship, and for those of hostels for foreign visitors by 
the Board of Colonial Affairs. And in the Chhing dynasty it was noted that as many 
as 108,000 sheets of Korean paper were traded, among other things, in a market
place called Chung-chiang, in the spring and autumn of every year." Even today, 
paper is still commonly used for windows and doors in Chinese houses, as well as in 
those in Japan and Korea.b 

A pair of sheets of red paper inscribed with good-luck characters or a poetic 
couplet, known as men thieh l (door scroll), was pasted on the double doors of 
Chinese houses on the eve of a new year. The origin of the custom is unknown, bu tit 
probably derived from the use of peach-wood tablets called thao fu 2 which were 
placed on doors as charms against evils in Han times or earlier. Since Thang times 
they seem to have been replaced by red paper, for one early reference is from the 
+ loth century, mentioning that door scrolls with four characters from the One 
Thousand Character Classic were written for the palace doors on the eve of the new 
year. This practice was also observed during the Sung and Ming dynasties, and 
when Emperor Thai-Tsu of the Ming (r. + 1368-98) was in Nanking, he ordered 
that such scrolls be added to all doors of officials and commoners.c Their function 
was somewhat similar to that of the door gods: primarily for protection from evil, 
but partly for decoration.d 

Paper was probably used for wrapping before it was used for writing. The oldest 
paper of the Former Han dynasty found in Pa-chhiao, Shensi, in 1957 seems to 
have been used for wrapping or padding bronze mirrors, for it was discovered with 
these in a Han tomb dated to the -2nd century. An early kind of paper called ho 
thi,3 believed to have been made of the bark of paper mulberry, is mentioned in the 
official history as having been used to wrap some poisonous 'medicine' in the 
-2nd century.e Since paper was soft and cheap, it was natural to use it for wrap
ping many other things, and in the Thang, paper made ofrattan from Shan-chhi 
(in modern Chheng-hsien, Chekiang) was folded and sewn into square bags 
(chih lang 4 ) to preserve the flavour of tea leaves. At this time, tea was served from 
baskets made of rushes which held tea cups with paper napkins (chih pha 5

) folded 
into squares/ and a set of several tens of paper cups (chih pei6

) in different sizes and 
colours with delicate designs is said to have been seen in the possession of a Yu 
family of Hangchow.g In the Southern Sung dynasty, gift money for bestowing 
upon officials by the imperial court was wrapped in paper envelopes (chih pao7),h 
while Sung Ying-Hsing says that the thickest and coarsest wrapping paper was 

, See Hsii Kho (l), Chhing Pai Lei Chhao (IgI7), ch. 14, pp. 13-14. 
b For pictures of paper windows and doors, see Hunter (g), p. 221, figs. Ig3-4· 
, Kai rii Tshung Khao (1750 ed.), ch. 30, pp. 22a-23a. 
d See also New Year pictures on pp. 287ff. below. 
, Chhien Han Shu (ESSSITW), ch. 97b, p. 13 a. 
r Chha Ching (HCTy), ch. 2, p. lb. • See Shih Hung-Pao (l), p. 125. 
h Thung Su Pien (reprint, Ig77), p. 513. 
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made of bamboo fibres mixed with rice straw." During modern times the same raw 
materials have been used and wrapping paper makes up more than twenty per cent 
of the total production.b 

The use of paper for toilet purposes must have been practised no later than the 
+ 6th century. Although Chinese sources are generally silent about the use of paper 
for cleaning the body after elimination, one reference dated as early as the +6th 
century refers to the prohibition of paper with characters being used for such 
purposes. Indeed, the noted scholar-official Yen Chih-Thui ( + 53 1 -9 I) said in his 
family instructions, written about + 589, 'Paper on which there are quotations or 
commentaries from Five Classics or the names of sages, I dare not use for toilet 
purposes' ,c and an early Arab traveller to China, who was obliged by his religion to 
perform purifying ablutions, commented curiously upon this use of paper. In his 
report of +851, he says: 'They (the Chinese) are not careful about cleanliness, and 
they do not wash themselves with water when they have done their necessities; but 
they only wipe themselves with paper.' d 

Toilet paper (tshao chih1) was made from rice straw, the fibres of which were 
tender and required less time and labour to process; it thus cost less than any other 
kind of paper. Great quantities of such paper were needed for daily use, and for the 
imperial court alone, it was specified in + 1393 that the Bureau of Imperial 
Supplies (Pao Chhao Ssu2) manufactured 720,000 sheets, two by three feet in size, 
for the general use of the court and 15,000 sheets, three inches square, light yellow, 
thick but soft, and perfumed, for special supply to the imperial family. The 
quantity manufactured every year was so great that the refuse of straw and lime 
which accumulated in the imperial factory formed a mound that was called 
Elephant Mountain (Hsiang Shan3). e Even early in this century, the annual 
production of paper for toilet use in Chekiang alone amounted to ten million 
packages of 1000 to 10,000 sheets each. f 

(6) PAPER CRAFT AND RECREATIONAL USE OF PAPER 

Paper has great potential as a creative material for recreational purposes. It may be 
cut into designs to be pasted on windows, doors, lamps, and other surfaces, and on 
clothing and shoes in place of embroidery. It may be folded into flat or three
dimensional furms for art or entertainment; and making paper flowers by folding, 
cutting, and pasting is a popular amusement. Because of its lightness, paper is also 
especially suitable for making kites. Numerous articles for popular use were origi-

, Thien Kung Khai Wu (KHCP) , p. 218; tr. Sun & Sun (I), p. 22g. 
b Che-Chiang Chih Chih reh, pp. 358-9. 
: ren Shih Chia Hsiin (SPTK) , ch. 5, p. 13b; cf. tr. Teng (2), p. 21. 

See tr. by Renaudat (1),1718, p. 17; also Reinaud (I), p. 23; Sauvaget (2), p. 11. 
, Cho Chung Chih (TSHCC), p. 113. 
e Estimate based on the Che-Chiang Chih Chih reh, pp. 236, 245-6, 276-83. 
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nally made offar expensive materials such as silk, leather, horn, or ivory, but later 
these were replaced with paper. Sturdy paper or papier-mache was also substituted 
for many more expensive materials for games, toys, and other objects for enjoy
ment. Paper was used in China for some of these purposes as early as the + 3rd or 
4th century, and for all of them by the +6th or 7th. 

Cutting paper into various designs with scissors and knives, for making decora
tions at festivals or on other occasions, is a folk art of China with a history of many 
centuries. It probably derives from the custom of cutting out human figures, 
flowers, or landscapes in silk at the spring festival. Tsung Lin 1 ( + 6th century) says: 
'On the seventh day of the first moon, which is called the man's day, seven kinds of 
vegetables are used for soup, and sheets of silk or gold foil are cut into human figures 
to paste on screens or hang in women's hair at the sides." It has been said that this 
custom derived from Madame Li, wife of Chi a Chhung2 ( + 2 1 7-82) of the Chin 
dynasty (+265-420). A similar custom of cutting paper into small banners, 
butterflies, or pieces of money, to place on women's heads or on flowers at the 
beginning of spring, was popular in the Thang,b and a beautiful geometric design 
cut out of a round sheet of paper, from the + 5th or +6th century, was recently 
found in Sinkiang (Fig. I093a). Again, silhouettes of shrines cut out of buff paper 
and pasted on a blackened sheet, and several artificial flowers made of paper cut 
into various shapes to form the petals, etc., were found in Tunhuang,C while the 
noted poet Tu Fu mentioned in one of his poems: 'Cutting paper to summon my 
souls.'d These, then, are some of the earliest examples of, or references to, paper
cu tting known to us today. Many stories concern the skill of artists in paper-cu tting 
and the excellence of their work. The Sung scholar Chou Mi 3 (+1232-98) 
mentioned several paper-cutters who cut paper with scissors into a great variety of 
designs and characters in different styles, and a young man who could even cut 
characters and flowers inside his sleeve: But though most of the stories tell of male 
artists, many of the cu tters were women who did this in their leisure time on farms. 

The subjects of paper-cutting included scenes from farm life: tilling land, weav
ing, fishing (Fig. I093d), or tending cattle; symbols of good luck or blessings; 
legendary stories and theatrical figures; and flowers and plants, birds and animals. 
The design might be one independent picture, a symmetrical pair, or multiple sets 
of from four to as many as twenty~four. If to be used in corners, a set of four 
triangular designs was usually made; and for a ceiling a multiple design round in 
shape was used. Unlike paintings, the composition of paper cuts was generally 
symmetrical, well balanced, with intricate designs covering an entire space; they 
had a strong local flavour. 

• Ching Chhu Sui Shih Chi (SPPy) , p. 3a. 
b ru rang Tsa Chu, quoted in WWTK, 1957, no. 8, pp. 13-15. 
o See Phan Chi-Hsing (9), p. 56; Stein (4), n, p. 967; IV, pI. XCVII. 
d See Hung Yeh (1), 58/19/32. 
, Chih ra Thang Tsa Chhfl1J (rrT), ch. I, p. 38a. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 1093. Old and modern paper cuttings. (a) The oldest extant paper-.cut in geometric design of the Six 
Dynasties, c. + 5th or +6th century, from Sinkiang. (b) Continuous human figures by paper-cut, c. + 7th century. 
(c) Picture of shrines cut out and pasted on a blackened sheet from Tunhuang, from Stein (4), pI. XCVII. (d) A 
modern paper·cut of fishermen. 

The process of cutting paper involved several steps. A master design was first cut 
and fastened over a piece of white paper upon a wooden board. The paper was then 
moistened with water and blackened with smoke, and when the master design was 
taken off, a white design appeared on the paper against a black background. A pile 
of sheets of white paper was then laid under the design, and fastened with paper 
thread at the corners and the centre before cutting. For symmetrical designs, the 
paper was folded and cut with scissors to duplicate the design, but only a few sheets 
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Fig. 1094. Paper folding of triple cranes. From Honda Iso (I). 

can be cut in this way at a time. Independent designs were usually cut with a knife 
through as many as sixty or seventy sheets of paper at once. Lines could be cut out 
to make a positive impression, or left between cuts to make a negative impression, 
simple lines being cut with an ordinary blade, but delicate ones with a specially 
sharp, small, round knife. The inside lines were cut first and then the outside ones. 
Mter cutting was completed, the paper could be dyed with colours mixed with 
white wine or arsenic, with as many as forty sheets being coloured at a time. 
Multiple colours were applied separately, a fresh colour being added when the 
previous one had dried. For decoration of houses, red and multiple colours were 
usually used for auspicious occasions and blue for mourning.a 

A flat piece of paper can be folded into various shapes and forms such as 
figurines, animals, flowers, garments, furniture, buildings, and numerous other 
objects (Fig. 1094). Paper-folding (che-chih,1 origami) is probably one of the most 
interesting folk arts. It helps train nimble fingers, cultivates a sense of balance and 
symmetry, and can be used to provide visual illustrations to explain modern 
physics and geometry.b Indeed, many mathematicians have demonstrated their 
scientific interest in paper-folding, especially in dealing with three-dimensional 
problems and to show the geometric construction of regular polygons and spheres. C 

Although paper-folding probably flourished in China for many centuries before 
it spread worldwide, there is rio clear indication of how early it began. From all 
available evidence, its origin probably was not later than early in the Thang 

a C£ A Ying (3),PP. I~. 
b Shen (I), pp. 7-8. Dr Shen, an expert in paper-folding, has provided much information on its worldwide 

populari ty. 
, Row (I) is completely devoted to the use of folding in geometry; see also Cooper Union Museum, Plane 

Geometry and Fancy Figures: an Exhibition if Paper Folding (Philadelphia, 1959), introduction by Edward Kallop. 

1:!\llffiJ!'; 
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Fig. 1095. Decorated paper flowers from Tunhuang, c. 10 cm. in diameter. British Museum. 

dynasty,a for several artificial flowers offolded and cut paper have been found in 
Tunhuang (Fig. 1095), and they show highly sophisticated techniques in paper
craft.b Today, paper-folding is one of the most popular crafts and pastimes for 
teach~ng children in classrooms, and among adults throughout the world; it is 
espeCIally popular in Japan, Europe, and America, with extensive literature in 
different languages.c 

. Fly~ng paper kites (chihyuan 1
) is a somewhat athletic pastime enjoyed by children 

I~ sprIng and autumn. It was said that when their kites flew in the sky, children 
hft~d their heads, opened their mouths, and breathed deeply, which was good for 
t~elr ~eal~h, and the ni~th day of the ninth month of each year, or the 'double 
~mth fe~tlval, was espeCially devoted to this amusement. The paper kite, consist
mg ofa lIght bamboo frame covered with sturdy paper, and with a string attached, 
was made in the forms of butterflies, men, birds, or other animals, often in colour. 
Kites were, perhaps, originally made of light wood or silk before paper became 
common, and how early paper was used for making them is unknown. However, a 
~tO? about sending a message to a rescue mission by flying a paper kite, in c. + 549, 
mdlcates that it must have been earlier than this date. d 

. Other Chi~ese literary sources frequently tcll of the use of kites for measuring 
distances, testmg the wind, lifting men, signalling, and communicating for military 
purposes. The earliest known reference to their use for amusement or pleasure tells 
of someone in a palace in the + 10th century fastening a bamboo whistle to a kite, 

• Vac~a (I), p. 43, says that chechih is mentioned ina poem by Tu Fu, but the original reference has been found 
to be a mIstake. One poem by Tu Fu does mention 'paper-cutting' (chien chih') but not 'paper-folding' (che cluft) 
see p. 124 fr. above. ' 

b Stein (4), 11, p. 967; IV, pI. XCII. 
, So~e 200 entries are included in Legman (I), pp. 3-8. 
d Ka, Tu Tshung Khoo (1750 ed.), ch. 40, p. 250. 
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so that it made a musical sound in the wind. From this the term for the aeolian harp 
(fi吨 cheng 1) was derived. a Kite-flying diffused very early to all other nations ofEast 
and SoutheastAsia, especially Korea,]apan, Indo-China, and Malaysia, and was 
sometimes associated with religious practices. It was introduced to Europe as a 
Chinese contrivance at the end ofthe + 16th century.b 

Lanterns in China generally consisted of wooden or bamboo 企ames covered 
with a variety of such translucent materials as horn, silk, or skin, but those of paper 
are said to have been especially elegant and skilfully made. They were lighted with 
candles, and were hung indoors or outdoors as decorations, or carried as aids for 
walking at night. Especially interesting was the massive display oflanterns at the 
annuallan tern festival around the fifteen th of the first moon each year (Fig. 1096抖，
a festival which was not instituted until the Thang dynasty, although poems about 
lanterns were written in China as early as the +6th century.c 

How early paper was employed for lanterns is not clear, but it was certainly used 
in the Thang, for an account book of the time from a monastery and found at 
Khotan records that ‘ two sheets ofwhite paper were bought, each sheet fifty cash, 
for mounting lanterns'.d Chou Mi (+ 1232-98) said that in the Hsiao-Tsung 
period (+ 1163-1189) there was great variety oflanterns at the lantern festival in 
Hangchow, and that the best came 企om Soochow and Fuchow, while the latest 
fashions from Hsin-an were extremely extravagan t. There were such varieties as 
‘boneless' lanterns without skeletons, lanterns of fish-egg and pearl designs, 
lanterns of deerskin and of silk fabrics, and lanterns of coloured waxed paper with 
revolving figures on horseback, spun swiftly by the heat of a candle; some of the 
figures cut from paper by skilfulladies were especially graceful.e In his memoirs, 
Meng Yüan-La02 (fI. + 1 126-47) recalls annual customs in the Northern Sung 
capital, Khaifeng, saying that several tens of thousands of lanterns in a great 
variety offorms were displayed along the main street. Long poles, installed in an 
area enclosed with a thorny fence, were wrapped with colourful silk. Numerous 
paper figures of dramatic personages were hung on the poles, moving in the wind 
like flying fairies .c 

A similar custom existed in the Ming dynasty, when the festival extended from 
two days before to five days after the fifteenth of 
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a 品曲 Chhu Lu (TSHCC) , p. 3 
, Kai 1'￥ Tshung Khao (I750 ed.) , ch. 3I , pp. I9a-b. 
d See Chavannes (I 2a), nos. 969, 97 I. ' Chhien Shun Sui Shih Chi (SF) , ch. 69, pp. 9a- !O b. 
r TU1哩 Ching Meng Hua Lu (TSHCC) , pp. I I 0- I I . 
• Shao Hsing Fu Chih, quoted in TSCC, vol. 98, p. 978. 

1 凰筝 2 孟元老

b Cf. Laufer (4), p. 36 

w ~ 
Fig:.. 1096. Paper articles were sold by pedlars on the street. (a) Rubbing of calligraphic models to a young皿holar.
(的 Paper lanterns at the lantern festival on the I5th day ofthe first moon. (c) Paper umbrellas on tbe back ofa 
pedlar. (d) Folded paper也ns in the basket. Drawings by Chin Te-Yü, Thai Phing Huan Lo Thu (Pictures ofHappy 
Occasions in a Peaceful World) , printed by lithography in Shanghai, I888 
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palm leaves were all used. It is believed that paper fans first appeared in the 
Western Chin. Later, when for economic reasons silk was banned for such purposes 
by Emperor Hsiao-Wu (r. +373-97) and again by Emperor An (+397-418) of 
the Eastern Chin period, this use of paper increased, and two scrolls of calligraphy 
on fans by Wang Hsi-Chih ( + 32 I -79) and his son were among their writings in 
the imperial collections." Fans were usually bestowed upon officials following 
lectures at the imperial court, and Emperor Che-Tsung (r. + lO86-I lOO) is said to 
have been praised by his officials for his thrift because he used a fan made ofpaper.b 

Circular fans of paper were popular in the Sung dynasty. The folding fan made 
of durable paper with various kinds offrames and designs was introduced to China 
from Japan via Korea in the + IIth century. Su Shih (+ 1036-1 lOI) said that a 
kind of white pine fan from Korea could be opened to over a foot and yet folded into 
a space of only two fingers. Many poems were written on these folding fans by Sung 
authors, and calligraphy and painting also adorned them. C Emperor Chang-Tsung 
(r. + I 190-1200) of the Chin dynasty is known to have composed verses on folding 
fans, but the practice was probably not popular until the 15th century when 
Emperor Hsien-Tsung (r. + 1465-88) wrote maxims on folding fans to bestow on 
his subordinates. The practice was most common among the literati, and fans 
decorated with calligraphy and painting became a form of art during the Ming and 
Chhing dynasties (Fig. 1097). Small sheets ofa special kind of strong, hard-sized 
bark paper were used in the Ming dynasty for the manufacture of oiled-paper fans;d 
such fans usually bear no artistic decoration but were used by the common people 
in summer (Fig. I 096d). 

The same kind of oiled paper was also used for the manufacture of umbrellas 
(Fig. lO96c) in the Ming dynasty. The origin of umbrellas derived from the use in 
very ancient times of a chariot cover called kai 1 • For protection against rain, a piece 
of silk called san 2 was spread above, but the use of paper umbrellas is believed to 
have been introduced in the late + 4th or early + 5th century, when the Toba tribe 
established its Wei dynasty ( + 386-532) in north China. Red and yellow ones were 
used by the emperor, and blue by commoners." It was decreed in + 1368 that silk 
umbrellas were reserved for the imperial family, while oiled-paper ones for rain 
were allowed to the common people, and they were not only used for protection 
from rain or sun, but were also taken on ceremonial occasions. Umbrellas called la 
san3 or cheyang4 were carried in official processions;f and 'umbrellas often thousand 
names' (wan ming san 5 ) were presented to specially honoured officials, inscribed 
with the donors' names. 

• Fa Shu rao Lu (TSHCC), p. 64. b Chhii Wei Chiu Wen (TSHCC), p. 14. 
, See poems quoted in Kai rii Tshung Khao (1750 ed.), ch. 33, pp. I3a-I4a; pictures in San Tshai ThuHui (1609 

ed.) ch. 2 I, p. 42a; for painting and calligraphy on paper fans, see such exhibit catalogues as Chinese Fan Paintings 
(Rochester, 1972), Fan Paintings by Late Chhing Shanghai Masters (Hong Kong Museum of Art, 1977). 

d Thi .. Kung Khai Wu, p. 219; cf. tr. Sun & Sun (I), p. 230. 
, See San Tshai ThuHui (1609 ed.), ch. 12, pp. 22a-b. 
f See KuChingShih WuKhao (TSHCC),p. 140. 
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Fig. 1097. Calligraphy and painting on folded paper fans by Ming and Chhing artists Wen Cheng-Ming 
(+ 1470-1559), above, and Monk Tao-Chi (Shih-Thao, d. c. + 1719). 

Paper flags must have been used early. Several were found in Thang tombs in 
Sinkiang, one of several thicknesses of paper manuscripts pasted together, and 
painted with horizontal stripes of black and white; it was pasted on one side to a 
stick (Fig. lO86g)." 

Playing cards made of paper, written or printed with designs, probably existed 
no later than the +9th century, when the relatives ofa princess are said to have 

, See Stein (4), IV, pI. XCIII. 
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played the 'leaf-game' (yeh tzu hsi1).a A similar date of origin is suggested by several 
other sources, including the noted scholar Ouyang Hsiu (+ ro07-72), who said 
that the card-game had been popular since the middle of the Thang dynasty, and 
related its origin to the change of book format from paper rolls to sheets or pages.b A 
book on the game, titled reh Tzu Ko Hsi,2 was supposed to have been written by a 
woman toward the end of the Thang dynasty,C while it was mentioned by authors 
of successive dynasties, and numerous works on it have been written in later times. 

The form of playing cards was described in a Mingwork, titled riin Chang Ching,3 
as about one inch wide, two inches high, and several tenths of a finger thick (Figs. 
rog8, r204). It enumerated the numerous advantages of playing cards: they were 
convenient to carry, could stimulate thinking, could be played by a group offour 
without annoying conversation, and without the difficulties which accompanied 
playing chess or meditation. The game could be played in almost any circum
stances without restriction oftime, place, weather, or qualification ofpartners.d The 
fictional persons in the Chinese novel Water Margin were represented on the cards 
and were extremely popular toward the end of the Ming dynasty, and such 
characters, painted by the famous artist Chhen Hung-Shou4 (r 598- r 652) are still 
available on playing cards today. Apparently because of the popularity of gamb
ling, punishment was specified in penal codes of the Chhing dynasty for the 
manufacture or sale of more than r 000 paper cards, and for engaging in gambling 
by officials. e 

Many other items made of paper for household, recreation and enjoyment are 
occasionally recorded in art and literature (Fig. IOg6).f Such articles as paper 
chessmen (chih chhi 5), were substituted for those of Yunnan stone; paper flutes, 
played transversely (chih ti 6

) and vertically (chih hsiao 7) , the sound of which was said 
to be better than that of those made of bamboo; shadow puppets; fireworks and 
firecrackers; and numerous kinds of toys like the paper tiger (chih lao hUB) (Fig. 
IOgg) were some of the notable objects made of paper. 

(e) ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF PRINTING IN CHINA 

(r) PRE-HISTORY OF PRINTING 

PRINTING is a process of reproduction with ink on paper or other surfaces from a 
reverse or negative image. It contains at least three essential elements: a flat 
surface, originally cut in relief, containing a mirror image of whatever is to be 
printed; the preparation of the mirror image; and the transfer of the impression of 

, reh Hsi ruan Chhi (TMWS) , p. la. b K~i ThienLu (SF), ch. 2, p. 13 b. 
, Wen Hsien Thung Khao (ST), p. 1834. d Quoted in reh Hsi raan Chhi, p. Iga-b. 
, Ta Chhing La Li Shih Li (1870 ed.), ch. 826, p. I3a; ch. 827, pp. 3b, 4b, 6b. 
r Shu nan Tsa Chi (TSHCC), vo!. 2, p. 140; Min Hsiao Chi (TSHCC), pp. 26-7; Shih Hung-Pao (I), p. 123; 

Teng Chih-Chheng (;), ch. I, p. 132a-b. 
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Fig. log8. Chinese playing cards. From DeVinne (I). 

this image on to the surface to be printed. In brief, the invention of printing 
required the development of necessary techniques for creating a proper vehicle to 
transfer an image on to an acceptable medium, in addition to meeting the large
scale demand for multiple copies. Before printing was used in China, many 
techniques for making reproductions existed. At first, of course, texts were copied 
by hand, but later mechanical devices were devised. These included seals for 
stamping on clay and, in due course, on silk and paper; the casting and engraving 
of inscriptions on metal and stone, the taking of inked impressions from stone 
inscriptions and, finally, using stencils to duplicate designs on textiles and paper. 
All these processes paved the way for the use of woodblock printing and later 
printing from movable type. 
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Fig. 1099. A p.per tiger. Paper Museum, Tokyo. 

(i) Fingerprints and hand copying 

The desire to make a duplication of a certain image or text was probably a natural 
and common practice from very early times. The characters erh1 for two or double, 
andfu 2 for second or duplicate which appear in many ancient documents, testify to 
the nature of duplication and the existence of multiple copies; indeed the two-

1 - 2/ii1J 
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stroke character erh was used as a ditto sign in the inscriptions on the stone drums 
dated variously from the -8th to -4th century.' Treaties among feudal states in 
the Chou dynasty were usually made in triplicate, with one copy for each of the 
parties and another to be filed with the spirits.b Then, during the Former Han 
dynasty, the original copy of meritorious records of marquises appointed by 
Empress Kao in - 186 was held in the imperial ancestral hall, with a duplicate (fu) 
kept in the government office. C 

Even before copies were made by hand, duplicate images were formed by 
impression from finger tips or from the palm in very early times in China. These 
prints have been found on pottery and clay articles as well as on documents, and 
are recorded in early literature.d The use of fingerprints for identification and 
authentication by the illiterate was probably a substitute for the seals of the literati, 
since both were intended to be unique and private; duplicates could be made only 
with specific authorisation. 

Before printing was adopted popularly, and even after its extensive use for book 
production, manuscripts made by hand-copying were still common. This was 
because it was not only cheaper but also more convenient than printing for making 
single copies or a limited number of reproductions. Classics are said to have been 
copied by the father ofThao Hung-ching1 ( + 45 1 -536), the famous alchemist and 
physician, for sale at forty cash per leaf in the + 5th century,e and the famous 
woman Thang Tshai-lun2 of the early + 9th century is said in many tales to have 
made hand-copies of rhymed books in fine calligraphy for civil service candidates, 
for 5000 cash per copyf Many Buddhist manuscripts from Tunhuang were 
also copied by professional scribes with a good standard style of calligra
phy, for sale to those who wished to fulfil their vows to spread the sutras (Fig. 
1 IOO).g 

Official scribes were to be found at court to copy books into the imperial 
collections. As early as the +3rd century, the Chin Imperial Library had official 
scribes able to write the standard khai style of calligraphy for copying books on silk 
and paper.h In the Sui dynasty, it is recorded that during the reign of Emperor 
Yang (r. +605-17), a choice collection of 37,000 chuan was selected for the 
Imperial Library and fifty manuscript copies were made of each book to be kept in 

• See transcription of the text in Kuo Mo-Jo ([4), ch. I, pp. 12-25. 
b Creel (I), pp. 37-8, citing an agreement between Chin and Chhu in - 5 78 as recorded in the Tso Chuan. 
, CMien Han Shu (ESSS{TW), ch. 16, p . • a. 
d The Chinese origin of the finger print system and its introduction to Europe and America by way ofIndia is 

discussed in Laufer (5 I), pp. 63 I ff.; for illustrations of fingerprints in documents, see Niida Nobura (I), pp. 79-13 I. 
, Mao Chhun-Hsiang (I), p. 73. 
r Yeh Te-Hui (2), pp. 285-8. 
• The style of writing in colophons by the worshippers is quite different from that of the text, which was 

supposedly written by professional copyists. Shops for copying Buddhist sutras existed in the Thang dynasty, and 
an imperial order was issued in +714 to ban such shops which did not conform to Buddhist disciplines; see Thang 
Ta Chao Ling Chi (Shanghai, 1959), ch. 103; p. 588. 

h Wei Liieh' (TSHCC), p. 125. 
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Fig. 1100. A Buddhist suITa from Tunhuang,. The Middle Agama, chaan 8, in 10,663 characters. It was written with 
25 sheets of paper by the scnbe Chang Tshal In + 602 and proof-read twice by two monks. British Library. 

two new buildings at the court. a Because so much could be done by hand, printing 
was not necessary unless a very large number of copies was in demand. 

(ii) Impression of seal inscriptions 

The. carvi~g and i~pr~ssi~g of s~als is considered one of the technical precursors of 
the mventI?n o~ prmtmg m Chma. The technique of carving a mirror image of 
characters m relIef on stone, wood, or other materials in making a seal is almost the 
sa~e.as that of engra:ing characters on wood blocks or making individual types for 
prmtmg. The only dIfference is probably the size and purpose of the carvings, and 
the method .of casting metal seals is little different from that of casting metal types 
from a matnx. The stamping of seal inscriptions on clay and later on silk and paper 

a See wer: Hsien Thung Khao (ST), ch. '74, pp. 1506-7. The source also indicates thattheImperial Library was 
;urrushed WIth m~chamcal deVIces to open and close the doors and curtains in the reading room. The text says: 
Fourteen rooms In front of K~a~-Wen Court served as imperial reading-rooms. The doors, windows, beds, 

mattresses, ~ookc~ses and curtams I? these r~oms were alllavishlyornamented. For every three rooms, there was a 
square opemng WIth brocade ~urtaIns hangmg down and two figures of flying fairies atop. A mechanical device 
was placed on the ground outSIde of the rooms. When the Emperor visited these reading-rooms, a servant holding 
a censer would precede. As he stepped on the device, the flying fairies would come down and pull open the curtains 
up to the top of the doors. The d~ors of the bookcases would also open automatically. When the Emperor left, the 
doors would close and the curtams come down again.' 
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was probably the earliest attempt to reduplicate writings by a mechanical process. a 

Seals were made of almost any kind of hard-surfaced material. They were cast of 
bronze, gold, silver, and iron; or carved of stone, jade, clay, ivory, horn, and wood. 
They were usually square, though some were rectangular or round, about one or 
two inches in diameter. Inscriptions were carved or cast on one or more sides of the 
block, which was sometimes decorated with a knob on top, and with a string 
attached. They usually bore an inscription of a few characters to give a personal 
name, official title, and name of studio, or other indication of ownership, authenti
cation, or authority.b 

The use of seals in China can be traced back to the Shang dynasty. Three old 
square seals, cast in relief on a flat surface of bronze, are said to have been found at 
Anyang,C while later seals made of bronze, gold,jade, turquoise, and soapstone in 
various shapes and sizes, dating from the Chou, Chhin, and Han dynasties, have 
been discovered at various sites in China. Most of the Chou seals made of bronze 
were cast in moulds with inscriptions mostly in relief, and only a small number of 
surviving specimens have intaglio inscriptions. The seals of Chhin are similar to 
those of Chou except for the creation in - 213 of a large imperial seal with eight 
characters carved on jade, to display the authority of the First Emperor. This piece 
was used by the successive Han emperors as the seal of inheritance of the empire,d 
though Han seals were mostly made of metal with inscriptions cast in intaglio. After 
the Han, however, all official seals were made with inscriptions in relief, and their 
size was gradually increased more or less in proportion to the rank of the officers 
using them (Fig. IIOI).e 

Seal inscriptions were at first stamped on clay and later impressed on silk and 
paper. For secrecy and authentication, documents of bamboo and wood, when 
ready for transmission, were covered with a board and bound with string on which 
a small piece of clay was affixed and impressed with a seal. After bamboo and wood 
ceased to be used as writing materials, seal impressions were made on soft materials, 
and the earliest known example with black ink is found on a piece of silk from 
Tunhuang dating from the + 1st century (Fig. I 102).f Since the + 5th century, 
seals were generally applied to paper with vermilion ink, one early reference to 
such impressions dating from + 5 17, when they were stamped in red on lists of 
officials addressed to the court.g Since paper written with black ink had been 
commonly used for documents and books since the + 2nd or 3rd centliry, the use of 
red ink for stamps in order to distinguish the seal impression from the black text 
may, perhaps, be earlier than the +6th century. 

a. The character yinl, which was used for 'seal' in the Han, was adopted to mean printing when that began in 
Chma; cf. pp. 5 If.; 148 If. 

• Cr. Tsien (2), pp. 54-8; Li Shu-Hua (4), pp. 61-n 
, See Yii Hsing-Wu (I), 11, pp. 11-13. d Shih Chi (ESSS/TW), ch. 6, p. 4a, h. 
, Cr. Li Shu-Hua (4), p. 65· 
r See discussion and illustration in Tsien (2), pp. 55-6; pI. VIII, fig. E. 
• Carter (I), p. 13, n. 10; Li Shu-Hua (4), p. 63. 
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Seals were also carved on wood, and these had a much larger surface than those 
of metal and other materials. As Ko Hung (十 284-363) mentioned, in ancient 
times a seal of the Yellow God, four inches in breadth and bearing 120 characters, 
was used to make impressions on clay along the routes taken by travellers to keep 
away fierce animals and evil spirits.a Another source says that Taoist priests cut 
seals ofjujube heartwood, four inches square,b apparently to duplicate charms on 
clay and then, later, on paper in vermilion ink. It is also recorded that at the court 
ofNorthern Chhi (+ 550-77) , a large wooden seal one foot two inches long and 
two and a halfinches wide, bearing four characters, was used to stamp thejoining 
sheets of documents.c All this evidence indicates that seal-cutting on wood wÍth 
mirror-image characters in relief and bearing a text of as many as over a hundred 
characters, can truly be considered as a forerunner ofwoodblock printing. 

自 (e) 

(iii) Bronεe c，ωt吨 and stone carving 

Other techniques which contributed directly or indirectly to the invention of 
printing include bronze casting and engraving on stone. Two methods are known 
to have been used in casting bronze vessels and their inscriptions in ancient times, 
namely: clay moulds and the lost-wax process. The latter, which involved the 
construction of a mould with characters originally traced in wax which was later to 
be melted and replaced with metal, may have suggested the carving ofwriting in 
reverse to obtain a positive position on the 0均ect to be cast, as was later to be done 
in printing.d 

Some of the techniques of early casting may even have suggested the use of 
movable type to compose a long text, for it was not uncommon to use separate 
moulds, each with a single character or a grou p .of characters, to make one vessel or 
one inscription. One of the most interesting examples still in existence is the 
inscription on a kuei vessel of Chhin (Chh仇 kung kuez"1) , probably of the -7th 
century, each character ofwhich can be seen to have been castfrom aseparate unit, 
because the edges of the individual units are visible between the characters (Fig. 
1 103).e Another example is the inscription on a bronze bell ofthe late Chou period, 
with ornamen tal archaic characters (Chhi t，ζu chw警句， each separately cast from an 
individual mould.f There are also examples ofindividual moulds bearing a group 
of characters instead of a single one, and a poth..q container of the Chhin dynasty 
(Chhin ωa liang3) had an inscription of forty characters made from ten separate 
moulds, each with four characters.

g 
It would seem that this technique of using 

翻重疆
(c) (d) 的

Fig. 1 101., t~e!ls~ ,5.eal i~press~o~s) aT~d sealin.g ~lays of various periods. _ (a) Impre~sions ofbronze seals ofrhe Shang 
dynasty. (b) Sealing c1ays of the Han period. (c) A carvecÎ seal of 由e pre-Chhin period with its back and 
~mpres.si?~... (d) Impressions from two Han seal~: top one with a ring h':ndle. (e) S;al of the-'N~;;h;;~'S~~; 
Impedal LIbrary carved in relief:(f)A poem in go characters carved on a Stone seal, c.+I850 8 

~ Pao Phu T ;:u, Nei Pien (SPTK ), ch. 17, p. 23a 
, Chhu Hsüeh Chi (Peking, 1962) , p. 624. 
, Thhm飞g Tien (ST) , p. 3586. a Cf. Yetts (仆， PP.34-9.
, Seed田criptions in Lo Chen-Y ü (抖， p. 32b; iilustrations inJung Keng (剑， 1 ， pp. 88 (illus. 35) , 158; Su Ying

Hui(的， P.19.
f Jung Keng (4) , 1, p. 89 (且g. 89) , 158. • Lo Chen-yü (刻 ， Ping Pien, ch. 2, pp. 2 a-b 

1 秦公篡 2 奇字锺 3 秦克量
Fig. 1102. Earliest known seal impre~sion i~ p~siti，:: ima!e .on silk fabr!~_f!omJen-Chheng， Shantung, c. + 100, 

enlarged twice. From Tsien (仆， pl. VIIIE 
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Fig. 1103. Inscription on a kuei vessel ofChhin cast from separate units, c. -7th century. From Jung Keng (4), 
fig. 35. 

separate units in the composition of one text may be considered as the forerunner of 
typography. a . .• • 

Carving inscriptions on stone is another technIque whIch IS consIder~d as a 
prerequisite for engraving on wood for printing, for not on.ly ~he. technIque of 
cutting, but also the change of material from stone to wood IS sIgnIficant. for the 
development of printing. Cutting inscriptio~s on stone for :omn:e~oratIve and 
monumental purposes developed early in Chma. The oldest mscnptlOns on stone 
still surviving are those on ten drum-shaped boulders known as the Stone Drums.of 
the Chhin State. They were carved with ten verses, originally with some 700 
characters, although less than half of them are still extant. b After the unification of 
the empire, the First Emperor ofChhin erected seven stone inscription~ throughout 
the country between - 2 19 and - 21 I; these were in praise of the achIevements of 
his administration, especially his role in the standardisation of measures and of the 
style ofwriting.c 

From the +2nd or 3rd century, stone was extensively used not only for com
memorative purposes but also as a permanent material for preserving canonical 

a Lo Chen-yii (4), p. 32b. 
b For description and dating of the Stone Drums, see Tsien (2), pp. 64-7; also S. W. Bushell (5), pp. 133 ff. 
, Tsien (2), pp. 68-g. 
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Fig. I 104. One of the 7000 stone tablets of Buddhist scriptures p.reser:'ed in the grot.to library ofFang-Shan, Hopei 
province, engraved since + 550, each 30 metres In height. From TSlen (I), pI. XIV. 

literature by Confucians, Buddhists, and Taoists. a A complete collection of seven 
Confucian classics, amounting to over 200,000 characters, was engraved on some 
forty-six stone tablets between + 175 and 183. Since then there have been no less 
than six additional major engravings of standard texts of Confucian classics on 
stone' the last one was made at the end of the 18th century. And a complete set of 
the Thang engravings, made between +833 and 837, still survives in the Forest of 
Stone Tablets (Pei Lin1) in Sian. 

The Buddhists also selected stone as a permanent material for preservation of 
their sutras, with the aim of avoiding destruction during periods of suppression of 
that religion. The most gigantic of all their stone inscriptions is probably that of 
7000 stone tablets preserved in a grotto library in a mountain near Fang-shan, 
Hopei; all the tablets having been cut successively over many generations from the 
+6th to the 1 Ith century (Fig. 1104). Though the engraving of Taoist literature on 
stone came later, at least eight engravings of the Tao Te Ching2 are known to have 
been made during the Thang dynasty; in both scope and quantity, however, they 
are much inferior to both Buddhist and Confucian inscriptions. 

Stone inscriptions were occasionally cu t in relief or in a mirror image, like wood 
blocks for printing. They were also sometimes cut in mirror image in intaglio, 

a For detailed discussion of the Confucian, Buddhist, and Taoist canons on stone, see Tsien (2), pp. 73-83. 
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Fig. Il 05. Inscription on the back of a sculpture at Lungmen, Honan with positive image cut in relief with' 
squares, dated + 5th century. 

contrary to the general practice of cutting stele inscriptions in the normally direct 
or positive way. A few examples of this are known or are still extant, one being on 
the back of a sculpture at Lung-men, dating between + 477 and 499, and another 
dating between + 570 and 575; both are positive images cut in relief (Fig. l I05).a A 
stone stele with negative or mirror image inscriptions cut in relief is located near 
Nanking. There is also a pair of stone pillars, one cu t in positive characters, reading 
from right to left, and the other in reverse, reading from left to right, apparently to 
balance the pair (Fig. I 106).b It is especially significant that this text was cut in 
relief with mirror images in the same manner as wood blocks for printing, because it 
was made at about the same period as wood-block printing began. 

a See Su Ying-Hui (8), p. 22. 
b See Liu Gbhao Ling Mu Tiao Gbha Pao Kao (Nanking, 1935), plate I I, fig. 20 a,b; also Liu Ghhao I Shu (Peking, 

1981), plates 284-5. 
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Fig. 1106. Stone pillars for the tomb ofWen-Ti of the Liang dynasty, c. + 556, with inscriptions in positive image 
on the left ans:! negative on the right. From Liu Ghkao Ling Mu Tiao Gbha Pao Kao, 1935. 

(iv) Inked squeezes and stencil duplication 

Rubbing is a process of making inked squeezes on paper from inscriptions on stone, 
metal, bone, or other hard-surfaced materials. The process of stone rubbing is very 
similar to that of block printing; the difference lies only in the methods of engraving 
and of duplicating. Except for very few cases, inscriptions on stone are always cut 
into the surface in intaglio with characters in the normal positive form. When a 
rubbing is made, the paper is laid on the stone and squeezed against the surface. 
Ink is applied to the surface of the paper, thus producing a white text on black 
background. The wood block, on the other hand, is always cut in relief with 
characters as a mirror image. When a print is made, ink is applied to the block, the 
paper is placed on it, and the back of the paper is brushed to obtain a black text on 
white background. Although the basic materials for engraving and the end prod
ucts are different, the purpose of making duplications and the use of ink and paper 
as media are the same. 

The technique of rubbing involves the processes of laying the paper on stone, 
tamping the paper into the intaglio, applying ink to the paper, and removing the 
paper from the surface after completion." The whole process is much more com
plicated and slower than that of printing. Usually the soft paper was first folded 

a For a detailed discussion of the technique, see Ma Tzu-Yiin (1). 
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and then moistened, plain water or rice water sometimes being used, though the 
most common liquid was made by steeping slices of the dried root of pai ch!1. (Bletilla 
byacinthina) , a tropical orchid, in water. A solution of glue and alum was also 
adopted on occasions, but since alum injures the stone and makes the paper fragile, 
it was not recommended by those experienced in making rubbings. 

After the paper was properly placed, it was pressed lightly into every depression 
by a brush of natural fibre, usually that of the coir palm. When the paper was tight 
against the surface and about to dry, ink was applied with a pad, the inked pad 
being first struck lightly over the paper before the final application of dark ink. If 
the surface was plain and smooth, a light inking was sufficient and produced an 
inked copy considered as light as the cicada's wings; it was called tshan i tha2 (cicada 
wing rubbing). Ifa dark ink was added and brushed on after the application of the 
light ink, the brushing action gave a dark and shining rubbing called wu chin tha3 

(black-golden rubbing). When the desired intensity of ink had been achieved, the 
rubbing was peeled off the hard surface and pressed flat, but this had to be done 
carefully, because distortions of the inscription resulted if the paper was stretched 
during peeling. The quality and thickness of the paper determined the ease or 
difficulty of the peeling procedure. 

Rubbings were sometimes made from three-dimensional objects such as round 
or square bronze vessels, which were copied in perspective with a photographic 
effect known as chhilan hsing tha4 or whole-shape rubbing (Fig. I 107). Before making 
such a rubbing, careful observation and study of the object was normally required, 
and the shape of the vessel, the curve of its surface, the distance between its front 
and rear, and other details being sketched. This sketch was then transferred to the 
paper to be moistened with the orchid liquid and placed on the vessel's surface. 
When the paper was almost dry, dark ink was applied to the relief portions and 
light ink to the intaglio parts of the design. Sometimes separate pieces of paper were 
used on different parts of a vessel and then pieced together to make a composite 
rubbing, though a single piece covering the entire vessel was sometimes used. The 
key technique in making whole-shape rubbings was primarily the application of 
the ink in the correct gradations oflight and dark in accordance to the perspective 
sketch.a 

The technique of rubbing is believed to have been first used in China before the 
+6th century, and it became well established in the following centuries.b 

Technicians in charge of rubbing, known as tha shu shou5, were employed in the 
Thang dynasty, in academic institutions and imperial libraries, along with such 
skilled workers as scribes, paper-dyers, and brush-makers. A few specimens of 
inked rubbings from the Thang period were found in Tunhuang, including the 
earliest known piece extant of the inscription of the pagoda of the Hua-tu 

a See WWTK, 1962, no. 11, pp. 59-60. 

b See Tsien (2), pp. 86-9. 
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Fig. 1107. A composite rubbing in three dimension of a round bronze vessel. Field Museum of Natural History. 

Temple,! dated +632. Others include the Wen Chhilan Ming2 (Fig. 1108), an 
inscription on the Hot Spring written by Thai-tsungofThang, dated before +654, 
and a rubbing of the Diamond Sutra, written in +824. Since the time of the Sung 
dynasty, the technique of rubbing was broadened to include inscriptions on bronze 
vessels and later on pottery, bone, and other inscribed objects. It became a refined 
and sophisticated art for making reproductions, even excelling photography in 
skilfully and faithfully reproducing the exactness of inscriptions and designs on a 
great variety of materials. 

The use of stencils was another pre-printing method for duplication. The stencil 
was usually made of a sheet of thick paper perforated with needles to form the 
designs to be reproduced. The stencil was laid on the surface and the design was 
transferred by applying ink to the perforations. The date of the earliest use of the 
stencil is unknown, but the recent discovery of silk fabrics printed in coloured 
patterns from the Han tomb at Ma-Wang-Tui, Chhangsha, indicates that the 
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Fig. llOS. One of the earliest extant inked rubbings ofa stone inscription on a hot spring, dated c. +654, from 
Tunhuang. Cut and mounted on buff paper and now preserved at the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris. 

technique can be traced back to the - 2nd century. Animal skin or thin silk fabric 
treated with varnish or some other tree sap may have been used at this time," and 
certainly such a use of skin and paper was common in the Thang and Sung. Several 
paper stencils with perforated designs of Buddhist figures have been found in 
Tunhuang, together with finished stencilled pictures on paper, silk and on plas
tered walls (Fig. I IOg);b other paper stencils oflater dates already in museums were 
used for the reproduction of designs on textiles. C 

(2) BEGINNINGS OF WOODBLOCK PRINTING 

Numerous dates have been suggested for the earliest use of wood block printing in 
China, varying from the middle of the +6th to the end of the gth century.d No 

, cr. Wang Yu (1), pp. 474-S. b Cr. Stein (4), IV, pI. XCIV. 
, A buff paper stencil coated with oil, collected by the late Berthold Laufer, is in the Field Museum of Natural 

History in Chicago. 
d Some two dozen theories are summarised and discussed in Shimada Kan (1), Sun Yu-Hsiu (1), PeIliot (41), 

Carter (I), Li Shu-Hua (Ill, and Chang Hsiu-Min (5). 
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printed specimen dated earlier than the +8th century survives, but literary 
evidence indicates that printing may have started earlier than this. Actually, most 
of the opinions are based primarily on the interpretation in early literature of 
certain key terms which may have meant engraving or printing. These inClude 
words referring to methods of cutting, such as khanl (to cut), kho2 (to engrave), tiao3 

(to carve in relief), and Lou4 (to incise); to methods of printing or publishing, such ~ 
yin5 (to print or impress), shua6 (to brush), and hsing7 (to distribute); to the material 
of the block, such as mu8 (wood) andpan9 (wood block); or to certain kinds of wood 
used for preparing the blocks, such as Lilo (pear), tsaoll (jujube), and t;::U12 (catal
pa). Thus, such combinations of these words as tiao pan (to carve wood blocks) ,pan 
yin (to print from wood blocks), or t;::u hsing (to cut catalpa and distribute) have 
been used in one way or another to mean cutting, or publishing. Some of the 
theories relating to + 6th-century printing, based on unrelated terms, are certainly 
untenable, because the terms thus cited are either misinterpreted or misrepre
sented, or because the reliability of the sources appears to be questionable. 

Four instances of gross misinterpretation relating to + 6th-century printing are 
illustrated here as examples. Shimada Kan takes the term shu penl3 in Yen's Family 
Instructions, written in + 550-77, to imply the existence of printing; but the term 
clearly means 'book' or 'manuscript', not 'printing'. Again, the term tiao tsuanl4 (to 
carve images and compose sutras) in a Buddhist work of + 593 was mistakenly 
quoted as tiao pan (to carve wood blocks) ir. many secondary sources, which were in 
turn used by some early sinologists and in certain Western-language works, includ
ing the earlier editions of the Encyclopaedia Britannica. Then, a dharani from 
Tunhuangprinted in +980 was thought to be a reprint of one originally printed in 
the Sui dynasty (+ 581-61 8) because the characters ta sui chhiul5 , representing the 
name of a sutra, were misread as referring to the Great Sui dynasty. Actually, the 
text of this sutra was not translated into Chinese until the later part of the +8th 
century. Finally, a fragment of paper with characters bearing a date equivalent to 
+ 594, discovered by Stein in Chinese Turkestan, was reported as a printed poster. 
But examination of this document by the Research Laboratory of the British 
Museum showed no indication of printing.a Thus none of these four items is 
acceptable as proof of printing.in the + 6th century. 

As for. theories about printing in the +7th century, the evidence. is more 
convincing, though some points are controversial. One statement in a Thang work 
says the famous monk Hsiian-Chuang (+602-64), who travelled to India in 
624-45, printed (yin) pictures· of Samomta Bhadra on paper, perhaps after his 
return to China and before his death. This statement may be reliable in spite of the 

, Cr. Carter (I), pp. 40- L 
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fact that the dating of the book has an element of controversy. a Another text, this 
time by the pilgrim I -Ching ( + 634 -713) reported in + 692 that Indian Buddhists 
printed (yin) Buddhist images on silk and paper; however, there is a suspicion that 
the word yin may have meant impression with image blocks rather than real 
printing.b On the other hand, a more recent opinion suggests that monk Hui
Chingl (fl. +600-50), who arrived at Chhangan in 600, and defended Buddhism 
by saying that sutras were written and engraved (shan kho2 ) to insure their existence, 
was clearly implying that printing was used at the end of the Sui dynasty. C Since 
Buddhist texts preserved on stone had been a common practice, this word kho could 
refer to engraving on stone instead of on wood, and thus this statement may not in 
fact be taken as definitive evidence for printing at this time. 

Finally, yet another document mentions that a women's code compiled by the 
Empress Chhang-sun was ordered to be carved on wood blocks for distribution (t;::u 
hsing) at her death in +636, which may imply printing in that year.d This story is 
due to the Ming historian Shao Ching-Pang4 (+ 1491-1565), but the passage 
containing the term t;::u hsing does not appear in the two Thang standard histories or 
in other documents which include the same story. Thus certain evidence is lacking 
in support of this statement from a secondary source." 

As for + 8th-century printing, several specimens are extant. The earliest of these 
is a dharani sutra scroll (Fig. 1 110) which was discovered in + 1966 in a stone stupa 
in the Buddhist temple Pulguk-sa, Kyongju, in southeast Korea. The scroll bears 
no date, but it includes certain special forms of characters created and used when 
Empress Wu (r. +680-704) was ruling in China. It is believed that this charm 
must have been printed no earlier than + 704, when the translation of the sutra was 
finished, and no later than + 751, when the building of the temple and stupa was 
completed.f Another piece of old printing, chapter 17 of the Lotus sutra, is said to 
have been found in Turfan and to be preserved in Japan. It is printed on yellowish 
hemp paper with nineteen characters per line in the text, which contains also some 
of the peculiar characters commanded by Empress Wu.g If this is evidence of 

, The story is included in Feng Chih, ran Hsi,n San Lu3 , preface dated +g26, but some critics have suspected it 
is a forgery because of an edition with a wrong date of + go I in the preface, in which he says the book was 
completed several years after his return home in +g04. If the date +g26 in the Sunf( edition is correct, the 
authenticity of the work should be no problem. Both HsiangTa (13), pp~ 5-6, and Chang Hsiu-Min (17), p. 346, 
are inclined to believe that printing.in the +7th century is high'" ·possible. 

b Both Pelliot (41), pp. I4-I9, and Li Shu-Hua (I I), pp. 82-4, believe that the use of paper for printing in 
India may have been introduced from China, since paper was rare in India until the Moslem dynasty in the + 12th 
century. . 

, Chang Chih-Che (i), pp. 154-5; Yii Wei-Kang (I), pp. 231-4, says that the term shan kho derives from the 
Chuang Tzu and does not mean writing and engraving. 

d See Hung Chi,n Lu (SLHP), ch. 46, pp. 3a,b; Chang Hsiu-Min (5), p. 59. 
, Chang Hsiu-Min (17), p. 345, argues that the exclusion of the term from the standard histories does not 

necessarily prove that this story is not true, especially since the author is considered to be a reputable scholar, who 
must have based it on sources other than the standard history. 

r Cr. Goodrich (31, 32); Ledyard (2); Yi Hong-jik (1,2); and further discussion below, p. 322. 
, Nagasawa Kikuya (3), pp. 5-6; this copy is now kept in the Calligraphy Museum, Tokyo. 

l~~ '.. '.~a. 4g.~ 
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Fig. I I 10. The end section ofa dharani charm scroll, printed in the early + 8th century, found in Pulguk Temple in 
southeast Korea in + 1966. 

printing during her reign, it could be another specimen contemporary with the one 
found in Korea. 

The specimen found in Korea predates the dharani charm from Japan printed 
c. + 764-70, and which until recently was considered to be the world's oldest extant 
example of printing. a That there were a million copies of the charm in Japan is 
recorded in several contemporary documents, which also relate that in + 764 a 
copy of one of the four versions of the dharani was placed in everyone of a million 
tiny wooden pagodas (Fig. 1215) ordered by the Empress Shotoko to be distributed 
and stored among ten different temples. Although the records do not say that the 
charm was printed,b not only do many printed specimens of it survive, but it seems 
certain that such a multitude of copies could not have been made without the aid of 
printing. The text is from the same sutra as the one recently discovered in Korea, 
but the latter consists only of the prayers in Chinese characters transliterated from 
the Sanskrit, while the scroll from Korea is much longer, including the story as well 
as the prayers of the sutra. 

Since both of these examples were found outside China, it may, of course, be 
questioned whether they are, in fact, Chinese printing. While the dharani found in 
Japan is believed to have been produced there, as it is documented in Japanese 
records, the single piece of dharani found in Korea is very likely to have been printed 
in China. The fact that there were frequent pilgrimages of Korean monks and 
students to the Thang capital, that the Silla Kingdom in Korea was zealous in 
adopting Chinese culture and practices, together with both the presence of special 
writing forms of Empress Wu, and also the lack of any collateral evidence of early 
printing in Korea, suggests that this printed sutra originated in China and was 

• For a fuller description of this charm, see Carter (I), ch. 7; Hunter (9), ch. 3; Nagasawa Kikuya (3), pp. 6-8; 
cf. below, pp. 336 If. . ... 

b Chang Hsiu-Min (5), p. 134 questions this because of the absence of mentIOn ofpnntIng In all the documents 
and the fact that no other printing earlier than + I I 72 in Japan is mentioned or has survIved. 
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perhaps brought to Korea for cermonial use when the temple was built. In any 
case, the use of printing in China must have begun some time before the date of the 
examples found in Japan and Korea. a 

The two charms just mentioned are both miniature examples of printing, unlike 
the usual size of a Chinese book. The first complete printed book is probably the 
famous Diamond Sutra of +868, discovered in Tunhuang by Stein during his second 
expedition in Ig07.b This book, in roll form, is made of seven sheets of white paper 
pasted together to form a scroll with a total length of I 7+ feet. Each sheet is 2t feet 
long and I at inches wide. The text is the complete work of Chin Kang Pan Jo Po La 
Mi Ching!, translated into Chinese from the Sanskrit Vajracchedikd Prajiid Paramitd 
by Kumarjiva (b. + 344) in the + 4th century. Both the picture on the frontispiece 
(Fig. 1167) and the calligraphy in the text show a highly advanced technique in 
cutting and printing, more refined than those found in Japan and Korea, or in 
Europe of pre-Gutenberg date. At the end of the roll a colophon says: 'On the 
fifteenth day of the fourth moon of the ninth year of Hsien-thung (+868), Wang 
Chieh reverently made this for blessings to his parents, for universal distribution' 
(Fig. I I I I). This is the earliest clearly dated printing in complete book format 
extant today. 

Among printed materials of the Thang dynasty, several other examples may be 
mentioned. These include the printed versions of the dharani (Fig. I I 12), of 
Buddhist verses, and the two oldest printed calendars, all discovered at 
Tunhuang.c One calendar, for the year +877 (Fig. I I 13), is a fragment printed 
with minute drawings and diagrams, solar terms, and pictures of the animals 
corresponding to the twelve branches, very similar to those used on calendars even 
in modern times. The other, for +882, is printed with a line of very heavy 
characters as the heading, which reads: 'Family calendar of Fan Shang2 of 
Chhengtu-fu in Hsi-chhuan,3 province of Chhien-nan'. Apparently the private 
printing of family calendars was very popular in Szechuan and all along the 
Yangtze valley; indeed, a memorial of +835, submitted by FengSu4 (+ 767-836), 
a regional commandant ofSzechuan, requested that the private woodblock print
ing of calendars be forbidden, because large numbers of unauthorised calendars 
were being printed and sold in markets before the Board of Astronomers had 
submitted the approved calendar for the new year to the emperor.d 

Besides Buddhist sutras and calendars, many books on various subjects were also 
printed and sold in bookstores. A Thang official, Liu Phi enS, who was in Szechuan 
with the refugee emperor in +883, said in his family instructions that during his 

• Despite the findings of earliest printing specimens outside China, there is little d~ubt that th~e pr~ntin?s 
followed the exact model and method of Chinese printing. As Goodrich (g2), p. 378, says everything sull POInts, III 
my opinion, to the beginnings of the invention in China and its spread outward from there'. 

b Preserved in perfect condition at the British Museum; cf. Giles (17), pp. 1030-1; Carter (I), ch. 8 . 
o Giles (17), pp. 1033-4, 1036-7. 
d See Chhuan Thang Wen (1818), ch. 624, pp. I4b-I5a. 
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Fig. 1111. Colophon at end of the Diamond sutra printed in +868, from Tunhuang. British Museum. 

stay in Szechuan he saw a number of books on astrology, the divination of dreams, 
and geomancy, as well as dictionaries and other lexicographical works, being 
printed on paper from engraved wood blocks; but he commented that the ink was 
smeared and could not be read cle'arly: Another Thang official, Ho-kan Chi l (H. 
+ 847-59), a regional supervisory commandant in Chiangsi, is said to have spent 
much time in the study of Taoist alchemy and to have composed a biography ofLiu 
Hung2, several thousand copies of which were printed between +847 and +851 
and distributed to interested alchemists.b 

Among the books brought back by the Japanese monk Shuyei3 on his return 
from China in +865 were two rhymed dictionaries, Thang Yiin4 and Yii Phien 5, 

a See Ai Jih Chai Tshung Chhao (SSKTS), ch. I, p. 3 a. 
b See ran Chhi Tu I (BH), ch. 10, pp. 6a,b. 
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Fig. 1112. A dharani of the Victory of Tathagata printed in the +gth century from Tunhuang. Bibliotheque 
Nationale, p. 4501 .. 

Fig. [[ [3· Printed calendar of the Thang dynasty. Fragment for the year ting-yu or +877 from Tunhuang. Very 
closely cut in horizontal strip with minute diagrams and drawings, including the 12 animals of the duodenary 
cycle. British Museum. 
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which were recorded as 'printed in Hsi-chhuan (modern Szechuan)" along with 
other titles apparently referring to manuscript calendars, medical prescriptions, 
and other secular works, besides Buddhist sutras. a A Thang official, Ssu-khung 
Thu1 (+837-908), wrote, probably in +871-9, that the printed copy ofthe'vinaya 
sutra in the Ching-ai Temple ofLoyang, which had been destroyed, probably in 
+845, should be reprinted.b Therefore, a printed copy of the sutra must have 
existed before the date of destruction. . 

Also, a dharani charm printed by the Pi en family in Chhengtu is reported to have 
been found within a hollow bracelet in a Thang tomb in Chhengtu in 1944. This 
piece, about a foot square, was printed on very thin but strong paper, which was 
probably made of mixed fibres of silk, mulberry bark, hemp, and than3 wood 
(Pteroceltis tartarinowii, Maxim.) It bears a line of Chinese characters, from which a 
few are missing, indicating the place and I).ame of the printer at the right, with 
Buddhist figures on the four sides and also at the centre, surrounded by the Sanskrit 
text forming a square in seventeen lines (Fig. 1114). The Chinese text says: 'This 
charm is printed for sale by Pien ... near ... Lung-chhih-fang, Chheng-tu hsien, 
Chheng-tu fu.' It has no date, but the tomb has been dated as c. + 850-900 in the 
late Thang.c This adds another specimen of early printing preserved in China. 

By the early part of the + 10th century, under the Five Dynasties (+907-60), 
the application of printing seems to have been much wider both in subject-matter 
and in geographical distribution. Printed materials include, for the first time, the 
Taoist canon and Confucian classics, literary anthologies, historical criticism, and 
encyclopaedic works, besides the Bud.dhist sutras and calendars. Printing centres 
included Loyang and also Khaifeng in modern Honan; most of the works being 
prepared by the National Academy (Kuo Tzu Chien)5 throughout the Northern 
dynasties (+907-60) were printed there. In the Southern Kingdoms, a few books 
are known to have been printed in the Shu state in Szechuan, in Nanking under the 
Southern Thang, and in Hangchow under the Wu-Yiieh state. 

The first work of the Taoist canon to be printed was a study by the Taoist monk 
Tu Kuang-Thing6 of the commentary on the Lao Tzu by Emperor Hsiian Tsung (r. 
+713-55), entitled Tao Te Ching Kuang Sheng J.7 It was privately printed at the 
author's expense from some 460 blocks, in +913, twelve years after he had 

• The catalogue is included in the Taisho Dai~okyo, vo!. 55 (Mokuroka-bu), pp. 1108-11. Another Japanese 
monk Ennin' (+ 793 to +864) mentions that he bought in China in +838 a copy of the Vimalakirti-nirdesa-sutra for 
450 pieces of cash and saw in + 839 1000 copies of the Nirvana-sutra at Mount Wu-Thai. The cheapness of the cost 
and numerous copies lead one to believe that they were printed editions; see Reischauer (4), pp. 48, 137; Goodrich 
(28), p. 38. 

b The dates in connection with thisstatement are suggested by Hsiang Ta (I); 9, 12; see also Carter (I), p. 61; Li 
Shu-hua (Il), p. 117-21. 

, This printing can be dated no earlier than +757, since Chheng-tu was not calledfu' until this date, or 
+841-6, when the coins from the I-chou mint found in the tomb were manufactured. See Feng Han-Chi (2) with 
picture, which is also reproduced in Chung-Kuo Pan Kho Thu Lu, plate I. 
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Fig. 1114. A dharani printed in Lung-Chhih-Fang, Chhengtu-fu, c.late +9th century, 31 x 34 cm., discovered in 
Chhengtu in 1944. From Chung-Kuo Pan Kho Thu Lu, 1961. 

completed writing it .. Also printed in Shu was a collection of one thousand poems 
by the monk Kuan-hsiu1 (+842-923), upon whom the King of the Shu state 
bestowed the honorific title Master Chhan-yiieh.b Publication of this book, Chhan 
Yii.eh Chi2

, by a disciple of the author's in +923, marked the beginning of the 
printing of individual literary collections which has proliferated among Chinese 
publications ever since. In the Northern Dynasties, the Taoist canon was printed 
by a Taoist priest under the auspices of Emperor Kao-Tsu of the Chin in +940. A 
new preface was written by the scholar Ho Ning3 ( + 898-955), who prin ted several 
hundred copies of his own poems and songs in 100 chiian for distribution.c 

• Li Shu-Hua (Il), pp. 142-3. 
b Yeh Te-Hui (2), p. 22; the book is reprinted in the SPTK from a Sung manuscript copy. 
, Chiu Wu Tai Shih (ESSSITW), ch. 127, p. 7a. 
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However, the most important printing of this period consisted of two separate 
publications of the Confucian classics. In order to standardise the text, these had 
been engraved on stone at least three times since the end of the + 2nd century, long 
before they were ever printed. It was, it seems, the economy and wide distribution 
made possible by printing, as exemplified by the many religious and secular works 
available at this time, that inspired the prime minister Feng Tao l ( + 882-954) and 
his associate Li Y ii 2 (d. + 935) to undertake publication of the Confucian classics. 
Despite the disturbances of civil wars during this period, Feng Tao was able to 
remain in high position in the government through ten reigns of five different 
dynasties, and this enabled him to carry out this task. It began in +932 when the 
chief counsellor recommended the recruiting oflearned scholars from the National 
Academy to make a collation of the text based on the version of the Stone Classics of 
the Thang dynasty, and of good calligraphers to transcribe the correct text on 
paper in standard style, and this to be cut on wood blocks. Five sheets of text were to 
be prepared each day.a The text included the eleven classics authorised in the 
Thang, plus two supplementary works on the forms of characters used in the Five 
and Nine Classics. The task took some twenty-two years; the collection was 
completed and printed in 130 volumes in +953.b This was the first time that the 
Confucian classics were printed, and the beginning of official publications for sale 
by the National Academy. 

Two years later, in +955, a lexicon of classical terms, Ching Tien Shih Wen\ was 
entrusted to Thien Min 5 for printing. Four years later (959), the Shang Shu Shih 
Wen 6, a section of the above, was prepared for printing by Kuo Chung-Shu 7 

(+918?-77)· It was twice revised and reprinted, in 972 and in 999.e 

At the time when the printing of the Confucian classics was completed in 
Khaifeng, in 953, another project for printing them was started in the state of Later 
Shu (modern Szechuan) under the private sponsorship of its minister Wu Chao-IB 
(d. 967). Wu first entered the Shu administration in 935 and was promoted to 
minister in 944. It was said that in his youth he was poor, and when he wanted to 
borrow certain books from friends, they showed reluctance to lend them; he 
thereupon made a vow that ifhe should be prosperous one day, he would print the 
work for scholars. It was when he became minister of Shu that he fulfilled his 
pledge. After the conquest ofShu by the Sung, all the powerful families which had 
served the Shu state were punished and their property confiscated, except for the 
Wu family. Emperor Tai-tsu (r. +960-76) was fond of books and had discovered 

, Wu TaiRui rao (TSRCC) , p. 96, says that the text was copied in good calligraphy, and that 'five sheets every 
day' were given to the cutters; while the Tshe Fu riian Kuei (1640 ed.), ch. 608, pp. gOh-gI a, says 'every 500 sheets 
of paper' , the exact meaning of which is not clear. 

b See all related documents translated in Carter (1), pp. 70-2, 76-9. 
, The format of the Confucian classics printed by the National Academy has been preserved through a 

facsimile reprint in the + 12th century. A copy of the Erh ra, bearing the name of the calligrapher, Li 0,9 survives 
.inJapan and is reproduced in the Ku I Tjhung Shu lO (1884). 
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Wu's name in his publications. He therefore ordered that all the wood blocks be 
returned to the Wu's, and Wu Chao-I's descendants were supported from the large 
profit made by printing them; moreover, Wu's son, Wu Shou-SuI, served in high 
positions both under the Shu ruler and later at the Sung court.a Not much 
informa tion exists abou t the actual prin ting of the Confucian classics by W u Chao-i 
who is said also to have printed other works. These included the Wen Hsiian2, Chhu 
Hsiieh Chz'3, and Po Shih Liu Thieh4, the last two being collections of literary 
quotations used by students in preparing for the civil service examination. The 
story ofWu Chao-I is probably the first used by Confucian scholars to exemplify 
the rewarding of the virtue of printing books, and similar stories were repeated in 
many later works concerned with books and printing. b 

Other works printed during this period include the first book on historiography: 
Shih Thung5 by Liu Chih-Chi6 (+661-72 I), and the first collection of regulated 
verses; Tii Thai Hsin TiinlO, compiled by Hsii Lingll (+ 507-82). None of the 
printed works mentioned in various sources now survive, except for a few Buddhist 
scrolls and pictures printed toward the end of the tenth century. Of these the best 
known are the invocation sutras, titled Pao Chieh Tin To-Lo-Ni12, printed by Chhien 
Shul3 (i.e. Chhien Hung-Shu, +929-88), prince of the Wu-Yiieh state (modern 
Chekiang together with parts of Chiangsu and Fukien, with its capital of what is 
modern Hangchow). At least three versions printed with different dates are known 
to have survived. One, printed in +956, two and a half inches wide and about 
twenty inches long, was found in a pagoda in the Thien-ning Temple in Huchow in 
1917. Its text consists of some 341 lines of characters, with eight or nine characters 
to each line, preceded by an illustration of human figures, while a colophon says: 
'The generalissimo of the empire and prince of the Kingdom of Wu and Yiieh, 
Chhien Hung-Shu, has printed the Pao Chhieh Tin sutra in 84,000 rolls, and 
presented them for safe-keeping in precious pagodas. Recorded in the third year of 
Hsien-Te, ping chhen (+956).,e 

Another version, dated i chhou (+965), was contained in a red wooden box, 
IOcm long, within a gilded stupa when discovered in 197 I at Shao-hsing, 
Chekiang. This copy consists ofline of eleven to twelve characters each, preceded 
by a frontispiece and colophon similar to but not identical with those of the other 

, The stories about Wu Chao-I seem to have been derived from his disciple Sun Feng-Chi' (not to be confused 
with Sun Feng-ChF ofS/Sung), who was first quoted by Chhin Chai-Ssu' (+ loth century) in his book Chi I Lug, 
which was quoted repeatedly by Ming and Chhing authors, with factual discrepancies; see Li Shu-Hua (Il), 
pp. 145-50; WengThung-Wen (3), pp. 27-8. 

b See Yeh Te-Hui (2), pp. 1-4. 
, See Wang Kuo-Wei (3); Giles (15), pp. 5Ig-15; and Soren Edgren (1), pp. 141 If., with plates of the full text. 

Only two copies of this version are known. One copy, in the Royal Library of Sweden, was acquired from a private 
collector in New York. Another copy is reported to have been found under a Sung pagoda in 1971 in Wu-wei, 
Anhui, which was out of the jurisdiction of the Wu-Yiieh Kingdom, indicating the circulation beyond its border; 
see Chang Hsiu-Min (14), p. 74. 
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Fig. I I 15. Invocation sutTa printed by Prince Chhien Shu of the Wu-Yiieh Kingdom, dated +975. Far Eastern 
Library, University of Chicago. 

two. It is better cut with fine lines and printed on white rattan paper, while the 
other two are on yellowish paper.' 

The third scroll, 6 feet 3' 5 inches long and 1'2 inches wide, was found in 1924 
when the Thunder Peak Pagoda in Hangchow collapsed during a storm. This text 
consists of 27 I lines of ten or eleven characters each, preceded by a picture showing 
the consort of the prince with attendants making votive offerings (Fig. I I 15). A 
colophon only slightly different from the others gives the name Chhien Shu and 
date i hai ( + 975), which was three years before the kingdom was absorbed by the 
Sung empire.b 

Chhien Shu was not the only sponsor of printing at this time. A Buddhist monk 
named Yen-Shoul (+904-75), a chief priest at the famous Ling-Yin Temple2 in 
Hangchow, printed probably more than a dozen titles of sutras, charms, and 
pictures of which over 400,000 copies are known to us, ranging from 20,000 of a 
Kuan-yin portrait on silk to 140,000 of a picture of a Maitreya pagoda, actually 
printed by him.c In addition, three versions of84,000 copies each were printed by 
Chhien Shu, making a total in this area alone within the short period of thirty-six 
years, from +939 to 975, that is extremely impressive. It was not only the most 
extensive printing known to us at this time, but also there is no doubt that it had a 
tremendous impact on printing during the early Sung dynasty. Some of the cutters 
and printers of this period may either have participated in some of the early Sung 
printing or trained apprentices for the profession, but whichever they did, the 
result was that Hangchow became the most prosperous printing centre for the next 
three to four hundred years. 

• This new discovery is reported in Chang Hsiu-Min (14), p. 75. 
b Thi~ version is more comm?n; see descriptions by Wang Kuo-Wei (4); Chuang Yen (I); Carter (I), pp. 73, 

80-1; GIies (15), pp. 513-15; Ll Shu-Hua (l/), pp. 150-5; within some of the bricks, a picture ofa pagoda was 
accompanied by the charm; see Chang Hsiu-Min (14), p. 74. 

, See the Sung edition of Hsin Fu Chu3 , written with commentary by Yen-Shou and printed in Hangchow in 
+ 1160; Chang Hsiu-Min (11), p. 75. 
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Besides the printed scrolls from eastern China, a number of printed fragments 
and single sheets from this period have been found in Tunhuang.a Many of these 
are undated, though a few bear exact dates and the names of donor and block 
cutter, and duplicate copies of some of them seem to have been printed from the 
same block. Some have been coloured by hand on both sides.b Two, printed in 
+947, depict Kuan-yin or some other divinity on the upper half, with an inscrip
tion of praise in abou t 100 characters on the lower half (Fig. 1 1 16). One print, from 
+ 950, is a fragment in eight sheets of the Diamond sutra, and this is probably one of 
the earliest specimens of paged paper books still surviving. An undated rhyme 
book, Chhi-yiinl, also in paged format, is believed also to have been printed during 
this period. C 

(3) INCUNABULA OF THE SUNG AND PRINTING UNDER FOUR 

EXTRANEOUS DYNASTIES 

From its modest beginnings, printing became a fully developed and advanced art 
in the Sung dynasty (+960-1279). Techniques were improved, new devices 
introduced, and the scope of printing was widened further still. The methods 
spread not only to many neighbouring nations in the east, west, and south, which 
had been in contact with Chinese culture for many centuries, but for the first time 
also to several non-Chinese peoples in the north. From there, printing began to 
cross the Chinese border and move westwards. The excellent block printing of the 
Sung period became a model to be emulated by later printers, while the invention 
of movable type was one of the most important developments in history. This was 
the golden age of Chinese printing, and books printed at this time equal in 
importance the incunabula produced in Europe three or four centuries later. 

At the beginning of the Sung dynasty, the Buddhists began the gigantic project 
of printing the Tripitaka, which was followed by the government-sponsored print
ing of the Confucian classics, the standard histories, and other literatures. The 
Taoists also began to print their canon, comparable in scope and quantity to the 
Buddhist collection. Many government offices, schools, monasteries, private fam
ilies, and bookshops participated in the printing business; in fact publishing 
proliferated in almost every field of knowledge, extending from the canonical 
literature to include history, geography, philosophy, poetry and prose, novels and 
dramas, divination and occultism, and scientific and technical writings, especially 
on medicine. The centres of printing were in Khaifeng in the north and Hangchow 
in the south, the two capitals of the Sung, and Mei-shan in Szechuan, where 
literary tradition can be traced back to the Thang and Five Dynasties, was the 

• Cf. Carter (I), pp. 57-8, 64-5. b See p. 280, n. b. 
C Several fragments of this dictionary from Tunhuang, including two printed editions, are kept in the 

Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris (Nos. P2214 and P553I). 
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Fig. I I 16. Printed prayer sheet on white buff paper, depicting Manjusri riding on a lion 
with two attendants, c. + 950. British Museum. 
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(al 

Fig. 1117. Early printing of the Buddhist Tripitaka. (a) Fragment of the Khai Pao edition, dated +973. 

cultural centre of west China. Printing also flourished in Chien-yang, Fukien, one 
of the major centers of paper making in south China. 

Throughout the three centuries of the Sung, at least six different editions of the 
Buddhist Tripitaka had been printed, a and so this proved to be the most productive 
period for the printing of that comprehensive collection of Buddhist literature. The 
six edi tions were the Khai-pao! printed in I -chou (modern Chhengtu) in + 97 r -83 
(Fig. 1117a), the Chhung-ning2 in Fuchow in +I080-I1r2, the Phi-Iua also in 
Fuchow in + 1 1 12-72, the Yiian-chiieh4 in Hu-chou (in Chekiang) in + 1 132, the 
Tzu-fu5 in An-chi (in Chekiang) in + 1 175, and the Chi-sha6 edition in Phing
chiang (modern Soochow) in +1231-1321 (Fig. 1117b).b All but one of them 
consisted offrom 5000 to almost 7000 chiian (rolls) bound in the continuously folded 
form known as sutra binding; the exception was the.Khai-pao edition which was in 
roll form.c Supposing that an average of fifteen blocks were needed for one chiian, a 

a Not counting the two editions produced under the Liao and Chin dynasties during the same period, and four 
more, including one in the Hsi-hsia script, under the Ytian dynasty, as described below. 

b All the volumes of these editions have been lost except for the Chi-sha edition and a few fragments of other 
editions; for details of the various editions see Yeh Kung-Chhao (I); Kenneth Chhen (8). 

, A few volumes of the Khai-pao edition printed in Khai·feng (Honan) have been discovered, but it is not 
known whether this edition was printed in both Chhengtu and Khai-feng, or whether part of the blocks were 
transferred from Szechuan to Honan. 
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(b) 

Fig. 1117. (b) Specimen of the Chi-Sha edition, dated + 1232. 

total of some 60,000 to 80,000 blocks must have been cut for each set." This 
involved the training of calligraphers, cutters, and printers, as well as other skilled 
workers at a variety of different locations, and so contributed to the spread of these 
arts. Although there is no known record of the number of copies printed of each set, 
enough must have been prepared not only for deposit in the many monasteries 
in the empire, but also for distribution to other nations such as Tangut, Korea, 
Japan, and Vietnam, which sometimes requested more than one copy at one time.b 

From the late 980s, about thirty years after the founding of the Sung, the 
printing of Confucian classics and standard histories by the National Academy 
began. This included the new commentaries on the twelve classics printed in 
+988-96 and the re-engraving in 1005 of the standard Feng Tao edition of the 
twelve classics, while with the addition of the Meng Tzu in 101 I, the standard 

, This estimate is based on the Korean Tripitaka of6791 chiian printed in 1458 from 81 258 blocks which are still 
preserved in the Haein-sa in Korea. ' 

b The introduction of the Tripitaka and other books from China to other countries will be discussed in the 
section on the spread of Chinese printing; see below, pp. 3 I 9 ff. 
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number of the Thirteen Classics as we have them today was completed. The 
printing of the seventeen standard histories started in 994 and was completed in 
1061,' taking two-thirds ofa century of careful collation, copying, proof-reading, 
block-cutting, and printing. This was the first time that standard histories were 
printed collectively under imperial auspices. At about the same time, the printing 
was begun of several Taoist works, including the collection of the Taoist canon, the 
Wan Shou Tao Tsang1, 548 I chuan in 540 cases, which was cutin Fukien and printed 
in I I I6-I7.b Included in the collection were two books of the Manichaean 
scriptures, which may have been first printed before 1000 or earlier.c Also, under 
official sponsorship, printing was carried out of several rhymed dictionaries, classi
fied encyclopaedias of quotations, anthologies ofliterature, as well as other selected 
books. 

Aside from the orthodox literature, a good number of scientific and technical 
works were also printed at the beginning of the Sung dynasty. These included the 
famous +6th-century work on agriculture and farming, the Chhi Min Yao Shu2, 

printed in 1018, and a series often works on arithmetic, including the Chou Pei Suan 
Ching3 (Fig. I I 18) and the Chiu Chang Suan Shu4, which were printed in 1074. Most 
important, however, was the extensive printing and distribution of medical books, 
including the famous Khai-pao edi tion of the herbal Pen Tshao 5 prin ted in 973, with 
a revised and enlarged edition in 974, and yet another edition with additional 
commentaries and illustrations in 1044. A collection of specialist studies was also 
printed; these included the Chu Ping Yiian Hou Lun6 on the origin of diseases 
(+ 1027); the Mo Ching7 on the principles of the pulse (+ 1068); the Shang HanLunB 

on typhoid fever (+ 1065) and the Thung Jen Chen Chiu Thu Ching9 on acupuncture 
and moxibustion in 1026. Furthermore, no fewer than ten different collections of 
medical prescriptions, including the most popular work Thai Phing Sheng Hui FanglO, 
were printed and distributed before I 100. Besides these editions in large characters, 
the printing of a small-character edition of the prescriptions and other medical 
classics was ordered in 1088 by the Office of Medical Administration (Thai I 
Yiianll), to be sold at the cost of the paper, ink, and labour by local government 
offices in order to meet the demandOfTOCal physicians.d 

After the fall ofKhaifeng to the Jurchens in 1126, all the printing blocks in the 
National Academy were looted and removed to the north. However, when the 
Sung capital was resettled in Lin-an (modern Hangchow), many of the lost books 
were engraved anew, copying the original editions put out by the former National 

, See the documented discussion of titles in Wang Kuo-Wei (5); a few remnants of the Shih Chi, Han Shu, and 
Ho. Han Sh. exist. 

b cr. Liu Tshun-Jen (2), p. lIS; Chang Hsiu-Min (6), p. IS. 

, Cf. Carter (I), pp. 93-4; Chavannes & Pelliot (I), pp. 300-2. 
d See memorial quoted in Wang Kuo-Wei (5). 
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Academy. Numerous works in all branches of knowledge were also printed by 
various local government agencies, private families, and bookshops in almost all 
parts of the empire, and of these three types of local government agenci创 were

extremely active in printing and publishing.a First, various local government 
o伍ces of di岱rent departments printed a great variety ofhistories, literary coll曰"
tions, and scientific and medical works, including the annalistic general history 
工?:，u Chih Thung Chien1 by Ssu-maKuang2 (+ 1019一+ 86) , prin ted by the Chekiang 
Office ofTea and Salt Revenue in 1133; and a collection ofmedical prescriptions, 
the Thai Phing Sheng Hui Fang, reprinted by the Fukien Office of Financial 
Administration in 1147. Second, the locàl governments of such prefectures and 
sub-prefectures as Chiang-ning and Phing-chiangin modern Chiangsu, Lin-an, Yü
yao, and Yen-chou in modern Chechiang, and Mei-shan in modern Szechuan, also 
played their part. The most famous of their publications were the Mei-shan edition 
ofthe seven standard histories ofthe Southern and Northern Dynasties printed in 
+ 1 144 and the Phing-chiang-fu edition ofthe classical work on architecture, the 
Yiπg Tsao F a Shih3 by Li Chie肘， printedin 1 145.b Third, public and privateschools, 
Confucian temples, and ancestral halls of various localities printed various kinds of 
books, including five medical works by the Huan Chhi Shu Yüan5 in 1264 and the 
beginner's textbook Thung Meng Hsün6 by the ancestral hall of the Lü family in 
Ching-hua in 1'2 15. Such local and provincial agencies as these provided standard 
texts and any specially needed books as their responsibility. 

Some ofthe most popular books printed and publishedin the Sung dynasty were 
associated with private families, of which the most ou tstanding was the Y ü family of 
Chien-yang, Fukien, which had a tradition of continuous operation in the book 
business for over 500 years. As early as the 十 11th century the Yü family was 
already engaged in printing in Chien-yang, which became a famous centre ofthe 
book trade and printing from then on. Books engraved by them were still very 
popular in the 十 15th and 16th centuries, and a bookshop owned by one of the 
family was still operated at the original site in Chien-yang as late as the eighteenth 
century.C The most prominent printer of this farnily known to us in the Sung 
dynasty was Yü Jen-chun百(臼.十 1130

a See details on ti t1es and pri~ting agenci由 given in Yeh Te-Hui (功， pp. 60-85, 

b The book was 且因t publisbed in "03 and reprinted in "45. The original edition is no longer extant, except 
for the fragments of "15 edition which were found in '956. A reconstructed edition of the work based on 
manuscripts was published with colour illustrations in 1925-

, This unbroken tradition ofthe Yü family's interest in the book business prompted an inquiry by the Chhien
lung emperor in '775; see the decree and report quoted in Yeh Te-Hui (功， pp. 42-3 

1 资治渥锺 2 司属光 3 营造法式 4 李就 5 厦蹊害院

e 童蒙言余仁仲 8 离卷攥 9 余志安
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Fig. 1119. Yiian edition of Thai Pking Hui Min Ho Chi Chii Fang, the Great Peace People's 
Welfare Pharmacies, wri tten in + I 15 I. 
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called Chhin Yu Thangl (Hall of Abundance through Diligence). Among his 
publications were the collection of medical prescriptions Thai Phing Hui Min Ho Chi 
Chii Fang2

, printed in 1304 (Fig. I I 19), collected commentaries on poems ofLi Po 
and Tu Fu (+ 131 1-12), while many classics and histories came out between 
+ 1335 and + 1345·a 

Another noted Fukien printing house was the Shih Tshai Thang3 (Hall of 
Colourful Generations) ofLiao Ying-chung4 ( + 1200?-75), a scholar-official from 
Shao-wu (in Fukien), who published a de luxe edition of the Nine Classics and 
Three Commentaries around + 1270. This edition was noted for its careful col
lation, refined execution, its excellent ink and paper, and its rich decoration; 
unfortunately it was soon destroyed by the Mongol invasion of southern China. 
However, a facsimile of this edition was reprinted in about + 1300, together with a 
manual of collation and printing, the Chiu Ching San Chuan Yen Ko Li5 (Manual for 
the Transmission of the Nine Classics and Three Commentaries), which provided 
specifications for the selection of editions, the style of calligraphy, its emendation, 
pronunciation, punctuation, and collation.b This work has been praised as a classic 
model of textual criticism and printing ever since. 

Competing with the many private printers ofFukien were those of the two Sung 
capitals, Khaifeng and Lin-an (modern Hangchow), where numerous bookshops 
flourished. The area around the Hsiang Kuo Ssu monastery in Khaifeng was the 
centre of a book market,C and the famous painting of the Spring Festival on the 
Pien River in Khaifeng, Chhing Ming Shang Ho Thu,6 depicts one bookshop (Fig. 
1120) together with many other shops along the river front. The prosperity of the 
book industry in Hangchow is testified by a cluster of bookshops in the city; at least 
a dozen bookshops with precise addresses can be identified from the colophons of 
the printed editions. One of them had two or three branches, while many book
shops specialised in publications on particular subjects.d 

The most noted family printers in the Southern Sung capital was Chhen Chhi10 

(£I. + I 167-1225), a poet and publisher, and his son, Chhen Chieh-Yiianll (£I. 
+ 1225-64), who stood first in the provincial examination. Together with other 
members of the family, they operated bookshops known as shu pheng12, and printed 
no fewer than a hundred works, especially anthologies of poetry by almost all the 

a For titles printed by the Yii family, see Yeh Te-Hui (2), pp. 43-7. 
b The printing of this edition and authorship of the manual have traditionally been attributed to Yiieh Kho' 

(+1183-1242?), of Hsiang-thai (modern Thang-yin, Honan), a grandson of the Sung general Yiieh Fei' 
(+1103-42), but are now attributed to Yiieh Chiin,' possibly a distant descendant of Yiieh Fei of I-hSin, 
Chiangsu; see Weng Thung-Wen (I), pp. 429-49; (/), pp. 199-204; Achilles Fang (3), pp. 65 ff. also notes in 
Hervouet (3), p. 53· 

, See Tung Cking Meng Hua Lu (TSHCC), ch. 3, p. 19. 
d See names and addresses of bookshops and their distribution in Hangchow in tables and maps in M. Finegan 

(I), pp. 374 ff. 

1 ilJil:;§!,: 2 :;t:ZPIii:\lX;foilllJJlij:;!J 
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Fig. 1120. Detail of a bookstore of North em sung appearing in a long scroll painting, Spring Festival on the River, 
attributed to Chang Tse-Tuan of early + 12th century (enlarged from an old version, probably of the Yiian 
dynasty). 
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noted poets of the Thang and Sung dynasties. a Other family printers were the Yin 
ofLin-an, the Huang of Chi en-an, the Liu ofMa-sha town in Chien-an, the Juan of 
Min-shan (Fukien), as well as many others in Szechuan, Shansi, and the Chiang
Huai and Hu-Kuang regions (modern Chiangsu, Anhui, Chiangsi, and Hunan). 
Their publications cover a great variety of subjects, including classics, histories, 
poetry, individual literary collections, and medicine. 

Contemporary with Sung China, four nomadic tribes-the Khitan, Tangut, 
Jurchen, and Mongol-established kingdoms along its northern border and gradu
ally expanded into Chinese territory. Being unlettered and less civilised, they 
adopted Chinese culture and made use of printing as soon as they conquered and 
came to rule the Chinese. Early in the + loth century the Khitan kingdom or Liao 
dynasty (+907-1125) created a form of writing of some 3000 characters, based on 
the Chinese system, in which to express its own language, and many Chinese 
classics, histories, and medical works were translated into Khitan and printed, 
though their circulation was prohibited outside Khitan territory. None of this Liao 
printing survives, though there is a Sung reproduction of a Liao printed glossary in 
Chinese, the Lung Khan Shou Chienl, with prefaces dated + 997 and 1034. The most 
extensive Liao publication known to us is the Chhitan edition of the Tripitaka in 
Chinese, in some 6000 chiian in 579 cases, printed with Korean paper and ink in 
Peking in 1031-64; but nothing of it survives today.b 

The Tangut or Hsi-hsia kingdom (+990-1227) in northwest Manchuria and 
Mongolia proclaimed itself an empire in 1031, with its capital in what is now 
Ning-hsia. A system of writing its language, based on Chinese and Khitan, was 
created in 1036, and many Chinese books were translated and then printed in this 
script. Gifts and exchanges of books were arranged with the Sung court from time 
to time; Buddhist sutras were donated no fewer than six times and some of them 
were translated and printed. After the Mongol conquest ofTangut and China, a 
Tangut edition of the Tripitaka in the Hsi-hsia script, in more than 3620 chiian, was 
printed in Hangchow and completed in 1302, and about a hundred copies were 
distributed to monasteries in the former Tangut region. Many fragments of books 
in Tangut and Chinese were discovered at the beginning of this century, including 
two editions of the Diamond sutra printed in 1016 and 1189, and two bilingual 
glossaries, the Hsi-Hsia Tzu Shu run Thung 2 (+ 1 132), and the Fan Han Ho Shih 
Chang Chung Chu 3 (+ 1 190). Apparently many books in their native tongue were 
also printed under the Tangut rulers.c 

The Jurchen or Chin dynasty (+ II 14-1234) originated in Manchuria and 

a For private printing in the Sung, see Yeh Te-Hui (2), pp. 42-59. 
b See ChangHsiu-Min (6), pp. 11-12; Kenneth Chhen (8), p. 212. 
, Printed materials in Tangut were discovered in the ruined town ofKhara-khoto by Kozlov in + 1908 and by 

Stein in + 1914, and also in Tunhuang, Turfan, and Ning-hsia; see K. T. Wu (7), pp. 451-3. Movable-type 
printings of c. + I 139-94 were recently found and reported by Wang Ching-J u (2) and Chang Ssu-Wen (I); also a 
collection of Tangut T ripitaka fragments in nine parts was published in Delhi in 1971; see Goodrich (29), pp. 64-5. 
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Fig. 1121. An illustration of salt manufacture and transportation from the Chin edition of the Pen Tshao, printed 
in + 1249. From East Asian History of Science Library, Cambridge. 

occupied the northern part of China after the defeat of the Chhitan in 11'25 and the 
Sung in 1126, when the capital, Khai-feng, was captured. Immediately, all the 
books and printing blocks in the National Academy were moved to the north, and a 
government printing office was established in Phing-yangl (in modern Shansi) four 
years later, while an Institute for the Promotion of Literature (Hung Wen Yiian2) 

was established in 1194. Many books of classics, history, philosophy, poetry, and 
science were then printed by various government and private agencies." These 
included the famous Ta-kuan edition of the herbal Ching Shih Cheng Lei Pen Tshao3 , 

printed in Phing-yang in 1249 (Fig. 1121). Another edition of the Tripitaka, 7182 
chiian in 682 cases, was printed on paper-mulberry paper in Chieh-chou, Shansi 
(+ 1 148-73),b and competing with it was a most comprehensive collection of 
1 aoist literature, entitled Hsiian Tu Pao Tsang4, in 6455 chiian in 60'2 cases, which 
was printed in Khai-feng in + 1 188-91.c Many classical and philosophical books 
were translated into Jurchen, for which a script was created between + 1 123 and 
+ 1 135, following the Chinese and Khitan model. 

• Over thirty works in Chinese and fifteen in Jurchen are known to have been printed by the National 
Academy of the Chin dynasty, and eleven by private and commercial printers; see Yeh Te-Hui (2), pp. 89-90; 
K. T. Wu (7), p. 454; Chang Hsiu-Min (6), pp. 12-15. 

b An incomplete set of this edition was discovered, in roll form, in 1934 at .Chao-chheng, Shansi; a total of 4330 
is kept in the Peking Library. 

, Cr. Chang Hsiu-Min (6), pp. 14-15; Liu Tshun-Jen (5), p. 114· 
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The Mongols annexed the Jurchen kingdom in north China in 1235, and 
conquered the Southern Sung in 1280, thus unifying the empire under their Yiian 
dynasty (+ 1'260-1368). Inheriting the legacy of Sung printing, the Yiian not only 
continued its tradition of fine workmanship, especially at the beginning of their 
rule, but also introduced some innovations. In addition to the National Academy, 
several other government agencies were established to edit and print books. These 
included the Institute of Compilation (Pien Hsiu SOl) in Peking, the Institute of 
Literature (Ching Chi S02) in Phing-yang, Shansi, the Office for the Promotion of 
Literature (Hsing Wen Shu3), and the Bureau of Publications (Pi Shu Chien4), 

which last was reported in + 1'273 to have a staff of 106 members, including forty 
woodcutters, thirty-nine workmen, and sixteen printers." A particularly interesting 
aspect ofYiian publication was the practice of joint enterprises in printing by local 
schools. Typical examples were the projects to print the seventeen standard 
histories jointly by nine circuit schools of the Chien-khang Region in + 1305 (nine 
were actually completed), and the collection of eleven classics by schools of the 
Chiang-hsi Region at an earlier date. b A local history of Nanking, Chin-Ling Hsin 
Chih', in fifteen chiian and thirteen volumes, was co-operatively printed from 1217 
blocks contributed by several local schools and government agencies. Funds were 
raised in the same way for the cutting of some 5688 blocks to print the en
cyclopaedia Yii Hai6 and thirteen other works by Wang Ying-Lin7 (+ 12'23-96).c 
Remarks on the joint printing ventures appear in many books printed by similar 
co-operative efforts, some of which still survive. 

The Mongols continued to print several more editions of the Tripitaka, including 
the Hung-fa8 edition, 718'2 chiian, printed in Peking in 1277-94, and the Phu-ning9 

edition, 6010 chiian, in Hangchow in 1'278-94. The Chi-sha edition, 6362 chiian, was 
begun in Phing-chiang (Soochow) in 1231 under the Sung but not completed until 
1322 at the time of the Y iian dynasty.d The Khitan edition in Hsi-hsia script 
mentioned earlier was completed in 1302, the Chin edition of the Taoist collection, 
the Hsiian Tu Pao Tsang, was reprinted in some 7800 chiian in 1237-44, but it was 
destroyed under the Mangu emperor in 1 '258, when Taoism was persecuted. 
Despite the imperial order, however, some of the blocks were saved by being 
hidden, and no fewer than six or seven sets of the blocks for printing this Taoist 
collection were still preserved in Taoist monasteries in north China around 1281" 

Because so many skilled cutters and printers had been trained in Chekiang and 

• Pi Shu Chien Chih lO (KTHS), ch. 7, p. I7a, Ii. 
b K. T. Wu (7), pp. 464-9. 
, Ibid. pp. 69-71; Ssu-Ming Hsii Chih ll (1854), ch. 7, pp. I2b-qa. 
d See Kenneth Chhen (7), pp. 213-14. Two nearly complete sets of the Chi-sha edition survive today; one 

discovered in 1931 has been reprinted in 1935 and the other, of over 5000 volumes, is in the possession of the Gest 
Oriental Library of Prince ton University. Nearly 700 volumes are of the original Sung printing and the rest are of 
Yiian and later editions; see Hu Shib (12), pp. II3-4I. 

• ChangHsiu-Min (6), p. 15; Liu Tshun-Jen (5), p. 115· 
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Fukien under the Sung, the printing centres in these two regions continued to 
prosper under the Yüan and no fewer than 220 titles are known to have been 
printed by 107 family fìrms, mostly in the fìelds of classics, history, individual 
literary collections, dictionaries, encyclopaedias, and medicine (Fig. 1122)." 
Among the medical works, at least fìve editions of the herbal and more than twenty 
collections ofprescriptions areknown to have been printed by such families as the 
Kao, Liang, Liu, Ssu, Tshao, Tuan, and Hsü ofPhing-yang (in Shansi) , Chien-an 
(in Fukien) , and other places.b Though they did not call themselves book dealers, 
the private printing of such technical works was, it seems, for profìt. 

Phing-yang in the north and Chien-an in the sou th were the two most flourishing 
commercial printing centres under the Yüan. In Chien-an alone there were forty~ 
eight commercial fìrms which are known to have published during this period, the 
most active being the Jih Hsin Thang1 ofLiu Chin-Wen2 and the Chhin Yu Thang 
ofYü Chih-an. Each ofthem printed nearly two score works, theJih Hsin Thang 
publishing an average ofone work each yearfrom 1335 to 1357, and the Chhin Yu 
Thang one every two years in 1304-45.c Both the Chhin Yu Thang and the 
Chhung Wen Shu Yüan3 of Cheng Thien-Tse4 flourished for many generations; 
the former operating from the 11th century and the latter from the 14th, and both 
continued active until the 16th century. While most publishers printed a variety of 
books, a few concentrated on certain subjects only. For instance, the Yüan Sha Shu 
Yüan5 in Chien-yang published at least four large sets of encyclopaedias in 
1315-25, and the Ku Lin Shu Thang6 in Lu-ling (in modern Chiangsi) , the Huo 
Chi Thang7 ofYen-shan (in modern Hopei) , and the Kuang Chhin Thang8 of 
Chien-an, all specialised in printing medical books.d AIso important in this period 
was the publication ofpopular stories and dramatic texts which flourished during 
the Yüan dynasty, though few ofthem exist now! 

军!
五

了 Nagasawa Kikuya (的， pp. 35-46. K. T. Wu (7), pp. 493-4 
• See titles listed in Yeh Te-Hui (2) , pp. 97-103. ' K. T. Wu (7) , pp. 487-8. 
a See titles listed in Wang Kuo-Wei (刻， pp. 4521 -2. 
e A collection of thirty dramatic texts printed in Yüan was reprinted inJapan in I 9 1 4; an incomplete dramatic 

tale printed about + 1300 was found by Kozlov in Khara-khoto. 
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(4) NEW DIMENSIONS OF MING PRINTING 

Ming printing was distinguished by the extended scope ofits subject-matter and by 
its technical innovations and artistic refìnement. In contrast to that of previous 
periods, the printing under the Ming included not only the traditional works in 
classics, history, religion, and literary collections, but also such new subject-fìelds as 
popular novels, music, industrial arts, accounts of ocean voyages, shipbuilding, 
and scientifìc treatises from the West, which had never before been seen in print in 
China. Signifìcant increases werealso noted in printing of dramatic texts, medical 
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writings, records offoreign countries, especially of south and southeast Asia, local 
gazetteers, and such large compilations as collectanea and encyclopedias. In 
technique, the Ming printers introduced metal typography, improved the multi
colour process of block printing, refined the woodcut for book illustrations, and 
used xylography for facsimile reproductions of old editions. a In both content and 
technology, then, printing in the Ming was distinguished in many respects. 

Its development during the dynasty can be divided into two distinctive periods 
with 1500 as roughly the dividing line. For more than a century before that date, 
Ming printing generally inherited the tradition of Yiian in both techniques and 
format, and the continuation of the civil service examinations resulted in the 
printing by the National Academy and other official agencies of Confucian classics, 
standard histories, and works of reference for reading by the candidates. 
Commercial printers also primarily busied themselves in printing such materials as 
textbooks. 

Under the Ming, the fifteenth century witnessed political stabilisation, economic 
expansion, and increasing contacts with foreign countries, especially southwards 
over the sea. Numerous writings on the Western Oceans (hsiyang1) , on navigation, 
and naval architecture were produced as a result of the increasing marine activity, 
and particularly the seven expeditions ofCheng H02 that he made between 1405 
and 143 I. At the same time, great intellectual development was manifested by the 
enrichment of the imperial library, the establishment of numerous private collec
tions, and by the com pila tion of the r ung-Lo Ta Tien, 3 an encyclopedia of scope and 
size unprecedented in history. This gigantic work consisted of 22,937 chiian of 
passages extracted from over 7000 titles from the classics, history, philosophy, 
literature, religion, drama, fiction, industrial arts, and agriculture, all of them 
grouped by subject and arranged according to the order of the rhymes. Compiled 
and copied by a task force of some 3000 scholars between + 1403 and + 1408, the 
work contained fifty million characters and was bound in yellow brocade in I 1,095 
volumes, each sixteen inches in height and ten inches in width.b The main text was 
written in black ink, with headings and sources in vermilion, on white paper ruled 
with red vertical lines. A plan for printing this work did not materialise, except 
perhaps for a small portion,C primarily, it seems, because the cost would have been 
prohibitive. Only one additional set was made by hand.d 

The original copy of this work was first deposited in the imperial library, Wen 
Yiian K 05, in Nanking, and was removed to Peking in 1421. The library there, 

, cr. K. T. Wu (6); Chhien Tshun-Hsiin (2). 
bCf. Kuo Po-Kung (I); WU (5), pp. 167ff.; Giles (I); Goodrich (26); these figures are based on the account 

given in the preface of Ihe Peking reprint of [g60; different sources give varying figures. 
, Paul Pelliot is reported to have been told by the official-collector Tuan-Fang' (+ [86[ to + [g[ [) that he had 

seen some 100 titles of this work in printed form; see Goodrich (34), p. [8. 
d The texts of385 works in 4946 ckuan were extracted for the Ssu Khu Chhuan Shu. The original set and part of the 

duplicate were destroyed at the end of the Ming and many of the remaining volumes were destroyed during the 
Boxer uprising in r goo. Only some 800 chiian are known to have survived today in various libraries throughout the 
world. A reprint of 730 chiian in 200 ts'e was made in Peking in 1960, and another of 742 chiian in 100 volumes in 
Taipei in [g62. 
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which inherited the books of the former imperial collections of the Sung, Chin, and 
Yiian dynasties, consisted in + 1441 of 7350 titles in some 43,200 volumes (tshe) 
containing one million chiian. Thirty per cent of the materials were in print and 
seventy per cent in manuscript.a 

The period after 1500 turned out to be the most productive era for the develop
ment ofliterature, art, and technology in China. The popular novels written in the 
colloquial language at this time set the standard style of Chinese traditional fiction 
for the following centuries, while after 1600, the development of fiction and 
dramatic texts, in turn, encouraged the refinement of woodcut book illustrations in 
popular literature. At the same time, illustrated works on the industrial arts, on the 
design of ink cakes, and manuals of painting and stationery, were also produced at 
a high standard of excellence. Multi-colour processes with wood blocks were de
veloped from two to more than five colours in the printing of texts with com
mentaries, maps, letter papers, and other artistic works.b 

The arrival of Jesuit missionaries in China at the end of the sixteenth century 
marked the beginning of the introduction of Western knowledge to Chinese 
intellectual circles. As a result, during the next two centuries, more than four 
hundred writings and translations added to Chinese scholarship in such new fields 
of knowledge as Christianity, Western humanities and institutions, and scientific 
literature. Among the earliest printed works from the West were Michele 
Ruggieri's catechism of Christianity, Sheng Chiao Shih LuI, printed in Canton in 
1582; Matteo Ricci's map of the world, Khun ru Wan Kuo Chhiian Thu2 (1584) and 
his translation, in collaboration with Hsii Kuang-Chhia, of Clavius' Euclidis 
Elementorum, Chi Ho Yiian Pen4 (1607). Many other works on mathematics, as
tronomy, physics, geology, biology, psychology, medicine, and world geography 
and history, besides those on the Christian religion, were included in the late Ming 
and early Chhing printing. C 

Many official agencies in both the central and local governments engaged in 
printing various kinds of books for different readers. The printing facilities at the 
imperial palace, known in general as Nei Fu\ were in charge of the Supervisorate 
of Ceremonies (Ssu Li Chien6), which was one of the twelve supervisory offices 
established early in the Ming. Three printing shops (Ching Chhang7), including 
those for the Confucian classics, Buddhist sutras, and Taoist canons, were operated 
under this agency. The shop for the Confucian classics printed many prestigious 
editions of the Five Classics and Four Books, and a collection of neo-Confucian 
philosophy called Hsing Li Ta Chhiian Shu8

, printed in 1415.d Although the physical 

• cr. K. T. Wu (5), p. 184. 
b Book illustration and colour printing will be discussed more fully on pp. 262 If. below. 
, Cf. Pfister (I); Bernard-Maitre ([8), (Ig); Tsien (12), p. 306. 
d For the Nei Fu editions, see titles in Ku ChinShu Kho' by Chou Hung-Tsu10; for works compiled under imperial 

auspices, see Li Chin-Hua (I). 
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more types were cut for the frequently used characters than for those that were less 
used. a 

Various branches ofthe government such as the Board ofRites, Board ofWar, 
Board of Works, Censorate, Imperial Observatory, National Academy, and 
Bureau ofPhysicians are all known to have printed books. For instance, the Board 
ofRites printed a collection of documents concerning the bestowing of posthumous 
imperial honours, Ta Li Chi J1, in four chüan, compiled under imperial auspices and 
printed in ear忖 1526. The Board ofWar printed an illustrated work with maps on 
the defence organisation ofthe northern border regions, titled Chi;臼 Pien Thu Shuo2, 
presented to the throne in 1538. The Bureau ofPhysicians published several works 
on medicine, including an illustrated book on acupuncture and moxibustion, 
Thung Jen Chen Chiu Thu Ching3, in three chüan, printed from a Sung text on stone, 
with illustrations from a bronze model, under imperial auspices, in 1443. But 
though most of the publications of government agencies related to their respective 
fìelds ofadministration, a fair number ofthem did not. For example, many works 
for enjoyment and amusement were printed by the Ming Censorate, the Tu Chha 
Yüan\ and among some thirty of their titles there were two popular novels, the San 
Kuo Chih Yen-I5 (Romance of Three Kingdoms) and the Shui Hu Chüan6 (Water 
Margin) , three works on the game of chess, and two on music and songs. b 

The most productive among the government agencies was the National 
Academy, Kuo Tzu Chien7 which, between its southern and northern branches, 
printed no fewer than three hundred works including classics, histories, local 
gazetteers, imperial documents, manuals of calligraphy, classifìed encyclopedias, 
as well as works on medicine, agriculture, and technology. The most notable of 
these were the Thirteen Classics and the Tiωm纱帽one Standard Histories, which were fìrst 
printed from old blocks accumulated from previous dynasties during the previous 
seven centuries, and later from new blocks ca凹ed between 1530 and 1596. The 
teachers and students of the academy were responsible for the collation, revision, 
printing, and custody of blocks, and their names often appear on the blocks 
themselves. C 

The distinguished contributions of Ming printing include the publications of 
various local officials such as governors, provincial judges, princes, and certain 
lower administrat 
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a See Thing-Lin W"" αi (SPTK) , ch. 3, p. Isa 
D See titles listed in Ku Chin Shu Kho (KKT). 
, Cf. an account ofthe printing ofthe National Academy at Nanking by Liu 1-Chen (1) 

2 九遥圃 m 铜人封炙圄起E
6 水潜傅 7 圈子篮

Fig. 1123. National Geography ofthe Ming Dynasty, Ta Mù留 1 Thung Chih, printed by the 1mperial Palace in 
+ 1461. Far Eastem Libra巧， U niversity of Chicago 

format of these editions was excellent, their scholarly value was not considered high 
because the printing agency in the imperial palace was in charge of eunuchs who 
were not competent in scholarly matters. Imperial instructions and 0伍cial docu
ments and compilations were also printed by the imperial printing shop. For 
example, the official geography of the Ming empire, Ta Ming 1 Thung Chih\ ninety 
chüan, came out in 1461 (Fig. 1123), the collected statutes ofthe Ming dynasty, Ta 
Ming Hui Tien 2 in 180 chüan, in 151 1, and its revised edition, 228 chüan, in 1587. The 
official gazette, Ti户ao3 ， the predecessor of the Peking Gazette, was fìrst transcribed by 
hand but, beginningin 1628, was printed with wooden movable type. It is said that 
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provinces and numerous prefectures, sub-prefectures, and even towns and villages 
throughout the Ming empire.a 

Among the many local official printers, most interesting were the various en
feoffed princes, who had the wealth, leisure, and the opportunity for book collect
ing and printing. Their libraries contained many rarities of Sung and Yüan 
editions bestowed upon them by the emperors, while quite a few were prominent 
authors, collectors, and printers of fine editions, and they constituted one of the 
distinguished features ofMing scholarship; more than thirty ofthem are known to 
have engaged in writing and printing. Not only were many of their own works 
printed, but also the writings ofIocal scholars which were sometimes sponsored by 
these princely establishments, and more than 250 titles of these principality 
editions are known to have been printed; one Prince ofNingprinted as many as 137 
titles.b Their publications included works on medicine, longevity, meditation, 
amusement, music, games, instruction and conduct of princes, and textbooks for 
women, besides traditional subjects. The most notable among these publications 
included the collected works on music and acoustics, Yüeh Lü Chhüan Shu2, in thirty
eight chüan, by the Prince ofCheng, Chu Tsai-Yü3 (+ 1536-161 1) , printed about 
1606 (Fig. 1124); a collection ofmedical prescriptions, Hsin Khan Hsiu Chen Fang Ta 
Chhüan4, printed by the Prince ofChou, Chu Yu-Tun5, in 1391 and againin 1505; a 
classified encyclopedia of quotations, Chin Hsiu Wan Hua Kz沪， printed by the Prince 
ofHui in 1533; a treatise on incense and perfumes, Hsiang Phu7 , and on tea, Chha 
Phz沪， both printed by the Prince ofI in 1640; and a cookbook, Yin Shan Cheng Yao 9, 
reprinted by the Prince ofChhing. All the books they produced are known to have 
been well collated, based on the best editions, and printedwith excellent workman
ship on good paper,c while wooden movable type is also known to have been 
employed by the princes ofShu and 1 in the 16th century.d 

Under the Ming, private printing was not common before 1500, but became 
very popular during the 16th and 17th centuries. Many of the private printers, 
including scholars, families, book collectors, local schools, and monasteries, were 
motivated by altruism toward the spread ofIiterature, and did not act for profit or 
because of 0伍cial obligations. Thus the privately printed editions were usually 
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Fig. 1124. Collected works on music and acoustics, ro Lü Chhüan Shu, printed by Chu Tsai-Yü, prince ofthe Ming 
dynasty, c. + 1606. Far Eastern Library, University ofChicago. 

, See titles listed in Ku Chin Shu Kho; some 770 titles ofMing local gazetteers are recorded in the first edition of 
Chu Shih-Chia (刻， as compared with twenty-eight for the Sung and eleven for the Yüan periods. 

b Ning Fan Shu Mu' , see the SKCST M. 
, See Chhang Pi-Te (7) 
d Cf. Chang Hsiu-Min (11) , p. 58 
, Cf. K. T. Wu (5) , p. 23 1. 
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Fig. I I 25. Soutn-pointer as illustrated in the Ming encyclopaedia, San Tshai Thu Hui, + 1620 ed. 
Far Eastern Library, University of Chicago. 

Thien Kung Khai Wu1 by Sung Ying-Hsing2, was printed by the author in 1637, the 
illustrated encyclopedia, San Tshai Thu Huz"3, (Illustrations of the Three Powers), in 
106 chiian, compiled by Wang Chhi4 (chin shih, 1565) of Shanghai, in collaboration 
with his son Wang Ssu-P, was printed by his friends in 1609 (Fig. 1125). In the case 
of the noted scholar-official Hsii Kuang-Chhi6 (+ 1562-1633), also of Shanghai, 
his illustrated encyclopedia on agriculture, the Nung Cheng Chhiian Shu7 , in sixty 
chiian, was edited after the author's death by one of his disciples, Chhen Tzu-LungB, 

and printed at the Phing Lu Thang9 in 1640. 
Most of the reprints of earlier works or fine editions were usually 'made by book 

collectors who, with careful collation, reproduced rare or unique editions from 
their own libraries, primarily for the diffusion or preservation of the original works 
for the scholarly world, or as a hobby to spend the wealth accumulated from their 

, businesses. One of the many Mingcollector-printers was An Kuo10 (1481-1534), of 
Wuhsi, who printed no fewer than two dozen titles known to us, one half of them 
by metal movable type. a The most famous of these men was Mao Chinll 

( + 1599-1659), ofChhangshu in Chiangsu, who printed more than 600 works on a 

• See list of works printed with metal movable type under Ming in Chhien Tshun-Hsun (2), pp. 14-15. 
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variety of subjects, especially many multi-volume works of classics, histories, 
literary collections, and tshung shu. One record shows that he used 11,846 wood 
blocks for the Thirteen Classics, 22,293 blocks for the Seventeen Standard Histories 
(Fig. 1126), and 16,637 blocks for the collection Ching Tai Pi Shu\ which consists of 
140 titles." At one time, during its early stage, Mao employed some twenty cutters 
and printers in his workshop and accumulated as many as 100,000 blocks for the 
printing of various works in his studio Chi Ku K02, a name for both his private 
library and his printing shop. b His work had a great impact on printing in the early 
Chhing period. 

Many private schows printed textbooks for their students and other titles of 
scholarly importance. The Chhung Cheng Shu Yiian3 of Kuangtung printed the 
collected commentaries of the Four Books in 1535 and part of the Standard 
Histories in 1537, while the famous Tung-lin shu-yiian4 and other private acad
emies printed many individual literary collections. Certain officials also printed 
books in their private capacity. Local scholars serving in the capital usually printed 
a special kind of gift book, the shu pha pen5, to be presented as a souvenir to their 
colleagues on their return to the capital from their native provinces. Because the 
contents of such editions were not carefully collated, they were usually not con
sidered of scholarly value. 

As for religious works, at least three and perhaps four editions of the Buddhist 
Tripitaka and one edition of the Taoist canons were printed under the Ming. The 
most famous of these is the southern edition of the Tripitaka, Nan Tsang,6 including 
16 IQ works in 633 1 chiian, printed in Nanking in 1372, and the northern edition, Pei 
Tsang 7, including 1615 works in 6361 chiian, produced in Peking in 1401. Both were 
printed under imperial auspices and bound in the folded format. A third edition of 
the Tripitaka, known as the Ching-shan Tsang B, was printed in Wu-thai9 and Ching
shan as well as several other places in Chiangsu and Chekiang between 1589 and 
1677; it was the first Tripitaka to be bound with thread stitching in the flat style. 
Another edition is said to have been printed in Hangchow in the Chia-ching period 
( + 1522-66), but it may not have been completed, and no such work is now known 
to exist. c As for the Taoist collection, the Tao Tsang lO, the original set included 5305 
chiian, compiled under imperial auspices, was completed in 1445 and a sequel in 180 
chiian, in 1607. The two series were later printed together and distributed to Taoist 
temples as an imperial favour.d 

• Numbers offolios of these volumes are given in Wang Ming-Sheng (+ 1722-97), I Shu Pien (1841), ch, '4, 
p, 14b; these figures equal the number of blocks. 

b Quoted in Yang Shao-Ho's annotated catalogue; see K. T. Wu C,), p. 245. 
, Cf. Yeh Kung-Tsho (I). 
d Cr. Liu Tshun-Jen (5), p. 104: Wieger (6) lists 1464 writings, based on a Chinese catalogue compiled by Pai 

Yun-Chi" of the 17th century. The complete set, now kept in the White Cloud Temple in Peking, was reprinted by 
the Commercial Press in Shanghai in 1923 . 
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Fig. 1126. One of the Seventeen Standard Histories, Shih Chi, printed in the craft style of calligraphy 
by the Chi Ku Ko of Mao Chin, c. + 17th century. Far Eastern Library, University of Chicago. 
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Ming commercial printers inherited the tradition of the previous dynasties of the 
Sung and Yiian with publishing centres in Fukien, Chekiang, and Szechuan. Such 
bookshops as Chhin Yu Thangl, which had operated in Chien-yang since the 
Sung, and the Tu Shen Chai2, had a history of over a hundred years. The latter, 
owned by Liu Hung3, printed numerous titles of histories, literary collections, 
encyclopedias, and medical works. Especially notable were such large multi
volume sets as the Wen Hsien Thung Khao4, an encyclopedia of institutions in 348 
chilan; the Shan Thang Chhiln Shu Khao S05, an encyclopedia of quotations in 212 
chilan; and the Ta Ming I Thung Chih 6, a national geography of the Ming dynasty, in 
ninety chilan. As might be expected, certain printers specialised in medical books. 
The Chung Te Thang7 of Hsiung Chung-Li8 of Ao-feng printed at least eight 
medical classics, including a collection of pediatric prescriptions, Hsiao Erh Fang 
Chileh 9

, in ten chilan (1440); prescriptions for smallpox, Cheng Cheng Chhen Shih Hsiao 
Ero To ChenFang LunlO, in two chilan (1448), a complete work on surgery, WaiKho Pei 
Yaoll , in three chiian (1568); and a supplement to the gynaecological treatise, Hsin 
Pien Fu Jen Liang Fang Pu I Ta Chhilan12, in twenty-four chilan, also printed in 1568. a 

After 1500 Hi.Ichow in Chekiang and She-hsien in Anhui were among the best 
printing centres, and from the late 16th and early 17th centuries, many skilful 
cutters moved to the area south of the Yangtze, where such cities as Nanking, 
Soochow, Chhangshu, and Wuhsi became very prosperous in printing and book 
production. . 

Generally speaking, Ming printing, especially during the later part of the 
period, significantly influenced the format of Chinese books in the next four or five 
hundred years. Ming books printed before 1500 inherited the traditional format 
of the Yiian (Fig. 1 123); their calligraphy was in the soft style, with a black folding 
line in the block, and the volumes were bound in a wrapped back binding. After 
1500, the Sung traditional format was generally followed, where the calligraphy 
was more rigid and straight, lacking free and swift movement (Fig. 1124). The 
folding line was white or blank, and names of calligraphers and cutters and 
numbers of characters appeared on the blocks, similar to Sung practice. From the 
middle of the 16th century, calligraphy became more stereotyped in style (Fig. 
1 126), and this has remained the standard form of Chinese printing to the present 
time. Un bleached yellow bamboo paper was generally used in early Ming, bleach
ed white paper around 1500, and yellow paper again toward the end of the 
16th century, at which time binding also underwent a transformation, from the 
wrapped back style to the stitched binding which remains in use.b 

• See list in Yeh Te·Hui (2), pp. 127-42. 
b See further discussion of book formats and bindings on pp. 222 ff. below. 
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(5) PROSPERITY AND DECLINE OF TRADITIONAL PRINTING IN THE 

CHHING PERIOD 

China under the Chhing dynasty (+ 1644-1912) inherited a great cultural tradi
tion and, although under the alien Manchu rule, in general enjoyed a period of 
intellectual development and prosperity. Activities in literature, classical research, 
and the compilation, collecting, and production of books and documents were 
especially remarkable and abundant. During the first half of the dynasty, from the 
latter part of the 17th and through most of the 18th century, government leader
ship in academic pursuits resulted in widespread printing. Numerous distinguished 
scholars and officials were recruited by the imperial ~ourt to engag~ in the compi
lation of books, and publication of the results of their research followed naturally. 
Economic development also gave rise to a group of book collectors who had the 
financial resources to reprint the rare editions and manuscripts which came into 
their possession. 

The gradual decline of the empire during the latter part of the dynasty, that is 
from the beginning of the 19th century, was accompanied by a general recession of 
activities everywhere and a lack of resistance to Western influence. Although the 
printing industry continued, it generally degenerated in quality ifnot in quantity 
in both official and private sectors, and it was during this period that traditional 
printing proved insufficient to meet modern needs and gradually gave way to the 
new technology of the West. 

Since the imperial palace was active in printing and compilation, Peking natur
ally acquired central importance in publishing. Printing and publishing also 
flourished in places like Nanking, Soochow, Hangchow, and Yangchow. While 
these centres emerged, Fukien was no longer as influential and its editions were less 
widely circulated than before. Publishing in battle-stricken Szechuan was also 
declining. Throughout the Chhing dynasty, Chekiang and Chiangsu remained 
centres of book-collecting and publishing because of their favourable geographic 
locations, natural resources, and commercial prosperity. As time went on, Hunan 
and Hupei came on the scene, while Shanghai, the chief entrance for Western 
influence, became the main publishing city at the turn of the 19th century.' 

Not unlike previous dynasties, the Chhing saw active imperial patronage of 
compilation and publication, but with even greater vigour. The Manchu rulers 
actually started printing before establishing control over China proper, though 
their early imprints consisted mainly of Manchu translations of Chinese works. 
After their ascent to the throne, the publishing policy common to all previous 
dynasties was continued, the body chiefly responsible for central government 
printing being the Imperial Printing Office at the Wu Ying Palace (Wu Ying Tien 

a Cr. Yeh Te-Hui (2), pp. 253-4; see also distribution of eighty bookshops which produced popular fiction 
during the Ming-Chhing period in Liu Tshun-jen (4), pp. 36-44. 
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Hsiu Shu Chhu1), a division of the Imperial Household (Nei Wu Fu2) and located 
within the imperial compound. The publications of this office were generally 
known as Palace editions (tien pen3 ) and were noted for careful collation, good 
paper and ink, elegant calligraphy, and excellent execution and binding (Fig. 
1127). 

The palace publications included a variety of books and documents produced by 
different methods. Manuscripts copied by hand included imperial admonitions, 
authentic records, and such huge collections as the Ssu Khu Chhuan Shu 4 (Complete 
Library of Four Treasures).' Block-printed editions included the collected ad
ministrative regulations, penal codes, and records of imperial birthdays, tours, and 
military campaigns, as well as all works on classics, philosophical and literary 
writings, dictionaries (Fig. 1128), and a miniature 'sleeve edition' (hsiu chen pen5) of 
selected titles. Also, bronze and wooden movable type was used for printing such 
large sets as encyclopaedias, collectanea, and scientific compendia. At least 382 
individual titles are registered as having been printed in one way or another at the 
Imperial Printing Office at the Wu Ying Palace between 1644 and 1805.b 

Among the huge sets was the gigantic compilation Thu Shu Chi Chheng6 (Grand 
Encyclopaedia of Ancient and Modern Knowledge) in 5020 volumes, printed with 
bronze movable type in + 1728 (Fig. 1 147).c It consists of6109 topical headings 
grouped into thirty-two sections under six major divisions: Heaven, Earth, Man, 
Science, Literature, and Government. Direct quotations with occasional illustra
tions are further classified by types of materials under each heading, with a total of 
over 100 million words in the work.d Another large set was the Wu ring Tien Chii 
Chen Pan Tshung Shu7 (Collection of Assembled Gem Editions of the Wu Ying 
Palace), which included 138 titles printed with wooden movable type from 1773 to 
around 1800" One Buddhist collection, Lung Tsang 8 (The Dragon Tripitaka), was 
also printed in Peking. Among some of the fifteen tripitakas printed in China, this set 
of 1662 works in 7168 chiian was the second largest, and was completed in the 
remarkably short time of three years from 1735 to 1738 through the use of some of 
the old blocks carved during the Ming period. 

As in previous dynasties, central government printing in the Chhing was fol
lowed by local agencies, and the central government actually encouraged such 
activity. In 1776, for example, copies of the Palace edition of the Wu ring Tien Chii 
Chen Pan Tshung Shu were given to southeastern provinces with permission to 

a This manuscript library consisting of351 I titles in 36, 275 volumes was compiled under imperial auspices 
from 1773 to 1782. Four original copies were deposited in the imperial pal.ce and Yiian Ming Yiian in Peking, and 
in Mukden and Jehol. Three additional copies were made in 1790 for Hangchow, Chenki.ng, and Yangchow. 

b See tabulation in Shaw (I), p. 20. 
e See also discussion on pp. 215 fr. below. . 
d For its history, nature, and scope, see Introduction in Giles (2). 
, Cf. Rudolph (14), pp. 323-4. 
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Fig. 1127. Imperial writings of Emperor Khang-Hsi printed by the Wu YingTien palace printing shop in + 177 I. 

From ru Chih Wen Chi. Far Eastern Library, University of Chicago. 
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Fig. 1128. Original block edition of the most'popular dictionary, Khang-Hsi T;:;u Tien, with some 49,000 
characters, printed c. + 1716. Far Eastern Library, University of Chicago. 
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reprint, and before long, severallocal editions were printed with wood blocks at 
Nanking, Chekiang, Chiangsu, and Fukien. After the Thai-Phing uprising, local 
government printing was especially prosperous and provincial printing bureaus 
were established to restore books lost in the turmoil. Numerous printing works weI'e 
set up in Nanking, Yangchow, Soochow, Hangchow, Wuchhang, Chhangsha, 
Nanchang, Chhengtu, Tsinan, Thaiyuan, Foochow, Canton, Kunming, and other 
cities; all were renowned for careful execution and for mutual co-operation.3 

Under the Manchu rule, many private persons engaged in scholarly activities for 
a variety ofreasons. Some, loyal to the Ming court, became recluses seeking refuge 
in books, scholar-officials who retired from 0伍ce found in books their ultimate 
companions while certain other scholars under threat ofpersecution diverted their 
energy to the politically safe pursuit of the critical study of the ancient Classics and 
history. Whatever the motivation-vanity, a wish to preserve literature, or to 
propagate scholarship一their scholastic achievements contributed greatly to the 
printing of new books and, even more frequently, to the reprinting of old ones. 
Again, there were schools and academies which went beyond the printing oftexts 
for instruction to the production of more general publications, bu t the audiences at 
which they aimed differed, as did the contents and qualities of their publications. 

lndividual scholars who served in government 0伍ces sometimes also sponsored 
printing, using either government or private funds, and their eminent positions 
enable them to secure assistance of outstanding scholars for works of excellent 
quality. Another group, mostly learned men and writers, printed books primarily 
to disseminate the results oftheir study. But books that survived the passage oftime 
were often loaded with alterations and omissions, and textual errors were par
ticularly common in late Ming imprints. However, a group ofChhing researchers 
who were interested in securing the best texts of standard works, applied their 
entire lives to textual criticism, and printing the collated texts became their 
也vourite vocation. There were also bibliophiles, or bibliomaniacs, who strove to 
build up sizable private libraries, sometimes even idolised the rare editions they 
possessed, though when they printed their choic 

• CιChing-Yü (1) , pp. 342-3. 
• This list covers imprints from mid-Chhing to early Republic; see Sun Tien-Chhi (片， pp. 127-56. 
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+ '738. Far Eastern Library, University ofChicago 
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own collections. The Liu Li Chhang district, where over 300 bookshops were in 
business at one time or another, was the centre ofPeking's book trade from the late 
Khang-Hsi period (+ 1662-1722) and has been an important site for many 
intellectual activities until today. a 

The combined efforts ofthe Chhing printers resulted in such a surge ofprinting 
in several m纣or categories that the products of no previous period can be com
pared with it for quantity and the magnitude of the works produced. First, local 
histories (ti fang chih1) were compiled under the auspices of individual local ad
ministrations of provinces, prefectures, sub-pr陀efi岳ecture岱s， counties, villages, and 
sometimes mountains, passes, rivers, dykes, bridges, salt wells, temples, academies, 
tombs, gardens or guilds. Of over 7000 such works known to exist, no less than 
eighty per cent were compiled and published in the Chhing dynasty.b Clan 
registers (tsU1飞g phu2 or chia phu3) form another category of materials printed mainly 
during this period, and of them, at least 4000 titles are known to exist in public 
collections throughout the world. Of them, the source of I 550 is known, and of this 
number 1214 were compiled underthe Chhing (see Fig. I 130).c Individualliterary 
collections (pieh ch俨) are still another category ofliterature that was largely printed 
in Chhing times; indeed, it is estimated that 14,000 literarγwriters of the Chhing 
period, many of whom had individual collections, are recorded in five anthologies 
of the Chhing authors. d Finally, collectanea (tshung shu5) probably compose the 
most extensive class of works ever printed. A tshung shu consists of a variety of 
literary works published or reprinted under one general title and uniformly bound, 
following a prescribed plan, in order to facilitate prese凹ation， wider circulation, 
and collecting. Ofsome 3000 such collections containing 70,000 individual works, 
the great majority were either produced or reprinted in the Chhing dynasty. e In 
fact, of the quarter of a million titles of Chinese publications known to have 
accumulated throughout the dynasties, no less than one half were produced during 
this period, the greatest amount in all history. f 

Because of the prevalence ofblock printing, problems in printed communication 
arose when China met the West. Before the 19th century, Chinese characters 
included in Western publications were often printed s 
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、、

a For ahistoηand description of the Liu-Li.Chhang district in Peking, see Sung Tien-Chhi (/), Wang Yeh
Chhiu (/). 

b Of 5832 titles listed in Chu Shih-Chia (到， 1935 ed. , 4655 were printedin theChhing; the 1958ed. added 1581 
tiùes, but no hreakdown is given 

, Only fourteen are known to have been produced in Yüan and Ming, and 322 in the Republican period; see 
TagaA 口garo (/), pp. 220-49; Leslie (吟， p. 86. 

d For sourc田 of the estimate, see Yang Chia-lo (功， pp. 25-6 
, The most complete catalogue ofthe collectanea, Chung Kuo TshungShu Tc血ng Lu, vol. 1, registers 2797 works by 

subject classification; certain classes are arranged by periods. 
r It is estimated that 253,435 titles are registered in various dynastic and other bibliographies from Han to 由e

1930'S; 126,649 were produced under the Chhing; see Yang Chia-Lo (功， P.27.

1 地方志 2 宗藉 3 家吉普 4 别集

Fig. 1130. Genealogical record ofthe Hua c1an, printed with wooden movable type in + 1872, listing n缸口自 of
Ming printers with Hua Sui in the 岛urth column and his nephew Hua Chien in the fifth column. From Hua Shih 
Tsu电 Phu， 1872 e乱， Columbia University Library. 
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centuries were printed from blocks.a As early as 1555 or I570, European printers 
began to make experiments to accommodate Chinese characters printed on their 
presses, b while later, in the I9th century, Protestant missionaries tried to cut 
punches for making metal type for Chinese characters. Robert Morrison of the 
London Missionary Society established a printing house in Malacca in I8I4 to 
print his Chinese-English dictionary (Fig. I I3I) and a translation of the .Neω 
Testament with metal type cut by a Chinese engraver, Tshai Kao1, and his assis
tants. In the following year, the first monthly periodical in Chinese, Chha Shih Su 
Mei rüeh Thung Chi Chuan,2 was started. This enterprise soon found many 
followers. C 

By the middle of the I9th centu巧" fonts of Chinese type were made in Europe 
and America for missionary and other printers in the Far East.d At first, these types 
were used primarily for printing bilingual texts, though gradually they found their 
place in purely Chinese printing. A Mr Tong created two fonts containing over 
I50,000 types cast in moulds at Canton in + I850: and nine years later, the 
electrotype process was introduced by William Gamble to make a large set of 
Chinese type in Shanghai. But in Chinese circles block printing and wooden type 
were sti11 more popular, and modern methods were not generally accepted by 
Chinese printers until early in the 20th centurγ. 

In contrast to typography, lithography catered better to the needs of Chinese 
books and successfully atfected literary and artistic life in China. Printers in the past 
had usual1y reproduced fine editions in facsimile by the laborious and diffìcult 
process of re-engraving, so they naturally found great attraction in this new process 
which permitted them to reproduce handwriting and art work directly, or to make 
exact replicas of treasured editions with great speed. Books to prepare readers for 
the civil service examination were also conveniently printed in reduced format by 
photolithography in the late I9th century. Reproduction of pictures and book 
i11ustrations was 臼pecially successful with this new method (Fig. 1 I32). 

Photolithography was first introduced by the Catholic Thu-se-wei Press in 
Shanghai to print Christian literature. The Tien Shih Chai3 (Fig. 1133) , also 
established in Shanghai in 1874, produced editions with such smal1 characters that 
a magnifying glass was sometimes provided along 
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• A catechism and a Latin-Chinese vocabulary prepared by Father Michele Ruggiero were printed 仕om
blocks in Macao in + 1585; a German chronology printed in Berlin in 1696 and Baeyer's M阳eumSinil四mprintedin
1730 were also from blocks; Cf. Lach (剖， 11 3, pp. 486-97; Hirth (28) , p. 165. 

b Lach (5) , 1 1, pp. 679-80; II 3, p. 527 
, For the development oftypography in modern China, see K. T. Wu (8). 
" ChingYü (/), 345-55; Hirth (28) , p. 166. 
, Method of making type and a sample page are given in Chinese Reposi，阳叨， 19 (1850) , pp. 247-78. 
r Walter Medhurst (1) says that he began to use lithography in Batavia in 1828 or 1829 , In a dozen years 丘。m

1823, he printed thirty works in Chinese, nineteen with blocks and eleven with lithography. 

181<; 

Fig 口 3 1. First Chinese-English dictionary printed with metal type in Macao, 1815 
University ofChicago Librarγ 

1 蔡高 2 察世俗每月就祀傅 3 黯石萧 4 同文害局
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Fig. ll32. Foreign envoys in Peking payi~g tri~ute to E.mpress Dowage: Tzhu-Hsi ?n her ~ixtieth birthday, 
received by the Emperor Kuang-Hsu at the Impenal court m + 1894. Drawmg by Ho Yuan-Chun and prmted by 
lithography. 

Wen Ko,l Tsao Wen Shu Chii, 2 and the Commercial Press, all in Shanghai, 
whence the process of photolithography spread to many other ci ties. a Founded in 
1897, the Commercial Press grew into the largest printing ~ouse in the Far East, 
and has been a landmark for the intellectual and educatIonal development of 
modern China. b 

(f) TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES OF CHINESE PRINTING 

Unlike papermaking, the technical procedures of printing have scarcely been 
documented in Chinese literature. No information on how printing blocks were 
made nor on how many copies were printed from each block in earlier times is 

, See Ching Y ii (I), pp. 356-7; Hirth (28), pp. I6~-7I. 
F.or its history and development, see Florence Chlen (I). 
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Fig. 1133· A lithographic printing shop, Tien Shih Chai, operated in Shanghai after + 1874. Drawing by Wu 
Yu-Ju., c. + 1884. 

available, except for occasional remarks made by a few foreign observers and 
writers. a On the other hand, some of the movable type methods were recorded. 
Details of materials, tools, and the methods used for preparing block printing can 
only be deduced from an interpretation of related terms, by examination of printed 
editions, and from the oral testimony of a few surviving craftsmen or observers of 
the work of carving and printing since its gradual disappearance in the early part of 
the 20th century. Only recently an article describing the methods of block printing 
gave some details of the technical procedures,b yet even so, many questions still 
cannot be fully answered. 

While traditional terms for printing such as tsai lil (to spoil pear wood), chhien 
tsao 2 (to incisejujube wood), orfu tzu 3 (to send for engraving on catalpa wood) refer 
to the kinds of materials used, such modern terms asyin shua4 (to print and brush) or 
huo tzu 5 (movable characters) are concerned with the methods used, and some of 

a Brief reports about methods of Chinese printing were given by Rashid-eddin in c, I gOD, Matteo Ricci in 
c. 1600, and Isaiah Thomas in 1810; others mention Chinese printing but not its technical procedures; see below, 
pp. 306 ff. 

b See an article written in 1947 by Lu Chhien (I), based on the information supplied to him by a surviving 
block printer. 
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these are often found in printers' colophons or elsewhere in books. Based on 
available information and interviews with block cutters, the following accounts are 
accompanied with figures to illustrate how traditional printing was done.a 

(I) MATERIALS, TOOLS, AND PREPARATION FOR PRINTING 

FROM W OODBLOCKS 

Woods most commonly chosen for printing blocks included pear, jujube, catalpa, 
and sometimes apple, apricot, or the wood of other fruit trees with similar qualities. 
Boxwood, gingko, and Chinese honey locust were also used. Pear (li, Pyrus sinensis, 
Ld!.) has a smooth and even texture with a medium hardness that is ideal for 
carving in any direction. Jujube (tsao, Zizyphus vulgaris, Lam.) 4as a straight, even 
grain with fine pores and is harder than pear. While its fruit bears a superficial 
resemblance to a date, the jujube is unrelated to the palm family and does not 
resemble it in any way. Catalpa (tzu, Lindera tsu-mu, Hems!.) is a hard wood with a 
straight but coarse grain. It is commonly considered to be the best material for 
coffins. Boxwood (huangyang,4 Buxus sempervirens, L.) is the softest and is often used 
for carving regular text; gingko (yin hsing,' Gingko biloba, L.) is very absorbent, and 
the Chinese honey locust (tsao chia 6 or pai thao,7 Gleditsiasinensis, Lam.) is a very hard 
wood, useful for cutting delicate lines in illustrations. 

These woods from deciduous trees were chosen, it seems, because they were both 
abundant as well as suitable. The wood of coniferous trees, while soft and straight
grained, is impregnated with resin which would probably affect the evenness of the 
ink coating and so is unsuitable for printing blocks; such wood is also valuable for 
other uses. For printing paper money and articles in large quantities, copper plates 
and other materials were sometimes used.b 

There are two methods of cutting wood into blocks for carving. One is to cut with 
the grain, making a block with a straight or an irregular grain. The other is to cut 
across the grain. For best results in carving and inking, Chinese craftsmen usually 
chose the former method, preferring blocks with a straight and close grain. This not 
only made possible a larger area for the text, but also avoided having to use the 
heart of the wood. The wood had, of course, to be free of knots and spots, since these 
would interfere with both carving and printing. After the ,blocks have been cut, 
they are usually soaked in water for about a month before use but, if they are 
needed for immediate use, they can be boiled instead; they are then left to dry in a 

• The writeris grateful to Mr Ku Thing-Lung,' Director of the Shanghai Library, for hissupply ofinformation, 
photographs, and drawing concerning the procedures of block printing and for his arrangement of an interview in 
September 1979 with the staff of the Shanghai Shu Hua She' and To Yiin Hsien3 printing works, where block 
books and colour prints are still made. 

b A block for printing deposit slips ofa Chinese bank in the 19th century was composed of fourteen pieces of 
water-buffalo horn; see illustrations in Britton (3), pp. 103-5, 

'J::&'SWOmt 3#~n 
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shaded place before being planed on both sides. Vegetable oil may be spread over 
the block surface, which is then polished with the stems of polishing grass (chi chi 
tshao,1 Achnatherum). The size ofa block depends upon that of the sheet to be printed; 
normally it is rectangular, averaging twelve inches wide, eight inches high, and 
half an inch thick. Both sides are usually carved to enable the printing of two pages, 
or one leaf, on each side (Fig. 1134). 

In the preparation for engraving and printing, the manuscript is transcribed on 
thin sheets of paper by a professional calligrapher. To do this a blank sheet is ruled 
into columns and spaces with a centre line in each column known as a variegated 
space (hua ko 2); this is used as a guide for writing the characters within each space in 
a balanced arrangement. The paper is waxed lightly and smoothed with a stone 
burnish er to make the surface easier to write on with a brush. The transcript is 
placed, written side down, on a block over which a thin layer of rice paste has been 
evenly spread (Fig. I I 36a). The back of the paper is then rubbed with a flat palm
fibre brush (Fig. I 13 7a) so that a clear impression of the inked area is transferred to 
the block. When the paper has dried, its upper layer is rubbed away with finger tips 
and brush to expose a fine mirror image of the characters or designs which have 
been applied to the block, looking as if they had been inscribed directly on it. 
The block is then ready for carving. 

The engraving of the woodblocks requires a set of sharp-edged tools of different 
shapes (Fig. I 135).a The cutting knife (kho tzu tao 3), is a steel graver with a sharp 
blade, and is the most important tool for cutting the main lines along the edges of 
inked areas. A double-edged chisel (tsan 4 ) is then applied to cut away surfaces of the 
block not covered with ink. Next a gouge (chho') scoops out the space from the 
surface, sometimes leaving a groove in the columns and, finally, a pick with two 
sharp ends (liang tho mang6 ) is used for work too fine for other tools. 

The general practice in engraving is to leave all black lines in the mirror image in 
relief. A cut is first made narrowly bordering each character; this process is calledfa 
tao,7 or starting cu t (Fig. I I 36b). The knife is held like a dagger in the right hand, 
steadied and guided by the middle finger of the left hand, and is usually drawn 
towards, not pushed away from, the cutter. This ensures that a close cut is made 
along the very edge of the black line. All the vertical lines are cut first, in one 
direction, and then the block is turned ,,-ound for the cutting of the horizontal or 
slanting strokes as well as ,the dots. When this has been done, the blank space 
between the outer and inner lines is cut away in a step known as thiao tao,S or close 
cut leaving the characters with a relief of about one-eighth an inch. The gauge with 
a semi-circular edge is used to cut away all the blank surfaces, known as takhung,9 or 
chiselling blanks. (Fig. I 136c), and a wooden hammer (pao tzulO ) (Fig. I 135f) is 

• A list of printing and engraving tools exhibited at the First International Library Exhibition in Rome, 1929, 
is given in the Bulletin of the Library Association of China, 4: 5 (3 April 1929), pp. 12-23. 
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Fig. 1134. Carved woodblocks ready for printing. Above is the text and commentaries ofthe Confucian Analects with 
reverse characters in relief; below is an illustratÎon of the Dream of Red Chamb叽 both were carved On tWQ sides. Far 
Eastern Librarγ ， U niversity of Chicago. 

-~→ 
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~ 1. 

Us 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (j) 

Fig. 1135. Tools for woodblock carving. (a) Cutting knives. (b) Double-edged chisels. (c) Gouge with semi
~rc~.lar ~~~e. (dl,Flat ~d~e chisel. (e) Scraper. (1) Wood mallet. Original photosfromJung Pao Ch~， Peking and 
To Yün Hsien, Shanghai. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 1136. Preparation ofblock !or printing. (a) Transferring text to block. (b) Starting cut. (c) Chiseling blanks. 
(d) Cutting lines. Drawings by staff of Shanghai Library. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Fig. 1137. Brushes and accessories for printing and rubbing. (a) Flat brush for transferring text to block or stone. 
(b) Round brush for inking. (c) Long brush for taking impression. (d) Stuffed pad for inked rubbing. Original 
photos from Weng Wango, New York City. 

used to strike lightly on the tools to aid in clearing away the remnants of wood. The 
black lines of the columns and edges of the block are carefully trimmed with a small 
straight-edged knife to make all the lines sharp and clear; this process is called la 
hsien,1 or cutting lines (Fig. II 36d). Finally, the four edges of the block are sawn off 
and smoothed with a plane. The carving and preparation of the block is then 
complete (see Fig. 1134). 

Four proof-readings are normally required in the engraving process: one when 
the transcript is written, another after corrections have been made on the sheets, 
the third when the first sample sheets are printed from the blocks, and the fourth 
after any repairs are carried ou t on the block. When a mistake is discovered or a line 
chipped off, a block can be repaired; a small error being excised with one edge of the 
chisel (ting chho 2

) by making a notch into which a wedge-shaped piece of wood is 
hammered, but if area is involved, a suitable piece of wood is inlaid. In either case, 
the new surface is smoothed and carved as ifit were the original. 

After the carving is com plete, the surface is cleaned of any remaining wood refuse 
or paper tissue and washed. The block is then held firmly on a table with paper, ink, 
brushes, and other accessories (Fig. 1137) placed to hand. The printer takes a 
round inking brush (yuan mo shua3) , made of horsehair, dips it into the water-based 
ink, and applies it to the raised surface of the block. A sheet of paper is immediately 
laid over it and a long, narrow rubbing pad (chhang shua4, or pa tzu 5) is brushed 
lightly over the back of the paper. A positive image of the characters or illustrations 
is thus transferred to the paper, which is peeled off the block and laid aside to dry. 

3 [!!]~jillJ 4 ~1iil1J 
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The process is repeated until the necessary number of copies is obtained. a Sample 
copies were sometimes made in red or blue, but final copies were always printed in 
black, and it is said that a skilled printer could print as many as 1500 to 2000 
double-page sheets in a day.b Fifteen thousand prints can be taken from the 
original block, and another 10,000 after slight touching up. Blocks can be stored 
and used again and again when additional copies are needed. 

(2) VARIETIES AND METHODS OF MOVABLE TYPE PRINTING 

Movable type printing was invented as an alternative to the cumbersome process of 
block printing. For economy and efficiency, experiments were naturally made from 
time to time with movable type, even though it was not entirely satisfactory for 
printing Chinese. The principle of assembling individual characters to compose a 
piece of text can be traced back many centuries before Christ, as inscriptions on 
bronze vessels, pottery objects and cast metal seals have made evident, C but the use 
of movable type for printing was not begun until the middle of the + 11th century. 

(i) Earthenware types 

At the present time, the only known authoritative account of the invention of 
movable type by a commoner named Pi Sheng1 (c. +990-1051) is the con
temporary record ofShen Kua (+ 1031-95), which says: 

During the reign ofChhing-li [+ 1041-48] Pi Sheng, a man of unofficial position, made 
moveable type. His method was as follows: he took sticky clay and cut in it characters as thin 
as the edge of a coin. Each character formed, as it were, a single type. He baked them in the 
fire to make them hard. He had previously prepared an iron plate and he had covered his 
plate with a mixture of pine resin, wax, and paper ashes. When he wished to print, he took 
an iron frame and set it on the iron plate. In this he placed the types, set close together. 
When the frame was full, the whole made one solid block of type. He then placed it near the 
fire to warm it. When the paste [at the back] was slightly melted, he took a smooth board 
and pressed it over the surface, so that the block of type became as even as a whetstone. 

If one were to print only two or three copies, this method would be neither simple nor 
easy. But for printing hundreds or thousands of copies, it was rnarvelously quick. As a rule 

. he kept two formes going. V'"clile the impression was being made from the one forme, the 
type was being put in place on the other. When the printing of the one forme was finished, 
the other was then ready. In this way the two formes alternated and the printing was done 
with great rapidity. 

For each character there were several types, and for certain common characters there 
were twenty or more types each, in order to be prepared for the repetition of characters on 

a Itis hard to estimate how many copies were printed for an edition in average demand; Lu Chhien (I), p. 632, 
says that thirty copies were normally made for the first impression and additional copies made when needed. 

b Matteo Ricci reported 1500 sheets per day; see Gallagher (I), p. 21. But John F. Davis (I) said 2000 and 
others estimate 6000-8000 per I a-hour day. 

, See detailed discussion of the prehistory of printing on pp. 132 ff. above. 

''''~ 



type.a Although the process wep.t into eclipse after its inception, it was a complete 
invention and fully four hundred years ahead ofGutenberg.b 

In the six hundred years following Pi Sheng, two occasions of the use of 
earthenware type are recorded. Yao Shu 1 (120 I 一 78) ， a councillor ofKublai Khan, 
persuaded his disciple, Yang KU ,2 to print philological primers and works by Sung 
neo-Confucianists with ‘movable type ofShen Kua'.c WangChen (fL 1290一 1333)，
before describing his wooden movable type in Nung Shu, mentioned an alternative 
method by others ofbaking earthenware type together with an earthenware frame 
and filling it so as to make whole blocks.d Both of these statements are rather 
obscure, but at least they indicate that earthenware type was probably employed 
again during the middle ofthe 13th centu巧·

There is no evidence that earthenware movable type was used in the Ming 
period, and not until the mid-Chhing dynasty was its use as well as that of 
enamelware type revived." In 1718, Hsü Chih-Ting4 (chüjen 1723, studio name 
Chen Ho Chai巧， a scholar in Thai-an, Shantung, developed a printing process 
with enamelware type (tzhupan 6

) andprinted at least two booksknown to us, ChouI 
Shuo Lüeh,7 a commentary on the Book 01 Changes, printed in 17 I 9 (Fig. 1139) , and 
Hao-An Hsien Hua,8 miscellaneous notes compiled by Chang Erh-Chhi,9 and 
printed about 1730. r Another record says that a certain scholar in Thai-an printed 
with earthenware movable type in 1718 to 1719, and though the name of the 
printer is not mentioned, it is most likely to have been Hsü Chih-Ting. g 

Once again Shen Kua's record inspired scholars to try the use ofmovable type. 
Chai Chin-ShenglO (b. 1784) , a teacher in Ching-hsien, Anhwei, spent thirty years 
in making a font of earthenware movable type, utilising eveηavailable hand in his 
family. By + 1844 he had made over 100,000 sets in five sizes, and it was with these 
that he printed at least three books. The first ofthese was his own collected poems, 
entitled Ni Pan Shih 1丁'n Chhu Pienll (First Experimental Edition with Earthenware 

Type) , in which five poems concern his own work of writing, editing, cutting, 
setting, and printing (Fig. I 140a) , and he was certainly the earliest and perhaps 
the only author-printer in China known to us. Chai also used his type to print 400 
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Fig. 1138. Earliest extant edition ofthe Met理 ChhiPi Than , printedin the + Ifthcentury. Thep出sage rearranged 
i~~o on~ double.leaf above records the first ;'e of earthenwãre movable type printing by Pi Shêng in the middIe of 
由e + IIth century. Copy preserved at the National Library ofChina. 

, It has been suggested that Pi Sheng died in the reign ofHuang-yu (十 1049-53 )， only a few years after this 
experiment, 50 was unable to pass on this ingenious device to a fellow printer. This would explain the eclipse of the 
process and the scarcity ofinformation abou t it. It has further been deduced that Shen Kua's relatives collected the 
font in Hangchow, the leading centre of Sung printing and the logical place for movable type printing to be 
invented; see Hu Tao-Ching (14) , pp. 61-2. 

b Johann Gutenberg (1400? to 1468) printed the 42-line Bible in c. 1455. 
, See Mu An Chi (SPTK) , ch. 巧， P.4 b ，
d See Nung Shu (Peking, 1956) , p. 538. 
, Wang Shih-Chen (1634-171 1), Chhi Pei Ou Than (1701 ed.) , ch. 巧， p. 7a, says a certain official inJao-chou, 

surnamed Chaj3 and a chin shih of I-tu, completed an edition of 1 Ching with enamelware after making several 
experiments, but he does not say whether it was printed with enamel plates or enamelware type 

f See Chu Chía-Líen (1 ), pp. 61-2. 
• Ibid. 

the same page. When the characters were not in use, he had them arranged with paper 
labels, one label for words of each rhyme-group, and kept them in wooden cases. If any rare 
character appeared that had not been prepared in advance, it was cut as needed and baked 
with a fire ofstraw. In a moment it was finished. 

The reason whv he did not use wood is because the ti岱ue of wood is sometimes coarse and 
sometimes fine ‘ nd wood also absorbs moisture, so that the forme when set up would be 
uneven. Also the wood would have stuck in the paste and could not readily have been 
pulled out. So it was better to use burnt earthenware. When the printing was finished , the 
forrne was again brought near the fire to allow the paste to melt, and then cleansed with the 
hand, so that the types fell off of themselves and were not in the least soilecl 

When Pi Sheng cifed, his font oftype passed into the possession ofmy nephews, and up to 
this time it has been kept as a precious possession. a 

The account, concise as it is, contains full technical details of type-making, type
setting, printing, and the breaking up of type, discussing also its advantages, and 
the disadvantages of using unsuitable materials (Fig. II 38). U nfortunately, we 
know of no other information about Pi Sheng or books printed with his movable 
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咱l

(b) 

Fig. 1140. Printing with earthenware type ofthe + 19由 centurγ . (a) First experimentaI edition, Ni Pan Shih Yin 
Chhu Pien， ι 十 1844. (b) Clan record ofthe Chai family , c. + 1857. NationaI Library ofChina. 

收)

type ofChai Chin-Sheng is said to have been cast with copper moulds before being 
baked to harden.a 

Some scholars have doubted the feasibility of making movable type of earthen
ware, but the extant copies ofbooks printed by Hsü Chih-Ting and Chai Chin
Sheng are sufficient to prove the existence of such type. In fact, enamelware 
movable type was considered even 'tougher and more durable than wood' ,b while 
earthenware movable type were ‘as hard as stone and horn', and had a further 
advantage over wooden type in that the hÚter would become ‘swol1en and 
muddled' after printing about two hundred copies.c 

(ii) Wooden 仰6

Wooden movable type had been tried by or before Pi Sheng, but it was discarded 
because the material was found unsuitable for printing, though the technical 

Fig. 口 39. Chou 1 Shuo Lüeh printed with enamelware type, c. + I 719. Courtesy ofthe National LibraryofChina. 

copies ofpoetry by one ofhis friends in 1847-8, and his family register in 1857 (Fig. 
1140b);a a set of the types, clay moulds, and blanks used for his printing has 
recently been found in Hui-chou, Anhui. These types have been found to agree 
exactly with the style of caUigraphy in the text ofthe printed editions (Fig. 1141) 户

Apart from the above occasions, earthenware movable-type printing is known to 
have been employed also in Chhangchow and by ￥Vu-hsi ofChiangsu and I-huang 
of Chiangsi during the Chhing dynasty.c The earthenware type printers of 
Chhangchow were noted for their method of typesetting, in which they spread a 
layer of clay in the 仕ame and arranged the type in it, the clay holding the type 
fìrmly. Books printed in this way were so esteemed for their typographic quality 
that printing orders were sent to Chhangchow from distant parts of the country. 
W ooden type was invariably engraved individual1y, and earthenware and enamel
ware type seems to have been made in the same way, although the earthenware 

• See Chang Hsiu-Min (7) , p. 31. However, itis uncertain whether the moulds were made ofcopper orclay，臼
those discovered in Hui-chou in 1962 are said to have been made of earthenware; see Chang Pin-Lun (吵， p.92.

b See Hsü Chih-Ting's preface toαou 1 Shuo Lüeh , cited in Chu Chia-Lien (斗， p. 61 
, See preface to Ni Pan Shih Yin Chhu Pien, cited in Chang Hsiu-Min (7), p. 32. 

• See an article on Chai Chin-Sheng and his printing in Chang Hsiu-Min (7) , pp. 30-2 
b This font , whích includes types in four different sizes measuring 9 mm. to 4 mm. in length, 8.5 to 3.5 mm. in 

width, and all 12 mm. in height, was discovered in 1962 and is kept in the Institute ofthe History ofNatural 
Science, Academia Sinica, Peking; see report ofChang Pin-Lun (1) , pp. 90-2. 

, Cf. Chang Hsiu-Min (5) , p. 79; Hu Tao-Ching (抖， p. 63. 
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Fig. 1141. Earthenware types ofChai Chin-Sheng, c. + 1844, discovered in 1962 in Hui-chou, Anhui province. 
Above are four different sizes of the type and below are the printed characters from the large size of the type. 
Courtesy of the Institute of History of Science, Academia Sinica, Peking. 

difficulties must have been overcome later as wood was used again after a lapse of 
some three centuries. The credit for the first practical wooden movable type must 
be given to Wang Chen1 (ft. + 1290-1333), whose tredtise on agriculture, Nung 
ShU, 2 contains the first detailed record of its use. Wang Chen was a magistrate of 
Ching-te in Anhuei in 1290- I 301, and wooden type was made in the two years 
1297 and 1298 of his administration. He first summarised his process as follows: 

Now, however, there is another method that is both more exact and more convenient. A 
compositor's forme is made of wood, strips of bamboo are used to mark the lines and a block 
is engraved with characters. The block is then cut into squares with a small fine saw till each 
character forms a separate piece. These separate characters are finished offwith a knife on 

r 
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Fig. 1142. Drawing of Wang Chen's wooden movable-type printing process, c. + 1300, showing, at right, 
typesetting with characters in compartments arranged by rhymes and, on the left, brushing on the back of paper 
from the type frames. From Liu Kuo-Chiin (1), 1955 ed. 

all four sides, and compared and tested till they are exactly the same height and size. Then 
the types are placed in the columns [of the forme] and bamboo strips which have been 
prepared are pressed in between them. After the types have all been set in the forme, the 
spaces are filled in with wooden plugs, so that the type is perfectly firm and will not move. 
When the type is absolutely firm, the ink is smeared on and printing begins.a 

He then proceeded to describe each step in greater detail, covering type cutting 
and finishing, making the type case and revolving table, and typesetting and 
printing. First, all characters were divided according to the five tones and the 
rhyme sections according to the official book of rhymes. A calligrapher wrote the 
characters for the types, which were then pasted on the wooden blocks to be 
engraved, with spaces left between them for sawing. For common words, a large 
number of types were made and in all, more than thirty thousand types were 
needed. Mter engraving the characters on the wooden black, each single character 
was cut out with a small fine-toothed saw, and all were finished off with a small 
knife for exact uniformity in size and height. The types were then arranged in 
wooden cases, held in rows with bamboo strips, and kept in place with wooden 
plugs. They were arranged upon a revolving table according to the five tones and 
rhymes, with large characters used for labels. 

The revolving table, about seven feet in diameter, was supported by a central leg 
about three feet high (Fig. 1142). Upon the table was a round bamboo frame in 
which the movable types were kept, each section being numbered from top to 

a Nung Shu, p. 538; tr. Carter (I), pp. 213-17. 
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bottom. Two such tables were provided: one for the types from the official book of 
rhymes and the other for the special types of most-used characters. The typesetter 
could then select types as needed, and put them back into their proper rhyme
compartments after they had been used. A special list of characters was prepared 
according to the book of rhymes, and the characters were all numbered. A man 
holding the list called for the types by number, while another took them from the 
compartments on the table and placed them directly in the forme. Unusual charac
ters that were not found in the book of rhymes were made by the wood-cutter as 
needed. 

Wang Chen's method of printing included estimating the dimensions of the book 
to be printed and making a wooden edging about the four sides of the block. The 
right-hand edge was left open until the forme was full, then the edging was 
mounted and fastened tightly with wooden plugs. The types within the columns of 
the forme must be so fixed that they were exactly even and correct, with bamboo 
slivers of various sizes wedged in. When the types stood absolutely even and firm, 
printing began. The inking of the forme was done with a brush moving vertically 
down the columns, never across. In taking an impression on paper the columns had 
likewise to be rubbed with the brush from the top down. 

The incentive underlying Wang Chen's enterprise was his voluminous work on 
agriculture, Nung Shu, although that work finally came out in block-printed form. a 

However, his set of wooden movable type was used to print a local gazetteer of 
Ching-te, Anhuei, which is said to have contained 60,000 characters; one hundred 
copies of this are claimed to have been printed in less than a month in I298.b The 
chief contributions ofWang Chen to Chinese printing were that he improved the 
speed of typesetting by simple mechanical devices, and that he left us a record of the 
systematic arrangement of wooden movable types, although none of the books 
printed with his type survive. 

About two decades after Wang Chen's enterprise, Ma Chheng-Te, 1 a magistrate 
ofFeng-hua, Chekiang, printed a classical commentary, Ta Hsiieh ren 1,2 in twenty 
tshe, and other books in I 322 with his set of I 00,000 movable characters.c Although 
the material used for his type is not mentioned in the record, it is assumed that it 
was wood. d 

We have little record of Ming government printing with wooden type, but the 
device was fairly well received by local feudatory princes and other printers. At 
least two princes printed several movable-type editions with large and small sizes of 
characters, the prince ofShu3 bringing out a literary collection of the Sung poet Su 
Chhe4 in Chhengtu in I54I, and the prince ofP a book against superstition by a 

a Wang Chen moved to Yung-feng in Chiangsi in 1300 and his book was completed and printed there with 
wood-blocks in 1313. See his postscript to Nung Shu, p. 540. 

b Ibid. ' Chang Hsiu-Min (I I), p. 57. 
. d. Since movab~e-type edit~on~ pr.inted with bronze, earthenware, or enamelware types were usually so 
mdIcated; those WIthout such mdIcatIOn were probably wooden-type editions. 

'... '*_m. '. '.. ,~ 
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Yuan author, with a supplement, in I54I; the latter also printed a rhyming 
dictionary earlier. Other users of wooden type included local academies, local 
government offices, families, and commercial printers in Nanking, Soochow, 
Chhangchow, Hangchow, Wenchow, and Foochow, as well as in Szechuan and 
Yunnan. a Subject coverage widened in Ming wooden-type editions, which in
cluded novels, art, science and technology, and especially family registers and the 
official gazettes. b 

Wooden type was used on a much wider scale in the Chhing. Not only was it 
employed officially by the imperial court, but it was also widespread among private 
printers. Sometimes, too a font of movable type was made as an investment, which 
could later be pawned, sold, or presented as a gift. A plan for printing a collection of 
Confucian classics (Ju-tsang 1) using wooden type-a project comparable to print
ing the vast Buddhist Tripitaka or the Taoist canon-was suggested but not 
realised.c When, however, the Ssu Khu Chhiian Shu2 was compiled, it was planned to 
print the lost books recovered from the rung-Lo Ta Tien 3 , but the bronze type 
previously made was found to have been destroyed. On the suggestion of Chin 
Chien4 (d. I794), an official in charge of printing at the Wu-ying Palace, the 
emperor in I733 ordered the making of 253,000 wooden types, a great task, yet 
completed in only one year. 

Using this font, a series called the Wu ring Tien Chii Chen Pan Tshung-shu,o I34 
titles in more than 2300 chiian, was printed. About five to twenty copies of each title 
were printed on white paper to be deposited in the palaces, and about 300 copies on 
bamboo paper for sale and distribution in the provinces.d Chin Chien then wrote a 
manual titled Wu ring Tien Chii Chen Pan Chheng Shih 6 (Imperial Printing Office 
Manual for Movable Type), summarising his experience in this printing project. 
This illustrated account includes nineteen sections on such steps as making the type 
body, cutting the type, making type cases, forme trays, strips in variable thickness, 
blanks, centre columns, sorting trays, page and column rule formes, setting the 
text, making ready, proofing, printing, distributing the type, and a schedule for 
rotation (see Fig. I I43). 

Chin Chien's.method began with cutting pieces of jujube wood into boards from 
which rectangular strips were prepared, dried in the open air, and planed smooth. 
Then they were cut into blocks for the type. These blocks were planed in grooves 
precisely cut in pieces of hardwood until they were just level with the lip of the 
groove, so that the proper breadth, thickness, and length were obtained. Thus each 
large type block was 0'28 inch thick, 0'3 inch wide, and 0'7 inch long. For small 
type the dimensions for length and thickness were the same, but the breadth was 

• Chang Hsiu-Min (I I), pp. 58-60. 
b Thing Lin Wen Chi (SPTK) , ch. 3, p. Isa; see also pp. 170ft above. 
, See Chang Hsiu-Min (12), p. 60. 
d Many of the copies of this collection now extant are woodblock reprints by various local government offices. 

'~~ 2111Oll'i"~~ 
, j\;~~~~j,Ul~ 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Fig. "43. Making and setting wooden movable type at the Imperial Printing Office of the Chhing court, c. 
+ '733. (a) Making type blanks. (b) Carving types. (c) Making sorting trays. (d) Setting types. From Wu-ring
Tien Chii Ch .. Pan CMrog Shih, c. + '733. 

- r , 
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only 0·2 inch. After planing, the blocks were tested individually by being passed 
through two rectangular copper tubes whose inside dimensions corresponded to 
the sizes of the large and small type blocks. 

Characters to be cut on these blocks were written on thin paper, cut out one by 
one, and pasted upside down on the block face. The blocks were then locked tightly 
together in a wooden 'bed' and engraved, so that it was just like cutting characters 
on a solid slab of wood. The engraved type was stored in type cases arranged 
according to the order given in the Khang-Hsi dictionary. To set text, lists of desired 
characters were compiled, and the proper number of types for each character were 
taken from the type cases and placed in the sorting trays. Next, following the text, 
the corresponding characters, strips, and blanks were set in the forme trays, which 
were then labelled with the name of the book and chapter and page numbers for 
easy iden-tification. 

In the meantime, ruled sheets were printed off with blocks that had been cut with 
the column rules. With this done, the text formes were proofed one by one and 
printed within the previously printed ruled lines on the sheets. Thus the printing of 
the book was complete.· 

Printing with wooden types differed somewhat in the two processes recorded in 
great detail by Wang Ch en and Chin Chien. First of all, in making the types Wang 
carved the characters on wooden blocks and then sawed them apart, while Chin 
first prepared type bodies before the characters were cu t individually to make them 
into types. Second, in setting type, Wang employed a method whereby the type 
came to the workers, while Chin's workers went to the type. Third, Wang's frame 
was added after the type was set, while Chin printed the ruled sheets and the text 
separately on the same paper. 

Wooden movable type was also used during the Chhing by local governments 
and local academies, and even more widely by private printers. One interesting 
feature of this printing from wooden type was the production of clan records or 
family registers by travelling printers, who carried the facilities to the customers 
and were most active in the Chiangsu and Chekiang regions. After the autumn 
harvests they travelled in groups of five to ten, bringing with them some 20,000 

types (including large and small sets) made of pear wood, and with cooperative 
effort, were able to print one family register in anything from one to six months. For 
characters which they did not carry and where pear wood was not available, they 
made new types of earthenware. As a side line, they also printed works other than 
family registers. b 

(iii) Bronze and other metal type 

Printing with bronze movable type began to be widely applied in China in the late 
15th century. The enterprise was sponsored by wealthy families in southern 

a cr. transl.tion of the manual and an article by Rudolph ('4, '5). 
b ChangHsiu-Min (/2), pp. 6'-4. 
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Fig. I 144. First book printed with metal type in China, Chu CMen Tsou I, by Hua Sui in + 1490 in large and small 
character editions. National Central Library, Thaipei. 

Chiangsu, a region of affluence, and was continued by commercial printers in 
Fukien. Most notable among the Ming bronze-type printers were the Hua and An 
families, both of Wu-hsi, Chiangsu, who like many who accumulated sizable 
fortunes, strove to establish reputations by the sponsorship of printing. Hua SUil 
(1439-1513), who did not engage in scholarly pursuits until the age of fifty but 
then became so interested in books that he pursued his passion to the detriment of 
his family's finances, embarked on the first bronze-type printing in his clan in 1490. 
All books printed by him contain the signature Hui Thung Kuan2 (Studio of 
Mastery and Comprehension), by which he meant that he had mastere~ the 
process of using movable type in printing. At least fifteen titles in over 1000 chiian 
are known to have been printed with bronze type at Hui Thung Kuan in about 
twenty years." . 

His first experiment, on a collection of memorials, Chu Chhen Tsou 13 was printed 
in two editions, using large type for one and small type for the other (Fig. 1144). 
Hua Chheng4 (1438-1514), a distant relative ofHua Sui, was an antiquarian and 

• Phan Thien-Cheng (I) argues that the movable type of the Hua family was made of tin with bronze frames 
and was not the bronze type it is generally considered to have been. 
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a book-collector who named his studio Shang Ku Chail (Studio for Esteeming 
Antiquities), and many of the rare books he obtained appeared in printed form 
within a short time, as the result of his using bronze type. These included one of the 
earliest collections, Pai Chhuan Hsiieh Hai,2 in 160 chiian, printed in + 1501. Hua 
Chien3 (fl. 1513-16), a nephew ofHua Sui, was another bronze-type printer of the 
Huafamily. He used the signature LanHsiieh Thang4 (Hall of Orchid and Snow), 
and his printing included the Thang encyclopaedia, I Wen Lei Chii,5 in 100 chiian, 
(1515). Some other relations simply signed 'the Hua family', with no personal 
name, and altogether, about two dozen titles in over 1500 chiian are known to have 
been printed with bronze movable type by family members in less than three 
decades between 1490 and 1516.a 

An Ku06 (+ 1481-1534), also of Wu-hsi, a wealthy merchant with a vast 
financial empire, continued the enterprise of printing with bronze type. He is 
known to have issued at least ten titles from 15 I 6 until the time of his death; all bear 
his studio name, Kuei Pho Kuan7 (House of the Cassia Slope). His books included 
local histories, works on water conservancy, literary collections, and two en
cyclopaedias which are noted both for their craftsmanship and their careful 
collation. b 

Bronze-type publications printed in Chhangchow, Soochow, and Nanking ap
parently belong to the same category as those of the Hua and An families; the 
sponsors were described as enterprising people or big families. On the other hand, 
bronze-type books produced by Fukien printers in Chih-chheng (i.e. Chien-ning) 
and Chien-yang were commercial in nature. Sometimes a font was jointly owned 
by more than one printer, and a distinguished example produced from such 
cooperation is an edition of Mo Tzu,s which was excellently printed in blue ink 
from bronze type (Fig. 1145).c Some fifty titles of poetry by individual Thang poets 
were also very nicely printed (Fig. 1146) in this way. 

Since An Kuo participated in bronze-type printing in the same district at a later 
date than the Hua family,d it seems that he was inspired by the Huas. But where did 
the bronze movable type of the Hua family come from? It was said that Ming use of 
movable type in southern Chiangsu was inspired by Shen Kua's description in Meng 
Chhi Pi Than" But given the marked technical differences between earthenware 
and bronze types, such a transition involved many technical problems of engrav
ing, casting, type-setting, inking, and printing, and so a creative mind was required 
for such an innovation. The first Ming printer to use bronze type, Hua Sui, appears 

a See bibliography in Chhien Tshun-Hsiin (2), pp. 11-14, and his article on Hua Sui in Goodrich (30), 
pp. 647-9· 

b See Chhien Tshun-Hsiin (2), pp. 5-6,14-15; Goodrich (30), pp. 9-12. 
, Chung Kuo Pan Kho Thu Lu, vo!. I, p. la!. 

d Some scholars mistakenly believed that the Hua family followed the An family in movable-type printing, but 
the reverse IS true; see Chhien Tshun-Hsiin (2), p. 6 . 

, Wei Nan Wen Chi (SPTK), postscript by Chu Yiin-Ming. 
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Fig. 1146. Bronze type printing ofthe + 16th centu町， Thang HSÜßn T S1JJlg Huang Ti Chi, a col1ection of imperial 
writings by Thang Emperor Hsüan-Tsung (r. +713-55). National Central Libra巧， Thaipei 

to have been a pedantic scholar of some wealth who claimed only ‘mastery and 
comprehension' of this method; his hobby of studying and printing began only 
after middle age, and nowhere in the prefaces ofhis publications did he daim that 
he invented bronze type. Though Korean influence has been suggested, no con
crete evidence can be found to support this theory. a 

Since the practicability ofmetallic movable type had been amply demonstrated 
by Ming printers, large-scale production of some 250,000 bronze characters was 
undertaken by the imperial court early in the Chhing dynasty, ostensibly to print 
the Grand Encyclopaedia Thu Shu Chi Chheng 1 around 1725 (Fig. 1147) , although 

a Cf. Chhien Tshun.Hsün (功， PP.7-8
Z 固害集成

Fig. 1145. A specimen ofthe Mo Tzu printed with bronze movable type in blue ink in + 1552. 
National Library ofChina, Peking. 
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Fig. I '47. The Grand Encyclopaedia printed with bronze movable type in + 17~5. The pag~s ~how th~ chapter 
on football with a diagram of the goal cited from a Ming work. From Thu Shu Ch, Chheng facsImIle reprmt, '934. 

still earlier Chhing attempts have been recorded. Sixty-six copies of the en
cyclopaedia, each comprising 5020 volumes, were printed, a the font of bronze type 
then being deposited in the Wu-Ying palace but later, in 1744, it was melted down 
to make coins. b 

Apart from the imperial palace, bronze type was employed by a number of 
private printers. These included the Chhui-Li-Kol in ChhaL6"-shu who printed a 
literary collection in 1686; a Manchu general, Wu-Lung-A,2 who printed a collec
tion of imperial edicts in Taiwan around 1807; Lin Chhun-Chhi3 in Foochow in 
1846-53; Wu Chung-Chiin4 in Hangchow in 1852; a Chhangchow printer who 
printed a Hsii family register in 1858; and officials of the Thai-Phing Kingdom in 

• See Chang Hsiu-Min (IO), pp. 49-50. . . . . 
b The font was depleted by theft by the officials in charge. In orderto cover up theIr crlm~, m '744 ,:"hen Pekmg 

experienced a coin shortage these officials suggested melting the type; Ta Chh'ng Hu, T,en Sh,h L, (1899 ed.), 
ch. 1119, p. I h. 

, See Chang Hsiu-Min (IQ); pp. 50-3. 
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1862. Especially interesting was a font made by Lin Chhun-Chhi (b. 1808), who 
spent twenty-one years from 1825 to 1846 in cutting some 400,000 individual 
characters in large and small sizes for a font known as Fu Thien Shu Hai;I this cost 
him over 200,000 silver taels. In regular style calligraphy and well executed, it was 
used for a number of books on phonology, medicine, and military strategy, and it 
was possibly used, too, in 1852 by Wu Chung-Chiin of Hangchow to print two 
other works. 

Because of its low melting point, tin is a good material for casting movable type in 
matrices. In fact, tin was used for that purpose as early as the late + 13th century. 
Wang Ch en said: 

In more recent times, type has also been made of tin by casting. It is strung on an iron 
wire and thus made fast in the columns of the form, in order to print books with it. But none 
ofth;s type took ink readily, and it made untidy printing in most cases. For that reason they 
were not used long." 

Thus the reason for rejecting tin for type was its incompatibility with Chinese ink. 
This deficiency was apparently overcome by the middle of the 19th century, when 
a fount of tin type was known to have been successfully made by a Mr Tong in 
Kuantung (Fig. 1148).b 

Among the chief materials for modern movable type, lead was never extensively 
used by traditional Chinese printers. Lu Shen2 (+ 1477-1544) vaguely reported 
that printers in Chhangchow in the early 16th century made movable type in 
bronze and lead (thung chhien tzu 3

), c bu t this term here may mean an alloy of bronze 
and lead rather than two separate metal types. The material for the 'bronze' 
movable type was, in all probability, an alloy because pure copper is too soft to be 
serviceable. Copper must be combined with tin or: lead to increase its hardness, as 
was done in the manufacture of all ancient bronze weapons and vessels. 

A question that remains unanswered is whether metal movable type for tradi
tional printing in China was cast from moulds or engraved individually. There are 
no surviving specimens for examination, nor any existing detailed records to 
answer the question; our conjectures have to depend upon comparing the style of 
writing and calligraphy of different editions, and on our interpretation of such 
literary records as are still in existence. Examination of Ming imprints of bronze 
movable type reveals that they are markedly irregular in the shaping of characters 
and writing styles. The characters are not rounded but wedge-shaped, and even on 
the same leaf, the writing style of the same character is still not uniform; it is as if 
they were individually carved and not cast from matrices. However, this alone 
cannot be considered definitive evidence for engraving, because it is not necessary 

• Nung Shu (Peking, 1956), p. 538. 
b See Chinese Repository, vo!. 19 (1850), pp. 247-8; Hirth (28), pp. 166-7. 
, Chin Thai Chi Wen (TSHCC), p. 7. 
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Fig. "49. Variation ofsame characters appearingon a page in the ThuShu Chhi Chheng, showing the typ田 might
have been cut by hand instead of cast from matrix 

characters, to cut them individually by hand would be against the veηr economic 
principle which dictated the use of movable type. Yet things do not always happen 
according to principle, and the engraving of individual type is still a possibility. 
lndeed, in the case of the bronze type for the Grand Encyclopaedia Thu Shu Chi 
Chheng, the evidence seems to favour engraving. Certainly, the wage for engraving 
on bronze is said in an official record to be many times that for carving characters 
on wood,a implying that bronze is much harder to cut, and after examining the 
copies, experts have concluded that it seems practically certain that the types were 
cut, not cast in matrices (Fig. 1I49).b 

Because a set of metal type might comprise two to four hundred thousand 
character:s, we can readily comprehend the magnitude of the work and cost 
involved in printing with movable type. Veryoften two sets of type, large and 
small, had to be made to print, for example, text and commentaries; this was the 
case with the bronze type ofboth the Hua and An families and with that ofLin 
Chhun-Chhi. The tin types ofFo-shan even included three sets. 

Printing with movable type involved, in addition to applying ink to the plate 
and then rubbing paper on it as was the case in block-printing, there was also the 
labour of assembling and setting the type and redistributing it after printing. Such 
steps were, it seems, carried out by division of labour, for some of the metal 
movable-type editions give lists of workers testifying to this. For example, the 
bronze-type edition of the Sung encyclopaedia Thai Phing rü Lan, in IOOO chüan, 
printed in Chien-yang in 1574, indicates that two persons were in charge of 
typesetting and another two ofthe printing.c Since metal is impervious, there were 
obvious di面culties in obtaining even inking and uniform printing required con
tinuous efforts to improve techniques. ln the first few Ming bronze-type editions 

Fig. "48. Tin type by Mr Tong ofKuangtung, + ,850. From Chinese Rψ'OSiiω叨， vol. '9, p. 248. 

to have only one mould for each character, and the types may have been retouched 
individually after being cast. a 

However, to exploit fully the advantages of movable-type printing, casting 
seems the logical method, because it is much harder to cut characters in bronze 
than in wood, and since each font includes tens or hundreds of thousands of 

a Cf. Ta Chhing Hui Tien Sh仿 Li， ch. '"9, pp. 'a-2 b 
b Giles (剖， p. xvii, says that Alfred Pollard of the British Museum and Émile Blochet of the Bibliothèque 

Nationale at Paris were both inclined to believe that the type w臼 not cast with the fon t. 
, See item 7 in Chhien Tshun-Hsün (2) , p. '5. 

a The Korean bronze movable types were all c出t 仕'Om matrices yet the shapes of their character百 are often 
lrre事Ilar and the strokes not uniform, showing that this problem w臼 not peculiar to Ming typ田 alone.
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produced by Hua Sui, the type face is uneven and the ink colour is often cloudy. 
They cannot compare either in uniformity of columns or in evenness of ink with the 
work of Hua Chien, An Kuo, and other later printers, for many of these later 
bronze-type editions surpass even block-printed books in aesthetic value.' 

Sometimes it is possible to recognise at once if a book was printed from movable 
type, especially ifit was one of the experimental editions or was not very carefully 
executed. Misprints, misalignment of characters, and uneven spacing are distinct 
marks of movable-type editions, though with prints made after a high typograp
hical standard had been achieved, differentiation may not be easy. Generally 
speaking, the style of calligraphy was not different from that of woodblock printing 
prints of the same period, and it is not unusual for a book to be considered a 
movable-type print by one scholar, and a block printing by another. Likewise, it is 
difficult, if not impossible, to know whether a book was printed from bronze or from 
wooden type. The printer's statement in the book, if any, seems to be the only 
reliable evidence. 

(iv) Disadvantages of movable type in Chinese printing 

Until the advent of modern typography, woodblock printing had always been the 
principal vehicle of traditional Chinese printing, and it is natural to ask why 
printing with movable type, although invented as early as the mid-eleventh 
century, was not more widely used in China. The most important and obvious 
reason is, of course, the nature of written Chinese. It is composed of thousands of 
ideograms which are needed in any extensive writing, and since several types are 
needed for each character, and for the commoner ones twenty or more, a fount of at 
least 200,000 Chinese types is not unusuaJ.b The contrast with an alphabetical 
language becomes clear when it is realised that a complete fount containing upper
and lower-case letters, numerals and other signs, consists of no more than a 
hundred different symbols. So it seems that the need for such great numbers in an 
ideographic language reduced the practicability of movable-type printing in 
China. 

Another significant factor has been indicated in quoting Shen Kua, who said 
that for only two or three copies the mcwable-type method would be neither simple 
nor easy, though for printing hundreds or thousands it was marvellously quick. 
The technique of inking and rubbing is only a minor part of the whole process of 
using movable type, while the major use oflabour is in assembling the type and, 
after use, distributing it for future service.c Thus movable-type printing is desirable 

• For ex.mple, the bronze-type edition of Mo Tzu in blue ink, and the several collected works ofThang authors 
printed in Chih-chheng (Chien-ning). 

b More than 200,000 bronze characters were made by the imperial palace printing shop of the Chhing dynasty 
for printing the Thu Shu Chi Chheng around 1725 and over 250,000 wooden characters for printing the Wu ring Tim 
Ch. Chen Pan Tshung Shu in '733. Some 400,000 bronze characters were also made by a private printer in the early 
'gth century. 

, Reprinting of movable-type editions was not easy. Many books are known to have been printed first from 
movable type and later from blocks. Apparently it would not have been economical to reset the types for another 
edition. 
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only for large-quantity production, because only then is the average time for each 
copy reduced to a practical and economic level.' 

Unlike plates of set type, printing blocks can be preserved indefinitely and used 
over and over again, with only occasional retouching or repairing.b Block printing 
and movable-type printing therefore serve different needs: the former, recurrent 
demands for small quantities over relatively long periods; the latter, large quan
tities at one printing. The former was precisely the pattern of book demand and 
supply in traditional Chinese society; therefore movable type could not replace the 
printing block. Printers in old China made tens of copies at a time, and stored the 
printing blocks, which could be taken out at any later date for additional copies. 
Thus they avoided the unnecessary holding of printed books in stock and of tying 
up capital. Block printing was therefore predominant in traditional Chinese 
publication. 

As far as capital investment was concerned, movable-type printing posed much 
greater financial burdens on printers. Costs of paper and ink were relatively 
constant, but for the movable-type itself a tremendous initial investment was 
needed for making the vast number of characters needed, and compared very 
unfavourably with the small cost of wood blocks and of the labour of engraving 
them. In the long run, the fact that movable types could be re-used was an 
advantage, but very few printers could afford such a long-term investment, while 
the fact that block-engravers were plentiful and inexpensive made printers the 
more reluctant to change a well-established process. 

Furthermore, scholars required that the printed page be free of textual errors 
and that the calligraphy be artistic. Movable type, especially in the early stages of 
its development, did not always fulfil these requirements, while printing from 
wood-blocks made possible a great variety of typographical effects, and lent a 
distinction and an individuality to the printed page which fonts of uniform type 
could not equal. Moreover, the rigidity of the one-piece block made for a better 
appearance of the printed page than did movable type, and when, as sometimes, 
the text was carved directly from the author's copy, errors which occur with 
typesetting and proof-reading were eliminated. 

It has been mentioned that metal type did not hold Chinese watery inks well. 
This was also true of earthenware and enamel type, which had the additional 
disa<i~antage that uneven changes in size sometimes occu'rred during the necessary 
baking process, resulting in uneven matching of the type. All these factors con
tributed to an aesthetic inferiority which prevented movable-type printing from 
becoming popular. ' 

• For instance, in the 1574 edition of the Sung encyclopaedia Thai Phing Yii La. we find the statement, 'Over 
one hundred copies were printed with bronze movable type.' An edition of 400 copies was printed by Chai Chin
Sheng with earthenware type in ,847. 

b There are numerous records in Chinese documents of the transmission of printing blocks from generation to 
generation. Some editions, known as san chhao pen, 1 were printed with blocks cut in Sung, repaired in Y iian, and re~ 
used in Ming, through three dynasties. 
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From the technological point of view, the production of a hundred movable 
types was much more difficult than engraving a printing block with a hundred 
characters. Grouping the types into retrievable order posed another problem, and 
to deal with it very skilled labour, usually involving considerable linguistic knowl
edge, had to be employed. The collective effect of all these factors therefore 
produced a situation very unfavourable for the development of movable-type 
printing in the very culture where it was invented.a 

(3) FORMAT AND BINDING OF CHINESE BOOKS 

(i) S忽叽 columns， and scr争k

Chinese books in the traditional style have always been printed on one side of 
paper. Each leaf of the paper is folded double at the centre of the sheet, making a 
double-leafpage, and each part ofthe leaf consists ofspecial signs or lines, the name 
ofwhich would help in explaining their nature and functions on the page (see Fig. 
1 150). The printed portion of the leaf, which is the actual size of the block, is called 
the block face (pan m化n1) and the centre fold the heart ofthe block (pan hsin 2). At 
the centre of the leaf there may appear such signs as the elephant trunk (加切ng
户户)-a light or heavy line used to mark the centre for folding• and the fish tail (yü 
wei4 )-a pair ofsharp-angled spots at the upper and lower parts ofthe centre used 
to indicate the level for folding. A running title, leaf number, and sometimes the 
number and heading of the chapter, or the number of characters on the leaf and the 
name ofthe cutter, may be given in a narrow column at the fold. A square sign with 
the chapter number occasionally appears in some ofthe Sung editions on the upper 
left side ofthe margin, called the book ear (shu erh 5) , serving as a thumb index for 
the book, and is especially useful for the butterfly binding.b 

The upper and lower margins of the leaf are called respectively the book eyebrow 
(shu mei 6) or heavenly head (thien thou飞 which is usually wider, than the lower 
margin or the earthly foot (ti chüeh8). The page on each side ofthe leafis ruled into 
columns and spaces (hal飞g ko9 ) with border lines (chieh lO) to divide individual 
columns and marginal lines (pien lanll ) , single or double, on four sides. The 
characters of the text are usually arranged in one verticalline wi thin a column, and 
notes or commentaries in smaller characters in two lines. Each page may contain 
from five to ten columns, withfrom ten to thirty characters in each column. This 
basic format of the printed sheet and some of the bibliographical terms used for 

a See Poon Ming-Sun (2) , pp. 185-7. 
b See discussion of the terms for Chinese books in Yeh Te-Hui (3), pp. 27一句 Li Wen-Chhi (2) , pp. 17 ff. 

1 版面 2 版心 3 象鼻 4 焦尾 s 喜耳

8 害眉 7 天黯 8 地脚 '行格 10 界
11 渔栅
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的

(g) 
(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

~ 

的

Fig. 1 150. Typic~l format. of a printed leaf, showing (a) eleph'lnt trunk, Jb) fjsh tail, (c) borderline, (d) marginal 
line, (e) book eyebrow or heavenly head, (f) earthly foot, and (g) book ear 

referring to the traditional format of the Chinese book, have been continued into 
modern times.a 

The most important part of the book is certainly the text, which is normally 
printed in different styles ofthe standard script (khai shu1). Since books printed in 
different periods and in various locations show variation of calligraphic styles, this 
has become one of the special features not only for judging a book's artistic qualities 
of but also for dating the printed editions.b The different styles of Chinese cal
ligraphy are primarily derived from models created by prominent calligraphers at 
successive periods, but the standard script, which was developed from the clerical 
script (li shu2

) in or around the Later Han, and stabilised into the standardised form 
in the Thang dynasty, has been used for printing ever since its original invention. C 

a See the translation ofthe bibliographic terminology in Tsien (7) , pp. 1-18. 
b See the criteria for dating the Sung editions in Poon (剖， pp. 204ff. 
, See samples of various calligraphic styl田 ofthem臼ters in Chiang Yee (仆; Léon Chang (仆; Fu Shen (1); and 

TsengYu-Ho Ecke (1) 

Z 楷害 2 事幸言
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归) (b) (c) 

Fig. 115 1. P01'.ular styles ofChinese standard script by influential calligraphers. (a) Ouyang Hsün, +63 1. (b) Yen 
Chen-Chhing，十 77 1. (c) Liu Kung-Chhüan, +841. (d) Chao Mêng-Fu, c. + 1302 目

(d) 
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·At least three veηr popular styles of the standard script were adopted by the 

block printers from the Sung period. These included those of Ou-yang Hsün1 

(+557-641), Yen Chen-Chhing2 (+709-85) , and Liu Kung-Chhüan3 

( + 778-865) (Fig. 1151). The Ou-yang style is verγwell balanced in composition 
with elegant, slender, and even lines. The Yen style, on the other hand, is muscular, 
rigid, and broad with thick and heavy strokes. The Liu style is something of a 
compromise between the two with neat and forceful strokes in elongated or 
perpendicular shapes. Generally speaking, the Northern Sung editions follow 
dosely the Yen style (Fig. 1152) and those ofSouthern Sung imitated the Ou-yang 
style if produced in the Hangchow area and the Yen and Liu styles if produced 
in Fukien. ￥Vhile Yen and. Liu styles were also prevalent in Szechua口， they show 
some influence of the ‘slender gold style' (shou chin thi4 ) of Emperor Kao-tsung 
(r. 十 II27-62).

The early Yüan editions continued the Southern Sung tradition of Yen-Liu 
style, but later shifted to that of the contemporary calligrapher Chao Meng-Fu5 

(+ 1254-1322) , whose style is particularly so丘， feminine, and charming (Fig. 
1153). The earlier Ming editions continued the Sung and Yüan tradition of the 
Chao and Ou-yang styles, but from the middle of the 16th century, the style of 

1 ~~墨韵 2 颜真卿 3 柳公楼 4 瘦金锺 S 趟孟 j原
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Fig. 1152. Northern Sung printing of Shi抽 Chi with Fig. 1153. Yüan printing ofChéng L,i Pén Tshao in the 
Yen style of calligraphy. Chao c'alligraphi~ style printed by the Tshung Wên 

Academy in + 1302. 

characters gradually changed to the craftsmen script (chiang thi t.<;u 巧， or so-called 
Sung剖yle (Sung thi 化的， which is more rigid and呵uare in construction with heavy 
lines for vertical strok吨 ligh阳 lines for horizontal strokes, and a heavy tail at the 
end ofthe strokes (Fig.I I54).This stereotyped form has been followed by printers 
ever since, though with slight variations from time to time. The moderri metal types 
have adopted this style for all printed matter, and two other styles called imitated 
Sung script (fang Sung thi 3) and re伊lar script (cheng khai 句 are used primarily for 
headings and other special purposes (Fig. 1155). 

Inmmcam, tpe textw?snotpreparedby thecraftmeIL butwaswri阳lbythe
author himself USIng spec1ally appointed cdigraphers, or by a member of the 
family whose handwriting was considered exceptional-a Even when the text was 
copied in the printing style by professionals the preface of the book was often made 
in an extraordinary fìne calligraphy either by the author of the preface or by a 
noted calligrapher on his behalf (Fig. 1I54b). In a visual sense, these fìne 

a See calligraphy in the Sung, Yuan, and Ming editions discussed in Yeh Te-Hui (2). 

1 匠幢字 2 宋锺字 S 傲宋惶 4 正楷
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calligraphic specimens not only serve as examples of Chinese art, but frequently 
also represent the most aesthetic part of the book. 

Another special feature of the printed style is that of the taboo characters (hui 
tζu 1 ) in the personal names of reigning emperors and sometimes their ancestors, 
which were not permitted to be used in print. The problem posed by this pro
hibition was generally dealt with either by omitting certain strokes of a taboo 
character or by substituting a homonym or synonym for it.a Similar taboos were 
sometimes observed by the printers with regard to the personal names of their own 
ancestors.b The appearance or absence of taboo characters in a text is another 
criterion used for dating printed editions. 

Close to the time when the printed sheet was fìrst being adopted for books, there 
was a gradual change in the way books were bound. Up until the +gth century, in 
the middle ofthe Thang, the units ofmaterial that made up Chinese books were 
bound into long continuous sections. Bamboo and wooden tablets and silk and 
paper ro11s exemplify this style ofbinding. Even the pleated book (che pen巧， which 
came into use just prior to the appearance of individual printed sheets, remained 
one extended piece ofmaterial. But as soon as printing began to be mentioned in 
literature, the new format ofthe folded leaves also appeared; it was more compact 
and made the different parts ofthe text more immediately accessible than had been 
possible with the ro11s. Folded leaves developed in various stages from the ‘but
terfly' binding of the Sung,C through the wrapped back binding ofYüan and Ming 
times, to the stitched binding of the Ming and Chhing periods.d Then in the early 
20th century the stitched binding began to be superseded by Western-style binding 
as the modern printing press came into general use in China. 

Originally, bamboo and wooden tablets were fastened together with silk and 
hemp cords; a series of tablets so fastened was then either ro11ed up on itself or had 
succeeding tablets folded against each other like accordion pleats .o To make such a 
book the cord used to bind the tablets was doubled or sometimes tripled and the 
fìrst tablet was placed in the bend. The cord was knotted to fìt tightly in a notch on 
the edge of the tablet to prevent the cord's movement along the tablet when the 
book was read. The notch made in a second tablet was placed against the same knot 
and one open strand ofthe cord went under, the other over, the tablet. The two 

(ii) Evolution of the jormat of Ch仰se books 
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(b) 

Fig. "54. Ming printing, c. + ,606, with (a) text in craftsman style calligraphy and seal illustration in red; and 
(b) preface in 仕ee handwriting style. Far Eastern Libra巧， University of Chicago. 

史展资刷 ~I] 因中
史展沓刷印国中
史展资 hlllJ 印闺中
史展号是 ，1M rfJ因中
史展 1&- hl!lJ 印闺中

a Sometimes a note is given underneath the substituted characters, indicating that the original character Ìs the 
e~peror's name, in order to pr田erve textual accuracy. 

。 See the list ofsuch taboo characters from the Sung to theend ofthe Chhing in Chhü Wan-Li and Chhang Pi
Te(斗， pp. /09伍， also Chhen Yüan (4). 

, See below, pp. 230 ff. 
d For a general history ofthe development ofthe Chinese traditional bookbinding, see Ma Heng (斗， LiWen

Chhi (斗， Li Yao-Nan (1) , and Martinique (吟， (2) 
• For the system ofbinding and sealing bamboo and wooden tablets, see Tsien (吟， pp.III-I3

1 嚣字 2 擂本

Fig. "55. Printing styles ofmodern metal type in six different sizes. (a) Square for headings. (b) Imitated Sung 
style. (c) Old Sung or printing style. (d) Standard or regular style. From Shih Mei-Chhen (1) 

(d) (c) (b) 伊)
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(a) (b) 

(c) 

Fig 口56. Method ofbinding wooden tablets, showing (a) fascicles open, (h) manner ofbinding, and 
(c) complete fascicle closed. From Aurel Stein (6). 

strands were then half twisted around each other. The third tablet was set into this 
twist and the cords were pu11ed over and under this tablet and again half twisted, 
this continuing until the last tablet was tied into place with a final knot. Enough of 
the cord was left free, so that it could be used to tie the entire book together when it 
was ro11ed or closed by folding (Fig. 1 156).a When the bound documents were 
dispatched, they were sealed in silk or cloth bags of various colours, which in
dicated the methods of delivery. b 

Ro11s of silk and paper gradua11y replaced the books of bamboo and wooden 
tablets, silk ro11s being known to have existed from the -7th to the 十 5 th cen tury, 
while paper ro11s came into use during the early centuries ofthis millennium. The 
length of a silk ro11 depended upon the length of text, the silk being cut at the end of 
the composition, but if a text required more than forty feet of silk, C more pieces were 
sewn on. Paper sheets, made in two-foot lengths,d were pasted together until the 
necessary length was attained, and this is the only difference between the two. The 
other components ofsilk and paper ro11s were identical because paper ro11s, which 
came to be substituted for the more expensive silk books, continued to be rnilde in 
the same way. For example, botþ kinds ofrolls were fastenedat the end to wooden 
ro11ers that had their tips made ofprecious materials like porcelain, ivory, tortoise 
she11, coral, gold, and red sandalwood! And at the outer, unattached end of the 
roll, there was an extension of silk gauze, brocade, or paper that protected the 
outermost section of text from damage. To this extension a ribbon was attached 

~ See description of the procedur田 of binding in Stein (6) , pp. 251-3; Tsien (剖， pp. 111-13. 
。 For sealing and dispatching of documents, see Lao Kan (的， vol. r, p. 75h. 
, Tηhes盯s阳t

αAncient papers 仕。m Tunhuang mea缸sur阳emmo臼st cases about 24 cm. in width and 48 cm. in length "岛or each 
shee t. 

, Cf. Ma Heng (1) , p. 207. 
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到
(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) 的

(h) 

(g-) 

Fig. 1 157. Evolution ofthe format and binding ofChinese traditional books. (a) Paper roll with silk extension and 
ribbon at the head and roller at theend. (h) Identificationlabels attached to rolls at the end. (c) Sutra bindingwith 
pleat-like leaves. (d) Whirlwind binding with continuous pag白 pasted together. (e) Butterfly binding with leaves 
folded down the centre. (1) Wrapped-back binding with two edges of the leaves pasted on the spine and covered 
with stiffpaper cover on the back. (g) Thread-stitched binding. (h) A double-leafwith printed columns. Adapted 
from Liu Kuo-Chün (功， (2) 

with which the ro11 was tightened and fastened (Fig. 115 7a). The colour of this 
ribbon was used sometimes to denote the class of literature to which the text 
belonged, and this form of colour coding was used also on the labels fixed to the end 
of the roller to identify the particular work in the ro11 (Fig. 1 15 7b). The rolls were 
protected by wrappers, called book cloth (shu i 1 or i 2) , made ofsilk or bamboo 

1 害玄 2 秩
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(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 1158. Book wrappers made of silk fabric for wrapping paper rolls of the Thang dynasty. (a), (b) From 
Tunhuang at Louvre Museum, Paris. (c) Preserved at Sh6s6in,Japan. 

matting that had borders of white or coloured silk (Fig. 1158), thin gauze, or some 
other cloth. A protective wrapper held about ten rolls' which were placed on 
shelves with identifying labels attached to one end of each roller.b 

(iii) Folded, wrapped back, and stitched binding 

A transitional format of bookbinding is associated closely with Buddhism. The 
Buddhist sutras came to China from India on the long, narrow, single leaves of 
palm-leaf books. This format is believed to have suggested the sutra binding (ching 
che chuang1) , in which the long continuous span of joined paper sheets that made the 
roll book was folded over into accordion pleat-like leaves (Fig. I I57c).c These 
accordion-fold books were easier to handle than rolls when the Buddhist clergy and 

a The word i,2 sometimes meaning 'ten', is derived from the system of book wrapping. 
b Cr. Tsien (2), pp. 155-6. 
, Cr. Li Yao-Nan (I), p. 212; Chhang Pi-Te (3), p. 3, believed that separate flat sheets of paper, known as 

leaves (yeh3), existed before they were bound together and that the use of wordy eh to denote a leaf or page ofa 
book was derived from this meaning. 
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laity recited the sutras, and to enable the reading and rereading of a sutra without 
stopping, the first page and the last page of a sutra binding were pasted on to a sheet 
twice their size; thus the reader could turn from the last page directly back to the 
first page. This modified sutra binding was called 'whirlwind binding' (hsiianfeng 
chuang1

) (Fig. II 5 7d)." 
The increasing use of reference books and textbooks, which were easily worn out 

along the folded lines, together with the new means of rapid reproduction ofbooks 
by printing, spurred the creation of the binding style known as 'butterfly binding' 
(hu tieh chuang2) in the 9th and 10th centuries (Fig. I 157e). Here, the large printed 
leaves were folded down the centre and gathered into a pile, and a stiff paper cover 
was pasted against the spine which was made up by the folded centres of the leaves. 
When the book was opened, the leaves suggested the wings of a butterfly. The spine 
itself was relatively safe from damage, and if the outer edges on the three sides away 
from it suffered injury, the parts affected were trimmed away without any loss of the 
text.b Some time in the 13th or 14th century, during the Yiian dynasty, the format 
changed again. Although, as with the butterfly binding, this new style had a pasted 
spine and a stiff cover, the two edges of the leaves in the volume were pasted into the 
spine and the folded centers were brought to the mouth of the book. However, 
volumes made with this kind of 'wrapped back binding' (pao pei chuang3 ) presented 
a problem when set on shelves with the spine above and the mouth resting on the 
shelf as the butterfly binding had been; they frequently and readily split into two 
half-leaves at centre folds of the leaves. To prevent this the volume was laid on its 
side on the shelf, thereby rendering the stiff book covers unnecessary (Fig. II57f)
Another innovation was the use of paper twists, that is squares of paper twisted into 
long threads that were passed through two holes pierced near the spine of the 
fascicle and pasted there. These twists helped to prevent the pasted spine from 
breaking away from the cover. C 

The wrapped back binding was difficult to repair properly once the fascicle had 
come apart, and it was particularly difficult to replace the paper twists without 
running the risk of doing more damage. As a result, silk or cotton thread was stab
stitched at the spine to reinforce the twists and finally, some time in the 16th or 17th 
century,d pasting the covers to the spine was replaced by the stitched thread 
binding format (hsien chuang 4

) (Fig. 1I57g). This format was very durable compared 
with the butterfly and wrapped back styles of binding, and was quick arld simple to 
do. The printed sheets were folded singly and gathered into a fascicle rather than 
into signatures, and the next step, the alignment of the sheets, was almost always 
done using folding signs at the center or the bottom frame line of the sheets. With 
the fascicle aligned, the flyleaf and sometimes the inner half of the double-leaved 

• cr. Liu Kuo-Chiin (2), p. 44. b Cr. Li Wen-Chhi (/), p. 545. 
, Cr. illustrations in Liu Ping (I), p. 38; Martinique (2), thesis, pp. 54-5. 
d Li Yao-Nan (/), p. 216. 
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Fig. 1159. Thread-stitched binding and diagram showing steps of stitching. From Nostrand (1). 

cover paper was attached to the book with two paper twists. Next, the edges 
(except the edge at the book mouth where the leaves were folded) were trimmed 
with a knife and polished with a pumice stone, and it was at this time that the holes 
for the thread were pierced. These holes were placed farther from the spine than the 
holes into which the paper twists had been inserted so that the area encircled by the 
thread would include the twists. Usually only four holes were pierced, being placed 
at points where the thread would minimise any stress placed on the spine when the 
fascicle was opened, though two more holes might be pierced at the corners of 
oversized books to counteract the extra strain put there by the weight and size of 
the volume (Fig. 1159)." 

There were many variations of the order in which a volume was stitched. U sually 
the thread was passed in to one of the ou ter holes, brough t back over the spine in to 
the same hole to form a spine ring, and was then passed over the top or bottom edge 
of the book and back into the hole, closing another ring. All the other rings were 
made similarly until the thread returned to the first hole where it was tied and the 
knot pulled out of sightb into the middle of the fascicle. The upper and lower 
corners on the back of the book were sometimes reinforced by wrapping with 
brocade to prevent them from being damaged easily. 

a See description and illustration in Martinique (吟，也白is ， pp. 228-30. 
b See step-by-step procedures and illustrations in Nordstrand (吟， pp. 106ff. 
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回
Fig. 1160. Protective covers for traditional thread-stÎtched books made of cloth and paper. From Nostrand (1). 

(iv) Protective cases and covers 

A suitable number of fascicles of the same work were placed together in a detached 
protective case (han1) made exclusively for them out ofwood or paper-board. Such 
cases began to be used in the + 9th century, during the Thang, and coincided with 
the first use of flat sheets. a They were made in 飞1arious designs, but all covered the 
sides, mouths, and spines ofthe fascicles , and very often the tops and bottoms too. 
The measurements of the height, width, and depth of the set of fascicles to be 
encased together were used to make the boards for the case, then linen, brocade, or 
some other fabric was covered with paste and the boards were placed down on it so 
that, after the paste had dried, the fabric would fold over into the shape of the 
protective case (Fig. 1 160).b Wooden chests specially made to hold books were 
fashioned from wood like Chiangsi cedar (Phoebe nanmu or machi.如 nanmu) that was 
decay resistant and insect repellent. In Southern China wooden boards called 
pressing boards (chia pan2) were used as book covers, and tightened to the fascicles 
by cloth straps. The woods preferred for making these boards were the catalpa, 
Chinese rosewood, andjujube.c 

Unlike its counterpart in the 认Test， the stitch-bound Chinese book could be 
separated from its protective case. It therefore was much lighter and free from the 
strains that had to be sustained by 飞γestern books hanging by a cumbrous mechan
ism of tapes, thread, and mull to their heavy protective covers. Moreover, the 
compactness of the Western book together with its heavy paper, increased the 
strain on its covers considerably. Yet by trading off compactness and permanent 
union to its protective shields, the Chinese book with its simple and easily repaired 
binding and its leaves printed on one side only, was superior in its ability to remain 
in a good state to books bound in the ￥Vestern style.d 

(4) ÐEVELOPMENT OF INKMAKING IN CHINA 

Chinese ink underwent a long process of development, commencing perhaps as 
early as three millennia ago, and played an important role, together with paper 

• Chhang Pi-Te (3) , p. 4. b Nordstrand (吟， pp. 109-12 
, Cf. Yeh Te-Hui (剑， p. 46; tr. Achilles Fang (吟， p. 142-3 
d For the advantages of the Chinese traditional bookbinding, cf. Martinique (功 1 thesis, p. 227 
1 茵 2 爽板
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and printing, in the progress of Chinese civilisation. The prominence of ink in 
Chinese culture is evident not only in its extensive use in writing but also in the fact 
that it has been featured as an object of art and a subject of scholarship; while few 
names of Chinese papermakers and printers are known to us today, hundreds of 
inkmakers are extensively recorded in literature, including numerous works de
voted exclusively to the study and lore of ink. The value placed on it is evident both 
in China, where a prized piece might literally be worth its weight in gold, and 
outside China, where it was borrowed or imitated in both the eastern and western 
hemispheres. 

The earliest samples of Chinese ink are to be found in traces of writings and 
drawings in black or colour on bone, stone, clay, bamboo, wood, silk, and paper 
documents dating from the - ! 4th to the + 4th centuries. A few specimens of solid 
ink dating from the -3rd to the +3rd or +4th century have recently been 
discovered, and a number of artifacts from later times still survive. Since they have 
not been exhaustively analysed, documentary sources are needed for the study of 
their nature, composition, and manufacture, but unfortunately, ancient literature 
is not very informative for the period preceding the Han dynasty. 

From the time ofthe Han until the Sung dynasty, most ink appears to have been 
made from a combination of pine soot, glue, and miscellaneous additives. Lacquer 
might have been used to write short inscriptions on certain hard-surfaced objects 
prior to this time, but it was not used for general writing. 'Stone ink', possibly a 
form of graphite, was also in use at this time, probably to a much more limited 
extent. From the Sung period on, lampblack, made from animal, vegetable, or 
mineral oils, was often substituted for pine soot, but the pigments, binding agents, 
and additives, remained much the same in spite of the passage of time, though their 
proportions tended to vary with individual inkmakers. 

Ink was probably first decorated with designs and calligraphy after it came to be 
manufactured in a prismatic shape with flat surfaces, a development which may 
have occurred before the Thang dynasty. Such decoration of ink evolved into an 
elaborate enterprise, and large sets of ink-sticks, decorated with associated designs, 
were produced for a collector's market. Eventually, connoisseurs of ink in China 
probably attached as much importance to the decoration of the ink as to its writing 
qualities. 

(i) Role of ink in Chinese and other cultures 

Writing in China was something more than just a functional means of recording. 
From times at least as early as the Han dynasty, calligraphy was considered a major 
art form, and eventually all objects associated with it came to share in the general 
aesthetic of writing and were themselves elevated to the status of forms of art. 
Consequently, paper, ink, the writing brush, and the inkstone (Fig. ! !6!), the basic 
equipment used in writing known as the 'four treatures of the scholar's studio' (wen 
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fang ssu pao l ), were collected by connoisseurs as objets d'art as well as being used in 
the production of works of art. In addition to its use in writing, ink was also used in 
painting, printing, as a cosmetic and even in medicine. 

Chinese ink is generally kept in a solid form until shortly before use, when a small 
amount is converted into a liquid by grinding the ink on an inks tone moistened 
with water. The solid form was conducive to lengthy preservation since it was not 
subject to evaporation. It also facilitated the development of ink as an artistic 
medium, since designs could easily be incorporated in the moulds used for forming 
the solid ink or applied directly to the surface. Permanence and lustre are other 
important qualities of Chinese ink, and these are clearly apparent in documents 
and paintings more than a thousand years old that have survived until the present 
day. 

China was not the only ancient civilisation to use ink, for there is evidence that 
Egyptian ink may be somewhat older, since it was used at least as early as the 
invention of papyrus, which took place perhaps more than 2500 years before the 
Christian era. It was kept in liquid form, the pigment forming it possibly being 
produced by burning animal bones, and it may have been used in Western Asia 
after - I 100." Several references in both the Old and New Testaments to ink or to 
writing in a book suggest that the Jews may have acquired the use of ink during 
their stay in Egypt.b 

The Greeks used different kinds of ink for writing on parchment and papyrus; 
they were black with pigments made from dried wine-lees or burnt ivory. Like 
Chinese ink, it was generally kept in a solid form and ground and mixed with water 
prior to use. Roman ink was similar, although it appears that additional pigments 
were utilised, made from half-charred human bones from graves, certain kinds of 
earth or minerals, resin or pitch soot, sepia (from cuttlefish), and lampblack. 
Lampblack and sepia inks were used for writing on papyrus, and could be washed 
away with a wet sponge, a feature that distinguishes them from Chinese inks, which 
are permanent. Another ink, made from galls caused by the ova of gall wasps, was 
used on parchment. Arabian ink is believed to have been derived from that of the 
Greeks, its main pigment being pine soot.c 

The use of ink in India may have been retarded by an early prohibition against 
recording religious works in writing, for in the Mahabharata it is remarked that 
anyone who sells, forges, or writes the Veda is condemned to hell. The earliest use of 
ink in India probably occurred with the development of prepared cotton-stuffs and 
birch bark as writing materials, and first reported by Greek writers in the -4th 
century. Later, in the + 1st century another Greek writer notes that 'Indian ink' 
Indikon milan) was exported from the Indian port of Barbarikon, and Pliny 

a For the use of ink in Egypt and Western Asia, see Wiborg (I), pp. 70, 137; Breasted (2), pp. 230ff. 
b Cf. Wiborg (I), p. 71. 
o For Greek, Roman, and Arabian inks, see Wiborg (I), pp. 71-6. 
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compared this to some of the best ink made in Rome in his day" However, it is 
possible that this Indian ink in fact originated in China, as suggested by Berthold 
Laufer, b since many other valuable articles of trade, such as silk, regularly made 
their way from China to Europe by way ofIndia from as early as the Former Han 
period. 

Japanese and Korean inks, made either from pine soot or lampblack, were 
apparently borrowed from those of China, since the manufacturing processes are 
almost the same, while inkmaking, papermaking, and brush-making were crafts 
that foreign students at the Thang court were required to learn. Tibet also appears 
to have learned the use of ink from the Chinese, although their ink was kept in a 
liquid rather than a solid form. 

Without samples of all these inks, it is difficult to make meaningful comparisons 
between them and Chinese ink, but we know that the special qualities of Chinese 
ink caused it to be actively sought after and imitated in many areas of the world, 
including Europe. Louis LeComte in the 17th century said of Chinese ink that 'it is 
most excellent; and they have hitherto vainly tried in France to imitate it'.c Du 
Halde also wrote in 1735 that 'the Europeans have endeavored to counterfeit this 
ink, but without success'. d In commenting on the general characteristics of Chinese 
ink which have probably been responsible for its popularity, Laufer said: 

I t produces, first of all, a deep and true black; and second, it is permanent, unchangeable in 
color, and almost indestructible. Chinese written documents may be soaked in water for 
several weeks without washing out .... In documents written as far back as the Han dynasty 
... the ink is as bright and well preserved as though it had been applied but yesterday. The 
same holds good of the productions of the printer's art. Books of the Yiian, Ming, and 
Ch'ing dynasties have come down to us with paper and type in a perfect state of 
composition." 

These distinguishing qualities were due, of course, to various ingredients in the 
composition and to the elaborate methods used in the manufacture of Chinese ink, 
which will be discussed below. 

(ii) Origin and early specimens of Chinese ink 

Traditionally, the invention of ink in China has been attributed to the calligrapher 
Wei Tanl (+ 179-253) early in the +3rd century. Archaeological and literary 
evidence, however, attests to the widespread use of various kinds of ink, or pigments 
which functioned like ink, well before this time. The early symbols and signs 
appearing on painted pottery found in Pan-pho, Shensi, indicate the use of red and 

a Wiborg (I), pp. 62-5' 
o LeComte (I), Eng. ed. 1697, p. 192. 
, Wiborg (I), pp. 41-2. 

b Wiborg(I),p.2. 
d Du Halde (I), Eng. ed. 1736-41, vo!. I, p. 370. 
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black pigments as early as the neolithic period," and a considerable number oflate 
Shang oracle bones bear traces of red and black pigments used in conjunction with 
characters either before or after they were incised into the surface. The red pigment 
has been identified as cinnabar and the black pigment as a carbonaceous material 
variously identified as ink or dried blood. b Characters written in black fluid have 
also been found on the surfaces of stone objects, jade, and pottery of the Shang 
period. 

The earliest form of the character for ink (mol) was used in Western Chou bronze 
inscriptions, and apparently refers to a punishment of blackening or tattooing the 
face rather than to use of a writing fluid. C The earliest textual reference to mo as a 
fluid used in writing appears in the Chuang Tzu of the Warring States period, which 
mentions that when Prince Yiian of Sung expressed a desire to have his picture 
painted, all the court scribes stood up and started 'licking their brushes and mixing 
their ink'. d Two later works refer to the use of ink as a writing medium in the Spring 
and Autumn period. A minister of the state of Chin is quoted as remarking to his 
master: 'I wish I could be your critical subordinate, handling tablets with brush 
and ink and watching over you to record whatever faults you have,.e And Duke 
Huan ofCh'i 'asked the officials to record his orders on a wooden board with brush 
and ink'. f All three references imply that brushes were used to apply ink to a 
writing or painting surface, while the Chuang Tzu passage implies that ink was kept 
in a solid form prior to use. 

Archaeological excavations have turned up numerous documents of various 
kinds from the Spring and Autumn, Warring States, and Chhin periods written in 
ink on precious stones and on bamboo or wooden tablets. Since the 1950s, archa
eology has also yielded several artifacts of Chinese ink. The oldest is a small piece of 
ink found in a group of twelve Chhin graves dating back to the -3rd century, in 
the late Warring States or Chhin dynastic period, excavated at Shui-hu-ti, Yiin
meng hsien, Hupei in late 1975 and early 1976. It is reported that this ink (M4: (2) 
is cylindrical in shape and of pure black colour, with a diameter of2.1 cm. and 
height of 1.2 cm. In the same grave there was also found an inks tone and a small 
piece of stone apparently used for grinding on the inks tone, for both items bear 
traces of grinding and remnants of ink. g 

Again, five specimens of ancient ink were discovered in several Later Han graves 
located at Liu-chai-chhii, Shan-hsien, Honan province in 1965. In the site report, 
three of these specimens (8: 60, 37: 45, and 102: 9) are said to be relatively well 
preserved and are described as cylindrical in shape; they were formed by moulding 

a Cf. Hsi-an Pan-pho (Peking, 1963), p. 156. 
b Cf. Britton (2), pp. 1-3; Benedetti-Pichler (I), pp. 149-52. 
, Cr. Karlgren (I), no. 9040. • Chuang Tzu (SPTK), ch. 7, p. 360. 

See Han Shih Wai CMan (SPTK) , ch. 7, pp. 6a,0. 
r See Kuan Tzu (SPTK), ch. 9, p. 10. 
• See excavation report of the Shui-hu-ti site in WWTK, 1976, no. 9, p. 53, and illustration in plate 7, fig. 5. 

'~ 
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with the hands, and either one or both ends had been used for grinding. Their sizes 
vary from 1'5 cm. to 2'4 cm. in diameter and from 1·8 cm. to 3'3 cm. in height; one 
of them has a wood base. a Two specimens of ink were also found in two Chin period 
graves, M2 and M3, located at Lao-hu-shan, Nanking in 1958. According to the 
site report, the M2 specimen, which is bar-shaped, is approximately 6 cm. in length 
and 2'5 cm. in width, but the M3 specimen has crumbled, and consequently its 
measurements are not given. Both these specimens were analysed by Chhiu Chia
Kueil ofN anking University, who concluded that the M2 specimen was not ink bu t 
a kind of earth with organic material present in it. His analysis of the M3 specimen 
yielded markedly different results: 

The ink is black in colour and light in weight. There are small yellow grains in it which 
appear to be loess impurities. When this sample is placed under the microscope and 
compared with contemporary ink, the particles seen are very similar. They form clusters 
and are combustible when heat is applied, leaving behind a small amount of ash. It is 
evident that this sample is also very comparable to contemporary ink in this respect. Thus I 
conclude that this is ink. b 

On the basis of this study, it has been conjectured that the M2 specimen was similar 
in composition to the 'stone ink' mentioned in early records and that the M3 
specimen was representative of a more advanced ink. C 

(iii) Pigmentation and composition ojChinese ink 

From the + 13th century, scholars have suggested that Chinese ink was first made 
from lacquer, then minerals, and finally pine soot and lampblack. There has been a 
controversy among modern scholars, however, about whether Chinese ink was 
ever made from lacquer. The earliest surviving literary references to lacquer 
writing, appearing in the Hou Han Shu and Chin Shu, compiled in the + 5th and 
+6th centuries, are made in connection with texts that were probably written on 
bamboo or wooden tablets prior to the Han dynasty. The meaning of the term 
lacquer writiJ.1g (chhi shu2) in these references, however, has been frequently ques
tioned and the subject of different interpretations.d 

From recent discoveries, it seems entirely possible that hard, non-absorbent 
surfaces may have necessitated '1.e use of a more adhesive ink than was used 
eventually on silk and paper, and that lacquer may have suited this requirement. 
The text of a collection of bamboo tablet documents discovered in one of the 
previously mentioned Chhin graves found at Shui-hu-ti, indicates that lacquer and 
cinnabar were used in writing the names of official units on the surfaces of 
government tools, armour, and weapons when these did not lend themselves to 

• See report in KKHP, 1965, no. I, p. 160. 
b See KKTH, 1959, no. 6, p. 295. ' Ibid . 
• See controversial opinions on lacquer writing in Tsien (2), pp. 168 If. 
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incising.a These tablets also cite regulations for lacquer orchards and testing the 
quality oflacquer.b The references indicate that lacquer was used at an early date 
for writing on certain kinds of materials such as metals, which do not absorb watery 
ink. But it seems certain that lacquer was not a major vehicle for writing, since there 
is no archaeological evidence that it was used on more conventional hard-surfaced 
writing media, such as bamboo or wooden tablets. However, lacquer was possibly 
present as a minor ingredient in some inks. 

Silk was used as a writing medium at least as early as the - 5th century, and silk 
documents, dating from the Warring States through to the Han period, have been 
found at many sites in China and Central Asia.c Paper was also used for writing 
beginning in the Later Han dynasty. Specimens of writing with black ink from the 
+ 2nd century have been found at Chii-yen, Tun-huang, Lou-lan, and other sites,d 
but since the ink on these early silk and paper documents has never been chemically 
analysed, it is difficult to say what its composition is. 

Pine soot, traditionally the favourite pigment in ink, was used in ink manufac
ture in the time ofWei Tan, as is attested in a poem by Tshao Chih2 (+ 192-224)" 
An inkmaking formula appearing in a + 5th-century work and attributed to Wei 
Tan calls for the use of fine and pure soot, pounded and strained to remove any 
adhering vegetable substance. f Although the source of this soot is not indicated, it 
seems likely, in view of the fact that there is a procedure to remove 'adhering 
vegetable substance', that it was made from wood, perhaps pine. Recent studies 
carried out with a scanning electron microscope have shown that the sizes of 
carbon particles found in 14th-century Chinese ink made from pine soot are 
remarkably small and uniform, superior in these respects to a sample of modern ink 
also made with soot. g 

The method of making ink from pine soot is given by the Ming author Sung 
Ying-Hsing (c. + 1600-60) as follows: 

Ordinary ink is made from pine wood after all the resin has been eliminated. The least 
amount of resin left in the wood will result in a non-free-flowing quality in the ink produced. 
To get rid of the resin, a small hole is cu t near the root of the tree, in to which a lamp is placed 
and allowed to burn slowly. The .resin in the entire tree will gather at the warm spot and 
flow out. 

For making pine wood soot, the tree is felled and sawn into pieces. A rounded chamber of 
bamboo is built, resembling in appearance the curved rain-shield on small boats and 
constructed in sections; it has a total length of more than 100 feet. The external and internal 
surfaces of this chamber and the connecting joints are all securely pasted with paper and 

• See Shui-hu-ti Chhin Mu Chu Chien (Peking, 1978), pp. 71-2, 121-2, 138. 
b In the quality test, the process used is designated by the termyin shui.' The meaning of this term is not clear, 

but the general idea seems to have been that the quality oflacquer varied in inverse proportion to the amount of 
water (shui) needed for the test. 

o Cf. Tsien (2), pp. 116-17. d See above, pp. 4 I If. 
• See Tsien (2), p. 166. 
• See]. Winter (I), pp. 209, 213-14, 219. 

r Chhi Min rao Shu (TSHCC), ch. 9, p. 231. 
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Fig. 1162. Inkmaking with pine soot by gathering resin from a pine tree and scraping out the soot from the end of 
the cover. From Thien Kung Khai Wu, c. + 1637. 

matting, but small holes are made at certain intervals for the emission of smoke. The floor of 
the chamber is constructed of brick and mud with channels for the smoke built in. 

After the pine wood has burned for several days, the chamber is allowed to cool and 
workers will now enter and scrape out the soot [Fig. I 162]' That which is obtained from the 
last one or two sections of the chamber is of , pure' quality and is used as raw material for the 
manufacture of the best ink. The soot obtained from the middle sections is of , mixed' quality 
and is used in ordinary ink. That from the first one or two sections, however, is scraped and 
sold only as low-grade soot; it is further pounded and ground by printers for printing books. 
In addition, lacquer workers and plasterers also use the coarse grade as black paint." 

Although pine soot probably remained the most popular pigment used in making 
ink, it was soon rivalled from the Sung dynasty onwards by lampblack made from 
combustion, in lamps with wicks, of animal, vegetable, and mineral oils such as fish 
oil, rapeseed oil, bean oil, hemp oil, sesame oil, tung oil, and petroleum. In Ming 
times, it is said that nine-tenths of all ink was made from pine soot and one-tenth 
from oillampblack.b In 1738 Du Halde described a lampblack inkmaking oper
ation as follows: 

• See Thien Kung Khai Wu (KHCP), pp. 276-7; tr. Sun & Sun (I), pp. 286-7. 
b See Thien Kung Khai Wu, p. 276; tr. Sun & Sun (I), p. 286. It notes that one catty of oil, after burning, will 

yield more than one ounce of fine quality lampblack. 
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They put five or six lighted wicks into a vessel full of oil, and lay upon this vessel and iron 
cover, made in the shape of a funnel, which must be set at a certain distance so as to receive 
all the smoke. When it. has received enough, they take it off, and with a goos~ feather gently 
brush the bottom, lettIng the soot fall upon a dry sheet of strong paper. It is this that makes 
their fine a~d shining ink. The best oil also gives a lustre to the black, and by consequence 
makes the Ink more esteemed and dearer. The lampblack which is not fetched off with the 
feat~er, and wh!ch sticks very fast to the cover, is coarser, and they use it to make an 
ordInary sort of Ink, after they have scraped it off into a dish" 

~nother kind of ink mentio~ed in early Chinese sources is 'stone ink' (shih mol). 
ThIS appears to have been a mmeral substance of some sort which was either used 
as fou~d or was prepared by grinding. It was possibly a form of coal, petroleum, or 
graphIte, for the discovery sites specified in early records are all located in areas 
where graphite is produced at the present time.b 

Pine soot and lampblack consist principally of carbon, which, in its free state, 
does not combine readily with other materials; consequently, the use of carbon in 
ink necessitates the use also of an agent that will bind the carbon pigment to the 
writing surface. Binding agents also play another role in Chinese ink in holding the 
carbon particles together in the solid form. 

The binding agents used in Chinese ink were traditionally glues made from a 
variety of animal remains, including raw hides or leather, muscles, bones, shells, 
horns, fish skin, fish scales, and fish maw;c the quality of the water used was also 
important. After one of these substances was boiled, the resulting hot viscous fluid 
was strained through a silk gauze or cotton filter to remove lumps and then allowed 
to condense into solid form until needed for use.d The solid glue was then dissolved 
before use in inkmaking with solvents such as the juice of the bark of the chhin2 tree 
(Fr~xinus. bungeana, D.C. var. Pubinervis wg.).e The ratio of glue to pigment probably 
vaned wIth the nature of the materials used and the stickiness of the ink desired the 
latter probably being dictated by the quality of the writing surface to be emplo~ed. 
~ e know, for instance, that equal weights oflam pblack and glue are specified in an 
mkmaking formula contained in an encyclopedia compiled in the early 18th 
century. f 

In addition to the essential pigments and binding agents, other materials were 
~ften added, especially in periods prior to the Ming dynasty, to improve con
SIstency, colour, and aroma. As many as 1100 miscellaneous additives were some
times used. g These included egg whites, gambage, raw lacquer sap, soap tree pods, 
and croton seeds to improve consistency; cinnabar, chhin tree bark, purple herb, 
madder root, yellow reed, black beans, copper vitriol, gall nuts, tiyf13 (Sanguisorba 

• Du Halde (I), vo!. I, p. 371. b Cr. Tsien (2), pp. 71-2. 
, See Kecskes (I), p. 55. d Cr. Tsien (2), p. 167. 
, See Chhi Min rao Shu (TSHCC), ch. 9, p. 231. 

See Ko Chih Ching Yiian (1735 ed.), ch. 37, pp. 26-7. 
, See H. Franke (28), p. 59. 
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officinalis) , curled pine (Selaginella involvens) , walnu t, peony rind, pig and carp galls, 
pearls, tonka beans, pomegranate skins, and vermilion to improve colour and 
gloss; and cloves, sandalwood, sweet pine (Nardostackysjatamansi D.G.), camphor, 
and musk to improve scent.a . 

(iv) Technical processes oj inkmaking 

It seems likely that inkmaking formulae were usually kept secret to guard against 
competition; consequently, the formulae which were recorded and survive to the 
present day probably represent only a very small fraction of those actually used. 
Although the ingredients used in making any ink are generally not very numerous, 
the exact composition, preparation, and quantity of each ingredient were subject 
to considerable variation. According to early works on inkmaking by such authors 
as Li Hsiao-Mei1 (fl. + 1095), Chao Kuan-Chih2 (c. + 1 100), and Shen Chi-Sun3 

(ft. + 1598),b the steps involved in making ink consist of gathering soot or 
lampblack, straining and then mixing with pre-dissolved glue and miscellaneous 
additives, kneading, pounding, steaming, moulding, covering with ashes, drying, 
waxing, storing, and testing (Fig. 1163). 

The earliest known formula for inkmaking in China, often attributed to Wei Tan 
( + 1 79-253), appears in a work on agriculture and manufacture written by Chia 
Ssu-hsieh in the + 5th century. 

Fine and pure soot is to be pounded and strained into ajar through a sieve of thin silk. This 
process is to free the soot of any adhering vegetable substance so that it becomes like fine 
safo1d or dust. It is very light in weight, and great care should be taken to prevent it from 
?eIng scattered around by not exposing it to the air after straining. To make one catty of 
Ink, five ounces of the best glue must be dissolved in the juice of the bark of the chhin tree 
whic~ is calle?!an-chi4 ~oo? in the southern part of the Yangtze Valley. The juice of this 
bark IS green In colour; It dIssolves the glue and improves the colour of the ink. 

Add five egg whites, one ounce of crushed pearl, and the same amount of musk, after they 
have been separately treated and well strained. All these ingredients are mixed in an iron 
mortar; a paste, prefera~ly dry rather than damp, is obtained after pounding thirty 
thousand times, or pounding more for better quality. 

.The best time for mixing ink is before the second and after the ninth month in a year. It 
wIll ~ecay ~.nd pro~uce a bad odour if the weather is too warm, or will be hard to dry and 
melt If too cold, whIch causes breakage when exposed to air. The weight of each piece of ink 
c~ke should not exceed two or three ounces. The secret of an ink is as described; keeping the 
pIeces small rather than large.c 

All the main ingredients used in manufacturing ink in later times, even in the 
present day, are to be found in this early formula: a pigment (soot), a binding agent 

a Cf. Kecskes (I), p. 59. 
b Cf. German tr. of their works in H. Franke (28), pp. 33£[. 
, Chhi Min rao Shu (TSHCC), ch. 9, p. 231; tr. Tsien (I), pp. 166-7. 



(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 1163. Methods of making lampblack ink in the + 16th century. (a) Burning oil in enclosed room with paper 
curtain. (b) Gathering and sieving the lampblack. (c) Pounding and beating the ink paste. (d) Moulding the paste 
into different shapes. From Mo Fa Chi rao, c. + 1598. 
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(glue), and miscellaneous additives (chhin tree bark, egg whites, cinnabar, and 
musk). 

Another formula of Master Chil of the Liang dynasty ( + 502-77) specified that: 

Two ounces of pine soot are added with small amounts of cloves, musk, and dried lacquer 
and mixed with glue to form a stick, which is then dried over the fire. The ink will be ready 
for use ill a month. The colour turns purplish when the purple herb [tzu tshao,2 Lithospernum 
erythrorhizon] is put in and bluish if the chhin bark powder is added. Both colours are 
pleasant. a 

Still another formula is ascribed to Li Thing-Kuei of the + loth century in the 
Sou thern Thang period: 

Wash, clean and shred three ounces of cow horn, soaked in 10 catties of water for seven days. 
Boil three honey locust pods [tsao chiao,3 Gleditschia sinensis] for one day to get three catties of 
juice, soak in the juice one ounce each of gardenia kernel [chih tzu,' Gardeniaflorida] , the bark 
of the amur cork tree [huang po,s Phellodendron amurense], bark of the ash [chhin phi, 6 Fraxinus 
bungeana] and sappan wood [su mu,7 Casalpinia sappan], half an ounce of white sandalwood, 
and one piece of sour pomegranate skin, for another three days. Bubble up the mixture to 
get one catty of juice and mix the juice with two and a half ounces of fish glue; soak 
overnight. Cook again, add a little green vitriol, and it will be ready to mix with one catty of 
sieved soot.b 

A later formula attributed to Shen Chi-Sun (f1. + 1398) used lampblack in place of 
soot for pigmentation: ten ounces of tung oil lampblack mixed with four and one
half ounces of cowhide glue, one-half ounce offish glue, and one-half ounce each of 
the bark of the ash and of sappanwood.c The formulae of the Ming and Chhing 
period were probably somewhat simpler on the whole than those given here, for it 
appears that inkmakers of these periods did not use the many additives as freely as 
before, because they were considered to reduce the quality of the ink. Economic 
considerations may also have been a factor. 

The qualities sought in Chinese ink are often reflected in remarks made concern
ing the ink of noted inkmakers. The ink of Wei Tan (+ 179-253), the earliest 
inkmaker of fame, was described by Hsiao Tzu-Liang,8 a prince of the Southern 
Chhi dynasty, as so black that 'each drop looks like lacquer,.d The ink ofChang 
Yung,9 an inkmaker during the period of the Northern and Southern Dynasties, 
was also compared with lacquer. e From the late Thang period on, the names of 
numerous distinguished inkmakers have been recorded in history.r The most 
famous is perhaps Li Thing-Kueilo (f1. + 950-80) a member of a prominent family 

a Wen Fang Ssu Phu (TSHCC), p. 67. b Mo Phu Fa Shih (MSTS), pp. 172-3. 
, Mo Fa Chi rao (TSHCC), p. 22. 

d See Ko Chih Ching nan (1735 ed.), ch. 37, p. 21a. 
, Lao Hsileh An Pi Chi (HCTy), p. 4. 
r Lu Yu (c. + 1330) in his Mo Shih and Ma San-Heng (ft. + 1637) in his Mo Chih list a total of 448 inkmakers 

from ancient times to + 1637. 
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of ink makers. After his father, Li Chhao1 (fl. +907-36), also a noted inkmaker 
originally from a Hsi2 family at I-shui, Hopei, moved to She-hsien, Anhui, Li 
Thing-Kuei served as an official in charge ofinkmaking at the Southern Thang 
court of Prince Li Yu3 (+937-78), who granted the royal surname ofLi to Thi'ng
Kuei in honour of his distinguished services. The ink made by him and his father is 
especially famous for its qualities of hardness and insolubility in water.' 

In the Sung period, Chang Yil4 (fl. + 1068-85) was known for an ink made from 
oil lampblack, musk, camphor, and gold flakes, and which appeared in the form of 
small round coin shapes.b Phan Ku5 (fl. + 1086) was noted for making ink with 
very small amounts of glue, only five to ten ounces per pound of soot, and for 
pounding his ink dough ten thousand times. Ink made by the Sung Emperor Hui
tsung (r. + 1 101-25) was also highly sought after; the ingredients included a 
special su-ho6 (Liquidambar orie:ntalis) resin. Chu Wan-Chhu7 (fl. + 1328-30) of the 
Yilan period is remembered for using only soot from pine trees. c 

The inkmakers of the Ming and Ch'ing periods were known primarily for the 
forms and styles of their inks, often produced in elaborate sets, although quality of 
composition was no doubt still important. Wu Shu-Tas was famous for his ink of 
lacquer-like blackness and stone-like hardness; its ingredients included tung oil, 
glue, powdered gold, and musk, and the dough was beaten ten thousand times. d 

Hu Khai-Wen9 in the early 19th century was noted for an ink made from lard, 
lampblack, antler glue, and twelve miscellaneous additives, including pearl 
powder and musk." 

Although Chinese ink was generally produced in a solid form, some liquid ink 
was also made. It was sometimes prepared in quantity and stored in bamboo tubes 
by persons who wished to avoid the labour of mixing their own ink prior to use. 
Special liquid inks were also made for commercial applications, like printing, 
where the volume of ink required tended to prohibit grinding each time it was to be 
used. Printing ink, for instance, was first prepared as a paste made of coarse soot 
taken from the far end of a smoke chamber and mixed with glue and wine, and then 
preserved injars or vats for later use. It had to be kept for three or four summers, for 
its bad odour to disappear, and in fact the longer the period of preservation, the 
better it became; printing done using freshly prepared ink was easily smeared. 
When needed, water was added to the paste and it was mixed thoroughly and 
strained through a sieve made of hair from horse's tails. f 

The best ink for printing in red was a mixture of vermilion and red lead boiled in 
water with the mucilaginous rootofa plant called po chPO(Bletilla striata). Next best 

, See Mo Shih (TSHCC), pp. IQ if. 
, See inkmakers cited in Kecskes (I), pp. 27-9' 
, Cr. Kecskes (I), p. 42. 

b Mo Chih (TSHCC), p. 2. 

d Cf. Mu Hsiao-Thien (I), p. 28. 

r See the description of Chinese printing ink in Lu Chhien (I), pp. 632-3, which is probably the only account of 
its preparation in Chinese literature. 
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was the liquid obtained from boiling the red-stem amaranth (hsien tshai,2 
Amaranthus tricolor, L.), but this easily turns purple and does not give as fresh a 
colour as the vermilion and red lead mixture. Blue ink was made from indigo (tien, 1 

or mu lan,2 Indigqfera tinctoria) , a Chinese native blue dye with a permanent colour 
used for dyeing textiles. Prussian blue is not suitable for printing, as the colour runs 
when paper is wet.' 

Invisible ink was already known to the Chinese perhaps no later than the + 12th 
century. A story of the early Southern Sung says that the son of a military official 
Wang Shu3 was deprived of his title because he had spread scandal about Chhin 
Kuei4 (+ 1090-1 155), but during his banishment met a magician who could write 
invisible characters with a liquid on paper. When it was treated with water the 
characters appeared. So for fun Wang's son wrote the four characters 'death to 
Chhin Kuei' and applied water to test the technique. The magician then went 
away intending to show the paper to the government, and was only prevented by 
being bribed with much money.b Although the process was called magic, the 
characters were apparently written with chemicals, perhaps alum, on paper; they 
appeared when treated with some kind of solution. 

Ink was also commonly used in medicine as early as the + 10th century. Ink 
mixed with wine was given to the daughter-in-law of the Sung prince to relieve 
bleeding stemming from childbirth,C and Li Shih-Chen mentioned in his materia 
medica a number of prescriptions in which ink was administered. Ink made from fine 
pine soot, roasted, ground, and mixed with water, vinegar, and other ingredients 
such as turnip, onion, foxglove juice, bile, wine, and dried ginger, was also used as a 
cure for bleeding following childbirth, dysentery, ulcers and sores, nose-bleeds, 
swelling, and eye irritations, among other disorders. d Depending on the nature of 
the disorder, the ink mixture was taken either orally or applied externally. Its 
curative effects were due, it was said, to its alkali nature absorbing acid humours 
and sweetening the acrimony of the blood; it was also claimed that the glue from 
animal skins was a supreme remedy for a haemorrhage." Li also reminded readers 
that ink made of lampblack from other materials such as oil, petroleum, or straw 
should not be used for medical purposes. 

(v) Art and connoisseurship qfChinese ink 

An early shape of Chinese ink in solid form can be discerned in a Han tomb mural 
discovered in the vicinity of Wang-tu, Hopei, in 1953. The painting depicts a 

• cr. Lu Chhien (I), p. 633. 
b See an anonymous work about the Southern Sung capital written c. + 1270, Tung Nan Chi Wen (SSKTS), 

ch. I, pp. 7a-h. 
, See Mo Shih (TSHCC), pp. 16-17. d Pen Tshao Kong Mu (Peking, 1975), pp. 446-9. 
, See DuHalde (I), Eng. ed., vo!. I, p. 372. A similar practice prevailed in the West; Francesco Carletti 

Ragionamenti sopra le cose da lui vedute ne' suoi viaggi, vo!. I, p. 84, notes that a wound caused by an injurious insect i~ 
Peru, where the author visited in + 1595, was healed by the application ofa little ink; see Wiborg (I), p. 48. 
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scholar seated on a low platform and beside him an inkstick standing on a round 
three-legged inkstone and a cup, presumably filled with water, for grinding the ink. 
The inkstick is standing on end and this suggests that it is probably paraboloidal in 
shape. a Literary sources of the Han and Chin periods ge丑erally refer to ink in units 
of wan1 or mez} but they contain no full descriptions of the actual shapes of these 
units, though ωan generally refers to something round in shape and mei to some
thing flat and thin. There are references to ink in a l03 (conch) shape used after the 
Chin dynasty, but the use of this word as a unit defies precise definition. b 

Chinese ink is generally said to have been first manufactured in a prismatic shape 
during the Thang period. C The discovery of a bar-shaped piece of ink in a Chin 
grave may indicate that this shape was actually developed somewhat earlier, for 
another bar-shaped specimen attributed to the Thang period was discovered by 
Aurel Stein in Chinese Turkestan.d 

Prismatic shapes, of course, feature flat surfaces. The development of such ink 
surfaces may have been due to their capacity for facilitating design, which became 
increasingly prevalent as ink was transformed from a simple object ofutility to an 
objet d' art. The earliest known decorative elements used on i出 surfaces， dating from 
the Thang period, consisted of propitious animals, such as the dragon and the carp, 
as well as calligraphy. During the Ming and Chhing periods, many inksticks were 
decorated with a pictorial design on one side and calligraphy on the other. The 
pictorial designs, often symbolic in nature, included dragons, lions, carp, deer, pine 
trees, cranes, tortoises, gourds, plum flowers , pomegranates, bamboo shoots, land
scapes, scenes from everyday life, inventions, religious personages and symbols, as 
well as others. The inscriptions, which are sometimes gilded, include details of 
manufacture, explanations of the pictorial design on the reverse side, moralis
ations, religious sayings, auspicious phrases, poems, and examples of calligraphy. 
Ink was also made in a variety of special shapes, often in imitation of different 
artistic objects such as jade pendants, bronze mirrors, and ancient knife-shaped 
coms. 

The various shapes and designs of the inkstick were conditioned by the constru。
tion and engraving of the mould, which was made of either copper or wood. 
Coppe 
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Fig. 1164. Mould for inkmaking. The six-piece set with designs and inscriptions w臼 assembled and fitted into the 
base. From Mo Fa Chi rao, c. 十 1598

Decorated sets ofinksticks were also quite popular in the Chhing period and are 
still sold today. Usually a set was organised around a common theme‘ such as 
different kinds of animals, the eight t咆阳ns， views of the imperial pala出， land
scapes ofscenic splendours, etc.Each set was usually encased in a specially made 
ornate box which could be opened to show oEits contents to best advantage.The 
largest set ofinkcakes ever made in China was perhaps a group ofsixty-four pieces 
entitled ‘Pictorial Inks Commemorating the Gardens, (Fig.I I65)made by the 
chien Ku Chap by Imperial order ofthe Chu-chhing emperor(r.+I796I82I ] -a

Ink was probably collected in China almost as soon as it was noticed that

…
o 

different specimens could di岱.. widely in quality, but extant records do not reveal 
much about the art of collecting before the + 10th century, in the Southern 
Thhang and Sung periods. The poet Su Shih2 (+ 1036-1 IOI) was an avid ink 
collector who amassed a collection ofnve hundred pieces, and his contemporary, 
L垃 ETsin-F1133was also a noted collector.The imperial collections ofthe Ming and 
Chhing dynasties featured numerous inks which still survive. 
岛1any catalogues of ink collections have been published since the late 16th , See Wang-Tu Han Mu Pi Hua , pp. 13-14; also Tsien (仆， p. 16g, Plate XXVIL 

b Cf. Wiborg (叶， pp.22-3. 'Ibid. d See Stein (4), 1, p. 316. 
• See iUustration and explanation of the ink mould in Mo Fa Chi rao (TSHCC) , pp. 64-5. 

, The set is kept in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City; see Wang Chi-Chen 
(1), p. 130. 
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Fig. 1165. Pictorial ink-cakes in various shapes and designs, depicting views ofimperial palaces or villas in and 
around Peking, c. + 1800. Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City. 
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century by inkmakers, ink dealers, and ink collectors, primarily for appreciation 
and connoisseurship of the artistic aspects of ink tablets. The earliest and most 
influential examples are two collections of ink designs reproduced by woodcuts. 
One titled Fang Shih Mo Phu 1 (Fang's Album of Ink Designs) by Fang Yii-Lu2 (c. 
+ 1580), containing more than 380 illustrations, arranged by the form and subject
matter of the designs under six categories, as well as a number oflaudatory essays, 
was published in She-hsien, Anhui in + 1588. Eighteen years later, his professional 
competitor Chheng Ta-Yiieh3 (fl. 1541-1616) published another collection called 
Chheng Shih Mo Yilan 4 (Chheng's Album ofInk Designs), which contains some 500 
designs printed in colour together with essays, poems, eulogies, and testimonials 
from his friends. a The two works are similar in nature and content and many of 
their designs are even identical, but the latter surpassed the former not only in the 
number of illustrations it provided but also in artistic excellence; furthermore, it 
included some special features such as the Western alphabets and biblical pictures 
copied from European engravings given to Chheng by Matteo Ricci (1552-1610) 
in + 1606 (Fig. 1 166).b It is perhaps the first Chinese book which includes illus
trations of an occidental origin. 

Another kind of ink catalogue, produced by ink dealers, includes among other 
things the prices at which the items featured were apparently offered for sale. One 
early example is the Mo Shih 5 (History ofInk) by Chheng J6 (fl. 1662-1722), an 
inkshop owner from She-hsien, Anhui, who listed ink titles, kinds of materials, 
weights, and prices, together with eulogies of inks written by his friends. c A third 
category of ink catalogues is represented by those of private collections. Two early 
examples are the Hsileh Thang Mo Phin7 (Ink Collection of the Snow Pavilion) by 
ChangJen-Hsi8 published in 1670, and the Man Thang Mo Phin9 (Ink Collections of 
the Boundless Pavilion) by Sung LOIO (1634-1 713), published in 1684.d Both list the 
names of inkmakers, ink titles, designs, dates of manufacture, forms, number of 
pieces, and weights, all of them standard items described in such catalogues. 
Interest in ink collecting and connoisseurship has continued up to the present time, 
and an album of rubbings and descriptions of eighty-three old specimens of Ming
Chhing ink kept in four private collections in Peking, titled Ssu Chia Tshang Mo Thu 
Lull (Illustrated Catalogue of Four Ink Collections), was published in about 1956." 

a For stories of the two rival inkmakers, see Wang Chi-Chen (I), pp. 126 If.; K. T. Wu (6), pp. 204 If.; and his 
two articles in Goodrich (39), pp. 2 I 2- I 5, 438-9. 

b A postscript to the illustrations offour Biblical stories, dated 6 January 1606, is possibly in the handwriting of 
Ricci. 

, See Shu-Chhao (E), pp. 72-3. d Cf. Kesckes (I), pp. 81-2. 
C The four collectors include a chemist, a noted calligrapher, and two other scholars, who wrote the descrip

tions in their own handwriting; see bibliography under Yeh Kung-Chho (2). 
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Fig. 1166. Ink design by ChhengTa-Yiieh with Biblical story provided by Matteo Ricci, c. + 1606. From Chhen 
Shih Mo Yiian, + 1606 ed. 

(g) AESTHETIC ASPECTS OF CHINESE PRINTING 

BLOCK PRINTING not only involves various procedures of a technical nature, but 
also consists of many elements that are of artistic significance, while the text itself 
can display different styles of writing and so represents a piece of calligraphy which 
can be read for its aesthetic appreciation. Illustrations using woodcuts and other 
methods are forms of graphic art; they supplement and adorn the text, aid 
interpretation, assist the memory, and can also provide additional understanding 
to supplement the written word. Without illustrations, the text may even lack a 
sustaining interest or, in some cases, be quite unintelligible. Book illustration is 
. nearly as old as the earliest books, but its practical development began with the 
application of printing. 

In the course of its development, the woodcut became a highly sophisticated art 
not only in the way it depicted the subject-matter, but also in the techniques and 
styles of its design and engraving, which depend entirely on the skill and vision of 
individual artists and craftsmen. This is especially true in the case of Chinese colour 
prints, which require the exactness of the originals in line, in colour, in gradation, 
and even in the texture and expression of the brushwork. I t is perhaps the only kind 
of graphic art which depends completely on the mutual artistic understanding of 
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the designer, cutter, and printer. Consequently, the woodcut and the subject of 
book illustration serve a double purpose in their utilitarian and aesthetic qualities. 
Their contents may represent the thoughts, ideas, events, and personalities of a 
period. The picture may be at the same time a work of art and the only surviving 
evidence of an element of the culture of its time. 

(1) BEGINNINGS OF CHINESE GRAPHIC ART IN PRINT 

Pictorial representation in Chinese documents can be traced back to the begin
nings of writing itself. The pictographic nature of Chinese characters indicates the 
use in ancient times of drawings as a means of communication; the majority of the 
Shang characters were, in fact, pictograms or combinations of pictograms to 
indicate ideas. Symbols of birds or beasts were used in ancient seal carvings, and 
either decorative bird signs were appended to ordinary characters, or individual 
strokes of a character were written with a motif of bird feathers. a Scenes of battle, 
hunting, and daily life were cast on bronzes or rendered on clay or on lacquered 
objects, and in particular illustrations on silk cloth were appended to books of 
bamboo tablets since the narrow tablets themselves were not suitable for drawings. 
Pictorial representations on stone were very common before any recorded use of 
wood for carving, and the techniques of relief or intaglio stone carving, the use of 
decorative designs and the line structure, may have exerted some direct influence 
on the woodcuts of later times. The close relationship between calligraphy and 
painting also may have influenced the trends of illustrated books, since a picture 
sometimes needs written description to tell the otherwise unintelligible story of the 
painting-the very reverse of the dependence of text on pictures for clarification. 

The earliest woodcut illustration in a printed book known to us is that in the 
Diamond sutra of +868, discovered in Tunhuang at the turn of the 20th century. It 
has a frontispiece (fei hua1) at the beginning of the roll depicting a scene with the 
Buddha sitting in the centre, in discourse with his disciple Subhii.ti who kneels on 
the ground, and attended by divine beings, monks, and officials in Chinese attire 
(Fig. 1 167) ~ The picture is carefully executed, displays complicated details, lifelike 
facial expressions, delicate lines to the costumes, and decorative effects in the 
background, all 0fwhich show the artistic and technical maturity of woodcuts at 
that time. There IS no question that the art' of woodcut illustration had developed 
much earlier than the production of this picture, though no other printed il
lustrated specimens of the + 9th century or earlier are extant; however, quite a few 
survive from the + 10th century. These include a number of Buddhist pictures from 
Tunhuang, each on a single sheet with the illustration above and the text below, 
some undated and others dated.c Buddhist images also appear on individual blocks 

• Cf. the development of decorative inscriptions described in Tsien (I), pp. 24-5,46-7,54-5. 
b Reproduced in Stein (4), IV, plate C. 
, cr. dated documents of +947-71 mentioned in Carter (I), pp. 64-5, note 12. 

Im.. 
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Fig. 1167. Frontispiece of the Diamond sulra printed in +868 from Tunhuang, depicting the story of Buddha in 
discourse with his disciple Subhuti and surrounded by attendants and divine beings. British Museum. 

printed together in red or black; as well as drawings on calendars; and several other 
printed texts with illustrations: 

While the specimens mentioned are all from the northwestern region, woodcut 
pictures are also known to have been produced in the southeastern part of the 
country. The most prominent of these are the three different versions of the 
invocation sutra, Pao Chieh Tin Tho Lo Ni Ching,l printed hy Prince Chhien Shu2 

( + 929-88) of the Wu-Yiieh Kingdom, dated 956,965, and 975.b The frontispieces 
of the three versions are similar though slightly different in design, depicting the 
prince's consort, nee Huang, kneeling before an altar and praying for blessings 
(Fig. 1115). The technique of engraving is not so refined as in the frontispiece of 

" For the general history of Chinese woodcuts, see Kuo Wei-Chhu (I), Wang Po-Min (I), andJosefHejzlac 
(I); for facsimile reproductions of Chinese woodcuts, see Aoyama Arata (I), Cheng Chen-To (I), Chung-Kuo Pan 
Kho Thu Lu (Peking, Ig61), v. 7, and Higuchi Hiroshi (I). 

b Cr. above, pp. 157 ff. 
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the Diamond Sutra, but its appearance at the beginning of the sutra shows that 84,000 
copies of each version were illustrated. Indeed, it seems that all the Buddhist works 
were printed in great quantities, as the Buddhist religious outlook required, and it 
is recorded that 140,000 copies ofa picture ofa Maitreya pagoda were printed by 
the monk Yen-Shou l (+904-75); in addition, 20,000 copies of a Kuan-Yin 
portrait were printed on silk, and 70,000 copies of the Fa Chieh Hsin Thu 2 •

a 

Although none of these woodcuts survive, the large quantities indicate a significant 
printing power at this early stage. 

Further advances in the art of the woodcut were made during the Sung, Chin, 
and Yiian periods. Not only were standards of artistic and technical skills im
proved, but the scope of illustrations was extended from the religious to such 
secular fields as art, archaeology, scientific works, and Conflucian classics, subject
matter being widened to include designs, landscapes, portraits, pictures of daily 
happenings and amusements, all reflecting the Chinese life of the time.b Religious 
pictures continued, of course, and among the Buddhist sutras, a few surviving items 
include the drawing of a Bodhisattva with eight arms in the Ta Sui chhiu3 dharani 
printed in +980 and found in Tunhuang; a picture of Maitreya seated on a lotus 
throne under a canopy, painted by an academician artist, Kao Wen-chin,4 in 
Yiieh-chou (Shao-hsing, Chekiang), and printed in +984 (Fig. I I68);C a life of 
W~n-S~hu or Manjusri, GodofWisdom, printed during the Southern Sung by the 
Chi a family in Lin-an (Hangchow), and frontispieces to different editions of 
individual works of the T ripitaka depicting the Buddha and his disciples; these were 
printed from +97 I onward. The most unusual illustration in the Buddhist texts is a 
set off our landscape woodcuts from chapter 13 of the Tii Chih Pi Tsang Chhiien,5 one 
of the imperial prefaces to the Khai-Pao illustrated edition of the Tripitaka, printed 
in + 984-9 r.d Showing an affinity to Sung landscape paintings, the woodcut prints 
are excellently composed and executed with meticulous care (Fig. 1169). 

Confucian classics began to be printed in the + loth century, but illustrations 
were not included until the + 12th, when a special edition having illustrations 
with the text below them, known as tshuan thu hu ChU,6 was printed for the use of 
students preparing for the civil service examinations. Noted works of this type 
included the Liu Ching Thu,7 an illustrated book on 309 objects which are men
tioned in the Six Classics; this was printed in Fukien in + I 166, with at least three 
other editions known to have been printed in the Sung period;e the San Li Thu,8 a 
book on rituals containing illustrations of altars, insignia, costumes, and other 
ceremonial articles (+ I 175); and the Erh Ta Thu,9 an illustrated lexicon of classical 

a Chang Hsiu-Min (14), p. 76. 
b For a full discussion of Sung illustration, see K. T. Wu (g), pp. 173ff. 
, Cr. Arlihus Asiae, vo!. Ig, nO. I; Chi Shu-Ying (3), pp. 29-30. 
d See an analytical study of this landscape woodcut by Max Loehr (I). 
, One woodblock edition followed rubbings from a stone carved at Hsing-chou; two others mentioned in the 

Sung dynastic history are no longer extant. 

4 il1b xli 
9 illHfUIl 
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Fig. 1168. Woodcut pictures of Northern Sung, depicting Maitreya seated on the lotus throne, painted by court 
artist Kao Wen-Chin and printed in +g84. From Artibus Asiae, vo!. Ig, no. l. 
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重昌

Fig. 117 1. An album offlowering plum printed in the Sung dynasty, showing variousstages ofthe blooming plant 
wi由 caption on the top and a poem at the side for each of the 100 drawings. From Mei f{，阳 HsiShengPhu， 1261 ed. , 
preserved at Shanghai Museum. 

Fig. 1170. An illustration in the B何raphiesoJFamous Women , c. + 13th century, depicting the story ofMen口u5who
w;s ad~onished by his mother to cõntinue study, for stopping study would be like cutting threads from weaving 
From Lieh .N.￥ Chüan， KSTK ed 

Another notable example was an album on plandife, the Mei Hua Hsi Sheng Phu 1 

(Fig. 1171) containing 100 excellent drawings of the plum in different stages of 
blossoming; it was printed in 1 ♀38 and reprinted in 126 1. An album on farm life, 
k切Ig Chih Thu ,2 includes twenty-one scenes of tilling and rice cultivation, and 
twenty-four on sericulture, spinning, and weaving; it was perhaps printed first in 
1145 and then again in 1237, based on a stone carving of 1210. 

In scientific and technical works, illustrations have proved to be even more 
essential for understanding and interpretation. One outstanding illustrated work 
on architectural design, ring Tsao Fa Shih,3 was first published in + 1 103 as a guide 
to public construction (Fig. 1172) , while a book on astronomy describing the 
armillary sphere, Hsin 1 Hsiang Fa rao ,4 contains sixty drawings ofthe instrument; it 
was printed in Chhü-chou, Chekiang, in + 1 127. Two medical works also are well 
illustrated, one on acupuncture, the Thung Jen Chen Chiu Ching,5 first printed in 
+10♀6， the year in which two brass anatomical figures were made by imperial 
order, and the book was probably the first to contaÍn illustrations of the human 
anatomy. The other is the celebrated work on materia medica, the Ching Shih Cheng Lei 

terms on various objects and activities. Historical events were another popular 
subject for illustration, and one ofthe best works ofthe kind from this early period is 
a collection of 1 23 biographies of famous women, the Lieh Nü Chuan ,1 with original 
illustrations attributed to the noted painter Ku Khai-Chih 2 ofthe + 4th century; it 
was first printed c. + 1063, and reprinted by the Chhin Yu Thang ofthe Yü family 
in the latter part of the + 13th century (Fig. 1170). 

Before the use of photography, all kinds of object，陀re the su bjects of woodcu ts. 
The best-known works of this type include three archaeological catalogues of the 
Sung period: the Khao Ku Thu ,3 whiçh describes bronzes in the imperial and private 
collections, printed c. 十 1092; the Hsü Khao Ku Thu ,4 which was a supplement to it; 
and the Hsüan-Ho PO Ku Thu ,5 dealing with some 600 bronzes compiled during the 
Hsüan-ho period (+ 1 1 19-25). These are important and have frequently been 
cited as a reliable secondary source for the study of Chinese ancient bronzes. a 

3 钢人封炙在E4 新最主象法要3 苦苦造法式2 耕俄国1 梅花喜市申吉普6 宣和博古圄4 镣考古国3 考古圃

• Cf. Robert Poor (仆， p. 33 

2@:谊之1 列女傅
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Fig. 1172. Interior decorative designs as illustrated in an architectual work of the Sung dynasty, Ting Tsao Fa Shih, 
printed in the early + 12th century. From a facsimile reprint ed., 1925. 
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Pen Tshao,l which includes pictures and descriptions of various kinds of medicines 
from the mineral, vegetable, and animal kingdoms; first printed in + I 108, there 
were numerous reprints throughout the centuries. Illustrated books were also 
published on divination, calendars, and other subjects of popular interest, includ
ing paper money.' 

In spite of the alien rule of the Jurchens and Mongols, most printing activities 
continued, and while the Sung capital, Khaifeng, declined as a printing centre, 
and Mei-shan in Szechuan was destroyed during the Mongol invasion, Phing-yang 
(in modern Shansi) developed into one of the major centres of printing from the 
+ 12th century onwards; A few surviving examples illustrate the style and format 
of the woodcuts of this time, the earliest known work from this period being the 
Thien Ling Ssu2 edition of the Tripitaka, printed in 1148-73, in which a frontis
piece precedes each chiian. Another example is the revised version of the materia 
medica, Chhung Hsiu Cheng-Ho Ching Shih Cheng Lei Pei rung Pen Tshao,3 which was cut 
and printed by Chang Tshun-Hui4 ofPhing-yang in 1249 (Fig. I 121).b Another 
interesting item from this period is a large woodcut on a single sheet, a picture of 
four beauties, discovered by a Russian expedition in Karakhoto in I g09. C It depicts 
four women famous in Chinese history, and is entitled Sui Chhao rao Thiao Chheng 
Chhing Kuo Chih Fang rung5 (Beautiful Ladies of Successive Dynasties who over
turned Empires). It was carved and printed in the Chi family shop in Phing-yang, 
probably in the + 12th century, and its layout, and its cutting and printing 
techniques represent the height of perfection and harmony. The picture is believed 
to be one of a pair used most likely for decoration in a private house. 

During the Yuan period, woodcuts increased in number in such popular works 
as textbooks, fiction, and drama.' They followed the established format of the 
earlier period, with about one third of a page devoted to illustrations and two thirds 
underneath to the text. This arrangement, indicating the function of illustration as 
a visual aid and an adornment to the text, continued until the 16th century. 
Illustrated books of this time, known as chhiian hsiang,6 or fully illustrated [editions], 
were carved by a group of cutters and published mostly by bookshops in Chhien
yang. The Hsin Khan Chhiian Hsiang Chheng Chai Hsiao Ching Chih Chieh,7 the newly 
cut and fully-illustrated edition of the Book of Filial Piety with commentaries, was 
published in Chhien-yang in + I 308,d together with the Ta HsiiehB and Chung rung, 9 

forming a series of textbooks for beginners. Many historical romances were pu b
lished in the same manner, such as the Chhiian Hsiang San Kuo Chih Phing Hua10(Fig. 

a See illustrations of early paper money on p. 97 If .• bove. 
b This edition in thirty chilan was reprinted in Peking in 1957. 
, This picture was published first in Geibon, 1916,7 (no. 2), p. 119, with comments by UedaJuzo; cf. .lsoNaba 

Toshisada (I). 
d Reprinted by Lai Hsiin Ko in Peking in 1938. 

'~~mM*~ 2X~~ 3~~~~~~mM~ffl*~ '.#. '~aBR~.~Z~. '~m 7.ft~m •• _~ •• 
8 *~ 9 <i'_ I. ~m=:~;1!;;zp:~ 
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Fi I I Illustration of the Romance of the Three Kingdoms with pictures abo~e an? text belo", as the typical f~;~~~ 
of~arl;filustrated editions. The p~gehabove dlepicts t~e;am;u: ~~~? ;~~I~!:~~Fn~:eYo;t~no~~~~~~r~o~d at 
three heroes of the + 3rd century m t e popu ar n~ve . an u ..'. 
Peach Garden. From the Chh"an Hsiang San Kuo Ch,h Phmg Hua, facsImIle reprmt, 1976. 

1173) the fully illustrated edition of the Romance of the Three Kingdoms~ which .was 
one of five such stories published as a series during t?is period: ~ll the IllustratlOns 
are of a somewhat simple and pithy style, and thIS had some mfluence on early 

Ming illustrations. 

(2) WOODCUTS IN THE MING AND CHHING PERIODS 

During the Ming dynasty, especially in the latter part of the 16th ~nd ear~y part of 
the 17th century, woodcuts formed the greater par.t of book IllustratIo~s and 
reached their highest degree of excellence in Chinese hIstory. In both qu~ntIty and 
quality, they not only surpassed anything in t~e past bu~ have never smc~ been 
equalled. Thousands of such illustrations survIve, covermg a greater. varIety of 
subject matter and representing different schools offormat and style, usmg g:eatly 
refined techniques and a highly sophisticated polychrome process.

b 
All thIS was 

• A reprint of the collection, Chh"an Hsiang Phing Hua Wu Chung,1 was published in Shanghai in 1955· 

b See separate discussion on pp. 282 ff. below. 

1 ~;ffizp.~<5li:f.t 
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Fig. I I 74. First illustrated edition of the Ming drama Romance of West Chamber, printed in + 1498, depicting the 
meeting of scholar Chang and his lover, Ying Ying, and her maid, Hung Niang (on the right) and Hung Niang 
reporting to Ying Ying's mother (on the left). From Chung-Kuo Pan Hua Hsiian, facsimile recut by Jung Pao Chai, 
Peking in 1958. 

accomplished with little official support but was primarily the achievement of 
private and commercial agencies located in such centres as Nanking, Hsin-an, 
Hangchow, and Chhien-yang in sou theast and sou th China, as well as at Peking in 
the north. This resulted from the political and economic stability of the country 
during most of the period, and from the rise of a new audience who were seeking 
reading materials for pleasure rather than for purely scholarly purposes or religious 
enthusiasm as in previous times.a 

The books most frequently illustrated were fiction, drama, poetry and art 
albums, scientific works, and primers,b as well as historical, geographical, and 
biographical writings. As might be expected, the greatest number of woodcuts were 
produced for popular literature, and almost every edition of novels, short stories, 
and dramas carried pictures to illustrate the story; these ranged from a few to as 
many as forty or fifty in one book, or even over a hundred in some cases. After the 
first illustrated edition of the famous drama, Hsi Hsiang Chit, or Romance of the 
Western Chamber, was published in 1498 (Fig. 1174), no fewer than ten others 
followed up to the end of the Ming. The earliest edition includes 150 illustrated 
themes some of which contain as many as eight pictures in sequence for a single 
theme. If connected, these would make a scroll some two or three feet long. The 
printer'S colophon of this edition says: 'This large-character edition offers a combi
nation of narrative and pictures, so that one may amuse his mind when he is staying 
in a hotel, travelling in a boat, wandering around, or sitting idle.,e Again, in a 
collection of some 300 classical dramatic texts, over seventy per cent are illustrated, 

• For a complete study of Ming illustrations, see Shih Hsio-Yen (I). 
b See the 15th-century Illustrated Chinese Primer: Hsin Pien Tui Hsiang Ssu Yen, 2 with introduction and notes by L. 

Carrington Goodrich (Hong Kong, 1967; reprinted 1976). The primer, which includes 306 drawings to illustrate 
388 characters, was originally published in '436 or earlier. 

, See the facsimile reprint by the Commercial Press, Peking, 1955 . 
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together containihg 3800 woodcuts for Ming works.a The Fu Chhun Thang 
bookshop ofthe Thang family in Nanking alone printed over 1000 illustrations in 
some 100 works of the chhüan chhz"1 stories, b while such famous novels as the Hsi Yu 
Chi,2 San Kuo Chih Yen /, 3 and Chin Phing Mei Tz..切 Hua4 all include illustrations of 
the story; in addition, the Shui Hu Chuan5 is known to have had at least seven 
different editions printed with illustrations during the Ming period. 

AIso illustrated were such collections of poetry as the Pai Yün Thu Phu6, prin ted in 
1597, with illustrations of 100 poems; and the Thang Shih Hua Phu7 which is a 
combination of poetrγand painting printed in 1600. The woodcut is especially 
suitable for reproduction òf works of art and over a dozen such albums were 
published under the Ming, including the Kao Sung Hua P缸，8 a painting manual of 
plants and birds by Kao Sung, (1550-4) , and the Ku Shih Hua PhU,9 a collection of 
paintings by famous artists of successive dynasties copied by a court painter, Ku 
Ping10 (自.1599-1603) ， thatwasprintedin 1603 (Fig. 1175). Manybiographical, 
historical, and geographical works were also well illustrated. For example, the Lieh 
Nü Chüanll is known to have had some half二dozen illustrated editions published 
between 1587 and 1644; the Chuang Yüan Thu Khao ,I3 printed in 1607 and 1609, 
portrays twenty-nine candidates who passed at the top of the civil service exam
inationsin 1436-1521 , and the HsiHu YuLan Chih14 with scenes ofthe West Lake in 
Hangchow, came out in 1547. Scientific and technical works were especially 
well illustrated to help explain the text, and included the 也mous work on agricul
ture and technology, Thien Kung Khai WU 15 (Fig. 1071) , printed in about 1637; the 
Nung Cheng Chhüan Shup a comprehensive treatise on agriculture by Hsü Kuang
Chhi (1562- 1 633) , that appeared in 1639; the Wu Ching Tsung Yao ,17 a collection of 
military classics printed in Chien-an in 1506-21; the San Tshai Thu Hui18 (Fig. 
1125) , an illustrated encyclopaedia devoted to pictures, maps, charts, and tables 
(1609); and three editions ofthe book ofmateria medica, the Pen Tshao Kang Mu,I9 

printed in 1596, 1603, and 1640.c 
Among the few known artist-designers of the Ming woodcuts, Chhen Hung

shou20 (tz..臼 Lao-Lien2I， 1599一1652) is the most noted for his creativity in showing the 
individual personality in human figures. An accomplished fi♂lfe painter before he 
earned a living as an illustr 
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• Based on the titles in the Ku Pen Hsi Chhü Tshüng Khan,12 series 1 -3, reprinted in Peking in 1954…7, which 
includes 212 Ming works with illustrations. See Kuo Wei-Chhü (1) , p. 73 

b lbid 
, Reproductions in facsimile ofMing illustrations are found in Cheng Chen-To (吟 l vols. 2-16, 19-22; Chung 

KuoPanKha ThuLu , vol. 7; ChhangPi-Te (5); AoyamaArata (1);NagasawaKikuya (斤; Higuchi Hiroshi (斗， and
Tschichold (3). 
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Fig. 1175. A landscape painting by the Yüan artist Mi Fu 臼 copied by the Ming COurt painter Ku Ping in his 

album and printed in + 1603. From Ku Shik Hua Pku, 'facsimile reprint, ;931 
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in 1638; the Hsi Hsiang Chi 1 and the Yüan Yang Tsung ,2 both of which came out in 
1638; the Shui Hu Yeh Tzu3 (Fig. 1176), which portrays forty characters ofthe novel 
Water lvIargin for playing cards and was designed in 1640; and the PO Ku Yeh TZU,4 

first published in 1653, which includes forty-eight fi凯lre designs of historical 
personages, that were also used for playing cards. a His designs for all these works 
consist of single figures against blank surfaces without any background, showing 
each personality as described in the literature, and the bold and sharp lines of the 
bodies and clothing are especially remarkable. The first two works were cut by 
members of the Huang clan ofHsin-an, and display clear and delicate lines. 

Most of the cu tters are unknown to us, bu t the names of a few appear on the wood 
blocks which they carved. As the profession was highly technical, transmÏtted 
perhaps only through tradition, they usually came from certain families or clans, 
spread sometimes over several generations, and sometimes moving from one place 
to another. Best known among them are the cutters of the families of Huang, 
￥Vang， and Liu ofHsin-an (Hui-chou or She-hsien in modern Anhui) , where the 
best ink and paper were produced. Especially significant was the Huang family, of 
which more than one hundred members are known to have cut wood blocks, 
including thirty-one who produced the m乓jority of all the known book illustrations 
during the Ming period. Their cradle of activities was the village Chhiu-chhuan5 in 
Hsin-an; later they migrated to Nanking, Soochow, Hangchow, Peking, and 
elsewhere as their profession demanded. Because of the special delicacy of their 
style, which was characterised by fine , soft lines, their works are generally spoken of 
as the Hui school. Especially noted were Huang Ling6 (b. 1564) , one of the earliest 
cutters of the family, who produced the famous multi-colour manual of ink-sticks, 
Chheng Shih Mo Yüan 7 (Fig. 1166); Huang Te-Shih8 (1560-1605) , who contri
bu ted to the cu tting of three archaeological ca talogues; H uang T e-hsin 9 (1574-
1658), who cut the collection ofYüan drama, and whose fìve sons were all cutters; 
Huang I-Khai1o (158。一1622) and his brother Huang Ying-Kuangll (b. 1592) , who 
migrated to Hangchow and together produced the largest number of illustrated 
books ofpopular literature, including the Chin Phing Mei 1功uHua12 (Fig. 1177) and 
several editions ofthe 
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1 西厢言E'.解意草草
6 黄鳞 7 程氏墨苑

11 黄lf!(光 u 金瓶梅词话

b Chang Hsiu-Min (13) , pp. 61-5. 

3 水潜案子 4 博古架子 S 虫L川

8 黄得峙 '黄得新 10 黄一楷

FIg I Z76.Woodcut desisn ibr playing cards by Chhen Hung-shoth+z640, portraymg the hero Sung ChIang n 
the Water Margin. From Sui Hu reh T;扭， facsimile reprint, Shanghai, 1979 
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Fig. 1117. Ladies playing on the rope swing, one of the 100 illustrations of the novel Chin Phing Mei, or Golden Lotus, 
cut by members of the Huang family from Hsin-An, Anhui, who resided in Hangchow during their career yea~. 
From Chin Phing Mei Tzhu Hua, Chhung-Chen ed., c. + 1628-44, facs. reprint. 
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popular literature, art albums, and pictures for amusement prompted some comp
lexity and sophistication in design. The four decades from the beginning of the 17th 
century through to the end of the dynasty in 1644 produced the greatest number of 
woodcuts, introducing new techniques which led to the greater refinement of the 
art, with delicate lines, detailed design and composition, and exquisite execution. 
It was the golden age of woodcuts and book illustration in Chinese graphic history. 

Under the Chhing dynasty, the woodcut in book illustration showed less crea
tivity and prosperity than in the Ming. In one sense, the decline resulted from the 
suppression of certain categories of fiction and drama which had inspired the 
greatest part of the Ming illustrations. On the other hand, a new horizon of official 
patronage had developed, and also a new interest in popular woodcuts of New 
Year pictures. a Peking became the centre of official printing, while private and 
commercial printers continued to produce in other cities in both the north and the 
south. 

During the first part of the Chhing, over a dozen illustrated books were produced 
at the imperial printing office, Wu Ying Tien, designed and cut by court artists and 
expert craftsmen. Many of these works were produced to record imperial cere
monies, journeys, military campaigns, or imperial establishments; the records were 
accompanied by poems composed by the emperors. b One of such earlier works was 
the Wan Shou Sheng Tien Thu,l which depicts various scenes at the celebration of 
Emperor Khang-Hsi's sixtieth birthday in 1713, when a procession extended some 
six miles in Peking. It was painted by the court artist Wang Yuan-chhi2 
(1642- I7 1 5) on silk, and later reproduced by the most skilful Chu Kuei3 in 148 
woodcuts which, if joined in a scroll, would be 166 feet long. A similar work 
recording the events of the celebration of Emperor Chhien-Lung's eightieth 
birthday in 1791 was printed in 1796, but it was not so well executed as the earlier 
one. Another pictorial record, known as the Nan Hsiin Sheng tien4 (Fig. 1 178), was 
made during the emperor's inspection tours to four provinces in 1751-65. It 
depicts the most beautiful landscapes along several thousand miles ofthejourneys.c 

Imperial gardens, establishments, and collections of ritual articles were other 
themes for illustrated works, which always included poems composed by the 

. em perors. These included the Pi Shu Shan Chuang Shih Thu, 5 depicting scenes of the 
imperial summer palace inJehol, printed in 1712, and the Yiian Ming Yuan Ssu Shih 
Ching Shih Thu6 (Fig. 1179), consisting offorty pictures of the summer palace in a 
suburb of Peking (1745). Another illustrated work is the Huang Chhao Li Chhi Thu 
Shih,7 which portrays sacrificial vessels, robes, musical instruments, astronomical 
apparatus, weapons, insignia, etc., used in the imperial rites of the reigning 

a See separate discussion on pp. 287 ff. below. 
b Wang Po-Min (I), pp. 139-48; Kuo Wei-Chhii (I), pp. 133-44; Higachi Hiroshi (I), pp. 24-8. 
C See an excellent reproduction offorty~eight colour woodcuts of various local sceneries from the 1765 edition 

and sixteen black-and-white pictures from the 1784 edition in Fuchs (10). 

1 ;liUii&JIl1, Il!\I 2 ~ 1* iiiB 3*~ 4m~i&JIl1, 
·liIlj.1jlilgg+jjl:~~ 7 ~\iJlWtl!:~~p;; 
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Fig. I 178. Temporary palace of Emperor Chhien-Lung near the Golden Mountain at Chenchiang, Chiangsu 
during his inspection tour to the South, printed in colour in + 1766. From Nan Hsun Shing Tien, reproduced in 
Fuchs (10). 

dynasty; this was printed in 1759 and revised in 1766. Portraits of meritorious 
persons were preserved in such works as the Phing Ting Thaiwan San Shih Erh Kung 
Chhen Thu Hsiang; which contains some thirty-two portraits of military heroes of 
the conquest of Taiwan in 1683. Non-Chinese persons are portrayed in the Huang 
Chhing Chih Kung Thu,2 (175 I) and depicts some 600 figures and their costumes from 
the native tribes of sou thwest China to the peoples of distant European countries, 
1:Jased on reports and observations by Chinese envoys who had been sent abroad. 

Among noted works on agriculture and other subjects, the most famous is 
probably the ru Chih Keng Chih Thu,3 which was based on the Sung version but 
includes twenty-three pictures each of tilling and weaving, designed by the court 
painter Chiao Ping-chen,4 with one additional poem for each subject on the top 
margin of the picture by the Emperor Khang-Hsi (Fig. 1180) and others. It was 
printed in colour in 1696, carved later on stone, and reproduced in woodcuts by 
Chu Kuei in 1712. Other similar works include the Mien Hua Thu" on the culture 

1 ZP:"iEsiili=-r=I;iJ~IlllI* 
, mTEIlllI 
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Fig. 1179. Part of the scenery of the imperial garden, Yiian Ming Yiian, printed in + 1745. From rfianMing riian 
Shih Shih ChingShih Thu, reproduced in Cheng Chen-To (I). 

and processing of cotton, printed in 1765; the Shou Shih Thung Khao 1 (1742), 
primarily based on an earlier work on agriculture by Hsil Kuang-chhi; the Wu ring 
Tien Cha Chen Pan Chheng Shih2 (1776), a manual for the various stages of making 
movable types and printing (Fig. I 143); and the grand encyclopaedia, Thu Shu Chi 
Chheng,3 which includes thousands of illustrations in its various sections, even 
though it was printed with bronze movable type in 1728 (Fig. 1147). 

At this time, Western art was influencing that of the Chinese court due to the 
presence of Roman Catholic priests who were serving in various capacities at the 
imperial palace. Thus when the Phing Ting I-Li Hui Pu Chan Thu,4 with paintings of 
sixteen scenes from battles and memorable events in the conquests of lE and 

1 ~lI;flm~ 

4 ZP:"iEjtl-~@]$~1lllI 
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Fig. 1181. Scenic mountains and rivers of Th缸-Phing， Anhui, painted by Hsiao Yün.Tshung and cut by Liu 
Yung in + [648. From Chung-Kuo Pan Kho Thu Lu, pl. 7[ I. 

dominance ofmany famous Ming family publishers had gradually disappeared, a 
few noted designers collaborating with skilful cutters were able to contribute to 
give an excellence to early Chhing woodcuts, especially those illustrating land
scapes and human figures. Most noted among these artists was Hsiao Yün-Tshung1 

(1596-1673) , whose design ofpictures was most outstanding. He painted forty
three scenes of the landscape ofThai.phing (in modern Anhui) , Thai-Phing Shan 
Shui Thu Hua2 (Fig. 1181) , at the request of an official of that place. These were 
engraved on wood by a number of skilful cutters in 1648 to accompany poems and 
essays, and consisted panoramic views of the scenic mountains and rivers, all with 
very elaborate and delicate carving." Another of his works is an illustration with 
figures of Chhü Yüan's Elψ on Encountering Sorro剧， Li Sao Thu 3, printed in 1645 
(Fig. 1182). Inspired by the expressive style ofChhen Hung-Shou and cut by some 
ofthe same cutters as the previous work, it shows both vivid facial expressions and 
dynamic flowing lines of garments. 

Other important illustrations with figures include the Ling-ren-Ko Kung Chhen 

峰在明步就~，i彩;锚昭千圈
E国 美怪样受过激枝&晴在
屋里 雌 ιTß 坛垂1z.样盼、也
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Fig. II8o. An album on tiIling and weaving, .redrawn uncler imperial suspices in + 1712 ,. here d~pic~ing rice 
plãnting with poem from origiñal Sung edition in the upper right corner and an additional poem by Emperor 
Khang-Hsi in his own calligraphy in 出e top margin. From rü Chih Krog Chih Thu, + [7[2 ed. , British Library. 

Chinese Turkestan, was completed in 1766, it was sem to Paris by imperial order to 
be engraved on thirty-six copper plates, which were completed in 1774." 

The official interest in printing book illustrations and the demand for excellence 
promoted production by private and commercial printers. Although the pre-

3 自量黯圃

• Reproduced in Cheng Chen-To (/), vol. [6. 

2 太卒山水盟章1 萧雪在主
" Cf. Pelliot (63) , pp. [83ff.; Ishida Mikinosuke (/) 
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Thu Hsiang,l printed in 1668, which portrays twenty-four famous officials, scholars, 
poets, and artists of successive dynasties; and the Wu Shuang PhU,2 printed in 1690, 
an album offorty unique personalities ofChinese history. Both ofthese works and 
two of the palace editions, the Keng Chih Thu and Pi Shu Shan Chuang Shih Th凯 were

cut by Chu Kuei, who was probably the most distinguished craftsmen of the early 
Chhing and who contributed so much to the excellence of the work of this period. 
Another important book is the Wan H而o Thang Hua Chüan ,3 printed in 1743, 
illustrating 120 persons. noted in history from Han to Ming times. The most 
distinguished work of multi-colour woodcuts was the painting manual of the 
Mustard Seed Garden, which will be discussed in the following section. 

During the second part of the Chhing period, after 1800, nothing particularly 
significant appeared, except for some illustrated works of a practical nature, 
archaeological repertories, local scenery, fiction , and other miscellaneous ma
terials. However, among scientific and technical works, there was an illustrated 
book on botany, Chih Wu Min Shih Thu Khao4, printed in 1848 after the death ofits 
author, Wu Chhi-Jui5 (1789一 1847); this included drawings ofsome 1714 speci
mens ofplants, flowers, and fruits , based on previous records as well as the author's 
own collections and observations during his journeys throughout the country. 
Another illustrated book worthy of note is the Ho Kung Chhi Chü Thu ShUO,6 on water 
conse凹ancy， printed in 1836; this recorded the tools and materials for dyke 
building and river management. Of archaeological works, there were such il
lustrated catalogues as the Chi-Ku-Chai Chung Ting 1 Chhi Khuan Shih 7 on ancient 
bronze inscriptions, printed in 1804; and the Ku Yü Thu Khao 8 on ancient jade 
(1889). 

A number ofnovels and short stories produced in the Chhing period were also 
illustrated. Especially notable is the Dream ofthe Red Chamber, ofwhich the earliest 
edition, of 1791 , includes some twenty or more pictures of heroes and heroines of 
the story, though the best is probably the Hung Lou Meng Thu Yün9 (Fig. 1183), with 
fifty portraits of characters painted by Kai-Chhj1O (1774-1829); it is elegantly 
designed and well executed. Another noted figure painter who should be men罔

tioned isJen Hsiungll (tzu Wei-Chhang,12 c. 1815一57); he produced three bio
graphical works on knights-errant, scholars, and her 
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Fig. 1l82. Chhü Yüan, the famous minister of the Chhu state and author of the Lißao ， ι-4th centu巧，
en~ountered a fisherman at the bank ofMilo River before he drowned himself there，础 illustrated in the Li Sao 
Thu , printed in + 1645. 
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Fig. 1183. Dream if Red Chamber heroine Tai Yü drawn by Kai Chhi, c. + 1884 

From Hung Lou Meng Thu rün. 
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Fig. 1184. Two woodblocks bearing wheat design from a set offour, each used with a different coloured ink in 
printing stationery. Dard Hunter Paper Museum. 

school inf1uenced by Western techniques and styles of print-making, but a tradi
tional school still continues and has been revitalised, especially by a demand for 
multi-colour woodblock printing for the reproduction of works of art, stationery, 
and New Year pictures. 

(3) DEVELOPMENT OF MULTI-COLOUR PRINTING 

Chinese m山i-colour woodblock printi咯 known as 的。o pan1 (set of blocks) orω 
jρ5切'an泸2 (assembled blocks功)， was produced by a set of separate blocks (Fig. 1184) , each 
of which was registered in position and ptinted in succession on the paper using a 
water-based ink in different colours. The number ofblocks in a set varies from a few 
to several dozens or more, depending upon the variety of colours and tones printed 
(Fig. 1185). This polychrome process was used for printing text with punctuation 
and commentaries, for cartographic works, paper money, book illustration, orna
mentalletter-papers, New Year pictures, and works on painting, calligraphy, and 
the decorative arts. 

Reproduction of works of art is usually done with the same kind of ink, colour, 
and paper as those used for the original. To some extent, the exactness ofwood二

1 套板 2 自亘板
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Fig. 1185. Ten steps for making a multicolol\r blockprint as exemplified by the picture of goldfish. Courtesy of 

Jung Pao Chai, Peking 

block prints cannot be equalled even by the modern photo-mechanical processes, 
because in photo-engraving, the fine reticulated lines do not express the exact 
texture and spirit ofthe original brushwork. Moreover, offset prints cannot repro
duce the rich gradations and tones of Chinese ink painting, while the oil-based ink 
is unable to produce the same effect as the water colours of the original; in addition 
a background shadow produced by the photographic method is often observed. 

The colour prints from woodblocks require considerable skill and expertise to 
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Fig. 1186. Processes oftracing, cutting, and printing for making colour blockprints atJung Pao Ch缸， Peking 

master the various steps in cl,esigning, engraving, registering, and printing. 
Although no record is left to tell how the old colour prints were made, the process is 
believed to have been very similar to that used today.a For reproduction of colour 
painting, the first step is to study and analyse the colours used in the original. 
Separate outline copies of each basic colour are then traced on thin transparent 
paper, which is then stuck upside down on the smooth surface of the woodblock 
using a rice paste. After drying, the back layer of the paper is rubbed off and the 
block is ready for cutting. b As the lines and coloured areas must reproduce the 
original work exactly, the original is always kept beside the cutter and the printer 
(Fig. II86). 

The paper used for Chinese colour prints is usually the whitish, smooth, ab
sorbent Hsüan-chih which is used by all Chinese artists for painting and calligraphy. 
The inks are the same water colours, most ofwhich are earth pigments mixed with 
peach-tree resin or hide glue and water. These are mixed as they were for the 
originals so they produce the exact colours after drying. The worktable is made of 
two wooden boards placed to leave a slit between them (Fig. 1 187). On the left side 
the engraved block is firmly fixed with pitch or wax to the table, with brushes and 
inks to hand. On the right side, sheets of paper are firmly held together under a 
clamp. When the block is inked, the printer mus t"see that no colour runs beyond its 
proper boundaries. A sheet of paper is then laid upon the inked block and softly 
brushed over. Different pressure is applied to different parts ofthe block, depending 
upon the expression and texture needed for each stroke. Sometimes certain colours 
have to be printed first and dried before others are appli时， and sometimes later 
printing must be done while the ear1ier colours are still wet. Gradation is achieved 
by applying varying degrees of colour from light to dark repeatedly from the same 
block, either by causing the ink to run on the block with a special brush, or by 
wiping away the ink at the desired place. In this way, an exact copy is produced 

a The following description is based primarily on inte凹iews with craf1臼men oftheJung Pao Chai in Peking and 
To Yün Hsien in Shanghai in 1979; see also Yeh Sheng-Thao (仆， pp. 27-8; Tschichold (3) , pp. 41-4 

b Cf. above, pp. 197 ff. 
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Fig. 1187. Work table used for multicolour block printing at Jung Pao Chai, Peking. 

which sometimes cannot be distinguished from the original. As a noted typograp
her has said: 'There is hardly another graphic art in the world that depends so 
entirely on the artistic sympathy and understanding of the printer as does the 
Chinese colour print.' a 

This colour process apparently evolved from one in which prints with black 
outlines were coloured at first by hand and later by applying various colours to 
different parts of the same block. When separate blocks were used for different 
colours with gradations of tone, the technique became a highly sophisticated and 
refined art of printing. Several of the earliest examples of prints coloured by hand 
survive. A picture ofKuan-yin dated + 947 and a few similar sheets with six colours 
were found in Tunhuang,b and paper money issued in + I 107 was printed with 
legends in black, a circle design in vermilion, and 'blue face' in indigo, as a 
precaution against counterfeiting.c 

One of the earliest examples of colour printing extant is perhaps a single sheet of 
woodcut recently discovered in Sian. It depicts the legend ofTungfang Shuo1 (b. 
- 106), a humorous official at the Han court who is said to have stolen the peaches 
of immortality from the Queen Mother of the West. The picture is attributed to the 
Thang artb(Wu Tao-Tzu2 (d. +792) and printed in black, grey, and green with a 
seal in red, possibly by a commercial printer at Phing-yang under the Jurchens in 
the early 12th century (Fig. I 188).d This piece is believed to have been used for 

• Tschichold (3), p. 41. 
b Specimens of early coloured prints are kept in the British Museum and in Musee Guimet, Paris. 
, See description in Shu Chung Kuang Chi (SKCS), ch. 67, pp. 18a-23b. 
d This print was found, together with a rubbing of calligraphy, some fragments of Jurchen documents, and 

fifty-eight iron and copper coins of the Sung and Chin period of which the latest dated to + 1158, inside the cavity 
ofa pillar for the stone tablet at the Forest ofSteles (Pei Ling"), Sian in 1973 when the tablet was repaired; see a 
report in WWTK, 1979 (no. 5), pp. 3-4, plate 2. 

r 
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Fig. 1188. Earliest extant multicolour printing, c. early + 12th century, depicting the legend ofTungfang Shuo 
stealing the peaches of immortality from the Queen Mother of the West. From WWTK, 1979, no. 5· 
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Fig. 1189. Diamond SU/Ta printed in colour, + 1340, with prayer in big characters, illustration in red and text in 
black. National Central Library, Thaipei. 

house decoration or as one of the New Year pictures with a theme popular then. 
Texts printed with colour commentaries date back to the early part of the 14th 

century, although the actual beginning must have been earlier. a One of the 
surviving examples is an edition of the Diamond Sutra, printed at the Tzu-fu Temple 
ofChung-hsin Circuit in 1340, using black for text and red for prayers and a picture 
of the ling t;eu plant (Fig. I 189). 

The multi-colour technique was further developed toward the end of the 16th 
century or around the turn of the 17th, when the Min and Ling families and other 
printers of the Chiangsu-Chekiang region printed hundreds of classical works, 
illustrated novels, dramatic texts, and medical writings in two to five colours. The 
most noted among them was Min Chhi-Chil, who and others printed no less than 
one hundred titles of such a kind of work during this time.b One edition of the Shih 
Shuo Hsilt Y u 2, a collection of short stories compiled in the + 5 th cen tury, was prin ted 
in 1581 by Ling Yin-Chhu3 in blue, red, and yellow. In the next century, in 1606, 
an album of ink-cake designs, Chheng Shih Mo Yuan4 by the famous ink-maker 

a A number of manuscript books with punctuation and comments in colour are listed in the bibliographies of 
the Three Kingdoms and Sui periods in the + 3rd to early + 7th century. 

b See facsimile reprint of the Bsi Bsiang Chi', printed in five colours by Min Chhi-Chi in 1640, by Museum fUr 
Ostasiatische Kunst, Koln, 1977 with text by Edith Dittrich (I); Thao Hsiang (I) lists 110 titles in 132 works 
printed by the Min and other families in c. 1600-40. 

I 
I 
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Chheng Ta-Yiieh1 (1541-1616) of Hui-chou, was printed in five colours. For the 
first time in Chinese woodcuts it incorporated some Western engraved designs from 
the Bible, and a romanised form of Chinese apparently supplied by Matteo Ricci 
(Fig. I 166).a At about the same time, numerous erotic picture albums in multi
colour were also printed, including the popular Feng Liu Chueh Chhang Thu 2, 

pictures of the gay life and excessive pleasure, made by the famous cutter Huang 1-
Min3 ofHsin-an, and printed with five colours in 1606.b The earliest extant atlas 
printed in colours is probably the Chin Ku ru Ti Thu,4 of 1643, a collection of sixty 
maps showing geographical areas in contemporary and ancient times. Place names 
and boundaries of the Ming period are shown in black, while those of antiquity, 
and the annotations, appear in red.c All these works, however, were printed with 
solid colours without gradations. 

This polychrome technique was advanced to the highest degree of perfection in 
the first part of the 17th century, when many collections of painting, calligraphy, 
and ornamental letter-papers were produced with even more sophisticated pro
cesses. Unlike the previous illustrations with black outlines, the new technique was 
characterised by applying colours to the blocks without outlines but with a variety 
of graded tones. This development reached its peak with the Shih Chu Chai Shu Hua 
PhU,5 a manual of calligraphy and painting from the Ten Bamboo Studio (Fig. 
II90), and the Shih Chu Chai ChienPhu,6 a collection of ornamental letter-paper 
designs from the same studio (Fig. 119 I) both printed in five colours with graded 
tones by Hu Cheng-Yen in Nanking. The first of these two monumental works 
appeared in 1619-33, and the second in 1644 or 1645. 

Hu Cheng-Yen7 (c. 1582-1672) was anativeofHsiu-ning (Hui-chou) in modern 
Anhui, a centre for fine paper, ink, and printing for many centuries. He later lived 
in Nanking, to which many prominent cutters and printers moved from the not far 
distant Hsiu-ning. Hu was a scholar and physician by profession, but became a seal 
carver, painter, calligrapher, letter-paper designer, and printer of artistic talent, 
and his collections included a number of paintings and examples of calligraphy 
from his own hand as well as by some thirty other contemporary artists.d 

His painting manual consisted of about 180 pictorial prints and 140 poems in 
calligraphy, which were grouped under eight categories, including birds, fruits, 
orchids, bamboo, plum blossoms, rocks, paintings in circular fan shape, and 
miscellaneous paintings and calligraphy. Each subject category contained ",oout 
forty examples of painting and calligraphy, each printed on one double-page leaf. 

• K. T. Wu (6), pp. 204-6; PeIliot (28), p. I. 

b This and other erotic albums are described in van Gulik (11). 
, A few copies of this atlas are known to have survived in the Peking Library, the Bibliotheque Nationale, and 

the Library of Congress. 
d Hsiang Ta (6), pp. 39-42. 
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Fig. 1190. A multicolour blockprint of the Ten Bamboo Studio by Hu Cheng·Yen printed in c. + 1627. From 
Shih·Chu-Chai Shu Hua Phu, reproduced by Tschichold (3). 

The categorisation and selection of the pictures showed for the first time in Chinese 
art a systematic approach to the study of painting and calligraphy. 

Before the complete edition of the Shih Chu Chai ShuHua Phu was issued in 1633, a 
few advance editions are known to have been printed. These included one printed 
in 1622, of seventeen pictures of bamboos; one of unknown date on the four noble 
plants (plum blossom, orchid, bamboo, and chrysanthemum), with eight pictures; 
and one on birds printed in 1627, with ten pictures. The Shu Hua Phu was 
apparently a collection of previous works plus new ones printed in or before 1633. 
The earlier editions of this work are extremely rare." 

Hu's collection on ornamental letter papers, the Shih Chu Chai Chien Phu, consists 
of designs of rocks, ritual vessels, landscapes, human figures, and plants and 

a An excellent facsimile reproduction of the first edition of this manual has been made with colour offset by 
Tschichold (3). 
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Fig. 119I. Letter·paper design from the Ten Bamboo Studio, printed with colours and gradation. 
From Shih Chu Chai Chien Phu, facsimile ed. by Jung Pao Chai, 1934-
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flowers. Some of these designs were made, with or without colour, from embossed 
blocks, another Chinese printing invention" The process, known as kung pan1 

(embossed blocks) or kung hua 2 (embossed designs), employed either simple pres
sure on paper to produce the effect of relief from an engraved block, or a: true 
embossing through pressure on paper placed between negative and positive blocks. 
One expert believes it was a process of true embossing with a negative cut from 
short-grained wood;b it is not true, however, that this technique was Hu's creation 
or that his collection of writing-paper designs was the first of its kind. At least two 
other collections of such stationery are known to have been published around or 
before this time. One is the Lo Hsiian Pien Ku Chien Phu 3 (Collection of Letter Papers 
with Antique and New Designs from the Wisteria Pavilion), compiled by Wu Fa
Hsiang4 (hao Lo-hsiian, b. 1578), also from Nanking, and printed in 1626,0 
nineteen years earlier than the one from the Ten Bamboo Studio. The other is 
the Yin Shih Chien Phu 5 (Collection of letter papers from the Yin family), which 
includes embossed designs and is believed to have been printed at about the 
same time. d 

The manual from the Ten Bamboo Studio was instrumental in the publication of 
later works of colour prints. Especially noted is the Chieh Tzu Yuan Hua Chuan6 

(Painting Manual of the Mustard Seed Garden) (Fig. 1192), which was even more 
influential than its predecessor and has enjoyed prestige as a model for beginners in 
brush work for the last three centuries. The Mustard Seed Garden was built in 
Nanking by Li Yii7 (16 I I :-80?), a playwright and prolific writer on many subjects, 
who printed a number of his own books and others under this name. Although he 
wrote a preface to the first series of this manual in 1679, he apparently was a 
sponsor but not the author. It is generally agreed that the first three series of this 
work, parts 2 and 3 of which were pu blished in 170 I, were prepared by his son-in
law, Shen Yin-Yu,s and illustrated by Wang Kai9 and his two brothers Wang Shih10 

and Wang Nieh;ll the fourth series was added by others in 18 I 8, This work is a step
by-step instruction book on how to do paintings oflandscapes (series I); of plum 
blossom, orchid, bamboo, and chrysanthemum (series 2); of birds, insects, and 
flowers (series 3); and of human figures (series 4). This work has been widely 

a Embossed paper first appeared in Europe after the middle of the 18th century, in Germany, and was patented 
in England in 1796; see Stoff (I). 

b Tschichold (3), p. 3. 
, The authorship of this work was mistakenly ascribed to Weng Sung-Nien 1647-1723, whose hao was also Lo

hsiian, when the second volume of an incomplete set was reproduced in the <uhon Sokan, compiled by Omura 
Seigai and printed in Tokyo in 1923. The first volume of the complete set discovered in Shanghai in 1964 contains 
a preface revealing the correct compiler and dating. The subject-matter and embossed designs of this work are 
similar to those of the Ten Bamboo Studio, but it uses outlines for colour and less gradation oftanes; see WWTK, 
1964, no. 7, pp. 7-9; also pp. 262 If. above. 

d This work survives in] apan, and two designs, one of which is embossed, are illustrated in Aoyama Arata (I), 
plate 10; also Nagasawa Kikuya (3), plate 102. 
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Fig. I 192. Birds on fruit tree as illustrated in the Painting Manual qf the Mustard Seed Garden, printed in multicolour, 
c. + 18th century. From Strehlneek (I). 

circulated in China and] apan, with numerous editions reprinted in both countries 
and translation into different languages.a 

(4) POPULARITY OF NEW YEAR P'CTURES 

No other significant works of colour prints are known to have been produced since 
the publication of the painting manual from the Mustard Seed Garden, except 
perhaps for some minor collections of ornamental letter-paper designs and for the 
numerous New Year pictures known as nien hua.5 The New Year festival was the 

a Over two score reprints were produced in China and Japan between the first publication in 1679 and 1937. 
For editions seeA. K. Chiu (I), pp. 55-69; for translations see Petrucd (I) and Sze Mai-Mai (I); for reproduction 
of pictures see Tschichold (5). 
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most important event of the year, and was celebrated throughout the country as an 
extended holiday when people conclude the old year and look forward with new 
hopes and expectations for the coming one. Chinese in all walks of life liked to 
decorate their houses with pictures in bright colours and gay in content, either 
hand-coloured over black outlines or, more often, printed by a multi-colour 
process. The origin of nien hua may be traced back to the use of illustrated seasonal 
calendars, door gods to protect the house, and certain family scenes in paintings, all 
of which appeared in the Thang or earlier. Motifs and content continued to 
develop through the centuries, and this folk art increased in popularity when the 
technique of multi-colour woodcuts was widely applied to printing in the latter 
part of the Ming dynasty.a 

N,ew Year pictures fall into a wide variety of categories. Most popular are those 
reflecting human desires for happiness, prosperity, and longevity, symbolised by 
such figures as the bat, fish, peach, lotus, pomegranate, and peony. Gods of folk 
religion, heroes and heroines, landscapes and scenery, family life and children, 
farming and weaving, and many other topics were represented. One of the earliest 
extant examples is a delicately printed picture ofShou Hsing1 (God of Longevity) 
(Fig. 1193) made in Soochow in 1597.b Soochow, a commercial and industrial city 
in the southeast of China that was most prosperous during the early Chhing period, 
was one of two major centres for the production and distribution of New Year 
pictures. Here, in a street named Thao Hua Wu2, where a villa of this name had 
been built by an artist in 1505, a scenic area was formed during the following 
centuries, and this contained over fifty printing shops by the middle of the 19th 
century. Such pictures as the Wan Nien Chhiao,' or Everlasting Bridge (Fig. 
1194), and the Chhang-men' City Gate, both printed in 1740, reflected the 
prosperous scenes of Soochow during this time.c 

Another major centre was located in Yang-liu-chhing,5 a town near Tientsin, 
where many workshops were established from the end of the 16th century on. It 
had become the largest production and distribution centre by the early part of the 
17th century, when annual production reached twenty million copies. One single 
shop with several hundred cutters and printers produced over a million pictures a 
year, and over sixty workshops were still operating in the middle of the 19th 
century.d Two editions were made, one in the spring and autumn of each year. The 
spring edition was produced at great leisure, with more variety in designs and 
colours and in more refined style. The autumn edition, prepared in haste to meet 

a For the history of the development see A-Ying (2); Kuo Wei·Chhii (I), pp. 182-21 7; JosefHejzlar (I), pp. 
48-51; Pommeranz (I). 

b Reproduced in Aoyama Arata (I), plate 6. 
C Most of the pictures from Soochow survive in Japan, and forty-seven selected samples are reproduced in 

Aoyama Arata (I), plates 15-67; see also A-Ying (2). 
d A-Ying (2), p. 272. 

, Il:!I r~ 
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Fig. 1193. One of the earliest extant New Year pictures, depicting the God of Longevity, printed in 
Soochow in + 1597. From Aoyama Arata (I), pI. 6. 
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Fig. "94. Everlasting Bridge in Soochow as theme of a New Year picture printed in Soochow in + '740. 
From Aoyama Arata (/), pI. ,6. 
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Fig. "95. A New Year picture from Yang-Liu-Chhing depicting ten beauties playing lute and chess, and reading 
and painting, printed by the Tai Lien Tseng Picture Shop established from the + ,8th century. From Chang 
Ying-Hsiieh (/). 

the immediate needs of customers, was more robust in style." With the increasing 
demand for such pictures, many sub-centres were developed throughout the 
country, especially Yang-chia-wu in Shantung, Paoting in Hopei, Chu-hsien
cheng in Honan, Yangchow in Chiangsu, and Fu-shan in Kuangtung. They 
became satellites of the major centres in the north and south, following the general 
style and pattern of their respective parent schools. 

Generally speaking, the northern school inherited the techniques of wood block 
printing ofPhing-yang and Peking and was generally influenced by the style and 
subject-matter of traditional Chinese painting, especially those of the court pain
ters. These themes put more emphasis on folk gods, women and children, scenes 
from the stage, and historical romances (Fig. 1195). The style of cutting was sharp 
and hard, and the work was more decorative with rich colours. On the other hand, 
the Soochow school followed the techniques of colour prints developed in the 
neighbouring areas during the Ming dynasty. The designs were more delicate and 
elegant, with subtler execution, rich decoration, and warm tones. The themes 
included such familiar scenes as children playing with toys or New Year decor
ations often seen in scroll painting. Some Western influence in both technique and 
content is noticeable in the pictures produced in the Chhing period. Both perspect
ive and chiaroscuro are used, and such new scenes as a European opera house (Fig. 
1196) or a locomotive were introduced as decorative art in Chinese homes. As a 
whole, both techniques and contents reflect the life styles and tastes of the people in 
the northern and southern parts of the country . 

• See selected samples in Chang Ying-Hsiieh (/). 
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Fig. II96. European opera house as theme ofa New Year picture, c. + 18th century. from Aoyama Arata (I), 
pI. 27. 
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(h) SPREAD OF PAPER AND PRINTING TO THE WEST 

(I) DEVELOPMENT OF WESTERN KNOWLEDGE OF CHINESE PAPER 

Paper was introduced to Europe·in the middle of the + loth century, manu
factured there from the + 12th century, and used for printing from the middle of 
the + 15th century.a It was a rag paper, which was assumed at the time that it was 
invented by Arabs or by Europeans. b The fact of its true origin in China and 
gradual spread to Europe was not well established until around the turn of the 
present century. This slow recognition was due partly to the indirect transmission 
of the invention from China to the West through an intermediary, and partly to 
confusion about the nature of the material. The relationship between true paper 
and papyrus has been questioned from time to time, and belief in the Western 
origin of paper was discarded only recently. C 

That the Chinese used paper was unknown to Europeans for three centuries after 
it had already been introduced to the West. Only from the beginning of the 13th 
century, when European travellers visited the Eastern parts of the world, did they 
observe the use of paper money in China, although their primary interest was in 
money and not in paper. The earliest report of paper money was made by William 
Ruysbroeck, a missionary who was sent by the king of France to the Mongol 
capital, Karakorum, in 1253-4. After his return to France, he mentioned in 1255 
that the Chinese used a common money made of pieces of cotton paper for their 
business transactions;d the use of paper as a medium of exchange was probably not 
known in Europe prior to this. Ruysbroeck's report was soon adopted by Roger 
Bacon, who mentioned in his Opusmaius (c. 1266) 'a card of mulberry tree on which 
are stamped certain lines.,e However, a more detailed and direct observation 
about paper money was made by Marco Polo during his travels to the East from 
1275 to 1295. He described very briefly the use of mulberry tree bark for papermak
ing, and went into great detail on the processes of making paper money and the 
systems of circulating it, using it in transactions, and replacing it when worn out. f 

Other pre-Renaissance writers of the 14th and early ~ 5th centuries who gave 
similar accounts of the use of paper money in China were the prince of Armenia

l 

Hay ton (1307), the archbishop ofSoltania (c. 1330), the DominicanJ"hn de Cora 
(c. 1330), the Franciscan friar Oderic of Pordenone (c. 1331), the Florentine 
merchant Francisco Balducci Pegolotti (13 I 0-40), and the Venetian emissary 
Josafat Barbaro (I436).g All these early reports primarily expressed surprise that 

a The earliest dates for the use of paper in Europe are given as 950 in Spain and I I02.in Sicily, and for its 
manufacture I Isoin Xativa, Spain, and 1276 in Fabriano, Italy; see Hunter (9), pp. 470-4; also pp. 2g8ff. below. 

b See C. G. Gilroy (I), p. 404; Hoernle (I), pp. 663-4. 
C For the confusion between paper and papyrus and for the theories on the Western origin ofpaper1 see Tsien 

(2), pp. 140-2. 
d Cf. Carter (I), p. I IS, n. 21; Lacb (S), I, p. 34. 
, See R. Bacon (I), tr. B Burke (Oxford, 1928), I, p. 387. 
I For the translation ofa long chapter on paper money, see Yule (I), I, pp. 423-6 . 
• For discussions and quotations of these writers, see Carter (I), p. I IS, n. 21; Lach (S), I, pp. 40-6. 
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the cheapest stuff could be substituted for the most valuable material, but not much 
information about paper itself or its origin in China was revealed by these writers. 
Thus the Renaissance historian Polydore Vergilius (d. 1555) mentioned paper 
made oflinen cloth in his work on inventions, first published in Venice in 149'9, but 
he did not say who invented it or where." 

During the latter part of the 16th century, when paper was already popular in 
Europe, so'me of the travellers who wrote exclusively on China no longer men
tioned paper money, but discussed the materials for making paper and the great 
variety of its uses. Gaspar de Cruz, a Portuguese Dominican who visited China 
briefly in 1556 and published a book on the country in 1569, said that Chinese 
paper was made from the bark of trees, canes, silken rags, and also rags of any 
quality.b He mentioned, too, the uses of paper for different occasions-for sealing 
and authentication, when, for instance, a paper on which the authority's signature 
was written was glued across both the doors or the gates of a city. Again, he 
described its use at festivals, when doors were framed by triumphal paper arches, 
and scaffolds were erected and decorated in paper representing figures, statues, and 
pictures, all very well made, painted, and lighted with candles and lanterns. The 
use of paper at funeral ceremonies also came in for comment, and he explained how 
paper pictures of men and women were hung on cords to help send the dead to 
Heaven, while paper with printed images and cut in various shapes was burnt as 
offerings to the gods. C 

Another missionary, Martin de Rada, a Spanish Augustinian friar who travelled 
to China twice, in 1575 and 1578, reported that Chinese paper was made from the 
inside pith of canes. 'It is very thin, and you cannot easily write on both sides of the 
paper, as the ink runs through.' d He also reported the ceremonial uses of paper and 
the burning of paper money as offerings to the dead. Rada's information was 
generally adopted by Juan Gonzalez de Mendoza, a Spanish Augustinian monk, in 
his best-selling book on China published in 1585, and he added that 'they have 
abundance of paper and it is verie good cheape'. e 

Not until the 17th and 18th centuries was more detailed information about 
Chinese paper and its early invention in China reported. At the beginning of the 
17th century Matteo Ricci, the leader of the Jesuit missionaries to China, wrote 
that the use of paper was much more common in China than elsewhere, and its 
methods of production more diversified. He said that Chinese paper was thinner 
than any made in Europe and that made of cotton fibres was as white as the best 
paper found in the West. f The date of its invention was given by another Jesuit, 
Alvare de Semedo, who wrote around 1640: 'It is now 1800 years since they have 
had the invention of paper, of which is there so many sorts and in so great plenty, 
that I am persuaded, that, in this, China exceeds the whole world; and is exceeded 

a See Polydore Vergil (I), De Rerum Inventoribus, Eng. tr. by Thomas Langley (New York, 1868), p. 67. 
b See tr. Boxer (I), p. 120. ' Ibuf. pp. 97,101, '43, 147,216. 
d See tr. Boxer (I), pp. 295, 306. ' Cr. Mendoza (I), ed. Staunton, I, p. 123. 
r Cr. P. M. d'Elia (2), I, p. 25; also Journal if Matteo Ricei, tr. Gallagher (I), p. 16. 
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by none in the goodness thereo(' He added that paper 'is made of a certain tree, 
which is called in India, Bambu, and in China, Cio [chu 1

], the art in making of it is 
like ours; but the best and whitest is made cotton-cloth.' a Semedo's observation 
of bamboo paper was contemporary with Sung Ying-Hsing's work on Chinese 
technology, published in 1637,b which includes a whole chapter on the making of 
bamboo paper. His tracing of the origin of paper to the -2nd century is certainly 
interesting, because no other writer had ever said that the history of paper could be 
traced back to that early date; only very recently was this made clear when 
vVestern Han paper specimens from close to that date were found. 

Although the Chinese invention of paper had been reported by Jesuit writers, the 
fact was apparently still unknown to the European scholarly community in the 
17th century. A book on inventions, Nlundus mirabilis (Wonderful world), by 
Everhard Happelius, published in VIm in 1689, still said that the inventor of paper 
was unknown but was deserving of the highest honours. 

The story ofTshai Lun may have been known to the Jesuit missionaries because 
it was popular in China and Tshai had become a legendary figure worshipped in 
many public places throughout the country, but not until 1753 was summary of his 
biography published. Then, it appeared in Jean du Halde's multi-volume history 
of China, originally published in Paris. The story says: 

A great mandarin of the palace, whose name was Tshai Lun, invented a better sort of paper 
under the reign of Ho Ti, which was called Tshai hou chi, 2 paper of the Lord Tshai. This 
mandarin made use of the bark of different trees, and of old worn-out pieces of silk and 
hempen cloth, by constant boiling of which matter he brought it to a liquid consistence, and 
reduced it to a sort of thin paste, of which he made different sorts of paper; he also made 
some from knots of silk, which they called flaxen paper. Soon after the industry of the 
Chinese brought these discoveries to perfection, they found out the secret of polishing the 
paper, and giving it a lustre.c 

Reports from missionaries to China in the 18th century contain little information 
on paper, except for one observation that Chinese paper was made from the bark of 
chhu-kou3 [perhaps paper mulberry], which produced fine, white, fibrous, and silky 
fibres, and it was recommended for introduction to France. d V P to the early second 
half of the 19th century, all information on Chinese paper was based primarily on 
L.i.l Halde, whose account seems to have been accepted as the authority on the 
history of Chinese papermaking.e It was not until the discoveries toward the end of 
the 19th and early in this century of paper specimens in Egypt, Tunhuang, and 

a See Semedo (I), p. 34. 
b Thi", Kung Khai Wu; see discussion on pp. 68 If. above. 
C Du Halde (I), Eng. ed., Il, pp. 417-18. 
d See Mimoire.r concernant ['hirtoire, ies sciences, les arts, les moeurJ, les usages, etc. des Chinois par les missionnaires de Pikin 

. .. (15 vols, Paris, N yon, 1776-9 I), vol. Il, p. 295. 
• See citation in De Vinne (I), p. 133, n. I. 
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Chinese Turkestan, and their scientific examination, that the fact of the Chinese 
invention of paper early in the Christian era and its step-by-step migration 
westward to Europe was firmly established! 

(2) TRAVEL OF PAPER WESTWARDS 

Only after paper was perfected as a writing material and became used in daily life 
in China, did it spread in all directions throughout the world. Its introduction to 
other nations occurred in two stages: first by the arrival of paper and paper 
products, later by the adoption of papermaking methods by that nation. From the 
available evidence, it seems that at least one to two centuries were required to 
develop local manufacture after paper products were first introduced. In its 
westward migration, for example, paper was introduced to the Arab world no later 
than the 7th century, but its manufacture there was not begun until the 8th 
century; it reached Europe in the 10th century, but paper mills were not es
tablished there until the 12th. 

It has often been said that the Chinese kept the secret of their knowledge of 
papermaking until a few papermakers were captured by Arabs in the 8th century,b 
but this is certainly not true. c That the westward movement of paper making was 
slow was due primarily to China's geographical and cultural separation rather 
than to secretiveness, for papermaking was learned by China's immediate neigh
bours as soon as they began to have contact with Chinese culture. The introduction 
of paper to Korea and Japan in the northeast and to Indo-China in the southeast 
was early,d even though its migration to the west over the old silk road was slow and 
gradual. As archaeological evidence shows, the closer a country lay to China 
proper, the earlier is paper to be found there. 

The westward migration of paper started with Eastern Turkestan, where it 
crossed the Chinese border from Tunhuang, perhaps in the 3rd century. In the 
Loulan region, paper fragments of the 3rd century were found by Sven Hedin and 
Aurel Stein, and in the Turfan and Kao-chhang area, paper of the 4th and 5th 
centuries was discovered by Prussian and Japanese expeditions early in the 20th 
century, and by Chinese' excavations in more recent years. In the Khotan area, 
paper manuscripts in' Chinese, Tibetan, Sanskrit, and the ancient Khotan lan
guages, dated as 8th century, were found, also by Stein." While some of the paper 
documents may have been brought from China itself to this region, there is 
evidence that paper was manufaCtured locally. Among the documents found in 

• cr. Rocmle (I), pp. 663 If.; also discussions below. 
• Cr. Hunter (9), p. 60. 
, The theory of Chinese secrecy about papermaking must have been based on the fact that it was a secret early 

in Europe, where paper-mill owners sometimes required an oath ofloyalty of factory workers to guard the secrets 
of the craft against possible competitors, or applied for a patent for monopoly of raw materials as well as the 
manufacture of paper; see Hunter (9), pp. 233-4, and discussions on pp. 302 If. below. 

d cr. below, pp. 3191f. 
, For discoveries of early paper specimens, see Conrady (5), pp. 93, 99, 10 I; Schindler (4), p. 225; Stein (I 1),1, 

pp. 135, 271; and a summary in Tsien (I), pp. 142-5. 
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Turfan in 1972, one dated to 620 bears the name ofa papermaker, chih shih Wei 
Hsien Nul, along with names of administrative officers of Kao-chhang. Again, 
an~ther piece has a message about sending prisoners to work in paper factories, 
which must therefore have been operated locally. After studies by Chinese scientists 
of a score of paper documents discovered in recent years, it is believed that some 
papers in this region were made locally no later than the beginning of the 5th 
century." As to the Tibetan manuscripts mentioned earlier, it was learned that the 
raw fibre is not native to Sinkiang and may have been imported from Tibet.b 

Paper probably moved farther westwards to the Arab world before the 7th 
century. Trade and other contacts between Arabs and Chinese furnished opportu
nities for the Arabs to know paper quite early, and such Arabic words as kagaz for 
paper and its equivalent qirtas, which is found in the Koran, are believed to be of 
Chinese origin.c As early as 650 Chinese paper was imported to Samarkand, but it 
was a rare article used exclusively for important documents,d and it is generally 
believed that its manufacture in the Arab world was not begun until the middle of 
the 8th century. It is also said that in the battle on the banks of the Talas River in 
75 I, when the allied Turkic-Tibetan forces routed the Chinese army ofKao Hsien
Chih2 and captured the prisoners, among them were various craftsmen, including 
papermakers, who were taken to Samarkand to start paper manufacture. e 

Abundant crops of hemp and flax and the water supply from irrigation canals 
provided the natural resources for the paper industry at Samarkand, and manufac
ture grew; not only was the local demand filled, but 'paper of Sa mark and' became 
an important article of commerce. f 

From Samarkand the paper industry soon passed to Baghdad, where a second 
paper mill was established by Chinese workmen around 794. As well as a religious 
and cultural centre ofIslam (Fig. 1197), Baghdad was then one of the richest cities 
of the world, and from this time, paper replaced parchment as the major writing 
material; the Arabian supply of the European market continued until the 15th 
century.g Another papermaking centre in Western Asia was established at 
Damascus, which supplied paper known in Europe as charta daniascena, as well as 
products of its other handicrafts, for many centuries. Another Syrian town, 

a Phan Chi-Hsing (/0), pp. 137-8, 188. 
• Stein (II), I, p. 426. 
, Hirth said the Arabic word kaghid for paper can be traced to the Chinese term ku-chih,2 paper-mulberry paper. 

S. Mahd!hassan (49), ~p. 148ff, says'kaga~ and qirtas are synonymous, meaning paper primarily and document 
secondanly, and that qzrtas represents an earlier borrowing. 

d Cr. Laufer (I), p. 559. 
, While the Arabic source says that paper was brought to Samarkand by Chinese prisoners, the Chinese history 

records the battle without mention ofpapermakers as prisoners. In an account by Tu Huan,3 who was one of the 
pr~soners and who .returned to China in 762, he mentioned several names of weavers, gold- and silversmiths, and 
pamters among prIsoners, but no papermakers; see his Ching Hsing Chi' (HLW), p. 2h; tr. Pelliot (32). 

Cr. H. ·Beveridge (I), pp. 160-4; also Carter (I), p. 134, citing the statement by the Arabian writer Th'alibi of 
the I I th century. 

g Yao Chhung-Wu (I), p. 82. 
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Fig. 1197. Drawing ofa + 13th-century Persian library at Hulwan near Bagdad in ancient Persia. 

Bambyn, also was known for its paper, which was mistakenly thought to have been 
made of cotton or bombycina." 

Paper migrated from Asia to Africa in the 9th century, and gradually replaced 
papyrus as the major writing medium. The content of the Rainer collection in 
Vienna, which includes some 12,500 documents in papyrus and paper, indicates 
that all documents before +800 were written on papyrus; after that, the later the 
date the more paper was used.b Towards the end of the 19th century, paper was 
evidently more popular than papyrus, and was also used for wrapping; rags 
became treasured as the raw material. Toward the middle of the loth century, 
paper entirely displaced papyrus as writing material, as in China it had replaced 
bamboo and wood since the + 3rd century. The northwest coast of Africa became 
familiar with paper probably in the 9th or loth century, following the Arab 
conquest of Morocco, where the capital, Fez, became a centre of paper making. But 
Fez lay in the strategic area that marked the struggle between the Arabs and the 
Spanish, and it was from this region that paper was introduced to Europe.

c 

Paper could have entered Europe by two different routes: one through Spain, the 
other by way of Italy. Documentary evidence shows that Spain was the first 
European country to have it for writing as well as to develop a flourishing paper 
industry. With the Arab conquest of the Iberian peninsula, paper appeared in 

a The name charta bambycina, paper of Barn by x, was corrupted to charta bombycina, paper of cotton. In 1887 this 
description was proved incorrect by]. Karabacek and]. Wiesner through scientific analyses. 

b Cf. Carter (I), pp. 135-6. 
, Cf. Blum (I), pp. 24ff.; Yao Chhung-Wu (I), p. 84· 
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Spain no later than the 10th century, and a manuscript of the loth century found in 
Santo Domingo is said to be one of the earliest examples of paper there; it is made of 
heavy, long-fibred linen rags and sized with starch, and thus similar to Arabian 
papers. The Moors introduced its manufacture there, probably early in the 12th 
century, and one old manuscript dating from 1129 was written on paper as well as 
parchment; the paper is believed to have been either imported to or made in 
Spain. a The first Spanish paper mills were established in the city ofXativa, which 
was famous for its flax, and an Arab traveller wrote in I ISO that paper manu
factured there was better than any from elsewhere in the civilised world; it was 
sent to both East and West. b The early mills were operated by Arabs, but after the 
Christian conquest by local people, and the first paper factory run by Christians 
was built in I 157 in Vidalon near the French border. Many Spanish] ews were also 
skilled in this craft, and after the conquest of the kingdom of Valencia, ] ewish 
papermakers continued to work there, though a tax was levied on their product. c 

Paper entered Italy not from other European nations but from the Arab world, 
perhaps from Damascus by way of Constantinople and Sicily. Appearing as early 
as the 12th century, several old Italian manuscripts still exist which show the early 
use of paper in Italy, while it is known to have been prohibited for official use in 
122 I; indeed, a legal ruling in Sicily stated that documents written on paper would 
have no authority_d All paper referred to must have been imported, since none was 
manufactured locally until more than a century later. 

The earliest paper mill known to have been established in Italy is the one at 
Fabriano in 1268-76, which still continues in operation today. Originally it was a 
most important source of fine rag paper, and several innovations arose there. Its 
pulp was made of short fibres thoroughly ground with metal beaters, the paper was 
sized with an animal glue, and watermarks with crosses and circles were introduced 
in 1282." All these factors contributed to the excellence of the Fabriano paper, and 
were soon adopted by other European papermakers, especially at paper mills 
established in other cities in Italy, which included Bologna (1293), Cividale, 
Padua, and Genoa. As a result by the time the 14th century had dawned, Italian 
paper surpassed, in production and quality, that from Spain and Damascus. 

In France, paper was probably introduced from neighbouring towns in Spain, 
for there was a close affinity between the two countries. Spanish paper was used in 
France at the beginning of the 13th century, but French papermaking started in 
the 14th, for a mill is known to have been established near Troyes in 1348, and 
others were set up at Essonnes, Saint-Pierre, Saint-Cloud, and Toiles between 1354 
and 1388. f However, a legend relates that] ean Montgolfier was captured by Turks 
during the second Crusade and put to work at a paper mill, from which he escaped 
and returned to Europe in 1157. His grandsons, it was said, established several 

a cr. Carter (I), p. 139, n. I I. 
, Cr. Blum (I), pp. 28-9. 
, Blum (I), pp. 32; Hunter (9), pp. 301-7. 

b Ibid. p. 136, citing a statement by EI-Edrisi. 
d Ibid. pp. 22-3. 
r Blum (I), pp. 32-3. 
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Fig. Ilg8. Papermill established by Ulman Stromer at Nuremberg, c. + '390. 

paper mills at Ambert in the Auvergne, and certainly this became an important 
centre for papermaking in the middle of the 14th century. a 

Germany used paper early in the 13th century, mostly imported from Italy, and 
manufacture was not begun there until the end of the 14th century, when a mill was 
established by Ulman Stromer (Fig. 1198), who, apparently, had learned the trade 
from Italians, two of whom collaborated with him in setting up his mill in 
Nuremberg in 1390.b Stromer used theletterS as the watermark of his products, 
and it was his mill which, in 1391, suffered the first labour strike in the paper 
industry.c It was around this time that the demand for paper increased due to 
woodblock printing being introduced to Nuremberg, and rose more rapidly still 
after the introduction of typography in the middle of the next century (Fig. 1199). 

In the Netherlands, paper is known to have been used in 1322; the oldest paper 
found in Dutch archives is dated to 1346 and has been preserved at the Hague. d A 
paper mill is said to have existed in 1428, but the industry was not well established 
until 1586, when two noted papermakers were authorised to manufacture the 

• Hunter (9), p. 473; Kagitci (I), pp. 7-8. 
b Blum (I), p. 33. ' Hunter (g), p. 234. d Ibid. p. 474. 
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Fig. "99. Earliest picture of papermaking in Europe. This woodcut by Jost Amman printed in Frankfurt in 
+ 1568 shows tools and processes remarkably similar to those used by early Chines"1'apermakers, cf. Figs. '07'-2. 
From Hunter (5). 

product near Dordrecht. The Eighty-Years War of 1568-1648 resulted in the 
migration of many craftsmen to Amsterdam, which had become an international 
trade centre by the close of the 16th century, and improved paper production after 
the important invention in + 1680 of the Hollander beater for the maceration of 
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raw materials" Switzerland was content to import most of its paper from Italy and 
France until the middle of the I.5th century, but then the proceedings of Church 
councils required a large amount of paper for record-keeping, and a paper mill was 
established in Basel in 1433; many others then followed in the same area, whIch 
became a papermaking centre. 

In England, paper is known to have been used for written transactions at the 
beginning of the 14th century, much later than on the continent. Itmust have been 
imported, perhaps from Spain, for as late as 1476, the famous early printer William 
Caxton at first used only papers imported from the Low Countries.b However, a 
paper mill was established before 1495 by John Tate in Hertfordshire, and another 
by Thomas Thirlby at Fen Ditton in 1557, though the best known of the early mills 
was the one set up in 1588 at Dartford in Kent, by Sir John Spilman. Spilman was a 
jeweller to Queen Elizabeth, and he managed to obtain a patent in 1589 that gave 
him a monopoly throughou t the kingdom for collecting all kinds of rags for making 
white writing paper.c Towards the end of the 17th century, some one hundred 
paper mills were operating in England.d 

Paper did not reach certain other parts of Europe until the latter part of the 15th 
century. The first mill in Poland was established in Crakow in 149 I, with others in 
Wilno (1522) and in Warsaw (1534)" Paper may have reached Russia early, but 
the first mill there was not established until 1576, and workmen were recruited 
from Germany when an extensive mill was set up in 1712. By 180 I, there were some 
twenty-three mills operating in the Russian Empire. f 

Paper reached the New World probably in company with the early explorers in 
the late 15th or early 16th century. 'Paper books doubled together in folds like 
Spanish cloth' were mentioned by Juan de Grijalva who arrived in San Juan de 
Ulna in + 15 I 8.g These were probably a kind of quasi-paper made by beating fig or 
mulberry tree bark that had been used by the Mayas and Aztecs for writing. hThe 
manufacture of true paper was introduced to America by European papermakers 
in the latter part of the 16th century, when a twenty-year concession was granted 
by the Spanish court in + 1575 to two papermakers to 'manufacture paper in New 
Spain'. In + 1580 they set up a mill at Culhuacan near Mexico City,i the first to be 
built on the American continent. 

Paper used in colonial America north of Mexico was imported from Europe, 
mostly from the continent, before being locally manufactured in the late 17th 
century, when the first mill in northern North America was built in 1690 near 
Germantown, Philadelphia, by a German immigrant, William Rittenhouse, who 
had learned the craft in his native country. Only two years after his arrival in 
Philadelphia Rittenhouse, with a group of others in the German settlement, started 
paper manufacture. At the beginning of the 18th century two other mills were 

• Cf. Hunter (9), p. 483. b Ibid. p. 476. 'Ibid. p. 480. 
d Ibid. p. 48+ ' Ibid. p. 477- f Ibid. pp. 479, 485. 
, See the expedition of Juan de Grijalva in Diaz del Castello (I), Eng. tr. A. P. Mandslay, I, p. 162. 
h See discussion of huun and amatl in Hunter (9), pp. 25-9. 
I Ibid. p. 479. 
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established in Pennsylvania: one in 17 IQ by William de Wees, a relative of 
Rittenhouse who probably learned the craft at his mill; another, the Ivy Mill, 
in 1729 by Thomas Willcox, an English immigrant, at Chester Creek near 
Philadelphia." Many workers from Willcox's mill later established their own mills 
for the manufacture of paper in neighbouring areas. 

The paper produced at the Ivy Mill supplied the growing printing and publish
ing activities in Pennsylvania and New York. One of those much involved with it 
was Benjamin Franklin, who though primarily a printer was also interested in the 
development of the American paper industry and in improving papermaking 
methods. He presented an essay on this subject, criticising the European method of 
making large sheets of paper by pasting small sheets together and burnishing the 
joints with an agate or flint. He described the Chinese manner of making sheets as 
large as twenty feet by six feet, by two workmen, who dried these upon the flat, 
inclined sides of a heated kiln, making a remarkably smooth surface. After a 
detailed description of the Chinese method, Franklin concluded: 'Thus the great 
sheet is obtained, smooth and sized, and a number of the European operations 
saved.'b 

In Canada, paper was imported primarily from the United States and Europe, 
before its first paper mill was established in 1803 at St Andrews, Quebec, by Waiter 
Ware from Massachusetts. A little later, another was built in 1819 by R. A. 
Holland at Bedford Basin, near Halifax, C the increasing need for large quantities of 
paper for printing newspapers probably being the incentive for this local produc
tion of paper. This was true, too, in Australia, where the first paper mill was 
established near Melbourne in I 868.d By this time, papermaking had completed its 
journey from China to every corner of the world. 

(3) INTRODUCTION OF PRINTING TO THE WEST 

The travel of paper from China westwards to Europe by way of the Arab world can 
be traced step by step, but the spread of printing, on the other hand, is not so clear. 
Such information available indicates that it might have taken the same route to the 
West overland by way of the silk road or by sea, though at a much later date than 
paper. Printing appeared in Central and Western Asia as well as in Africa before it 
was known in Europe, while printed matter, including playing cards, printed 
textiles, woodcuts, and books printed from wood blocks, is known to have existed in 
Europe before Gutenberg. Although no direct relationship has yet been established 
betWeen European typography and Chinese printing, a number of theories in 
favour of the Chinese origin of the European techniques have been advanced. 
Some of them are based on early references, others on the circumstantial evidence 

• See Hunter (9), pp. 274-6. 
b 'Description of the process to be observed in making large sheets of paper in the Chinese manner, with one 

smooth surface,' in Transactions oJ the American Philosophical Society (Philadelphia, 1793), pp. 8-1 O. 

, Hunter (9), pp. 526, 539. d Hunter (9), p. 568. 
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that close contact between the East and West, especially during the Mongol 
conquest, provided a Chinese background for the European invention of 
typography. 

In a way similar to the migration of paper to the West, printing probably first 
crossed the northw~stern border of China to reach Eastern Turkestan. This region, 
known as Turfan, was occupied by Turkic people from the + 6th century and came 
under Chinese domination a hundred years later. In the middle of the +8th 
century, however, the area was conquered by the Uighurs, a Turkic tribe, which 
established an empire that lasted almost five hundred years, until they submitted to 
the Mongols at the beginning of the 13th century. During the Uighur period, 
Turfan was a place where many religions and cultures mingled, as discoveries by 
Prussian, Japanese and Chinese expeditions during this century of documents in 
seventeen different languages, and other cultural relics testify.a The documents 
found are mostly religious texts and commercial papers, including many examples 
of block printing in Uighur, Chinese, Sanskrit, Tangut, Tibetan, and Mongol, and 
correspond to the languages found in the Tunhuang documents. 

The Uighur prints are all translations of Buddhist works in the Sogdian alphabet 
with occasional introductory matter by Uighur scholars. What is so interesting is 
that some of the books have titles and page numbers in Chinese characters (Fig. 
1200), indicating that the blocks must have been carved or printed by Chinese 
craftsmen who used the characters for identification in handling and binding. The 
Chinese books also are Buddhist sutras printed in large characters and bound 
mostly in the folded format, with some in rolls as was the fashion in China. A 
Sanskrit sutra in Lantsa script, probably from the + 13th century, has been found 
too; it is in the pothi form with two long, narrow sheets pasted together. Also 
included are Tibetan charms contained in hollow clay Buddhist figures, Mongol 
prints in the 'Phags-pa script, woodcut pictures, and some materials in the Tangut 
language. The Tangut people established an empire from the + r Ith through to 
the early + 13th century in northwestern China, bordering Turfan, and used both 
blocks and movable type extensively for printing.b 

Both movable-type prints in Uighur and block-printing from the Turfan area 
have also been discovered on other occasions. The Chinese expeditions in 1928-30 
found three additional printed fragments of Buddhist texts in Chinese, two of which 
are written on the back of the paper in the Uighur language and bear a Chinese seal 
in red. C Also a font of several hundred wooden type for the Uighur language (Fig. 
1201), dating to about +1300, was discovered in Tunhuang.d This shows that 

• The items found by Albert Grunwedel and Albert von LeCoq of the Prussian group in the Turfan basin in 
1902-7 were kept in the Museum fUr Volkerkunde, Berlin, and are said to have been partly destroyed during 
World War 11. For a more detailed description of documents from the Turfan region, see von LeCoq (1), p. 62; 
Carter (1), pp. 141-6; Huang Wen-Pi (2). 

b For the Tangut printing, see Goodrich (29), pp. 64-5; also pp. 169 If. above. 
, The Chinese findings are included in a report by Huang Wen-Pi (2). 
d The Uighur type were found by Paul Pelliot in Ig07; cf. Carter (1), pp. 146-7,218. A recent report says the 

set can no longer be located. 
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(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

Fig. 1200. Printing in non-chinese languages, c. + 1300, found in Turfan, bears features in Chinese. (a) Buddhist 
text in Sanskrit but titles and collation in Chinese characters on the right side. (b) Buddhist SU/Ta in Uigur with 
Chinese page number on the left margin. (c) A sutra in 'Phags-pa' script with pagination in Chinese characters at 
the centre folding line. Museum fur Volkerkunde, Berlin. 
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Fig. 1201. Wooden types and impression ofUigur scripts, c. + 1300, found at Tunhuang. From Carter (I). 

conversion from block printing to movable type is natural for an alphabetic 
language such as Uighur, and not only European languages. 

The introduction of printing farther to the west was probably accomplished by 
the Uighurs during the Mongol period. After the Mongol conquest of Turfan, a 
great number of Uighurs were recruited into the Mongol army; Uighur scholars 
served as Mongol brains, and Uighur culture became the initial basis of Mongol 
power. If there was any connection in the spread of printing between Asia and the 
West, the Uighurs who used both block printing and movable type had good 
opportunities to play an important role in this introduction. 

The Mongol conquests incorporated Persia into an empire of which the capital 
was in China. Thus the Chinese cultural impact on Persia was manifest during the 
middle of the 13th and the early part of the 14th century. It was here that printing 
in China was first reported in literary works and was first used in western Asia. As is 
generally known, paper money was printed in Tabriz in 1294, exactly following the 
Chinese system, and even the Chinese word cMao l for money was adopted, and 
subsequently incorporated, into the Persian vocabulary. a Although this monetary 
system did not last long in Persia, the wood carvers who had been employed for the 
enterprise may have been engaged in printing other material not known to us. 

The earliest description of the methods of Chinese printing in any literature was 
given by a Persian scholar-official, Rashid-eddin, prime minister under the 
Mongol ruler Ghazan Khan, who took ten years, from 1301 to 131 I, to complete a 
history of the world, that included a description of the reproduction and distri
bu tion of Chinese books. Rashid said that when any book was desired, a copy was 
made by a skilful calligrapher on tablets and carefully corrected by proof-readers 
whose names were inscribed on the back of the tablets. The letters were then cut out 

a See Laufer (I), pp. 559-60. 

l~ 
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by expert engravers, and all pages of the books consecutively numbered. When 
completed, the tablets were placed in sealed bags to be kept by reliable persons, and 
if anyone wanted a copy of the book, he paid the charges fixed by the government. 
The tablets were then taken out of the bags and imposed on leaves of paper to 
obtain the printed sheets as desired. In this way, alterations could not be made and 
documents could be faithfully transmitted. a A few years later the same description 
of Chinese printing was incorporated into a work by an Arab author.b Thus the 
Chinese method of printing, including the various steps of transcribing, proof 
reading, cutting blocks, printing, and distribution, were for the first time carefully 
recorded. C 

Despite the fact that the Islamic religion did not favour printing, some fifty pieces 
of printed matter, believed to have been made between +900 and + 1350, were 
found in Egypt toward the end of the 19th century.d These are all fragments of 
Islamic prayers, charms, and texts from the Koran in old Egyptian script (Fig. 
1202). Except for one in red, they are printed on paper in black ink, though not by 
pressure but by rubbing with a brush in a way similar to the Chinese method." 
Judging from the materials used, the religious nature of the documents, and the 
printing techniques used, experts believe that these printed specimens are 
connected with printing in China and Central Asia rather than an independent 
development. f The time of the transmission to Egypt is uncertain, but scholars 
incline to a comparatively late date, after the time printing in China had begun to 
travel across Turkestan to the Arab world during the Mongol conquest. It could 
have been introduced through Persia or by travellers or traders on other routes, 
since Chinese intercourse with North Africa was very close in the early part of the 
+ 14th century.g 

After the submission of the Uighurs in 1206, theJurchens and Koreans in 1231, 
and the Persians in 1243, the Mongol army moved farther north to overrun Russia 
in 1240 and to invade Poland again in 1259 and Hungary in 1283. They thus 
reached the border of Germany where block printing a-ppeared not long after the 
climax of the Mongol conquests. Along with the military expansion, commercial, 
diplomatic, and cultural relations developed between Europe and Mongol China 
during the 13th and early 14th centuries; overland highways connecting China, 

a Cf. tr. by E. G. Browne (I), pp. 102-3. 
b Garden of the Intelligent by Abu Sulayman Da-ud of Banakati, written in 1317, tr. Browne (I), pp. 100-2. 
, The methods of Chinese printing had never been recorded by any Chinese writer until modern times. This 

description by Rashid-eddin, although brief, is probably the earliest record of the techniques of Chinese printing 
in any language including Chinese. 

d Over 100,000 items of documents in ten different languages, dating from the -4th to the + 14th century, on 
papyrus, parchment, and paper, excavated in the ruins of an ancient city in Egypt, are kept in the Erzherzog 
Rainer Collection of the Austrian National Library in Vienna, and additional prints are in Heidelberg, Berlin, 
and Cairo; see Carter (I), pp. 176-8, 181 n. l. 

• A Hebrew block print from the late + 14th century has recently been found and studied at the Taylor
Schechter Genizah Collection of the Cambridge University Library. It is believed that the Jews of Egypt might 
also have adopted the method of block printing used by the Egyptians at the time. I am grateful to Dr L. C. 
Goodrich for calling my attention to the report in The Jewish Week, 8 Oct. 1982, p. 26. 

r cr discussion in Carter ( I), pp. 179-80. 
• Cf. the travels ofIbn Batuta (d. 1338) in Yule (2), IV, pp. 1-166; also Duyvenduk (8). 
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Fig. 1202. Printed fragment of Koran in Egyptian, c. early + lOth century, found at EI-Fayyum. Eroheroog 
Rainer Collection, Austrian National Library, Vienna. 

Persia, and Russia were built to help the flow of increased traffic in the way of 
couriers, caravans, craftsmen, and envoys. In 1245 an embassy was sent to the 
Mongol court by the Pope, who received in reply a letter with a seal carved by a 
Russian in Chinese characters and impressed in red (Fig. 1203). a Soon after, in 
1248 and 1253, two other embassies were sent by the King of France and, as we 
have seen, one of the envoys, William Ruysbroeck, was the first European to report 
on the use of paper money in China. The same practice, described by Marco Polo 
in the record of his travels, was somewhat later, but after Polo left China in 1294, 
John of Monte Corvino, a Roman Catholic missionary, was sent there by the Pope, 
and stayed for over thirty years until his death in 1328. He and other mi~':onaries 
worked in Peking, Fukien, and Yangchow, building churches, learning the 
language, translating the Bible, and preparing religious pictures as aids to 
preaching Christianity. b Since the printing of Buddhist pictures was very common 

a Carter (I), pp. 159-60. The seal of state, measuring 15 cm. square, bears inscriptions reading: 'Hu Kuo An 
Min Chih Pao'l (Emblem for Protection of the State and Pacification of the People). 

• Roman Catholic tomb tablets dated to 1332 from Chhuanchow, Fukien and to 1342 and 1344 from 
Yangchow, Chiangsu were recently found, indicating a sizable European community in China under t~e M~ngol 
fule, with Catholic converts estimated at 30,000 to 100,000 at the time; see Rouleau (I), pp. 346 fr.; HSla N al (7), 
pp. 532 If. 
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Fig. 1203. Impression of the Seal of State in Chinese characters on a letter of + 1289 from the Mongol ruler in 
Persia to the King of France, 15 cm. square. From Carter (I). 

in China before and during this time, the use of this simple and convenient method 
for reproducing the translated Bible and religious pictures would have been 
natural. As these materials were required in large numbers of copies for circulation 
both among Chinese Christians and also among non-converts, it would be 
surprising if they were not printed. If they were, then the sudden appearance of 
religious prints and block books in Europe in the early 14th century can be 
reasonably explained. a 

Before the use of typography in Europe in the middle of the 15th century, various 
kinds of printed matter were already there, as early perhaps as a century or more 
before Gutenberg. There were playing cards, printed textiles, prints of religious 
images, and block books, all of which involved the use of wood blocks for 
duplication. Among these, playing cards were one of the earliest examples of block 
printing to appear in Europe, doubtless because of their early and widespread use 
in the East. For card games were played in China before the +9th century, at the 
time when books were evolving from paper rolls to paged form,b and they spread 
over much of the Asian continen t before the Crusades. Pro ba bl y they were brought 
to Europe by the Mongul armies, traders, and travellers, some time in the early 
14th century (Fig. 1204),C references to their earliest appearance being 1377 in 
Germany and Spain, 1379 in Italy and Belgium, and 1381 in France. d Because card 
games were played in all sectors of society, their popularity demanded the 
reproduction of playing cards in great quantity, though the craze for gambling 

a The close resemblance in techniques and appearances between European and Chinese block printing is 
further discussed below, pp. 313 If. 

• See discussion of playing cards in China on pp. 131 If. above. 
, Blum (2), p. 43; De Vinne (I), p. 108. 
d An Italian writer, Valere Zani, of the 17th century said that Venice was the first European city in which 

Chinese cards were known; cf. Carter (I), p. 192 n. 24. 
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Fig. 1204. Chinese playing cards, c. + 1400, found near Turfan. 9.5 x 3,5 cm. 
Museum fur Volkerkunde, Berlin. 

resulted in their prohibition on economic and moral grounds by government and 
religious authorities. 

The earliest playing cards were manufactured in various forms and in different 
ways: by painting, by printing outlines to be filled in with colour by hand or with 
stencils, or by printing from wood blocks or copper engravings. The more 
expensive ones were printed from a master engraved in intaglio. A recent study 
reveals that Gutenberg had a major role in the early development of copper 
engraving to make masters for producing playing cards, because it is suggested that 
when fin: :lcial disaster forced the closing of his Mainz workshcp, the figures 
originally intended for decoration of the 42-line Bible were used to print c~rds 
instead! Although critics have. questioned whether cards exerted any tanglble 
influence on the art of printing, b the association between printing books and 
playing cards does suggest a close relationship between the two. 

. Printing on textiles has generally been considered one of the forerunners of 

a After comparing some of the designs on playing card ~ith those in the.42-line Bible, ,Lehmann-Haupt (2), p. 
3, says that the designs of the masters were developed by artIsts connect~d WIth Gutenberg s workshop, but that the 
mechanical means for the multiplication were made by Gutenberg hImself. 

b See Laufer's review of Carter in JAOS 47 (1927), p. 76. 
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printing on paper. Since the method is identical, the transfer from one material to 
the other is simple, since textile printers and the early block printers in Europe were 
closely connected. Professional wood carvers could of course, be employed for 
printing on any material." The technique of carving blocks for printing on textiles 
was in fact exactly the same as that for paper. The same kind of wood was chosen, 
the transfer of design from paper to block, the manner of cutting in relief, and 
of placing cloth on the block and pressing it with a burnisher or pad stuffed with 
horsehair were all the same. If a piece of paper is substitu ted for a piece offabric, the 
result is printed paper.b 

The earliest specimens of printed textiles extant in Europe are those from France 
and Germany dating back to the + 6th or + 7th century, even earlier than those 
from Tunhuang and Turfan.c However, a recent discovery of silk fabrics at Ma
Wang-Tui, Chhangsha, indicating printing on textiles of a set of continuous 
patterns, goes back as early as the - 2nd century.d Whether European textile 
printing was influenced by the Chinese is not clear, but some patterns of Chinese 
origin, borrowed by Persian weavers, are said to have been transmitted to Western 
Europe, and certainly many Chinese decorative motifs had been successfully 
copied by European makers of figured fabrics before 1500.e 

Religious pictures and block books provide the closest examples of printing 
before Gutenberg. Similar in nature, and differing only in format, when single 
sheets of image prints were collected together, they naturally evolved into book 
form. The image prints were first produced in southern Germany and Venice and 
gradually spread over most of central Europe between 1400 and 1450.f Their 
subject-matter is exclusively religious, including pictures of certain sacred 
personalities or representations of biblical stories with legends in Latin engraved at 
the foot of the sheet or in cartouches proceeding from the mou ths of the principal 
figures.g 

Most of the several hundred image prints still in existence are undated, but they 
are believed to have been produced during the latter part of the 14th and early part 
of the 15th centuries. Although a few have some artistic merit, most of the pictures 
are crude in style and workmanship. They were printed in outline and filled in with 
colour by hand or by stencil, but all the same they may possibly have some 
connection with Chinese printing,h since the use of block prints for Buddhist 
pictures had long been practised in China. Many such single-sheet prints with 
Buddhist figures and legends were discovered in Tunhuang, and printing of tens of 
thousands of such pictures on silk and paper are recorded in literary sources. i Then, 

a De Vinne (I), pp. 107-8, cites an expert opinion that engravers made blocks to print cards, images, and other 
printed matter such as wallpaper; cf. also Carter (I), p. 197. 

b Cr. Blum (2), p. 50. 'Cr. Carter (I), pp. 194-5. d See KKTH, 1979 (no. 5), p. 474. 
, Cf. Lach (5), n: I, pp. 96-7; n:3, p. 405. r Cr. De Vinne (I), p. 75. 
g Cr. description of individual specimens in De Vinne (I), pp. 69-87. . 
h Ibid. pp. 75-6, says the Chinese origin of image prints was suggested, but there were no early specImens to 

offer as evidence; cr. also Carter (I), p. 206. 
i cr. discussion on pp. 158 If. above. 
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Fig. 1205. The Book of Kings, a block-printed book of Europe with illustrations above and text below, printed on 
one side of the leaf with brownish ink, 18 x 21 cm., similar to the format of religious sheets and illustrated books 
printed in China. 

in the 14th century when European missionaries were sent to China, they made 
use, it is said, of religious pictures for distribution to the ignorant. It is possible, 
therefore, that these old practices for religious propagation in China were 
borrowed for similar purposes in another land. 

At first, each picture was printed on a single sheet, or sometimes pictures were 
paired on one sheet, but later, some were pasted back to back or printed on both 
sides of the paper and gathered into books. The block prints that have been 
preserved include some containing pictures with text (Fig. 1205) and some having 
pictures alone; only very few have text alone. They were prepared not by priests or 
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in monasteries, but by independent printers who sometimes also produced playing 
cards, image prints, and even textiles. The demand for block printed books was 
probably very great, as the few such books still in existence are known to have been 
published in numerous editions, a and their production continued after typography 
came into fashion. This was probably because block books were familiar to users 
throughout Europe, they cost less to produce, and block carvers were there to 
continue their traditional way of business until their generation passed away. 

The close resemblance between the early block books of Europe and those of 
China is probably the most convincing evidence that European printers followed 
Chinese models. Not only were the methods of cutting, printing, and binding 
similar, but also the materials and the manner in which they were used. It is stated 
that the wood used in European xylography was cut parallel with the grain in flat 
blocks. Moreover, the material to be printed was transferred from paper to the 
woodblock on which it was fastened with rice paste, two pages were engraved on 
one block, water-based ink was used, the impressions were taken by means of 
friction on one side of thin paper, and the double pages were put together two by 
two with the blank sides folded inside. b All these procedures were not only exactly 
the same as the Chinese methods, but were contrary to prevailing European 
practice. The European method was usually to cut wood across the grain, to 
employ oil-based inks, to print on both sides of the paper, and to use pressure rather 
than rubbing. C 

Robert Curzon, Baron de la Zouche (18 I 0-73) ,has said that the European and 
Chinese block books are so precisely alike, in almost every respect, that 'we must 
suppose that the process of printing them must have been copied from ancient 
Chinese specimens, brought from that country by some early travellers, whose 
names have not .been handed down to our times'.d -Since all the technical processes 
are of Chinese rather than European tradition, it seems that the European block 
printers must not only have seen Chinese samples, but perhaps had been taught by 
missionaries or others who had learned these un-European methods from Chinese 
printers during their residence in China. 

(4) CHINESE BACKGROUND OF EUROPEAN PRINTING 

While Chinese paper was mentioned by European travellers as early as the 13th 
century, the art of printing in China was not clearly recorded in European 
literature until some three centuries later. Only after the accomplishments of 
Gutenberg and other printers became known in the middle of the 16th century, did 
European writers begin to record the invention and look into the origins of 

• De Vinne (I), p. 194. 
b Cf. Ibid. pp. 119-20,203; Isaiah Thomas (I), pp. 75-6; also see pp. 222 If. above. 
, Cf. De Vinne (I), pp. 83-4, 203. 
d Cf. Curzon (2), p. 23; also cited in Yule (I), p. 139. 
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printing.' The fact that printing was used in China several centuries before it was in 
Europe was acknowledged by historians and other writers, who also offered the 
opinion that European printing was influenced by the Chinese, and although none 
of their theories have been substantiated further, neither have they been disproved. 
On the other hand, these earlier opinions have provided some incentive for later 
scholars to try to trace possible Chinese connections with European printing, and 
while no concrete proof has yet been presented, circumstantial evidence is strong. 
Today, even one who believes that printing in Europe in the 15th century was 'an 
altogether independent outgrowth of its own times and conditions', has 
acknowledged that 'Europeans in their varied contacts with the Orient learned 
something of printing and perhaps even saw documents and books printed on 
paper'.b Almost all defenders of an independent origin of European printing 
emphasise technical differences between Chinese block printing and typography, 
but not the cultural considerations offered by many earlier and later writers. 

The question of who was the inventor of printing was raised as early as the 
beginning of the 16th century by Garcia de Recende (c. 1470-1536), a Portuguese 
poet who, incidentally, refers in a poem to the question of whether printing was first 
discovered in Germany or China.c But it was not until the middle of the century 
that Europeans began to write books on printing and to notice that printing had 
been used much earlier in China. The first to make a clear mention of Chinese 
printing was the Italian historian Paulus Jovius (1483-1552), who noted that 
printing was invented in China and introduced to Europe through Russia. In his 
Historia sui temporis, published in Venice in 1546, he wrote: 

There are there (Canton) printers who print according to our own method, books 
containing histories and rites on a very long folio which is folded inwards into square pages. 
Pope Leo has very graciously let mesee a volume of this kind, given him as a present with an 
elephant by the king of Portugal. So that from this we can easily believe that examples of 
this kind, before the Portuguese had reached India, came to us through the Scythians and 
Muscovites as, an incomparable aid to letters. d 

Jovius had originally studied medicine but he was close to the political and 
religious powers in Italy, was sent as ambassador to Moscow not long after Russia 
was freed from Mongol domination, and wrote a history and several other books 
about Russia! He may also have had some knowledge of China, as we are told that 

• The first work on the invention of typography, De Typographiae Inventione, was written by Matthias Richter 
and published in Copenhagen in 1566; and no less than four similar titles were published in the 16th century; see 
list in McMurtrie (3), p. 26. . 

b Cr. McMurtrie (I), p. 123. 
. , See Mendes dos Remedios (ed.), Gareia de Recende: Miseellanea .. '- (Caimbra, 1917), p. 63, and in which stanza 
I79 implies the question of priority of this discovery; Lach (7), ll: 2, pp. 118, 127. 

d Tr. quoted in Carter (I), p. 159, with original text and comments pp. 164-5, n. 4; also in Lach (5), ll: 2, p. 
227, based on the edition of Ferrero and Visconti (Rome, 1956-64). 

e Jovius' opinion was apparently used by many European writers of the 16th and 17th centuries without ac
knowledgement. His name was perhaps first mentioned by Richard Smith in his unpublished manuscript of 1670, 
titled 'Of the First Invention of the Art of Printing', which states that printing 'was used by the people of Sin a or 
China in the utmost parts of the East some ages before it was known in Europe', and 'that art came unto us by the 
Scythians and Muscovites before Portugals came into India'; see Smith (I), p. IO. 
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several Chinese books and maps together with their translations were sent to him 
by the Portuguese historian Joao de Barros (1498- 1570). a With his professional 
and academic credentials, 'his statements concerning Russia therefore carry 
considerable weight', as Carter has remarked, b and even though he gave no 
references for his claims about Chinese printing, as a historian he must have had 
some evidence to support his statements, of course that evidence might have 
seemed too obvious to need mention in a general history, for contacts between East 
and West had been so frequent during the period of the Mongol conquests, not long 
before his lifetime. 

A little later, Gaspar da Cruz and Martin de Rada, the two early visitors to 
China whose comments on paper were mentioned earlier, also made some remarks 
on Chinese printing. Cruz said that 'it is over nine hundred years since the Chinese 
have used printing, and that they not only make printed books but also different 
figures'. C In saying this, he was the first European visitor to China who indicated a 
period for the earliest use of printing not only for books but also for pictures or 
illustrations. Theories that printing originated in the Sui or early Thang in the 
+6th or + 7th century were generally spoken of in the latter part of the Ming 
dynasty, d the time when Cruz was in China, while numerous books printed with 
illustrations or separate sheets of pictures would also have been available to him. 

Rada mentioned Chinese printing in his reports and also brought back to Spain 
a number of Chinese books. e He talked with a Chinese official who 'was greatly 
surprised to learn that we likewise had a script and that we used the art of printing 
for our books, as they do, because they used it many centuries before we did'. f 
He also _ acquired many 'printed books of all the sciences, both astrology and 
astronomy, as [well as] physiognomy, chiromancy, arithmetic, and their laws, 
medicine, fencing, and of every kind of their games, and of their gods'. g Among the 
books brought from China were eight local gazetteers,h in which, he noted, such 
precious metals as gold and silver were recorded. 

From this time on, similar statements were made by many other writers, 
including Juan Gonzalez de Mendoza, whose most comprehensive and 
authoritative work on China published in 1585 devoted two full chapters to 
Chinese books and printing. In one of these, 'The substance and manner of these 
books that Friar Herrada and his companions brought from China', de Mendoza 
describes in categories all kinds of books he acquired there. The list includes 

• Cr. Boxer (I), p.lxxxvi. b Cr. Carter (I), p. 165. 'Cr. Boxer (I), p. 148. 
d The earliest suggestion that Chinese printing originated in the Sui dynasty (+ 581-618) was made by a Ming 

scholar, Lu Sheng1 (l4 77-1544), whose theory that wood blocks were carved in + 593 had great influence on later 
opinions; see discussion on pp. 148 if. above. 

, Two reports: 'Narrative of his mission to Fukien (June-October, 1575)' and 'Relation of the things of China 
which is properly called Taybin,' written late 1575 or early 1576, are translated in Boxer (I). 

r Boxer (I), p. 255. 
• Ibid. p. 295-
h Ibid. p. 261, mentions that 'seven of these books came into our hands', but eight dilferent titles are described in 

pp. 293-4-
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history, geography and gazetteers, chronology, navigation, ceremonies and rites, 
laws and punishments, herbals and medicine, geology, astronomy, biographies of 
famous persons, games, music, mathematics, architecture, astrology, chiromancy, 
physiognomy, calligraphy, divination, and military works. a All these books must 
have been read with the help of native Chinese in the Philippines, where the 
missionaries stayed. As Mendoza wrote, 'they (friars) had bought a good number, 
out of which are taken the most things that wee haue put in the small historie'.b 
Interestingly, a few Chinese books of the 16th century survive in libraries of Spain 
and Portugal. C 

In another chapter, 'Of the antiquitie and manner of printing bookes, vsed in 
this kingdom, long before the vse in our Europe', he discusses the admirable 
invention of printing begun in Europe in 1458 by John Gutenberg of Germany, 
whence the same invention was brought into Italy. He added: 

But the Chinos doo affirme, that the first beginning was in their countrie, and the 
inuentiour was a man whome they reuerence for a saint: whereby it is euident that manie 
years after that they had the vse thereof, it was brought into Almaine by the way ofRuscia 
and Moscouia, from whence, as it is certaine, they may come by lande, and that some 
merchants that came from Arabia Felix, might bring some books, from whence this John 
Cutembergo, whom the histories dooth make authour, had his first foundation. d 

It is interesting to note that, besides his claim that Gutenberg was influenced by 
Chinese printing which came by way of Russia, he also mentioned another route, 
through trade from Arabia by sea. He concluded: 

The which beeing of a trueth, as they haue authoritie for the same, it dooth plainlie appeare 
that this inuention came from them vnto vs: an for the better credite hereof, at this day there 
are found amongst them many bookes printed 500 years before the inuention began in 
Almaine: of the which I haue one, and I haue seen others, as well in Spaine and in Italie as 
in the Indies.< 

Mendoza's generalisations concerning things Chinese had great influence on some 
later writers, and throughout the 16th century, such authors as the eminent French 
historian Louis le Roy (1510-77), Francesco Sansovino (1521-86), a renowned 
poet and translator; and Michel de Montaigne (1533-92), a brilliant essayist, all 
repeated the same story that printing originated in China several hundred years 
before it reached Europe, and inspired Gutenberg's invention. f 

Besides these opinions, which seem to have all derived from Jovius's account, 
there is a different view which points to direct and personal contacts with Chinese 
printing. This alternative theory relates to an Italian engraver, Pamfilo Castaldi 
(1398- I 490), who in 1868 was commemorated by a statue in Lombardy honouring 
him for having introduced typography to Europe. He is said to have been born at 

a De Mendoza (I), ed. by Staunton, pp. 134-7. b Ibid. pp. 133-4. 
, Cf. Pelliot (66), pp. 45-50; Fang Hao (2), pp. 161-79-
d Cr. De Mendoza (I), ed. by Staunton, p. 132. ' Ibid. 
f See citations in Lach (5), II : 2, pp. 2 I 4, 296, 3 I 0- I 1. 
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Feltre, a town northwest of Venice, and to have used wooden movable type after 
having seen Chinese books brought from China by Marco Polo. In 1426 he printed 
at Venice several broadsides which are said to be preserved among the archives at 
Feltre.a The tradition goes on to say that Gutenberg, whose wife was of the 
Venetian Contarini family, had seen printing blocks brought from China to 
Venice, . and by development of this inspiration arrived at the invention of 
printing.b This story was given by the Robert Curzon, in two accounts to the 
Philobiblon Society of London in 1854-8, citing a newspaper article by a Dr 
Jacopo Facen of Feltre in 1843'c The same story is included in several editions of 
Marco Polo, and Henry Yule, the eminent tra~slatpr of Polo's works, was dis
inclined to the view that this tradition was correct, though he believed that many 
a traveller and overland trader may have brought home Chinese wood blocks.d 

While many authors suggest the Chinese origin of printing and its influence on 
European typography, there are some who hold a different opinion, not disputing 
the cultural theories, but basing their contention primarily upon technical 
differences between Chinese and European methods. An early expression of this 
view was made by Guido Panciroli (1523-99), an Italian scholar and author, who 
believed that Gutenberg's movable type differed in technique from Chinese 
printing. He said that 'typography is old in China, but as found ou tin Mentz, it is a 
modern thing'. e He did not specify what the differences were between the two, but 
im plied an im provemen t of modern technology over the old method. As explained 
by Andre Blum, a respected author on the origins of paper and printing, 'The 
essential element in the invention of printing in the West is not that it was derived 
from wood block printing ... , but that it consisted rather in the creation of movable 
characters made from a fusible metal.'f He said that three things are needed for 
typography: a matrix or mould in which the letter is engraved in intaglio, an alloy 
cast in the matrix, and a reproduction of the character in relief on the punch. 
Actually, a similar method of casting metal types from punches was used in the Far 
East at least half a century before Gutenberg,g and there are theories that 
typography could have derived from there.h As G. F. Hudson says: 'Since Korean 
typography underwent so remarkable a development just before the appearance of 
the process in Europe, and there were possible lines of news transmission between 
the Far East and Germany, the burden of proof really lies on those who assert the 
complete independence of the European invention.' i 

a This account is given in Curzon (I), pp. 6 If.; cited in Yule (I), I, pp. 138-40. 
b Curzon (2), p. 23. 
, Il COMoliere, no. 103, of27 December 1843; cited in Yule (I), I, p. 139. 
d Yule (I), I, pp. 139-40. 
, See English tr. of his Nova reperta, titled The History of Many Things Lost (London, 1715), pp. 342-3. 
C Cr. Blum (2), pp. 20-1. g See discussion on pp. 327ff. below. 
• Dr Fang Chao-ying of Columbia University has suggested in an unpublished paper, 'On Printing in Korea', 

the possibility that European typography might have come with the knowledge of Korean movable type through 
the contacts between European residents and Korean students at the Mongol capital of Peking in the 14th 
century ,just as in the case of the meeting between Adam Schall and the Korean crown prince in the J 7th century. 

I Cr. Hudson (I),p. 168. 
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Another question of controversy is whether typography was an independent 
invention or merely a combination of existing technology. As Theodore De Vinne 
remarked, some scholars believe that 'typography was not an original invention, 
that it was nothing more than a new application of old theories and methods of 
impression'. According to this view, engraving can be traced back to the Egyptian 
seals, printing with ink to Roman hand stamps, and the combination of movable 
letters to the suggestions by Cicero and StJerome. Gutenberg, therefore, was not 
the first to print on paper, for printed matter, in the form of playing cards, prints of 
pictures and printed books, was a merchant able commodity before he was born." 

If typography was not an original invention, then the question arose whether 
existing techniques were derived from the East or the West. A British collector and 
antiquarian, John Bagford (1659- I 7 1 6), wrote in 'An Essay on the Invention of 
Printing': 

The general notion of most Authors is, that we had the hint [of printing] from the Chinese; 
but I am not in the least inclined to be of that opinion, for at that time of day we had no 
knowledge of them. I think we might more probably take it from the Ancient Romans, their 
Medals, Seals, and the Marks or Names at the bottom of their sacrificial Pots.b 

Although this au thor and some others attribu ted the existing techniques, including 
the use of seals, ink, and other materials and facilities, to the root of Western culture 
and not to the Chinese, it is the reverse that is true, as discussed in detail in the 
Introduction of this study.c All the basic elements prerequisite to printing were 
available both in the West and in China, bu t the combination of them led to the 
early appearance of printing in Chinese culture and not in the West. 

Mter discussing various factors leading to the invention of printing in Europe, 
Douglas McMurtrie, a modern authority on the history of printing, argues that the 
Europeans may have learned the idea of printing, though not the processes, from 
the Orient, but 'an idea is not an invention'.d This statement is certainly debatable. 
Since an invention always involves both novelty and practice, processes carried out 
without a novel idea cannot qualify as an invention. The materials and facilities for 
European typography, including the ink, metal, and the press, may be somewhat 
different from those used in the Orient, but they constitute only an improvement of 
an already existing idea and procedures to suit different circumstances. If the basic 
principle of printing is to obtain multiple copies of a positive impression with ink on 
paper from a mirror image, this very idea suggests an invention. 

Based on this principle, block printing is the ancestor of all printing processes, no 
matter whether wood or metal; block or movable; or plane, intaglio, or in relief If 
the technical differences of typography from block printingjustify its consideration 

, Cr. De Vinne (I), pp. 50, 67-8. 
b This article was originally published in the Philosophical Transactions '!Itke Royal Society, vo!. 25, 1706-7, and 

reprinted by the Committee on Invention of Printing, Chicago Club of Printing House Craftsmen, Chicago, 
Illinois, 1940; Douglas McMurtrie says in the Introductory Note that critics considered him not a scholar and 
'quite incompetent' to write on this topic. 

'Seeabove,pp.3ff.;alsoC.R.Miller(I). d Cr.McMutrie(I),p. 123. 
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as a separate invention, then all other new methods of printing, such as 
lithography, offset, photogravure, and now film setting, would have to be regarded 
as equally independent inventions. 

In summing up, the origins of printing in Europe seem to have involved three key 
questions. First, was typography an altogether independent invention, or was it 
influenced by the principle and practice of block printing? Since block prints and 
books existed in Europe before and contemporary with the beginning of 
typography, most opinions agree that European printers were exposed to at least 
the principle ifnot the practice of block printing. Secondly, if this was the case, was 
block printing in Europe introduced from China? For this question, almost all the 
views which have been expressed cast little doubt about the close relationship 
between the two, and their near similarity has warranted the belief that European 
knowledge of engraving on wood must have been taken from China. Thirdly, did 
the first maker of European typography have direct or indirect access to Chinese 
printing or metal type from the Far East? While traditions which suggest a 
particular name or names are doubtful, it is the general belief that samples of 
printed books, wood blocks, or metal types might have been brought to Europe 
from the Far East by unknown travellers via land or sea trading routes. All this 
circumstantial evidence suggests strongly the presence of a Chinese connection in 
the origins of European printing. 

(i) MIGRATION OF PAPER AND PRINTING 

EASTWARDS AND SOUTHWARDS 

AMONG the many neighbours of ancient China, some formed close ties with 
Chinese civilisation while others did not. To the north and west, the Mongols, 
Turks, Manchus, and Tibetans, although their histories were interwoven with that 
of China through wars and conquests, did not assimilate Chinese culture until they 
took up residence on Chinese territory. To the east and southwest, on the other 
hand, the Koreans, Japanese, and Vietnamese were clearly identified with the 
Chinese cultural outlook from very early times. They borrowed the Chinese 
writing system, followed Confucian thought, modelled their political and social 
institutions after those of China, and adopted Chinese forms of art and material life. 
While Japan maintained an independent political relationship with China, both 
Korea and Vietnam were under Chinese rule or acknowledge the suzerainty of 
China for prolonged periods. In one way or another, these three nations, and 
perhaps also Liu-Chhiu, became parts of the domain of Chinese culture, which is 
the basic element of East Asian civilisation. 

(1) INCEPTION OF PAPER AND PRINTING IN KOREA 

Korea not only was the earliest nation to borrow many things Chinese for her own, 
but also formed a cultural bridge between China and Japan before they made 
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direct contact in the + 7th century. How early paper and papermaking methods 
were introduced to Korea is uncertain, but geographical proximity suggests that 
these dates must have been very early. Since the northern part of Korea, including 
Lolang,l was under Chinese control from - ro8 and throughout· the entire Han 
period, the im parting of pa per and paper books to Korea must have been no later 
than the +3rd century, when paper began to be popular and spread beyond the 
Chinese border in both the northwest and southeast." From the latter half of the 
+4th century, Chinese Buddhist missions were sent to Korea, and in the +6.th 
century Korean monks and students were in the Thang capital, Chhang-an, whIle 
more Chin~se monks, scholars, artisans, and painters went to Korea. Since the 
crafts of making bn.i~hes, ink, and paper were learned by all foreign students in 
China, and papermaking is said to have been introduced to Japan in + 6 ro by the 
Korean monk Damjing2 (in Japanese: Doncho, + 579-631),b the manufacture of 
paper in Korea must have been no later than this date, and perhaps began as early 
as the +6th century. 

Korean papermakers used raw materials, tools, and techniques similar to th~se 
used by the Chinese. The materials included hemp, rattan, mulberry, bamboo, rIce 
straw, seaweed, and especially paper mulberry (tak3 in Korean), which has been 
one of the major materials for papermaking in East Asia. The preparation of the 
pulp by pounding fibres of paper mulberry bark, boiling, sun-bleaching, and 
adding mucilaginous liquid was the same as is described in Chinese r~cords.c 
Moreover the mould was made either of bamboo or a Korean grass (Mzscanthus 
sp.), with Chinese methods of construction for the frame, cover, and the two deckle 
sticks. After examining several hundred Korean papers from the + 16th century 
onward Dard Hunter said that the 'laid lines' run the narrow way and the 'chain 
lines', often narrowly spaced and irregular, run the length of the mould. Every 
sheet of Korean paper carries this marked characteristic.d 

Some specimens of the earliest Korean paper survive. A piece of glossy white 
paper made of hemp fibres is reported to have been discovered recently in a site of 
the Koguryo era (+37-668) in North Korea,e and from the Thang dynasty, 
Korean paper, known as Ghi-Lin chih4 (Paper from the Silla Kingdom), was an item 
of tribute to China, and its fine quality received high praise from Chinese artists 
and literati It was described as thick, strong, whitish, and glossy, and was 

. especially good for calligraphy and painting. f Korean papers were also used for 
mounting scrolls and rubbings. A coarser and more durable kind called teng phi chih 5 

a See discussion on spread of paper on pp. 296 ff. above. 
b See Nihongi, vo!. 3, p. 450; tr. Aston (I), vo!. 11, p. 140. 

Cf. Thien Kung Khai Wu (KHCP), p. 2g; tr. Sun & Sun (I), pp. 230-1; also Jeon Song-woon (I), pp. 267-8. 
d Cr. Hunter (g), pp. 94-6. 
• Cr. Choson Munhwasa (Pyungyang, Ig66- ), vo!. I, p. 50; Kim Hyo-Gun (I), p. 11" . 

The Ming artist Tung Chhi-Chhang' (+ 1555-1636) is said to have been fond ofusmg Korean paper for hIS 
ink-splash style of painting; see Fei Fu Yii Liieh' (TSHCC), pp. 8-g. 

':!Ii!!.\: 
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(leather-like paper) was used for making raincoats and curtains, and for mounting 
book bindings." A number of such sheets pressed together and oiled were used as 
floor mats, and a single sheet was used in place of glass for windows.b Another kind 
was large and durable enough to make a tent of several sheets joined together,c and 
a thick and absorbent sort was used by Manchus to make shrouds.d As the Ming 
author Sung Ying-Hsing said: 'It is not known what the "white hammered paper" 
(pai chhui chW) of Korea is made of,'e but more recent research makes it seem likely 
to have been made of paper mulberry bark by repeatedly pounding the long fibres 
into a fine pulp; this was a unique feature of Korean paper. 

The Korean government attended to papermaking with great concern. A 
special Office of Paper making (Chojis02) was established in the capital early in the 
+ 15th century, and staffed with nearly 200 papermakers, mould makers, car
penters, and other labourers under the charge of three supervisors.r Hundreds of 
local papermakers were also commissioned in various provinces, and when large
scale printing projects occurred the government coordinated the paper supply 
from all over the country. This happened, for instance, in 1434, when 300,000 
sheets were required for printing the general history of China, Tzu Ghih Thung 
Ghien,3 and paper mulberry bark was collected from the provinces in 1437 when the 
Tripitaka was printed.g With the development of printing and the increasing needs 
of foreign trade, paper supplies became inadequate and various measures had to 
be taken by the government. The import of Japanese materials and technology was 
increased, productive papermakers were rewarded, and a search for new raw 
materials was encouraged. But this was not a unique instance, for government 
sponsorship of paper making paralleled their encouragement of the development of 
printing and publishing throughout many centuries of Korean history. 

Korea also made good ink for writing and printing. Inkmakers were employed in 
government offices from very early times, and as early as the Thang dynasty, 
Korean ink was among the annual tributes to China. It was produced by mixing 
the lampblack of old pine with a special glue obtained from the antlers of the tailed 
deer (Gervus davidianus) and is described as being as black as varnish.h For printing 
with metal type, a high-quality oil was added to make it less heavy and greasy than 
European ink, i and both Korean paper and ink were cherished by Chinese poets, 
as' weiI as by people of other countries. . 

Among many landmarks in the history of printing, the Koreans have at least 
three distinctions: possession of the world's earliest known printed specimen; 

a Cr. Chuang Shen (I), p. 94. b Cr. Hunter (g), pp. g6-7. 
, Cf. Liu-Chhiu Kuo Chih Liieh ( TSHCC), p. 166. 
d cr. Sohn Pow-Key (I), p. 102. Because the Manchus made heavy levies of this paper, the Koreans had to use 

thinner paper for printing . 
• See Thien Kung Khai Wu, p. 21g; tr. Sun & Sun (I), p. 231. 
{ SeeJeon Song-Won (I), p. 267. 
• See Korean Veritable Records, cited in Chang Hsiu-Min (5), p. 130. 
h Cr. Wei Liieh Chi Pen, ch. 12, p. I. I Cr. McGovern (I), p. 15. 
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survival of a complete set of wood blocks which is perhaps the largest and oldest of 
its kind in the world; and, fìnally , being the fìrst to use metal type , so antedating 
Europe by some two hundred years. The earliest extant printing was discovered in 
Korea in 1966 in a stone stupa at Pulguk-sa1 in Kyongju, the capital of the Silla 
Kingdom (+668-935) ,a and provides material evidence that printing existed 
around + 700. This specimen is composed of separate pieces of thick paper 
mulberry paper joined together in a continuous scroll about 20 feet long and 21-
inches wide, and mounted on a wooden roller lacquered at each end. The printing 
was done from a series of twelve woodblocks, each about 20 or 21 inches long and 2 
inches wide, with eight characters in each verticalline. The text is a Buddhist sutra 
in Chinese, Wu Kou Ching Kuang Ta Tho Lo Ni Ching2 (Fig. II ro) , translated from 
the Sanskrit RaimivimalavaviSuddha户rabhãdhãrani by the monk Mi-Tho-Hsien3 of 
Tokhara between +680 and 十 704， while he was living in the Thang capital 
Chhang-an. This period corresponds closely with the reign of Empress Wu, who 
ruled China from + 684 to + 704, and during whose period on the throne about a 
dozen new forms of characters were created in Chinese.b At least four of these, 
including chel悠4 för proof, chhu5 for beginning, shou6 for to confer, and tr for earth , 

occur in this printed text, the last appearing four times. What is more, the 
calligraphic style and its variations are very similar to those of the Thang 
manuscripts from Tunhuang,C and it is generally believed that, after completion of 
the translation in 十 704， this specimen must have been printed in Thang China 
and brought to Korea for ceremonial use no later than 十 751 ， when the stupa was 
built.d 
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Korean printing was promoted, as in Vietnam andJapan, fìrst by the spread of 
Buddhism and, later, by the adoption of the civil service examination system 
modelled after the Chinese pattern. As early as in the + 10th century, several 
printed sets ofthe 1于伊itaka were obtained from Sung China and the Liao or Kitan 
Kingdom: and with these examples as a basis, the fìrst Tripitaka Koreana ,r in some 

Fig. 1206. Text of 耻 Ei句y Thousand 时仰ka， printed in Korea in the + 13th centu巧 From Tripi.归ka
Koreana , reprint by Dong-Kook University, Seoul, 1957~ 

5924 chapters, was printed between rol I and ro82 , in fulfìlment of a vow for 
Expulsion of the kitan invaders.In addition, a supplement, consisting rf about 
40?。 chaptersofwritingsbykorean， KHarl， aMSU吨 a叫10rs， was compiled and 
prínted by the princely monk Gitan1 before he died in 110 1. a This edition was later 
destroyed when the 1在ongols invaded the country in 1232, and a new edition in 
679 1 chapters was printed from 1237 to 125 1 户 This is the famous ‘Eighty Thousand 
7专ipitaka' (Fig. 四06) ， so called because it consisted of缸，258 blocks of magnolia 

a Afte! com'p~tion of the supplement, copíes were pr臼ented to China, Kitan, and]apan; see Paik Nak-Ch 
(吟: pp. 69-70. Some scholars believe that -the supplement was never complet~d; se~ êha~g Hsi~:Mi;;--(~-，-~-~: 
106-7 

b Cf. Sohn Pow-Key (仆， p. 97; .Jeon Song-￥γ。on (1) , pp. 107 Jf. 

Z 辈革天

, See Goodrich (31) , (32); Ledyard (2); Yi Hon臼让(吟，(功; also discu臼ion on pp. 149 ff. above 
d Cf. T.εuChih ThungChien (reprint, 1956) ， ch.204， P. 问; such new forms of characters are found in some 47 r01l5 

ofTunhuang manuscripts ofthe late Thang period, see Giles (13) , p. xvi; sample characters are given in Nghien 
Toan and Louis Ricard (叶， pp. 114-15. 

, See examples given by Yi Hongjik (吵， p. 56; (刻， pp. 183 Jf. 
d See Goodrich (32) , pp. 376 Jf. Some Korean scholars try to prove that this text was printed in Korea , on the 

ground that the 阳k or paper mulberry was used and the new forms of characters and certain calligraphic 
variations also appear in a few manuscripts ~OW kept in japan; see Yi Hongjik (叶， (2). These arguments seem 
unconvincing, Ìnasmuch as paper mulberry had been used in China sÌnce the + 2nd century, and there is no 
evidence that these peculiar forms of characters were also used in Korea. Furthermore, there Ìs no other record 
indicating that printing was done in Korea until some 300 years later; see also discussion on pp. 149 ff. above 

, Cf. SungShih (ESSSjTW) , ch. 487, p. 织， which says a copy of the 1于ψitaka was requested by Korea in + 989 
and granted by China two years later; and that no fewer than six or seven copies were obtained from the Kitan 
Kingdom; see Carter (仆， pp.89 ， 100; Chang Hsiu-Min (5) , p. 105. 

f The theory that the first Korean Tri户阳ka was cut in the middle of the + 9th century is invalid, since an 
ambiguous statement based on a dream in the source is generally considered a forgery; see Chang (5) , pp. 104-5. 

1 佛圆寺 2 焦垢浮光大施l1i尼侄 3 预陀仙 4 鉴(在)

5 凰(初穰(授亟(地)
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Fig. 1207. Eighty thousand blocks for printing the Tripitaka Koreana in the + 13th century are preserved intact in 
the Haein Temple in South Korea. 

wood, carved on both sides which are still kept almost intact today at Haein-sa,1 
high on Mt Kaya in southern Korea (Fig. 1207). 

The printing of secular works came somewhat later, and on a smaller scale. First, 
in + 1042, three Chinese historical works appeared under imperial auspices, and in 
+ 1045 two Confucian classics were printed by the Imperial Library,. but the 
rising tide of scholarship caused the Koreans to turn to Sung China for their supply 
of books, where some blocks were also engraved and brought to Korea.b However, 
a reluctance developed among some Sung scholar-officials to exporting Chinese 

• See Chang Hsiu-Min (5), p. 110. 
b Gitan brought printing blocks from China, in addition to some 4000 chuan of printed books and manuscripts. 

'IlH/J~ 
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books to Korea for reasons of national security, a but this only encouraged further 
development of printing by the Koreans so that they could become self-sufficient in 
supplying the books they needed, especially the Confucian classics, Neo-Confucian 
writings, and medical works.b In the + 12th century, Koryo began extensive 
printing after the establishment in 1101 of a printing office in the National 
Academy, which took over the wood blocks from the imperial library, with the 
result that a member of the Chinese mission to Korea, Hsii Ching1 (+ 1091-1 153), 
could report a government collection at Kory5 which numbered several tens of 
thousands. C 

Under the Mongol domination from around 1270, further political and cultural 
ties were established between Korea and China, and also with Central Asia. In 
1290 the Yiian court sent a group of craftsmen to repair the Haein-sa wood blocks, 
and one copy of the Korean Tripitaka was presented to the Yiian court in 1308, and 
another to Mongolia in + 1314.d Furthermore, to honour the Yiian emperor, in 
1312 a Korean king who had married a Mongol princess ordered fifty copies of the 
Tripitaka to be printed for distribution to various temples. e Again, a large collection 
of over 10,000 Chinese books was brought to Korea in 1314, this in addition to 
some 4000 volumes donated by the Yiian court.f All these activities were related to 
Buddhism in one way or another, for extensive printing of secular works was not 
begun until the overthrow of the Koryo dynasty at the end of the 14th cen
tury. Then the establishment of the Yi dynasty (+ 1392-1910) brought political 
stability, social reforms, and cultural vitality to Korea; it promoted Confucianism 
over Buddhism, adopted the civil service examination system, established the 
national university, and created an alphabetic script, known as Han-gul, as its 
national form of writing. It was under this new regime also that the demand for 
more books promoted the wide application of metal type for printing. 

Although the first extant book printed from metal type was made at the 
beginning of the 15th century, a contemporary record indicates that a copy of the 
ancient and modern ritual code, Kogum Sangjong r emun,4 was printed about + 1234 
on Kanghwa Island, off the west coast of Korea from 'cast characters' (in Korean: 
chu chaS).g However, at least two wooden movable-type editions, a work on the laws 

, 
, See Poon Ming-sun (2), pp. 55-63; a Chhiian-chou printer, Hsu Chien,' in Hangchow, engraved some 2900 

printing blocks for the Koreans, for 3000 taels of silver; he was exiled as the result of a petition by Su Shih;' see Su 
Tung-Pho Chi (KHCP), ch. 5, pp. 38-40. 

b Local officials submitted to the court ninety-nine woodblocks of medical books in + 1058 and seventy-three in 
+ 1059; see Chang Hsiu-Min (5), p. 1 I I. 

, Hsiian-Ho Feng Shih Kao-Li Thu Ching (TSHCC), pp. 32,99. 
d Cr. Paik Nak-Choon (I), p. 72. 
, Cr. Chang Hsiu-Min (5), pp. 109-10. 
r Cr. Carter (I), p. 223. 
• Mentioned in the collected writings ofYiKyo-Bo' (+ 1 168-1241) as cited in Kim Won-Yong (I), pp. 5-6. A 

recent claim that a movable type edition of the Komz"n Chinho Tae.Jun7 dates from c. + 1 160 has been proved in error 
through a mistaken attribution of its author, Huang Chien' of the + 14th century; see Goodrich (38), p. 476 . 
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Fig. 1208. Earliest extant specimen printed with bronze movable type in Korea, + 1403. From Sohn Pow-Key (2). 
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and statutes of the Ming dynasty and a biography of the founding fathers of the Yi 
dynasty, were printed in 1395 and 1397 respectively." Then, in 1403, a new Bureau 
of Type Casting (Chuja-so1) was added to the Office of Publications (Sojokwon3). 

From this time until the middle of the 19th century, no fewer than thirty fonts are 
known to have been produced, ranging from 60,000 to as many as 300,000 
characters each, making a total of two or three million. b Except for one made of 
zinc in 1436 and two of iron in + 1668 and 1721-4, the metal fonts were bronze; 
there were also six or seven fonts of wooden type.c 

All the early fonts were given names from the sexagesimal cycle, for example 
kemi-jd' for type cast in 1403 (Fig. 1208); later ones were named after calligraphers, 
the titles of books to be printed, or places where the fonts were stored. The most 
elegant calligraphy among all these fonts was that of one made in 1434 and 
modelled after the style of the famous Chinese calligrapher Madame Wei5 of the 
+ 2nd century (Fig. 1209). All the type was of Chinese characters except for a few 
of the Korean alphabetic scripts (Fig. 12 ra). Most of the early fonts have now been 
lost through fire or war, or melted down for recasting, d the great loss occurring 
during the Japanese invasion of 1592-8, when many technicians and their fonts 
were taken back to Japan which was starting its own movable-type printing: The 
use of wood and iron instead of bronze in Korea was necessitated by the resulting 
shortage of copper and the interruption of trade after the war. f 

The Office of Publications played a major role in printing and book 
manufacture, especially with movable type. We know, too, from the number of 
craftsmen employed, that there was a division of labour in this office during the 
15th century. The employees included over 100 foundrymen, typecasters, type 
cutters, wood carvers, typesetters, printers, papermakers, proofreaders, and 
inspectors, and a very strict system of punishments and rewards was maintained for 
quality control. Careful work was rewarded with bonuses or official titles; 
negligence was punished by thirty blows per error.g For this reason, Korean 

, A copy of the 1397 printing survives; see Kim Won-Yong (I), pp. 7-8. Chang Hsiu-Min (5), pp. 87-8, 
reports a copy of the Yii Shih Trhe,' or Collected Papers Written at the Imperial Palace Examinations, now at the 
National Peking Library, was printed with Korean paper and movable type similar to those of Korea. He believes 
it could have been printed with Korean paper in Yiian China. But Fang Chao-Ying has suggeste/! in an 
unpublished paper, 'On Printing in Korea,' that it was very likely printed in Korea between 1333 and 1368, 
because Korean students who participated in the examinations at the Yii~.n court and received the chin-shih 
degree, usually printed their papers as models for study and imitation by (nher candidates. Some fifty Korean 
students took that examination from 13 I 5 to 1354 and at least eight of them gained the chin-shih degree. If this book 
was actually printed in Korea, it represents another example of movable type printing known to be extant 
between 1234 and 1397. 

b The tables of movable-type fonts from 1403 to 1858 list twenty-six in Kim Won-Yong (I), pp. 12-13; twenty 
in ChangHsiu-Min (5), pp. 120-2; and twenty-eight in McGovern (I), pp. 19-20. 

, See facsimile specimens reproduced in McGovern (I) and Sohn Pow-Key (2). 
d Over 600,000 such types dating from 1777 are still preserved in the National Nluseum of Korea; examples are 

also kept elsewhere in the world . 
• cr. Nagasawa Kikuya (I), pp. 135-8; also discussion of Japanese movable-type printing on pp. 341 If. below. 
r cr. Sohn Pow-Key (I), p. 102 . 
• See Korean records cited in Chang Hsiu-Min (5), pp. 124, 126. 
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Fig. 1210. A Korean work printed with bronze movable type in Han-gul script , + 1777. 
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Fig. 1209. A page ofthe Yumii吨ji户， or Collected Works of Liu Tsung.句Yüan (+ 773-819) , printed with bronze 
m~v;ble type of + 1-434 in the calligraphic style of Madame Wei. From British Library. 
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editions have been known for careful collation and physical qualities compared 
with those printed in Ming China. 

It appears that the use of movable-type printing in Korea was influenced by 
three major factors, all more or less related to Chinese practice. One was the idea of 
movable type. This was unquestionably inspired in Korea by the method described 
in Chinese records, for in the preface to a movable-type edition of Po Shih Wen Chi, 1 

printed in Korea in + 1485, the Korean scholar KimJongjik2 said explicitly that 
'the movable type method was begun by Shen Kua and brought to perfection by 
Yang Wei-Chung'.' Although he was mistaken in identifying Shen Kua as the 
inventor, his acknowledgement of its Chinese origin is clear. How it arrived in 
Korea is not certain, but it may have been brought back by the princely monk 
Gitan, who travelled to China and resided in Hangchow in the latter part of the 
+ 11th century, at the time and in the very place of Pi Sheng's invention.b He 
could, therefore, have been informed by his contemporaries in China, or through 
reading Shen Kua's description, which certainly influenced the application of 
movable type by Korean printers. Ifso, the use of movable type in Korea must have 
begun earlier than the generally accepted date of 1234. 

Second, the technology of type-casting was apparently adapted· from that of 
casting coins. As described by the Korean scholar Song Hyon4 (+ 1439-1504), the 
character was first cut in beech wood which was then pressed into soft clay to make 
a mould. Molten bronze was poured into the mould to form the type, which was 
then polished to its final shape.c In 1102, the Chinese method of casting coins, 
known as 'drum-casting' (ku chu5 ) , was introduced to Korea, d and later it was said 
that the 'clean and even' inscriptions cast by the Chinese method were the 
indispensable prerequisite for making a clear type! 

Third, the demand by the educated elite for more books during the 12th century 
could only be solved by the use of movable-type printing. With the establishment of 
the Bureau of Type Casting, printing developed with such vigour that 'no book on 
any subject was not available in print' and 'the Office of Publications was engaged 
every day in printing rare books which were brought from China'.f Some scholars 
have suggested that because of the shortage of suitable wood for block carving, 
copper alloys and other metals were used for casting type.g However, this does not 
seem to have been the major reason, since tens of thousands of wood blocks were 
carved for printing the Tripitaka on several occasions. The high quality of the 

a See Yongjae Ch'onghwa3 (Collected Ess,ys ofSiing Hyiin), tr. Sohn Pow-Key (I), p. 99. 
b Cr. Hu Tao-Ching (4), pp. 61-3. 
c cr. Sohn Pow-Key (I), p. 99. 
d Sohn (I), p. 99, considers that the ku chu method coincides with what was described by Song Hyon and not 

with what the commentator on the Han Shu referred to as 'smelting by the use of a fan'. 
• Cf. Sohn (I), p. 100. 
r See citations from Korean sources in Chang Hsiu-Min (5), p. 12S. 
• For example, Sohn Pow-Key (I), p. 98. 
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copper produced in Korea may have been the primary factor for the choice of 
movable type cast in bronze.' 

(2) BEGINNINGS OF PAPER AND PRINTING INJAPAN AND LIU-CHHIU 

The date when paper was first introduced to Japan is unknown, for though 
Japanese historical works contain references to early records and documents, it is 
uncertain whether they were written on paper.b However, about the second half of 
the +4th century a Korean scholar, Wani,2 who served as tutor to the crown 
prince, presented a number of Chinese books to the Japanese court; C these were 
obviously of paper. Then, during the +6th century, the Korean kings ofPaekche 
sent books to Japan on several occasions,d and in +610 the Korean monk Donch03 

(in Korean: Dan1iing) (Fig. 1211) came to Japan: he, it is said, was 'able to make 
paint, paper, and ink, and moreover to make mills'.e Probably the making of mills 
began at this time. Traditionally this has been taken as the beginning of paper
making in Japan, but it may not necessarily be so, for the account stresses Doncho's 
varied accomplishments and does not specifically refer to the introduction of 
papermaking as it does to making mills. Paper could have been produced on a 
small scale in Japan before +610, and it has been suggested that Chinese and 
Korean immigrants may have introduced the art of papermaking in the + 5th 
centuryf 

The earliest paper manuscript extant inJ apan is probably a commentary on the 
Lotus sutra, Hoke-kyo Gisho,4 said to have been written or annotated by Prince 
Shotoku5 during the period + 609 to 616, the paper probably coming from China. g 

The oldest existing specimens of Japanese-made paper, preserved in the Sh6s6in 
Imperial Repository in Nara, are fragments of household registers from three 
provinces, and are dated + 701. The paper was made in the provinces of paper 
mulberry, and its quality is said to be inferior to that of contemporary Chinese 
paper. h Later, in the middle of the + 7th century, the Japanese government 
adopted many of the features of the Chinese administrative system, of which 
household registers were one example. It all required numerous documents, so 
there was a large-scale demand for paper by both central and local governments; 

a See a report on Korea, Chhao-Hsien Fu (rCTS), p. Isa, by Tung Ytieh' , a Chinese envoy to Korea early in 
1488, who said that Korea produced its own copper of superior quality. For manufacture of bronze type, copper 
was also imported from Japan. 

b SeeJugaku Bunsh6 (I), pp. 2-S. 
, See Kojiki, p. 69, tr. Philippi (I), p. 28S; Nihongi, vol. 2, p. 213, tr. Aston (I), vol. I, pp. 262-3. 
d See Jugaku Bunsh6 (I), p. S. 
o See Nihongi, vol. 3, p. 4So, tr. Aston (I), vol. I1, p. 140 . 
r Cr.Jugaku Bunsh6 (/), pp. '9-20. • Cf.Jugaku Bunsh6 (I), pp. 22-4. 
h See Shiisiiin no kami, or Various Papers premved in Shiisoin (Tokyo, '970), pp. '9-21. 

'.:Et:: 
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Fig. 12 I I. Three patron saints of paper making in Japan. The scroll painting depicts Tshai ~u,:, the inven!or of 
paper, at the centre; Doncho (Damjing), the introducer of paper to Japan, on the left; and Selbel MochlzukI, one 
of the early papermakers of Japan, at right. Dard Hunter Paper Museum. 
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Fig. 1212. List of articles donated to the Todaiji Temple written on paper mulberry paper, dated + 756, and now 
kept at the Shoso-in, Nara, Japan. 

what is more, the court used hundreds of thousands of sheets of paper at a time 
copying Buddhist sutras, thus creating another major demand. a 

The administrative code of + 701 provided for a government office to make 
paper, and after the capital had been moved to Kyoto, the Kamayain,1 a paper 
mill, was set up between +806 and 810 to supply the needs of the court.b Today the 
Shosoin still preserves many examples of old paper (Fig. 1212), and early gaver' _ 
ment documents there often contain references to paper; indeed, from + 72 7 to 
780 some 233 different varieties of paper were referred to.C At this time the 
government used many different papermaking materials. Most early Japanese 
papers were made of hemp, two types of paper mulberry: kozo 2 (Broussonetia 
papyrifera, Vent.) and kajinoki3 (Broussonetia kazinoki, Sieb.), and gampi4 (Wikstroemia 

• Cf.Jugaku Bunsho (1), p. 40. 
b Cf.Jugaku Bunsho (1), pp. 39-42, 51-2, 207, 319-20. 
, Cf.Jugaku Bunsho (1), pp. 105-.10. 
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(d) 的

FIE-1213Step?in making paper mulberry paper inJapan in the +18th century-(a)Cutung paper mulberry 
trees. (卢) St~pping t~~.b:.rk.. (c) ~ashing the'b~rk aft~r peeling. (d) Boiling the 自bres into pulp. (e) Dipping the 

ld into the vat. (j) Dry叫g the sheets on wooden board. Fro;'" Kami.rJri Chochoki, + [798. 
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(b) 

(e) 

term decline as a result of competition with cheaper machine-made paperparst 
introduced in the I 870s. a 

IIlJapan, besides its use as a material hr writing, paper has been put to manv 
such um as br umbrellas and waterproof COVErings, handkerchief-and toil二i
paper, for windows and wal1s, and for clothing.b The last came in two types: kamiko1 
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sikokiana, Franch. et Sav.); the fìnest papers were made primarily ofhemp. From 
the Heian period (+ 794一 1185) hemp fe l1 into disuse, and paper mulberry and 
gampi were the major materials employed. Much later, mitsumata1 (Edgeωorthia 

p哑yr扩èra， Sieb. et Zucc.) was introduced, its fìrst use being recorded in 1598'" and 
paper mulberry， gam户i， and mitsumata have continued to be the major raw fìbres for 
handmade paper in]apan to the present time. 

The early papers in ]apan were produced by the same method as that used 
in China, cal1ed tameξuki2 (accumulation papermaking) , which is stil1 in use for 
some papers. Another method, nagashizuki3 (discharge papermaking) , that was 
developed in the 十 8th or +9th centu巧， has been used to produce most]apanese 
paper in later times; b its distinctiveness lies both in the technique of the vatman and 
in the addition of a vegetable mucilage to the fìbres in the vat. The mucilage 
performs a number offunctions, such as causing the fìbres to be evenly distributed 
in the solution, with the result that the paper is stronger, fìrmer , and glossier. With 
the tame.ζuki method the vatman dips the mould into the vat, lifts out the pulp 
solution, and then al10ws the water to drain, but with the nagashizuki method the 
vatman shakes the mould with the pulp both forward and back and from right to 
le丘， which serves to align the fìbres regularly, and rather than a l10wing the excess 
water to drain naturally, he shakes the mould so as to remove the water. C One of the 
early books on papermaking, Kamisuki ch昂昂i，4 published in 1798, gives the step
by-step procedures with il1ustrations (Fig. 1213).d 

During the Heian period the most famous papers were those manufactured in the 
Kamayain in K yoto, but towards the end of the period these papers were sometimes 
made ofrecycled materials, and they declined in quality. Danshi,5 a high-quality 
paper made of paper mulberry (k饨的， originally manufactured in Tohoku and 
later at other places also, replaced the Kamayain paper at court. During the Heian 
period paper production spread throughout the countηr as indicated by the fact 
that at the beginning of the 十 9th century levies of paper were exacted from forty
two provinces: From the Kamakura period (十 1192-1333) a variety of papers 
came into prominence, some limited to particular places and others produced more 
widely, and paper became a popular as well as an aristocratic commodity. During 
the 15 

a Cf. T，四uki 协恒shi Ta故而 (5 vols., Tokyo, [973-4) , 1, p. 20. 
b Cf. Hughes (吟， pp. 48-69; Hunter (9) , pp. 217-2[; Seki Yoshikuni (3) , pp. 77叮 03; T，削kiWashi Ta让叫 IV，

PP.5-
1 击民去

a Cf. J ugaku Bunsh凸 (l) ， PP 巧，巧，缸， 104, 322; Hughes (吟， pp. 76-83; Hunter (9) , pp. 56-8. 
b Cf. Hughes (仆， pp. 84-5; Jugaku Bunshõ (仆， pp. 78-81. 
, Cf. Tesuki Washi Taik，酬， vol. 1, pp. 31-5. d Cf. tr. C. E. Hamilton (1). 
, Cf. J ugaku Bunsho (吟， pp. 205-22. r Cf. Jugaku Bunshδ (l) ， pp. 302-1 1. 

2 三橙 2 溜漉 3 流漉 4 是民漉重黄言e 擅是民
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Fig. 1214. Making paper clothing (kamiko) in Japan, + 1754. From Seki Yoshikuni (3). 

(Figs. 1087, 1214) made directly of specially treated sheets of paper, and shifu/ 
made from thread spun out of paper strips. The former, which originated among 
Buddhist monks for ritualistic reasons, was most likely an idea imported from 
China, and its use was recorded first in the + I I th century. The weaving of shifu is 
recorded only from 17 I 2. a 

Chinese books were introduced to Japan at an early date, as discussed above. 
Following the Taika reform of +645, the institution of the Taiho code in +701, 
and the spread of Buddhism at the same time, Chinese influence at the court was 
paramount, and as a result, fifteen official missions travelled to the Thang from 
+ 630 to 834, and many monks and students went to China for study, often staying 
there for many years. With such close cultural and religious contacts between the 
two countries, it is not surprising that it was during this period that printing 
appeared inJapan.b The earliest extant Japanese printing is certainly the famous 

, OmichiKoyu (I), pp. 6-8; Seki Yoshikuni (3), pp. 94-7; Tesuki Washi Taikan, IV, pp. 14-16; Seki (I), vol. 2, 
pp. 17, 51;Jugaku Bunsho (I), p. 317, notes that kamiko may date to the +8th century. 

b Cr. Kimiya Yasuhiko (2), pp. 74-84, 196-2'4; the monks took back to Japan many books, mostly religious 
though some were on secular subjects. According to a catalogue of +865, two dictionaries taken back by monk 
Shuyei were printed editions; see above, pp. 152 ff. 
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Fig. 121 5. Four different versions of the dhaTani charms (Kompon, Jishin-in, SOTin, and Rikudo), printed in Japan 
from c. + 764 to + 770, were inserted in one million small wooden pagodas. 

'one million dharani' (Fig. 12 I 5), which consists offour different versions of Sanskrit 
charms transliterated into Chinese characters, and was probably printed between 
+ 764 and 770. Each charm, printed on yellowish hemp paper varying in size from 
12 to 22 inches long and a little over 2 inches wide, was inserted into a small wooden 
pag~da. The pagoda~ were eq.ually di~ided among ten leading Buddhist temples of 
the tIme, seven of whIch were m N ara. Each of the four versions consists of a text of 
from.7 I to a li ttle more than 200 characters, with fifteen to forty lines to each text. 
Maki~~ copies of dharani was a popular means of gaining religious merit; in this case 
the CrISIS ofa revolt was the occasion forthe good work, carried out by the Empress 
Shotok~. Contemporary records do not refer to printing, but it has been 
determmed from exa~ination that the dharani were in fact printed, either from 
wooden blocks or possIbly from stone, porcelain, or copper plates. b The characters 
are uneven and crudely formed when compared with earlier printing found in 
Korea or the Dzamond Sutra of 868 from Tunhuang. Despite the early date of this 

a Cr. Carter (I), 46-53; Hickman (I), pp. 87-93; Nagasawa Kikuya (I I), Il, pp. 2-3, suggests that the charms 
an~ pagod.as may actually have been completed only for the Horyuji. 

Cr. Klmlya Yasuhlko (2), pp. 4-1 I and frontispiece; Nagasawa Kikuya (I I), Il, pp. 2-3. General opinion 
leans [0 wood blocks, while one leading scholar, Kawase Kazuma, favours copper plates; see further discussion on 
pp. 150 If. above. 
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example, there seems to be no question that the technique for printing came from 
China." 

The first known printing of complete books in Japan did not occur until some 
two centuries after this incident. One stimulus at that time was the importation to 
Japan of the Chinese imperial Khai-Pao edition of the Tripitaka, which was 
presented by the Sung Emperor Thai-Tsung to the Japanese monk Chonen1 in 
+ 983.b Another was the Buddhist custom of making a large number of copies of a 
sutra as a pious work, often to commemorate a deceased person. As these copies 
were not meant to be read, there was no need for care in their preparation, and 
many copies were turned out efficiently by printing. Contemporary records state 
that one thousand copies of the Lotus Sutra were printed in roog and again in 1014; 
these are the earliest examples of such works, which are known as surikyo2 (folded 
or printed sutras).c The earliest specimen of this type still in existence is a copy of the 
Lotus Sutra bearing a handwritten date of ro8o; it must have been printed in or 
before that year.d Such books are characterised by light ink, and are sometimes 
almost illegible. 

The sutras read by monks and others were originally reproduced by hand
copying in the monasteries, and this work continued to be important even after the 
development of printing. Following the examples of the Sung Tripitaka and the 
surikyo, however, printing began to be used to reproduce sutras for reading, and the 
earliest extant example is a Chinese text, Chheng Wei Shih Luna (The Doctrine of 
Mere Consciousness), printed in ro88 by the Kofukuji4 in Nara (Fig. 1216): From 
the 11th century through to the end of the Kamakura period (+ 1 Ig2-1333), the 
printing of sutras was concentrated in the great Buddhist temples of Nara and 
Kyoto. Though these were almost all reissues of Chinese books in Japan, the 
calligraphic style followed that of the handwritten copies of sutras rather than the 
square and formalised printing style developed in China during the Sung.f 

During the Kamakura period Zen Buddhism and Neo-Confucianism were 
introduced from China to Japan where they became very influential. One result 
was that from the + 13th to the 16th centuries, the major efforts in Japanese 
printing were carried out in parallel groups of Zen temples in Kyoto and 
Kamakura, known as the Gozanji.5 The books published by these temples are 
known as Gozamban6 and represented several new developments in Japanese 
printing. First, the calligraphic style of these works made a break with the past; in 

, See Kimiya Yasuhiko (2), pp. 17-29.' b Cr. ibid. pp. 302-4, 307. 
, Cf. Kawase Kazuma (f), pp. 6-7; (3), pp. 10-23; Kimiya Yasuhiko (f), pp. 305-6, and (2), pp. 34-7, both 

give the same convenient table of surikyo editions described in contemporary records. 
d See Kawase Kazuma (f), No. 2, which illustrates this work; Chibbet (I), p. 50, refers to a similar book with a 

handwritten date of + 1053, but Nagasawa Kikuya (f f), n, pp. 23-4, points out that since this date is On the 
reverse side of the paper from the printing, it is not acceptable as a date for the printing of the book. 

, Kawase Kazuma (f), No. 4. 
( Cr. Kawase Kazuma (3), pp. 24-7; (4), p. 47; (f), p. 6; Chibbet (I), pp. 39-57. 
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Fig. 1216. Earliest extant book of Japanese block printing. Chinese text of the Chheng Wei Shih Lun, printed in Nara 
in + 1088. . 

place of the earlier styles of handwriting, these copied closely the forms of Sung 
editions, including their square characters.' Secondly, secular works were 
published for the first time in Japan, and significantly these were all reprints of 
Chinese books. First among them was the poetry of Ran-Shan l printed in 1325, 
while a milestone in the study of Confucian classics was reached with the 
publication of the Analeets of Confucius (Fig. 1217) in 1364.b Altogether the Gozan 
cemples are known to have published seventy-nine secular Chinese works in 
addition to almost two hundred editions of religious writings. Over half of the 
secular works were the collected literary writings of Chinese auiliors, and the 
Gozamban also included the earliest medical works printed in Japan.c Thirdly, it 
was during the fourteenth century that the Japanese script (kana) was used for the 

, See Kawase Kazuma (3), pp. 24-7, pp. 11-12; the basic study of Gozamban is Kawase Kazuma (4). 
b Ibid. (3), pp. 72-3, cites Nagasawa's demonstration of the mistakes in Shimada Kan's earlier attribution of 

another edition of the Analeels, an attribution followed in Chang Hsiu-Min (5), p. 135. 
, Cf. Kawase Kazuma (3), pp. 70-83; (4), pp. 190-21 I; Kimiya Yasuhiko (2), pp. 354-5. 

I~LlJ 
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Fig. 1217. The Gozamban edition ofCon/ucian Ana/ects, printed for the first time in] apan in + '364. The above is a 
reprint of the original edition with single commentary on the left and double commentary on the right. 

first time in printed books; the first example came out in 132 I, followed from 1387 
to 1589 by its use in a number of calendars~ 

In the second half of the 14th century, during the unsettled conditions at the end 
of the Yiian, many Chinese block carvers migrated to Japan and worked on the 
Gozamban. One group of eight carvers arrived in 1367 and may have included 
Chhen Meng-Tshai1 and Chhen Po-Shou,2 both of whom came from Nan-thai, a 
suburb ofFuchow.b The first book printed by them came out in 1367, and we know 
that more than thirty Chinese printers were active in Japan for approximately the 
next thirty years.c The names appearing most' of ten in colophons and book margins 
were Chhen Meng-Jung3 from Chiang-nan and Yii Liang-Fu4 from Phu-thien; 
indeed, the name Yii Liang-Fu appears in seventeen books, indicating that he was 
by far the most productive of the carvers.d This work by Chinese carvers was 

, Cr. Kawase Kazuma (3), pp. 9'-2; (4), pp. 279-80. 
b Cr. ibid. (4), pp. '42-3; Kimiya Yasuhiko (/), pp. 485-92. 
, Cr. Kawase Kazuma (4), pp. '47-9; Kimiya Yasuhiko (/), pp. 486-8. The numberofYiian printers and the 

earliness of their activities may have sometimes been exaggerated, for in some reprints the] apanese simply copied 
the original printers' marks from the Chinese editions. 

d Kawase Kazuma (4), pp. '43, '5'-5. 
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Fig. 1218. 1se Monogatar~, aJ apanese .literary classic written in kana accompanied with fine illustration and printed 
on tmted paper m + 1606. Far Eastern Library, University of Chicago. 

significant because it accompanied a rise in the quality and quantity of printing in 
Japan. It was also associated with the adoption of the Chinese format in printing, 
and served to introduce many Chinese works to Japan. 

Until the end of the 16th century Japanese printing was entirely dominated by 
the presses in the Buddhist temples, and the spread of printing outside Buddhist 
circles only began during the briefflourishing of movable-type printing. From 1592 
to 1595 the Japanese warlord Toyotomi Hideyoshi unsuccessfully attempted to 
conquer Korea, and among the booty he brought back was equipment for 
movable-type printing; it was used until about 1650, being popular among the 
court, individuals, and the temples. a The most noteworthy examples produced by 
it were the Sagabon,l fine editions offamous classical works of Japanese literature: b 

for example, the Ise Monogatari2 (Fig. 1218). This was the first time such works had 
been printed in Japan, and use was made of an important technical innovation 
linked type, which represented more thaa one kana symbol.c The movable typ~ 
brought back from Korea was bronze, but bronze type was used only rarely in 
Japan, wooden type being the more usual. d Printing of many secular works in 
Chinese continued and though an impressive number of editions were published in 

, Th: standard work on m~vable-type printing is Kawase Kazuma (3); for a summary see the English 
appendIx, pp. 1-17; see also ChIbbet (I), pp. 67-78. 

b See Kawase Kazuma (3), a study of the Sagabon. 
, Cr. ibid. (3), pp. 644-9; English appendix pp. 12-14. 
d Cr. ibid. (3), pp. 63 I -4. 
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a short period with movable type, from 1650 block printing once again became 
ascendent. a 

During the same period that movable type was introduced from Korea, the 
Jesuits brought a printing press from Europe toJapan. The press reached Japan in 
1590, accompanied by two Japanese brothers who had been trained in type-casting 
and printing in Portugal, but because Christianity was already proscribed at this 
time, the press was moved about among various locations in westernJ apan, and in 
1614 it was sent to Macao. b Thirty complete editions in Japanese, romanised 
Japanese, and European languages published by this Japanese Mission Press are 
extant; they include religious tracts, dictionaries and aids to language study, as well 
as works of literature.c Yet because of the increasingly strict interdiction on 
Christianity, the influence of these missionary efforts on Japanese printing was 
limited.d 

Beginning in the 17th century wood block prints developed into one of the great 
arts ofJ apan. In its early stages this development was related to the importation of 
Ming books with wood-block illustrations, as is especially evident in the work of 
Moronobu Hishikawa1 (c. + 1618-94)' sometimes considered the founder of 
ukiyoe,2 or 'Pictures of the Floating Life'. He first made black and white prints, with 
colours often applied by hand, a practice continued by his successors. Moronobu not 
only studied Chinese prints but also reproduced Chinese art books, and an album 
of erotic colour prints, Feng Liu Chueh Chhang Thu,3 published in China in 1606, was 
copied and published inJ apan in the late 17th century by him or his followers and 
under the same title. Reproduction of other Chinese colour prints followed later." 
Among many masters of the late 18th century, the work of such artists as Suzuki 
Harunobu4 (+ 1725-70) and Ando Hiroshige5 (+ 1797-1858) (see Fig. 1219) was 
especially noted. f Although ukiyoe soon surpassed the artistic level reached in 
China by wood block prints and became famous for realistic portrayal of 
contemporary subjects and Japanese life, some elements of Chinese stylistic 
influence are clear in its formative stages.g Even the technique of perspective was 
perhaps not derived from Dutch paintings, as has been frequently been asserted, 
but learned indirectly through acquaintance with Chinese block prints influenced 
by Western works.h 

a Compared with earlier accomplishments, the results in this period were spectacular. In only about sixty years 
430 editions were published, and also it was at this period that the Tripitaka was printed in] apan for the first time; 
this was done with movable type; see Kawase Kazuma (3), p. 327; appendix, pp. 1-.53. 

b Laures (I), pp. 1-101; Lach (5), vol. 2; book 3, pp. 497-501. 
, See the list in Chibbet (I), pp. 64-5. 
d Cr. Kawase Kazuma (I), pp. 17-18. 
, Cf. Shizuya Fujikake (2), in Kokka, No. 486, p. 143. 
f See works of Harunobu and his age by Waterhouse (I). 
g Cf. Shih Hsio-Yen (I), p. 99, who says Chinese influence on certain elements such as iconographic types, 

stylistic conventions, and internal architectural settings can be discerned; see also Shizuya Fujikake (1,2); Chang 
Hsiu-Min (5), pp. 145-7. 

b Cf. Shizuya Fujikake (2), in Kokka, No. 485, pp. 115-17. 
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Fig. 12 I 9. Ukiyoe print, Tokaodii Gojiisantsuji, by Ando Hiroshige, + 1832. 
Art Department, University of Chicago. 

During the Edo period (+ 1603-1867), as the Japanese economy prospered, 
more and more books were printed to fulfil the demands of the increasingly 
sophisticated townspeople. Particularly popular were numerous illustrated stories 
and novels, for though book illustrations had been used to some degree in earlier 
periods, it was at this time that they began to reflect the contemporary culture (Fig. 
1220). Pu blishing became increasingly the domain of commercial establishments 
in the large cities; Tokyo displaced Kyoto as the major publishing centre, even 
though the latter continued to be important, and Osaka also became active in 
printing at this time. 

Despite these new trends, Chinese classical books and Buddhist works continued 
to be important elements in publishing during the early part of this period. The 
government supported Neo-Confucianism and issued many Chinese books for use 
in schools, a while with support of the Shogunate, several temples engaged in large
scale printings of the Buddhist Tripitaka, and at least two ambitious projects were 
co~pleted in the 17th century. Ont; is a complete set of the Daizokyol in 6323 chuan, 
pnnted with wooden movable type by the Tendai Monk Tenkai2 of the Kan'ei 
Temple from 1637 to 1648. It was probably the first Tripitaka ever printed with 
movable type. b Some thirty years later, another set of the Tripitaka was printed 
"".it~ some 60,000 cherry wood blocks from 1669 to 1681 by the monk Tetsugen,3 a 
dISCIple of the Chinese Zen priest Yin-Yiian4 (in Japanese Ingen) who founded the 

a cr. Kawase Kazuma (I), pp. 17-18. . 
b Although numerous editions of the Buddhist Tripitaka had been printed in China and Korea, none of them 

were prInted WIth movable type before this set, known as the Tenkai edition; cf. Kawase (3), I, pp. 32 7-8. 
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Mampukuji1 in Mount Obuku,2 Kyoto, where the entire set of blocks survives 
intact today.a 

Close to both China and]apan are the Liu-Chhiu (Ryukyu) Islands, the people 
of which had their own line ofkings, even though they became a tri bu tarγofChina， 
from the + 14th century on.b In 1392 the king sent a son to China to study, and at 
about the same time the first Ming emperor sent thirty-six Fukienese families of 
boatmen and artisans to Liu-Chhiu to service the tribute missions. These Chinese 
settled in a special village called Thang-ying3or Chinese Camp, which also became 
the site of a Confucian and other Chinese temples.c Descendants of these Chinese 
families played important roles in Liu-Chhiu government, in education, and 
culture, and beginning in 1481 they, rather than native Liu-Chhiu people, 

provided the students re伊larly sent to China.d From the 13th century the Liu
Chhiu people had begun to use ]apanese kana to write their language, but after 
contact with China they also used Chinese characters! One of the 企uits of their 
close relationship with China was that probably by the 14th or 15th century the 
Liu-Chhiu began to use paper. Before this time, diplomatic documents sent to the 
Yüan court were written on wooden tablets. 

During the 18th century Chinese envoys wrote about Liu-Chhiu paper; and one 
described various kinds of paper made there from paper mulberry bark. The two 
best-known Liu Chhiu papers were called hu shou chihá (paper oflongevity) and wei 
Phingch必6 (screen mour巾19 paper) , the latter a decorated paper used for windows 
and walls.g From 1723 to 1798 these and one other kind, t.ξu hsia chih7 (purple cloud 
paper) , were presented as tribute to China on several occasions.h It seems then that 
paper production must have begun in Liu-Chhiu by the 17th century and possibly 
earlier. 

The date when printing began in Liu-Chhiu is unknown, but was probably 
around 1500. An 18th-century Chinese official teacher of Liu-Chhiu students, 
Phan Hsiang,B recorded valuable notes on printing in Liu-Chhin (Fig. 1221) , and 
according to these it was during the Cheng-Te period (+ 1506-21) that the king 
arranged for the printing of the Four Books, the Five α'assics， as well as works on 
philology, Neo-Confucianism, and literature; the printing blocks were stored in the 
palace. i As aids in reading, some of these books had printed punctuation marks and 
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• According to a brochure given to ]oseph Needham when he visited the collection, known as the Obatsu 
edition, housed in a new building in the Mampuku Temple in 197 1. 

b The most important collection of documents on Chinese.Liu.Chhiu relations is the Li Tai Pao.An,' which 
contains 263 chapters of oflicial papers from 507 years of the tributary pe口od from 1372 to 1879. A copied ms. is 
now kept in the Taiwan University Library; see selected edition by Wu Fu-Yüan (吟，

。 See Liu-Chhiu Ju Hsüeh Chien Wen Lu (repr. 1973), pp. 116-22, 182-3. 
d See 晶id. pp. 1 17-22. ' See ibid. pp. 76-7 
f Thao Tsung-I (11. 十 1360) ， cited in Liu-Chhiu Ju Hsüeh Chien Wen Lu, p. 76. 
• See L耻Chhiu Kuo Chih μïeh (TSHCC) , ch. 14, pp 约一3a; Chuang Shen (1) , pp. 100-2. 
n Cf. Chhen Ta-Tuan (斗， pp. 34-8; Chuang Shen (吟， pp.IOO-2.
, See Liu-Chhiu Ju Hsueh Chien Wen Lu, pp. 77一句; Chang Hsiu-Min (5) , pp. 161-6 
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Fi日 1220. Woodblock cutters and movable type-setters operated contemporaneously in ]apan in the + 19th 
century，因 illustrated in the popular pictorial Füzoku Gahõ, + 1897 
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Fig. 1221. Teaching Chinese classics to Liu-Chhiu students by Phan Hsiang at the National Academy in Peking, 
+ 1760-4- From Liu-Chhiu Ju Hsiich Chi", Wcn Lu, c. + 1764. 

kana to show pronunciation beside the characters: but unlike Japanese editions, 
Liu-Chhiu publications used Chinese reign periods in dating, and were un
doubtedly based directly on Chinese editions. b Some even contained the original 
Chinese publication information. For instance, an illustrated edition of the Four 
Books had a picture of the original publisher, Yii Ming-Thai,l and a picture of 
Confucius bore the surname of the original carver, Liu. 2c 

Phan recorded the names of three works about the royal family by native Liu
Chhiu authors, and fourteen or fifteen works by Chinesf' residents, for the most part 
literary collections. d Five of the latter were by Chheng Shun-Tse, 3 including one 
book printed in 1708. It seems that the blocks for the latter may have been carved 
III Fukien where, in that very same year Chheng, as a Liu-Chhiu envoy, had 

a See Liu.Chhiu Ju Hsuch Chicn Wen Lu, pp. 78, 81-2, 85· 
b See ibid. p. 78. 
, See Liu-Chhiu Ju Hsiich Chien Wcn Lu, pp. 79-81. 
d See Liu-Chhiu Ju Hsiieh Chicn Wen Lu, pp. 83-5. 
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commissioned the blocks for the Liu Tii Ten 1\ the Six Maxims in Colloquial 
Chinese, for use as a language text in -Liu-Chhiu. a 

The calendar used in Liu-Chhiu was issued annually by the Chinese 
government, but because of delay in transportation, temporary calendars were 
printed in Liu-Chhiu.b Yet, despite the development of Liu-Chhiu handicrafts, 
Chinese envoys in 1808 still found it necessary to take with them to Liu-Chhiu 
block carvers, as well as barbers and tailors.c This suggests that Liu-Chhiu printing 
must have remained quite limited, and that as late as the early 19th century was 
still dependent on Chinese craftsmen. 

(3) DEVELOPMENT OF P APERMAKING AND PRINTING IN VIETNAM 

Like Korea and Japan, Vietnam has been within the cultural sphere of East Asian 
civilisation, although it is located on the southeastern tip of the Asian continent. 
The northern part of modern Vietnam, Tongking, known in Chinese history as 
Chiao-Chou,2 Chiao-Chih,3 or Nan-Yiieh,4 was ruled directly by China as a 
tributary state from the late -second to the early + loth century. Its territory later 
extended to include Champa or Chan-Chheng5 in the southern part of the 
peninsula. For over two thousand years, Vietnam followed Chinese patterns oflife 
and thought, practised Chinese bureaucratic and family systems, adopted 
Confucian learning as well as Buddhism from China, and used Chinese writing for 
serious literature. The Vietnamese created their own system of writing, called nOrrf 

in the + 14th century, by combining parts of Chinese characters, and adopted a 
'national writing' by transcribing their language into Latin letters, from 1600 (Fig. 
1222). But the primary system of writing, used in government, scholarship, and 
religion, consisted of Chinese characters, and this continued up to the early 20th 
century. 

Because of its geographical proximity and its political ties with China, Vietnam 
must have been introduced to paper and printing very early, and several references 
in early Chinese literature imply that paper may have been made in Vietnam in the 
+3rd century. Some 30,000 rolls ofa kind of 'honey fragrance paper' (mi hsiang 
chih7

) are reported to have been brought to China in + 284 from 'Ta Chhin'B, and 
scholars oelieve this must have been made of garco bark in Vietnam and shipped to 

.' See Liu-ChhiuJu Hsiich Chicn Wcn Lu, pp. 83-4; Ogaeri Yoshio (I), pp. 141-2,204-5; appendix, pp. 9-11; 
L,u-Chh,u Kuo Chih Liich, ch. 6, p. 8b, says the Liu-Chhiu king had had the Sacred Edict printed and appointed 
Chheng Shun-Tse to expound it. 

b Cr. Chang Hsiu-Min (5), p. 165; Liu-Chhiu Kuo Chih Liieh, ch. 4, gives a notice included in the Liu-Chhiu 
calendar that the Chinese calendar was to be taken as the authoritative version when it had arrived. 

, See Hsu Liu-Chhiu Kuo Chih Liieh, ch. 5; cited in Chang Hsiu-Min (5), p. 165. 
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Fig. 1222. Evolution of writing system in Vietnam, showing stages in which the Chinese, nom, 
and Latin forms were adopted or replaced. From DeFrancis (I). 
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China by Alexandrian merchants. a During the period from + 265 to 290 a tribute 
of more than 10,000 rolls of an 'intricate filament paper' (tshe li chih1) made of fern 
or seaweed was recorded as sent by Nan-Yiieh to China,b while another source 
from the + yd century says that paper was made by the people ofChiang-Nan2 by 
pounding the bark of the paper mulberry tree, which 'was called kU,3 in Ching, 
Yang, Chiao, and Kuang4';c Chiao here corresponds to modern Vietnam.d From 
these early sources we may assume that paper could have been produced in the 
northern part of Vietnam by the +3rd century. 

This assumption seems to contradict a later reference that says paper was not 
made in Vietnam even as late as the first part of the 13th century. The Chu Fan 
Chih,5 a record offoreign nations and products written by ChaoJu-Kua6 in 1225, 
says: 'In Chiao-Chih they do not know how to manufacture paper and writing 
brushes, so those from our provinces are in demand.'· Since this book was based on 
oral information from Chinese and foreign oversea traders, the above statement 
may have referred to the central and southern part of Vietnam along the sea coast, 
while the earlier source perhaps applied to the northern part bordering China. 
This theory seems to be supported by the fact that, at about this time, the method of 
papermaking also crossed Chinese borders to both the northeast and the northwest 
overland, not by the sea route. f Even in modern times the Chinese method of 
papermaking is said to have been closely followed by the papermakers in north 
Vietnam. According to Dard Hunter, who visited the Tongking area in 1904, all 
the techniques used by papermakers in the Tongking area early in this century 
were more closely related to those of China than to those of any other country of 
Asia.g 

Chinese sources oflater date record that paper and paper products continued to 
be exported to China from Vietnam, for their tributary relations were maintained 
after Vietnam's independence in the + 10th century. It is said that paper fans were 
presented to the Chinese emperor by a Vietnamese envoy in 1370, and that an 
annual tribute of 10,000 paper fans was sent to China from the six provinces of 

, See Nan Fang Tshao Mu Chuang (HWTS), ch. 2, p. 6a; authorship and dating of this work are controversial but 
since this historical incident appears also in several other sources it may not be dismissed. For the Vietnamese 
origin of this paper, see Hirth (I), pp. 274-5; Hirth & Rockhill (I), pp. 205-6, n. 2; Tsien (I), pp. 140-1; also 
discussion on pp. 43 ff. above. 

b See Shih I Chi (HWTS) ch. g, p. 7a; Tsien (4), p. 5'7; also discussion on pp. 44, 62 ff. above. 
, See Mao Shih Tshao Mu Niao Shou Chhung Yii Su (TSHCC), pp. 29-30; Phan Chi-Hsing (ID), pp. '47-8; also 

discussion on pp. 56ff. above. 
d Since Chiao-Chou or Nan-Yiieh at that time included part of China as well as northern Vietnam, some 

scholars have suggested that this paper may have come from China; see Chi Hsien-Lin (3), p. 133. However, the 
first two sources both record that these exotic p.apers were sent in large quantity to the Chinese court as tribute, so 
they must have been native products from a foreign country. 

, Hirth & Rockhill (I) (tL), p. 45. 
f See discussion in Huang Sheng-Chang (I), pp. 126-7 . 
• Cf. Hunter (g), pp. 1l0, 141; (12), pp. 42-54. 
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northern Vietnam for more than a decade after 1470.' One record says that under 
the Chhing dynasty some 200 sheets of yellow paper with a golden dragon design, 
along with inkstones, ink sticks, and brushes, were sent to China in 1730 in return 
for gifts of books, silk, and jade vessels from the Chinese emperor. b 

Papermaking in Vietnam was unquestionably a direct transmission from China; 
its materials, tools, and methods are found to be almost the same. Besides the bark 
of the daphne tree (yueh kuei,l Daphne involucrata, Wall.), which is a native product, 
the raw materials included bamboo, rice straw, and seaweed, and as far as 
techniques were concerned, not only the woven mould, but also the maceration of 
paper stock, the construction of vats, and the actual procedures were similar to 
those used in China. Even the same mucilaginous material used by Chinese women 
as pomade for the hair was also used as a sizing substance by the Vietnamese 
papermakers. C 

While paper was introduced to Vietnam very early, the Vietnamese must also 
have been exposed to Chinese books at about the same time. Yet the earliest record 
of access is of the + 11th century, when they acquired various kinds of Chinese 
books-excepting, of course, those whose export was prohibited-and paid for 
them with their native products and spices. Within eight years after its 
independence, Vietnam received a gift of three copies of the printed Tripitaka and 
one set of the Taoist canon as a gift from the Sung court. Printing probably began 
in Vietnam by the 13th century, for the earliest known reference to it concerns 
population registers printed during the period from 1251 to 1258. In the Tranh 
dynasty (+ 1225-1400) a copy of the Tripitaka was received from the Yiian court in 
1295, to replace one destroyed during the Mongol invasion, and its printing is said 
to have been arranged, though, apparently, it was not carried out. Four years later, 
however, a Buddhist liturgy and manuals of writing for official documents are 
known to have been printed.d 

Under the Le dynasty (+ 1418-1789), when Chinese institutions were followed 
closely, the Confucian Classics were printed in Vietnam for the first time. An 
edition of the Four Books (Ssu Shu Ta Chhuan4) was published in 1467 and blocks for 
the Five Classics (Wu Chine) were carved in the same year. Printing flourished 
especially during the second half of the 15th century, when printing blocks became 
so numerous that a special house was built at the Confucian temple to store them! 
In later periods many more gGvernment editions of the Confucian Classics, 
histories, poetry collections, and dictionaries were printed, primarily for the civil 
service examinations. 

The Vietnamese government attempted on certain occasions to control both 

, See An-Nan Chih Yiian,' ch. 2, cited in Ph.n Chi-Hsing (9), p. I4S. 
b See riieh-Nan Chi Liieh,3 ch. I, cited in Phan (9), p. I4S. 
o Cr. Hunter (9), pp. 110,141; (12), pp. 42-54. 
d See Chang Hsiu-Min (5), pp. 152-3. 
, Ibid. pp. 153-4. 
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printing and distribution of books. In 1734 scholars were prohibited from buying 
Chinese editions of Confucian classics and were restricted to the use of Vietnamese 
editions, and at various times there were regulations concerning the distribution of 
government publications. In 1796 official editions of the Five Classics and the Four 
Books printed at Hanoi were ordered to be distributed throughout the country." 
On the basis of a calendrical work obtained in China in 1806, the Vietnamese 
calendar was formally inaugurated and the government began issuing an annual 
calendar, following exactly the format and content of the Chinese.b The official 
editions included those printed by the National Academy, the Institute of Worthy 
Scholars, the Palace, and the Institute of History, which were similar to the central 
publishing agencies in China~ Book publishing was concentrated in the capitals, 
Hanoi and later Hui, and in Nam-dinh. 

Private printings in Vietnam included books similar to the official publications; 
Confucian classics, histories, and readers primarily for candidates for the civil 
service examination. In addition, literary collections, genealogies, fiction, and 
medical works were published, while such Chinese novels as the Romance of the Three 
Kingdoms were especially popular. Besides Chinese literature, there were many 
original books by Vietnamese authors, including some women. The private 
publishers and printers came mostly from a single county, Gia-Ioc in Hai-duong 
province, and the block carvers in particular tended to come from two villages 
there.c 

All the earlier Vietnamese editions are of three types: those entirely in Chinese, 
those in Vietnamese characters or nom (Fig. 1223), and those having Chinese text 
with nom annotation as an aid to pronunciation. Some idea of these publications 
may be derived from the catalogue of books in the library of the former Ecole 
Fran<;:aise d'Extreme-Orient, which contains 2258 works in Chinese by Vietnam
ese, 561 works in nom, and 35 I Vietnamese edi tions of Chinese books.d Most of the 
Vietnamese editions of Chinese works are Buddhist and Taoist writings, with 
smaller numbers of Confucian classics, literary works, histories, medical books, and 
miscellaneous writings. Although no complete edition of the Tripitaka was ever 
been printed in Vietnam, many Buddhist works were published and more than 400 
printed sutras dating from 1652 to 1924 are still preserved in Hanoi, among them 
more than twenty written by Vietnamese! 

Although the majority of books were printed from wooden blocks, some were 
printed with movable type, an early example dating from 1712. Two large sets are 
known to have been printed with wooden movable type, which were acquired in 
China. A collection of administrative codes was printed in ninety-eight volumes 
with this type in 1855, and a collection of imperial poetry and prose was printed in 

, See Ibid. p. 153. b Woodside (I), pp. 123-4, IS6-S. 
o Chang Hsiu-Min (5), pp. 153-4. 
d See Matsumoto (1), pp. I I 7-204; Yamamoto (1), pp. 73- I 30. The catalogue, however, does not usually 

distinguish between printed editions and manuscripts. 
, See the catalogue of the former Ecole Fran~aise d'Extreme-Orient at Hanoi, cited in Chang (5), p. 155. 
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Fig. 1223. Vietnamese nom writing mixed with Chinese characters for the dramatic text of 
'The Marvellous Union of Gold and Jade'. 

sixty-eight volumes in 1877." Bronze movable type may also have been used. 
Vietnam has also had a flourishing wood block colour print industry, especially for 
New Year pictures with subjects and methods of production similar to those in 
China (Fig. 1224).b 

(4) INTRODUCTION OF PAPER AND PRINTING TO SOUTH AND 

SOUTHEAST ASIA 

The region of the Asian continent and archipelago beyond Vietnam contains a 
heterogeneous mixture of racial and cultural elements at all stages of their 
development, and has been culturally dominated or at least strongly influenced by 
India through the waves of Hinduism, Buddhism, and Mohammedanism before 
the coming of European Christians. Moreover, communication between India and 

a Cr. Chang (5), p. 157. 
• See a report on modern Vietnamese New Year pictures in Shang I (J), pp. 59-61. 
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Fig. 1224. New Year picture from Vietnam printed in colour, with similar theme and method to those used 
in China. The above shows the picture of the Chinese popular hero Kuan Yii of the + 3rd century. From M. 
Durand (I). 
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southeast Asia resulted in the mass migration of Indian population and ideas 
eastward into Burma, Malaysia, Siam (Thailand), Indonesia, and Indochina 
(modern Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos) where the Indian and Chinese cultures 
met and mingled. Generally speaking, the people in the area beyond Vietnam w'ere 
outside the sphere of East Asian civilisation, although some Chinese influence 
through trade and migration was felt in some of these countries during various 
periods. 

Despite the cultural divergences, however, one common factor for all lands and 
peoples in this area seems to have been the lack of a written tradition such as 
characterised the Chinese culture. Since the sacred texts ofIndia were transmitted 
primarily through oral tradition and memorisation, written texts were not 
normally used by the learned men. For the various nations of southeast Asia, few 
native written records from early times are known, and most of their histories 
depend upon oral tradition or the records in Chinese and occasionally in Arabic 
and Persian sources. For this reason, the need of paper and printing for 
transmission of ideas was negligible in this region, and though paper might have 
been introduced to this area at an early date, printing was not known until after the 
coming of Europeans in the 16th century. 

In India, before the advent of paper, materials used for writing included tree 
bark, leaves, wooden boards, leather, cloth, bones, clay, stone, and metal, especially 
copper-indeed a copper plate of the + 9th century bearing Sanskrit inscriptions 
on both sides was found in 1780 in Eastern India' (Fig. 1225)." But in Bengal and 
southern India the commonest were palm leaves while birch bark was used in 
Kashmir and the northern parts of the country. The palm leaf (Fig. 1226) was cut 
in a standard shape and written on with an iron stylus, the incisions being filled 
with a dye; holes were pierced through the leaves, and cords were inserted to hold 
the pile ofleaves together.b Although paper production began in India by the 14th 
century or earlier, palm leaves continued in use even as late as the 19th century,C 
while they were also used in Ceylon (Sri Lanka), Burma, and Siam. In Indonesia 
both palm leaves and birch bark were used; in the Philippines bamboo, leaves, and 
bark were all employed, and according to Chinese sources, in Champa (Chan
Chheng1) and Cambodia (Chen-La2) parchment made of deer and sheep skins was 
blackened by smoking and written on with bamboo stylus and white powder.d 

Also, in many parts vf southeast Asia where true paper was not produced, a kind 
of quasi-paper called tapa was manufactured. In Indonesia, the Philippines, 
Malaysia, and many Pacific islands, it was made by pounding the inner bark of the 
paper mulberry, first into small pieces, which were later combined into large sheets 

• The copper plate recording the gift of the village of Mesikii by King Devapala to Vihekaratamisra was found 
at Mungir, in Bengal Province; see tr, of the text by F. Kielhorn (I), 

b Cr. Ghori & Rahman (I), pp. 133ff,; Hunter (9), pp, ll-I2, 

, Cf. Trier (I), p. 137; Priolkar (I), pp, 38-41. 
d See records ofYiian and Ming authors cited in Chi Hsien·Lin (I), pp, 134-5. 
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Fig, 1225, First copper-plate with Sanskrit inscription found at Mungir concerning land grant by King 
Devapala, +gth century. The top, surmounted by an ornament, is perhaps a seal. British Museum. 
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Fig. 1226. Illuminated manuscript on palm leaves, Gitagovinda by Yayadeva. 
From India Office Library. 

similar to paper.a It was used primarily for clothing and occasionally for writing by 
people in some of these areas.b 

Paper appears to have been known and used in India in the second part of the 
+ 7th century, as is attested in the writings of a Chinese Buddhist pilgrim, I
Ching, l who travelled to India from + 67 1 to 695. In the messages he sent home he 
said: 'The priests and laymen in India make Caityas, or images with earth, or 
impress the Bu ddha' s image on silk or paper, and worship it wi th offerings wherever 
they go.' C He also referred to the use of discarded paper for toilet paper and to 
reinforcing umbrellas or hats with paper,andincluded the Sanskrit word kakali for 
paper in his one-thous and-character lexicon. d Apparently paper was not yet 
manufactured in this area, for when he was in Sumatra, he requested that paper 
and ink be sent from China for copying sutras." Because previous records, including 
the detailed account by that earlier pilgrim to India, Hsuan-Tsang, 2 who was back 

• Cf. Hunter (g), pp. 2glf. 
b Voorn (I), pp. 31-8, says tapa was used as a writing material in Java from the 17th century or earlier. 
, See Taisho Dai<.okyo, Vo!. 54, p. 226, tr. Takakusu; cited in Gode (I), p. 5. 
d See Taisho Dai<.okyo, Vo!. 54, pp. 215, 2 18; cited in Chi Hsien-Lin (/), pp. 122-7; HuangSheng-Chang (/), p. 

122. 

, See Huang (/), p. 123. 
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in China by +645, make no mention of paper, it is believed that it must have 
entered India between +645 and 67!. 

It seems that paper and papermaking were introduced to India over more than 
one route and at different times. One way it came was probably from China 
through Tibet and Nepal to the Bengal region, because we know that papermaking 
was introduced to Tibet in about +650, when the Tibetan king asked the Thang 
court to send him silkworms for breeding, and craftsmen for making wine, mills, 
paper, and ink. a Since Nepal was then under Tibetan suzerainty and Nepal-Indian 
relations were very close, it is likely that paper also entered India at this time. b 

Another route to India was perhaps through Kashmir, for the Muslims, who 
established power in west India in the + 8th century and in north India in the 
+ 12th, very likely first imported paper into the country and then fostered its 
manufacture. Early paper manuscripts from India date from the I rth to the 14th 
century,C while skilled artisans, including papermakers and bookbinders, were 
brought by a future sultan for Samarkand to Kashmir at the beginning of the 15th 
century.d During the same period, Ma Huan,I a Chinese in the mission ofCheng 
H02 who visited Bengal in 1406, mentioned the manufacture there of paper from 
bark, which was glossy like deer skin." Clearly, paper was being manufactured in 
both Kashmir and Bengal no later than about 1400 and possibly as early as the 
IIth century. 

Printing in south and southeast Asia, with the exception of Vietnam, was mostly 
introduced by Europeans from the 16th century onwards and was used primarily 
by missionaries, colonial governments, and European residents. The first printing 
by European techniques in Asia began in the middle of the 16th century/ by a press 
said to have been bound for Ethiopia, but brought to and used in Goa by Jesuit 
missionaries for printing religious tracts and other literature. g 

The Portuguese published works in many other Indian cities besides Goa in the 
16th and 17th centuries. The first work in a local language was a translation into 
Malayalam of Xavier's catechism, probably printed in Cochin in 1577, and 
printing in Tamil began in Panikael in + 1587. However, because the native 
languages were replaced by Portuguese in Goa in the late 17th century, printing 
ceased there until 1821. Danish missionaries began printing at Tranquebar on the 

• See Chi. Thang Shu (ESSS), ch. Ig6; Huang Sheng-Chang (/), p. 116. 
b A new trade route from China to Tibet and Tibet to Nepal opened for the first time in +650, as a result of the 

marriage of the Tibetan king to a Nepalese princess in 639 and to a Chinese princess in 641. Cr. Huang (J), pp. 
II41f· 

, Cr. Gode (I), p. 7, which lists a number of old Indian manuscripts dating from + 108g to + '323. 
d Cf. Ghori and Rahman (I), pp. 135-6, which says that Kashmiri paper earned a reputation for excellence 

and was presented to other rulers by the sultan . 
, See ring rai Sheng Lan (Shanghai, 1935), p. 61; Chi Hsien-Lin (/), p. 128; Gode (I), p. 8. 
f The first printing ofloose sheets was the Coclusoes of Antonio de Quadros in 1556; the first printed book was the 

Doctrina Christina of Francis Xavier published in 1557; cf. Rhodes (I), pp. I I If. 
• The emperor of Ethiopia had requested a press from the Portuguese king in 1526, but it never reached 

Ethiopia because of strained relations between the emperor and the missionaries. 
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east coast ofIndia about 1713, but the British did not begin regular printing until 
1778 in Bengal and Hooghly, though an earlier attempt had been made at Bombay 
in 1674 or 1675 and something may have been printed at that time. a 

Printing was introduced to the Philippines in the 16th ct;ntury, but in the' loth 
century, before the Spanish conquest, trade relations had already been established 
between China and the islands. Envoys and tribu te from Luzon and Mindoro were 
sent to the Ming court in the 14th and 15th centuries. However, it was in the 16th 
century that numerous books were brought by Dominican friars to l\!lanila,b where 
a large Chinese community helped not only in their translation but also in 
introducing wood-block and movable-type printing. Indeed, Chinese printers 
monopolised the printing industry in the Philippines for over fifteen years before 
native craftsmen participated in the trade. The earliest extant printing there 
includes two editions of the Doctrina Christiana by the Dominican friar Juan Cobo, 
one in Spanish and Tagalog, the other in Chinese, entitled Wu Chi Tien Chu Cheng 
Chiao Chen Chuan Shih Lu1 (Veritable Record of the Authentic Tradition of the True 
Faith in the Infinite God) (Fig. 1227). Both were printed in 1593 from wood 
blocks, C and both the technique and the Chinese style of the illustrations indicate 
that these blocks must have been carved by Chinese. Typography was first used in 
1604, when two books were printed with locally-made metal types by a Chinese 
printer named Juan de Vera, whose achievement in cutting punches and striking 
matrices has been called a 'semi-invention' of typography.d His brother, Petro de 
Vera, and another Chinese named Keng Yong, also printed several books during 
the following few years. Between 1593 and 1640, there were eight Chinese printers 
whose names are known; and among fifteen titles printed in Manila between 1593 
and 1604, at least five are in Chinese. f 

The 17th century witnessed the rise of the Dutch at the expense of the Portuguese 
as the major European power in Asia. The Dutch gradually extended their power 
over Indonesia, establishing Batavia in 1619, and they took Malacca and Ceylon 
from the Portuguese in 1641 and 1658. The first Dutch printing in Asia was at 
Batavia, probably in 1659, but there is more definite evidence of printing under 
government auspices from 1668. The former may have been an almanac or 
chronicle, the latter was certainly a peace treaty between the Dutch and the prince 
of Macassar.g Malay vocabularies appeared in the early 18th century, and about 
17;;0 a Malay Bible in Arabic letters was published by a short-lived seminary press. 
Over the years a variety of presses were set up, government, private, and religious, 
and the first newspaper appeared in 1744, but was suppressed within two years. h In 

a Cr. Rhodes (I), pp. 11-23; Priolkar (I), pp. 1-27, 36-SI; for early Indian prints, see Diehl (I). 
b Cr. Boxer (I), p. 29S; also discussion on pp. 316 ff. above. 
, Cr. Bernard-Maitre (19), p. 312; Van derLoon (I), pp. 2-8; FangHao (3), pp. 32-3. The only known copy 

of the book, containing sixty-two leaves, is kept in the Biblioteca Nacional in Madrid. 
d cr. Van der Loon (I), p. 2s-6. ' Cr. Boxer (3), p. 4S9. r Cr. Van der Loon (I), p. 43 . 
• Cr. McMurtrie (S). h De Graaf(I)' pp. 11-28; McMurtrie (S). 
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Fig. 1227. Earliest extant printing in the Philippines, a Chinese edition of Juan Cobo's Doctrina Christillna, + IS93. 
The woodcut represents the Dominican friar showing a book to a Chinese scholar. From Van der Loon (I). 

general, the authorities of the various European colonies in Asia kept close control 
over the press, in order to prevent criticism of the government and to guard against 
rousing antagonism among the local peoples, due to missionary printing activities. 
In Ceylon, Dutch missionaries began printing in 1737, beginning with a Sinhalese 
Prayer Book, and between 1737 and 1767 thirty-four titles are known to have been 
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printed there. Most were religious works and almost all in Sinhalese or TamiP 
Although the British began trade and settlement on a limited scale in Asia in the 

early 17th century, they did not become the dominant colonial power of the area 
until the late 18th century. But after they established control of the Straits 
Settlements in Malaya, they began printing at Penang in 1806, at Malacca in 18 I 5, 
and at Singapore in 1822. The earliest printing in Penang was commercial and also 
served government needs, while in the other two cities printing was started by the 
Baptist missionaries of the London Missionary Society, who had first started their 
printing activities in the Danish colony of Serampore near Calcutta in I80r.b 

American Baptist counterparts of the British missionaries initiated printing in 
Burma and Siam, printing in Burmese beginning at Rangoon in 1816, in Siamese 
at Bangkok in 1836, with some earlier works for the Baptist having been printed at 
Singapore. C In these, as in earlier cases, the main products of missionary presses 
were religious tracts and Bibles in local languages, but they also published such 
other works as dictionaries, grammars, and introductions to European knowledge. 
These missionary presses represented an important step in the early diffusion of 
printing in this area. 

(j) CONTRIBUTION OF PAPER AND PRINTING 

TO WORLD CIVILISATION 

THE ADVENT of paper and printing reflected a stage of maturity in the progress of 
civilisation; every step in their development has been a milestone in the history of 
humanity. Paper may have been discovered by accident, but when it evolved it 
became the most convenient and cheapest material for writing, and showed its 
supremacy over every other material wheresoever it had been used. Eventually it 
replaced writing materials that were more cumbersome or expensive, and 
penetrated into the fabric of society as an indispensable article of daily life. It was 
certainly one of the most important prerequisites for printing, which originally 
served as a mechanical extension of handwriting. But as soon as the printed word 
multiplied, it had an impact on all aspects of the political, social, economic, and 
cultural life of mankind. This. -was especially evident in the transformation of 
European society from the medieval to the modern age, for the introduction of 
typography to Europe in the middle of the 15th century has generally been 
recognised as the turning point in this great transition. 

(I) THE ROLE OF PAPER IN CHINESE AND WESTERN CULTURES 

Littl~ was written about paper in the West until after its extensive application to 
printing in the late 15th and 16th centuries. d Before that time, however, paper is 

• Rhodes (I), pp. 67-72; MeMurtrie (4); Priolkar (I), pp. 105-29· 
b Cr. Byrd (I), pp. 2-17; Rhodes (I), p. 2g. 
, Rhodes (I), pp. 79-95; Gammell (I), pp. I87-96; Byrd (I), p. 15· . 
d About 500- I 000 printing presses were operating in France in the 16th century and paper mIlls had to supply 

some 1500-3000 reams a day, or 450,000 to 900,000 reams a year; see Febvre & Martm (I), p. 40, n. 50. 
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known to have been used primarily for writing, wrapping, and certain other non
literary purposes, in both Europe as well as the Arab world. a Since the latter part of 
the 18th century, paper became increasingly popular and patented for use in the 
building of houses, ships, carriages, chairs, tables, and bookcases. b By the end of the 
19th century, it was being converted into material for almost every conceivable 
item of personal wear and belongings, for some kitchen utensils, and as a household 
furnishing; indeed, by. then it had become so widely used that a song entitled 
'The Age of Paper' (Fig. 1228) was popularly performed in London music 
halls. c 

It is now clear that many similar applications of paper and paper products 
occurred in China at least a thousand years earlier than in Europe. Besides its use 
for writing, books, and documents from the + 1st century onwards, paper was 
employed extensively for many other purposes. As we have seen, it was made in 
different colours and designs for stationery and cut or folded into patterns for 
amusement or for decoration; it was used as a daily necessity for wrapping, for 
sanitary and medical purposes, and for making such everyday articles as cups, fans, 
umbrellas, flags, lanterns, kites, and toys. Yet all these uses were developed in 
China before the close of the +6th century. 

Paper is also known to have been used in making hats, turbans, coats, trousers, 
belts, shoes, bed sheets, mosquito nets, curtains, screens, tiles, together with other 
household furnishings and appliances, and even for coffins and armour. The 
symbolic use of pa per images in ceremonies and festivals, which consumed a large 
part of its production, satisfied both the living and the dead without the expense of 
having to use real objects for sacrifice or burial. The adoption of paper as a medium 
of exchange in the early 9th century, and its earlier use for business records and 
transactions brought about a great revolution in economics. All these applications 
for literary and nonliterary purposes were accomplished before the end of the 9th 
century, when paper first began to be known to Europeans. d 

Among numerous uses of paper, its most important contribution to Chinese 
culture is perhaps its unique role as a medium for Chinese art. Unlike Western art 
which stresses such forms as sculpture or architecture, the highest form of Chinese 
art is calligraphy and painting; it has developed primarily through the application 
of brush and ink on paper. Paper provided the best surface for the free expression by 
the artists of China, and this has also been true of the main stream of fine art 
throughout the nations of the East Asian civilisation. 

Chinese calligraphy as an art began probably as early as the +2nd century 

a Paper was reported to have been used for wrapping vegetables, spices, and hardware in Cairo in 1035, and for 
wrapping groceries in food markets in Baghdad in 1140; see Hunter (g), pp. 471-2; it was used in Europe by such 
tradesmen as box-makers, playing eardmakers, and billposters; see Febvre & Martin (I), pp. 39-40. 

b The first use of paper in Europe for furniture is dated 1772; an English patent for use of paper in building 
houses, etc., is dated 1788; see Hunter (g), pp. 503, 512 . 

C By 1868 paper was used for such articles as aprons, collars, cuffs, handkerchiefs, hats, petticoats, raincoats, 
shirt fronts, slippers, vests, boxes, cups, napkins, plates, towels, bowls, carpets, curtains, table tops, roof coverings, 
and window blinds; see Hunter (g), p. 568. 

d For the various uses of paper and paper products, see detailed discussion on pp. 84ff. above. 
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Fig. 1228. Cover design of. song, 'The Age ofP'per', as sung in + 1860 by Howard Paul, 
attired in a suit of paper. Dard Hunter Paper Museum. 
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during the Later Han.' It was not developed into a special form of art until the 
+ 3rd or 4th century, after paper had been greatly improved and was extensively 
used for writing. b The basic calli graphic styles-the cursive or running, and 
standard or regular-which are still prevalent today, were all evolved during this 
period. The superiority of pap-:!r for such art is obvious, for neither bamboo nor 
wood nor stone has such a smooth and receptive surface. Without paper, the 
various calligraphic styles could not have developed so perfectly throughout the 
ages. 

Early paintings were made on walls but in the Thang dynasty artists began to 
paint on paper. By the Sung, calligraphy and painting developed side by side into 
one art, exemplified by the typical brush works of such influential artists as Su 
Shih1 ( + 1036- I 10 I) and Mi Fu5 ( + 105 I - I 17 I). The so-called School ofLiterati 
in painting, which used brush strokes freely in movement and rapidly in execution, 
flourished from this time, and it was primarily the use of the whitish, smooth, soft, 
and absorbent surface of the paper that resulted in such subtle and free 
expressiveness (Fig. 1229). Although silk has some of these qualities, expense and its 
other limitations prevented it becoming as popular a medium for art, while some of 
the tonal effects available on paper such as washing, splashing, or gradations of ink, 
could not be easily achieved on a silk surface. Most Western artists habitually paint 
on canvas with oil paint, but the Chinese, as well as all the peoples of East Asia, 
have found paper the ideal medium for their artistic expression. 

Paper is not only preferred for fine arts, but has also been used in applied and 
decorative arts in the East as well as in the West. The most popular such ~tem is 
probably wallpaper, which found its way from China to Europe as early as the 16th 
century and to America in the early part of the 18th. C The introduction of this most 
welcome product of China, which eventually replaced wall hangings of expensive 
silk, leather, and tapestry in European homes, has enriched the living conditions of 
ordinary people as well those of wealthy and royal households. d Other popular uses 
of paper in decorating Chinese houses include folding screens, hanging scrolls, 
household posters, and New Year pictures, which have made Chinese living 
quarters much more attractive and enjoyable." 

The wonders of paper have been attested by a multitude ofliterary references 
which commend its origin, nature, and appearance, as well as utility. The earliest 
such praise of paper, by the scholar Fu Hsien6 (+ 239-93), is expressed in rhymed-

• It is usually considered to have been in the time ofTshai Yung2 (+ '33-lg2) that the aesthetic discussion of 
Chinese writing became prevalent in China. 

b The earliest examples of Chinese calligraphy on paper surviving today include such specimens as those ofLu 
Chi' (+261-302) and Wang Hsi-Chih' (+321-79?) of the Chin period. 

C Specimens of old wallpapers are said to be still preserved in some of the old colonial mansions of America; see 
Laufer (48), p. 21. 

d See discussion on pp. 116 if. above. 
, Mounted scrolls of painting and calligraphy were laid /lat on tables for examination in early Thang, but later 

were hung on walls; see van Gulik (g), pp. '42 ff. 
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Fig. 1229. Orchids and bamboo with free style of calligraphy by the noted artist Cheng Hsieh (+ 1693- 1765). 
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prose entitled Chihfu1 (On Paper), the text of which is transcribed in Fig. 1230 and 
may be translated as follows: a 

For order the world requires 
Both crudity and elegance, 
With politeness to balance deficiency and abundance; 
So the tool and the substance alter 
To meet in the changing times. 

As the Book of Changes used incised symbols 
To substitute for the knotted cords, 
So paper was invented to replace bamboo slips. 
For convenience even plain and thrifty, 
To adapt to changes as time advances. 

Lovely and precious is this material, 
Luxury but at a small price; 
Matter immaculate and pure in its nature 
Embodied in beauty with elegance incarnate, 
Truly it pleases men ofletters. 

It makes new substance out of rages, 
Open it stretches, 
Closed it rolls up, 
Contracting, expanding, 
Secreting, expounding. 

To kinship and friendship scattered afar, 
When you are lonely and no one is by, 
You take brush to write on paper 
And the fish and the wild gooseb 

Carry your affection 
Ten thousand miles ... 
And your thoughts on a corneL" 

After a lapse of more than a millennium, the first poem on papermaking in a 
European language appeared in a book about trades by Hans Sachs (+ 1494 
- 1 5 76), whose verses mainly describe the technical procedures involved in convert
ing rags to the finished product. d It was published in: 1568, accompanying a 
block engraving by Jost Amman, and this picture 'is the earliest illustration 
depicting a papermaker at work with his essential tools (Fig. 1199). A little later, in 
1588, an account of papermaking in verse form appeared in English. This work, by 
Thomas Churchyard (c. + 1520-1604), expresses in its 353 lines an interest in the 

• This rhymed-prose has been rendered into English by T. H. Tsien and Ming-Sun Poon and paraphrased in 
verse form by Howard W. Winger; part of the verse in a different translation is cited in Tsien (2), p. 138. 

b Legends relate to the sending of silk letters by means of fish body and wild goose claw during the Chhin and 
Han periods. 

, See Chhiilln Chin Wen (CSHK), ch. 5 I, p. 5 a. 
d See translation of the poem in Dard Hunter (5), p. 14. 
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Fig. [230.~Textofa rhymed-prose on paper by Fu Hsüan ofthe +3rd century, written in the running-style 
calligraphy for the East Asian Historγof Science Libra町， Cambridge, by Tsien Hsü Wen-chin. 
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nature ofpaper similar to that ofthe Chinese verses reproduced above, but relates 
different details regarding technical matters. A few salient lines on the usefulness of 
paper are worth quoting: 

1 prayse the man that first did Paper make, 
The only thing that sets all virtues forth: 

It shooes new bookes, and keeps old workes awake, 
Much more of price than all the world is worth: 

Though parchment duer a greater time and space, 
Yet can it not put paper out ofplace: 

For paper, still, for man to man doth go, 
When parchment comes in few men's hands you knowe. a 

(2) IMPACT OF PRINTING ON ￥VESTERN CIVILISATION 

Printing facilitated the economical mass production and distribution ofbooks and 
had profound effects upon European thought and society in the late 15th and early 
16th cer山ries. It stimulated the 叩irit of the Renaissance and the Reformation 
which in its turn promoted further dev恍V町E由pme臼m创n川lt of paperrr 
until there wa挝s a fiourishing publishing industry. It also helped to establish 
nationallanguages and indigenous literature, and even to encourage nationalism 
itself; it popularised education, spread literacy, and increased the chances ofsocial 
mobility. In short, almost everything in the progress ofmodern civilisation can be 
linked in one way or another to the introduction and development of printing in 
the ￥γestern world. b 

Mass production of texts increased their chance of survival or preservation and 
reduced the probability of their loss through neglect or the destruction of single 
collections. But it did more than this. Wider distribution of texts and the 
enlargement of the reading public, meant 也at the clergy's monopoly of learning 
was challenged by laymen, including lawye叫 merchants， tradesmen, a时 a缸rti阳1
who became important consumers of books. At the same time, the pride of plac己
hitherto taken by religious works was gradually superseded by texts ofhumanist 
authors.c With this increased readership and a broader spectrum of subjects, 
scholars became more aware of inconsistencies and contradictions in hallowed 
texts, weakening their faith in the validity of old views, and setting the stage for the 
advancement of new learning. d 

p a The poem,entitled ‘A Description and Playne DiscourseofPaper... [588,' is citedin Hunter (5) , p. [6; (9), 
.120. 

b ~~o~ t?e.~，:，p~c: ~fpri~~~g_ o~ We~tern society and thought, see studies by Eisenstein ([) and (剖， Febvre & 
Martin( 吟， Hirsch ([ ), and McLuhan (仆， and the catalogue of an exhibition, entitled Prmtù百 and Ihe Mind of Man, 
held at the British Museum in [963 

c Between IfLo and 1500, about twenty ~i~lion _books were printed in Europe, repr白enting some 
10,000- 1 5,000 di佳rent tex矶时 30，000-35 ，000 editions. Of these incunabula, about seventy per-cent are i; Latin 
~~d the rest i~ Italian, German? French, ~nd Fle~is~; for!y-five per cent are' religious workS', thirty per cent are 
literature, and ten per cent each concern law and scientific subj~c臼; see Steele (仆， Lenhart (仆， and Febvre & 
Martin ([), pp. 248-9, n. 344 

d Cf. Eisenstein (到， pp. 72 ff. 
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The standardisation of texts resulting from printing stood in contrast to the 
inevitable corruption that was bound to be present in all hand-copied texts. The 
printing press does not guarantee freedom from textual errors, but the require
ment for multiple proof-reading before sending to the press and the distribution of 
errata to correct mistakes after printing, paved the way for the improvement of 
future editions. The editorial functions of the early printers also brought about a 
degree of systematisation of book format not to be found in the age of scribes, and 
this gradually created a habit of systematic thinking by readers, as well as pro
moting the organisation of knowledge in many diverse fields. a 

The introduction of printing was very closely related to the religious reformation 
in Europe, and Martin Luther referred to it as 'God's highest and extremest act of 
grace, whereby the business of the Gospel is driven forward'. b Conditions for the 
reformation actually came into existence before he launched his protest in 1517, 
when a number of Bibles were already being printed in the vernacular. C This 
encouraged a belief that Gospel truths could be learned and understood by 
ordinary men, and made possible national variations in worship in contrast to the 
international but standard forms ofthe Roman Church. The original motivation of 
the Protestant movement was to seek correction of abuses, particularly the 
Church's sale of indulgences, the scale of which had been enlarged by printing, 
since it had been used to produce large numbers of indulgences in what became a 
profit-making enterprise. d However, the press enabled Protestant views to be 
circulated widely in the form of pamphlets, tracts, and manifestoes. Indeed, 
without the intervention of printing, Protestantism might have remained a local 
issue and not become a major movement which forever helped to end the priestly 
monopoly oflearning, contributed to the overthrow of ignorance and superstition, 
and assisted Western Europe to escape from the Dark Ages. e 

Vernacular literature existed, of course, before the advent of printing, but 
printing had a profound influence on its development. The spoken languages of 
Western Europe developed into written languages before the 16th century, and 
gradually evolved into their modern forms by the 17th, by which time some written 
languages of the Middle Ages had disappeared, and Latin, once a linguafranca, was 
becoming used less frequently, and was later to become a dying language. f The 
emerging natjrmai" monarchies and chancelleries favoured this trend. towards 
unified national languages, while au thors tried to determine the best style through 
which to convey what they wanted to say; for their part publishers naturally 
encouraged the growing use of the vernacular which brought an expanding 

a Cited in Black (I), p. 432. • cr. ibid. pp. 80 fr. 
e A Bible in High German was first printed in 1466; this ran to nineteen editions before Luther's time; see 

Febvre & Marlin (I), p. 289. 
d See description of'A Letter ofIndulgence' printed by Caxton in 1476 in Printing and the Mind if Man (1963), p. 

17· 
, Cr. Eisenstein (2), pp. 306-7. 
r For the development of national languages and printing, see Steinberg (I), pp. 120 fr.; Febvre & Martin (I), 

pp. 3I9fr.; Eisenstein (2), pp. 117-18. 
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market. As books became easier to publish in national languages, printing 
stabilised the vocabulary, grammar, structure, spelling, and punctuation of each, 
a?d, furthermore, promoted its use. Once fiction was printed and widely 
CIrculated, the common language became firmly established; this, in its turn, 
facilitated the eventual growth of specific national literatures and cultures, which 
in turn led to the realisation of a distinct national consciousness and to 
nationalism. a 

The popularisation of education and the spread of literacy were also closely 
related to the expansion of printing. As books became cheaper and easier to obtain, 
more people were able to gain access to the printed texts which eventually affected 
their outlook on the world and their position in it. And, naturally enough, easier 
access to printed material promoted the rise of literacy, which stimulated a still 
greater demand for more books. Moreover, early printed manuals and 
advertisements probably made it clear to many with an artisan background that 
profits and prestige could be acquired by printing such materials themselves, and 
this, of course, may have encouraged the spread of literacy among the artisan 
class.

b 
It is evident, too, that some of the manuals were primers for teaching oneself 

to read and write, thus extending the market for books still further. There is also 
some bio~aphical evidence which suggests that printing may have opened up 
opportumtles to men of humble origin to advance their social position.c 

(3) EFFECTS OF PRINTING ON CHINESE BOOK PRODUCTION 

In China as in the West, printing made possible more and cheaper books and other 
material with a wider range of subjects for a larger reading public; naturally' 
enough, this all had a certain amount of influence on the modes of Chinese 
scholarship and society. When large-scale printing began to emerge in the + 10th 
century, the output was enormous; for instance nearly half a million copies of 
Buddhist books and pictures are known to have been printed in the eastern part of 
Chi~a in one small area alone over a period of less than half a century. d Again, 
durmg the Sung dynasty, some six different editions of the Buddhist Tripitaka 
which required tens of thousands of blocks for each edition, were printed and 
distributed th~oughout the country' and abroad. e At about the same time, the 
Taoist canon was also printed. 

, For stabilisation oflanguage and rise of nationalism, see Chaytor (I), pp. 22 fr. 
• Cr. Eisenstein (2), p. 242. 
C Among the priests who spearheaded the Strasbourg reformation, one was the son of a shoemaker and 

an~ther the son of a blacksmith. Although of humble background, they were steeped in the new learning through 
theIr access to the printed page; see Eisenstein (2), p. 372. 

d These mcluded three versions of the invocation sutra at 84,000 copies each, and printings of about a dozen 
other sutras, .and ~harms and pictures, including 140,000 copies of one Buddhist image, amounting to a total of 
400,000 copIes pnnt~d in the Wu-¥iieh Kingdom from +937 to 975; see discussion on pp. I57ff. above. 

, These edmons, m from 5000 to 7000 chilan ea.c? containing about 10-15 leaves (double pages) per chiMn, 
would reqUIre 60,000 to 80,000 blocks for each edItIOn, or about one-half as many if carved on both sides. See 
printing of Buddhist collections on pp. I59ff. above. 
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As everywhere else in the world, religion had proved to be a motivating force for 
the use of printing. But once the techniques became more sophisticated, the 
dominance of religious literature was gradually overtaken by secular subjects and 
the percentage of religious publications declined in China as it was later to do in 
Europe. Thus as early as the + loth century FengTao borrowed the art of printing 
from the Buddhists to reproduce standardised Confucian texts, instead of carving 
them on stone, and since then, the printing of Confucian classics, histories, and 
other works intensified. Thus when a large printing project was started by the Sung 
government in +988, only some 4000 wood blocks were kept in the National 
Academy, but by 1005, when the emperor inquired about the project, Hsing Pinl 

(+930-1010), then Director of the National Academy, reported that the wood 
blocks at the Academy numbered 100,000, representing all kinds of classics, 
histories, and their commentaries. a This is indeed most impressive; it means that 
printing by this central government agency alone increased as many as twenty-five 
times within a period ofless than twenty years. 

Printing blocks could be used again and again, and sometimes lasted for several 
hundred years until they either deteriorated or were destroyed. There is very little 
information about how many copies were printed from the same block, because 
they were re-used so often, though it appears that the number varied a great deal, 
from a few in the case of a scholarly work oflimited circulation to tens of thousands 
of a popular text in great demana.. However, one modern writer claims that thirty 
copies were usually printed for the first impression, b and each new block could be 
used to print up to 15,000 copies, or 25,000 after retouching. 

In one bronze movable type edition of a Sung encyclopaedia, Thai Phing Tu Lan,2 

in 1000 chuan, reprinted in 1574, a run of 100 copies is mentioned in the colophon. C 

If this figure for a particular reference work applies to other large sets, no fewer 
than 100 copies for each new title or each new block may be reckoned to have been 
produced at that time.d This may also be true of other times, since the mode of 
printing did not change very much until the middle of the 19th century. 

While no clear record of copies printed for a block edition is available, we know 
more precisely the cost of production and how much was saved by the application 
of printing. There are detailed listings of various costs for certain printed editions, 
including material, labour, and the charges for renting blocks (Fig. 1231). For 
example, the complete works of a Sung scholar, Wang Yii-Chheng 3 ( + 954- 1001), 

a Cf. Yii Hai (CCSC ed., 1883), ch. 43, p: 18a. 
b See Lu Chhien (I), p. 632. 
, Cf. description in Chhien Tshun-Hsiin (2), p. 15, item 7; a movable type edition was nol normally reprinted 

by !he same method but more often was reprinted with woodblocks. 
d In the case of another encyclopaedia, Ku Chin Thu Shu Chi Chheng, ' which includes over 100 million words in 

5020 volumes, sixty-six copies were printed with bronze movable type for the first impression in 1725-6, and 100 

copies were reprinted with lithography in + 18go. Another large set, the Wu ring Tien Chii Chen Pan Tshung Shu in 
134 titles, was printed in 300 copies in c. 1734. Also 400 copies of a collection of poetry were printed with 
earthenware type by Chai Chin-Sheng in 1847-8; see pp. 203, 20g, 216 above. 

1 JflH~ 
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Fig. 123!. Cost of materials and labour for printing the Huai Hai Chi by Chhin Kuan of the Sung dynasty printed 
c. + 117~. The account on the back of the book says it used 449 blocks and 500 sheets of paper and was sold for 500 
cash. Ongmal copy preserved at the Naikaku Bunko, Tokyo. 

Hsiao Chhu Chi, 1 thirty chuan in eight tshe, printed at Huang-chou in 1147, contains 
163,848 characters on 432 blocks. The cost of production included 260 pieces of 
cash for 448 sheets of printing paper, eleven sheets of blue cover paper, and eight 
large sheets of paper; 500 cash for ink and for renting blocks and brushes; and 430 
cash for binding; with a total cost of I 136 cash for labour, ren t, and other expenses, 
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except for paper. The set was sold for 5000 pieces of cash per copy. a These figures 
give an average unit cost of about one piece of cash for the rent of each block with 
tools, and another piece of cash for the labour of printing and binding one leaf. The 
retail price in this case was about 600 pieces of cash per tshe, while that of other 
works during a similar period ranged from 300 to 400 pieces of cash.b 

Another case is that ofa Yiian gazetteer of Nanking, Chin-Ling Hsin Chih,l fifteen 
chiian in thirteen tshe, the printing of which cost a total of 7, 179,899 taels of silver in 
the Chung-Thung currency. There is no mention of how many copies were printed, 
but the cost seems rather high.c In Ming times, printing costs were much lower. 
Carving was only twenty pieces of cash per 100 characters around 1640, when the 
thirteen classics and the seventeen standard histories were pu blished by Mao Chin 7 

(+ 1599-1659), who printed in his famous shop Chi Ku K 08 some 600 titles with 
over 200,000 carved blocks.d In the latter part of the Chhing dynasty (around 
1875), the cost of preparing transcriptions and printing in Hunan was about fifty to 
sixty pieces of cash per 100 characters; this increased to eighty to ninety later in the 
19th century and to 130 at the beginning of the 20th. The pay of women cutters in 
Hunan, Chiangsi, and Kuangtung is said to have been extremely low, only twenty 
to thirty pieces of cash per 100 characters. e 

Printing was of course much cheaper than the time-consuming process of hand 
copying. For instance, the text (pai wen) 9 of a collection of Confucian classics 
contains nearly a million words, and if a copyist could write as many as 10,000 
characters a day, it would still take 100 working days to complete one' copy. f 
Certainly, carving on blocks was slower, but in the end it produced more copies far 
more cheaply. How much the price was reduced by printing may be illustrated by 
comparing the cost of a hand-copied manuscript with that of a printed edition at a 
comparable time. 

In the early +9th century during the latter part of the Thang dynasty, the 
charge by a professional copyist was about 1000 pieces of cash per chiian of abou t 
5000 to 10,000 characters. This is confirmed by the copying cost of some of the 
Buddhist sutras found in Tunhuang, the charges on which are sometimes given in 

a This information is given in the colophon of the original Sung edition which was reprinted in facsimile in the 
-, :ing dynasty; see description in Yeh Te-Hui (2), pp. 144-5. The cost mention~d here seems to indicate that the 
448 sheets of paper was the amount used for each copy: the 448 sheets were for 432 blocks, including two blank 
sheets for fly-leaves for each of the eight Ishe, and the other papers were for covers and binding; the other costs 
apparently were for the rent and labour for the entire impression of the book. 

b The price of the Ta I Tshui ren,' twenty Ishe, printed in 1176, was 8000 pieces of cash (wen') per set; and that of 
the Han Chiin,' two Ishe, printed in 1184, were 600 pieces of cash per set; see Yeh Te-Hui (2), p. 143. 

, The total cost of 143 linlf (silver ingots) and 2g,8gg /iang' (tae!s) is mentioned in the preface of the gazetteer; 
each ling equalled fifty taels and each tae! was worth 20,000 pieces of cash in the Yiian dynasty. If 100 copies of this 
book were printed, one set would have cost seventy.two taels or 140,000 pieces of cash . This roused suspicion of 
corruption by the Yiian officialdom; see Yeh Te-Hui (2), pp. 178-9. 

• Yeh Te-Hui (2), pp. 185-6. ' Ibid. p. 186. 
r See discussion in Poon (2), p. 67. 
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the colophon and are of the same order.' The price for a manuscript copy of the 
rhymed dictionary hand-copied by the famous woman calligrapher Wu Tshai
Luan1 (fl. + 827-35) also came to this average figure. b At about the same time, the 
Japanese monk Ennin ( + 793-864) bought in China in 838 a copy of Buddhist sutra 
in four chiian, costing 540 pieces of cash. C Because of its cheapness in comparison 
with the copied manuscripts, it is believed that this book must be a printed edition.d 

If so, the average cost was about 100 pieces of cash per chiian, indicating that the 
cost ratio between a printed edition and a copied manuscript was one to ten. 

This cost ratio continued with little change in later times. In 1042, for example, 
the printing of calendars by the Sung government is recorded as costing 30,000 
pieces of cash, while copying during the previous years was said to have cost ten 
times this amount" A Ming author, Hu Ying-Ling3 (+ 1551-1602), said that ifno 
printed edition were available on the market, the hand-copied manuscript of a 
book would cost ten times as much as the printed work; moreover, once a printed 
edition appeared, the transcribed copy could no longer be sold and would be 
discarded. f All these cases indicate that printing had reduced the cost of a book by 
as much as ninety per cent before the end of the 16th century although, of course, 
the price fluctuated from time to time. g 

The development of printing naturally encouraged greater emphasis on textual 
criticism so that more reliable texts could be produced than ever before. Because of 
the permanence and wider dissemination of the text, scholars were more aware of 
the need for its reliability and correctness through careful collation and proof
reading before it was finally engraved on to blocks. Collation of texts was a 
preoccupation of many scholars (Fig. 1232), who served in the official agencies or 
worked independently, and at least four proof-readings were usually required 
before printing; the latter occurred following transcription, correction, engraving, 
and the first impression. h Because of this carefull preparation, a well-collated and 
printed edition was valued above a copied manuscript, which was likely to contain 
unintentional errors. Textual accuracy was, therefore, an additional important 
reason besides its lower cost, for readers to choose a printed edition. i 

A typical example of such serious effort in preparation is the printing of the Nine 
Classics and Three Commentaries in c. + 1230 or 1300. Some twenty-three 
different editions were used for 'collation, and a special manual, the Chiu Ching San 
Chuan Yen Ko Li,5 was prepared to provide guidelines; it gave specifications on such 

a One Buddhist sutra in forty chuan cost 30,000 pieces of cash; another in seven chiian cost 10,000; see Thai Ching-
Lung (1), p. g. 

b The Thang run' in five ehium was sold for 5000 pieces ofc.sh; see Yeh Te-Hui (2), pp. 285 If. 
, See Reich.uer (2), p. 48. • See Weng Thung-Wen (2), pp. 38-9. 
, See Hsii T;:,u Chih Thung Chien Chang Pien (Thaipei, Ig61), ch. 102, p. 18. 
r See ShaD Shih Shan Fang Pi Tshung (Peking, (958), ch. 4, p. 57. 
• See Weng Thung-Wen (2), pp. 35 If. 
h For the procedures of block printing, see pp. 200 fr. above. 
I Cr. Poon Ming-Sun (2), pp. 7211'. 

2 lID C 
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Fig. 1232. A pottery piece of the Western Chin period (+265-316), discovered in Chhangsha in the 1960's, 
depicts the collation of books by two scribes sitting face to face, perhaps in proofreading. From Historical Relics 
Unearthed in New China, Peking, 1972. 

matters as the selection of editions for textual comparison, the use of a standard 
style of calligraphy, emendations of the original annotations and commentaries, 
the pronunciation of obsolete characters, demarcation of sentences and punctua
tion, collation of passages in correct order and, finally, notes on textual variations. 
This edition of classics, printed in Hsiang-thai, Honan, has been highly praised as 
the milestone in the transmission of the ancient works and a model offine printing 
and careful textual collation. a 

, Cf. description of the specifications by T. H. Tsien in Hervouet (3), p. 53. 
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Printing did not result in much change in the physical appearance of the book, 

except perhaps for some special features of the printed page. The evolution from 
the roll form to the flat binding, in the late +gth or early loth century, was 
primarily because of the inconvenience of opening t4e paper rolls for reading; it 
was not necessarily a result of printing.a The special features that were added to the 
printed page, and which do not appear on manuscripts except for those copied 
from a printed edition, include such signs in the body of the block as the centre line, 
the 'fish tail', and the 'elephant trunk' at the centre of the block to mark the fold. 
The cutter's name and the number of characters on the block are also sometimes 
indicated. 

An important feature of a printed book is the addition of the printer'S colophon 
(phai chi'l) or trade mark in the book, which can normally be found on the back of the 
title page, or at the end of the table of contents. It is a boxed square either in an 
oblong form or in designs of a gourd, a tripod, or a round stamp providing such 
information as the date, place, printer'S name and occasionally a note on the 
process of printing and an advertisement of the printer (Fig. 1233).b However, the 
most visible change in the appearance of a printed book was the calligraphic 
transformation sometime in the middle of the "16th century of the text from a 
regular written to a printed style. This printed text, called the Sung style (Sung thi 
tzu2), is characterised by a formalised and stereotyped construction, with more 
straight lines than curves. It is easier for block cutters to carve and has been 
followed by printers ever since, though with slight variations from time to time. 
The metal type used in modern printing is developed from this style. 

The expansion of printing activities naturally resulted in the establishment of 
printing centres throughout the country. Wherever skilled block cutters and 
sponsors were available, more printing facilities were located. Under the Sung, as 
we have seen, printing centres included Hangchow (in Chekiang) and Khaifeng 
(in Honan), capitals of the Sung; Chien-an and Chien-yang (in Fukien), where 
trade editions had been known for centuries; and Mei-shan (in Szechuan), a 
cultural centre until the Ming.c Of some 1,500 Sung editions of which the location 
of printing can be identified, more than go per cent are known to have been printed 
in provinces where such centres were located. d Indeed, it has become clear that 
factors such as political status, economic strength, cultural tradition, and the 
availability of materials, were responsible for the prosperity of t;.e printing 
industry. 

• Some of the earliest printings of Buddhist works are in the roll form; see discussion of book-binding on 
pp. 227 If. above. 

b See form and translations of such colophons in Poon Ming-Sun (I), pp. 39 If. 
C Among fifty-six printing shops under the Sung, fifty-five are known to have been located in Hangchow, 

Chien-an, and Chien-yang; see Poon Ming-Sun (2), p. 167. 
d Of the 1478 titles, 614 (42 %) were printed in Liang-che (modern Chekiang), 231 (16%) in Fukien, 199 

(13 %) in Chiang-nan Tung and Hsi (modern Chiangsi and Chiangsu), 171 (12 %), in Ching-chi (modern 
Honan), and 124 (8%) in Chhengtu (modern Szechuan); see Poon (2), p. 11, table I. 
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books available at a low price to a large readership that could not otherwise afford 
to buy or easily gain access to them.a 

In many respects, Chinese culture has had an extensive literary or bookish 
tradition, characterised among world civilisations by its productivity, continuity, 

and universality. It is unique in the volume ofits output, the length ofthe period 
covered, and its uninterrupted and widespread intel1ectual transmission. From 
very ancient times, an enormous amount of literature and documents was 
produced and transmitted, and the production ofhistorical records and annals has 
continued almost without interruption to the present day. As to magnitude, a 
single work rather frequently ran to millions ofwords. Written words were revered 
and from antiquity books were assiduously read and studied not only by the 
Chinese but also by other peoples ofEast Asia throughout a prolonged period of 
history, and this bookish tradition contributed to the production of more written 
and printed pages in Chinese than were produced in the West until about the end of 
the 17th century.b It also contributed to the early invention in China of paper and 
printing, which became important vehicles for sustaining the Chinese cultural 
heritage throughout the centuries. 

The power of printing in mass production, distribution, and preservation 
stimulated the revival of classicallearning and changed the mode of scholarship 
and authorship under the Sung dynasty. While the Thang promoted Buddhism 
and Taoism, and produced poetry that is prized as the gem ofthe period, the Sung 
became one of the great ages in Chinese history for its scholarly achievements in 
critical studies of classical works, art, archaeo1ogy , material culture, and science. 
The restoration of Confucian learning was reflected in such scholarly activities as 
new interpretations and the large-scale printing of Confucian classics, studies in 
classical philology, textual criticism, as wel1 as compilation ofvoluminous general 
and local histories, bibliographies, and catalogues. The revived interest in 
Confucianism was an obvious victory ofChinese traditional thought and political 
philosophy. The work ofChu Hsi1 (+ I 130-1200) and other Sung scholars who 
founded Neo-Confucianism, became the 伊iding principle ofChinese society until 
the end of the 19th centu巧， when it was chal1enged by Western thought and 
mstItu tIons. 

(4) THE INFLUENCE OF PRINTING ON CHINESE 
SCHOLARSHIP AND SOCIETY 
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(d) (c) (b) 
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(a) 

(h) 

~i~..1233. C:oloph?~ and !rade m~rks ofearly Chinese printing. (a) τne printer Wang Shu-Pien at Ch出
Fukien was forrr町1: fro~ Cll?ie~-:rh~?g (i.e. ~in-~n) ， c: ~ 115Õ-7~. (b) The printer J~ng Liu-Lang ;;ii~-A~ 
(i.e. Hangchow) advertising 血。ld.address at the former Sung capital Khai-Feng for'pr四ige， +11归(功 The
Chh是ng hxxlily of hhLShan, szechtAan regstered the book with the zoverament ibr prohIbitmg reprint, 6· 

+口90-4·(d)TheTsha2FaZZIIlyAcademyofChieZFARFukmn， c+I20824·(e)TheyohmilyofHgang-Tha12
Honan, c. + 13th centu町. Printers ofthe.Yüan dynasty, + 14th centu巧， developed such ornamental designs 出
(f) a tripod, (g) a bell, and (h) a goblet. From P~on Ming-S~n (1). 

Ig) 的(e) 

~ See commercialisation of Sung printing in Poon (吟， pp. 167ff. 
g More than 50,000 separate titles, or over half a million volumes (chüa时， produced before the late Ming 

period, are known to have been registered in Chinese bibliographies and other sources before printing was widely 
used in Europe in the late 15th centurγ; see estimate by Yang Chia-Lo (功， p. 27. Both Swingle (叶， p.I2I ， and
Latourette (1) , p. 770, suggest that by 1700 or even 1800, more pages, written and printed， εxisted in Chinese than 
in all other languages put together 

1 朱蕉

It should not be a surprise to realise that commercial printers were concerned 
more with the market demand than with textual accuracy or quality of printing. 
Such popular materials as handbooks of everyday knowledge, manuals of letter 
writing, popular novels and drama, as well as basic textbooks and reference works‘ 

especially attracted their attention, and they published more books ofthis kind for 
the common people than did the official agencies or private families, who hesitated 
to print such commonplace material.NEverthelESS the commercid printers should 
have the credit for popular education and the spread ofliteracy, because they made 
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As we have seen, w.h~n printing first appeared in China, it was motivated by the 
need ~or. great .qua~tItIes of Buddhist texts. Not until two or three hundred years 
~fter ~ts mventIon dId the Confucian classics and other scholarly literature appear 
m prmt, and there were those two great projects for printing the Confucian 
learni?g begu~ in the 10th century signal the revival of Confucian learning. Both 
the Nme ClassIcs sponsored by the prime minister Feng Tao1 (+ 882-954) of the 
Later Thang, and the printing started privately in +953 by Wu Chao-P (d. 
+ 967) of the Later Shu state, were significant in several ways. a The initiative of 
F~ng !ao made the National Academy the official agency for printing classics, 
hIstOrIeS, textbooks, and other volumes to be distributed at the national level. It 
also made the government one of the most influential agencies in printing. The Wu 
Chao-I project became a typical case of Confucian scholars preaching the moral 
values of. private enterprise in printing. From this time on, almost all printing 
engaged m by the government, by private families, and by commercial agencies 
was dominated by the Confucian scholars. 

The revival of Confucian learning gave impetus to the flourishing schools and 
academies which supplied candidates for the civil service examinations which were 
themselves based on Confucian writings and ideas. As a result three or more 
institutions of higher .educatio~ we~e set up in the Sung capitals, Khaifeng and 
Hangchow: the NatIOnal UmversIty (Thai Hsiieh4), which had an average 
enrolment of about 2000 students who had passed the entrance examinations' the 
National Academy (Kuo Tzu Chien), which enrolled about 200 childre~ of 
officials; and the School of Four Gates (Ssu Men Hsiieh5), which had an average of 
500. students from ordi~ary famil~es. b On the local level there were, during the Sung 
perIod over 1000 offiCIal and prIvate schools and academies distributed through 
almost all the prefe~tures and counties of the country. C The National Academy 
played the key role m the centr.al government's printing, and many of the local 
schools and academies also engaged in printing textbooks, dictionaries histories 
philo.sophical writings, and medical works.d In fact, under the Sung, no fewer tha~ 
250 tItles are known to have been printed by the Kuo Tzu Chien, and over 300 such 
works were printed by local academies. e 

Printing no doubt also had some positive relationship with the Chinese civil 

a See discussion of these two projects on pp. 156 If. above. 
b The N~tional Uni.versity student quotas ranged from 1000 in 1071 to 3800 in 1103; the Kuo Tzu Chien had 

70 students In 975, 300 In 1044, and 200 in 1078; and the Ssu Men Hstieh had 450 students in 1058 and 600 in 1062· 
see Chaffee (I), p. 45, table 6. . ' 

C A total of 1099 schools were established under the Sung, including 189 at perfectural level, 464 at county 
levil, and 446 pnvate schools; see ~haffe~ (I), p. Ib7, table I l. 

The prefectural school of Chlang-mng fu (modern Nanking) in c. 1130 had a collection of over 20000 
woodblocks for sixty-eight titles; cf. Chaffee (I), p. 94. ' 
. ' The Kuo Tzu Chien printed 256 tities, including 108 on classics, 61 on history, 83 on philosophy, and 4 

lIterary works; the lo.cal academIes a~d other agen~les published 324, including 83 on classics, 81 on history, 87 on 
ph~lo50phy, and 73 lIterary works; prIvate academIes contributed 17 titles; and commercial printers 128; see Poon 
MIng-Sun (2), pp. 123, 134, 154, 170. 
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service examination which recruited educated personnel for service in ~he 
governmen t. The beginning of this system can be traced back to the J:Ian or earlIer, 
but it was not fully utilised until Thang and Sung times.

a 
It was, mdeed, under 

the Sung that the system was further perfected, the nu~ber of participants greatly 
increased and it was at this time that the number m the government of those 
holding the highest degree, the doctoral graduates (chin-shih

1
), was more than 

double that of the previous dynasty.b The growth of the general scholarly ~op~
lation during the Sung was even more impressive. The number of chm-shzh 
quadrupled from early Sung to late Sung, reaching a total of ove~ 40,?00 for the 
entire period.c Yet to become a candidate for the doctoral exammatIon was no 
easy task; one had to have passed the qu~lifying examin,atio~ ~n 2 the prefectural 
level and to have received the degree of presented man (chu-Jen). Even so, the 
number of chu-J'en is estimated at 200,000 for the I 2th cent~ry, and 4~0,000 for the 
13th .d Including students at the various institutions of h~gher learnmg and local 
schools and academies, the total intellectual populatIOn of the Sung must, 

therefore, have been very large. . ., 
Examinations at all levels emphasised lIterary, hIstorIcal, and scholarly 

knowledge, based on Confucian doctrines. The books used in preparation for these 
examinations included Confucian classics, histories, reference works such as 
dictionaries and encyclopaedias, as well as examination aids such as model essays, 
and pocket editions which could be taken into the examination halls. The dema?d 
for such materials for reading and study seems to have been one of ~he ma~or 
reasons for the large-scale printing of textbooks and other required materIal dUrIng 
the Sung dynasty. The initiation of the two large printing projects for .the Con
fucian classics, mentioned earlier, was certainly stimulated by the convemence and 

economy of printing. .. .' .., 
The definite relationship between printing and the CIVIl servIce exammatIOn IS 

further attested by the fact that the more successful doctoral candidates there were 
in a specific region, the larger was the proportion of imprints produced in that area. 
For example, the top five provinces in the eastern, southeastern, western, and 
central regions, which produced eighty-four per cent of the holders 0: the doctoral 
degree during the Sung, printed ninety per cent of the books dur~ng the same 
period: On the other hand, one poor province in the southwest, WhICh produced 

a For a general history of the Chinese civil service examination system, see E tienne ~i (~), and Teng Ssu-Y ti (I). 
b Cf. Kracke (I), p. 55, tables 3, 60; Chaffee (I), p. 63, table 9, shows 9785 offiCIals In the Sung government 

during the period 997 to 1022, and more than 42,000 in 1196. . . 
C There were 1587 chin-shih in the period 960 to 997, and 6177 In 1241 to 1274, wlth a total of 41,357 for the 

entire Sung period; cf. Chalfee (I), p. 354, table 3 I. 
d Cf. Chaffee (I), P. 59· . (S h ) 
, The provinces ofLiang-che (modern Chekiang), Fu-chien (modern Fu.klen), Chhengtu modern zec ualn f 

Chiang-nan Hsi (modern Chiangsi), and Chiang-nan Tung (modern Chlangsu) produced 24,172 ofa tota 0 
2

8
9

26 
graduates while printing I 168 of I 303 books during the Sung period; for ch,h-shzh by prefectures, see Cha~ee 

(I), table 37; for numbers of imprints by provinces, see Poon Ming-Sun (2),p. 101, table 6; thIS ~ses the figu~esd or 
two sample years of I 145 and 1256, and these are in general agreement WIth those for the entue Sung perlO . 

1 l:i± 
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the fewest graduates, also printed the least titles. a This correlation between books 
and examinations clearly indicates the way printing contributed to the popular
isation of education and advancement of scholarship. The reverse is, however, also 
true; the examination system promoted the expansion and prosperity of' the 
printing trade. 

The civil service examinations provided a fair system for recruiting into 
government service the qualified people from various social strata and from 
different geographical regions. An intelligent person of humble origin could climb 
the ladder of competitive examinations and eventually become one of the top 
administrators in the Chinese bureaucracy, and the general fairness of the system 
is confirmed by the fact that a clear majority of the successful candidates under the 
Sung came from families without any background of official connections. b The 
distribution of books to relatively poor and humble people to a certain extent 
facilitated their upward movement from the lower strata of society by way of the 
examination system, and was helped, in spite of the increasing disparity between 
rich and poor, by the fact that printed books cost much less than manuscripts. C 

While printing in the West has primarily a business for profit, it had strong moral 
implications in Chinese society. It was considered a positive merit for an individual 
to preserve and disseminate knowledge, and rulers were politically rewarded for 
such action by receiving pu blic su pport. Reverence for ancient litera ture was one of 
the basic elements of Confucian teaching, and the story of the burning of the books 
by the First Emperor of the Chhin dynasty in -212 has been emphasised by 
Confucian scholars as the most flagrant crime in history. From Han times onwards, 
almost all rulers who adopted Confucianism as state doctrine, chose to recover and 
preserve ancient books when they succeeded to the throne, a procedure that was 
also considered a virtue which brought honour to the family and to the individual. 
Yeh Te-Hui,l author of the celebrated work on books and printing, opened his 
book by citing a number of cases in Chinese history to illustrate how printing of 
books was crucial to gaining prosperity, to preserving fortunes during times of 
disorder, and to commanding respect from others.d Furthermore, attention to the 
reliability and correctness of a text by block-cutters and printers was particularly 
emphasised; failure to observe this would be punished, by spiritual if not by human 
powers: Evidently, printing in China was not primarily for profit; moral 

• The province ofKuei-chou (modern Kueichow) had 103 graduates and printed only two tides. 
b The names of successful candidates in the two examination lists of 1148 and 1256 show about forty per cent of 

them were descendants offormer office holders in the government, but some sixty per cent came from families with 
no history of civil service employment in the paternal line for three previous generations; see Kracke (I), p. 69. 

, For printing and social mobility of the Ming and Chhing periods, see Ho Ping-Ti (2), pp. 212 fr. 
d The stories include one on Wu Chao-!'s private printing ofthe Confucian classics, which resulted in political 

status and wealth for his family and descendants after the conquest of the Shu state by the Sung dynasty in 965, 
while other powerful families were executed or otherwise punished; see Yeh Te-Hui (2), pp. I ff. 

, Hung Mai' (+ 1123-1202) said that four block·cutters were struck by lightning for having changed the text 
of a book on medical preScriptions; see his I Chicn Chih (TSHCC), p. 89. 
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Fig. 1234. Moral reward to a sponsor of printing. Picture depicts a private printing enterprise owned by Cheng I
Te of the Sung dynasty, a man with little learning, who was awarded by Heaven with two great scholarly sons, 
Chheng Hao and Chheng I, because he printed good books from the Confucian, Buddhist, and Taoist canons. 
From ring Chih Wen Thu Chu. 
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obligations became an important factor in Chinese society to promote and develop 

it (Fig. 1234). 

(5) SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Generally speaking, paper and printing served similar purposes in the East and the 
West, but had different impact upon their respective societies. Paper, however, 
seems to have played a more important role in China than in the West. Unlike 
printing, which was scarcely mentioned in Chinese literature, paper was written 
about and praised for its qualities and usefulness from very early times. Emperors 
bestowed it upon scholars and officials as the highest honour and reward, and along 
with brush, ink, and inkstone, it was one of the scholar's four treasures. Thus paper 
was no ordinary commodity, but was always associated in Chinese society with 
prestige and scholarship. 

The very early use of paper for writing and for books in China was an epoch
making step in the history of civilisation. Without paper, certainly, no printing 
could have taken place and, as we have seen, in China paper also had other 
profoundly im portan t effects; it helped sus tain the Chinese cultural tradition, it was 
instrumental in refining Chinese art, it helped smooth the path of government and 
transactions in the business world, and played a not insignificant part in improving 
various household and other daily activities. With the adoption of paper, people 
everywhere have found their lives much easier, more convenient, better served. 

Printing played a similar role in book production in China and in Europe, b~t 
the scale and pattern of its influence on the two societies was different. Certainly It 
made similar contributions in both to the reduction of costs, increase of 
productivity, and accessibility to a large public, as well as providing the 
standardisation of texts and a greater chance of their survival. But otherwise 
printing developed in different directions using differ~nt ~rocedures. In .th: "":est, 
the printing press underwent a gradual mechamsatlOn and sophistIcatIOn, 
eventually growing into a powerful publishing industry with mass prod~ction and 
distribution; in China, on the other hand, printing was continuously carned on as a 
handicraft, without significant changes in technology until modern times. 

As to the impact of printing on intellectual life and society, there were again 
some similarities between East and West. In both printing promoted culture, 
widened the scope of subjects that interested scholars, helped shift the bias from 
religious to classical learning, it popularised education, spr?ad literacy: and 
enriched art and literature; though it did so to a different degree III each. But III the 
West printing also stimulated intellectual unrest and promoted the development ~f 
national languages and their use in literature; in China, on the contrary, It 
facilitated the continuity and universality of the written language and thus became 
an important vehicle for sustaining the cultural tradition. This is seen especially in 
the printing of the Confucian classics and similar material for the civil service 
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examinations, and therefore acted as an important element in the relative stability 
of Chinese culture and society. 

There was another difference. While Chinese culture always had an extensive 
literary tradition, at the close of the Middle Ages Western civilisation possessed 
only a very limited legacy of books. Yet as Europe emerged from the Dark Ages, the 
intellectual awakening resulted in a great demand for books. As soon as printing 
was available, it was utilised for book production to the maximum extent. In this 
respect, it was unlike printing in China, which has always produced an optimum 
number of copies for immediate use without excessive accumulation of copies in 
stock. Furthermore, Chinese printing was generally sponsored by government 
and private agencies without pecuniary motivation, whereas the European press 
was usually operated as a trade for profit. The different motives for printing seem 
also to have been responsible for different effects of the invention on society. 

In general, printing in Europe from the 16th century onwards was vigorously 
expanded, supporting many drastic and radical changes in thought and society. 
On the other hand, the progress of printing in China and other nations in East Asia 
was comparatively stable and constant with modest changes occurring within· a 
stable tradition. These diversities reflect the distinctive characters of Eastern and 
Western cultures, especially their attitudes towards material life. Chinese society 
has long been dominated by the Confucian doctrine, which concerns itself 
primarily with proper human relationships and social order by way of moral 
teachings and ethics rather than with pursuance of material advance and extreme 
changes in society. The high degree of social and cultural stability over long periods 
in Chinese history, especially from the 13th to the 19th century, contrasts greatly 
with the constant turmoil oflife and intellectual unrest during the same period in 
the West. Such different environments in China and the West were certainly bound 
to affect the role of printing, and in this sense printing was not only shaped by the 
political and social conditions of the time; it also exerted an equal effect on those 
conditions. 
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CIBAIA 
CINA 
CJ 
CJWH 

CKCPICT 

British Museum Quarterly 
Bull. National Inst. of Sciences of India 
Bulletin de la Sociel! des Etudes Indochinaises 
Bull. Soc. le Vieux Papier 
Bull. Soc. Zool. Acclim 
Bulletin de I'UniversiU de Aurore (Shang

hai) 
Burlington Magazine 
Bharakiya Vitfya (Bombay) 

Chhung-Chi Bulletin (Chhung-Chi Hsiao 
Khan, Hongkong) 

Che-Chiang Shu Chu 
Chang Chu-Sheng Hs;'n Sheng Chhi Shih 

Sheng Jih Chi Nien Lun Wen Chi (A 
Festschrift in Honour of the 70th 
Birthday of Mr. Chang Yiian-Chi, 
Shanghai, 1937) 

Cheng Chi Ta Hsi1eh Hsueh Pao (National 
Cheng Chi University Journal, Thaipei) 

Chinese Culture (Thaipei) 
Che-Chiang Ta Hsfieh Wen Hsiieh raan Chi 

Khan (Tsun-I, Kweichow) 
Cahiers Franco-Chinois (Paris) 
Chung Fa Han Hsueh r en Chiu So Thu Shu 

Kuan Kuan Khan (Scripta Sinica: Bul
letin Bibliographique, Peking) 

Canadian Geographical Journal 
Cambridge History of the Bible 
Chung-Hua Wen Hua Fu Hsing rueh Khan 

(Chinese Cultural Renaissance Monthly, 
Thaipei) 

Chhing-Hua Ta HsuehHsfiehPao (Peking) 
La Chine 
Chhing-Hua (Tsinghua) Journal of Chinese 

Studies (new series, pub!. Thaiwan) 
Chiang-Hsi Shu Chii 
Chiang-Hsi Ta Hsueh Hsfieh Pa,_ She Hui 

Kho Hsfieh (Nanchhang) 
Chung Han Wen Hua Lun Wen Chi (Col

lected Essays on the Chinese and 
Korean Culture, Thaipei, 1955) 

Chhen Hsiu raan Hsien Sheng I Shu Chhi 
Shih Erh Chung (1803) 

Ciba Review (Textile Technology) 
Cina 
China Journal of Science and Arts 
Che-Chiang Ta Hsfieh Wen Hsiieh rfian Chi 

Khan (Tsun-I, Kweichow) 
Chung-Kuo Chin Tai Chhu Pan Shih Liao 

(Materials for the Study of Modern 
Chinese Publishing, 1862-1918, 
Shanghai, 1954) 
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CKCP/HT Chung-Kuo Hsien Tai Chhu Pan Shih Liao EO. EducatWn Q.uarterly JAOS Journal of the American Oriental Sociery LCfQ.JCA Library of Congress Q.uarterly Journal of 

(Materials for the Study of Contem- ER Eclectic Review JAS Journal of Asian Studies (Continuation of Current Acquisitions; Qyarterly Journal 

porary Chinese Pu blications, 1919- ESCH Essays on the Sources for Chinese History Far Eastern Q.uarterly, FEQ.) of the Library of-Congress 

1949, Peking, [955) (Canberra) JFI Journal Franklin Institute LIB The Library 
CKIC Chang-Kuo I Chou (Thaipei) ESSS/TW Erh Shih Ssu Shih (Thung Wen Shu Chu, JHI Journal of the History of Ideas LIBRI Libri 
CKKC Chung-Kuo Kho Hsileh Chi Shu Fa Ming 1886) JICCfHK Journal of the Institute of Chinese Studies, LNHP Lingnan Hsiieh Pao (Lingnan Journal, Can-

Ho Kho Hsiieh Chi Shu Jen Wu Lun Chi ETH Ethnos Chinese Vniversiry of Hong Kong ton) 
(Essays on Chinese Discoveries and ErT Erh ru Thong Tshung Shu (1821) JMH Journal of Modern History LQ. Library Q.uarterly 
Inventions of Science and Technol- FCWH Fu-Chien Wen Hua (Foochow) JMWH Jen Min Wen Hsfieh (Peking) LSCH Li Shih Chiao Hsiieh (Tientsin) 
ogy, and on the· Men who Made FCWS Fu-Chi .. Wen Hsien (Thaipei) JOB Journal of Occasional Bibliography LSJ Lingnan Science Journal 
Them. Peking, 1955) FER Far Eastern Review (London) JOSHK Journal of .Oritntal Studies (Hongkong LSrC Li Shih r en Chiu (Peking) 

CKLS Chung-Kw Li Shih Po Wu Kuan Kuan FF Forschungen und Fortschritte Univ.) 
Khan (Peking) FJHC Fu Jen Hsiieh Chih (Peiping) JPOS Journal of the Peking Oriental Sociery MAI/NEM Memoires de l' Academie des Inscriptions et 

CLC Columbia Library Columns FMNHP/AS Field Museum of Natural History (Chicago) JQ. Japan Q.uarterly Belles-Letlres, Paris (Notices et Extraits 

CLIT Chinese Literature JRAS Journal of the Royal Asiatic Sociery des MSS) 

COJ Contemporary Japan 
Publications; Anthropological Series 

JRAS/HK Journal of the Hongkong Branch of the Royal MGSC Memoirs of the Geological Survey of China 

CPNM Chhen Pai-Nien Hsien Sheng Chih Chiao GB Geibon (Tokyo) Asiatic Sociery MID Midway 
Wu Shih Chou Nien Chi Pa Shih Ta GVF Gutenberg Festschrift JRAS/KB Journal (or Transactions) of the Korea MMB Metropolitan Museum Bulletin 
ChhingChiNienLun WenChih (A Fest- GVJ Gutenberg Jahrbuch Branch of the Royal Asiatic Sociery MMS Metropolitan Museum Studies 
schrift in Honour of the 50th Anni- JRAS/NCB Journal (or Transactions) of the Royal MN Monumenta Nipponica 
versary of Teaching and 80th Birth- HCH Hsin Chung Hua (Shanghai, Chhungking) Asiatic Sociery (North China Branch) MNANS Museum Notes of the American Numismatic 

day ofMr Chhen Pai-Nien, Thaipei, HCTr Hsiieh Chin Thao ruan (19[6) JSHS Japanese Studies in the History of Science Sociery 

[965) HGSH Han'guk Sakhoekwahak Nonjip (Collected (Tokyo) MPrK Ming Pao rileh Khan (Hong Kong) 

CPTC Chih Pu Tsu Chai Tshung Shu (192 I ) Essays on Social Sciences of Korea, JVB Journ. Vniv. Bombay MR Modern Review 
CprK Chhu Pan rfieh Khan (Thaipei) Seoul, 1968) JWrK Jen Wen rfieh Khan (Shanghai) MRA Mbnoires Relatift a Asie 
CR China Review (Hongkong and Shanghai) HHTP Hua Hsileh Thung Pao (Peking) MRDTB Memoirs of the Research Dept. of Toyo 

CREC China Reconstructs HHrK Hsin Hua rueh Pao; Hsin Hua Pan riieh KBK Kobunka (Tokyo) Bunko (Tokyo) 
CRR Chinese Recorder Khan (Peking) KHCH Kuo Hsiieh Chuan Khan (Shanghai) MS Monumenta Serica 
CRRR Chinese Repository HJAS Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies KHCK Kuo Hsiieh Chi Khan (Peking) MSAF Memoires de la Societii! (No!.) des Anti-

CSHK Chhiian Shang Ku San Tai Chhin Han San HK Hua Kuo (Hongkong) KHCP Kuo Hsiieh Chi Pen Tshung Shu (Collected quairss de France 
Kuo Liu Chhao Wen (Complete Col- HLW Hai-Ning Wang Ching-An Hsien Sheng I Works of Basic Studies in Sinology, MSHV Mei Silu (Peking) 
lection of Prose Literature from Re- Shu (Collected Works ofWang Kuo- Shanghai, 1935) MSPER Mitteilungen aus der Sammlung der Papyrus 

mote Antiquity through the Chhin Wei,1936) KHHK Ku Hsiieh Hui Khan (Shanghai, 1912) Erzherzog Rainer 
and Han Dynasties, the Three King- HNMM Harper's New Monthly Magazine KHTP Kho Hsiieh Thung Pao (Peking) MSSJ Memoires de la Societe Sinico-Japonaise 

dams, and the Six Dynasties, 1930) HP!S Hu-Pei Hsien Cheng I Shu ([923) KHTS Chung rang Ta Hsfieh Kuo Hsiieh Thu Shu MSTS Mei Shu Tshung Shu, ser. 1-6 (Thaipei) 

CSOH Chinese Studies of History HSCK Hsiieh Shu Chi Khan (Thaipei) K aan Nien Khan; Chiangm Sheng Li K uo MSrC Mei Shu ren Chiu (Shanghai) 
CTH Chia Tshao Hsien Tshung Shu (1918) HSL Hsiian Lan Thang Tshung Shu ([ 947) Hsiieh Thu Shu K aan Nien Khan (N an- MTPL Min Tsu Phing Lun (Thaipei) 
CTPS Chin Tai Pi Shu (1922) HSrK Hsileh Shu rueh Khan (Shanghai) king) 
CVMC Cooper Vnion Museum Chronicle HTD History Today KI Ku I Tshung Shu ([884) NCR New China Review 
CWTM Chhing Chu Chiang Wei- Thong Hsien Sheng HTF Hsin Tung Fang Tsa Chih (Shanghai) KJ Korea Journal NCSAS Newsletter of the Midwest Chinese Student 

Chhi Shih Jung Chhing Lun Wen Chi HTFH Hsien Tai Fo Hsileh (Peking) KKCK Ku Kung Chi Khan (Thaipei) and Alumni Services (Chicago) 

(A Festschrift in Honour of the 70th HTHr Hsien Tai Hsiieh rilan (Thainan, Thai- KKHP Khao Ku Hsiieh Pao (Peking) NM New Mandarin 
Birthday of Dr Chiang Fu-Tshung, wan) KKT Kuan Ku Thong Hui Kho Shu (1920) NPMB National Palace Museum Bulletin 
Thaipei, 1968) HTSH Hsien Tai Shih Hsiieh (Canton) KKTH Khao Ku Thung Hsiin; Khao Ku NQ.CJ Notes and Q.ueries on China and Japan 

CWrK Chin Wen rueh Khan (Chungking) HWTS Han Wei Tshung Shu (Shanghai, 1925) KKTS K u K ung Thu Shu Chi Khan (Q.uarterly NRW New Review 
CrTSK Chung rang Thu Shu Kuan Kuan Khan HrHTS Hsi nng Hsien Tshung Shu ([ 846) Journal of Bibliography, National Palace 

(Bulletin of the National Central Library, Thaiwan) OEO Orient et Occident 
Library, Thaipei) IAQ. Indian Antiquiry KKWW Khao Kl. Tii Wen Wu (Sian) ORE Oriens Extremus (Hamburg) 

CrwH Chang rileh Wen Hua Lun Chi (Collected IAQ.R Imperial and Asiatic Q.uarterly Review; Asian KKrK Ku Kung Po Wu ruan riian Khan (Peking) 
Essays on Chinese-Vietnamese Cul- Review KMF Korean Mission Field PA Public Affairs 
ture, Thaipei, 1956). IECfAE Industrial and Engineering Chemistry; An- KR Korean Repository PAM Paper Maker 

alytical Edition KRW K area Review PAP Paper 
DAW/MN Denkschriften d. k. Akademie d. Wissensch IHCC I Hai Chu Chhen KSTK K u Shu Tshung Khan (1922) PAPR Das Papier 

(Math.-Nat. kl.) I]HS Indian Joum. History of Science KT Korea Today PC People's China 
DAW/PH Denkschriften d. k. Akademie d. Wissensch IMP Imprimature KTHP Kw Tshui Hsiieh Pao (Shanghai) PCSH Pei-ching Ta Hsiieh She Hui Kho Hsiieh Chi 

(Phil.-Hist. kl.) IQ.R Irish Q.uarterly Review KTHS K aang Tshang Hsfieh Chiung Tshung Shu Khan (Peiping) 
DPN Dolphin ISHP I Shu Hsiieh Pao (Bulletin of National Tai- (Shanghai, [916) PDM Periodico di Maternatiche 

wan Academy of Art, Thaipei) KTPH Chung-Kuo Ku Tai Pan Hua Tshung Khan PENA Penrose Annual 
EAST East (Tokyo) ISIS Isis (Collection of Block-printed Books PG Papier-Geschichte 
EB Encycwpaedia Brittanica with Illustrations, Peking, 1961) PPA Przeglad Papiernic;;y 
EHOR Eastern Horizon (Hongkong) JA Journal Asiatique KTWH Kuangtung Wen Hsien Tshung Than (Hong PP! Pulp and Paper Inlemational 
EHSTC ExpwratWns in the History of Science and JACU Journal of Asian Cuiture (University of Kong) PPKK Pei-Phing Thu Shu Kuan Kuan Khan (Pei-

Techaowgy in China. Shanghai, [g82. California, Los Angeles) KTWW Kaangtung Wen Wu (Canton) ping) . 



PPMC 
PSHB 
PSLjM 
PTJ 
PTRS 

PULC 
PBLN 

QBCBjC 

RCC 
RD 

RH 
RO 
ROA 

S 
SCENE 
SF 
SFSTK 
SG 
SGZ 
SH 
SHCH 
SHCS 
SHHP 

SHKH 
SHTH 

SKCS 
SKCSTM 
SLHP 
SMCK 
SMTP 

sppr 
SPTK 
SS 
SSGK 
SSKTS 
ST 
STTK 
SWAWjPH 

swrK 

TAPS 

TASjJ 
TCKr 
TCULT 
TFTC 

TGjK 
TGjT 

ABBREVIATIONS 

Pulp and Paper Maga<.ine of Canada 
Paelcsan Hakbo (Seoul) 
Philobiblon Society (London) Miscellanies 
Printing and Twine Journal 
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal 

Society 
Prineeton University Library Chronicle 
Philobiblon (Nanking) 

Quarterly Bulletin of Chinese Bibliography 
(Chinese Editwn), Thu Shu Chi Khan 

Revue des Cultures Colonies 
Renditions; a Chinese-English Translation 

Magazine (Hong Kong) 
Revue Historique 
Rocznik Orientalistyczny 
Revue de l'Or. et de l'Alq. 

Sinologica (Basel) 
Scene 
Shuo Fu (1927) 
Sung Feng Shih Tshung Khan (1908-22) 
Shigaku (Tokyo) 
i/higaku Zassi (Tokyo) 
Shih Huo (Shanghai, Peiping) 
She Hui Kho Hsiieh Chan Hsien 
Shih Hsiang Chan Hsien (Kunming) 
Shan-Hsi Shih Fan Hsiieh riian Hsiieh Pao 

(Linfeng, Shansi) 
She Hui Kho Hsiieh (Shanghai) 
Shan-si Ta Hsiieh Hsiieh Pao; Che Hsiieh 

She Hui Kho Hsiieh Pu Men (Shanxi 
University Journal; Philosophy and Social 
Sciences, Thai-yiian) 

Ssu Khu CMiian Shu Chen Pen (1934-) 
Ssu Khu Chhiian Shu T sung Mu Thi rao 
Shih Liao Hsii Pien (Thaipei, 1968) 
Shu Mu Chi Khan (Thaipei) 
Shu Mu Tshung Pien, ser. 1-5 (Thaipei, 

1967-72 ) 

Ssu Pu Pei rao (1936) 
Ssu Pu Tshung Khan, ser. 1-3 (1929-36) 
Studia Serica (Chhengtu) 
Shashigaku (Tokyo) 
Shau Shan Ko Tshung Shu (1922) 
Shih Thung (1937) 
Shih Ti Tshung Khan (Shanghai) 
Sitzungsberichte d. k. Akad. d. Wissen-

schaflen Wien (Phil.-Hist. Klass) , 
Vienna 

Shuo Wen rueh Khan (Shanghai, Chung
king) 

Transactions of the American Philosophical 
Society 

Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan 
Tsao Chih K ung reh (Peking) 
Tech1Wlogy and Culture 
Tung Fang Tsa Chih (Eastern Miscellany, 

Shanghai) 
Toho GakuhO, Kyoto 
TohO Gakuho, Tokyo (Tokyo Journal of 

Oriental Studies) 

TH 
THG 
TKTT 

TLTC 
TMWS 

TP 

TPrL 
TSCC 

TSHCC 
TSK 
TSKH 

TSKP 

TSKT 
TSKTH 

TSPL 
TSpr 
TXR 
TrCK 
TYG 

TrPM 

UNESC 

VBQ 
VOHD 

WE 
WH 
WIFH 
WL 
WLHP 
WSC 
WSKK 
WWTK 

wrTCC 

WYWK 

rCHP 

rCTS 
rJss 
rrT 

ZB 
ZDMG 

ZINB 

Thien Hsia Monthly (Shanghai) 
TohOgaku (Eastern Studies), Tokyo 
Tang Kuei Tshao Thang Tshung Shu 

(1863-6) 
Ta Lu Tsa Chih (Thaipei) 
Tshung Mu Wang Shih I Shu (Chhang

sha, 1886) 
T'oung Pao (Archives concernant PHistoire, 

les Langues, la Geographie, I' Ethnographie 
et les Arts de l'Asie Orientale) , Leiden 

Thai Phing Yii Lan (SPTK) 
Thu Shu Chi Cheng (Thaipei reprint, 

1964) 
Tshung Shu Chi Chheng (1935-7) 
Thu Shu Kuan (Peking) 
Thu Shu Kuan Hsiieh Chi Khan (Library 

Science Quarterly, Peiping) 
Thu Shu K uan Hsiieh Pao (Journal of 

Library Science, Thaichung, Thaiwan) 
Thu Shu Kuan Kung Tso (Peking) 
Thu Shu Kuan Hsiieh Thung Hsiin 

(Peking) 
Thu Shu Phing Lun (Nanking) 
Tse Shan Pan riieh Khan (Chhengtu) 
Textil-Rundschau 
Tzu ru Chung-Kuo (Thaipei) 
Tifyo Gakako (Reports of the Oriental Society 

of Tokyo) 
Chhing Chu Tshai riian-Phei Hsien Sheng 

Liu Shih Wu Sui Lun Wen Chi (A 
Festschrift in Honour of the 65th 
Birthday of Mr Tshai Yiian-Phei, 
Shanghai, 1933-5) 

Unesco Courier 

Visvabharati Quarterly 
Verr. d. Oriental. Handschriften i. Deutsch

land 

West and East (Thaipei) 
Wen Hsien (Peking) 
Wen I Fu Hsing riiek Khan (Thaipei) 
Wu Lin Chang Ku Tshung Pien (1883) 
Wen Lan Hsiieh Pao (Hangchow) 
Wen Shih Che (Tsingtao) 
Washi Kenkyii (Tokyo) 
Wen Wu (formerly Wen Wu Tshan Khao 

Tzu Liao) 
Wu ring Tien Chii Chen Pan Chhflan Shu 

(Canton, 1899) 
Wan ru Wen Khu (1930) 

renching Hsiieh Pao (renching University 
Journal of Chinese Studies) 

ru Chang Tshung Shu (19 I 7) 
r enching Journal of Social Studies 
riieh ra Thang Tshung Shu (1853) 

Zeitschrifl f Bucherfreunde 
Zeitschrift d. deutsch Morgenliindischen Gesel

lschoft 
Zinbun (Kyoto) 

A. CHINESE AND JAPANESE BOOKS BEFORE +1800 

Each entry gives particulars in the following order: 
(a) title, alphabetically arranged, with characters; 
(h) alternative title, ifany; 
(c) translation of titlej 
(d) cross-reference to closely related book, if anyj 
(e) dynasty; 
(1) date as accurate as possible; 
(g) name of author or editor, with characters; 
(h) title of other book, if the text afthe work now exis(S only 

incortl0rated therein; or, in special cases, references to sino
logical studies of it; 

(i) references to translations, if any, given by the name of 
the translator in Bibliography C; 

(j) notice of any index or concordance to the book ifsuch a 
work exists; 

(k) reference to the number of the book in the T ao Tsang 
catalogue ofWieger (6), if applicable; 

(I) reference to the number of the book in the San Tsang 
(Tripitaka) catalogues of Nanjio (I) and Takakusu & 
Watanabe, if applicable. 

(m) reference to the special edition or lshung shu used in tbis 
volume~ 

Words which assist in the translation of titles are added in 
round brackets. 

Alternative titles or explanatory additions to the titles are 
added in square brackets. 
I t will be remembered that in Chinese indexes words beginning 
Chk- are all listed together after Ch-, and Hs- after H- but that 
this applies to initial words of tides only. ' 

Ai Jih Chai Tshung CMao ~ S jfif. rJ>. 
Miscellaneous Notes from the Ai-Jih Studio. 
Sung. 
Writer unknown. 
SSKTS. 

ChanKuo Tshe l!ll1;~*. 
Intrigues of the Warring States. 
Chou, c. -5th to -3rd century. 
Ed. Liu Hsiang ~U 101. 
Tr. Crump (I). 

Chen Hsi-Shan Weu Chi lli: i1!i LlJ 3t #i. 
Collected Works of Ch en Te-Hsiu (+1178-

1235). 
Sung. 
Chen Te-Hsiu jj, If, *. 
1665 ed. 

Cheng Lei Peng Tshao l'iUlli :<$: 1lt. 
Reorganised Pharmacopoeia. 
Sung, + I 108. 
Thang Shen-Wei r.!l' ill!\~. 

Chi Chu Feng Lei Tung-Pho Shih #i tt.?t m * Jttl~. 
Classified Variorum Edition ofSu Shih's Poetry. 
Sung. 
Su Shih i1< iIiit. 
Ed. Wang Shih-Pheng ::E -t- JjJj. 
SPTK. 

Chi Ho ruan Pen ~ for @::<$:. 
Elements of Geometry (Euclid's) [first six 

chapters]. 
Ming, +1607. 

Where there are any differences between the entries in these 
biblio~raphies and those in Vols. 1-4, the information here 
given IS to be taken as more correct. 
An interim list of references to the editions used in the series, 
and to the tshung-shu collections in which books are available 
has been given in Vol. 4, pt. 3. pp. 913 £1'., and is available as ; 
separate brochure. 

ABBREVIATIONS 

Former Han. 
Eastern Wei. 
Later Han. 
Later Shu (Wu Tai). 
Later Thang (Wu Tai). 
Later Chin (Wu Tai). 
Southern Han (Wu Tai). 
Southern Phing (Wu Tai). 
Jurchen Chin. 
Liu Sung. 
Northern Chou. 
Northern Chhi. 

C/Han 
E/Wei 
H/Han 
H/Shu 
H/Thang 
H/Chin 
S/Han 
S/Phing 
J/Chin 
L/Sung 
N/Chou 
N/Chhi 
N/Sung Northern Sung (before the removal of the capital 

to Hangchow). 
Northern Wei. 
Sou them Chhi. 

NfWei 
S/Chhi 
S/Sung Southern Sung (after the removal of the capital to 

Hangchow). 
WfWei WestemWei. 

Tr. begun by Li Ma-Tou (Matteo Ricci) 
'1'1] $" & Hsii Kuang-Chhi &< 'it Jl:!:. 

Completed by Alexander Wylie & Li Shan-Lan 
(1857). 

Chi-Ku-Chai Chung Ting I CMi Khuan Shih 
:fl!t i5"jfif;!l JI'.I-~ ~ li'J,::~. 

Inscriptions of Bronze Sacrificial Vessels from 
the Studio of Accumulated Antiques. 

Chhing. 
Juan Yuan Ilii; 5[;. 

Chi Ku Lu #i i5"~. 
Collection of Ancient Inscriptions. 
Sung, c. + (050. 
Ouyang Hsiu I!lt ~ MJ;. 
SF. 

Chia- Thai Kuei-Chi Chih ~ ~ "ff ~ ;;t;;. 
Chia-Thai Reign-Period Gazette ofKuei-Chi. 
Sung, + 1201. 

Shih Su Qlg 113. 
1926 ed. 

Chiang-Hsi Sheng Ta Chih II i1!i "Iii *;;t;;. 
Local History of Chianghsi Province. 
Ming, + 1556. 
Wang Tsung-Mu ::E 7lHf;:. 

Chiao Chhuang Chiu Lu fii,. '$ 7L ~. 
Nine Discussions from the (Desk at the) Banana-

Grove Window. 
Ming, c. + 1575. 
Hsiang Y iian-Pien 1Jl 5[; i't . 
TSHCC. 

Chieh- Tzu-riian Hua Chuan 1i' T lE 'lI: {If.. 

389 
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Chieh- Tzu-Yiian Hua Chuan (canl.) 
The Mustard-Seed Garden Guide to Painting. 
Chhing, + 1679. 
Li Li-Ong (preface) * 3Z ~. 
Wang Kai (text and illustrations) ::E Wt. 
Tr. Petrucci (I), Sze Mai-Mai (I). 
cr. A. K. Chiu (I). 

Chien Chih Phu Jll!i *,5; ~. 
(=ShuChienPhu 1JJll!i~). 
On Paper. 
Yiian, + 14th century. 
FeiChu .. ~. 
TSHCC. 

Chien Nan Chi ~u m~. 
Collected Works ofLu Vu. 
Sung. 
LuYu ~i'Ii$. 
SPTK. 

Chih Chien Phu ~ ~~. 
A Manual on Paper. 
Yiian, c. + 1300. 
Hsien-yu Su !¥ T m . 
TSHCC. 

Chih Ma Pi Yen Chien ~~ * &I.~. 
On Paper, Ink, Pen and Ink-slab. 
Ming, c. + 1600. 
Thu Lung J'lif I\i. 
MSTS. 

Chih-Ya- Thang Tsa Chhaa $ ~1lL!l!; 1$ ~. 
Notes Taken at the Hall of Refined Tem-

perament. 
Sung, late + 13th century. 
ChouMi J<il'il\'. 
YYT. 

Chin Hsiang Shua rtJ fI:i jjjl;. 
Notes from the Kerchief Box. 
Chhing, + 18th century. 
Chin Chih 1il'::Ij!i. 
KHHK. 

Chin Hsiu Wan Hua Ku ~ii1 i@iI\;1il;:rr.'i'i'. 
A Splendid Kaleidoscopic Encyclopaedia. 
Sung, c. + !l88. 
Author unknown. 
1536; Taipei reprint, 1969. 

Chin Kang Ching 1il': ~U ~ . 
Vajracchedikii SuITa [Kumarajiva's Condensation 

of the Prajniipiiramilii Sulra]; Diamond-cutter 
Sutra. 

Chin, +405. 
Kumiirajiva I!i if' li. 1t i,\!;. 

Chin Ku Ya Ti Thu 4- il!Jli!:I1f! 1Ii'i!. . 
Maps of Geographical Areas in Contemporary 

and Ancient Times. 
Ming, + 1643. 

Chin-Ling Hsin Chih 1il': ~ ~ $. 
New Gazette of Nanking. 
Yuan, c. + 1305. 
Chang Hsiian 'lit tt· 
SKCS. 

Chin Phing Mei Tzu Hua 1il': lfi't j@; ~iij ~. 
Plum Blossoms in a Golden Jar [novel]. 
Ming, c. + 16th century. 

Hsiao-Hsiao-Sheng !:':: !:':: !t. 
Chin Shih Lu 1il': :0 ~. 

Records of Bronze and Stone Inscriptions. 
Sung, + !l32. 
Chao Ming-Chheng m!!!l~. 

Chin Shu 'I!l'!f . 
History of the Chin Dynasty. 
Thang, +644. 
Fang Chhiao m 1Ii'i et al. 
ESSS/TW. 

Chin-Su Chien Shua 1il': ~ ~ jjjl;. 
On the Paper from the Chin-su Monastery. 
Chhing, c. + 1800. 
Chang Yen-Chhang *' ~ l§. 
TSHCC. 

Chin Thai Chi Wen 1il': I!i liE r.lJ. 
Accounts in the Hanlin Academy. 
Ming, c. + 1505-8. 
Lu Shen ~~. 
TSHCC. 

Ching Chhu Sui Shih Chi JiiJ ~ ~ If,\' ~a. 
Annual Folk Customs of the States of Ching and 

Chhu. 
Prob. Liang, c. + 550, but perhaps partly Sui, 

c. +6lO. 
Tsung Lin * m. 
SPPY. 

Ching Hsing Chi ~ fJ ~a. 
Record of Travels. 
Thang, +8th century. 
TuHuan t±J;!l. 
Ed. Wang Kuo-Wei ::E ~ *jE. 
HLW. 

Ching Shih Cheng Lei Pen Tshaa ~ ~ m ~ :21>: 1jl:. 
See Cheng Lei Pen Tshaa. 

Ching Tien Shih W en ~ A ~ :X:. 
Textual Criticism of the Classics. 
Sui, c. +600. 
Lu Te-Ming ~ Ii;!\ !!!l. 
SPTK. 

Chiu Chang Suan Shu 71. :ii': • ~ . 
Nine Chapters on the Mathematical Art. 
H/Han, + 1st century (containing material from 

C/Han). 
Writer unknown. 

Chiu Ching San Chuan Yen Ka Li 71. ~:=: {if. i£i1j\: ~J. 
Specifications for Transmission of the Nine 

Classics and Three Commentaries. 
Sung or Y iian, + 1230 or + 1300. 
Attrib. Yiieh Kho ffi PJ, or Yiieh Chiin 

ffi~· 
CPTC. 

Chiu Jih Lu lit S ~. 
Daily Journal. 
Sung. 
Mr. Chao me:;. 
SF. 

Chiu Pien Thu Shua 71. J,lllIlI jjjl;. 
Maps and Description of the Northern Border 

Regions. 
Ming, + 1538. 
Hsii Lun ~q:IDfB. 
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Chiu Pien Thu Shuo (cant.) 
HSL. 

Chiu Thang Shu • Jl!f !f . 
Old History of the Thang Dynasty [+618-906]. 
Wu Tai, +945. 
Liu Hsii ~U ~iIT. 
ESSS/TW. 

Chiu Wu Tai Shih • E. f'(; ~. 
Old History of the Five Dynasties [ +907-59]. 
Sung, +974. 
Hsiieh Chii-Cheng g$ fi5 IE . 
ESSS/TW. 

Cha Chung Chih ( Laeh) WJ '*' $ ( PIj} ). 
An Enlightened Account of the Life in the 

Imperial Palace of the Ming. 
Ming, c. + 1641. 
LiuJo-Yii \l1U'f~. 
TSHCC. 

Cha Keng Lu liliHlIH!k. 
Talks while the Plough is Resting. 
Yiian, +1366. 
Thao Tsung-I '1iiJ '* 1#:. 
TSHCC. 

Chau J Shuo Laeh J<il £ ~ PIj} . 
Commentary on the Baak afChanges. 
Chhing, +1719. 
Hsii Chih-Ting * $ 7E . 

ChauLi J<iliii!!:. 
Record of the Rites of (the) Chou (Dynasty) 

[descriptions of all government posts and their 
duties]. 

C/Han, perhaps containing some material from 
the Chou. 

Compilers unknown. 
Tr. E. Biot (I). 
SPTK. 

Chau Pei Suan Ching J<il ~ • ~ . 
The Arithmetical Classic of the Gnomon and 

the Circular Path (of Heaven). 
Han, ± 1st century (probably containing ma

terial from Chou). 
Author unknown. 

Chu Chhen Tsau J il1I f2: ~ ~. 
Collected Memorials of Northern Sung Officials. 
Sung, + !l86. 
ChaoJu-yii mi'k~. 

Chu Fan Chih il1I~ z. 
Records of Foreign Peoples (and their Trade). 
Sung, +1225 (or +1242, +1258). 
ChaoJu-Kua mi'k~. 
Tr. Hirth & Rockhill (I). 
TSHCC. 

ChilLu ;fiJj~. 
Orange Record [Citrus horticulture]. 
Sung, + !l78. 
Han Yen-Chih i/llg ~. 
Tr. Hagerty (I). 
BCSH. 

Chu Ping nan Hau Lun il1I m lJfji" ~ ~filj . 
Discourses on the Origin of Diseases [Systematic 

Pathology]. 
Sui, c. +607. 

Chhao Yiian-Fang !:It 5t 15· 
Chu Shu Chi Nien ¥r!f *E '¥. 

The Bamboo Books [Annals]. 
Chou, -296 or before. 
HWTS. 

Chu- Tzu Chhiian Shu * T :is •. 
Collected Works ofChu Hsi. 
Sung (ed. Ming), ediua princeps + 1713. 
ChuHsi *~. 
Ed.LiKuang-Ti *:J't:l1f! (Chhing). 
Partial tr. Bruce (I); Le Gall (I). 
Chiang-Hsi Shu Chu ed. 

Chu Wen-Kung Wen Chi * :X: 0 :X: •. 
Collected Works of Chu Hsi. 
Sung 
ChuHsi * !!f.. 
SPTK. 

Chuang Huang Chih ~ f/I\: $. 
Methods of Mounting and Treatment of Paper 

Materials. 
Chhing 
Chou Chia-Chou J<il ~ ~ • 
TSHCC. 

Chuang Tzu jff T. 
[=Na Hua Chen Ching]. 
The Book of Master Chuang. 
Chou, c. - 290. 
Ch uang Chou jff J<il. 
Tr. Legge (5); Feng Yu-Lan (5); Lin Yii-Thang 

(I); Wieger (7). 
SPTK. 

Chuang Yiian Thu Khaa Jtk 5t I1ill ~ . 
Illustrated Work of the Highest Graduates [from 

Imperial Examinations in + 1436 to + 1521]. 
Ming, c. + 1607. 
Huang Ying-Jui JIi U!UiiIi. 

Chun-Chai Tu Shu Chih m :i1f nl !f $. 
Memoir on the Authenticities of Ancient Books. 
Sung, c. + !l5I. 
Chhao Kung-Wu ~ 0 lE\:; • 
SPTK. 

Chung Hua Ku Chin Chu '*' ." IS" 4- i:l:. 
Commentary on Things Old and New in China. 
Wu Tai (H/Thang), +923-6. 
MaKao ,~iIiiii. 
BCSH. 

Chha Ching :Jl\: ~. 
Book on Tea. 
Thang. 
Lu Yii ~~. 
HCTY. 

Chha Phu :Jl\:~. 
Treatise on Tea. 
Ming, c. + 1640. 
Ku Yuan-Chhing ~5t.!\\!. 
SF. 

Chhan Yaeh Chi ffdl! JI ~. 
Collected Poems of Master Chhan-Yiieh. 
Wu Tai, +923. 
Kuan-Hsiu (monk) :I!t f;f;:. 

Chhang Wu Chih ~ *' $. 
Records on Cultural Objects. 
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Chhang Wu Chih (cont.) 
Ming. 
WenChen-Heng 3t~"i". 
MSTS. 

Chhao-Hsien Fu iM Mf !lit . 
Impressions of Korea. 
Ming, c. + '4,90. 
TungYiieh ii~. 
Ed. Wei Yuan-Khuang lim5CilIf(. 
rCTS. 

Chheng Shih Mo riian ~ a::; ~ 7B . 
Chheng's Collection of Inkcake Designs. 
Ming, + 1606. 
Chheng Ta-Yiieh ~ * if!:J. 
1606 ed. 

Chheng Wei Shih Lun JjI(; 'IUiiHfili. 
Vijnapti-matrata-siddhi; Completion of the 

Doctrine of Mere Ideation [by Vasu
bandhu :R ¥Jl., + 5th century, and ten 
commentators] . 

India, late + 5th century. 
Tr. into Chinese and conflated, Hsiian-Chuang 

10:~, Thang, c. +650. 
Tr. de la Vallee Poussin (3). 

Chhi Min rao Shu 1lf jj"; ~ m. 
Important Arts for the People's Welfare. 
N/Wei (and E/Wei or W/Wei), between +533 

and +544-
Chia Ssu-Hsieh JI' ,'~, g,~. 
TSHCC. 

Chhi run m~. 
Dictionary of the Sounds of Characters [rhym-

ing dictionary]. 
Sui, +601. 
LuFa-Yen ~1.*~. 
See Kuang run. 

Chhien Han Shu WJ &:! Ii . 
History of the Former Han Dynasty [-206 to 

-24]. 
H/Han, c. + 100. 
PanKu :!!fll!!l. 
ESSS/TW. 

Chhien Shu ~ Ii. 
Local History of Chhien~Shan, Chiangsi. 
Ming, + 1608. 
Ed. Tan Wei-Liang g*,lE ~ & Kho Chung

Chiung for f'l' m . 
MingWan-li ed. 

Chhien Shun Sui Shih Chi \iZ; i* !t'ii: IF.i' ~EO. 
Annual Customs of the Chhien-Tao and Shun-

Hsi period. 
Sung, + 13th century. 
ChouMi 00\2'. 
SF. 

Chhih Pei Ou Than iI!1. ~t fill! ~. 
Chance Conversations North ofChih(-chow). 
Chhing, +1691. 
Wang Shih-Chen ::E ± iiijj. 
1701 ed. 

Chhing I Lu iilf !IO,~. 
Records of the Unworldly and the Strange. 
Wu Tai, c. +950. 

ThaoKu 1lIitllill:. 
HrHTS. 

Chhing Pi Tshang iilf 1'16 i\i . 
On Connoisseurship. 
Ming. 
Chang Ying-Wen 'lJfd(!i\ 3t. 
MSTS. 

Chhing Ting Jih Hsia Chiu Wen Khao ~ J'E B ""f 
.Ilil~· 

See Jih Hsia Chiu Wen Khao. 
Chhing Ting Ku Chin Thu Shu Chi Chheng ~ J'E tt 

4-[ji\j1U~JjI(;. 
See Thu Shu Chi Chheng. 

Chhu Hsiieh Chi W ~ ~EO· 
Entry into Learning [encyclopaedia]. 
Thang, + 700. 
Hsii Chien f,f; ~. 
Peking, 1962. 

Chhu Tzhu ~m. 
Elegies ofChbu (State). 
Chou (with Han additions), c. -300. 
Chhii Yiian f:l'! JJ)l: et al. . 
Partial tr. Waley (23). 
SPTK. 

Chhung Hsiu Clieng-Ho Ching Shih Cheng Lei Pei rung Pen 
Tshao :!I!11Iiii&::fIl~3!:m~fiIIj~*1if.. 

New Revision of the Pharmacopoeia of the 
Cheng-Ho Reign-Period; the Classified and 
Consolidated Armamentarium (A combi
nation of the Cheng-Ho ... Cheng Lei '" Pen 
Tshao with the Pen Tshao Yen I.). 

Yiian, + 1249; reprinted many times afterwards, 
esp. in the Ming, + 1468, with at least seven 
Ming editions, the last in + 1624 or + 1625. 

Thang Shen-Wei I\!f 'I~ il!t. 
Khow Tsun-Shih Jt1j; '* ~. 
Pr. (ored.) ChangTshun-Hui *f'f:l!:\. 

Chhii-Wei Chiu Wen iI!! i'ii l!i Ilil· 
Old Stories Heard in Chhii-Wei (Hsin-Cheng, 

Honan). 
Sung, + 12th cen tury. 
Chu Pien *11'. 
TSHCC. 

Chhiian Chin Wen 30: 'l!f 3t . 
See Yen Kho-Chiin (/) under Bibliography B. 

Chhiian Thang Wen 30: I\!f 3t . . 
Collected Prose Literature of the Thang 

'DYnasty. 
Chhing. 
Ed. Tung Kao ii ~ et al. 
1818 ed. 

Dai-Viet Su-kj Toiin-thti * ili!ll 3!: ~EO 30: Ii· 
The Complete Book of the History of Great 

Annam. 
Vietnam, c. + 1479. 
Ng6 Si-Lien ~±l!I!. 

Engishiki ~ if ~. 
Collected Texts [on Shinto Ceremonies and 

Japanese Customs]ofthe Engi Period 
( +901 - 2 ). 
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Japan, +927. 
Fujiwara Tokihira !i ~ IF.i' Zf' & Fujiwara 

Tadahira !i ~ lilO', Zf'. 
Erh ra JiIj ffl. 

Literary Expositor [dictionary]. 
CfHan, c. - 200. 
Ed. Kuo Pho ~l1lll, c. +300. 
Yin-Te Index no. (suppl.) 18. 
SPTK. 

FaShu raoLu 1.*1i~~. 
Catalogue of Famous Calligraphy. 
Thang, c. +847. 
ChangYen-Yiian *~m. 
TSHCC. 

FaT.. 1.*~. 
Admonitory Sayings [in admiration, and imi-

tation, of the Lun Vii]. 
Hsin, +5. 
Yang Hsiung m t;jE. 
SPTK. 

FariianChuLin 1.*7il:I*;j;!:. 
Forest of Pearls in the Garden of the [Buddhist] 

Law. 
Thang, +668. 
Tao-Shih (monk) m i!t. 
SPTK. 

Fan Han Ho Shih Chang Chung Chu 1li' &:! il' IF.i' :it 
'*' I*. 

Bilingual Glossary of Tan gut-Chinese. 
Hsi-Hsia, +ll90. 
Ku-Le it tIJ. 
CTH. 

FangShih Mo Phu 'Jj a::; ~ *. 
Fang's Collection of Inkcake Designs. 
Ming, + 1588. 
Fang Yii-Lu 'Jj T;to. 
1589 ed. 

Fei Fu riiLiieh m ~ irn~. 
Brief Notes Taken from Quick Moments. 
Ming, c. + 1600. 
ShenTe-Fu it~~. 
TSHCC. 

Feng Shih Wen Chien Chi it a::; Ilil ~ ~EO . 
Things Seen and Heard bylVlr Feng. 
Thang. 
FengYen itllil. 
Peking, 1958. 

FengSu ThungI ffi'1.mji!i~. 
Popular Traditions and Customs. 
H/Han, + 175. 
Ying Shao I.l.!HfIJ. 
Chung-Fa Index, no. 3. 
SPTK. 

Fu- Chkien Thung Chih iiii JtI!; ji!i $ . 
General Topographical History of Fukien 

Province. 
Chhing, + 1737. 
Ed. Hao Yii-Lin j'j;~.:EI$I. 
1737 ed. 

FuHsiianrehLu jl{~!llf~. 

Miscellaneous Notes by the Rustic while 
Warming Himself under the Sun. 

Sung, + 13th century. 
Chhen Yu Mi: -I.iil. 
CPTC. 

Ge7!J'i Monogatan jjiJ( a::; 4o/.J irn· 
The Tale of (Prince) Genji. 
Japan, +1021. 
Murasaki Shikibu ~ ~ liIl. 

Han Kuan I lJ! -g •. 
The Civil Service of the Han Dynasty and its 

Regulations. 
H/Han, + 197. 
Ying Shao ffJ! H!J. 
Ed. Chang Tsung-Yiian :!It '* jjiJ(. 
TSHCC. 

Han Lin Chih ~ ** $ . 
On the Han-Lin Academy. 
Thang. 
Li Chao *_. 
BCSH. 

HanShih WaiChuan ~~:7J.fi!I:. 
Moral Discourses Illustrating the Han Text of 

the Book 'If Odes. 
C/Han, c. -135. 
HanYing ~*. 
SPTK. 

Hou Han Shu f& &:! Ii. 
History of the Later Han Dynasty [ + 25-220]. 
L/Sung, +450. 
FanYeh ill Ill· 
Yin-Te Index, no. 41. 
ESSS/TW. 

Hua Shih jI 3!: . 
History of Painting. 
Sung. 
MiFu OJ(:m. 
TSHCC. 

Hua rang Kuo Chih I1jlt ~ ~ ii!;,. 
Record of the County South of Mount Hua 

[Historical Geography ofSzechuan]. 
Chin, +347. 
Chhang Chhii 1j\' Jlt. 
SPTK. 

HuaiNan Tzu mmT. 
['= Huai Nan Hung Lieh Chieh m m~ 

r.!!~]. 
The Book of (the Prince of) Huai Nan 

[Compendium of Natural Philosophy]. 
CfHan, c. - 120. 
Attrib. Liu An (Prince ofHuai Nan) ~U *' 
Chung-Fa Index, no. 5. 
SPTK. 

Huang Chhao Li Chhi Thu Shih ~ iM ~ $ [ji\j ~. 
Illustrated Description of Sacrificial Articles for 

Imperial Rites of the Reigning Dynasty. 
Chhing, + 1759. 
Yiin-Lu :fCfoJ< etal. 

Huung Chhao Shih Shih Lei riian ~ iM $. ~ m. 
Classified Miscellanea of Sung Events. 
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Huane Chluto Shih Shih Lei riian {cont.) 
Sung, + 1145. 
Ed. Chiang Shao-Yii i'I Y lii. 
SFSTK. 

Huang Chhing Chih Kung Thu ~ m IF.lt:ill: 1lilI. 
Pictures of Foreigners Paying Tributes to the 

Imperial Chhing Court. 
Chhing, c. + 1751. 
Fu-Heng 1lt'jg et al. 

Hung Chien Lu 5L 1!li iiII<. 
A History of the Thang and Sung Dynasties, 

including Liao, Chin, and Hsi-Hsia. 
Ming, +1557. 
Shao Ching-Pang B~ @. n. 
SLHP. 

Hung Ming Chi 5L!!!l ~. 
Collected Essays on Buddhism. 
(Cr. Kuang Hung Ming Chi). 
S/Chhi, c. +500. 
Seng Yu fi' jj;(;'. 
SPTK. 

Hsi Chhi Tshung ra i1!i ~ li' ~ . 
Western Pool Collected Remarks. 
Sung, c. + II 50. 
Yao Khuan ~j; X. 
TSHCC. 

Hsi Ching Tsa Chi i1!i Jjl; ~ ~e . 
Miscellaneous Records of the Western Capital. 
Liang or Chhen, mid +6th century. 
Attrib. to Liu Hsin ~U ilX (C/Han) and to Ko 

Hung g l!!< (Chin) but probably by Wu 
Chiin ~:lt3. 

BH. 
Hsi-Hu ru Lan Chih i1!i lIi1l iQi: ~ ii!:: . 

Record of Sceneries of the West Lake [in 
Hangchow during the Southern Sung Period]. 

Ming, + 1547. 
ThienJu-Chheng EH i'tl:)jj(;. 
WL. 

Hsi ru Chi 'i1!iiQi: ~e. 
A Journey to the West. 
Ming, c. + 1583. 
Wu Chheng-En ~ :ilUf!" 
Tr. Waley (17), Yii (I). 

Hsiang Lien Shih Tshao It ~ ~ 1ji: . 
Collected Poems from the Trousseau. 
Ming. 
Sang Chen-pai ill! j( ~. 
TSHCC. 

Hsiang Phu It ~. 
A Treatise on Incense and Perfumes. 
Yiian, +1322. . 
Hsiung Pheng-Lai i\~ }jJl3j{. 

Hsiang- Tluti Shu Shu Klutn Cheng Chiu Ching San Chuan 
ren Ko Li :m ~ If Jl! TU lE n@'::::i4f2t 
:/Ii:{7I]. 

See Chiu Ching San Chuan ren Ko Li. 
Hsiao Chhu Chi 'j,*~. 

Complete Works ofWang Yii-Chheng. 
N ISung, + 12th century. 
WangYii-Chheng 301!fi.1j1}. 
SPTK. 

Hsiao Erh Fang Chaeh ,j, 7E :JJ ~. 
A Collection of Pediatric Prescriptions. 
Sung. 
Chhien I ~z.. 
Ed. Hsiung Tsung-Li i\~ '*' fL. 
Ming. 

Hsien-Shun Lin-An Chih JW: i* Jlili; ~ ,1!;; . 
Hsien-Shun Reign-period Topographic Records 

of the Hangchow District. 
Sung, + 1274. 
ChhienYiieh-Yu m~1sl. 
1830 ed. 

Hsin-An Hsi .. Chih liIf ~ II!i\ ii!::. 
Gazette ofHsin-An. 
Sung, + 12th century. 
Lo Yiian lii Il\li. 
1888 ed. 

Hsin I Hsiang Fa rao liIf fl!iij j! i*~. 
New Design for an Astronomical Clock (lit. 

Essentials of a New Device for Making an) 
Armillary Sphere and a Celestial Globe 
(Revolve) [including a Chain of Years for 
Keeping Time and Striking the Hours, the 
Motive Power Being a Water-wheel Checked 
by an Escapement]. 

Sung, + IOg4. 
Su Sung il< ~. 

Hsin Khan Chhiian Hsiang Chheng Chai Hsiao Ching Chih 
Chieh ~Ji TU 3t :m )jj(; ~ $': @. @: m . 

Newly Cut and Fully-Illustrated Edition of the 
Book of Filial Piery with Commentaries by 
Chheng-Chai. 

Yiian, c. + 1308. 
Kuan Yiin-Shih :ill: ~:O. 
Reprint, I938. 

Hsin Khan Hsiu Chen Fang Ta Chhiian liIf tU 11!1 ~ 
:JJ j;; 3t. 

Newly Printed Medical Prescriptions. 
Ming, + 1505. 
Chu Su ,*=;f;J. 

Hsin Khan Pu Chu Thung Jen Shu Hsiieh Chen Chiu Thu 
Ching liIf tU 'iili ttjioJ ;..,ni({1CHJJ<.IlilI@'. 

See Thung Jen Chen Chiu Thu Ching. 
Hsin Pien Fu Jen Liang Fang Pu I Ta Chhiian liIf *Iii 

!Iijl;"'~:JJ'iilij!j;;3t. 
A Complete Collection of Good Prescriptions for 

Gynaecology, Supplement. 
Sung. 
Chhen Chih-Ming ~ El !!!l. 
Ed. Hsiieh Chi l!f C, (Ming). 

Hsin Thang Shu liIf r,g If . 
New History of the Thang Dynasty 

[ +6I8-g06]. 
Sung, + 106!. 
Ouyang Hsiu & Sung Chhi !!'it ~ 1l1ii, * JiiIl. 
ESSSITW. 

Hsin Wu Tai Shih liIf 'E f'\; §I:. . 
[=Wu Tai Shih Chi]. 
New History of the Five Dynasties [ +g07-59]. 
Sung, c. + 1070. 
Ouyang Hsiu !!'it ~1l1ii. 
ESSSITW. 
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Hsing Li Ta Chhuan (Shu) ~ Ill! j;; 3t (it). 

Collected Works of (120) Philosophers of the 
Hsing-Li (Neo-Confucian) School. 

Ming, + 1415. 
Ed. Hu Kuang M IJi: et al. 
Minged. 

Hsiu The ru Phien 1l1ii }~ ~ *Iii . 
Record of Evil Doings. 
Chhing. 
Chhen Chin ~ •. 
TSHCC. 

Hsa T;;u Chih Thung Chien Chang Pi.. lfI( ~ 'I€i lm 
1iiffi:*Iii· 

Collected Data for the Continuation of the 
Comprehensive Mirror for Aid in Govern
ment, covering the Period +g60-1I27. 

Sung, + 1I83. 
Ed. Li Thao *~. 
(World Book Co., Taipei, Ig6I). 

Hsiian-Ho Feng Shih Kao-Li Thu Ching ][ 5fil$ ~ i'ili 
RIlilI@.· 

Illustrated Record of an Embassy to Korea in 
the Hsiin-Ho Reign-period. 

Sung, + I 124 (+ 1I67). 
Hsii Ching fjj< m. 
TSHCC. 

Hsiian-Ho Po Ku Thu Lu ][ 5fil it' t; IlilI iiII<. 
Hsiian-Ho Reign-Period Illustrated Record of 

Ancient Objects. 
Sung, + II II -25. 
WangFu 3Oli!Il:etal. 
1752 ed. 

Hsiian Tu Pao Tsang 1:: li~" iil'l:. 
Comprehensive Treasures of Taoist Literature 

from the Hsiian-Tu Monastery. 
J/Chin, c. + 1I88-g!. 
Ed. Sun Ming-Tao ffi !!!llli:. 

Hsiieh Chai Chan Pi &JO ~ 1,1; ",. 
Glancing into Books in a Learned Studio. 
Sung, + 13th century. 
Shih Sheng-Tsu §I:.~iiiIl.. 
BCSH. 

Hsaeh Thang Mo Phin ~ :§1; ,l!l\ & . 
Inks from the Snow Pavilion. 
Chhing, + 1670. 
ChangJen-Hsi ~t:~. 
TSHCC. 

HsanCMuLu illiJ1llliilI<. 
Inquiries and Suggestions (concerning Popular 

Customs and Usages). 
Ming. 
Chhen I ~i'ff. 
TSHCC. 

IChien Chih ~~ii!::. 
Strange Stories from I-Chien. 
Sung, c. + 1185. 
HungMai l!!<i1i!i. 
TSHCC. 

IChing £@.. 
The Classic of Changes [Book of Changes]. 
Chou with C/Han additions. 

Compiler unknown. 
Tr. R. Wilhelm (2); Legge (g); de Harlez (I). 
Yin-Te Index no. (Suppl.) 10. 

I Chio Liao Tsa Chi ~ 1it ~ ~ ~E. 
Miscellaneous Records from the I-Chio Cottage. 
Sung, c. + 1200. 

Chu I '*=5l\'!. 
IShuPien ~iII'f*lii. 

The Antheap of Knowledge [Miscellaneous 
Essays]. 

Chhing, c. + 1770. 
Wang Ming-Sheng 30 ~~ ~. 
1841 ed. 

I Wen Lei Chii § 3t J!ln\~. 
Literary Records Collected and Classified 

[encyclopaedia]. 
Thang, c. +620. 
Ouyang Hsiin !!'it ~ ~IIT· 

Ise Monogatari f:Jl' ~ if'!zI ~. 
Tale of Ise. 
Japan, + loth century. 
Author unknown. 
Tr. McCullough (I) 

Jih ChihLu 8:'Eo iiII< . 
Daily Additions to Knowledge. 
Chhing, +1673-
KuYen-Wu Iiili~j\. 
TSHCC. 

Jih Hsia Chiu Wen Kluto 8 "'F 1f Iiil ~. 
Archaeological and Historical Descriptions of 

the Imperial Precincts in Peking and the 
Immediate Dependencies. 

Chhing. 
Chu I-Tsun '*= I¥ #; rev. under imperial 

auspices by Yu Ming-Chung =.F iIi!< ,*,. 
1774 ed. 

Kai rii Tshung Khao ,~~ li' ~. 
Collection of Miscellaneous Studies. 
Chhing. 
Chao I iI'1l~. 
1750 ed. 

K amishuki ChOchOki tJf; ill. it ,. ~E . 
A Handy Guide to Papermaking. 
Japan, + I7g8. 
KunisakiJihei m * 'ltJ #;; 1!li. 
Tr. C. E. Hamilton (I). 

Kao Feng Wen Chi i'ili * 3t~. 
Collected Works ofLiao Kang. 
Sung, c. + 12th century. 
LiaQ Kang $l J>llU. 
SKCS. 

KaoSungHuaPhu i'ilitz:~~. 
Painting Manual of Plants and Birds by Kao 

Sung [in several parts]. 
Ming, c. +1550-4. 
Kao Sung i'ili tz:. 

Keng Chih Thu i1f;\iij~ 1lilI. 
Pictures of Tilling and Weaving. 
Sung, presented in MS., + I 145, and perhaps 

first printed from wood blocks at that time; 
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Keng Chih Thu (cont.) 
engraved on stone, + 1210, and probably 
then printed from wood blocks in + 1237. 

Lou Shou :IJ: li; redrawn by Chiao Ping
Chen ;W; >It.~ under imperial auspices and 
printed in + I7 I 2. 

Ko Chih Ching ruan f'I} 3& ~ w: . 
Mirror of Scientific and Technological Origins. 
Chhing, + 1735. 
Chhen Yiian-Lung !JIi::Jt;~. 
1735 ed. . 

Ko Ku raoLun f'I} ti*~· 
Essential Discussions of Appreciating Antique 

Objects. 
Ming, + I 388. 
Tshao Chao 'If ~i"l. 
TSHCC. 

Kogo Shiii ti il\!l j>g-~. 
Collected Missing Passages from Classical 

Languages. 
Japan, +807. 
lnbe Hironari if ~ It;; fIX.. 

Kojiki ti '* ~B . 
Record of Ancient Matters [of Japan]. 
Japan, +712. 
Tr. D. L. Philippi (I). 

Ku Chin Ch. ti"f tt· 
Commentary on Things Old and New. 
Chin, mid +4th century. 
Tshui Pao * $1:]. 
HWTS. 

Ku Chin Shih Wu Khao ti"f '* 4'!Il ~. 
Origins of Things Ancient and Modem. 
Ming. 
Wang San-Phin :E =:~. 
TSHCC. 

Ku Chin Shu Kho ti"f. ~U· 
Printed Works of Old and Modern Times. 
Ming, c. +1559. 
Chou Hung-Tsu )j!J '*= iiill. 
KKT. 

K u Chin Thu Shu Chi Chheng ti "f mII IF :l(;; fIX. . 
See Thu Shu Chi Chheng. 

K. Lieh Nu Chuan ti 7U fx V!J:. 
See Lieh Nu Chuan. 

Ku Shih Hua Ph. Hili a:; WO~· 
Collection of Paintings [by Famous Artists of 

Successive Dynasties] Compiled by Mr Ku. 
Ming, c. + 1603. 
Ku Ping HiIi~. 

Ku ru Thu ti:E mII. . 
Illustrated Description of Ancient Jade Objects. 
Yiian, +1341. 
Che Te-Jun ~!dil\ jll\l. 
1752 ed. 

Kuan Tzu ~T. 
The Writings of Master Kuan. 
Chou and C/Han. 
Attrib. Kuan Chung ~ {.p. 

Kuang-Chh.an Shu Po iJ' JII i!H!· 
The Kuang-chhuan Bibliographical Notes. 
Sung, c. + I 125. 

Tung Yu :li jg[. 
TSHCC. 

Kuang Hung Ming Chi iJ' 51. §Il :l(;;. 
Further Collections of Essays on Buddhism. 
Cf. Hung Ming Chi. 
Thang, c. +660. 
Tao-Hsiian m~. 
SPTK. 

Kuang-Hsi Thung Chih iJ' g§ ;m ii!:-. 
General Topographical History of Kuangsi 

Province. 
Chhing, + 1800. 
Ed. Hsieh Chhi-Khun liM ~ ~. 
1891 ed. 

Kuang run iJ'~. 
Enlargement of the Chhieh TUn Dictionary of 

Sounds of Characters. 
Sung, +1011. 

Chhen Pheng-Nien !JIi: ~ if.. 
SPTK. 

Kuei-Hsin Tsa Shih ~'F~~. 
Miscellaneous Information from Kuei-Hsin 

Street (in Hangchow). 
Sung, late + 13th century, perhaps not finished 

before + 1308. 
ChouMi )j!J'/l'l. 
HCTr. 

Kue; Thien Lu $ii\ EH &!!<. 
On Returning Home. 
Sung, + 1067. 
OuyangHsiu I!!!:~~. 
SF. 

Kung Meng Pu Fei Chhien Kung Te Lu ~ r,:;y; 'I: 
~!fJ~&!!<. 

Public Records of Merits without Expenditures. 
Chhing. 
Author unknown. 
TSHCC. 

Kuo Shih Pu ~ ~'iiIi. 
See Thang Kuo Shih Pu. 

Khai Pao Pen Tshao r.fJ 'ill ;41: 1jt . 
Khai-Pao Reign-Period Pharmacopoeis. 
Sung, c. + 970. 
Liu Han ~U \ill & Ma Chih .~ ii!:-. 

Khao Ku Thu ~ ti mII· 
Illustrations of Ancient Objects. 
Sung, + 1092. 
Lii Ta-Lin 8:*:~. 

1752 ed. 
Khao Phan ra Shih ~ ~ M< ,*. 

Further Works by the Recluse. 
Ming, c. + 1600. 
Thu Lung .'!!I ml. 
TSHCC. 

Khan ra Wan Kuo Chhuan Thu :t$ ~ ~ ~ ~ mII. 
(= Ta TiShanHaiChhiian Thu). 
Map of All Countries in the World. 
Ming, +1584. 
Li Ma-Tou (Matteo Ricci) fU ~ •. 

Lan Thing Khao iiIli ~ ~ . 
Investigation of the Meeting at Orchid Pavilion 
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Lan Thing Khao (cont.) 

[and a preface to it written by Wang Hsi
Chih]. 

Sung, c. + 1224. 
Sang Shih-Chhang :l'Ii; i!!: I§. 
CPTC. 

Lao Hsiieh An Pi Chi ~ ~ liE *' ~B. 
Notes from the Hall of Learned Old Age. 
Sung, c. + 11 90. 
Lu Yu ~Ihf. 
HCTT. 

Lao Tzu Tao TeChing ~Tm~~. 
See Too Te Ching. 

Li Sao Thu ~U! 1i'fiI. 
Pictures on the ~legy on Encountering Sorrows. 
Chhing, + 1645. 
HsiaoYiin-Tshung 'IlIi~1b';. 

Li Tai Ming Hua Chi ~ f'(; ;g 11: ~E. 
Catalogue of Famous Painting. 
Thang, +847. 
ChangYen-Yiian 'liil1ili:. 
TSHCC. 

Li Ta ChhUnn Chi '$ ~ ~:l(;;. 
Collected Works ofLi Vii. 
Chhing, + 17th century. 
LiYii '$~. 
Reprint, Thaipei, 1970. 

Liang Chhi Man Chih ~ ~ ~ ii!:- . 
Bridge Pool Essays. 
Sung, + 1192. 
FeiKun 'I::a. 
CPTC. 

Lieh Na Chuan 7U fx W. 
Lives of Celebrated Women. 
Date uncertain, nucleus probably Han. 
Attrib. Liu Hsiang ~U 1oJ· 
KSTK. 

Ling-ren-Ko Kung Cilium Thu Hsiang ~ iJI! M !fJ !2: 
1i'fiI~. 

Portraits of Meritorious Persons in the Hall of 
Ling-Yen. 

Chhing, c. + 1668. 
Liu Yiian ~Ujjij(. 

Liu Ching Thu 7; ~ 1i'fiI. 
Illustrations of Objects Mentioned in the Six 

Classics. 
Sung, c. + 1155. 
YangCh • .1 m Efl· 
1740 ed. 

Liu-Chhiu Ju HSUeh Chien Wen Lu ljf!; J;I( A ~ J! i>II 
&!!<. 

Records ofLiu-Chhiu as Learned from its 
Students in China. 

Chhing, + 1764. 
Phan Hsiang ill!' ;ffi. 
Reprint, Taipei, 1973. 

Liu-Chhiu Kuo Chih Laeh ljf!; J;I( ~ ii!:-1IIir. 
Account of the Liu-Chhiu Islands. 
Chhing, + 1757. 
Chou Huang )j!J~. 

TSHCC. 
Liu Thieh 7; *.'i. 

The Six Cards [Encyclopaedia]. 
Thang, c. +800. 
Pai Chii-I S .@ £. 
Enlarged in Sung by Khung Chuan ~L W. 

Lo Hsiian Pien Ku Chien Phu jfj ijif ~ ti ~ ~. 
Collection of Letter-Papers with Antique and 

New Designs from the Wisteria Pavilion. 
Ming, + 1626. 
Wu Fa-Hsiang ~~WF' 

Lu Shih-Lung Wen Chi ~ ± lm;iz::l(;;. 
Collected Works ofLu Yiin. 
Chin, +3rd century. 
Lu Yiin ~~. 
SPTK. 

Luan Chheng Chi ~:!BIt:ll<. 
Collected Works ofSu Chhe. 
Sung. 
Su Chhe iliHjjj:. 
KHCP. 

LunHeng ~1fI;1fIii. 
Discourses Weighed in the Balance. 
H/Han, +82 or +83. 
Wang Chhung :E 7E. 
Chung-Fa Index no. I. 

SPTK. 
Lung Khan Shou Chien ~ iti =F i[ . 

Handbook of Khitan-Chinese Glossary. 
Liao, c. +997. 
Ed. Hsing-Chiin (Khitan Monk) IT ~. 
SPTK. 

Man-Thang Mo Phin ~:§i;£ &. 
Inks from the Boundless Pavilion. 
Chhing, + 1684. 
SungLo ,*~. 
TSHCC. 

Mao Shih '€ iM'. 
Mao's Version of the Book of Odes. 
Chou. 
Ed. Mao Heng '€ "1; Cheng Hsiian ~ 14 . 
SPTK. 

Mao Shih Tshao Mu Niao Shou Chhung Tu Su '€ iM' 
1jt*.tl!;!l!:il ~~. 

On the Various Plants, Birds, Animals, Insects 
and Fishes Mentioned in the Book of Odes. 

San Kuo, + 3rd century. 
Lu Chi ~li!I:. 
TSHCC 

Md Hua Hsi Sheng Phu fIli rE tf jjiIjI m. 
An Album of the Life-like Flowering Plum. 
Sung, + 1238. 
Sung Po-Jen '* is t:. 
CPTC. 

Meng Chhi Pi Than ?# ~ *' ~. 
Dream Pool Essays. 
Sung, + 1086, last supplement dated + 1091. 
Shen Kua i'X i'&. 
TSHCC. 

Meng Liang Lu ?# ~ &!!<. 
Dreaming of the Capital while the Rice is 

Cooking. 
Sung, + 12.75. 
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Meng Liang Lu (coni.) 
Wu Tzu-Mu ~ El 1&. 
TSHCC. 

Meng Tzu 1ii:T. 
The Book of Master Meng (Mencius). 
Chou, c. - 290. 
MengKho 1ii:ifoJ. 
Tr. Legge (3); Lyall (I). 
Yin-Te Index no. (Suppl.) 17. 
SPTK. 

Miao Fa Lien Hua Ching il'J> It; iI: * jJ!l! . 
Saddharma-pundaTika SuITa; The Lotus of 

Wonderful Law. 
India, c. +200; tr. into Chinese + 5th century. 
Ch. tr. Kumarajiva !!lb. *I tt!l'i;. 
Eng. tr. Soothill (3). 

Mien Hua Thu till nl!ill. 
Pictures of Cotton Growing and Weaving. 
Chhing, + 1765. 
Fang Kuan-Chheng 11 Il! ffi.. 

Min Hsiao Chi r,.ll 'J' ~8. 
Notes about Fukien. 
Chhing. 
Chou Liang-Kung Jl1.I;;'1; I· 
TSHCC. 

Min Tsa Chi 1io9:m ~8. 
See Shih Hung-Pao (/) under Bibliography B. 

Ming Chi Pei Lileh !lJl ~;lt 1IItr· 
Miscellaneous Notes on the Affairs of the 

Northern Capital during the Late Ming 
Dynasty. 

Chi Liu-Chhi 1lt 7; ~. 
KHCP. 

Ming I Piek Lu 'i5 U !ill] ~. 
Informal (or Additional) Records of Famous 

Physicians (on Materia Medica). 
Ascr. Liang, c. + 5 10. 
Attrib. Thao Hung-Ching ~ 5L fl:. 
CHY. 

MingShih !lJl,!l:. 
History of the Ming Dynasty [ + I 368 to 

+1643]. 
Chhing, begun + 1646, completed + 1736, first 

pr. + 1739. 
ChangThing-Yu *$3;: elal. 
ESSS/TW, 

MoChih ~iG. 
Record ofInk. 
Ming,c. +1637. 
MaSan-Heng lfvIf.=:iUii. 
TSHCC. 

MoCking ~jJ!l!. 
Classic ofInk. 
Sung, c. + I 100. 

Chao Kuan-Chih ~:l!t Z. 
MSTS. 

Mo Chuang Man Lu ~ Jl± ~ ~. 
Recollections from the Estate of Literary 

Learning. 
Sung, c. + I I3!. 
Chang Pang Chi * n ;1l!;. 
BH. 

Mo Fa Chi Yao ~ It;~~. 
Essentials ofInkmaking Methods. 
Ming, + 1398. 
Shen Chi-Sun tt M 1*. 
TSHCC. 

Mo Phu Fa Shih ~ i* i't;5!\;. 
Handbook of Ink Recipes and Inkmakers. 
Sung, + 1095. 
Li Hsiao-Mei <$ *,~. 
MSTS. 

MoShih ~,!l:. 
History of Ink. 
Yuan, c. + 1330. 
Lu Yu MtLl<:. 
TSHCC. 

Mo Tzu ~T. 
The Book of Master Mo. 
Chou, -4th century. 
MoTi (and disciples) ~~. 
Yin-Te Index no. (Suppl.) 21. 
Tr. Mei Yi-Pao (I); Forke (3). 
SPTK. 

Mu-An Chi 1& liE ~. 
Literary Collections of (Yao) Mu-An. 
Yiian, c, +1310. 
Yao Sui WU~. 
SPTK. 

Mu Thien Tzu Chuan ~:R T fl!j;. 
Account of the Travels of Emperor Mu. 
Chou, before - 245. 
Writer unknown. 
SPTK. 

Nan Fang Tshao Mu Chuang fW 11 :ljl: * Jt\::. 
An Account of the Plants of the Southern 

Regions. 
Chin, +3rd century or later. 
Attrib. to Hsi Han 1lE 1!; . 
HWTS. 

Nan Hai Chi Kuei Nei Fa Chuan fW #i'tif!lffi' f'3 It;fl!j;. 
Record of Buddhist Practices Sent Home from 

the South Seas. 
Thang, c. + 689. 
I-Ching (monk) li;t~. 

Nan Hsiln Sheng Tien fW iliS ~ !Ill,. 
Imperial Inspection Tours to Southern 

Provinces from +1751 to +1765. 
Chhing, + 1776. 
Kao Chin ~ i!lf el al. 

Nan Hua Chen Ching fW * !iJ. jJ!l! . 
See Chuang Tzu. 

Ni Wen-Cheng Kung Nien Phu f5C )( lE ~ "f. i*. 
Annalistic Biography of Ni Yuan-Lu (+ 1593-

1644). 
Chhing 
Ni Hui-Ting (Yuan-Lu] f5C '*lI'.f [5(; llIIf]' 
TSHCC. 

Nihongi B *,j;E. 
[= Nihon-shoki.] 
Chronicle of Japan [from the Earliest Times to 

+696]. 
Japan (Nara), +720. 
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Nilwngi (coni.) 

Tr. Aston (I). 
Nilwn-koku Genzai-sho MokuTOku B * ~ J! tE :If 

§~. 
Bibliography of Extant Books in Japan. 
Japan (Heian), c. +895. 
FujiwaraSukeyo B~{;;I;:i!t. 

Nitto-Guho Junrei Gyoki A Jl!f * It; iliS iiI: IT ~8 . 
Record of a Pilgrimage to China in Search of 

the (Buddhist) Law. 
Thang, +838-47. 
Ennin I!l!I t. 
Tr. Reischauer (2). 

Nung Ckeng Ckhuan Shu • i!& 3t :If . 
Complete Treatise on Agriculture. 
Ming, composed + 1625-8; printed + 1639. 
Hsii Kuang-Chhi 1#; ~ P.!F. 
Ed. Chhen Tzu-Lung !lR T fi.. 
1837 ed. 

Nung Shu .11. 
T realise on Agriculture. 
Yuan, + 1313. 
Wang Chen ::E Jil!i: . 
Peking, 1956. 

Pai Shih Liu Thieh J3 1'1:; 7; ~JJ:i . 
See Liu Thieh. 

Pai Shih Wen Chi J3 1'1:; )( •• 
Literary Collections ofPai Chii-I. 
Thang, +824. 
Pai Chii-I J3 JiS JI,. 
SPTK. 

Pai run Thu Phu 13 iIik I!ilI i*. 
Illustrations of 100 Poems. 
Ming, +1597. 

Pan-Jo Po-Lo-Mi-To Ching JiJlt :E'i1!i.*I ~ ~ jJ!l!. 
Prajnaparamita Sutra; The Perfection of 

Wisdom. 
India, c. + 3rd century; tr. into Chinese + 5th 

century. 
Writer unknown. 
Trs. Lamotte (I); Conze (4). 

Pao Phu Tzu :ff;j*~ T. 
Book of the Preservation-of- Solidarity Master. 
Chin, early + 4th century, prob. c. + 320. 
KoHung ~~. 
SPTK. 

PeiHu Lu ;ltp~. 
Northern Family Records. 
Thang, +875. 
TuanKung-Lu l3!:~n. 
HP/S. 

Pei Thang Shu Chhao ;It:!ii,: 11 ~. 
Book Records of the Northern Hall 

[encyclopaedia]. 
Thang, c. +630. 

Yii Shih-Nan ~ i!t fW. 
1888 ed. 

Pen Tshao Kang Mu ;<$: :ljl: iiIiil §. 
The Great Pharmacopoeia. 
Ming, + 1596. 
Li Shih-Chen <$ if.l' ~. 

Peking, 1975. 
Pi Shu Chien Ckih jj'~ 11 iii iG . 

Records of the Bureau of Publications. 
Yiian, c. + 1350. 
Wang Shih-Tien ::E ± JI1R. 
KTHS. 

Pi Shu Shang Chuang Shih Thu lIl¥ ~ ill lI± R IiW . 
Poems and Illustrations on the Summer Resort 

[in Jehol]. 
Chhing, +1712. 
Paintings by Shen Yu tt ~ with poems by 

Emperor Khang-Hsi. 
Po Wu Chih ~ ¥,o iG. 

Records of the Investigation of Things. 
Chin, c. + 290. 
ChangHua **. 
HWTS. 

Phan-Chou Wen Chi fi: iJ-H )( •. 
Collected Works of Hung Kua. 
Sung, + 12th century. 
HungKua ~~. 
SPTK. 

Phing Chih Thieh ~Hjl; ~JJ:i. 
( = Shih Chih Shuo). 
Commentaries on Paper. 
Sung, c. + I 100. 

MiFei *m. 
MSTS. 

Phing Ting I-Li Hui Pu Chan Thu ZjS :lE ff!' ~ IEl 
-$1ilI<1!ilI. 

Pictures on Battles and Memorable Events in 
the Conquests of Ili and Chinese Turkestan. 
Chhing, + 1776. 

San Fu Chiieh Lu =: $ill Iie~. 
Miscellaneous Notes on the Han Capital. 
L/Han, c. +200. 
ChaoChhi ~iIJi!<:. 
EYT. 

SanFuKuShih =:$iIlIil<:*. 
Anecdotes concerning the Han Capital. 
Chhing, c. + 1820. 
Ed. Chang Chu ~ jjJ. 
EYT. 

San Kuo Chih Yen I =:miGilii~. 
. The Three Kingdoms Story [novel]. 
yuan. 
Lo Kuang-Chung *I :Ill: 9". 
Tr. Brewitt-Taylor (I). 

San Tskai Thu Hui =::::t IiW ,*. 
Universal Encyclopaedia. 
Ming, + 1609. 
Wang Chhi ::E;!;If. 
1609 ed. 

San Tzu Ching =: *jJ!l!. 
Trimetrical Primer. 
Sung, c. + 1270. 
Wang Ying-Lin ::E II! l1$li. 

ShanLu jj(U~. 
Local History ofShan-Chhi [Chheng-Hsien, 

Chekiang]. 
Slmg, c. + [[ 84. 
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Shan Lu (cont.) 
Ed. Kao Ssu-Sun ~ W. J)l\. 
1870 ed. 

Shan Tso Chin Skih Chih ill tr. ~ "E ;E; . 
Bronze and Stone Inscriptions of Shantung 

Province. 
Chhing. 
Pi Yiian ~i7i; & Juan Yiian iljC 5[;. 
1797 ed. 

Shan- Thang Cbhun Shu Khoo So ill ~ 'i!: • ~ # . 
Critical Compilation from All Books by Shan-

Thang. 
Sung, + 1210. 
ChangJu-Yii *tmJi!i\. 
1508 ed. 

Shang Han Lun ~ ~ IDili. 
Treatise on Typhoid Fever. 
H/Han. 
ChangChi *~. 
Ed. Wang Shu-Ho 3::;EJl.Jfp (Chin). 
SPTK. 

Shao-Shih-Shan-Fang Pi Tshung ~'~ ill m *:11 . 
Notes from Shao-Shih-Shan-Fang. 
Ming, c. + 1598. 
Hu Ying-Lin 1iJll'ilii!ll. 
Peking, 1964. 

Sheng Chiao Shih Lu gg 1Mc • i!f< . 
Catechism of Christianity. 
(= Thien Chu Shih Lu). 
Ming, + 1582. 
Lo Min-Chien (Michele Ruggieri) l'i J'i:';!!!£. 

Shih Chi §t: ~B. 
Historical Records. 
CjHan, c. -90. 
Ssuma Chhien ",-,,~ iii and his father Ssuma 

Than ",-,,~~. 
ESSS/TW. 

Shih Chi" Shoo -t- *1£ ID'/;. 
See Phing Chih Thieh. 

Shih-Chu-Chai Chien Phu -t- ¥.r JIf ~ ~. 
Ornamental Letter-paper Designs from the Ten 

Bamboo Studio. 
Ming, + 1645. 
Hu Cheng-Yen 1iJl lE~. 
Cr. Tschichold (4). 

Shih-Chu-Chai Shu Hua Phu -t- ¥.r JIf .It ~. 
Manual of Calligraphy and Painting from the 

Ten Bamboo Studio. 
Ming, c. + 1616-33. 
Hu Cheng-Yen 1iJl lE~. 
Cr. Tschichold (3). 

Shih I Chi t.?; l:I ~B . 
Memoirs on Neglected Matters. 
Chin, c. +370. 
Wang Chia 3:: ;i' . 
HWTS. 

Shih-Men Wen T~u Cbhan "E r~ Y:. * ff~. 
Literary Works at Shih-Men Mon'lStery. 
Sung. 
Te-Hung (monk) it~. 
TSHCC. 

Shih Ming ~ ,g 

Explanation of Names [dictionary]. 
H/Han, c. + 100. 
Liu Hsi JU/!!'l. 
SPTK. 

Shih Shuo Hsin Yii tit ID'/; jfi 1m , 
New Discourse on the Talk of the Times [notes 

of minor incidents from Han to Chin]. 
L/Sung, c. + 5th century. 
Liu I-Chhing JI] ~ m . 
Commentary by Liu Hsiin JU ~ (Liang). 
Tr. Mather (I). 
SPTK. 

Shih Thung §t: lm. 
Generalities on History. 
Thang, +710. 
Liu Chih-Chi JU ~ :Il!. 
SPTK. 

Shih Wu Chi raan ;$ !/!o *E jjjl; . 
Record of the Origins of Affairs and Things. 
Sung, c. + 1085. 
Hao Chheng ~ jjt. 
TSHCC. 

ShihYiiHuaPhu ~M<It~. 
Manual of Painting with Themes from Lyrical 

Poetry. 
Ming, c. + 1612. 
Ed. MrWang ffJ3O<. 

Shou Shih Thung Khao ~ Il<f lm ~. 
Complete Investigations of the Works and Days 

[Imperially Commissioned; a treatise on 
agriculture, horticulture and all related 
technologies]. 

Chhing, + 1742. 
Ed. O-Erh-Thai (Ortai) ~ m~, with Chang 

Thing-Yii *jf:li, Chiang Fu jj;fi~, et al. 
Shu Chien Ph. ;ij ~~. 

See Chien Chih Phu. 
Shu Chung K uang Chi ;ij '*' 111: ~B. 

Treatise on Szuchuan. 
Ming, c. + 1600. 
Tshao Hsiieh-Chhiian W &}> fi;. 
SKCS. 

Shu Shik • §t:. 
History of Calligraphy. 
Sung, c. + I 100. 

MiFei *m. 
TSHCC. 

Sh. riian Tsa Chi ;JiR Ill!! ~ ~B· 
The Bean Garden Miscellany. 
Ming, + 1475. 
LuJung ~!i§!. 
TSHCC. 

Shui Hu Chuan * r.f~. 
The Story of the Lake [novel = All Men are 

Brothers]. 
Ming, c. + 1380. 
Ascr. Shih Nai-An Mii ilfit Jilj;. 
Tr. Buck (I). 

Shun Thien Fu Chih lJlii ;R Iff ;E;. 
Local History ofShun-Thien Prefecture, Chili 

Province. 
Chhing. 
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Shun Thien F. Chih (cont.) 
Ed. Miao Chhuan-Sun ~:;;:;: j;j\. 
1885 ed. 

Shun-r. Lin-An Chih I¥ ~ ~ 'ti:;E;. 
Shun-Yu Reign-Period Topographical Records 

of the Hangchow District. 
Sung, c. + 1245. 
Shih E Mii~. 
WL. 

Shoo Wen Chieh T~u ID'/; Y:.I!¥ *. 
Analytical Dictionary of Characters. 
H/Han, +121. 
Hsii Shen ~ '~ . 
SPTK. 

Ssu Khu Cbhuan Sh" gg JlI'i iE: •. 
Complete Library of the Four'Categories (of 

Literature). [Chhing Imperial MS Collec
tion.] 

Chhing, + 1772-82. 
Reprint of selected titles: Ssu Khu Cbhuan Sh. 

Chen Pen gg JlI'i iE:. ,®:;<j;;:. Series 1-
1934- . 

Ssu-Ming Hsii Chih gg §!l ~ ;E;. 
Local History of Ningpo, a supplement. 
Sung, c. + 13th century. 
Mei Ying-Fa ~ I'i WJ:. 
1854 ed. 

Su Tung-Pho Chi ii<*:fBl~. 
Collected Writings of Su Shih. 
Sung, c. + I I th century. 
Su Shih ii< ijijt;. 
KHCP. 

SuiShu ~ •. 
History of the Sui Dynasty [ + 58 I -6 I 7]. 
Thang, +636-56. 
Wei Cheng M if( et al. 
ESSS/TW. 

Sung Chhao Shih Shih '* ~ ;$ •. 
Records of Affairs of the Sung Dynasty. 
Yiian, + 13th century. 
Li Yu ${jl[. 
TSHCC. 

Sung Shih '* §t:. 
History of the Sung Dynasty [+960-1270]. 
Yiian, c. + 1345. 
Tho-Tho (Toktaga) Jlj/;Jlj/; & Ouyang 

Hsiian ~I\!IJ-p;,. 
ESSS/TW. 

Ta Cbhing Hui 'rien Shih Li '* jjlf 1tT JIIl, ;$ f71J. 
See Khun-Kang (1) under Bibliography B. 

Ta-Kuan Ching Shih Cheng Lei Pen Tshao '* D. ~ 
§t:~~;<j;;:1j!:. 

See Cheng Lei Pen Tshao. 
Ta Ming Hu; Tim '* §!l1tT JIIl,. 

History of the Administrative Statutes of the 
Ming Dynasty. 

Ming, ISt ed. + 1509, 2nd ed. + 1587. 
Ed. Shen Shih-Hsing $ Il<f IT et al. 
1589 ed. 

Ta Ming I Thung Chih '* §!l - ,j;IC ;E;. 
Comprehensive Geography of the Chinese 

Empire (under the Ming Dynasty). 
Ming,c. +1450 (+1461?). 
Ed. Li Hsien $ 'g. 

Ta Thang Hsi ra Chi '* Il!f iZ!31iit ~B. 
Records of the Western Countries in the Time of 

the Thang. 
Thang, +646. 
Hsuan-Chuang (monk) -p;,~. 
Ed. Pien Chi ~ m. 
SSKTS. 

Ta Thong Liu Tien '* Il!f A JIIl,. 
See Thang Liu Tien. 

Tao Hsiang Chi m ~~ ~. 
Collected Works of [Tsou] Tao-Hsiang. 
N/Sung, c. + I 100. 
Tsou Hao Ilffl. 
1831 ed.; reprint, Thaipei, 1970. 

Tao Te Ching m it~· 
Canon of the Virtue of the Tao. 
Chou, before - 300. 
Attrib. Li Erh (Lao Tzu) $lf ( ~ T ). 
Tr. Waley (4); Chhu Ta-Kao (2); Lin Yii-

Thang (I); Wieger (7); and very many others. 
Tao Te Ching Kuang Sheng I m it~j(~~. 

Study of Emperor Hsiian-Tsung's Commentary 
onLao T~. 

Thang, +913. 
TuKuang-Thing tf::J't~. 

Tao Tsang m~. 
Taoist Patrology [containing 1464 Taoist 

works]. 
All periods, but first collected and printed in 

the Sung. Also printed inJ/Chin (+ I 186/ 
+ 1191), Yiian, and Ming (+1445, +1598 
and + 1607). 

Yin-Te Index no. 25. 
Shanghai, 1924-6. 

Tao TsangChi rao m~.~. 
Essentials of the Taoist Patrology. 
All periods, pr. 1906 at Erh-hsien-ssu = {ill ~, 

Chhengtu. 
Writers numerous. 
Ed. Ho Lung-Hsiang Jl:~. & Pheng Han

Jan ~~ ~ (Chhing). 
Chhengtu, 1906. 

Thai Phing Hui Min Ho Chi CM Fang * ZJS ~ J'i:'; 
Jfp j!jI] NO 1.f ; 

Standard Formularies of the (Government) 
Great Peace People's Welfare Pharmacies 
[based on the Ho Chi Cha Fang, etc.]. 

Sung, + lIS I. 
Ed. Chhen Shih-Wen ~ IliIi Y:., Phei Tsung

Y iian l!!1 * 5[;, and Chhen Chheng ~ jjt. 
Thai Phing K uang Chi ;t: ZJS j( ~B. 

Copious Records Collected in the Thai-Phing 
Reign~Period [anecdotes, stories, mirabilia 
'and memorabilia]. 

Sung, +978. 
Ed. Li Fang $1!iJ. 
Peking, 1959. 

Thai-Phing Shan Shui Thu Hua ;t: ZJS ill * Iil1iIIt . 
Landscape Pictures ofThai-Phing [in Anhui]. 
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Thai-Phing Shan Shui Thu Hua (cont.) 
Chhing, + 16{8. -
ChangWan-Hsiian *~~; paintings by 

Hsiao Yiin-Tshung li!i ~ u.. 
Thai-Phing Sheng Hui Fang :t: 2ji i!g :l!:i 1'J . 

Prescriptions Collected by Imperial Benevolence 
during the Thai-Phing Reign-Period. 

Sung, commissioned +982; completed +992. 
Ed. Wang Huai-Yin .:E 'Illlli:, Cheng Yen 
~'5 et al. 

Thai Phing rii Lan :t: 2ji 1f!Il ~ . 
Than-Phing Reign-Period Imperial Encyclo-

paedia. 
Sung, +983. 
Ed. Li Fang * 1!15 • 
Yin-Te Index, no. 23. 
SPTK. 

Thang Hui rao m Wr~. 
History of the Administrative Statutes of the 

Thang Dynasty. 
Sung, +96I. 
WangPhu .:E~. 
Peking, 1955. 

Thang Kuo Shih Pu m ~ 5I:.1iIi. 
Supplements to the History of the Thang 

Dynasty. 
Thang, c. +820. 
Li Chao *_. 
CTPS. 

Thang Liu Tien m 1-; JIIl. 
Institutes of the Thang Dynasty. 
Thang, +738 or +739. 
Ed.LiLin-Fu ***. 
Japanese ed., 1836. 

Thang Shih Hua Phu m ~ 'I:~. 
Manual of Painting with Themes from the 

Thang Poetry. 
Ming, c. + 1600. 
Ed. Huang Feng-Chhih JiI: M iIJl.. 

Thang Ta Chao Ling Chi m * w.5 .q;. ;If;;. 
Collected Imperial Edicts of the Thang 

Dynasty. 
Sung, + 1070. 
Ed. Sung Min-Chhiu '* Ill<. *. 
Shanghai, 1959. 

Thang run m iW. 
Thang Dynasty Rhyme Sounds. 
Thang, +677. 
Ed. Chhangsun Na-Yen Jjtj)'id1''l ~ & Sun 

Mien l*,tOO. 
Thien Chu Shih Lu ::R 1:: _ ii!!< . 

See Sheng Chiao Shih Lu. 
ThienKungKhaiWu ::RI r.Il !Im. 

The Exploitation of the Works of Nature. 
Ming, + 1637. 
Sung Ying-Hsing ,*!i! £. 
Tr. SunJen I-Tu & Sun Hsiieh-Chuan (I). 
KHCP. 

Thing-Lin Wen Chi ~ * 3t ;If;;. 
Collected Writings ofKu Yen-Wu. 
Chhing, + 17th century. 
Ku Yen-Wu liili~ff,I:;. 

SPTK. 
Thu Shu Chi CMeng IiI j; ;If;; ij\(; . 

Imperial Encyclopaedia. 
Chhing, + 1726. 
Ed. Chhen Meng-Lei IDIl ~ ~ et al. 
Index by Giles (2). 
Thaipei, 1964. 

Thung Chih jffi;E;. 
Historical Collections. 
Sung, c. + I 150. 
Cheng Chiao ~:f:I!<. 
ST. 

Thung len Chen Chiu Thu Ching jiJ A ~ 'ff<. IiI ~. 
Book on the Charts of Tract of the Bronze Man 

for Acupuncture and Moxibustion. 
Sung, + 1026. 
Wang Wei-I .:E i't - & Wang Wei-Te 

.:E'i'fH'ii\· 
Thung Meng Hsiin :lii' ~ illU. 

An Admonition to Those Who are Immature 
and Ignorant. 

Sung, first pr. +1215. 
Lii Pen-Chung g * <p. 
TKTT. 

Thung Su Pien jffi fG ~. 
Thesaurus of Popular Terms, Ideas and 

Customs. 
Chhing, +175I. 
TseHao ~iIIj. 

1751 ed.; reprint, Thaipei, 1977. 
Thung Tien jffi JIIl. 

Reservoir of Source Material on Political and 
Social History. . 

Thang, c. +812. 
Tu Yu tf: f/i. 
ST. 

TsheFuruanKuei iJJtff.f5[;~. 
Collection of Material on the Lives of Emperors 

and Ministers. 
Sung, + 1013. 
Ed. Wang Chhin-Jo .:E ~;s.& Y.ng I 

tJIi&,· 
1640 ed. 

Tso Chuan tc if;. 
Master Tsochhiu's Enlargement of the CMun 

CMiu (Spring and Autumn Annals), [dealing 
with the period -722 to - 468]. 

Chou, c. - 400 to - 250. 

Attrib. Tsochhiu Ming tc Ii'~ Ij)j . 
SPTK. 

T sun Sheng Pa Chien lit !E f' ... JllIj . 
Collection of Essays on the Daily Life and 

Interest of a Scholar. 
Ming, +159I. 
Kao Lien i'iii ili. 
1810 ed. 

Tung-Ching Meng Hua Lu Ji[ Jj( ~ ij!i ~. 
Dreams of the Glories of the Eastern Capital 

(Khaifeng). 
S/Sung, + Il48, first pr. + Il87. 
Meng Yiian-Lao iifL 5[;~. 
TSHCC. 
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Tung-Kuan Han Chi Ji[fi~ ~E!. 
An Official History of the Later Han Dynasty. 
L/Han, c. + 120. 
Liu Chen IilU :®:. 
sppr. 

Tung Nan Chi Wen Ji[ Il'H,e i>lJ. 
Miscellaneous Notes about the Southeast, i.e. 

Southern Sung. 
Yiian, c. + I 270. 
Writer unknown. 
SSKTS. 

Tung-Pho Chih Lin Ji[ ¥Il;E; *. 
Journal and Miscellany of (Su) Tung-Pho. 
Sung, + 1097-IlOI. 
Su Shih il< iji;I;. 
TSHCC. 

Tung ThienChhingLu(Chi) lIliJ::Rmii!!«;lf;;). 
Clarifications of Strange Things [Taoist]. 
Sung, c. + 1240. 
Chao Hsi-Ku ffl :i'i\" J!i.!h. 
MSTS. 

T;:.u Chih Thung Chien Jt fr3 jffi £iii . 
Comprehensive Mirror (of History) for Aid in 

Government [+403-959]. 
Sung, begun + 1065, completed + 1084. 
Ssuma Kuang l'iJ.~ ':if:. . 
Reprint, 1956. 

T;:.u- Thao-Hsiian Tsa Chui ~ tiE ff l1iU,~. 
Miscellany from the Purple Peach Studio. 
Ming. 
LiJih-Hua * S ij!i. 
1768 ed. 

Wan-Hsiao- Thang Hua Chuan !it ~ '£ 'I: if;. 
Noted Figures in History from the Wan-Hsiao

Thang. 
Chhing, c. + I 743. 
Shangkuan Chou 1: '§" Jlij. 

Wan Shoo Sheng Tien Thu tJj, .. ~ JIIlIiI. 
Illustrations of the Scenes at the Celebration of 

Emperor Khang-Hsi's 60th Birthday. 
Chhing, + 1713-16. 
Wang Yiian-Chhi .:E IJ.il: /iiIl. 

Wei Liieh Mi; lilt. 
Compendium of Non-Classical Matters. 
Sung, + 12th century (end). 
Kao Ssu-Sun i'iii fl;J.l*. 
TSHCC. 

WeiLiiehChiPen ~lIItil!l!:*. 
Memorable Things of the Wei State (San Kuo), 

Reconstructed Version. 
San Kuo (Wei) or Chin, +3rd or +4th 

century. 
Yii Huan ;(\I. ~; ed. Chang Pheng-I 

;llH!~-· 
1924 ed. 

Wei-Nan Wen Chi mi¥i3t;lf;;. 
(Collected Works ofLu Vu). 
Sung, + 1210. 
LuYu 1l1l!i'hi'. 
SPTK. 

WeiShu ~iI. 

History of the (Northern) Wei Dynasty 
[ + 386-556]. 

N/Chhi, +554, revised +572. 
Wei Shou ~J&. 
ESSS/TW. 

WenFangSsuPhu 3tEgg~. 
Collected Studies of the Four Articles for 

Writing in a Scholar's Studio. 
Sung, +986. 
Su I-Chien il< £.1IIi. 
TSHCC. 

Wen Hsien Thung Khao 3t litt jffi ~. 
Comprehensive Study of (the History of) 

Civilisation. 
Sung & Yiian, begun perhaps as early as + 1270 

and finished before + 1317, pr. + 1322. 
Ma Tuan-Lin ,~ilffijJ:ilj;. 

ST . 
WenHsiian 3t~. 

General Anthology of Prose and Verse. 
Liang, + 530. 
Ed. Hsiao Thung (prince of the Liang) li!i ;!iIE. 

Wen riian ring Hua 3t ~B '!R; ij!i. 
The Brightest Flowers in the Garden of 

Literature. 
Sung, +987; first pr. + 1567. 
Ed. Li Fang '$ 1!15 et al. 
Reprint, Chung-Hua, Peking, 1966. 

Wu Ching Tshung rao ff,I:; ~ ~ ~. 
Collection of the Most Important Military 

Techniques. 
Sung (compiled by Imperial Order), + 1040 

(+ 1044). 
Ed. Tseng Kung-Liang iif Z:~. 

Wu Pei Chih ff,I:; fi1Ij ;E; . 
Treatise on Armament Technology. 
Ming, +1621. 
MaoYiian-I ,*5[; •. 
1621 ed. 

WuShuung Phu i!\Ii~~. 
Album of Unique Personalities of Chinese 

History. 
Chhing, c. + 1690. 
Chin Ku-Liang ~ ti]l. 

Wu Tai Hui rao n. f'(; Wr~. 
History of the Administrative Statutes of the 

Five Dynasties. 
Sung, +961. 
Wang Phu .:E i1!i". 
TSHCC. 

Wu Tai Shi Chi n. f'(; 51:. ~E!. 
See Hsin Wu Tai Shih. 

Wu ring Tien Chii ChenPan ChhengShih ff,I:; '!R;I!!:~ 
:®: J\tt:f§l:;l:;. 

Printing Manual for Wooden Movable Type. 
Chhing, +1776. 
Chin Chien ~ 1IIi. 
Tr. Rudolph (8). 
WrTCC. 

reh Hsi Yiian Chhi ~ ~ IJ.il: JEil. 
Origins of Card-games. 
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reh Hsi riian CMi (cont.) 
Chhing, + 18th century. 
Wang Shih-Han allili~. 
TMWS. 

renFanLu i>!i~~. 
Extension of the String of Pearls (on the Spring 

and Autumn Annals), [on the Meaning of 
Many Thang and Sung Expressions]. 

Sung, + 1180. 
Chheng Ta-Chhang ~ ;;k; I§. 
SF. 

r en Hsien Chhing Shong Chien j)(€ illj m :it Ill!i. 
The Use of Leisure and Innocent Enjoyments in 

a Retired Life. 
Ming, +1591. 
KaoLien ~i!iIi. 
MSTS. 

r en Shih Chia Hsun ~ a:; 'iiii IDU. 
Mr. Yen's Advice to his Family. 
Sui, c. + 590. 
Yen Chih-Thui ~zl'flj. 
Tr. Teng Ssu-Yu (2). 
SPTK. 

rin Shan Cheng rao i\: II1!f lE ~. 
Principles of Correct Diet [on deficiency dis

eases, with the aphorism 'Many diseases can 
be cured by diet alone']. 

Yiian, + 1330, reissued by imperial order in 
+1456. 

Hu-Ssu-Hui feUlHi!!,. 
See Lu & Needham (I). 
SPTK. 

ring Tsao Fa Shill ~ lI!! l$: :;!;; . 
Treatise on Architectual Methods. 
Sung, + 1097; pr. + 1l03; revised + 1141. 
LiChieh $ltiJt. 
Peking, 1925. 

ring rai Sheng Lan ilil\1II lli!1 'jI:. 
Triumphant Visions of the Ocean Shores [re-

lating to the voyages of Cheng Ho]. 
Ming, +1451. 
MaHuan ,~W:. 
Ed. Feng Chhen-chiin ~ :ill:. ~. 
Shanghai, 1935. 

ro Lu CMuan Shu ~ if :3'>:: :@f. 
Collected Works on Music and Acoustics. 
Ming, c. + 1606. 
Chu Tsai-Yii (prince of the Ming) * tI(; ~. 

rongjae Ch 'onghwa '!Jl Jf IiHi5 . 
Collected Essays of Song Hyon. 
Korea, + 15th century. 
SongHyon Jll<:1.ll.. 
Reprint, Seoul, 1964. 

ruHuan Chi Wen 'Ifff. ~*e Ij,jj. 
Things Seen and Heard on My Official Travels. 
Sung, c. + 1233. 
Chang Shih-Nan * tit i¥.f . 
TSHCC. 

ru rang Tsa Chu i1li m ?liIH§.· 
Miscellany of the Yu-yang Mountain (Cave) [in 

S.E. Szechuan]. 

Thang, +863. 
Tuan Chheng-Shih %!: Jll<::;!;; . 
TSHCC. 

ru Chih Wen m !!ill: )C. 
Collected Imperial Writings of Emperor 

Khanghsi. 
Chhing, +1711. 
Ed. Chang Yii-Shu * OE: :@f et al. 

ru Fu Chih lJI\! HR;E;. 
Monograph on Ceremonies. 
HjHan, c. +3rd century. 
Tung Pa i\' B. 
Preserved in TPrL. 

ru Hai OE: 'II!J. 
Ocean of Jade [encyclopaedia]. 
Sung, + 1267. 
WangYing-Lin .:EJl!WJIi. 
CCSC, 1883. 

ru Phien OE: ;\I . 
Book of J ade [Dictionary]. 
Liang, + 523. 
KuYeh-Wang 1iIl!!lf.:E. 
Rev. ChhengPheng-Nieh !i/i(~::qc (Sung). 
SPTK. 

ru Ti Shon Hai CMuan Thu !lI\! jt!J i1J lIi:3'>:: Iim. 
See Khun ru Wan K uo Chhuan Thu. 

ru ThaiHsin riia OE:J!:~~. 
Anthology of Regulated Verses. 
Liang, c. +6th century. 
HsiiLing ~I!i\'. 
SPTK. 

riian-Ho CMn Hsien Thu Chih 5f; ;fp m 11* Iim ;E;. 
Yiian-Ho Reign-Period General Geography. 
Thang, +814. 
Li Chi-Fu $ J5' m. 
TSHCC. 

riian Ming ruan Shill Shill Ching Shill Thu [§I §Jl ~ gg 
-t-:li'I::F.fIim· 

Poems and Illustrations on 40 Scenes of the 
Yiian-Ming Garden. 

Chhing, +1745. 
Sun Ku l* ffii5 & Shen Yiian tt lmi by 

Imperial Order. 
riian Shu Tsa Chi ~ ~ :m ~E. 

Records of the Seat of Government at Yiian 
(-Phing) (Peking). 

Ming, + 1593. 
Shen Pang tt ~. 
Peking, 1961. 

rueh Chiieh Shu ;Ijij! ~ Il: . 
Lost Records of the State ofYiieh. 
HjHan, c. + 52. 
{\ttrib. Yiian Khang ~]jJ:t. 
SPTK. 

riiaCMi ruI ~~1<.~. 
Discussions with Friends at Cloudy Pool. 
Thang, c. +870. 
Fan Shu ffi!Jt(. 
BH. 

rUn Hsien San Lu ~1U1 JI)(~. 
Scattered Remains 'of Clouded Immortals. 
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rUn Hsien San Lu (cont.) 
Ascr. Thang or Wu Tai, c. +901 or +926. 
Attrib. Feng Chih ~ ~ but probably by 

WangChih .:Ei£. 
IHCC. 

rung-Lo Ta Tien ~~;;k;~. 
Grand Encyclopaedia of the Yung-Lo Reign-

Period [only in manuscript]. 
Amounting to 22,877 chapters in 11,095 vol-

umes, only about 370 being still extant. 
Ming, + 1407. 
Ed. Hsieh Chin ~ ii'Il'. 
See Yiian Thung-Li (I). 



B. CHINESE AND JAPANESE BOOKS AND JOURNAL 

AR TI CLES SINCE + 1800 

A Ying (E) 1l'J~. 
Chung-Kuo Lien Huan Thu Hua Shih Hua '*' 0!<1 

l!I!l'il!li'i'iIil5l:.~· 
A History of Picture-Story Comics in China. 
Chung-Kuo Ku-Tien I-Shu, Peking, '957. 

A Ying (2) 1l'J:;€. 
Chung-Kuo Nien Hua Fa Chan Shih Liieh '*' 0!<1 :¥ 
il~~5I:.m~. 

A Brief History of Chinese New Year Pictures. 
Chao-Hua Mei-Shu, Peking, [954. 

A Ying (3) 1l'J:;€. 
Min Chien CMuang Hua ~ i~j ~ re . 
Folk Paper Cu IS. 

Mei-Shu Chhu-Pan-She, Peking, [954. 
AnChih-Min(E) '1<:iitfli!l:. 

Chhangsha Hsin Fa hsien ti Hsi-Han Po Hua 
~f}i'i~mS':Jgg~lllil· 

A Tentative Interpretation of the Western 
(Former) Han Silk Painting Recently Dis
covered at Chhangsha (Ma-Wang-Tui, No. 1 
Tomb). 

KKTH, '973, no. 1 (no. [24),43. 
An Ch'un-Gun (1) '1<:iIi't9.. 

Han'guk SOjihak ~ l!i!9 !f Mf. !f,. 
Korean Bibliography. 
T'ongmunkwan, Seoul, '967. 

Anon. (22). 
S;;echuan Han Hua Hsiang Chuan Hsiian Chi 
ggJII~il~li$£l!l~· 

A Selection of Bricks with Stamped Reliefs from 
Szechuan. 

Wen-Wu, Peking, '957. 
Anon. (43). 

Hsin Chung-Kuo ti Khao Ku Shou Huo i'i '*' 0!<1 
S':J~ifJjj(l"i. 

Successes of Archaeology in New China. 
Wen-Wu, Peking, 196I. 

Anon. (109). 
Chung-Kuo Kao Teng Chih Wu Thu Chien '*' l!i!9 

~~:tl¥.!JIi'i'iI~. 
Iconographia ,-ormophytorum Sinicorum 

(Flora of Chinese Higher Plants). 
2 vols. 
Kho-Hsiieh, Peking, '972. 

Anon. (lIO). 
Chhang rung Chung Tshao rao Thu Phu 'it.ffi 

'*' 1jl:!iil!Ii'i'iI~. 
Illustrated Flora of the Most Commonly Used 

Drug Plants in Chinese Medicine. 
Jen-MingWei-Sheng, Peking, [970. 

Anon. (225). 
Che-Chiang Chih Chih reh i'J1i 1I zl1!\'; *,. 
The Paper Industry of Chekiang. 
Hangchow, [930. 

Anon. (226). 
Chu-Fei Chiu Tshang Ming Chih Mu Lu ¥f ml 

.~0:!5l1!\';§~. 
A Catalogue of Famous Papers Originally 

Collected by Chu-Fei. 
Western Union University lVIuseum, Chengtu, 

'
947. 

Anon. (227). 
Chung-Kuo Ku Tai Pan Hua Tshung Khan '*' 0!<1 

iff;;Jililil~7U. 
Collection of Old Illustrated Books of 

China. 
·44 vols. 
Chung-Hua, Peking, 196I. 

Anon. (228). 
Chung-Kuo Pan Hua Hsiian '*' l!i!9 Jilillt ~. 
Selected Specimens of Chinese Woodblock 

Illustrations (re-engraved in facsimile). 
2 vols. 
Jung-Pao-Chai, Shanghai, 1958. 

Anon. (229). 
Chung-Kuo Pan Kho Thu Lu '*' l!i!9 Jilil i?iU Ii'i'iI ~. 
Collection of Facsimile Specimens of Chinese 

Printing. 
Compiled by Peking Library. 
8 vols. 
Chung-Hua, Peking, [96I. 

Anon. (230). 
Ho-Pei Phing-Shan-Hsien Fa Hsien ti 'Chih- riian 

Thung Hsing Pao Chhao' Thung Pan f<iJ ~t 
zp:Llii!OJ\~mS':J$5Cjj1Tj{tJ; 

mJilil· 
Bronze Plate for Printing Chih-Yiian Period 

Paper Currency Discovered in Phing-Shan, 
Hopei Province. 

KKTH, [973 (no. I), 42. 
Anon. (23E). 

Hsi-An Pan-Pho gg '1<: ~ lJIi:. 
The Neolithic Village at Pan-Pho, Sian. 
Institute of Archaeology, Academia Sinica, 

Peking, [963. 
Anon. (232). 

Ku Tai Chu Chien ti Tho Shui Chhu Li if f;; ¥f 
MS':JIllI:#~~· 

Dehydration Treatment of Ancient Bamboo 
Tablets. 

KKTH, [976 (no. 4), 276. 
Anon. (233). 

Liu CMao Ling Mu Tiao Chha Pao Kao RiM Illl: 
¥W;lj]UIH!i. 

Report ofInvestigations of Six Dynasties 
Tombs. 

National Commission for Preservation of 
Antiques, Nanking, [935. 
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Anon. (234) 
Ma-Wang- Tui Han Mu Po Shu .~:E:tt ~ 

¥Ill~· 
Silk Books Discovered in the Han Tomb at Ma

Wang-Tui, Chhangsha. 
8 vols. 
Wen-Wu, Peking, [975. 

Anon. (235). 
Shou K ung r,h Sh,ng Chhan Ching ren Hsiian 

Pien- Tsao Chih =F I*,1:. i£: iill! ~ ~ itlii 
-~l1!\';. 

Selections on Experience in Handicraft-Paper
making. 

Peking, [958. 
Anon. (236). 

Shui-Hu- Ti CMin Mu Chu Chi,n ~ m::ttI! *' ¥ 
¥fM· 

Bamboo Tablets Discovered in a Chhin Tomb 
at Shui-Hu-Ti, Yiin-Meng Hsien, Hupei 
Province. 

Wen-Wu, Peking, [978. 
Anon. (237). 

Tui Ming Chhing Shih Chhi Fang Tu Chih ti r en
Chiu W!!JlfoifIlil'JtIl~ftl1!\';S':Jlitf~. 

A Study of Specimens of Ming-Chhing Moth
Proof Paper. 

WWTK, [977 (no. I), 47. 
Anon. (238). 

Wang-Tu Ha. Mu Pi Hua ~l!II~ ;!l!;~JI:. 
Painting ofa Han Tomb Discovered at Wang

Tu, Hopei Province. 
Historical Museum, Peking, [955. 

Anon. (239). 
Wen Wu Khao Ku Kung TsoSanShihNi,h 3t¥.!J 
~ifIf'F= +:¥. 

Thirty Years of Cultural and Archaeological 
Work, [949-[979. 

Wen-Wu, Peking, [979. 
Anon. (240). 

Chiigoku no Min Shin Jidai no Hanga '*' 00 (1) ~Jl 
iHlIil'{-,(;(1)Jililii!ii. 

Chinese Woodcuts and Etchings of the Ming 
and Chhing Dynasties. 

Museum ofYamato Bunkakan, Nara, [972 .. 
Anon. (24E). 

ShOsoin no Kami lE ~ ~)\i (1) *Jf:. 
Various Papers Preserved in the Shiisiiin. 
Nihon Keizai Shinbunsha, Tokyo, [970. 

Anon. (242). 
ShOsoin no shoseki lE 1!' IIJii (1) if ~Ji:. 
Calligraphy Kept at the Shiisiiin. 
Nihon Keizai Shinbunsha, Tokyo, [964. 

Anon. (243). 
T esuki Washi Taikan =F iJJIi fIJ *Jf: * ~. 
Comprehensive Collection of Handmade 

Japanese Paper. 
Mainichi Shimbun, Tokyo, [973-74. 
5 vols. with r ,000 mounted samples in 5 boxes. 

Anon. (244). 
Tiiyo Bunko ChOsen.on BunTUi Mokuroku 

(Fu Annaukon Mokuroku) JI( 1$ 3t JiI[ iM !!if::<$: 
:5} .iji § ~ ( 1Ift'ti; FW:<$: § ~ ). 

A Classified Catalogue of Korean Editions in the 
Collection ofToyo Bunko (appended with a 
Catalogue of Annamese Editions). 

Tokyo, [939. 
Anon. (245). 

Ghoson munhwasa iM !!if: 3t it 51:.. 
Cultural History of Korea. 
Comp. by the Institute of History, Academy of 
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A Ying, (2) 288 (a) (c) (d), (3) 126 (a) 
acacia pods, for washing paper, 80 
Ackerman, (I) II6 (c), 118 (b) 
Mrica, 3, 37, 298, 303 
Ahmed Sibad Eddin (writer, + 1245-1338),49 
Ai Jih Chai Tshung Chhao (Miscellaneous Notes from 

the Ai-Jih Studio), 152 (a) 
Akatsuka Kiyoshi, (I) 28 (b) 
Alexandria, 38 
Alexandrian merchants, 44, 349 
Alibaux, (I) 14, 63 (g) 
alphabetic languages and movable-type printing, 

xxii, 8, 220, 306 
Korean adoption of an alphabetic script, 325 

alum, 80, 82, 144,247 
amaranth (hsien Ishai, Amaranthus tricolor, L.), in 

ink,247 
America, 3, 99 (c), 116, [35 (d) 

Central,37 
paper in the New World, 302-3 

An, Emperor (r. + 1086-1 100), 130 
An-chhi, government paper factory at, 48, 98 
An-chi, Chekiang, 161 
An family (as printers), 212-13, 219 
AnKuo (+1481-1534),20 (c), 180, 213, 220; 

Kuei Pho Kuan, 213 
An-Nan Chih ruan, 350 
Analecls ofCorifucius (Japanese reprint, + 1364),339 
Anderson, (I) 8 (d) 
Ando Hiroshige (artist, + 1797-1858),342 
Anhui, 13,45,47,87 
Anyang, finds from, 25 (b), 137 
Aoyama Arata, (I) 254 (a), 264 (c), 286 (d), 

288 (b) (c) 
apprentices in papermaking, 5 I 
Arab world, 5, 49, 123, 293, 296 

Western paper monopoly, 3 
early paper, I I 

ink,236 
arrival of Chinese paper, 297 
early paper-making centres, 297-8; in Spain, 299 
as transmitter of printing, 316 

armour, of paper, 114-16 
Asakura Kamezo, (I) 21 
Ashley, Margaret, (I) 8 (b) 
Asia 

Western, 3, 5, 236, 303, 306 
South and Southeast, 38; introduction of paper 

and printing into, 352-60 
Central, 43, 303, 307 
East, spread of paper and printing to, 3 I 9-46 
Southeast, lack of a written tradition in, 354 

Asia Minor, 6 
Athens, 38 
Australia, 3, 303 
Aztecs, 302 

Bacon, Roger, (I) 293 
Baeyer, Museum Sinicum, 192 (a) 
Bagford,John (antiquarian, 1659-1716),318 
Baghdad, as a paper-making centre, 297 
bamboo,4 (d), 47, 52, 53, 56, 90 

pre-paper writing material, 2, 24-5, 354; bamboo 
tablets, 29-33; replaced by paper, 43 

in screen mould construction, 43, 66-7, 68, 72; in 
Korea, 320 

in papermaking, 59-6 I; process described in the 
Thien Kung Khai Wu, 69-71; in Yang Chung 
Hsi, 7 I -2; in Korea, 320; in Vietnam, 350 

for bark paper, 72 
types of bamboo paper, 89,105,121,123 

Bambyn, Syrian paper-making centre, 297-8 
Banakati, Abu Sulayman Da-ud of, xxii (c), 307 (b) 
Barbaro, J osafar (Venetian emissary, + 15th 

century),293 
bark cloth (tapa), 14 and (d), 36, ~ 

made from paper mulberry in South China 
4,37,4 1 

tha pu or ku pu, varieties of, J 10 

for clothing, 110-12 
in Southeast Asia, 354-6 

bark paper, 4,14 (d), 37, 40-1, 42, 61-2 
methods of making, 72-3 
See also mulberry, paper mulberry 

Batteux & Briquigni (I) 4 (e) 
Belgium, 309 
Benedetti-Pichler, (I) 238 (b) 
Bernard-Maitre, (18) 175 (c), (19) 175 (c), 358 (c) 
Beveridge, (I) 297 (f) 
Black, (I) 368 (a) (b) 
blockprinting, 1,2,3,304,307 (e) 

surviving examples of, 19 
beginnings of, 146-59; key terms examined, 148; 

prevalence of, 190-2 

printing processes, 200- I; Persian and Arab 
descriptions, 307 

advantages for Chinese over movable type, 220-2 

in Europe, 309- I 3; European knowledge of 
Chinese, 313-17; as Chinese origin of European 
printing? 317-19 

gives way to movable type in Korea, 325 
ascendancy in Japan, 342; Vietnam, 351 
in the Philippines, 358 
See also colour printing, woodblocks, woodcuts 

blocks, image, 149 
blocks, prin ting 

bronze, 17-18 
horn, 18, 196 (b) 
See also woodblocks 

Blum, (I) 4 (f), 5 (a) (b), '4,298 (c), 299 (c) (d) (e) 
(f), 300 (b); (2) 7 (c), 309 (c), 31 I (b), 317 and 
(f) 

Bodde, (12) 104 (f), 106 (c) (d) (e) 
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bone, as a pre-paper writing material, 24-5 
book bindings, 227-33 

wrapped back (paD pei chuang), 183,227,231 
stitched (hsien chuang), 183,227,231-2 
'butterfly' (hu tieh chuang), 227, 231 
roll from (chilan tzU),228-30, 375 
folded (or sutra), 230-1 
'whirl wind' (hsilanfeng chuan), 231 
West and China compared, 233 
roll form to flat, 375 

book cloth (shu i or i), 229-30 
book ear (shu erh), 222 
book knife, 32 
books 

extant early books, 19; facsimiles, 19-20 

tablets as ancestors of, 29 
silk books, 33 -5 
earliest extant complete paper book, 86; printed, 

151; paged, 159 
printed scroll books, 151-9; Sung incunabula, 

159-69; Four Extraneous Dynasties, 169-72; 
Ming, 172-83; Chhing, 184-94; illustrated 
books; 253-77 

format and bindings, 222-33 
cases and covers, 233 
European block books, 311 - I 3 
Chinese books in Korea, 324-5;Japan, 33 1, 339; 

Vietnam, 350 
volume of production in late medieval Europe, 

367 (c) 
effect of printing on Chinese book production, 

369-77 
bookshops, 151, 165, 167, 188-90 
bookworms, 76, 79, 84 
Boxer, (I) 315 (a) (c) (e) (f) (g) (h), 358 (b); (3) 

358 (e) 
Breasted, (I) 5 (d); (2) 236 (a) 
Bretschneider, (10) 59 
bricks, inscriptions on, 26-8 
Britain 

printing in India, 358; Malaya, 360 
Britton, (2) 238 (b); (3) 18 (b), 196 (b) 
bronze 

printing blocks, 17- I 8 
as a writing surface, 24 
inscribed, 25-6; rubbings/inked squeezes, 48, 145 
casting, 139, 2 I 7- I 9, 330 
movable type, 21 1-20 

woodcuts of ancient bronzes, 258 
See also copper; type, metal 

Browning, (I) 35 (b), 84 (d) 
Bruckmann, 64 (d) 
brush 

early use for writing, 25; on tablets, 32 
for inking, 200, 307 

Buddhism 
and the development of printing, 8-9 
texts in stone, 28-9, 141 
paper manuscripts from Tunhuang, 45 
early printed texts, 149-59 passim. See also 

T ripitaka; in Turfan, 304; Korea, 322-5 passim; 
in Japan, 336-8, 34 I, 343 

images on paper, 109; Indian, 149, 356 
paper clothing, 112, (Japanese) 335-6 
shops for copying sutras, 135 (g) 
sutra binding (ching che chuang), 230 
book illustrations, 255 
and demand for paper in Japan, 333 
output of literature, 369 

Burma, 354, 360 
burnt offerings, 102-6 

Bushell, (5) 140 (b) 
Byrd, (I) 360 (b) (c) 

calendars, printed, 151,347,351 
calligraphers, 197, 183,207,225 

WangYin-Chih, 59 (i) 
Chung Vu, So Chhing, 78 
Li Chien-Chung, 94 
Wen Cheng-Heng, 120 
Chao Meng-Fu, Ou-yang Hsiin, Yen Chen-

Chhing, Liu Kung-Chhiian, 224 
Madame Wei, 327 
Wu Tshai-Luan, 373 
See also Mi Fu, Wang Hsi-Chih, Wei Tan 

calligraphic styles 
printed, 183,223-7, 375; Japanese, 338-9 
basic, 363 
See also scripts 

calligraphy, 234, 253, 361-3 
Cambodia (Chen-La), 354 
Canada, first paper mills in, 303 
Canton, 188, 192 
cards, playing, 49, 266, 275 

beginnings in China, I 3 1-2 

in Europe, 309; manufacture, 3 I 0 

cards, visiting, 96 
Carter, (I) xxi, 6 (a) (e), 14, 17 (b), 18 (c) (d), 22 

and (c), 40 (g), 49 (b), 63 (f), 137 (g), 146 (d), 
148 (a), 150 (a), 151 (b), 154 (b), 156 (b), 158 
(b), 159 (a), 163 (c), 253 (c), 293(d) (g), 297 
(f), 298 (b), 299 (a) (b), 304 (a) (d), 307 (d) 
(f), 308 (a), 309 (d), 3" (a) (c) (h), 314 (d), 
315 and (b), 322 (e), 325 (f), 327 (d), 337 (a) 

Castaldi, Pamfilo (engraver, 1398-1490),316-'7 
casting 

of numismatic inscriptions, 7 
of bronze, 139 
of metal type? 2 I 7- I 9; in Europe and the East, 

31-7; in· Korea, 330 
drum-casting (ku chu), 330 

catalpa wood, 196, 233 
cellulose, 52 
ceramics, as writing material, 24, 25 
ceremonial uses of paper, 102-9 

Ceylon (Sri Lanka), paper and printing in, 354, 
359-60 

Chaffee, (I) 378 (b) (c) (d), 379 (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Chai Chin-Sheng (teacher, b. 1784),203-5 
Champa (Chan-Chheng), 347, 354 
chan, in definition of chi, 35 -

felt, 36 
Chan Kuo Tshe (Intrigues of the Warring States), 33 
Chang Chhao (Ming scholar), 80 
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Chang Chih-Che, (I) 149 (c) 
Chang Chung-I, (I) 119 (a) 
ChangHsiu-Min, 17 (f); (I) 321 (g); (1-20) 20; (5) 

146 (d), 149 (d), 150 (b), 204 (c), 322 (e) (f), 
323 (a), 324 (a), 325 (b) (e), 327 (a) (b) (g), 330 
(f), 339 (b), 342 (g), 345 (i), 347 (b) (c), 350 
(d) (e), 351 (a) (c) (e), 352 (a); (6) 163 (b), 169 
(b), 170 (a) (c), 171 (e); (7) 204 (a), 205 (a) (c); 
(9) 19 (g); (10) 216 (a) (c); (Il) 178 (d), 208 
(c), 209 (a); (I2) 209 (c), 21 I (b); (13) 266 (b); 
(14) 157 (c), 158 (a) (b) (c), 255 (a); (17) 149 
(a) (e) 

Chang Hua, author of Po Wu Chih (Record of the 
Investigation of Things) ,44 

Chang Huai-Huan (connoisseur, 8th century), 79 . 
Chang Kuo-Kan, (I) 28 (e) 
Chang, Leon, (I) 223 (c) 
Chang Pin-Lun, (I) 19 (a), 204 (b), 205 (a) 
Chang Shih-Nan. See Yu Huan Chi Wen 
Chang Ssu-Wen, (I) 169 (c) 
ChangTe-Chiin, (I) 44 (c) 
Chang-Tsung, Emperor (r. 1190-1200),130 
Chang Tzu-Kao, (2) 15; (7) 15 
ChangYen-Yiian. See Li Tai Ming Hua Chi 
Chang Ying-Hsiieh, (I) 291 (a) 
Chang Ying-Wen (connoisseur, 16th century), 90 
Chao-chheng, Shansi, 170 (b) 
Chao Hsi-Ku (connoisseur, c. + 1200),77 

See also T ung Thien Chhing Lu 
Chao Kuan-Chih (author, c. + 1100), 243 
Chao Meng-Fu (calligrapher, +1254-1322),224 
Chao Ming-Chheng. See Chin Shih Lu 
charta homhycina (paper of cotton), 298 (a) 
Chavannes, (loa) 33 (e), 43 (d), 128 (d); (24) 14, 

63 (f) 
Chavannes & Pelliot, (I) 163 (c) 
Chaytor, (I) 369 (a) 
Che-Chumg Chih Chi Yeh (The Paper Industry of 

Chekiang) [Anon. 225],106 (a), 123 (b) (f) 
Che pen (pleated book), 227 
Che-Tsung, Emperor (r. + 1086-1 100), 130 
'check media' (hui tzu), 97 
Chekiang, 157, 185 (a), 21 I 

papermaking, 45, 47, 49, 53, 54, 55, 61,106 (a), 
123 

dyers' wages in, 51 (a) 
bamboo and bamboo paper, 59, 60 
as printing and publishing centre, 165, 183, 184, 

185,282,375 (d), 379 (e) 
Chen-chiang, 5 I 
Chen Hsi-Shan Wen Chi (Collected Works of Ch en Te-

Hsiu), 114 (g) 
Cheng Chen-To, (I) 20,254 (a), 264 (c), 273 (a) 
Cheng Chih-Chhao & YungYiian-Khai, (I) 38 (d) 
ChengHo,174 

Bengal mission, 357 
Cheng Thien-Tse, I 72 
chessmen, paper, 132 

Chha Ching (Book on Tea) by Lu Vii, 56 (b), 122 (f) 
Chha Phu (Treatise on Tea) 178 
Chha Shih Su Mei Yueh Thung Chi Chuan, first monthly 

periodical in Chinese, 192 

Chhan Yueh Chi (Collected Poems of Master Chhan-
Yiieh) by Kuan-Hsiu, 155 

Chhang-an, 45, 87, 149,320,322 
Chhang-chou, 19,51,216 
Chhang Pi-Te, (1-7) 20; (3) 230 (c), 233 (a); (5) 

264 (c); (7) 178 (c) 
Chhang-sha, 30, 33 and (c), 188 
Chhang-shan, in modern Chekiang, 7 I, 89 
Chhang-shu,216 
Chhang-sun, Empress, 149 
Chhang Wu Chih (Records on Cultural Objects) by 

Wen Chen-Heng, 120 and (a) 
Chhangchow, 204, 209, 213, 217 
Chhangshu, 180, 183 
Chhao-Hsien Fu (Impressions of Korea), 331 (a) 
Chhen Chhi (poet and publisher,}!. + I 167-1225) 

and son, 167 
Chhen Hung-Shou (artist, 1598-1652), 132,264, 

273, 275 
Chhen, Kenneth, (7) 171 (d); (8) 161 (b), 169 (b) 
Chhen Meng-Jung (woodblock carver inJapan), 340 
Chhen Meng-Tshai (woodblock carver), 340 
Chhen Phan, (12) 36 (a) 
Chhen Pheng-Nien, (I) 62 (a) 
Chhen Po-Shou (woodblock carver), 340 
Chhen Ta-Tu an, (I) 345 (h) 
Chhen Yiian, (4) 227 (b); (5) 10 (c) 
Chheng I (inkshop owner,}!. 1662-'722), 251 
Chheng Shih Mo Yuan (Chheng's Album of Ink 

Designs), 251, 266, 282 
Chheng Shun-Tse (Chinese author resident in the 

Liu-Chhiu Islands), 346, 347 (a) 
Chheng-tu, in modern Szechuan, 19 (e), 154 

as a paper-making and printing centre, 47, 48, 89, 
98,188,375 (d), 379 (e) 

Chheng Wei Shih Lun (The Doctrine of Mere 
Consciousness), 338 

Chhi-chou, Anhui, 47 
Chhi Min Yao Shu (Important Arts for the People's 

Welfare) by Chia Ssu-Hsieh, 58, 75, 79, 83-4, 
163,240 (f), 242 (e), 243 and (c) 

Ch.i Pei Ou Than by Wang Shih-Chen, 203 (e) 
Chhi-shan, Shensi, 25 (c) 
Chhi-Yiln (Dictionary of the Sounds of Characters), 

159 
Chhien Han Shu (History of the Former Han Dynasty) 

by Pan Ku, 40 (c), 43 (a), 74 (d), 76 (e), 122 
(e), 135 (c) 

Chhien-shan, Chiangsi, 49, 5 I 
Chhien Shu (Chhien Hung-Shu, +929-88, prince of 

the Wu-Yiieh state), 157-8 
Chhien Shu (Local History of Chhien-Shan, Chiangsi), 

49 (c) 
Chhien Shun Sui Shih Chi. See Chou Mi 
chhien tsao (to incise jujube wood, printing), 195 
Chhien Tshiin-Hsiin, (I) 32 (a); (2) 19 (g), 174 (a), 

180 (a), 213 (a) (b) (d), 215 (a), 219 (c), 370 
(c); (5) 32 (c), 33 (f), 35 (e), 36 (a), 41 (e); (6) 
120 (d) 

See also Tsien Tsuen-Hsuin 
Chhien-yang, 26 I, 263 
chhienyin (money voucher), 97 
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Chhin state, 30, 137, 139, 380 
the Stone Drums, 28, 140 
ink, 238 

Chhin Ting Jih Hsia Chiu Wen Khao (Archaeological 
and Historical Descriptions of the Imperial 
Precincts in Peking and the Immediate 
Dependencies), 29 (a) 

Chhin Ting Ku Chin Thu Shu Chi Chheng. See Thu Shu 
Chi Chheng 

ehhin tree (Fraxinus bungeana, D.C. var. Pubineruis wg.), 
in the making of solvent, 242, 243, 245 

Chhin Yu Thang, printing firm, 167, 172, 183,258 
Chhing dynastry 128, 130, 132 

papers, 50; Chien thieh, 95 
paperworkers,5 I 

paper notes, 100-2 

wall paper, 118; window paper, 121 

printing and publishing, 184-94; use of movable 
type, earthenware, 203, 204, wooden, 209, 2 I I, 

bronze, 215 

book binding, 227 
ink, 245, 248, 249; inkmakers, 246 
illustrated books, 269-77; colour prints, 286-7 
New Year pictures, 288-91; Western influence, 

29 1 

tribute from Vietnam, 350 
printing costs, 372 

Chhing I Lu (Records of the Unworldly and the 
Strange) by Thao Ku, 94 (a) 

Chhing Pi Tshang (On Connoisseurship) by Chang 
Ying-Wen, 90 (b) 

Chiu Thang Shu (Old History of the Thang Dynastry) 
by Liu Hsii, 45 (b) 

ehhu. See paper mulberry 
ehhu ehhao/Chhu pi (paper money), 98 
Chhu culture, 33 
Chhu Hsiieh Chi (Entry into Learning) by Hsii Chien, 

40 (h), 139 (b) 
Chhii Chhi-Chia, (/) 19 
Chhii-chou, 55, 259 
Chhii Wan-Li & Chhang Pi-Te, (/) 227 (b) 
Chhu-Wei Chiu Wen (Old Stories Heard in Chhu-Wei) 

by Chu Pien, 130 (b) 
Chhii Yiian (writer, e. -343 to -277),264,273 
Chhiian Chin Wen (Collected Prose Literature of the 

Chin Dynasty), 365 (c) 
ehhuan hsiang (fully illustrated books), 261 
Chhuan Hsiang Phing Hua Wu Chung, collection of 

historical romances, 262 (a) 
Chhuan Hsiang San K uo Chih Phing Hua (Romance of 

the Three Kingdoms), 261-2 . . 
Chhiian hsing tha (whole-shape rubbing), 144 
Chhuan Thang Wen (Collected Prose Literature of the 

Thang Dynasty), 56 (c), 151 (d) 
Chhui-Li-Ko, in Chhang-shu, 216 
Chhun Chhiu Tso Chuan, 85 
Chhung Hsiu Cheng-Ho Ching Shih Cheng Lei Pei rung Pen 

Tshao (New Revision of the Pharmacopoeia of 
the Cheng-Ho Reign-Period; the Classified and 
Consolidated Armamentarium), pr. or ed. by 
Chang Tshun-Hui, 261 

Chi, Master (Liang dynasty), 245 

Chi Chu Fen Lei T ung Pho Shih (Classified Variorum 
Edition ofSu Shih's Poetry), 113 (a) 

Chi family (printers), 261 
Chi Hsien-Lin, (/) 354 (d), 356 (d), 357 (e); (3) 

349 (d) 
Chi Hsien Shu ruan (Academy of Assembled 

Worthies), 54 
Chi Shu-Ying, C,) 255 (c) 
chiaphu (family registers), 190, 2Il 
Chia Ssu-Hsieh. See Chhi Min rao Shu 
Chia- Thai Kuei-Chi Chih (Chia-Thai Reign-Period 

Gazette of Kuei-Chi) by Shih Su, 61 (c) 
Chiang-hsi Region, 171 
Chiang-Hsi Sheng Ta Chih (Local History of Chiang-hsi 

Province), I 3 
Chiang Hui (counterfeiter, 12th century), 99 
Chiang-ling, Hupei, 30 
Chiang-ning (Nanking), 51, 165 
Chiang Yee, (I) 223 (c) 
Chiangsi, 375 (d), 379 (e) 

papermaking, 49, 54 
dyers' wages in, 51 (a) 

Chiangsu, 45, 47, 53,157,211 
bamboo and bamboo paper in, 59, 60 
as a printing and publishing centre, 184, 188,212, 

375,379 (e) 
ehiao chhao (exchange notes), 99 
Chiao-Chou/Chiao-Chih/Nan-Yiieh (Tongking), 347 
Chiao Ping-chen (court painter, 17th century), 270 
chiao tzu (exchange media), 97 
chiao yin (exchange certificates), 98 
Chiao Yin Khu, government bureau, 98 
Chibbet, (I) 338 (d) (f), 341 (a), 342 (c) 
Chieh- Tzu- ruan Hua Chuan (The Mustard-Seed 

Garden Guide to Painting), 286 
Chien-an, Fukien, 172, 264, 375 
Chien Chih Phu (= Shu Chien Phu) (On Paper) by Fei 

Chu, 13,47 and (e), 48 and (b), 62 (c), 77 (b), 
92 (b), 107 (a) 

Chien~chou, Shansi, 170 

Chien, Florence, (I) 194 (b) 
Chien-khang Region, 171 
Chien Nan Chi(Collected Works ofLu Vu), 110 (f), 

114 (b) 
Chien Po-Tsan, (/) 38 (b) 
Chien-yang, Fukien, 48, 88, 89,161,165,172,183, 

21 3, 21 9,375 
Chiera, (I) 6 (b) 
chih (paper), 40, 36 (a) 

term discussed, 35, 36 (a), 63, 66 
early references to, 40 

Chih-chheng (Chien-ning), 213, 220 (a) 
Chih Fu (On Paper), by Fu Hsien, 365 
Chih Mo Pi ren Chien (On Paper, Ink, Pen and Ink-

slab) by Thu Lung, 90 (c) 
Chih- ra- Thang Tsa Chhao. See Chou Mi 
Chihli,49 
Chin Chien (palace official, d. 1794),209,211 
Chin Chih. See Chin Hsiang Shuo 
Chin dynasty (+265-420), 10,52,68,130,363 (b) 

paper, 42-4, 58, 59 (i), 73 
paper figures, 124 
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Chin dynasty (cont.) 

ink, 239, 248 
illustrations, 255 

Chin (Jurchen) dynasty (+ llI4-1234) 
paper money, 99 
printing of books, 169-70,261 
early colour print, 280 

Chin Hsiang Shuo (Notes from the Kerchief Box) by 
Chin Chih, 78(f) 

chin hsiangyii ('gold inlaid with jade'), 83 
Chin-hsien, 61 
Chin Hsiu Wan Hua Ku (A Splendid Kaleidoscopic 

Encyclopaedia), 178 
Chin Kang Pan Jo Po Lo by Kumarjiva, 151 
Chin Ku rii Ti Thu (Maps of Geographical Areas in 

Contemporary and Ancient Times), 283 
Chin-kuan, Chii-yen, 39 
Chin-Ling Hsin Chih (New Gazette of Nanking), 171, 

372 

Chin Phing Mei Tzhu Hua (Plum Blossoms in a Golden 
Jar), 264, 266 

Ching Shih Cheng Lei Pen Tshao (Reorganised 
Pharmacopoeia), 259-61 

Chin Shih Lu (Records of Bronze and Stone 
Inscriptions) by Chao Ming-Chheng, 48 (d) 

Chin Shu (History of the Chin Dynasty), 239 
Chin Su Chien Shuo (On the Paper from the Chin-su 

Monastery) by Chang Yen-Chhang, 48 (f), 64 
(a), 88 (b) 

Chin Thai Chi Wen (Accounts in the Hanlin 
Academy) by Lu Shen, 217 

China grass. See ramie 
Ching Chhu Sui Shih Chi (Annual Folk Customs of the 

States ofChing and Chhu) by Tsung Lin, 124 
and (a) 

Ching Hsing Chi (Record of Travels), 297 (e) 
Ching Shih Cheng Lei Pen Tshao (herbal), 170 
Ching-te, Anhui, 208 
Ching Tien Shih Wen (Textual Criticism of the 

Classics) by Lu Te-Ming, 156 
Ching-Yii, (/) 188,192 (d), 194 (a) 
Chiu, A.C., (I) 287 (a) 
Chiu-chhiian, 30 
Chiu Ching San Chuan ren Ko Li (Manual for the 

Transmission of the Nine Classics and Three 
Commentaries), 167,373-4 

Chiu Jih Lu (Daily Journal) by Mr. Chao, 104 (b) 
Chiu Ko Thu (Nine Songs), 264 
Chiu Thang Shu (Old History of the Thang Dynasty) 

by Liu Hsii, 54 (g), 75 (e), 104 (a), 357 (a) 
Chiu Wu Tai Shih (Old History of the Five Dynasties) 

by Hsiieh Chii-Cheng, 155 (c) 
Cho Chang Chih (An Enlightened Account of the Life 

in the Imperial Palace of the Ming) by Liu J 0-
Vii, 123 (e) 

Cho Keng Lu (Talks while the Plough is Resting) by 
Thao Tsung-I, 82 

Chou Chia Chou. See Chuang Huang Chih 
Chou dynasty 

inscriptions on stone, 7 
coins with inscriptions, 7 (b) 
writing surfaces, 24, 25 

ritual vessels, 25-6 
felt, 36 
seals, 137 
casting, 139 

Chou I Shuo Lueh (Commentary on the Book of 
Changes), 203, 205 (b) 

Chou Li (Records of the Rites of [the] Chou 
[Dynasty]), 36 

Chou Mi 
Kuei-Hsin Tsa Shih (Miscellaneous Information 

from Kuei-Hsin Street [in Hangchow]), 61 
Chih-ra- Thong Tsa Chhao (Notes Taken at the Hall 

of Refined Temperament), 124 and (e) 
Chhien Shun Sui Shih Chi (annual Customs of the 

Chhien-Tao and Shun-Hsi Period), 128 and (e) 
Chou Pao-Chung et ai, (I) 76 (b) 
Chu Chhen Tsou I (Collected Memorials of Northern 

Sung Officials), 2 12 
Chu Chia-Lien, (/) 203 (f), 205 (b) 
Chu Fan Chih (Records of Foreign Peoples [and their 

Trade]), 349 
Chu Hsi (philosopher, + 1130-1200), 99,104,377 
Chu~hsien-cheng, in Honan, 29 I 
Chu Kuei (woodcut maker), 269, 270, 275 
Chii-Iu, Hopei, 17 (c) (d) 
chu po (written documents), 32-3 
Chu Shih-Chia, (3) 178 (a), 190 (b) 
Chu Tsai-Yii (Prince ofCheng, + 1536-1611),178 
Chii-yen 

paper specimens from, I I, 39, 54, 67; writing on, 
86,240 

wooden tablets from, 30, 39 (b), 41 
See also Khara-khoto 

Chu Vu-Tun, Prince ofChou, 178 
chiian. See rolls 
Chuang Huang Chih (Methods of Mounting and 

Treatment of Paper Materials) by Chou Chia
Chou,80 (a) (c), 81 (a), 82 

Chuang Shen, (I) 321 (a), 345 (g) (h) 
Chuang Tzu (The Book of Master Chuang), 36, 238 
ChuangYen, (/) 158 (b) 
Chuang riian Thu Khao (Illustrated Work of the 

Highest Graduates), 264 
Chung-Kuo Pan Kho ThuLu, 19,213 (c), 254 (a), 264 

(c) 
Chung-Kuo Two Pan ruan Liu Khao (The Development 

of Chinese Printing), by Sun Yu-Hsiu, 20 
Chung Kuo Tshung Shu Tsung Lu (catalogue of 

collectanea), 190 (e) 
Chung-shan, state of, 25 (f) 
Chung-thung chhao (notes), 99 
Chung-yen, Shensi, 40 
ChungYu (calligrapher, +151-230),78 
Chung rung, 261 

Churchyard, Thomas (c. 1520-1604), poem on 
papermaking of, 365 

cinnabar, 25, 109,238,239,242,245 
civil service examinations. See examina~on, civil 

service 
civilisation, contribution of paper and printing to, 

360- 83 
clan registers (/sung phu or chia Phu), 190, 2Il 
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Clapperton, (I) 11, 14,47 (a) (b), 54 (d), 73 (b), 86 
(f) 

clothing, of paper, 23,109-12,321 

kamiko and shifu, Japanese, 335-6 
See also bark cloth 

Cluny, the abbot of, 5 
coating, of paper, 78-9 
coins, 7, 26, lOO 

collectanea (tshung shu), 190 
colour printing, 19 and (f), 94,175 

photolithographic, 192, 278 
thao pan/tau pan (woodblock colour-printing), 

277-87; New Year pictures, 287-92 
Japanese, 342; Vietnamese, 352 

colouring of paper, 76-7 
coloured papers and cards, 92-5 
See also dyes 

commercial papers, 95-6 
Commercial Press, Shanghai, 194 
Confucianism, 9, 105, 32 5 

texts in stone, 7, 28, 141 
texts from Tunhuang, 45 
reverence for written characters, log; for ancient 

literature, 380 
printed texts, 154, 156, 162-3, 165, 167, 175, 177, 

373-4, 378; illustrated, 255 
classics printed in Korea, 325;Japan, 338-9; Liu

Chhiu Islands, 345; Vietnam, 350, 35 I 
printing, education and Confucian learning, 377-9 
See also Neo-Confucianism 

Conrady, (I) 43 (c); (5) 296 (e) 
contract papers, 95 
copper 

plates/engravings, 18 (a), 98,196,272,310,337 
type moulds, 205 
ink-stick moulds, 248 
Korean, 331 
Indian inscribed plate, 354 
See also bronze 

cork tree, (Phellodendrum amurense), 74, 245 
correction of errors, 79 
costs 

comparative, of parchment and paper, 4 (f); hand 
and machine made paper, 51; hand-copying and 
printing, 372-3 

of pang chih and lung li, 49 
of ink, 251 
of printing, 370-2 

cotton, for papermaking, 52, 63 
in Europe, 64 

cotton paper, ll, 63, 89, 293, 294, 295 
charta bombycina, 298 (a) 

counterfeiting, 99, 280 
craft unions/guilds, 9 
credit notes, 18 
Creel, (I) 25 (d), 125 (b) 
Crete, 37 (e) 
Cruz, Gaspar de, 294, 315 
Curzon, (I) 317 (a), (2) 22,313 and (d), 317 and (b) 

Damascus, as paper-making centre, 297 
Damjing (Doncho, Korean monk, + 579-63 I), 320, 331 

dandruff, for patterned paper, 94 
Danes, printing in India, 357 
daphne tree (yiieh kuei, Daplme involucrata, Wall.), 

in papermaking, 350 
dating, of printed editions, 223, 227 
Davis,J.F., (I) 22,201 (b) 
Diamond Sutra 

from Tunhuang, edn of +868,151,253; edn of 
+950,159 

Tangut edition, 169 
Tzu-fu Temple edition of + 1340,282 

Diaz del Castello, (I) 302 (g) 
Dictionary of Paper (American Paper and Pulp 

Association), 35 (b) 
Diringer, (I) 8 (d), 24 (a); (2) 7 (d), 37 (d) (e), 38 

(a) 
divination, 25, 33 
documents, sealing and despatching of, 228 
Dominican friars, in the Philippines, 358 
Doncho. See Damjing 
Dream of the Red Chamber, 275 
Drege, (I) 11 
drying of paper, 48, 72 
Duyvenduk, (8) 307 (g) 
Dye, (I) 101 (b) 
dyers, 75 

wages of, 51 
dyes, dyeing, 74-6 

for imitation aged paper, 77 
pepper dye, 88 
of imitation coins, 102 

in decorative paper cutting, 126 

See also colouring of paper 

Ecke, (I) 223 (c) 
Edgren, (I) 157 (c) 
Egypt, Egyptians, 6, 7, 38 

ink, 5, 236 
early paper, !O (d), 11,295 
early printing, 307 

Eisen, (I) 6 (c) 
Eisenstein, (I) 367 (b); (2) 367 (b) (d), 368 (e) (f), 

369 (b) (c) 
electrotype process, 192 
elephant trunk sign (hsiang pi), 222 
d'Elia, (2) 294 (f) 

. embossed designs, 94, 286 
. England, 99, 286 (a) 

early paper industry in, 302 
Ennin (monk, +793-864), 154 (a), 373 
Entwisle, (I) ll6 (e); (2) !l6 (c) (f) 
Erh Ta (Literary Expositor [Dictionary]), 156 (c) 
Erh Ta Thu, illustrated lexicon, 255 
erotic albums, 283, 342 
errors, erasing of, 79 
Ethiopia, request for a press, 357 
Europe, 2,11,49,135 (d), 354 

late development of paper and printing, 3-10 

passim 
materials for papermaking, 4, 64; hemp, 54; 

seaweed, 63 (d) 
parchment, 37 
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Europe (cont.) 

watermarks, 94 
paper money, 99-100 

wallpaper, 116-20 passim; 'flock paper' 118; kites, 
128; embossed paper, 286 (a) 

Chinese ink imitated, 237 
knowledge of Chinese paper, 293-6; route to 

Europe, 296-9; early papermaking centres, 
298-302 

spread of printing westward to, 303-9; pre
Gutenberg printed matter, 309-13; Chinese 
connection examined, 313-19, also 3, 303-4 

European printing in south and southeast asia, 
357-60 

uses of paper, 361 
volume of book production, 367 (c), 377 
See also Western world 

examinations, civil service, 9, 50, 174, 264, 322, 325, 
327 (a), 350, 351 

paper for, 49 
relationship with printing, 378-80 

'exchange certificates' (chiaoyin), 48, 49, 98, lOO 

'exchange media' (chiao tzu), 96-7 
'exchange notes' (chiao chhao), 99 

Fa Chieh Hsin Thu, woodcut, 255 
Fa Shu Tao Lu (Catalogue of Famous Calligraphy) by 

Cheng Yen-Yiian, 79 (c), 130 (a) 
Fa Taan Chu Lin (Forest of Pearls in the Garden of the 

[Buddhistl Law) by Tao-Shih, 102 (d) 
Fabriano, early paper mill at, 299 
facsimile editions, 19 

processes for, 192 
factories/mills, paper, 49, 123 

establishment by government, 45, 48, 98 
conditions and wages (early Chhing), 50-2 
established in the west, 297-303 passim 
the Kamayain,Japan, 333, 334 

Fan Ning (government official, +339-401),55 
Fan Shang, family calendar of, 151 
Fan Yeh. See Hou Han Shu 
Fang, A., (3) 167 (b) 
Fang Chao-Ying, 317 (h), 327 (a) 
Fang Hao, (2) 316 (c) 
Fang Shih Mo Phu (Fang's Album ofInk Designs), 251 
fans, paper, 128-130,349 
Febvre & Martin, (I) 360 (d), 361 (a), 367 (b) (c),· 

368 (c) (f) 
Fei Chu. See Chien Chih Phu 
Fei Fu Ta Laeh (Brief Notes taken from Quick 

Moments), 320 (f) 
felting, 36, 41 
Feng Chen-Chhiin, (l) 17 (e) 
Feng Han-Chi, (2) 154 (c) 
Feng-hsi, finds from, 25 (c) 
Feng Liu Chaeh Chhang Thu, erotic album, 283 

Japanese copy, 342 
Feng Shih Wen Chien Chi (Things Seen and Heard by 

MrFeng) by FengYen, !O3 and (b) 
Feng Tao (prime minister, +882-954), 156, 162, 

378 
fern, in paper, 349 

Fez, as paper-making centre, 2g8 
Finegan, (I) 167 (d) 
fingerprints, 135 
fish tail sign (yu wei), 222 
Five Dynasties 

paper currency, 96 
printing, 154 

flags, paper, 13 I 
flax, 52 

for papermaking, 53-4 
'flock paper' (17th century European), !l8 
flutes, paper, 132 

'flying money' (jei chhien), 96 
F o-shan, tin types of, 219 
fonf sizes, 192,203,208,209,21 I; 215-16, 217, 219, 

220,327 
fonts, early Korean, 327 
Former Han dynasty, '4,38,52, 122,237 
Four Books, the. See Ssu Shu Ta Chhuan 
'four treasures of the scholar's studio' (wenfang ssu 

pao), 16,48,234-6 
fragrance, of paper, 50, 74, 82 
France, 4, 9, 99 (c), 293, 295, 302, 309 

early paper industry, 299-300 
early prin ted textiles, 3ll 
16th century paper and printing, 360 (d) 

Franke, Herbert, (28) 17,242 (g), 243 (b) 
Frankfort, (I) 6 (c) 
frankincense, in paste, 82, 112 
Franklin, Benjamin, and papermaking, 303 
Fu-Chhien Thung Chih (General Topographical 

History of Fukien Province), 114 (c) 
Fu-chou, Chiangsi, 47, 89,161,188,209,216,340 
Fu Hsien (scholar, +239-93),363 
Fu Hsiian Teh Lu (Miscellaneous Notes by the Rustic 

while Warming Himself under the Sun) by 
Chhen Vu, 63 (h) 

Fu-shan, in Kuangtung, 29 I 
Fu Shen, (I) 223 (c) 
Fu Thien Shu Hai (bronze font ofLin Chhun-Chhi), 

21 7 
Fu Wen Ko Press, Shanghai, 192-4 
Fuchs, (10) 269 (c) 
Fujieda, (I) 45 (c); (2) 10 (c), 45 (c) (d) 
Fukien, 224, 308 

bamboo paper-making centre, 49, 50, 51 (a), 59, 
6g,89 

Sung printing families of, 165-7 
printing and publishing centre, 157, 163, 172, 183, 

184,188,212,213,346,375 (d), 379 (e) 
furnishings, of paper, 23, 112-14 

curtains (Korean), 321 
Japanese, 335 

Gallagher, (I) 201 (b) 
Gamble, WilIiam, 192 
Gammell, (I) 360 (d) 
gampi (Wikstroemia sikokiana, Franch. et Sav.), in 

Japanese paper, 333-4 
garco wood, in paper, ~h 347 
gazetteers, 13, 177-8 
Gelb, (I) 8 (d) 
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Germany,s (a), 99 (c), 286 (a) 
early paper industry, 300 
appearance of block printing, 307; playing cards, 

309; printed textiles, 31 I; typography, 314 
Ghori & Rahman, (I) 354 (b), 357 (d) 
Cia-Ioc, in Hai-duong province, Vietnam, 35 I 
Giles, (I) 174 (b); (2) 185 (d), 219 (b); (6) 86 (f); (7) 

86 (f); (13) la (c), 75 (c), 322 (b); (IS) 157 (c), 
158 (b); (17) 54 (d), 75 (c), 151 (b) (c) 

Gilroy, (I) 36 (e), 293 (b) 
ginger, for patterned paper, 94 
Gitan (princely monk), 323, 324 (b), 330 
glue, 144, 247 

in papermaking, 73-4, 76; Italian, 299 
in inkmaking, 234, 242, 243, 245, 246, 279; 

Korean, I 

Goa,Jesuit press in, 357 
Gode, (I) 356 (c), 357 (c) (e) 
gods, pictures of, 106-9 
Goodrich, 22, 263 (b); (26) 174 (b); (28) 154 (a); 

(29) 169 (c), 304 (b); (30) 22,213 (a) (b); (31) 
22, 149 (f), 322 (a); (32) 22, 149 (f), 151 (a), 
322 (d); (34) 174 (c); (38) 325 (g); (39) 251 (a) 

Goschkewitsch,J., (I) 16 
government, and papermaking 

official positions for artisans, 75 
development of paper money, 96-102 
production of court toilet paper, 123 
in Korea, 321, 333; in Japan, 331-3 
See also factories, requisitioning, tribute 

government, and printing and publishing 
medical books at cost, 163 
issue of calendars, 347; in Vietnam, 351 
influential role, 378 
See also government agencies, paper money 

government agencies for printing and publishing 
ofmone~, 97-8 
Sung, 162, 165; Chin (Jurchen), 170; Yiian, 171; 

Ming, 175-8; Chhing, 184-8 
in Korea, 325, 327, 330 
in Vietnam, 351 
See also National Academy, Wu Ying Tien 

Gozamban, 21, 338-41 
Gozanji (Zen temples in Kyoto and Kamakura), 338 
de Graaf, (I) 358 (h) 
graphic arts, paper for the, 89-9 I 
Gray, W.S., (I) 32 (c) 
Greece, Greeks, 5, 9 

ink,236 
Grijalva, Juan de, 302 
guilds, 9, 334 
van Gulik, (9) 17,75 (b), 77 (f), 78 (d), 79 «a) (c), 

80 (a) (b) (c), 82 (c), 88 (c), 121 (a), 363 (e); 
(I1) 17,283 (b) 

gum, 5, 73 
Gutenberg, Johann, xxii, 203 

and the printing of playing cards, 310 
possible knowledge of Chinese printing, 3 I 6, 3 I 7 

gypsum, 73 

Haein-sa, wood blocks at, 162 (a), 324, 325 
du Halde, (I) 237,241-2,247 (e) 

on Chinese paper, 295 
han (protective cases for books), 233 
Han dynasty, 52, 77, 96,122,363 

paper fragments, 10 (a) 
wri ting surfaces, 24 
inscriptions, 26 
beginnings of paper, 38-42; for writing, 85; for 

wrapping, 122 

paper mould, 66 
burials,102 
paper clothing, lID, 112 

seals, 137 
scripts, 223 

ink, 247, 248 
paper imports to Korea, 320 
beginnings of the examination system, 379 

Han-gul, Korean alphabetic script, 325 
Han Hsin, Lord of Huai-ying (d.-I96), 36 
Han Lin Chih (On the Han-Lin Academy) by Li 

Chao, 55 (c) 
Han-Shan (poet), published in Japan, 339 
Han Shih Wai Chiian (Moral Discourses Illustrating 

the Han Text of the Book of Odes) by Han Ying, 
110,238 (e) 

Han-Than-Pho. SeeWu-wei 
hand-colouring of prints, 19 (f), 159,280,288, 3I1, 

342 

hand-copying, 9-10,135-6,185 
laborious in Chinese, 8 
of the rung-Lo Ta Tien, 174 
of m/ras, 338 
comparative costs, 372-3 

Hangchow, 48, 55, 89, 128, 157, 158,224,330,378 
bookshops, 167 
manuscript library, 185 (a) 
printing and publishing centre, 89, 154, 159, 169, 

171,184,203 (a), 209, 216, 263, 266, 375 
See also Lin-an 

Hanoi,35 I 
Hao-an hsien hua, miscellaneous notes by Chang Erh-

Chhi, 2°3 
Happelius, Everhard, 295 
Harders-Steinhauser, (I) I 1,86 (f) 
Hay ton, Prince of Armenia, 293 
Hedin, Sven, 296 
Hejzlar, (I) 254 (a), 288 (a); (2) 23 
hemp, 3, I I (a), 14,37,38 and (c), 40, 41, 47, 52-3, 

86 
for papermaking, 53-4; Korean, 320; Japanese, 

333-4 
Henning, (2) 43 (e) 
Herrada (friar), 315 
Hervouet, (3) 167 (b), 374 (a) 
hibiscus, in papermaking, 62, 74, 93 
Hickman, (I) 337 (a) 
Higuchi Hiroshi, (I) 254 (a), 264 (c), 269 (b) 
Hirsch, (I) 367 (b) 
Hirth, 297 (c); (I) 44 (b), 349 (a); (28) 192 (d), 194 

(a), 217 (b); (29) 14 
Hirth & Rockhill, (I) 349 (a) (e) 
histories, the standard, 163, 171, 177, ISI 
Ho-kan Chi (government official, fl. +847-59), 152 
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Ho Ning (scholar, +898-955), 155 
Ho Ping-Ti, (2) 380 (c) 
Hoernle, (I) 54 (c), 293 (b), 296 (a) 
Hollander beater, used in papermaking, 30 1-2 
Honan, 30,49,375 (d) 
honey locust 

pods for paste, 94; ink, 245 
for wood blocks, 196 

Hopei,66 (b) 
Hou Han Shu (History of the Later Han Dynasty) by 

Fan Yeh, I 1,35 (a), 40 (d) (e) (f) (g), 57, 79, 
85 (a), 86 (a), 110 (d), 112,239 

household pictures, 106-9 
household registers, Japanese, 33 I 
houses, paper for building, 36 I (b) 
Hsi-an Pan-pho, 238 (a) 
Hsi-chhuan, modern Szechuan, 154 
Hsi-hsia kingdom. See Tangut 
Hsi Hsiang Chi (Romance of the Western Chamber), 

263, 266, 282 (b) 
Hsi-hsien, Anhui, 47 
Hsi Hu ru Lan Chih (Record of Sceneries in the West 

Lake), 264 
Hsi ru Chi (A Journey to the West), 264 
Hsiang Phu (A Treatise on Incense and Perfumes), 

178 
hsiang pi (elephant trunk sign), 222 
HsiangTa, (I) 20, 154 (b), (6) 283 (d); (13) 149 (a) 
Hsiao Chhu Chi (Complete Works ofWang Yii-

Chheng), 110 
costs of production of, 371-2 

Hsiao-Wu, Emperor (+451-64),79,130 
Hsiao Yun-Tshung (artist and illustrator, 

1596- 1673),273 
Hsieh Shih-Hou (Thang official), 92 
Hsien-Shun Lin-An Chih (Hsien-Chun Reign-period 

Topographical Records of the Hangchow 
District) by Chhien Yiieh-Yu, 98 (b) (e) 

Hsien-Tsung, Emperor (r. + 1465-88),130 
Hsin~an, 263 
Hsin-An Hsien Chih (Gazette of Hsin-An) by Lo Yiian, 

90 (a) 
Hsin-chou, in modem Chiangsi, 55 
Hsin Fu Chu, 158 (c) 
Hsin I Hsiang Fa rao (New Designs for an 

Astronomical Clock), 259 
Hsin Khan Chhiian Hsiang Chheng Chai Hsiao Ching Chih 

Chieh (Newly-cut and fully-illustrated edition of 
the Book of Filial Piety), 26 I 

Hsin Khan Hsiu Chen Fang Ta Chhiian (Newly Printed 
Medical Prescriptions), 178 

Hsin Pien Tui Hsiang Ssu ren (Illustrated Chinese 
Primer), 263 (b) 

Hsin Thang Shu (New History of the Thang Dynasty) 
by Ouyang Hsiu & Sung Chhi, 45 (a), 54 (f), 
75 (e), 104 (a), 114 (d) 

Hsin-yang, finds from, 30 
Hsing-chou, carved stone at, 255 (e) 
Hsing Li Ta Chhiian Shu (Collected Works of 

Philosophers of the Hsing-Li School), 175 
Hsiu-ning. See Hui-chou 
Hsiu The TU Phien (Record of Evil Doings) by Chhen 

Chin, 109 (c) 
Hsiung Cheng-Wen, (I) I12 (d) 
Hsiung Chung-Li of Ao-feng (printer), 183 
hsii, in definition of chi, 35 
Hsu Chien (exiled engraver), 325 (a) 
Hsii Chih-Ting (scholar, 18th century), 203 
Hsil Khao Ku Thu (supplement to Khao Ku Thu), 258 
Hsii Kho, (I) 122 (a) 
Hsiian-chheng and area, 61, 89 
Hsiian-chou, Anhui, 61, 89 
Hsiian-Chuang. See Hsiian-Tsang 
Hsilan-Ho Feng Shih Kao-Li Thu Ching (Illustrated 

Record of an Embassy to Korea in the Hsiian
Ho Reign-Period), 325 (c) 

Hsilan-Ho Po Ku Thu (Hsiian-Ho Reign Period 
Illustrated Record of Ancient Objects), 258 

Hsiian-Tsang (monk, +602-64), 148 
pilgrim to India, 356 

Hsilan Tu Pao Tsang (Comprehensive Treasures of 
Taoist Literature from the Hsiian-Tu 
Monastery), 170, 171 

Hsileh Thang Mo Phin (Inks from the Snow Pavilion), 
25 1 

Hsiieh Thao (courtesan, + 768-83 I ), 62, 92 
Hsiln Chhu Lu (Inquiries and Suggestions [concerning 

Popular Customs and usages]) by Chhen I, 128 
(a) 

Hsiin Hsii (custodian of the imperial library, 
+23 1- 89),86 

Hu Cheng-Yen (scholar, artist and printer, c. 1582-
1672),283. See also Shih-Chu-Chai Chi .. Phu 

Hu-chou, Chekiang, 161 
Hu Shih, (12) 171 (d) 
Hu Tao-Ching; (4) 204 (c), 330 (b); (14) 203 (a) 
Hu Ying-Ling (writer, + 1551-1602),373 
Hu Yiin-Yii, (I) 13,62 (a) 
Hua family (as printers, + 1490-1516),212-15,219 

Hua Chheng, 20 (c), 212-13, 220; Shang Ku 
Chai, 2I 3 

Hua Sui, 20 (c), 212,213-15,220; Hui Thung 
. Kuan, 212 

Hua Chien, 213; Lan Hsiieh Thang, 213 
Hua Shih. See Mi Fu 
Hua-tu Temple, 144-5 
Huai Nan Tzu (The Book of [the Prince of] Huai 

Nan), 33 (a) 
Huan Hsiian (d. +404),92 
Huang Chhao Li Chhi Thu Shik (Illustrated Description 

of Sacrificial Articles for Imperial Rites of the 
Reigning Dynasty), 269 

Huang Chhao Shih Shih Lei riian (Classified 
Miscellanea of Sung events), 202 (a) 

Huang Chhing Chih Kung Thu (Pictures of Foreigners 
Paying Tributes to the Imperial Chhing Court), 
270 

Huang family of Chi en-an (printers), 169 
Huang family of Hsin-an (woodcut makers), 266 

Huang I-Min, 283 
Huang Hsing-San, 13 

on papermaking, 7 I 
Huang Sheng-Chang, (I) 349 (f), 356 (d) (e),357 

(a) (b) 
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Huang Wen-Pi, (I) 39 (a), (2) 304 (a) (c) 
Huang Yung-Chhiian, (I) 266 
Huchow, in .Chekiang, 183 
Hudson, (1) 317 and (f) 
Hughes, (1) 334 (b), 335 (b) 
Hui, Prince of, 178 
Hui, Vietnam, 351 
Hui-Ching (monk,fl. +600-50), 149 
Hui-Chou, Anhui, 19,47,95, ll9 (a), 204, 283 

government factories in, 48, 98 
Hui-Hung (monk, +1071-(128), 114 
Hui school of woodcut makers, 266 
Hui Tzu Khu (Treasury), 98 
Hiille, (2) 22 
Hunan, 4, 30, 45, 184 
Hung-chao, Shansi, 25 (c) 
Hung Chien Lu (A History of the Thang and Sung 

Dynasties, including Liao, Chin and Hsi-Hsia) 
by Shao Ching-Pang, 149 (d) 

Hung Kuang & Huang Thien-Yu, (I) 15 
Hung Lou Meng Thu run, illustrated novel, 275 
Hung Mai (+ 1123-(202), 380 (e) 
HungYeh, (I) 124 (d) 
Hungary, 307 
Hunter, (2) 61 (f) n 102 (b) (c), 109 (d); (5) 365 

(d), 367 (a); (7) 35 (c), 66 (c); (9) 4 (d), 14,37 
(b), 40 (g), 64 (c), 65, 66, 68, 94 (f), 106 (b), 
109 (d) (e), 122 (b), 150 (a), 293 (a), 296 (b) 
(c), 300 (a) (c) (d), 302 (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 
(h) (I), 303 (a) (c) (d), 320 (d), 321 (b), 335 (b), 
349 and (g), 350 (c), 354 (b), 356 (a), 361 (a) 
(b) (c); (17) 74 (a) 

kw tzu (movable characters, printing), 195 
Hupei, 30, 49, 184 

i, meaning and derivation 04 229-30 
I, prince of, 178, 208 
I Chien Chih (Strange Stories from I-Chien) See Hung 

Ma; 

I Ching (Book of Changes), 33 
I-Ching (pilgrim, +634-7(3)' 149,356 
I-chou, Hopei, 29 
I-chou (modern Szechuan) 54,97,161 
I-huang, Chiangsi, 204 
I Li (Book of Rituals), 30 
Ibn Batuta (d. + (338),307 (g) 
illustrations. See woodcuts 
image prints (medieval European), 311-13 
Imperial Library 

tablets transcribed on to paper in, 43 
best paper for, 45 
skilled paperworkers in, 75, 144; official scribes for, 

135 
Sui new buildings, 135-6 
Ming,I74-5 

imports, of paper into China, 43-4, 51 
See also tribute 

incense, in paste, 82 
incunabula, Sung, 159-69 
India, 3,14,135 (d), 148,352 

early printing, 149; European, 357-8 
ink, 236 

Indian influence in Southeast Asia, 352-4 
paper, 354-7; pre-paper writing materials, 38, 354 

'Indian ink', I, 236-7 
indigo, in ink, 247 
Indochina, 14, 44, 128, 354 
Indonesia, 354, 358 
inflation, g8, 99 
Ingen (Yin-Yiian, Zen priest), 343 
ink 

sources for the study of, 16-17 
development of, 233-51; role in cultures, 234-7; 

origin and early specimens, 237-9; pigmentation 
and composition, 239-43; technical processes, 
243-7; art and connoisseurship of, 247-51 

in medicine, 2.36, 247 ". 
'Indian', 236-7; 'stone', 239, 242; liquid, 246; 

printing, 246-7, also 2 I 9. 221, 277-8; invisible, 
247 

ink-sticks, 234, 247-9 
catalogues of collections of, 249-51 

inked squeezes. See inscriptions 
inkmakers, 234, 245-6 

Chang Yung, 245; Li Thing-Kuei, 245-6; Li 
Chhao, Chang Vii, Phan Ku, Hui-tsung 
(Emperor), Chu Wan-Chhu, Wu Shu-Ta, Hu 
Khai-Wen,246 

See also Wei Tan 
inkmaking, 233-52 passim 

Egyptian, Greek, Arabian, Indian, 236 
Japanese, Korean, T. betan, 237 
European, 237 

inkstone, 236, 238,248 
inscriptions, 25-9 

on stone, 7, 28-9, 140-2 
rubbings/inked squeezes of, 7-8, 143-5; whole

shape, 144; collections of, 48; mounting of, 8 I; 
Korean paper for, 320 

insecticide, 43 
dye as, 74-6, 89 
red lead/litharge as, 76 
tzhu huang as, 78-9 
in paste, 82 

intertwined paper pictures, 90-1 
Ishida Mosaku & Wada Gunishi, (I) 120 (f) 
Islam, 307 
Italy 

early paper industrv 293 (a), 299; exports to 
Germany, 300; Switzerland, g02 

playing cards, 309 
early movable type, 317 

jade, 24 
Jametel, Maurice, (1) 17 
Japan, 9, 19 (e), 21, 331 (a) 

Japanese sources on papermaking, IS; ink, 16 
printing, 21 

paper money, 49, 99 
uses ofpaperin, 120 (f), 122, 128, 130,335-6 
'one million dharani" 150, 337 
ink, 237 
and Chinese culture, 319 
influx of Korean type and expertise, 327, 341 
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Japan (cont.) 
beginnings of paper in, 331-6; printing, 336-45 
prints, 342 

Japanese Mission Press, 342 
Java, 356 (b) 
Jehol, 185 (a) 
Jen Hsiung (tzu Wei-Chhang, artist, c. 1815-57), 275 
Jeon Song-Woon, (1) 320 (c), 321 (f), 323 (b) 
Jesuits, xxii, 4, 175, 190 

early reports on Chinese paper, 294-5 
Japanese Mission Press, 342; press in Goa, 357 

Jews, 236, 299, 307 (e) 
Jih Chih Lu (Daily Additions to Knowledge) by Ku 

Yen-Wu, 59 (f), 100 (d) 
John de Cora (Dominican, 14th. century), 293 
John of Monte Corvino (Roman Catholic 

missionary), 308 
Jovius, Paulus (1483-1552), 314 
Juan family (printers) ofMin-shan (Fukien), 169 
Jugaku Bunshii, (I) 15,331 (b) (d) (f) (g), 333 (a) 

(b) (c), 334 (a) (b) (e) (f), 336 (a) 
jujube wood, 139, 195, 196,209,233 
Julien, (12) 22, (13) 14 
Julien & Champion, (2) 16,17 (b) 
Jung Keng, (4) 139 (e) (f), '40 
Jurchen dynasty. See Chin dynasty (+ 1114-(234) 
jute,52 

for papermaking, 53-4 

kilgaz/qirtas, Chinese origin of, 297 
Kagitci, (1) 300 (a) 
Kai-Chhi (artist and illustrator, 1774-(829),275 
Kai rfi Tshung Khao (Collection of Miscellaneous 

Studies), 13,96 (a), 122 (c), 127 (d), 128 (c), 
130 (c) 

Kamakura,Japan, temples at, 338 
Kamayain,Japanese paper factory, 333, 334 
Kami (Handmade Paper of the World) (Takeo Co.), 

16 
Kamishuki chOchiiki (A Handy Guide to Papermaking), 

334 
Kao-chhang, paper fragments from, 43, 296 
Kao Feng Wen Chi (Collected Works ofLiao Kang), 

48 (c) 
Kao Sung Hua Phu (Painting Manual of Plants and 

Birds by Kao Sung), 264 
Kao Wen-chin (artist, + loth century), 255 
Karabacek, 298 (a); (2) 11 
Karakorum, Mongol capital, 293 
Karlgren, (1) 238 (c), (18) 26 (a) 
Kashmir, 357 
Kawase Kazuma, 337 (b); (1-5) 21; (I) 338 (c) (d) 

(e), 342 (d), 343 (a); (3) 338 (f), 339 (a) (c), 
340 (a), 341 (a) (b) (c) (d); 342 (a), 343 (b); (4) 
339 (a) (b), 340 (b) (c) (d) 

Kecskes, (1) 242 (c), 243 (a), 246 (c) (e), 251 (d) 
Keightley, (1) 25 (d) 
Keng Chih Thu (Pictures of Tilling and Weaving), 

259,275 
intertwined paper pictures of, 90- 1 

Keng Yong (printer in the Philippines), 358 
Khai-hua, in Chekiang, 50, 89 

Khaifeng, 128, 378 
printing and publishing centre, 48, 89, 154, 156, 

159,161 (c), 167,357; decline, 261; removal of 
books and blocks, 163, 170 

Khang-Hsi, Emperor (r. + 1662-(722), ll8 
Khang-Hsi dictionary, 21 I 
Khao Ku Thu (Illustrations of Ancient Objects), 258 
Khao Phan rii Shih (Further Works by the Recluse) by 

Thu Lung, 113 (b) 
Khara-khoto, 41,169 (c), 172 (e), 261 

See also Chii-yen 
Khitan kingdom (Liao dynasty), 169, 322 
Khotan, 30, 128, 296 
Khun Kang, (I) 50 (c) 
Khung Tan (papermaker, late Han), 42 
Kielhorn, (1) 354 ( a) 
'killing the green' (sha chhing), 69 
KimJongjik (Korean scholar), 330 
Kim Won-Yong, (I) 21,327 (a) (b) 
Kim Hyo-Gun, (1) 320 (e) 
Kim Won-Yong, (1) 325 (g) 
Kimiya Yasuhiko, (I) 338 (c), 340 (b) (c); (2) 336 

(b), 337 (b), 338 (a) (b), 339 (c) 
kites (chihyiian), 127-8 
knife, book-, 32 
Ko Chih Ching riian (Mirror of Scientific and 

Technological Origins), 242 (f), 245 (d) 
Ko Hung. See Pao Phu Tzu 
Kogum Sangjong r emun, Korean ritual code, early 

printed copy of, 325 
Kojiki (Record of Ancient Matters), 331 (c) 
Korea, xxii, 9,14,19 (e), 21, 89,120 (f), [21, 122, 

128, IgO, 150, 162,215,218 
surviving movable type, 18 
sources for the study of printing in, 2 I 

earliest extant printing, 149, 150-1,322 
ink, 237, 321 
possible route for movable type to Europe, 317 

and (h) 
and Chinese culture, 319 
inception of paper and printing in, 319-31 
Korean influence on Japanese papermaking, 331; 

printing, 327, 341 
Koryo, Korea, 325 
Kracke, (1) 379 (b), 380 (b) 
ku/kou. See paper mulberry 
Ku Chin Shu Kho by Chou Hung-Tsu, 175 (d), 177 

(b), 178 (a) 
Ku Chin Thu Shu Chi Chheng (Imperial Encylopaedia). 

See Thu Shu Chi Chheng 
Ku Chin Shih Wu Khao (Origin of Things Ancient 

and Modern) by Wang San-Phin, 130 (f) 
Ku Khai-Chih (painter, + 4th century), 258 
Ku Shih Hua Phu (Collection of Paintings Compiled 

by Mr Ku), 264 
Kuan-Hsiu, Master Chhan-Yiieh (monk, 

+842-923), 155 
Kuan Tzu (The Writings of Master Kuan), 238 (f) 
Kuang-chhing, Szechuan, 47 
Kuang-Chhuan Shu Pa (The Kuang-Chhuan 

Bibliographical Notes) by Tung Vu, 78 (e), 
87 (a) 
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Kuang-Hsi Thung Chih (General Topographical 
History of Kuangsi Province.), I I 6 (b) 

Kuang~hsing, modern Chiangsi, 12 I 

Kuangsi, 116 

Kuang-tu, Szechuan, 89 
Kuangtung, 59, 73, 2 I 7 

bamboo paper in, 60 
woven mould in, 65 
books from, 76 

Kuei-chi, in modern Chekiang, 47,59 (i), 61 
Kuei-Hsin Tsa Shih. See Chou Mi 
Kuei Thien Lu (On Returning Home) by Ouyang 

Hsiu, 132 and (b) 
Kuei-yang (modern Leiyang, Hunan), 40 
Kueichow, 116, 380 (a) 
Kung Meng Pu Fei CMien Kung Te La (Public Records 

of Merits without Expenditures), 109 (c) 
Kunming, 188 
Kuo Chung-Shu (+9I8?-77), 156 
Kuo Mo-Jo, (/4) 28 (b) 
Kuo Po-Kung, (I) 174 (b) 
Kuo Tzu Chien. See National Academy 
Kuo Wei-Chhii, (I) 20,254 (a), 264 (a) (b), 269 (b), 

288 (a) 
Kyongju, Korea, earliest extant printing from, 149, 

322 
Kyoto, as a printing centre, 338, 343, 345 

Labarre, (I) 94 (f) 
Lach, (5) 192 (b), 293 (g), 31 I (e), 314 (d), 316 (f), 

342 (b); (7) 314 (c) 
lacquer, 234, 239-40, 245 
Lai Shao-Chhi, (I) 95 (b) 
lampblack, 1,5,25,32,247 

in inkmaking, 234, 237, 239, 241; Korean, 321; 
production process, 242, 245 

Lan Thing Khao (Investigation of the Meeting at the 
Orchard Pavilion), 63 (h) 

lanterns, paper, 128 

Lao Hsiieh An Pi Chi (Notes from the Hall of Learned 
Old Age), 245 (e) 

Lao~hu-shan, Nanking, ink specimens from, 239 
Lao Kan, (I) I 1,14,36 (a), 41 (c) (e), 63 (f); (8) 

228 (b) 
Lao T;;u (Canon of the Virtue of the Tao), 33 
Later Han dynasty, I I , 30, 4 I, 240 

ink specimens, 238 
Latourette, (I) 377 (b) 
lattice, 12 I 

Laufer, 17,237,310 (b); (I) 56 (d), 59, 297 (d), 306 
(a); (4) 128 (b); (24) 36 (e); (48) 14,22, 116 
and (d), II8 (a); (51) 135 (d) 

lead, 2I 7 
lead, red, 76, 246 
leaves, as writing material, 24, 37-8 
LeComte, (I) 237 
von LeCoq, (I) 304 (a) 
Ledyard, (2) 149 (f), 322 (a) 
Legman, (I) 127 (c) 
Lehmann-Haupt, (2) 310 (a) 
Lei-yang, 4, 107 
Lenhart, (I) 367 (c) 

Leslie, (I) 190 (c) 
Li, Madame, wife of Chi a Chhung (+217-82),124 
Li Chao. See Han Lin Chih, Thang Kuo Shih Pu 
Li Chhiao-Phing, (I) 17 (b) 
Li Chien-Chung (calligrapher, +945-1108), 94 
Li Chin-Hua, (I) 175 (d) 
Li Hsiao-Mei (author, ft. + 1095), 243 
LiJih-Hua. See Tzu Thao Hsuan Tsa Chui 
Li Sao Thu (Pictures on the Elegy on Encountering 

Sorrows),273 
Li Shao-Yen, (I) 94 (b) 
Li Shih-Chen. See Pen Tshao Kang Mu 
Li Shu-Hua, (4) 137 (e) (g); (7-9) 20; (Il) 146 (d), 

149 (b), 154 (b), 155 (a), 157 (a), 158 (b) 
Li Tai Ming Hua Chi (Catalogue of Famous Painting) 

by Chang Yen-Yiian, 78, 80 (c), 120 (e) 
Li Tai Pao An (collection of documents on Chinese-

Liu-Chhiu relations), 345 (b) 
Li Thing-Kuei (+ loth century), 245 
Li Wen-Chhi, (I) 21,227 (d), 231 (b); (2) 222 (b) 
Li Yao-Nan, (I) 21,227 (d), 230 (c), 231 (d) 
Li Yii (d. +935), 156 
Li Yii (ruler of the Southern Thang, +937-78),47, 

90 

Li Yii (writer, +I6II-80?), 286 
Li ru Chhuan Chi (Collected works), 120 and 

(b) (c) 
Liang Shang-Chhun (I) 26 (a); (2) 26 (a) 
Liang Tzu-Han, (I) 19 (g) 
Liao dynasty (Khitan kingdom), 169,322 
Liao Ying-chung (scholar and owner of the Shih 

Tshai Thang printing studio), 167 
Liao Yung-Chung (government minister, c. 

+IIOI-25),104 
Lieh Nu Chuan (Lives of Celebrated Women), 258, 264 
lily, for screen moulds, 66 (b) 
lime, in papermaking, 69, 72 
Lin-an (modern Hangchow) 98, 163, 165, 167 
Lin C~hun-Chhi (printer, b. 1808),216,217,219 
Lin-i, Shantung, go 
linen, 3 

in European papermaking, 64, 294 
Ling family (printers, + 16th and + 17th centuries), 

282 
Ling Yin-Chhu, 282 

Ling Shun-Sheng, (I) 14, (7) 4 (b), 41, 58 (c), 110 
(a) 

Ling-ren-Ko Kung Chhen Thu Hsiang (Portraits of 
Meritorious Persons in the Hall of Ling-Yen) , 
274-5 

litharge, 76 
lithography, 192 
litter, paper, 109 

Liu·chai·chhii, Shan-hsien, Honan, ink specimens 
from, 238 

Liu Chhao I Shu, 142 (b) 
Liu Chhao Ling Mu Tiao-CMa Pao Kao, 142 (b) 
Liu-Chhiu/R yukyu Islands, printing in, 345-7 
Liu-CMiu Ju Hsiieh Chien Wen Lu (Records of Liu-

Chhiu as Learned from its Students in China), 
by Phan Hsiang, 345 (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (i), 346 
(a) (b) (c) (d), 347 (a) (b) (c) 

INDEX 

Liu-Chhiu Kuo Chih Liieh (Account of the Liu-Chhiu 
Islands), 321 (c), 347 (a) 

Liu Chin-Tsao (historian), 51, (I) 52 (a) 
Liu Chin-Wen (printer), 172 
Liu Ching Thu (Illustrations of Objects Mentioned in 

the Six Classics), 255 
Liu family ofHsin-an (woodcut makers), 266 
Liu family of Ma-sha town in Chien-an (printers), 

169 
Liu-ho, Chiangsu, 86 
Liu Hsi. See Shih Ming 
Liu Hsiang (c. -80 to -8),33 (b) 
Liu Hung, biography of, 152 
Liu Hung (book-shop owner), 183 
Liu I-Chen, (I) 177 (c) 
LiuJen-Chhing, (I) 15 
Liu Kung-Chhiian (+778-865),224 
Liu Kuo-Chiin, (2) 231 (a) 
Liu Ping, (I) 231 (c) 
Liu Thi-Chih, Hsiao-Chiao-Ching-Ko Ching Wen Tho 

Pen (1935),25 (e) 
Liu Tshun-Jen, (2) 163 (b); (4) 184 (a); (5) 170 (c), 

171 (e), 181 (d) 
Liu ru ren I (Six Maxims in Colloquial Chinese), 347 
Liu Yung-Chheng, (3) 15 (a), 51 (a) 
Lo Chen-Yii, (4) 139 (e), 140 (a); (5) 139 (g) 
Lo Chi, (I) 13,74 (a) (b) 
Lo HJiian Pien Ku Chien Phu (Collection of Letter

papers with Antique and New Designs from the 
Wisteria Pavilion) by Wu Fa-Hsiang, 95, 286 

loading, in treatment of paper, 73-4 
Loeber, (2) 37 (b) 
Loehr, (I) 23,255 (d) 
London Missionary Society, printing by, 360 
van der Loon, (I) 358 (d) (f) 
Lopnor, specimen ofHan paper from, 39, 54, 67 
loquat seeds, for washing paper, 80 
lost·wax process of bronze casting, 139 
Lotus Sutra,Japanese printed copies, + 11th century, 

338 
Loulan and its region, 30, 43, 240, 296 
Loyang, 43, 87, 154,320 

Imperial Library at, 45 
Lu Chhien, (I) 20 {b}, 195 (b), 201 (a), 246 (f), 247 

(a), 370 (b) 
Lu Chi (Commentator of Shih Ching, + 3rd century), 

4 (c), 110 
Lu Chi (scholar, +261-303),74,363 (b) 

See also Mao Shih Chhao Mu Niao Shou Chhung ru Su 
Lii Hsin-Fu (ink collector, + 12th century), 249 
Lu-ling, in modern Chiangsi, 172 
Lu Shen (scholar, 1477-1544), 217, 315 (d) 
Lu Shih-Lung Wen Chi (Collected Works ofLu Yiin), 

74 
Lu Yu, I '4. See also Chien Nan Chi, Lao Hsueh An Pi 

Chi, Mo Shih, Wei Nan Wen Chi 
Lu Yiin. See Lu Shih-Lung Wen Chi 
Luan Chheng Chi (Collected Works ofSu Chhe), 

113 (a) 
Lung Khan Shou Chien (Handbook of Khitan-Chinese 

Glossary), 169 
Lung.men, sculpture at, 142 

Lung-Thing, Shensi, 107 
Lung Tsang (The Dragon Tripitaka), 185 

ma, plants used in papermaking, 53 
Ma Chheng-Te (magistrate, 14th century), 208 
Ma Heng, (I) 21,30 (a), 227 (d); (2) 28 (b); (3) 

28 (e) 
Ma Huan (member of the Cheng Ho mission, 1406), 

357 
Ma Thai-Lai, (I) 44 (a) 
Ma Tzu-Yiin, (I) 143 (a) 
Ma-Wang-Tui, Chhangsha, printed textiles from, 

145,31 I 
Macao, 192 (a), 342 
McGovern, (I) 22,321 (i), 327 (b) (c) 
Macky,John, 116 
McLuhan, (I) 367 (b) 
McMurtrie, 318 and (b); (I) 314 (a) (b), 318 (d); (4) 

360 (a); (5) 358 (g) (h) 
Mahabharata, the, 236 
Mahdihassan, (49) 297 (c) 
Mainichi Shimbun, 15 
Malacca, 192 
Malaysia, 128, 354, 360 
Man Thang Mo Phin (Ink Collections of the Boundless 

Pavilion),25 I 
Manchus, 3 I 9, 32 I 

See also Chhing dynasty 
Manichaean scriptures, 163 
Mao Chhun-Hsiang, (I) 135 (e) 
Mao Chin (collector-printer, 1599-1659), 180-1, 

372 
Mao Shih (Mao's Version of the Book of Poetry/Odes) 

ed. Mao Heng, 56 
Mao Shih Chhao Mu Niao Shou Chhung ru Su (On the 

Various Plants, Birds, Animals, Insects and 
Fishes Mentioned in the Book of Odes) by Lu 
Chi, 56-7 (a), 110 and (b), 349 (c) 

Mao Yiian-I. See Wu Pei Chih 
maps, silk, 33 
Marco Polo, 49, 58-9 

on paper money, 100,293 

on burning paper effigies, 105 
on paper clothing, I 12 

Chinese books possibly brought by, 317 
Martinique, (I) 227 (d), 232 (a); (2) 227 (d), 231 

(c), 233 (d) 
Matsumoto, (I) 351 (d) 
Mayas, 302 
Medhurst, (I) 192 (f) 
medical books, 163, 169, 172, 178, 183,282,325, 

339,35 1 
medicine, ink in, 236, 247 
Mei Hua Hsi Sheng Phu (An Album of the Life-like 

Flowering Plum), 259 
Mei-shan, Szechuan, 159, 165,261,375 
Mtmoires concernant l'histoire ... etc. des Chinois par les 

missionnaires de Pekin, 295 (d) 
Mendoza,Juan Gonzalez de, (I) 294 and (e), 

315-16 
Meng Chhi Pi Than (Dream Pool Essays) by Shen 

Kua, xxii, 79, 201-2, 213 
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Meng Khang (+3rd century), 74, 76 
Meng Liang Lu (Dreaming of the Capital while the 

Rice is Cooking) by Wu Tzu-Mu, 98 (e) 
Meng Tzu (The Book of Master Meng [MenciusJ), 

162 
Meng Yiian-Lao. See Tung Ching Meng Hua Lu 
Mesopotamia, 6, 7 
Mi Fu (+ 1051 to + 1107),55,77,86,363 

Hua Shih (History of Painting), 77 and (f) 
See also Phing Chih Thieh 

Mi-Tho-Hsien (monk, ofTokhara, H. 700), 322 
Middle East, 37 
Mien Hua Thu (Pictures of Cotton Growing and 

Weaving), 270 
migration of paper to the west, 296-303; east and 

south, 319-60 passim 
Miller, (I) 7 (a), 318 (c) 
Min family (printers, +16th and +17th centuries), 

282 
Min Chhi-Chi, 282 

Min-feng, Sinkiang, 41 
Min Hsiao Chi (Notes about Fukien), 132 (f) 
Ming Chi Pei Liieh (Miscellaneous Notes on the Affuirs 

of the Northern Capital during the Late Ming 
Dynasty), 100 (c) 

Ming dynasty, 122, 132 
printed books, 19 
development of papermaking, 49 
colour printing, 94 
commercial papers, 95 
visiting cards, 96 
paper money, 100 

paper armour, I IS; fans and umbrellas, 130 
wall paintings, I 19 
lantern festival, 128 

printing, 172-83; movable wooden type, 208; 
bronze, 213-14, 219; printing costs, 372 

book binding, 227 
ink, 241,245,248,249; inkmakers, 246 
woodcut illustrations, 262-9; colourprints, 282-6 
New Year pictures, 288-9 I 
in the Liu-Chhiu/R yukyu Islands, 345 
relations with the Philippines, 358 

Ming Shih (History of the Ming Dynasty), 59 
mirror images, stone inscriptions cut iI?-, 14 1- 2 

missionaries and printing, 175, 3"08-9; 3 12 ,3 13,342 , 

357,360 
mitsumala (Edgeworlhia papyrifera, Sieb. et Zucc.), in 

Japanese paper, 334 
Mo Chih (Record ofInk), 245 (fl, 246 (b) 
Mo Fa Chi rao (Essentials ofInkmaking' Methods) by 

Shen Chi-Sun, 17,245 and (c), 248 and (e) 
Mo Phu Fa Shih (Handbook ofInk Recipes and 

Inkmakers), 245 (b) 
Mo Shih (History ofInk) by Lu Vu, 245 (f), 246 (a), 

247,25 1 
Mo Tzu (The Book of Master Mo), 33 (a), 21 3, 

220 (a) 
'money voucher' (chhienyin), 97 
Mongolia, 169,325 
Mongols, 48-9, 100, 169, 171,261,319 

and the spread of printing westward, 304-9 passim 

See also Yiian dynasty 
Montaigne, Michel de (1533-92), 316 
Montgolfier, Jean, 299-300 
Moors, 299 
moral implications of printing in Chinese society, 380 
Moronobu Hishikawa (artist, c. + 16 I 8-94), 342 
Morrison, Robert (of the London Missionary 

Society), 192 
moulds, for ink sticks, 248 
moulds, for papermaking, 3-4, 43, 71,72 

invention of the screen mould, 64-8; functions, 
64-5; Hoating/woven type, 65-6; dipping type, 
66-7; Korean, 320 

mould marks, 66, 67-8: Korean 320 
Moule, A.C., 7 (f) 
Moule & Pelliot, (I) 105 (a) 
Mountain of Stone Sutras (Shih Ching Shan), Hopei, 

28-9,14 1 
mounting of paper, 79-81 

paste for, 81-4 
movable type. See type, movable 
Mu-An Chi (Literary Collection of Mu-An), 203 (c) 
Mu-chou, in modern Chekiang, 60 
Mu Hsiao-Thien, (I) 16,42 (bl, 62 (b), 246 (d) 
Mu Thien Tzu Chuan (Account of the Travels of 

Emperor Mu), 86 (c) 
Mukden, 185 (a) 
mulberry, 47, 52, 53, 54 

in papermaking, 58-9; in Korea, 320 
Mungir, Bengal, copper plate from, 354 and (a) 
musk, as insect deterrent, 84 
Mustard Seed Garden, Nanking, 120,286 

Naba Toshisada, (I) 261 (c) 
Nagasawa Kikuya, (I) 264 (c); (3-12) 21; (3) 149 

(g), 150 (a), 286 (d), 327 (e); (4) 21 (a); (8) 172 
(a); (I I) 337 (a) (bl, 338 (d) 

Nakamura Fesetsu, (I) 86 (d) 
Nam-dinh, Vietnam, 351 
Nan Fang Tshao Mu Chuang (an Account of the Plants 

of the Southern Regions), 44 (a), 349 (a) 
Nan Hsiin Sheng Tien (Imperial Inspection Tours to 

Southern Provinces), 269 
Nan-Yiieh/Chiao-Chih/Chiao-Chou (Tongking), 347 
Nanchang, 188 
Nakayama Kyoshir6, (I) 21 
'Nanking, 43, 142, 183, 188, 209,286 

papermaking, 47, 51, 90 
local history, 171 
Imperial library, 174 
printing and publishing centre, 154, 184,213,263, 

266, 283 
Nara, Buddhist temples at, 337, 338 
National Academy (Kuo Tzu Chien), 48, 89,154 

first publications for sale, 156 
under the Sung, 162-3,370,378; looted, 163, 170; 

Yiian, 171; Ming, 174, 177 
Nei Fu (printing facilities at the Ming imperial 

palace), 175-6 
Neo-Confucianism, 338, 343, 377 
Neolithic period 

writing on ceramics, 24 
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Neolithic period (coni.) 
pottery inscriptions, 26; pigments used, 238 

Nepal, 357 
Netherlands, early paper industry, 300-2 

Dutch printing in Asia, 358 
New Year pictures, (nien hua), 287-92 

printing centres for, 288 
Vietnamese, 352 

Newberry, (I) 6 (d) 
Nghien Toan & Louis Ricard, (I) 322 (b) 
Ni Pan Shih rin Chhu Pien (First Experimental Edition 

with Earthenware type), 203, 205 (c) 
Ni Wen-Cheng Kung Nien Phu (Annalistic Biography of 

Ni Yiian-Lu), 59 (f), 100 (d) 
Nihongi (Chronicle of Japan), 331 (c) (e) 
Niida Nobura, (I) 135 (d) 
Ning Fan Shu Mu, 178 (b) 
Ning-hsia, 169 (c) 
Nirvana-sulra, 154 (a) 
nom (Vietnamese system of writing), 347, 35 I 
Nordstrand, (I) 82 (c), 83, 232 (bl, 233 (b) 
Northern Dynasties, 10, 154, 155 
novels, 175, 263, 264, 275, 343, 351 
Nung Cheng Chhiian Shu (Complete Treatise on 

Agriculture), 180,264 
Nung Shu (Treatise on Agriculture) by Wang Chen, 

203, 21 7 
on movable type, 206-8 

Nuremberg, Stromer's paper-mill at, 300 

Oderic ofPordenone (Franciscan friar, 14th 
century), 293 

'Official Note' (kuan chhao), 102 

Qgaeri Yoshio, (I) 347 (a) 
Omichi K6yii, (I) 336 (a) 
oral tradition, in South and Southeast Asia, 354 
origami, 126-7 
orpiment, use on paper of, 79 
Qsaka,343 
Otam K6zui, (I) 43 (g) 
OuyangHsiu (scholar, +1007-72),48 (d), 90 

See also Hsin Thang Shu, Kuei Thien Lu 
Ouyang Hsun (+557-641),224 

1 Wen Lei Chii (Literary Records Collected and 
Classified), 2 I 3 

Pa-chhiao, Shensi, specimens ofHan paper from, 38, 
54,66,67, 122 

Paekche, Korean kings of, 33 I 
Pai Chhuan Hsuiih Hai, 2 I 3 
Pai run Thu Phu (Illustrations ofa Hundred Poems), 

264 
Paik Nak-Choon, (I) 323 (a), 325 (d) 
painting, 363 
palace editions (lien pen), 50, 89, 185 
Palestine, 6 
palm leaves, as writing material, 38, 354 
Pan-pho, Shensi, pottery from, 237 
Panciroli, Guido (scholar, 1523-99),317 
Paoting, in Hopei, 29 I 
Pao Chieh rin To-Lo-Ni (invocation sulras), 157, 254 
pao hua, paper sizing, 74 

Pao Phu Tzu (Book of the Preservation-of-Solidarity 
Master) by Ko Hung, 6 (e), 82, 139 and (a) 

paper 
a Chinese invention, 1-2,3-4,38 (b); evidence of 

the early date of, 38-41; the invention reported 
in Europe, 294-5. See also Tshai Lun 

derivation of the term, 38 
imports into, China, 43-4, 5 I; see also tribute 
requisitioning of, 49-50,100,121 
one-sided use of Chinese,s I, 79 
preservation of, 79-84; restoration, 82-4 
interwined paper pictures, 90- I 

uses of, 84-132, 361-3 
disposal of, 109 
migration of, to the west, 296-3°3; east and south, 

3 I 9-60 passim 
paper armour, 114-16 
paper clothing, I 12, 335-6 
paper cutting, decorative, 124-6 
paper folding, decorative (che-chih, origami), 126-7 
paper furnishing, I 12- 14 

paper money, 18,48,49,58-9, 196 
development of, g6-102 
imitation, 96 (c), 102 
early colour-printing of, 280 
Western reports from China about, 293-4 
in Persia, 306 

paper mulberry (ku, chhu or kou, Brousonelia papyrifera), 
13,47,52,86,322 

in papermaking, 56-8; described in Thien Kung 
Khai Wu, 72-3; in Korea, 320;Japan, 333-4; 
Liu-Chhiu Islands, 345; Vietnam, 349 

in cotton paper, 63 
money, 98; window paper, 121; wrapping paper, 

122; Koreanpai chhui chih, 321 
See also bark cloth 

papermake"rs, Han, 42 
papermaking, 52-84 

origins of3, 36, 38, 295. See also Tshai Lun 
key elements/basic factors in, 3, 35-6 
sources for the study of, 10- I 6 
as described in the Thien Kung Khai Wu, 50, 69-72; 

in Yang Chung-Hsi, 71-2; du Halde, 295 
processes of, 68-73 
pos't-manufacture treatment of papers, 73-9 
in Korea, 32o;.Japan, 334; Vietnam, 350 
See also factories/mills, moulds, raw materials 

papermaking centres 
in China, 45-9 passim; Western Asia, 297; Africa, 

298; Europe, 299-302 passim; New World, 302-
3 

papers, named 
Chin Shu, 14 (d) 
ho-Ihi (Han coloured paper), 40, 76 
Hsiian chih 42, 61-2, 89, 90, 279 
mi hsiang chih (honey fragrance paper), 44, 347 
chhih li chih (filament), 44 
kung chih, 45. See also tribute 
yin chih (printing) 45 
Chhen Hsin Thang, 47 and (d) 
Chin-su (Golden-Grain paper), 48, 63-4, 87-8; 

tsang cking chien, 88 . 
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pang chih (for civil service examinations), lung li, 
dragon papers, 49 

Khai·hua chih (for palace editions), 49, 89 
Iheng chih, 54 
Shan Iheng, 55 
Thai Iheng, 56 
ku phi chih (papermulberry paper), 57, 110 
sangjang chih (mulberry fibre paper), 59 
chu chien (bamboo paper), 60 
tshao chih (straw paper), 61 
Hsiieh Thao paper, 62, 77, 92-3 
tshe li chih (intricate filament paper), 62-3, 349 
mien chih (of paper mulberry), 63, 89 
tshan ehien chih (silk cocoon paper), 63-4 
ying huang (waxed), 78,87 
liu ho chih, 86 
pai ehing chien (white sulra paper), 86 
chiao chih (pepper paper), 88-9 
pei ehhao chih, Phu·ehhi ehih, Kuang·tu chih, ru·ehhuan 

chih, Chi·tin chih, kung lu chih, la ssu tien, chien chih, 
shu chih, chu chih, 89 

yupan (jade tablet), hua hsin (picture heart), 10 wen 
(silk stripes), Chheng·Hsin· Thang chih (paper from 
the Pure Heart Hall), 90 

yu·lzu chien ('fish·eggs notepaper'), liu sha chien 
('drifting sand notepaper'), 94 

chien thieh, 95 
huo chih (burnt·offering paper), 105 
ling chhuang ehih ('window.gauze paper'), 121 
ho Ihi, 122 
tshao chih (toilet paper), 123 
Korean; Chi·Lin ehih, leng phi ehih, 320, pai ehhui 

chin, 321 

Japanese; Kamayain, Danshi, 334 
Liu·Chhiu; hu shou ehih, wei phing ehih, Izu hsia chih, 

345 
See also charta bombyeina, phi chih 

papers, types of 
marbled, 23, 94 
toilet, 43, 109, 123, 356 
imported, 43-4, 5 I; see also tribute 
machine-made, 5 I 
wrapping, 51, 61,122-3 
yellow, 74-6, 78, 183 
tracing, 78 
stationery, 91-6, 284-6 
patterned, 91-2; coloured, 92-5 
embossea, 94, 286 
contract, 95 
commercial, 95-6 
wallpaper, I 16-20, 3 I I, 363 
window, 121-2 

See also bamboo, paper mulberry, rags etc. 
papyrus, 4,37,38 and (b), 293, 298 

ink for, 236 
parchment, 4, 37, 297, 354 

inks for, 236 
Paris, 272 

paste 
for mounting paper, 81-2 

to create patterns, 94 
Pegolotti, Francisco Balducci (merchant, 1310-40), 

293 
pei (flat stele) , 28 
Pei Hu Lu (Northern Family Records) by Tuan 

Kung·Lu, 60 
Pei Lin (Forest of Stone Tablets), Sian, 141,280' (d) 
Pei·phing, 49 
Pei Thang Shu Chhao (Book Records of the Northern 

Hall), 40 (h), 55 (a) 
Peking, 25 (c), 171, 174, 185 (a), 308, 317 

printing and publishing centre, 184, 188-9,263, 
266,29 1 

Pelliot,45 (c), 174 (c), 304 (d); (41) 22, 146 (d), 149 
(b); (47) 110 (a), 114 (a); (60) 10 (c); (63) 272 
(a); (66) 316 (c) 

Pen Tshao, herbal, 163 
Pen Tshao Kang Mu (The Great Pharmacopoeia) by 

Li Shih·Chen, 11 2 (b), 247 and (d), 264 
pepper 

in paste, 82 
in dye, 88 

Persia, 49, 99, 306, 3 I I 

Pfister, (I) 175 (c) 
Phai chi (printer's trade mark). See printer's colophon 
Phan Chheng.Pi and Ku Thing·Lung, (I) 19 
Phan Chi·Hsing, (/)-(/0) 15; (2) I 1,47 (a) (c), 54 

(d), 68 (a), 75 (a) (d), 86 (f); (3) 38 (c), 54 (b); 
(4) 11,43 (h), 54 (c), 110 (h); (5) 11; (6) 11 (a), 
65 (a); (7) I 1,94 (d); (9) 15,41 (f), 64 (a), 66 
(b), 68 (d), 73 (c), 86 (b), 88 (a) 125 (c), 350 
(a) (b); (10) 41 (g), 297 (a), 349 (c); (/2) 38 (d) 

Phan Chou Wen Chi (Collected Works of Hung Kua), 
"4 (f) 

Phan Hsiang (Chinese teacher in the Liu·Chhiu 
Islands),345-7 

Phan Thien·Cheng, (I) 212 (a) 
Phei Yiian, author of the Kuang Chou Chi, I 12 
Pheng Hsin·Wei, (I) 96 (d), 97 (a), 98 (a), 102 (a) 
PhengTse.I, (/) 49 (c), 51 (a) 
phi ehih (extra large sheets of paper) , 48, 90 

described by Benjamin Franklin, 303 
Phi ru Ching (Parable SUlra) , 86 
Philippines, 354 

printing in the, 358 
Phing-chiang (modern Soochow), 161, 171 
Phing Chih Thieh (Commentaries on Paper), also 

known as Shih Chih Shuo, by Mi Fu, 13, 48, 
86 (e) 

Phing Ting I·Li Hui Pu Chan Thu (Pictures 'on Battles 
and memorable Events in the Conquests of Ili 
and Chinese Turkestan), 271 

Phing-yang, in modern Shansi, 170, 17 I, 172, 26 I, 

280,29 1 

photolithography, 192,275,278 
Phu·chhi, Hupeh, 89 
Pi Sheng (inventor of movable type, c. +990-1051), 

201-3 
Pi Shu Chien Chih (Records of the Bureau of 

Publications), 171 (a) 
Pi Shu Shan Chuang Shih Thu (Poems and Illustrations 

on the Summer Resort), 269, 275 
pictures 

household, 106-9 

INDEX 

pictures (coni.) 
New Year, 287-92 
European image prints, 31 I 

See also woodcuts 
Pieh chi (individual literary collections), 190 
Pien family of Chhengtu (prin ters) , 154 
pine 

for tablets, 32 
soot for ink, 234, 236, 237,239,245; production 

process, 240- I 

pleated book (che pen), 227 

Pliny, 37 (e) 
on 'Indian ink', 236-7 

po·chi 
in paste, 82 
in ink, 246 

Po Chii·I (poet, +772-846),92-3 
Po K u reh T zu, 266 
Poland 

first paper mill in, 302 
Mongol conquest of, 307 

Pommeranz, (I) 288 (a) 
Poon Ming·Sun, (I) 375 (b); (2) 19 (g), 222 (a), 223 

(b), 225 (a), 372 (f), 373 (f), 375 (b) (c) (d), 
377 (a), 378 (e), 379 (e) 

Poor, Robert, (I) 258 (a) 
poplar, for tablets, 32 
Portuguese, as publishers in India, 357 
pothi binding, 304 
pottery inscriptions, 26 
'Precious Note' (pao chhao) , 102 
press, rotary printing, 6 (f) 
princes, as local official printers and collectors, 178, 

208 
printer's colophon (phai chi/trade mark), 375 
printers 

family, 165-9, 172,212-13,273 
commercial/trade, 172, 183, 188-go, 213, 376 
private, 178-81, 188 
enfeoffed princes as, 178 
collector-printers, 180-1 
travelling, 211 
See also government agencies for printing and 

publishing 
printing, development of. See block printing, type 

(movable) 
printing, invention of 

an early invention in China, 3-10; invention date 
corrected, 22 (c); date of earliest printing, 
146-9; invention of movable type, 201-3; the 
Chinese background to the origins of European 
printing, 313-19 

pre-printing techniques as forerunners of, 132-46 
printing and publishing, centres of, 89, 154, 158, 

159-61,165,172,183,184,261,263,375 
for New Year Pictures, 288-91 

printing studios/firms, named 
Wan Chuan Lou, 165 
Shih Tshai Thang, 167 
Jin Hsin Thang, Chhung Wen Shu Yiian, Yiian 

Sha Shu Yiian, Ku Lin Shu Thang, Huo Chi 
Thang, Kuang Chhin Thang, 172 

Phing Lu Thang, 180 
Chi Ku Ko, 181,372 
Tu Shen Chai, ChungTeThang, 183 
San Huai Thang, Hung Yiian Thang, Chii Chen 

Thang, Tsun Ku Chai, Sui Ya Chai, 188 
Thu·se·wei Press, Thung Wen Shu Chu, 192 
Tien Shih Chai Press, 192, 275 
Fu Wen Ko, 192-4 
Tsao Wen Shu Chii, Commercial Press, 194 
Chen Ho Chai, 203 
Hui Thung Kuan, 212 
Kuei Pho Kuan, Shang Ku Chai, Lan Hsiieh 

Thang, 213 
Chien Ku Chai, 249 
Fu Chhun Thang, 264 
See also Chhin Yu Thang, Ten Bamboo Studio 

prints. See image prints, New Year pictures, woodcuts 
Priolkar, (I) 354 (c), 358 (a), 360 (a) 
proof· readers, 306 

proof.reading, 200, 368, 373 
Pulguk·sa, K yongju, Korea, 149 

quince (Cydonia sinensis), as insect deterrent, 84 

Rada, Martin de (friar, 16th century), 294, 315 
rags, I I, 302 

and the origins of papermaking, 3, 36 
in the earliest paper, 38, 40-1 
in European papermaking, 64; England, 302 
rag paper, 293; Italian, 299 

ramie/China grass, 47, 52, 66, 86 
for papermaking, 53-4 

Rashid·eddin (Persian historian) 20 (b), 195 (a), 
306-7 

rattan, 43, 47, 52, 53, 61, 86, 122 
in papermaking, 54-6; Korean, 320 

raw materials for papermaking, 52-64 
Tshai Lun as innovator, 41 
in Europe, 64; Korea, 320,Japan, 333-4; 

Vietnam, 350 
See also bamboo, paper mulberry, rags etc. 

Reaumur (French academician, 18th century), 64 (d) 
Recende, Garcia de (Portuguese poet, c. 1470- I 536), 

314 
Reformation, the European, and printing, 368 
Reinaud, (I) 123 (d) 
Reischauer, (4) 154 (a), 373 (c) 
religion and the development of printing, 8-9, 307, 

368,370 

See also Buddhism 
Renker, (I) 14,63 (g) 
replicas, in paper, 102-6 
reproduction techniques, pre-printing, 132-46 
requisitioning of paper, 49-50, 100, I2J 
Rhodes, (I) 357 (f), 358 (a), 360 (a) (b) (c) 
rhymes, type arrangement by, 202, 207, 208 
Ricci, Matteo (Jesuit missionary), 20 (b), 175,195 

(a), 201 (b), 251, 283 
on Chinese paper, 294-5 

rice stalks/straw 
for papermaking, 52, 53, 61, 62,72,121,123; toilet 

paper, 123; in Korea, 320; Vietnam, 350 
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Richter, Matthias, De Typographiae Inventione, 3'4 (a) 
Rittenhouse, William, American paper mill of, 302 
ritual vessels, 25-6 
rolls (chlian), 43, 375 

of silk, 35 
from Tunhuang, 45-7 
dyeing of entire book, 76 
conservation by airing, 84 
earliest paper book examples, 86 
early printed, 149-59 
format and binding, 228-30 

Roman Empire, Romans, 6,7,9,318 
"Ta Chhin", 43-4, 347 
ink,236 

rosewood, for book covers, 233 
Rouleau, (I) 308 (b) 
Row, (I) 126 (c) 
le Ray, Louis (1510-77),316 
rubbings, inked squeezes. See inscriptions 
Rudolph, (13) 78 (a); ((14) (15)) 22, 185 (e), 2Il (a) 
Ruggiero, Father Michele, 192 (a) 
Russia,99 (c) 

early paper mill, 302 
mongol conquest, 307 
possible route for spread of printing west, 3'4-15, 

316 
Ruysbroeck, William (missionary, + 13th century), 

293,308 
Ryukyu Islands. See Liu-Chhiu Islands 

Sachs, Hans (1494-1576), poem on papermaking of, 

365 
Sagabon, the (Japanese fine editions), 341 
Samarkand, as a papermaking centre, 297 
San chhao pen editions, 221 (b) 
San Fu Ku Shih (Anecdotes concerning the Han 

Capital), 40 (b) 
San Kuo Chih ren I (The Three Kingdoms Story), 264 
San Li Thu, 255 
San Tshai Thu Hui (Universal Encyclopaedia), 130 

(c) (e), 180,264 
sandalwoqd, blue. (Pteroceltis tartarinowii, Maxim.), 

61-2 
Sanskrit, 45, 304 
Sansovino, Francesco (1521-86), 316 
Sauvaget, (2) 123 (d) 
Schaffer, Dr Jacob (1719-90),4 (d) 
scholarship, influence of printing on Chinese, 373, 

377-8 
Schindler, (4) 296 (e) 
School ofLiterati, 363 
schools and printing, 165, 171, r8I, r88, 378 
screen, paper (movable partition), 120-1 

screen mould. See moulds for papermaking 
scribes, official, 135 
scripts, 223-7 

'bird script', 26 
standard (khai shu) , 135,223-4 
clerical (Ii shu) , 33, 41, 223 
craftsmen (chiang thi u;u) or Sung style (Sung thi tzu), 

225,375 
imitated Sung (Fang Sung thi) , 225 

regular (cheng khai), 225 
kana, Japanese, 339-40; in the Liu-Chhiu/Ryukyu 

Islands, 345 
scrolls 

hanging, 120- I 

door scroll (men thieh) , 122 
See also rolls 

seals, 2, 26, 308 
as forerunners of printing, 5-7,136-9 
on paper money, 98, 99 
charm seals, 109 
sealing clay, 137-8 

seaweed, for papermaking, 53, 61, 62-3, 320, 349, 

350 . 
Seki Yoshikuni, (1)15,336 (a); (2) 15; (3) IS (d), 

335 (b), 336 (a); (4) 15 (c) 
Semedo, (I) 294-5 and 295 (a) 
Serampore (Danish colony), 360 
Shan-chhi, Chekiang, 47, 53, 54-5, 56, 61,122 
Shan Tso Chin Shih Chih (Bronze and Stone 

Inscriptions of Shantung Province), 28 (f) 
Shang dynasty 

seals,S, 137 
inscribed coins, 76 
writing surfaces, 24, 25, 32 
use of pigments, 238 

Shang I, (I) 352 (b) 
Shanghai, 184, 192, 194 
Shansi,49 
Shantung, 30, 49 
Shanyang, Shensi, 99 
Shao Ching-Pang (historian, +1491-1565), 149 

See also Hung Chien Lu 
Shao-chou, in modern Kuangtung, 60 
Shao-hsing, Chekiang, 157 
Shao Hsing Fu Chih, 128 (g) 
Shao Shih Shan Fang Pi Tshung, 89 (b) 
Shaw, Shiow-Jyu Lu (I) 185 (b) 
She-hsien, Anhui, 16, 183 
shell, as a writing surface, 24-5 
Shen Chi-Sun (fl. + 1598),243 

See also Mo Fa Chi rao 
Shen Chih-Yii, (I) 95 (a) 
Shen Kua, 330 

See also Meng Chhi Pi Than 
Shen, Philip, (I) 126 (b) 
Shen Yin-Yu (son-in-law ofLi Vii), 286 
Shensi, 49, SI (a) 
Shih-chheng, Chiangsi, 51 
Shih Chi (Historical Records), 28 (d), 36 (d), 56 (e), 

110 (a), 137 (d) 
See also Ssuma Chhien 

Shih Ku-Feng, (I) IS 
Shih Chih Shuo See Phing Chih Thieh 
Shih Liu Chia Mo Shuo, 16 
Shih-Chu-Chai Chien Phu (Ornamental Letter-paper 

Designs from the Ten Bamboo Studio) published 
by Hu Cheng-Yen, 94-5, 283, 284-6 

Shih-Chu-Chai Shu Hua Phu (Manual of Calligraphy 
and Painting from the Ten Bamboo Studio), 
283-4 

Shih Hsio-Yen, (I) 263 (a), 342 (g) 
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Shih Hung-Pao, (I) 122 (g), 132 (f) 
Shih I Chi (Memoirs on Neglected Matters) by Wang 

Chia,44 (c), 62-3, 349 (b) 
Shih-Men Wen Tzu Chhan (Literary Works at Shih

Men Monastery), 114 (a) 
Shih Ming (Explanation of Names [dictionary]) by 

Liu Hsi, 74 
Shih Shuo Hsin ra (New Discourse on the Talk of the 

Times),282 
Shih Tao-Kang, (I) 94 (d) 
Shih-thang, Chiangsi, 49 
Shih Thung (Generalities on History), 157 
Shimada Kan, 148,339 (b); (I) 21, '46 (d) 
Shizuya Fujikake, (I) 342 (g); (2) 342 (e) (g) (h) 
Shosoin no Kami (Various Papers Preserved in the 

Shiisiiin), ed. by the ShiisiiinJimusho, 15 (b) 
Shotoku, Prince, commentary on the Hokke-kyo Gisho, 

33 1 

SluJU Shih Thung Khao (Complete Investigations of the 
Works and Days), 271 

shrouds, Korean paper for, 32 I 
Shu, Prince of, 178, 208 
Shu-Chhao, (I) 251 (c) 
Sku Chien Phu. See Chien Chih Phu 
Shu Chung Kuang Chi (Treatise on Szechuan), 98 (d), 

280 (c) 
shu pha pen, gift books, 181 
shu pheng, 167 

See also bookshops 
Shu Shih (History of Calligraphy) by Mi Fei, 56 (a) 
Shu state, 154, 155, 156-7 
Shu nan Tsa Chi (The Bean Garden Miscellany), 

132 (f) 
Shu Yiian-Yii (scholar official, d. 835), 56 
Shui Hu Chuan (The Story of the Lake [All Men are 

Brothers]), 264 
Shui-hu-ti, Yiin-meng hsien, Hupei, ink specimen 

from, 238, 239 
Shui-hu-ti Chhin Mu Chu Chien, 240 (a) 
Shui Hu reh Tzu, 266 
Shun-chhang, Fukien, 89 
Shun- Thien Fu Chih (Local History of Shun-Thien 

Prefecture, Chili Province), 29 (a) 
Shuo Wen Chieh Tzu (Analytical Dictionary of 

Characters), 35, 66 
Shuyei (monk), 152,336 (b) 
Siam. See Thailand 
Sian, early colour print from, 280 

Sicily,S (a), 293 (a), 299 
signs, page folding, 222, 231 

silk, 4, 14, 24-5, 88 (a), 112 
as book material, 30, 32-5; kinds used for writing, 

33,37 
in papermaking, 63-4 

silk cocoon paper, 63-4 
'silk note' (ssu chhao), 99 
SilIa Kingdom, in Korea, ISO, 320, 322 

Sinkiang, paper specimens from, 10, I I, 54, 73, 103, 

124,297 
paper flag from, I 3 I 
See also Turfan 

Sitwell, (I) ,,6 (g) 

size and sizing, 63, 73-4, 350 
'sleeve edition' (hsiu ehen pen), 185 
Smith, Richard (I) 314 (e) 
So Chhing (calligrapher, +239-303),78 
Sogabe Shizuo, (I) 96 (d), 98 (a) 
Sogdian, 43, 45, 304 
Sohn Pow-Key, (I) 321 (d), 323 (b), 330 (c) (d) (e) 

(g); (2) 22,327 (c) (f) 
Soltania, archbishop of, 293 
Song Hyon (scholar, +1439-1504), 330 
Soochow, 209, 213 

Chin-su paper. See papers (named) 
printing and publishing centre, 183, 184, 188,266; 

for New Year piCtures, 288, 291 
soot, in inkmaking. See lampblack, pine 
Sorimachi Shigeo, (I) 15 (e) 
sources, historical 

for paper and papermaking, 10-16 
for ink, 16-17 
for printing, 17-23 

soya bean, used in papermaking, 74 
Spain, 315 

early paper industry, 293 (a), 298-9; in Spanish 
America, 302 

appearance of playing cards, 309 
spirits, offerings to the, 102-6 

Ssu Chia Tshang Mo Thu Lu (Illustrated Catalogue of 
Four Ink Collections), 251 

Ssu Khu Chhuan Shu (Complete Library of the Four 
Categories [of LiteratureJ) , 174 (d), 185 

Ssu-khung Thu (government official, +837-908), 
154 

Ssu-Ming Hs" Chih (Local History ofNingpo, a 
supplement),I7 1 

Ssu Pu Tshung Khan, 19 (i) 
Ssu Shu Ta Chhuan (the Four Books), 175,345,350, 

351 

Ssuma Chhien, 36, 56, I 10 
See also Shih Chi 

starch, in papermaking, 73, 74 
for paste, 82 

Starr, K., (2) 8 (b) 
stationery, 91-6, 284-6 
Steele, (I) 367 (c) 
Stein, 11,43,45 (c), 148, 151, 169 (c), 248, 296; (2) 

103 (a), I ID (g) Ill; (4) to (c), 43 (d), 124 (c), 
127 (b), 131 (a), 146 (b), 248 (d), 253 (b); (6) 
228 (a); (Il) 296 (e), 297 (b) 

Steinberg, (I) 368 (f) 
stencils, 2, I 16, 145-6 
Stoff, (I) 286 (a) 
Stone Drums (shih ku), 28, 140 
'stone ink' (shih mo), 234, 239, 242 
straw, for papermaking, 52, 53, go 

manufacturing process, 6 I 
in Korea, 320; Vietnam, 350 

Strehlneek, (I) 91 (a) 
Stromer, Ulman (paper manufacturer in 

Nuremberg), 300 
stylus, 25, 38 
Su Chhe (Sung poet), 208 

Luan Chheng Chi, I 13 ( a) 
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Su I-Chien. See Wen Fang Ssu Phu. 
Su Shih (artist, + 1036-1 101),61,112-13,130,249, 

363 
Tung-Pho Chih Lin, 61 (a) 
Su Tung-Pho Chi (Collected Writings ofSu Shih), 

325 (a) 
Su Ying-Hui, (4) 45 (c) (d); (8) 139 (e), 142 (a) 
Sui Chhao rao Thiao Chheng Chhing Kuo Chih Fang rung 

(Beautiful Ladies of Successive Dynasties who 
overturned Empires), woodcut, 261 

Sui dynasty, 10 (d), 68,135,315 
inscriptions, 26 
paper manuscripts, 45; in colour, 282 (a) 
beginnings of printing? 149 

Sui-hsien, Hupei, bronze bells from, 25 (f) 
Sumatra, 356 
Sun & Sun, (I) 17 (a) 
Sun Tien-Chhi, (/) 188 (b) 
Sun Yii-Hsiu, (/) 20, '46 (d) 
Sung dynasty, 76, 122, 128, 146 

bronze blocks, 18 
printed books, 19, 159-69 
development of papermaking, 47-9 
popular papers, 88-9; fine paper, 90 
paper money, 96-8 
burning paper replicas, 103 
paper clothes, I ID, 112; furnishings, 112; armour, 

114; fans, 130 
printing centres, 375 
calligraphic styles, 224, 375 
book binding, 227; illustrations, 255 
ink, 241, 249 
printed books to Korea, 322,324-5 
calligraphy and painting, 363 
scholarship and printing, 377 
civil service examination system, 379 

Sung Shih (History of the Sung Dynasty), 114 (e), 
322 (e) 

Sung Tien-Chhi, (/) 190 (a) 
Sung Ying-Hsing. See Thien Kung Khai Wu 
Surikyo. folded or printed sutras, 338 
sutTa binding, 16 I 

Suzuki Harunobu (artist, + 1725-70),342 
Sweden, 99 (c) (d) 
Swingle, (I) 377 (b) 
Switzerland, early paper industry in, 302 

symbolic use of paper, 102 
Syria, 6 
Szechuan, 13,96,151-2,154,183,184,224 

papermaking, 45, 47, 53, 54, 77,87; decorative 
notepaper, 92-3, 94, 209 

Ta Chhin. See Roman Empire 
Ta Chhing Hui Tien Shih Li (History of the 

Administrative Statutes of the Chhing Dynasty 
with Illustrative Cases), 50 (c), 121 (d), 216 (b), 
219 (a) 

Ta Chhing LU Li Shih Li, 132 (e) 
Ta Hsiieh, 261 
Ta Hsiieh Ten 1, classical commentary, 208 

Ta Ming Hui Tien (History of the Administrative 
Statutes of the Ming Dynasty), 49 (d), 50 (a), 

100 (b), 176 
Ta Sui chhiu dharani, 255 
tablets, bamboo and wood, 29-33 

Chii-yen finds, 30, 39 (b), 41 (c) 
replaced by paper, 43 
bindings, 227-8 

taboo characters (hui Izu), 227 
Taga Arigaro, (/) 190 (c) 
Taiwan, bronze type used in, 216 

Takeo Eiichi, (2) 16 (b) 
Takeo Kabushiki Kaisha, 15 
tamarisk, Chinese, for tablets, 32 
Tangut (Hsi-hsia) kingdom, 105 (a), 169,304 
Tao Te Ching Kuang Sheng I (Study of Emperor 

Hsiian-Tsung's Commentary on Lao Tzu) by Tu 
Kuang-Thing,I54 

Taoism 
Taoist texts on stone, 7,29, 141; on paper rolls, 45; 

printed, 154-5, 163, 170, 171, 181; presented to 
Vietnam; 350; Vietnamese, 351 

charms, 109, 139 
paper clothing, 110, 112; furnishings, 114 

lapa. See bark cloth 
Ten Bamboo Studio, 94, 283, 286 
Teng Chih-Chheng, (/) 132 (f) 
Teng Ssu-Yii, (I) 379 (a) 
Tenkai (Japanese monk), 343 
Tesuki Washi Taikan, Comprehensive Collection of 

HandmadeJapanese Paper (Mainichi 
Newspapers), 16 

Tetsugen (Japanese monk), 343 
textiles 

close relationship with paper, 36-7 
printing on, 310-1 Ij early European specimens, 

3l! 
Thai Ching-Lung, (r) 373 (a) 
Thai-chou, paper from, 56 
Thai-Phing kingdom, 216-17 
Thai Phing Kuang Chi (Copious Records Collected in 

the Thai-Phing Reign-Period), 112 (c) 
Thai-Phing Shan Shu; Thu Hua (Landscape Pictures of 

Tbai-Phing [in Anhui]), 273 
Thai Phing Sheng Hui Fang (Prescriptions Collected by 

Imperial Benevolence during the Thai-Phing 
Reign-Period), 165 

Thai Phing ru Lan (Thai-Phing Reign-Period 
Imperial Encyclopaedia), 13,219,221 (a) 

Thai-Tsu, Emperor (r. + 1368-98),122 
Thailand, 14, 354, 360 
Thaiyuan, 188 
than wood, 42, 61, 154 
Thangdynasty, 10 (d), 19 and (f), 32, 52, 80,122, 

124,126-7,131,135 (g), 146,237,363,379 
birth of printing, 9,148-54,315 
paper rolls, 10,45-7 
inscriptions, 26,141; rubbings of, 144-5 
development of paper making, 44-7 
use of hemp paper, 54; rattan, 55; paper mulberry, 

58; bamboo, 60 
screen marks, 67-8 
coloured paper, 77; visiting cards, 96 
common papers, 86-7 
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Thangdynasty (coni.) 
imitation money, 103, 104 

paper clothes, I 10-I2; furnishings, 112; armour, 

"4 
lantern festival, 128 

cards, 132 

script, 223 

book bindings, 227; han (cases) for books, 233 
ink, 248; Korean, as tribute, 32 I 
origins of New Year pictures, 288 
inception of Korean paper industry, 320 
earliest extant printing, 322 

relationship with Japan, 336; Tibet, 357 
Thang family (printers, Nanking), 264 
Thang Kuo Shih Pu (Supplements to the History of the 

Thang Dynasty) by Li Chao, 60 
Tbang Lan, (r) 28 (b) 
Thang Liu Tien (Institutes of the Thang Dynasty), 

11-13,54 (e), 75 
Thang Shih Hua Phu (Manual of Painting with 

Themes from the Thang Poetry), 264 
ThangTshai-lun (early +9th century), 135 
lhao ju, tablets used as charms, 122 
Tbao Hsiang, (/) 282 (b), (3) 16 
Thao Hung-Ching (physician, + 456-540), I 12 
Ihao pan Ilou pan (multi-colour woodblock printing), 

277-87 
Tbao Tsung-I (ft. +1360),345 (f) 

See also Cho Keng Lu 
Thien Kung Khai Wu (The Exploitation of the Works 

of Nature) by Sung Ying-Hsing, 13, 17 (a), 50, 
53-4,59,61,62,63,64,93,123 (a), 130 (d), 
180,264,295 (b), 320 (c), 321 (e) 

on the screen mould, 67 
on the processes of paper making, 69-71, 72 
on lead litharge, 76 
on visiting cards, 96 
on burnt-offering paper, 105-6 
on ink-making, 240-1, 241 (b) 

Thien Min (ft. + lOth century), 156 
Thien-ning Temple, Huchow, 157 
Thien-thai, Chekiang, 56 
Thing-Lin Wen Chi (Collected Writings ofKu Yen

Wu), 177 (a), 209 (b) 
Thomas, Isaiah, (I) 22,195 (a), 313 (b) 
Thu Lung (author and collector, 1542-1605),90, 

ll3 
Thu Shu Chi Chheng (Imperial Encyclopaedia), 13,50 

printing of, 185, 215, 220 (b), 370 (d); illustrated, 
27 1 

Thung len Chen Chiu Ching (Book on the Charts of 
Tract of the Bronze Man for Acupuncture and 
Moxibustion). 163, 259 

Thung Meng Hs.n (An Admonition to Those Who are 
Immature and Ignorant), 165 

Thung Su Pien (Thesaurus of Popular Terms, Ideas 
and Customs), 122 (h) 

tifang chih (local histories), 190 
Ti pao, the official gazette, 176 
Tibet, Tibetan, 45, 296-7, 319 

ink, 237 
papermaking,357 

tiger, paper, 132 

tiles, inscriptions on, 26-8 
tin, for movable type, 2 I 7, 219 

Tindale & Harriet, (I) 15 
Ting Fu-Pao, 35 (d) (f), 36 (a) 
Togari Soshinan, (/) 16 
toilet paper, 43, 109, 123,356 
Tokyo, 343 
Tongking (Chiao-Chou/Chiao-Chih/Nan-Yiieh), 

347,349 
tools, 19 

for engraving woodblocks, 197 
Iou panllhao pan (multicolour woodblock printing), 

277 
tracing, paper treated for, 78 
Tranquebar, India, 357 
tribute 

paper as, 40, 44, 47-8, 55, 62, 8.9, 12 I; kung chih 
("tribute paper"), 45; Chi-Lin chih from Korea, 
320; from the Liu-Chhiu Islands, 345; from 
Vietnam, 349 

Korean ink as, 32 I 
Trier, (I) 354 (c) 
T ripitaka, 64, 88, 159 

Sung editions, 161-2, 171, 261, 338, 350, 369 
Chhitan edition, 169 
Tangut edition, 169, 171 
Chieh-chou edition, 170 
Mongol editions, 171; Yiian gift to Vietnam, 350 
Ming editions, 181, 32 I 
Chhing edition, 185 
illustrations, 255 
Tripilaka Koreana, 322-3, 325 
'Eighty Thousand Tripilaka', 322-3 
Japanese editions, 342 (a); the Tenkai (movable-

type edn), 343 
Isai li (to spoil pear wood, printing), 195 
Tsakhortei, near Chii-yen, 4 I 
Tschichold, (1-7) 23; (2) 107 (b); (3) 264 (c), 279 

(a), 280 (a), 284 (a), 286 (b); (5) 287 (a) 
Tshai Lun (d. + 121), 2, 4, 48, 57 

and the invention of paper, 40-1 

as a god, 107-8 
Western knowledge of, 295 

Tshao Chih (+ 192-224),240 
Tshe Fu riian Kuei (Collection of Material on the 

Lives of Emperors and Ministers), 156 (a) 
tJhung shu (collectane"-I, 190 
Tsien Tsuen-Hsuin (2) xxiii (a), 7 (b) (e), 8 (a), 10 (b), 

17 (b), 25 (a) (d), 26 (a) (b), 28 (a) (e), 29 (a), 
30 (a), 32 (d), 33 (d), 38 (b), 40 (h), 43 (a), 63 
(f), 75 (b), 137 (b) (f), 140 (b) (c), 141 (a), 144 
(b), 227 (e), 230 (b), 239 (d), 240 (c) (e), 242 
(b) (d), 248 (a), 253 (a), 293 (c), 296 (e), 349 
(a), 365 (a); (4) 349 (b); (7) 223 (a); (10) 45 
(d); (Il) 19 (h); (12) 175 (c) 

See also Chhien Tshun-Hsiin 
Tsinan, 188 
Tso Po (papermaker, +200),42 
Tsung Lin. See Ching CMu Sui Shih Chi 
tsung phu (clan registers), 190, 21 I 

Tu Fu (poet), 124, 127 (a), 167 
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Tu Kuang-Thing. See Tao Te Ching Kuang Sheng I 
Tuan Kung-Lu. See Pei Hu Lu 
Tuan Yii-Tshai (1735-1805),14 
Tung Chhi-Chhang (artist, + 1555-1636),320 (f) 
T ung Ciling Meng Hua Lu (Dreams of the Glories of 

the Eastern Capital [Khaifeng]) by Meng 
Yiian-Lao, 13, 104,128 and (f), 167 (c) 

Tung Kuan Han Chi (An Official History of the Later 
Han Dynasty), I I , 40 

Tung Nan Chi Wen (Miscellaneous Notes about The 
Southeast), 247 (b) 

Tung Pa (early +3rd century), 57 
T ung Thien Chhing Lu (Clarifications of Strange 

Things) by Chao Hsi-Ku, 59 (i), 68 (c), 77 (e) 
Tunhuang, 68,135,137, 148,255,322,372 

printed material, 19 (f), 151, 159, 169 (c), 253, 
280, 311; Diamond Sutra, edn of + 868, 151, 253; 
+950 edn, 159 

tablets, 30 
paper rolls and fragments, 45-7; also 10, I 1,19 (e), 

54,58,73,75,86,228 (d); early ink, 240 
paper flowers, 124, 126 

inked rubbings, 144-5; stencils, 146 
Uighur font, 304 

Turfan 
tablets, 30 
paper manuscripts, 43, 58, 296-7 
paper clothing, I 10 

early printing, 149, 169 (c) 
probable route for migration of printing westward, 

30 4-5 
See also Sinkiang 

Turkestan, Chinese, I 1,67,86, 148,248,272 
Turkestan, Eastern, 296, 304 
Turks, and Chinese culture, 3 I 9 
turquoise, 25 
type, movable 

surviving specimens, 18- I 9 
Western manufacture of Chinese fonts, 192 

invention of, 201-3 

varieties and methods of printing with, 20 I -20 

arrangement of, 202, 207-8, 2 I I, 222 

disadvantages for Chinese of, 220-2; natural for 
alphabetic languages, 306 

Uigur, 304 
origins of European typography, 317-19 
in Korea, 32s-gI;Japan, 341-2; Vietnam, 351-2; 

Philippines, 358 
type, varieties of Chinese 

earthenware, 201-5; also 2,18,21 I, 221 

enamel, 203, 204, 205, 221 

wooden, 205-11; also 18-19, 176, 178, 185, 192, 

30 4 
metal, including bronze, 211-20; also 18-19, 185, 

271. See also casting 
type table, revolving, 207 
tz/zu huang, as insecticide, 78-9 
T<.u Chih Thung Chi,n (Comprehensive Mirror [of 

History] for Aid in Government) by Ssuma 
Kuang, 104 (a), 165,321,322 (b) 

T<.u Thao Hsuan Tsa Chui (Miscellany from the 
Purple Peach Studio) by LiJih-Hua, 78 

tzu tshao (Lithaspemum erythrorhiz.on) , herb used in ink, 
245 

Uigur, Uigurs, 18,45,304-6 
ukiyoe ('Pictures of the Floating Life'), 342 
umbrellas, paper, 130, 335, 356 
uses of paper, 84-132, 361-3 

Vacca, (I) 127 (a) 
Vaudescal, (I) 29 (a) (b) 
vellum, 37 
Vera,Juan de, and his brother Petro (printers in the 

Philippines), 358 
Vergil, Polydore, (I) 294 and (a) 
vermilion, in ink, 246 
vertical writing, 32 
Vidalon, Spanish papermaking centre, 299 
Vietnam (Nan-Yiieh), 44, 49, 62 

paper money, 99 
and Chinese culture, 319 
papermaking, 347-50; printing, 350-2 

Vimalakirti-nirdesa-sutra, 154 (a) 
de Vinne, (I) 22,295 (e), 309 (c), 311 (a) (f) (g) (h), 

313 (a) (b) (c), 318 and (a) 
visiting cards, 96 
vitriol, in ink~making, 245 
Voorn, (I) 356 (b) 

Waley, (29) 22 (c) 
wallpaper, 116-20,31 1,363 
walnut, 112 
Wan-Hsiao- Thang Hua Chuan (Noted Figures in the 

History from the Wan-Hsiao-Thang), 275 
wan nien hung (ten-thousand-years red), 76 
Wan Shou Sheng Tien Thu (Illustrations of the Scenes 

at the Celebration of Emperor Khang-Hsi's 60th 
birthday), 269 

Wan Shou Tao Tsang, 163 
Wang Chen, 21 I 

See also Nung Shu 
Wang Chi-Chen, (I) 17,249 (a), 251 (a) 
Wang Chia. See Shih I Chi 
Wang Ching-Ju, (2), 169 (c) 
Wang Chii-Hua & Li Yii-Hua, (r) 38 (d) 
Wang family ofHsin-an (woodcut makers), 266 
Wang Hsi-Chih (calligrapher, +321-79),59 (i), 63, 

78, 92, 130, 363 (b) 
Wang Kai, Wang Nieh, Wang Shih (illustrators), 

286 
Wang Kuo-Wei, (3-7) 20; (3) 157 (c); (4) 158 (b); 

(5) 163 (a) (d), 172 (d); (10) 28 (e) 
Wang Ming, (r) 15,58 (d) 
Wang Ming-Sheng, I Shu Pien, 181 (a) 
Wang Po-Min, (r) 20,254 (a), 269 (b) 
Wang-tu, Hopei, 247 
Wang-Tu Han Mu Pi Hua, 248 (a) 
Wang Yeh-Chhiu, (r) 190 (a) 
Wang Yin-Chih (calligrapher), 59 (i) 
WangYing-Lin (+1223-96),171 
Wang Yii (Commissioner ofImperial Sacrifices and 

Associate Censor, +8th century), 104 
WangYii, (r) 146 (a) 
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Wang Yii-Chheng. See Hsiao Chhu Chi 
WangYii-Chhiian, (I) 7 (b), 26 (b) 
WangYuan-chhi (court artist, 1642-1715), 269 
Wani (Korean scholar, +4th century), 331 
Wanstead, Palace of, 116 
Ward, (I) 6 (d) 
Warring States period, 26, 30, 238, 240 
washing of paper, 80 . 
Watanabe Tadaichi, (1) 16 
Waterhouse, D.B., (I) 342 (f) 
watermarks, 23, 94, lZ99, 300 
Watson, B., (1) 110 (a) 
wax, for coating paper, 78 
Wei Hsien Nu (papermaker, +7th century), 297 
Wei Liieh (Compendium of Non-Classical Matters) 

by Kao Ssu-Sun, 135 (h) 
Wei Lueh Chi Pen (Memorable Things of the Wei 

State), 321 (h) 
Wei Nan Wen Chi (Collected Works ofLu Yu), 213 (e) 
Wei Tan (calligrapher, + 179-253),237,240,243, 

245 
Wen Cheng-Heng. See Chhang Wu Chih 
Wen Fang Ssu Phu (Collected Studies of the Four 

Articles for Writing in a Scholar's Studio), 
compiled by Su I-Chien 

contents of, 13, 16 
on papermaking, 42 (a), 48, 53, 59, 60, 61 (d); 

coloured paper, 76 (a), 77 (a) (d), 92 (a); 
waxed, 78 (b); decorative, 94 

on paper clothing and furnishings, 1 I 2 

on inkmaking, 245 and (a) 
Wen Hsien Thung Khao (Comprehensive Study of [the 

History of] Civilisation) by Ma Tuan-Lin, 98 
(f), 132 (c), 136 (a) 

Wenchow, 209 
Weng Sung-Nien (hao Lo-hsiian, 1647-1723),286 
Weng Thung-Wen, (I) 167 (b); (2) 373 (d) (g); (3) 

157 (a) 
Werner, (r) 106 (e) 
Western Han, 30 
Western world 

western sources for the study of Chinese printing, 
22-3 

and the origins of paper, 38 
western works published in China, 172, 175 
western influence on Chinese printing, 184, 190-4, 

275; on Chinese illustrations, 251, 271, 283, 291 
western and Chinese book bi';dings, 233 
papermaking in the New World, 302-3 
impact of printing on, 367-9 
See also Europe 

wheat stalks, for papermaking, 52, 53, 61 
Wiborg, (I) 5 (d) (e), 17,236 (a) (b) (c), 237 (a) (b) 

(e), 247 (e), 248 (b) (c) 
Wieger, (6) 181 (d) 
Wiesner, 298 (a); (1-5) I I 

Williams, S.W., (I) 22 
willow, for tablet:l, 32 
window paper, 121-2 

Winter,]., (I) 240 (g) 
Wiseman, (I) 6 (c) 
wood ash, used in papermaking, 69, 72 

wood pulp in papermaking, 64 
woodblocks, 2, 5 

early specimens, 17 
quantities required, 162, 171,181,323-4 
accumulated in the National Academy, 177, 

370 

wood used, i 96 
preparation arid carving, 196-200 
re~use of, 201, 370 
taken to Europe, 3 I 7 
Chinese woodblock carvers in Japan, 340 
See also block printing, woodcuts 

woodcuts 
early book illustrations, 253-62; Ming and 

Chhing, 262-77; multi-coloured prints, 277-87; 
N~w Year pictures, 287-92; cutters, named, 266 

Japanese prints, 342-3 
Woodside, (I) 351 (b) 
wool, 36 (f) 
wrapping paper, 51, 61,122-3 
writing materials, pre-paper, 23-35, 37-8, 236 
writing 

writing systems and the development of printing, 
8; written Chinese and movable type, 220 

earliest Chinese, 25; on paper, 41, 85-6 
tablet format and the layout of Chinese writing, 

29,32 
on one side of the paper, 79 
respect for written characters, 109, 123 
Indian religious condemnation of, 236 
lack of a written tradition in Southeast Asia, 354 

Wu, "Emperor (r. +265-90),44 
Wu, Empress (r. +684-704), new forms of Chinese 

characters under, 149,322 
Wu Chao-I (minister, d. 967), 156-7,378 
Wu Chhi-Jui, Chih Wu Min Shih Thu Khao (illustrated 

book on botany, printed 1848),275 
Wu Ching (Five Classics), 345, 350, 351 
Wu Ching T sung rao (Collection of the Most 

Important Military Techniques), 264 
Wu-chou, in modern Chekiang, 55 
Wu Chung-Chiin (printer), 216, 217 
Wu Fa-Hsiang. See Lo Hsaan Pien Ku Chien Phu 
Wu Fu"Yiian, (I) 345 (b) 
Wu-hsi, in Chiangsu, 204, 212, 213 
Wu, K.T., (5) 174 (b), 175 (a), 178 (e), 181 (b); (6) 

22,174 (a), 251 (a), 283 (a); (7) 22, 169 (c), 170 
(a), 171 (b) (c), 172 (a) (c), 283 (a); (8) 22, 192 
(c), 283 (a); (9) 255 (b); (10) 22,283 (a) 

Wu~ling, in modern Hunan, 112 
Wu-Lung-A (Manchu general), 216 
Wu Pei Chih (Treatise on Armament Technology) by 

Mao Yiian-I, 115, 116 (a) 
Wu Shuang Phu (Album of Unique Personalities of 

Chinese History), 275 
Wu Tai Hui rao (History of the Administrative 

Statutes of the Five Dynasties) by Wang Fu, 
156 (a) 

Wu Tao-Tzu (artist, d. +792),280 
Wu Tshai-Luan (woman calligrapher, ft. +827-35), 

373 
Wu-wei, Anhui, 157 (c) 
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Wu~wei, Han-Than-Pho in, paper specimens from, 
30 ,41,86 

Wu ring Tien CM Chen Pan Chheng Shih (Imperial 
Printing Office Manual for Movable Type), 22, 
209,271,370 (d) 

Wu ring Tien Chii Chen Pan Tsh'mg Shu (Collection of 
Assembled Gem Editions of the Wu Ying 
Palace), 185-8,209,220 (b) 

Wu Ying Tien palace, 216 
paper for palace editions, 50, 89 
Imperial Printing Office, 184-5 
printing projects, 185, 209, 269 
bronze type in, 215-16 

Wu Yiian (-6th to -5th century), 36 
Wu-Yiieh state, 19 (e), 154, 157,369 (d) 
Wuchhang, 188 
Wuhsi, 183 

Xativa, Spanish papermaking centre, 293 (a), 299 

Yamamoto, (1) 351 (d) 
Yang Chia-Lo, (2) 190 (d) (f), 377 (b) 
Yang-chia-wu, in Shantung, 291 

Yang Chung-Hsi, (1) 13,67 (b), 71-2 
Yang Ku (disciple ofYao Shu, + 13th century), 203 
Yang Lien-Sheng, (3) 96 (d), 98 (a), 99 (d) 
Yang-liu-chhing, near Tientsin, 288 
Yang Shou-Ching, (1) 19 
Yangchow, 184, 185 (a), 188, 291,308 
Yangtze river and valley, 45, 47, 59,151 
Yao Chhi (/I. +940),94 
Yao Shu (councillor of Kublai Khan, + 1201-78), 

203 
Yao Tshung-Wu, (1) 14,43 (f), 297 (g), 298 (c) 
yeh, for le.afofa book, 230 (c) 
reh Hsi riian Chhi (Origins of Card Games) by Wang 

Shih-Han, 132 (a) (d) 
Yeh Kung-Chho, (I) 161 (b), 181 (c) (2) 16 (c), 251 (e) 
Yeh Sheng-Thao, (I) 279 (a) 
Yeh Te-Hui, (2) 20,22 (c), 89 (a), 135 (f), 155 (b), 

157 (b), 165 (a) (c), 167 (a), 169 (a), 170 (a), 
172 (b), 183 (a), 184 (a), 225 (a), 372 (a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e), 373 (b), 380 and (d); (3) 222 (b); (4) 
233 (c) 

reh Tzu Ko Hsi, 132 
Yellow river and valley, 37 (a), 59 
Yen Chen-Chhing (+709-85), 224 
Yen Chih-Thui. See ren Shih Chia Hsiin 
ren Shih Chia Hsiin (Mr Yen's Advice to his Family) 

by Yen Chih-Thui, 109 (b), 123 and (c), 148 
Yen-Shou (Buddhist monk, +908-75), 158,255 
Yetts, (I) 139 (d) 
Yi dynasty (Korean, + 1392- I 9 10), 325 
Yi Hong-jik, (1) 149 (f), 322 (a) (c) (d); (2) 149 (f), 

322 (a) (d) 
Yi Kyo-Bo (+ Il68-I24I), 325 (g) 
yin, with reference to printing, 137 (a), 148, 149 
Yin family of Lin-an (printers), 169 
rin Shan Cheng rao (Principles of Correct Diet), 178 
rin Shih Chien Phu (Collection of Letter Papers from 

the Yin Family), 94-5, 286 
yin shua (to print and brush, printing), 195 

Yin-Yiian/Ingen (Zen priest), 343-5 
ying huang (wax paper), 78 
Ying Shao (c. + 14°-206),40 
ring Tsao Fa Shih (Treatise on Architectural 

Methods), 165,259 
Yu-chhiian, Chekiang, 53, 55, 56, 89 
ru Huan Chi Wen (Things Seen and Heard on my 

Official Travels) by Chang Shih-Nan, 78 
ru rang Tsa CII1l (Miscellany of the Yu-yang 

Mountain [Cave]) by Tuan Chheng-Shih, 
124 (b) 

Yii Chheng-Hung & Li Yiin, (1) 13,59 (h), 64 
(e) 

ru Chih Keng Chih Thu, 270 

Yii Chih Pi Tsang Chhiian, 255 
Yii family (printers) ofChien-yang, 165-7,258 

YiiJen-chung, 165 
Yii Chih-an, 165, 172 
See also Chhin Yu Thang 

rii Fu Chih (Monograph on Ceremonies) by Tung 
Pa,41 (a), 57 (b) 

ru Hai (Ocean of Jade), 171,370 (a) 
Yii Hsing-Wu, (1) 137 (c) 
yii lan phen (ceremonial tripod), 104 
Yii Liang-Fu (woodblock carver in Japan), 340 
rii Shih Tshe (Collected Papers written at the 

Imperial Palace Examinations), 327 (a) 
rii Thai Hsin riin (Anthology of Regulated Verses, 

157 
ru wei (fish tail sign), 222 
Yii Wei-Kang, (1) 149 (c) 
Yiian Chen (poet, +779-813), 92 
Yiian dynasty 

colour printing, 19,282 
extant editions, 19 
paper products, 49; paper money, 99; blocks for, 

18 
printing of books, 171-2; book binding, 227, 231; 

illustrations, 255, 261-2 
calligraphic styles, 224 
contacts with Europeans, 308 
printing links with Korea, 325 
Chinese printers in Japan, 340 
See also Mongols 

Yiian Han-Chhing, (2) 15 
ruan-Ho Chiin Hsien Chih (Yiian-Ho Reign-Period 

General Geography), 13,45 (a), 55 (b) 
rfian Ming ruan Ssu Shih Ching Shih Thu (Poems and 

Illustrations on 40 Scenes of the Yiian-Ming 
Garden), 269 

rfian rang Tsung, 266 
riieh Chueh Shu (Lost Records of the State ofYiieh), 

36 (b) 
Yiieh Chiin, 167 (b) 
Yiieh Kho (+ I 183-1242?), 167 (b) 
rueh Lu Chhuan Shu, on music and acoustics, 178 
riieh-Nan Chi Lueh, 350 (b) 
Yule, (I) 59 (a), 100 (a), 105 (a), 112 (f), 293 (f), 

313 (d), 317 and (a) (c) (d); (2) 307 (g) 
riin Chang Ching, I 32 
run Chhi ru 1 (Discussion with Friends at Cloudy 

Pool), 152 (b) 

INDEX 

run Hsien San Lu (Scattered Remains of Clouded 
Immortals), 149 (a) 

Yiin-meng, 30 
Yung-feng, Chiangsi, 89 
rung-Lo Ta Tien (Grand Encyclopaedia of the Yung-

Lo Reign-Period), 174, 209 
Yunnan, 116,209 

Zen Buddhism, 338 
Zi, Etienne, (I) 379 (a) 
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477 
TABLE OF CHINESE DYNASTIES 

夏
荫

HSIA kingdom (legendary?) 
SHANG (YIN) kingdom 

RO岛1ANISATION CONVERSION TABLES 

BY ROBIN BRILLIANT 

PINYIN/MODIFIED WADE-GILES 

Modified 
Wade-Giles 

CHOU dynasty (Feudal 
Age) 

间

First U nification 

漠
即lodi白ed

Wad• Giles 

gb 

innzl 

uaaaInEFL 

仇
州
立
仇
州
立
白
山

r
r
r
u阳
阳
叫m己
由

A叫H
m
m削
叫
川
叫
川
N
M
M
M
M
俺
们

Pinyin 

chou 
chu 
chuai 
chuan 
chuang 
chui 
chun 
chuo 
Cl 

cong 
cou 
cu 
cuan 
CUl 

cun 
cuo 
da 
dai 
dan 
dang 
dao 
de 
dei 
den 
deng 
di 
dian 
diao 
die 
ding 
diu 
dong 
dou 
du 
duan 
dui 
dun 
duo 
e 

a 
al 
an 
ang 
aù 

pa 
pal 
pan 
pang 
pao 
pel 
pen 
peng 
pl 
plen 
pmo 
pieh 
pm 
pmg 
po 
pu 
tsha 
tshai 
tshan 
tshang 
tshao 
tsh是

tsh是n

tshêng 
chha 
chhai 
chhan 
chhang 
chhao 
chhê 
chh是n

chh是ng

chhih 
chhung 

Pinyin 

a 
al 
an 
ang 
ao 
ba 
bai 
ban 
bang 
bao 
bei 
ben 
beng 
bi 
bian 
biao 
bie 
bin 
bing 
bo 
bu 
ca 
cal 
can 
cang 
cao 
ce 
cen 
ceng 
cha 
chai 
chan 
chang 
chao 
che 
chen 
cheng 
chi 
chong 

十 907 to + 1I24 
+ II24 to + 121I 

-1- 986 to + 1227 
+ 960 to + II26 

+ 1127 to + 1279 
+III5 to +1234 
+ 1260 to + 1368 
+ 1368 to + 1644 
+ 1644 to + 191I 

+ 1912 

现

三圄
First 
Partition 

Second 
Partition 

C. -2000 to C. - 1520 
C. - 1520 to C. - 1030 

(Ear1y Chou period c. - 1030 t。一 722
J Chhun Chl山 period 泰秋 -722 to -480 
\Warring States (Chan -480 to -221 
\. Kuo) period 联国

秦 CHHIN dynasty -221 to -207 
I Chhien Han (Ear1ier or Western) - 202 to + 9 

HAN dynasty { Hsin interregnum + 9 to + 23 
l Hou Han (Later or Eastern) + 25 to + 220 

SAN Kuo (Three Kingdoms period) 十 221 to + 265 
蜀 SHU (HAN) +221 to +264 
视 WEI +220 to +265 
央 Wu 十 222 to +280 

Second 管 CHiN dynasty: Western +265 to +317 
Unification Eastern +317 to +420 

~IJ 宋 (Liu) SUNG dynasty +420ω+479 
Northern and Southern Dynasties (Nan Pei chhao) 

￥蒋每 C臼HHI dynasty + 4钉79 tω0+5庐02
#梁住 LIAN阳G dynasty + 50臼2 tω0+557 
陈 CωHH旧EN dynasty + 557 tω0+58句9 

(广灿
h阳…rt巾巾t出由he
Western (σTho叩'pa功)WE囚1 d句ynast可y + 535 tω0+5臼56
Eastern (σTho叩pa吟)WE囚1 d句yn阳as町t守y + 534 tω。 +5妇50

4北t 鄙 Northern CHHi dynasty + 550 to + 577 
~t 周 Northern CHOU (Hsienpi) dynasty + 557 to + 581 

Third 隋 SUI dynasty + 581 to +618 
Unification 唐 THANG dynasty +618 to +906 

Third 五代 Wu TAI (Five Dynasty period) (Later Liang, + 907 to + 960 
Partition Later Thang (Turkic), Later Chin (Turk闷，

Later Han (Turkic) and Later Chou) 
寇 LIAO (Chhitan Ta由r) dynasty 

West LIAO dynasty (Qarã-Khi~ãi) 
西夏 Hsi Hsia (Tangut Tibetan) state 

Fourth 宋 Northern SUNG dynasty 
Unification 宋 Southern SUNG dynasty 

金 CHiN (Jurchen Tartar) dynasty 
元 YUAN (Mongol) dynasty 
明 MING dynasty 
前 CHHING (Manchu) dynasty 

民国 Republic

3
1
4
3
4
4
3
:

王
切
注
2
2

N.B. When no modifying te口n in brackets is given, the dynasty was purely Chinese. Where the 
overlapping of dynasties and independent states becomes particularly confused, the tables ofWieger (1) 
will be found useful. For such periods, especially the Second and Third Partitions, the best guide is 
Eberhard (9). During the Eastern Chin period there were no less than eightecn independent States 
(Hunnish, Tibetan, Hsienpi, Turkic, etc.) in the north. The term ‘ Liu chhao' (Six Dynasties) is often 
used by historians of literature. 1 t refers to the south and covers the period from the beginning of the 
+ 3rd to the end of the +6th centuries, including (San Kuo) Wu , Chin , (Liu) Sung, Chhi, Liang and 
Chhen. For all details of reigns and rulers see Moule & Yetts (1). 



479 
岛lodi自ed

Wad• Giles 

Modified 
Wade-Giles Pinyin 

lou 
lu 
lü 
luan 
lüe 
lun 
luo 
ma 
ma1 
man 
mang 
mao 
盯le1

口len

meng 
πu 

mlan 
mlao 
m1e 
mm 
mmg 
m1u 
mo 
mou 
mu 
na 
na1 
nan 
nang 
nao 
ne1 
nen 
neng 
ng 
nJ 

nlan 
nJang 
nlao 
nJe 
nm 
nJng 
nJu 
nong 
nou 
nu 
nu 
nuan 
nue 
nuo 
。

ou 

pha 
phai 
phan 
phang 
phao 
phei 
phên 
phêng 
phi 
phien 
phiao 
phieh 
phin 
phing 
pho 
phou 
phu 
chhi 
chhia 
chhien 
chhiang 
chhiao 
chhieh 
chhin 
chhing 
chhiung 
chhiu 
chhü 
chhüan 
chhüeh, chhio 
chhün 
Jan 
Jang 
Jao 
Je 
Jen 
Jeng 
jih 
Junp, 
JOu 
JU 

Jua 
Juan 
JU1 

Jun 
JO 
sa 
sa1 
san 
sang 
sao 

pa 
pa1 
pan 
pang 
pao 
pe1 
pen 
peng 
p1 
p1an 
p1ao 
p1e 
pm 
pmg 
po 
pOU 
pu 
q1 
q1a 
q1an 
q1ang 
q1ao 
q1e 
qm 
qmg 
q10ng 
qJU 

qu 
quan 
que 
qun 
ran 
rang 
rao 
re 
ren 
reng 
n 
rong 
rou 
ru 
rua 
ruan 
rU1 

run 
ruo 
sa 
sa1 
san 
sang 
sao 

lou 
lu 
lü 
luan 
lüeh 
lun 
10 
ma 
ma1 
man 
mang 
mao 
口le1

口len
A 

meng 
m1 
ffilen 
ffilao 
mieh 
mm 
mmg 
m1u 
mo 
mou 
盯JU

na 
na1 
nan 
nang 
nao 
ne1 
nen 
neng 
ng 
nJ 

nlen 
nJang 
nlao 
nieh 
nJn 
nmg 
nJu 

nung 
nou 
nu 
nu 
nuan 
nJo 
no 
0 , e 
ou 

Pinyin 

(
:
;
三
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478 
时lodified

Wade-Giles 
Modi白ed

Wade-Giles Pinyin 

en 
eng 
er 
fa 
fan 
fang 
fei 
fen 
feng 
fo 
fou 
fu 
ga 
ga1 
gan 
gang 
gao 
ge 
ge1 
gen 
geng 
gong 
gou 
gu 
gua 
gua1 
guan 
guang 
gUJ 
gun 
guo 
ha 
hai 
han 
hang 
hao 
he 
hei 
hen 
heng 
hong 
hou 
hu 
hua 
huai 
huan 
huang 
hui 
hun 
huo 
J1 

chia 
chien 
chiang 
chiao 
chieh 
chin 
ching 
chiung 
chiu 
chü 
chüan 
chüeh , chio 
chün 
kha 
khai 
khan 
khang 
khao 
kho 
khei 
kh在n

khêng 
khung 
khou 
khu 
khua 
khuai 
khuan 
khuang 
khuei 
khun 
khuo 
la 
lai 
lan 
lang 
lao 
lê 
lei 
lêng 

lia 
lien 
liang 
liao 
lieh 
lin 
ling 
liu 
10 
lung 

J1a 
J1an 
J1ang 
J1ao 
J1e 
Jm 
Jmg 
JJOng 
JJU 

JU 

Juan 
Jue 
Jun 
ka 
kai 
kan 
kang 
kao 
ke 
kei 
ken 
keng 
kong 
kou 
ku 
kua 
kuai 
kuan 
kuang 
kui 
kun 
kuo 
la 
lai 
lan 
lang 
lao 
le 
lei 
leng 
li 
lia 
lian 
liang 
liao 
lie 
lin 
ling 
liu 
10 
long 

何
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o
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岛lodified

Wade-Giles 

que 
q lU 

q lOng 
chuo 
chou 
chu 
chuai 
chuan 
chuang 
chui 
chun 
chong 
qu 
quan 
que 
qun 
J1 
J1a 
J1ang 
J1a。

J1e 
J1an 
zhi 
Jm 
Jmg 
Jue 
J1U 
J lOng 
zhuo 
zhou 
zhu 

Pinyin 

chui 
chun 
cho 
tzu 
tsung 
tsou 
tsu 
tsuan 
tSUl 
tsun 
tso 

MODIFIED WADE-GILESjPINYIN 

岛'lodi且ed

Wade-Giles 

chhio 
chhiu 
chhiung 
chho 
chhou 
chhu 
chhuai 
chhuan 
chhuang 
chhui 
chhun 
chhung 
chhü 
chhüan 
chhüeh 
chhün 
chi 
chia 
chiang 
ch咀O

chieh 
chien 
chih 
chin 
ching 
chio 
chiu 
chiung 
cho 
chou 
chu 

Pinyin 

zhui 
zhun 
zhuo 
ZI 

zong 
zou 
zu 
zuan 
ZU1 
zun 
zuo 

如10dified

Wade-Giles 

chei 
chên 
chêng 
chih 
chung 
chou 
chu 
chua 
chuai 
chuan 
chuang 

Pinyin 

a 
a1 
an 
ang 
ao 
zha 
chai 
zhan 
zhang 
zhao 
zhe 
zhei 
zhen 
zheng 
cha 
chai 
chan 
chang 
chao 
che 
chen 
cheng 
q1 
q1a 
q1ang 
q1ao 
q1e 
q1an 
chi 
qm 
qmg 

如lodi且ed

Wade-Giles 

a 

a1 
an 
ang 
ao 
cha 
chai 
chan 
chang 
chao 
chê 
chei 
chên 
ch是ng

chha 
chhai 
chhan 
chhang 
chhao 
chhê 
chh是n

chhêng 
chhi 
chhia 
chhiang 
chhiao 
chhieh 
chhien 
chhih 
chhin 
chhing 

zhei 
zhen 
zheng 
zhi 
zhong 
zhou 
zhu 
zhua 
zhuai 
zhuan 
zhuang 

Pinyin 

r七
缸
K
F
h
b
k匠r
i
位
i
k
t卜
p
b
r扣
t
七
F
卜
仁F
L
μ
L
F
I
F
扣
h
h
r
l
v
G
l

Modi自ed

Wad• Giles 

wan 
wang 
we1 
wen 
ong 
wo 
wu 
hsi 
hsia 
hsien 
hsiang 
hsiao 
hsieh 
hsin 
hsing 
hsiung 
hsiu 
hsü 
hsüan 
hsüeh , hsio 
hsün 
ya 
yen 
yang 
yao 
yeh 

ym 
ymg 
yo 
yung 
yu 
yu 
yuan 
yüeh , yo 
yun 
tsa 
tsal 
tsan 
tsang 
tsao 
tse 
tsel 
ts是n

tsêng 
cha 
chai 
chan 
chang 
chao 
ch是

Pinyin 

wan 
w~ng 

we1 
wen 
weng 
wo 
wu 
X1 
X1a 
Xlan 
x1ang 
Xlao 
X1e 
xm 
xmg 
xlOng 
XlU 

xu 
xuan 
xue 
xun 
ya 
yan 
yang 
yao 
ye 
y1 
ym 
ymg 
yo 
yong 
you 
yu 
yuan 
yue 
yun 
za 
za1 
zan 
zang 
zao 
ze 
ze1 
zen 
zeng 
zha 
zhai 
zhan 
zhang 
zhao 
zhe 

Modified 
Wad• Giles 

se 
sen 
seng 
sha 
shai 
shan 
shang 
shao 
sh是

shei 
shen 
shêng, s是ng
shih 
shou 
shu 
shua 
shuai 
shuan 
shuang 
shui 
shun 
shuo 
ssu 
sung 
sou 
su 
suan 
SU1 

sun 
so 
tha 
thai 
than 
thang 
thao 
thê 
thêng 
thi 
thien 
thiao 
thieh 
thing 
thung 
thou 
thu 
thuan 
thui 
thun 
tho 
wa 
、'Ia1

se 
sen 
seng 
sha 
shai 
shan 
shang 
shao 
she 
shei 
shen 
sheng 
shi 
shou 
shu 
shua 
shuai 
shuan 
shuang 
shui 
shun 
shuo 
SI 

song 
sou 
su 
suan 
SU1 

sun 
suo 
ta 
ta1 
tan 
tang 
ta。

te 
teng 
t1 
tlan 
t1ao 
t1e 
tmg 
tong 
tou 
tu 
tuan 
t U1 

tun 
tuo 
wa 
wa1 

Pinyin 

480 



482 483 
Modified Modifìed Modifìed 岛iodifìed
Wade-Giles Pinyin Wad• Giles Pinyin Wad• Giles Pinyin Wade-Giles Pinyin 

chua zhua huan huan ku gu mu mu 
chua> zhuai huang huang kua gua na na 
chuan zhuan hui hui kuai gual nal nal 
chuang zhuang hun hun kuan guan nan nan 
chui zhui hung hong kuang guang nang nang 
chun zhun huo huo kuei gUl nao nao 
chung zhong 1 yl kun gun nel nel 
chü JU Jan ran kung gong nen nen 
chüan Juan Jang rang kuo guo neng neng 
chüeh Jue Jao rao la la m m 
chün Jun Je re lai lai mang mang 
ê吨 e, 0 Jen ren lan lan nlao nlao 
ê、 n en Jeng reng lang lang nieh me 
eng eng jih fl lao lao nlen nlan 
在rh er JO ru。 lê le mn mn 
fa fa JOu rou lei lei nmg nmg 
fan fan JU ru l是ng leng mu nue 
fang fang Jua rua mu mu 
fei fei Juan ruan lia lia no nu。

fên fen JUl rul liang liang nou nou 
f是ng feng Jun run liao liao nu nu 
fo fo Jung rong lieh lie nuan nuan 
fou fou ka ga lien lian nung nong 
fu fu kai gal lin lin nu nu 
ha ha kan gan ling ling 。 e，。

hai hai kang gang liu liu ong weng 
han han kao gao 10 luo, 10 ou ou 
hang hang kei gel lou lou pa ba 
hao hao kên gen lu lu pal bai 
hên hen k是ng geng luan luan pan ban 
h是ng heng kha ka lun lun pang bang 
ho he khai kai lung long pao bao 
hou hou khan kan lü lü pe1 bei 
hsi X1 khang kang lüeh lüe pen ben 
hsia X1a khao kao ma ma peng beng 
hsiang xmng khei kei m31 口1a1 pha pa 
hsiao xlao kh是n ken man man phai pa1 
hsieh x1e khêng keng m3ng mang phan pan 
hsien Xlan kho ke 盯1ao 盯lao phang pang 
hsin xm khou kou me1 me1 phao pao 
hsing xmg khu ku 口1en 盯len phei pe1 
hsio xue khua kua 盯leng meng phên pen 
hsiu X1U khuai kuai m1 m1 ph岳ng peng 
hsiung x lOng khuan kuan mlao 口11ao phi p1 
hsü xu khuang kuang mieh 口11e phiao p1ao 
hsüan xuan khuei kui ffilen 口uan phieh p1e 
hsüeh xue khun kun mm mm phien p1an 
hsün xun khung kong mmg πung phin pm 
hu hu khuo kuo 口1lU m1u phing pmg 
hua hua ko ge mo 口10 pho po 
huai huai kou gou mou 盯IOU phou pou 
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484 

,1 如lodified 岛10di且ed

Modified 时lodi白ed
Wad• Giles Pinyin Wad• Giles Pinyin 

Wade-Giles Pinyin Wade-Giles Pinyin tshun cun wang wang 
tshung cong 飞'Ie1 we1 

phu pu tên den tso zuo wê‘ n wen 
pl bi teng deng tsou zou 飞离10 w。
plao biao tha ta tsu zu wu wu 
pieh bie thai ta1 tsuan zuan ya ya 
plen bian than tan tsU1 ZU1 yang yang 
pm bin thang tang tsun zun yao yao 
pmg bing thao tao tsung zong yeh ye 
po bo thê te tu du yen yan 
pu bu th是ng teng tuan duan ym ym 
sa sa thi t1 tU1 dui ymg ymg 
sal sa1 thiao tlao tun dun yo yue , yo 
san san thieh tJe tung dong yu you 
sang sang thien tlan tzhu C1 yung yong 
sao sao thing tmg tzu ZI yu yu sê‘ se tho tuo wa 飞Na yuan yuan 
sen sen thou tou wa1 ￥va1 yüeh yue 
seng seng, sheng thu tu 

飞'Ian wan yun yun 
sha sha thuan tuan 
shai shai thui tU1 

shan shan thun tun 
shang shang thung tong 
shao shao t1 di 
shê she tlao diao 
shei shei tieh die 
sh是n shen tlen dian 
sh在ng sheng tmg ding 
shih shi t1U diu 
shou shou to duo 
shu shu tou dou 
shua shua tsa za 
shuai shuai tsal za1 
shuan shuan tsan zan 
shuang shuan.g tsang zang 
shui shui tsao zao 
shun shun tse ze 
shuo shuo tsel ze1 
so suo tsê、n zen 
sou sou ts是ng zeng 
ssu SI tsha ca 
su su tshai ca1 
suan suan tshan can 
SU1 SU1 tshang cang 
sun sun tshao cao 
sung 电 song tshê ce 
ta da tsh是n cen 
ta1 dai tshêng ceng 
tan dan tsho cuo 
tang dang tshou cou 
tao dao tshu cu 
te de tshuan cuan 
te1 dei tshui CU1 


